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-- .Foreword

It is a rare scientific meeting that brings together at one time and location the world's leading
practitioners in a particular field. During the week of March 16-20, 1970, some 230 scientists
attended the International Conference on Fourier Spectroscopy at the Aspen Institute in Colorado,
the first truly international scientific meeting devoted exclusively to Fourier spectroscopy. Among
those present were the pioneers in the field, those whG have contributed most to the advance of the
art, and those who are applying the art to a range of scientific endeavors.

The Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories were proud to sponsor this Conference.
AFCRL sponsors many scientific meetings each year, but our role in the International Conference
on l'ourier Spectroscopy was an especially rewarding one. Attending from AFCRL were 22 scien-
tists, onqi group of whom reported on the Fourier Spectroscopic analysis of data from an event that
occurred only a few days before the Conference-The 7 March 1970 solar eclipse. Other AFCRL
scientists reported on the application of Fourier spectroscopy to the measurement of emission from
remote infrared sources and of the transmission properties of the atmosphere.

I single out these AI'CRL papers to point up the fact that for laboratories engaged in environ-
mental research, such as AFCRIL, this new spectroscopic tool is a powerful one indeed, bringing
orders of magnitude improvement in the accuracy and resolution of sensor data. Even if we at
Al.Cl, were simply users of Fourier spectroscopy, we would consider the sponsorship of such a
Conference eminently worthwhile. But it is in those contributions that our own scientists have made
to advance the art itself that AFCRL takes real pride.

The format chosen for the Conference is one that lends itself particularly well to meetings on
highly specialized fields. The Conference was divided chronologically into two major parts.
Tutorial sessions were held on Monday and Tuesday, followed by :3 days of invited and contributed
research papers. A morning technical session, lasting until noon, was followed by a long afternoon
break, with the participants reassembling at about 4:30 for 2 more hours of technical sessions.
After dinner, informal discussions lasted until late at night.

This report on the Conference, of course, cannot convey the spontaneous and unrecorded insights
that flavored the post-prandial sessions, nor the info,.mation informally exchanged, but the report
does serve to give those who were not able to attend the Conference a complete state-of-the-art
survey of Fourier spectroscopy.

The rapid advan|ces made in lourier spectroscopy-only 20 years to reach maturity-are

recognized as among the most important advances yet made in the field of infrared spectroscopy.

DALE J. FLINDERS, Colonel, USAF
Commander
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
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Abstract

This report constitutes the proceedings of the Aspen International Conference on Fourier
Spectroscopy. The tutorial lectures, which are also included in the proceedings, were intended to
bring the participants to the point where the invited and contributed papers would be beneficial
to all. These lectures began with a mathematical introduction and with a comprehensive outline of
the techniques of Fourier spectrosuopy. The following specific topics were then treated in more
detail: signal-to-noise considerations, interferometers for Fourier spectroscopy, double-beaming
techniques, refractometry, data handling and processing, and finally a speculative digression on the
impact that new developments might have on Fourier spectroscopy.

The invited and contributed papers ran the gamut of high and low resolving power instrumen-
tation and results, and from resolutions of tens of wavenumbers to thousandths of wavenumbers.

* The topics covered included new instrumentation, new data handling and analysis techniques,
advantages of Fourier techniques as demonstrated by recent results, theoretical considerations on
general problems associated with the techniques, and applications of the techniques under adverse
conditions.

Finally, it was decided to accept ?ers on recent multiplex techniques other than Fourier
L and/or interferometric. These papers were presented in the last session of the meeting and are also

included in this report.
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Opening Address

John N. ULward
Chief Scientist, AFCRL

On behalf of the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, it is P pleasure to welcome the

distinguished participants to this Conference on Fourier Spectroscopy and to wish yoku a successful
meeting.

Speaking personally, I have tnree separat, :nterestj in this topic. First of all I have watched this
scientific field grow in the last 20 years from an impractical daydream to its present state of spec-
tacular success. Just after the war, I went to Ohio State to become educated in infrared physics.

* Our experimental apparatus was for the most part completely conventional. We did not have any
fancy computers or electronics, but we did have newer bigger gratings and some of the improved
infrared detectors that had been developed during the war. All around me studet)ts were writing
theses on improved high resolution studies of various molecules. So I wrote a thesis using a simple
Perkin-Elmer prism spectrometer and at the lowest resolution possible: the slits were wide open-
2-mm wide. I was at Columbus when Marcel Golay gave his first paper on multiplexing with his
multislit, and I heard Peter Fellgett----who was then at Michigan-first describe the multiplex gain.
Brilliant ideas wc:e flashing all around in those days, but I was incombustible. However, after
leaving Ohio State I came to AFCRL where we were able to encourage infrared interferometry by
sponsoring the research of many of the groups who are represented here at this meeting.

Secondly, I have been editor of Applied Optics since its inception in 1960, and that journal owes
much of its prosp( ty to the renaissance in modern optics brought about not only by the laser but
aho by the availability of computers. Faint Raman lines that used to take days of exposure time
with a mercury arc source are now recorded in milliseconds by using a laser, and magnificent spectra
of molecular absorption in the atmospheres of faint stars and planets are now obtained by Fourier
spectroscopy. Wuvefroiit reconstruction, holography, a.,d Fourier spectroscopy are some of the
fields that Applied Optics has trikd to provide a home for, and I have enjoyed presiding over some
of the happy o,!uabbles in these fields.

I have a third interest in the topic of this symposium because as most of you know the Research
Library at the .) .r Force Cambridge Research Laboratories contains most of the scientific papers,
correspondence, and other manuscript materials of the third Lotd Rayleigh. Rayleigh was a friend
of Michelson; they visited each other several times and also corresponded. Rayleigh gave Michelson
much advice on how to interpret the interferograms Michelson was obtaining with his interferometer.
But Rayleigh took no oersonai credit f,):" this advice. He said the theory has been known !or a long
time: Fourier worked it out .2early one hundred years ago.

Xi
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Introduction

The Aspren International Conference on Fourier Spectroscopy (Aspen Conference) held March 16-20,
1970, in AApen, Colorado, was the fourth conference wholly or parially devoted to the technique of
Fourier spectroscopy. The Bellevue Conference in 1957 and the Orsay Conference in 1966 were sponsored
by the Laboratoire Aine Cotton of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique and the MISFITS
Conference in 1964 was sponsored by the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh, Pa. The Aspen conference was
sponsored by the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, but the papers presented at the Conference
awd presented herein do not necessarily reflect the views of either the editors or the sponsor.

The proceedings are made up of the text material from the tutorial sessions, which were given during the
first 2 days of the conference, plus invited and contributed papers. The emphasis was placed on current
applications, techniques, and data obtained rather than on subjects of purely spectroscopic interest. Various
organizations had exhibits on display on March 18th; these exhibits are also described in this volume.

This conference was arranged and conducted through a contract with the Electro-Dynamics Laboratories
of Utah State University. The organizing committee consisted of Dr. George A. Vanasse, AFCRL,
Co-Chairman; )r. A. T. Stair, AFCRL, Co-Chairman; Dr. Doran J. Baker, Utah State University, Secretary;
Dr. Glen Smerage, Utah State University, Manager; Dr. Ely Bell, Ohio State University; and Dr. Larry
Mertz, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. Mr. King Woodward of the Institute for Humanistic Studies
of Aspen was host for the Conference. Professor Pierre Jacquinot of C. N. R. S. gave the feature talk at the
conference banquet applying the advantages of multiplexing to the administration of scientific research.

xv
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I
1. Fourier Spectroscopy: An Introduction

Ernest V. Loewenstein
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratarle,

bedford, Mcmachuset

Abstract

In this paper we start with an elementary discussion of the Michelson inter-
ferometer, leading into an extensive discussion of the mathematics involved in
Fourier spectroscopy. Emphasis is placed on the use of the convolution theorem.
The maximum allowable solid angle of light beam illuminating an interferometer is
derived and compared with grating instruments. Special aspects of Fourier spec-
troscopy such as apodization, noise, and mathematical filtering are discussed.

1-1 THE MULTIPLEX PRINCIPLE We define the number of spectral elements:

The superiority of Fourier spectroscopy over
grating spectroscopy for high resolution work under
low light level conditions has been incontrovertibly
demonstrated by the Conneses in their near infrared m. € s -!i.
planetary spectral. There are many reasons why the 1-
Fourier method is inherently superior. The two most
often quoted are the multiplex advantage (Fellgett)
and the aperture advantage (Jacquinot). In addition,
absolute wavenumber accuracy is guaranteed by the If we observe each element sequentially (as with a
known wavelength used for carriage control, the grating spectrometer) for a time Tim, the signal to
physical apparatus is inherently simple, and both noise ratio will be proportional to (T/m)"', while if
stray light and overlapping spectral orders are we observe each element for the entire time, T, the
eliminated. The multiplex gain is the salient feature signal to noise for each element will be proportional
of Fourier spectroscopy, and we will commence with to T". There is thus a gin of a factor of mu' when
an elementa.ry derivation. all the spectral elements are observed concurrently,

Let us assume that the spectrum to be investigated which is the multiplex gain. It sometimes happens,
extends from a to T wavenumbers, that the desired as in emission spectroscopy, that parts of the spectral
resolution is k, that the system is detector-noise range el to w2 contribute no energy to the signal.
limited, and the time available for the study is T. The effective number of spectral elements is then

Peceding pae blauk
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k<m, but there remains a multiplex advantage as (complex) amplitude transmittance and reflectance
long as k> I. i and r, respectively. Let the incident wave be

There must, of course, be a method of coding the A exp [i(ot-21rxor). Then the net amplitude emerg-
spectral elements so that they can subsequently be ing from the interferometer in the direction of the
separated unambiguously. This method is provided detector is
by the two-beam interferometer that changes each
wavenumber, a, in the spectrum into an electrical
frequency, f, according to the equation

A'. = A (rt)[ei(*t-2fzj")+ei( t - 2 rxr)J (1-3)

f =v (1-2)

where x, and x2 are the round-trip distances from the
beamsplitter to M, and M 2, respectively. The energy
reaching the detector is;

where v is the rate of change of path difference. The

superposition of all these frequencies is the intter-
ferogram, which is then reduced to a spectrum by
means of a Fourier transformation. The Michelson Edt=IAdet 2 -2A 2 Iti 2 [1+cos 2'(xt-x 2 )o]. (14)
interferometer (or one of its variants) is almost
universally used for Fourier spectroscopy, and all
discussions in this paper refer directly to it.

1-2 THE MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER I; ELEMENTARY Let A2 =B(a) du; IrtI2  the beamsplitter effi-
CONSIDERATIONS ciency; X£-x 2 =X, the path difference. Then

An elementary discussion of the Michelson inter-
ferometer serves as a convenient starting point to
introduce many of the ideas we will need in Fourier
spectroscopy and to lead us into the background Edfi2FB(o)[1+cos 21rax] d. (1-5)
mathematics that will be developed in Section 1-3.
The interferometer and collimating optics are illus-
trated in Figure 1-1. In this initial discussion we will a

The interferogram is defined as the varying part of

M2  
Eq. (1-5); i.e.,

U.S. ,

dI'z) - 20B(w)(cos 2wvx) du (1-6)

SOURCE

MI and we see immediately that the interfcrogram
produced by a quasi-monochromatic line is a cosine
function. A broad spectral range, then, requires an
integral over a:

I(z)f dl(x)29BQ1)(coe2wl)do (1-7)
' IMAGE PLANE G

Fi k 1-1, Miehltm Interforometr. M, and .Vai am the
rndnmirv, .,' is the image of ., asw.n through th.d oam. which is the cosine Fourier ;Ptegral of the spectrum.
splitter (IW) Th" recover of the spectrum in then achieved by

taking the invere Fourier tran4orm.
It is worthwhile to make a slight digreation at this

point to show, in an order-of-magnitude calculation,
assume an on-axis, q ut.i-mo)ochommatic point souree the relationthip between the remlution, a, and Lhe
and a btarnsplitter of negligible thicknem, with maximum path difference, L, attained in the inter-
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ferogram. We take as an arbitrary criterion that the coefficients, energy levels, or any of a host of other
minimum resolvable wavenumber interval occurs spectroscopic quantities. It may even be used to
when there is a difference of one cycle of interference control the entire process from taking the interfero-
between two closely spaced lines. Thu,, we have gram to producing a graphical display of the results.
for one of the lines

1-3 MATHEMATICS FOR FOURIER SPECTROSCOPY

1-3.1 The Fourier Integral

L =r/ar (1-8) The Fourier integral may be defined by the pair of
equations

and for the other f(x) =J_' F(or)et2laz do" (1-12a)

F()=f f(x)e-i2.-, dX (1-12b)
L m~l (1-9)

or by the representation equation
Eliminating L between Eqs. (1-8) and (1-9), we have

1(x =f[ff~xe~2z~dx] e1SUd. (1-13)
Ba=O /m, (1-10)

The reciprocal quantities z and a have dimensions ca,
and substituting from Eq. (1-8) we find that, for an th al qnes lend rephave dimenorder of magnitude criterion, length and inverse length respectively. Fourier

transform pairs will, with one exception, be denoted
by using lower and upper case of the same letter;
i.e., F(r),-F.T. lf(z)]. The exception is that the
interferogram and spectrum will be denoted by 1(z)

I/L. (1-!1) ~nd B(a), respectively. The meaning of Eq. (1-13)
is that f(x) may be represented by the proce. de-
scribed, i.e., a "round trip" through the Fourier
trans:orm. The existence conditions are: (1) (x)

The resolution of the interferometer is inversely must be absolutely integrable, i.e.,
proportional to the path difference between the
interfering beams. This is identical with the situation
we find in the use of a diffraction grating, which gives
its highest resolution when tised at grazing incidence, [.
where the path difference between the extreme inter- lf(z) dr<A
fering rays is a maximum.

Returning nov to the question of reducing the
interferogram, we see that we mu.t discuss not only
the Fourier transform but also sampling theory, where M is some finite number, and (2) f(x) may have
because we must sample the interferogram to read at moti a finite number of finite discontinuities. At a
it into the digital '-,4mputer. The question of analog pnt of dieontinuity, at can be shown that the in-
computation, which has received some attention in te9II of Eq. (1-13) converges to I11(x+)+f(z-)I,
the past, need no longer concern us. The analog i.e., the midpoint of the jump. Certain obvious
computer has soverely limited accuracy and dynamic functions that do not have Fourier trantorms are:
range compared to even the smallest modern digital
computer. The advent of the fLst Fourier transform (I) A constant
has eliminated considerations of cost and computing t2) Any periodic function
time. The digital computer, furthermore, may be (3) f -
programmed to do much more than merely compute
the Fourier transform. It may, for example, be used A pictorial table of some elementary and useful
to compute line positions, or intensities, absorption Fourier transforms ix given in Figure 1-2, and we use
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and the consequences of this truncation will be dis-
_ .cussed presently.

There are three important theorems regarding
+L2 Fourier transforms that we shall need upon occasion,

-1/2 0 1/2 and they are listed here without proof:
Sin(Vo) Shift theoremreef(X). 10 IXl>1/2 SiV4r- 7

FT[f(x+a)] =ei2IOaF(u) (1-17)

Scale change
-& (X ) • (I-IXI) IXI I Sinc 2  (W )

0 IXl>i

FT[f(ax)] =11 F ()(1-18)

.... Rayleigh's Theorem

Figure 1-2. Some Useful Fourier Transform Pairs
I_ [f(x) 12 dzfi. IF(ar)!2 da. (1-19)

this occasion to define these useful functions:

(Rayleigh's theorem is the analog of Parseval's
theorem for Fourier series). The proof of the first
two is accomplished by a simple change of variable;

rect (x) (1-14) the third is slightly longer and may be found in
0 I(>i Bracewell'.

A~x) I-XI X1< (115) 1-3.2 Even and Odd Functoas
(0 (15 An even function is one for which

4,in It

sine (.r)-j (1-16)
lrz

E () =-E(- ,)

The value of rect (z) at x- 1 is not defined, but we
will only be using it in the form of Fourier transforms while an odd function has
and thus will automatically get

reet (-)mrect (4)-. 0(z)- -0(-,

4

The functions illustrated in Figure 1-2 are also an Any complex function may be written as

examtle of the fact that at least one of a Fourier pair
ha infinite extent. In the caw of Fourier spectroscopy,
a .qwxetnm of finite extent proxuces' an interferogram
of infinite extent, which must of cour!w bc truncated, 1(z)-/'V(z)+O'(s)+,W'(z)+"(z). (1-20)
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The Fourier transform of any even function reduces provided that f(x) is continuous at x = O. The
to a eosine transform, for an odd function it becomes a normalization condition is added:
sine transform. Thus

f1 '(x) dx = 1. (1-23)

F(a) f FT[f(x)] = 2 f* E'(x) cos 2iarx dx
+2i f" E"(x)cos 27ra dx This function is often referred to as the Dirac 6-

function, but it was not entirely an original idea with
Dirac; physicists had long felt the need of a function

+2i f0 0'(x) sin 27rox dx that is large in a localized region and small every-
J0 where else, to pick out the value of a field variable at

one point. Dirac originally defined 6(x) as if it were a
2f 0" sin 2irox dx proper function with a value f(x) assigned to every x.

This procedure quickly encounters trouble with the

mathematical formalities, but this can be largely
avoided by using Eq. (1-22) to define the one property

If we now consider only real f(x), such as the inter- of 5(x) that we really need. (A discussion of the
ferograms encountered in Fourier spectroscopy, we mathematical niceties is given by Papoulis'.)
have Two important properties of a(z) easily shown by

change of variable are:

B"(X)fiO"(x).O f. 6(x-a)J(x)dx'-f(a) (1-24)

and and

-~)2 f oEV() cn2*vx dt Sf x& dx -m' fa S(Z)f (4) d.(-5

+2i 0'(z) sin 2wz dx. (1-21)
0 Using the form of Eq. (1-24), we consider the Fourier

transform

The spectrum, thus, b Hermitian, or complex sym-
metric; i.e., drrzal/ .sza t

wool, (1-26)

which is a monochromatic, complex harmonic func-
tion. To get a real harmonic function we may use

That is, no matter how badly distorted the inter- either of Cle following:
ferogrm may be, the spectrum derived from it is not
worse that Eq. (1-21) (whith is bad enough).

1-3.3 The A FW(1-2l7
The A fune,'ion is bwst defined in terms of the im- F1l((x-e)+(+))-onr2Nca (1-27a)

portant sifting property

or

* I(x)fyz) d rf(O), (122) F71-i/2(#(z-a) -S(z+o))l-sin 2rea. (1-27b)
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The inverse Fourier transform, however, does not fact, it is the distance between the origins that is the
exist, since the results in Eqs. (1-26) and (1-27) are independent variable of the convolution, h(x). The
not absolutely integrable. The 6-function, therefore, entire procedure of convolution may be outlined as
is not strictly suite(d to Fourier theory, unless we follows:
somehow terminate its harmonic transform. We
.shall co. ider tt, consequences of doing this, after (1) Reverse one of the functions, say f(x). (It is

immaterial which one is reversed, since it is elementary
(liscus- sing tile convolution,.osovta .to show that -f * g =9 g .

1-3.4 Convolution and Autocorrelation (2) Displace the origin of (x) to the left by so.c

We define the convolution of two functions sufficient distance; call it x0 .
(3) Lay the reversed, displaced f(x) over g(x).
(4) Multiply the functions in the overlap region

and integrate the product.

h(x) =f(.r .g(x) = f_(u)g(x-u) du (1-28) (5) This forms the convolution at x= -xo.
(6) Move the displaced function to the right by a

distance Ax, and repeat the procedure.

The "sufficient" distance, mentioned in Step 2, is
and the autocorrelation of a function obvious in the ease of functions of finite extent in x;

it is the minimum distance nece.ssary to produce zero
overlap. Figure 1-3 illustrates progretsively the

f(x) * (x) f=_ f(x )f(x'+x) dc'. (129)

I
I I .. .

We shall consistently use the asterisk and the five- +L
pointed star to represent convolution and autocor- -
relation, re-4pectively. The autocorrelation for even h(X)-t I(')*g(X')o s 9xl)§(X- x')dx'
fuactions is ewsily showa to be self-convolution of the
function. These two proceses are important to us h (XiO14
because there is a useful theoren regarding the i
Fourier transform of each. The convolution theorem JJ1L._
states - -x -!#-IPFr--!l h(Xi)OV4

FTII(.r) * j#) Fl(x)J FT((.r)l, (l-3O) " "-]L' -- -L

00 X 0.114

i.e.. the Fourier trasform if it coniroanition of tuo J~ {
funetions is the pri~uet tf the Furier trawiform ef -Uii -- "

- I xi
the individual functions. Multipiatotin and con- t

olution may thus be intrehaand. at the "it of I
pe-rforminli Some Fourier transfornus. The theorem
egrding the autocsrrrlation is the Wi~ener-Mhinchinr
tiruremt, which tatevs that the Fourier transform of x i -
the amto orrelation of a function iA its puvr spectrum,
"rht. pruvdie% the nre ary link betiwren the inter-
i'rtgrtim ant the stpetni:. for at% interfevgram i-s

Prgww 143. 1fl"twnhof~n 1hw Conol~ution Po-the aittioomlation of the incident wave wnplitudr,. Vii 11W I Vl"h of ItuO V' ruw im-
It i. n.ortlh " ding a little time to clarify graph- Tlw p 0wviu 4r w r oijtso fh iot., A(z). i

°°ally the meawning of the convolution, an contr;sted sh101 tw t lttV.Wnt 0 id s&Aw"A
Iwith multiplication. In multiplication the product of
tu, ftwtions, i!4 obt.inied ,imply from th prWiluct ni
the onlinates in the regim of overdap, whro one is
tli-dm tov.ir the ,iller uith thrir origim, ioith-ident. "'Ivolution of two wt unction. While it is true

(C.nfvolli"Vo invilsve" a &tlm.cement of the ovigin of that this example o, e lually the auitiurrellaion
One 14 the itioatitl.; ith rcspect to tle other and. in function, iL" '%dmtpliciiy aml clarity canitnc" it to o.



The interested reader will find numerous other rect of the same width does not alter the frequency

examples illustrated in Chapter 3 of Bracewell2 . content and thus gives back the original function in
It is not always so easy to sze through the con- the x domain.

volution process, and we now turn to an example In the examples above we have illustrated the

quire for the convolution, more common situation is that one of the convolvants
is considerably narrower than the other. Cin_ ider,
for example, the convolution of a red funetio, 'ith
an arbitrary function that has features h .t are
narrow compared to the width of the rect f ' ion.

h(x) =sinc (x) * sine (x). The effect of the convolution is to smooth out the
narrow features. This is the "blurring" or "running
average" property of the convolution. The average
we get is weighted by the shape of the narrow con-
volvant, and considerable distortion call result if itsThese are functions of infinite extent with m.ny shape i,, sufficient' outlandish.

wiggles, and graphical methods will obviously lead As a final example of the convolution ther. - we
to onfusion. We may take the Fourier trnsform will illustrate the effect of truncating the interfero-

gram. It will be recalled that the interferogram arising
from a pair of a functions centered at ±, is

cos 2irox. Now assume tais is truncated by rect X
H (a) =FT[sinc (x) •sine (x)] The interferogram then becomes

and, by the convolution theorem, Eq. (1-30), = o 2ror rect (j

H(o') - FTlsine (r))- FTlsine (x)].

* mid the Fourier transform is:

We already know that the Fourier trwnsform of sine (r)
is reet (a) (see Figure 1-2), s

B'(6) - 0 ( (¢-ro)- &(a+ro)J , site (L),
22

r(,)=ed (or) ret (0)=rwt' (a) - ret (a)

The A.nc futti -i i rrferrd twi a,& .1t- t-anning tne-
tiirs for rttvW, Air trunration U-4 t--nv-lutin with
thw 6 Ill. & funol- y,Mdn 'i fnetion .t-Wtral lin".
",h., of tourme m ro ideramy d,-t-ored frmm the

wieim u, -tarted with. incr the I funtrti", lt* arm
wIidlh ant a, side l-be.. The width of tile Mi,

A(Z) -F714)1 -. sint (r). filwiri.4u at half m"timum. Which ."y be takei -, a
ankurr rf tile r"iutlion f the interkrnter. ,

I 2,. Thi it at nminince wath our ' vwi, ord,'r-
of-magi itle rairliati'v tOtt yi-htir I .. The 'ide

,hg-ofl '4 w b fut ow n :mr pariwularty tuitdefirabie.0 We have the rmtler mIrlangt erwltwimi that far wOhenl "nviyfv"l vitlh n ,pttnt feature 1-1tOwV
~r. n e'-sitw (and aL'o iwl6dentally that Anc (i) r"MIprd to 1 21. 111' ran rOduVe, +!-1rc-I. wrwilla-

is iLw own antorrwlalio). Thix is hI M Murpriing lion'. which are evlmili-tid il !I wsell-Lklown Glbb!-
when we ron.ider that tile fwurgv content of Ie phenimt'nom. "1'hew A . Aqi , Ibe u nay t-" Mllvlssemwd
que flnction i% given by tile rMt function, ahich is by the IlnwvW', of atwita that i4 t1a1wtI$ in

0 ctnlximt up to mme eutoff. MultiPlYinK by another Zteeli~m 1 6, t4ui' iklur
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1-3.5 Sampling and Replicating, the Shah Function We shall be concerned with Lu not only as a
The sampling function, known as w,(x) (shah), or sampling but also a replicating function. These

the 6 function comb, is defined as properties are illustrated in Figure 1-4. Sampling is

MULTIPLICATION

Lu(r 6(x-n) (1-31) jjjjjjj *

w(4X) AIX)

CONVOLUTION
which is a series of 6 functions at thc integers. It is
quite obvious that

-2 -I 0 I 2 0 1/2

Lu(x+m) =u(x) (m any integer) -2

-2 -1 0 I 2

and it is not difficult to show that

Figure 1-4. The Use of the wj Function for Sampling
(by multiplication) and Replicating (by convolving).
There is an understood ntegral over the infinite range in

ui (ax) = u, (, -)• (1-32) the multiplication process

accomplished by multiplication
Less obvious, but of paramount importance for our
study of Fourier spectroscopy, is the fact that u is
its own Fourier transform:

,,,(X)f(X)= _ f(n) Z(x-n) (1-34)

1f T[,u ,(ax) ] u = (a/a). (1-33)
a

and replication by convolution

This is snown as follows:

,,,(x) ,/(x)= f(x- n). (-5" f..( -:)n --oo
FT[Lu(ax)] f (X \ ei2 t a dx

j a The difference between these two processes is thea sliding property of the convolution, as has been

discussed above.
When sampling an irterferogram (or any function)

it .,.f primary importance to know what sampling 4
Tle right-h:nd side is familiar from the theory of frequency is needed. This information is supplied
dilfraction grativgs or labry-Perot interferometers by the sampling theorem that will be illustrated here,
as a series of spikes of frequency ],/a; since the sum rather than rigorously derived. Assume we have a
truly extends to infinity, the spiktes in this case are dpectrum B(a) extending from 0 to max, as illustrated
inlinitkly sharp. in Figure 1-5. The interferogram is I(x), and it is



~highest frequency present in the record in order to

avoid overlapping, or aliasine as it is called in com-
B (o munication theory. (This sampling frequency is

-CMGmOX called the Nyquist frequency in electrical engineering.)
i case the . pectrum is band limited, i.e., extends

from Ol to (r2, where ti 10, we may be atie to realize
A A a saving in sampling, as illustrated in Figure 1-6.

j _ _ _ I
-- , -X 7, 2 al

'I ''

S OL OR I,L 41,R,

(b) I r I

B(cr) (-t) (Aa IAX) -i o+1

A/

Figure 1-5. Illustrating the Replication of the Spectrm L 2. 2R
Arising From the Sampling of the Interferogram. The last liye \x
is used to show that the sampling interval in the interferogram (C)
must be Ax = j,.. -2 -I 0 +1 +2

Figure 1-6. The Replicated Spectra for the Band Limit-
sampled at intervals Ax; the sampled interferogram is ed Sampling Theorem are Shown for the Case Where the

Sampling Interval in (b) was ax= 1/v._ and in (c)
Ax =l/ 2 (u2 -o-j). Each vertical line is one element of the w

0 function and is given an ordinal number that is assigned
starting from zero at the center of the original spectrum.
There is a pair of replicated spectra about each of these

P iX) =u xelements, and each replicated spectrum is denoted by the
ordinal number of the element it belongs to .% 1, 2,...)
and the letter L or R, depending upon whether it is tfie
left or right member of the pair. The purpose of the
illustration is to show that, in the case 02 =2u,, halving
the ordinary sampling interval produces no overlap.J

The spectrum derived from the Fourier transform of thornayspigitevlrdusnovra.
this interferogram is

There we have a spectrum extending from oer to 2a,
a5) and we see that the space from 0 to o, may be filled in

B'(a)=(Aa, , B(o) with a replicated spectrum without incurring any

overlap. This is an illustration of the band-limited
.ka 1/Ax). version of the sampling theorem that provides that

if the spectrum is limited to the band (0t, a 2), the
interferogram may be sampled at the rate

It is clear from Figure 1-5 that in order to avoid
overlap we must assure that Aa > 2o max, which makes

Ax =1/(2(Cr2-a1)), (!-37)

x A5 •(- (1-36)
(13max but with the important auxiliary cundition that

This is the basic sampling theorem; i.e., that we must
sample at a rate equal to the reciprocal of twice the 0'2 1= (72 -r1) where h =an integer, (1-38)
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i.e., that the highest frequency be an integral multiple include only one fringe, otherwise the interferogram
of the bandwidth. (A few minutes spent in making a Lvill exhibit no variation of intensity with path
drawing similar to Figure 1-6 in which Eq. (1-38) is difference.
not satisfied will serve to conviuce the reader that The shrinking of the ring pattern with increasing
this is so.) path difference requires that we set the aperture to

the size of the central spot at maximum path dif-
1-4 THE MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER, I: ETENDUE ference. The revision of Eq. (1-5) for the fringe

GAIN AND APERTURE EFFECTS pattern to include off axis rays is

1-4.1 Size of the Aperture in a Michelson Interferometer
In Section 1-2 we discussed the Michelson inter-

ferometer illuminated by a parallel bundle of radia- dE=2B(r) d[l+cos (2iarx cos a)] dfl, (1-39)
tion emanating from a point,source. In the real
situation an extended-source I is used and we have
rays that are not parallel to the axis. This produces
the well-known circular fringe pattern when the where a= the angle between the ray and the axis and
plaes of . 1 and 312' are parallel (Figure 1-1). The df9 is the solid angle element.
diameter of the rings is a maximum at zero path If we choose the path difference so that the center
difference, and we will concentrate our attention on of the pattern has an intensity maximum, then the
the central spot. to answer the question: what is the position of the first minimum may be computed
largest usable aperture the interferometer may from Eq. (1-39). Using the small angle approxima-
subtend. tion, we treat the argument of the cosine function

The ring pattern is illustrated in Figure 1-7 for the

2roxcosai--2rox 1--DARK

LIGHT /
/ t " \ \ LIGHT

I DARK~ \ \
\DARK The phase difference between the central ray and the

S LIH ray of the first intensity minimum is 7r:I i LIGHT

' ' /J 5 -)=7

\%\\2irex (2 Ti

2 1
02X

Pt The solid angle subtended from the center to the
first irtensity minimum for x =L and a =oax is then

f91 =7ra1
2 =L ." (1-40)

Figure 1-7. Upper Drawing: Ring Pattern
of Michelson Interferometer Illuminated by
Quasi-monochromatic Rodiation With Finite
Sl)1id Angle; Lower Drawing: Intensity Varia- Another effect on the interferogram arises from the
tion Across the Pattern Illustrated Above integration of Eq. (1-39). Using the small angle

approximation, and setting fl - Ira 2 , the integration
over solid angle yields:

situation where the intensity is a maximum at the i

center (this illustration still applies to quasi-mono-
chromatic illumination). As the path difference is E=28B(a) do'i
increased, the rings shrink and the intensity at any
point varies sinusoidally from a maximum to a 1+sinc Cos .'0x 1

Werefore limit the aperture to uc(finu.We nust the' i)
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4 The interferogram function is defined as the second "throughput" or "light-grasp" or even by the unhappy

term on the right. There are now two distinct new term "luminosity".
features: the interferogram is modulated by a sinc We have already determined the solid.angle for the
function and the wavenumbers are shifted by an Michelson interfermeter, which we will now rewrite

4 amount deperdent upon the solid angle. The mod- using the following rclations:
ulating sine function has its first zero at

a= 1/2L
2w

(= resolution, R = resolving power).

If the interferometer is driven beyond the first zero
of the modulating sinc function, the phase of the
fringes is reversed and energy is removed from the
spcctrum rather than added to it as the path differ- Substituting these into Eq. (1-42) yields

ence is increased. The absolute maximum aperture
we may use is therefore:

27rM = -"(1-43)

1o 27r/Loma. (1-42)

This aperture is twice that of Eq. (1-41), but since the To arrive at a corresponding equation for a grating

of the -Interferogram, there is an effective apodization by the exit slit is

(to be discussed further below) that broadens the
scanning function in the spectrum and the gain
mny be marginal. If Eq. (1-41) is used, the fringe
contrast at the maximum path difference (for W1.)
is 0.64 that at the center, which is not a severe W fi2
apodization. If the larger solid angle is used, the G

fringe contrast (again for or..) goes to zero, the
scanning function is no longer sine (arL) but a broader
function, and it is wavenumber dependent, becoming
narrower with decreasing wavenumber. For this where w and 1 are the width and length of the slit,
reason, the aperture is conventionally set in accord- respectively, and f is the collimator focal length. For

ance with Eq. (1-41). a resolution k and dispersion dO/d, the exit slit

width is given by
1-4.2 Comparison of Etendue for Michelson and Grating

Spectrometers
We define t, 6tendue of an optical system as

d0 dO awv ffif-&Yb fj- -

E=A11

making
where A = area of the collimator, and a1 the solid angle
subtended by the detector.

The 6tendue is in general constant for an optical
system (i.e., it cannot be increased), and it determines
the amount of light that can be transmitted by the 1 - do
system. It is therefore sometimes referred to as f l e dO.OX
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It. can easily be shown, using the grating equation, 3. Truncation
that 4. Phase and compensation error

5. Noise.

Aperture effect has already been discussed above;

(le it produces a shift of the computed wavenumbers
a= tal 0- 1. and a reduction in contrast of the interferogram with

increasing path difference. "Tilt" refers to failure of
the movable mirror to translate strictly parallel to
itself, and its effect is to change the contrast in the
interferogram as some unpredictable function of the

(\We assume that 0 is not grossly different from 450- path difference. The subject of tilt compensation is
i.e., that it is not very close to tK) or 0° . If it were we taken up by Steel in Chapter 3. Aberrations in the
would have either no eergy or no dispersion.) This optical system can produce asymmetric interfero-
makes grams as a result of distortion of the interference

fringe pattern (Figure 1-7). This destroys the
cylindrical symmetry of the Michelson interferometer
and consequently reduces the 6tendue. If the asym-
metry is small, it can be corrected by the procedure

11 ;=-.f j? (1-44) outlined below.

1-5.1 Truncation; Phase and Compensation Error
Let us assume that a less-than-ideal interferometer

produces an interferogram, I(x), that, as a result of
and we compare the ktendues imperfect compensation for the beamsplitter, may

not be an even function of x. The sampled inter-
ferogram that goes to the computer is then

Em = l%, =2 RA (1-45a)
I'(x) I(x)T(x) uJ (x+). (146)

A,(; = A Ru = I A (1-45b)

The spectrum recovered by a cosine Fourier trans-
form will be

Even for a very fast grating spectrometer, 11f
does not exceed J, which makes the tendue of the
Michelson interferonieter better than the grating
by a factor of 2W10, for equal collimator area and B'() =[B(a) (147)
resolving power, all other things being equal. This is
the genesis of the so-called throughput gain of the
Michelson interferometer, which is a direct result
of the cylindrical symmetry of the intetrferometer. where B(6) is the true spectrum, 0(a) is the phase
To realize an aperture gain front the use of the inter- function resulting from both the compensation error
ferometer, it is important to meet the conditions of and the phase error e in u.,(x+e). The latter arises
equal area and equal resolving power. It is also when the sampling signal is not synchronized with
important that the detector be able to accept the the interferogram to produce a sample at exactly
added solid angle available from the interferometer. zero path difference. Tie effect of a non-zero phase
While this is usually the case, it rtquires attention in function is to produce an asymmetric scanning func-
the design of the optical system. tion that not only distorts the observed spectral lines

but also modifies the baseline of the spectrum, thus
1-5 SPECTRAL RECOVERY destroying the plhotometric accuracy of the measure-

Although tilie spectrum is obtained in principle by ments. T(x) represents the truncating function that
a I.'orivr transfori of the interferogram, various terminates the interferogram at som' length, L. The
faett,' intervene to nmake the recvertd spectrum an simplest truncating function is rect (x/L), and we have
illt'rfect rere'sentatio of tih tri'ue spectru.ll. The already seen that this produces a scanning function
li,,.st imp,,triant ,ues are: sine (Lx). This may be modified (but not eliminated)

by multiplying the interferogram by another fune-
I .\pltrt, tt', ffot tion, A (x), called an apodizing function, tL will be

,Ti ,t and I i,. rati ts discussed in the next Section. .
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The phase function, on the other hand, may be 1-5.2 Noise
eliminated in a broad range of situations. One There are four principal sources of noise in Fourier
possibility of course is to take the interferogram over spectroscopy (and any other kind as well):
positive and negative values of path difference,
and compute both sine and cosine transforms. The (1) Source
amplitude of the spectrum is then truly free of phase (2) Detector
distortions, provided the range of tlhe original phase (3) Scintillation
errors is small with respect to the total length of the (4) Digitization.
interferogram. There are several reasons why this is
not a desirable procedure. The time to take the Since there is a paper in this series by Sakai devoted
interferogram, the total path difference required of to noise, we will limit this discussion to a few remarks
the interferometer, and the total memory capacity about each kind of noise.
required of the computer are all doubled. The The multiplex gain of Fourier spectroscopy was
computer time required for the fast Fourier transform derived in Section 1-1 on the assumption that the
is increased by a factor of a little more than 2. (If detector is the limiting source of noise for the system.
the interferogram has N points between zero and L, If this is not so, then some other justification must be
the double-sided transform requires a time 2+2/log 2N supplied for using Fourier spectroscopy (such as
more than the single-sided one.) Finally, the process aperture gain). We will thus give no further attention
of squaring to calculate the amplitude changes the to the first two noise sources.
noise from a function randomly fluctuating about zero Scintillation noise arises in the medium intervening
to one that fluctuates about a positive value, thus between source and detector, and is most commonly
raising the effective noise level in the spectrum. observed when a long path through a gas or the

We therefore turn our attention to methods for atmosphere is involved, such as in astronomical work.
determining the spectrum from a cosine. Fourier Scintillation effects can be overcome to some extent
transform alone. It is clear that if we bad knowledge by adjusting the interferogram frequency range to lie
of 0(or) we could correct Eq. (1-47) and obtain the outside the range of scintillation frequencies, which
spectrum are usually limited to some well defined band. The

effects of scintillation noise may also be suppressed
to a large extent by a scheme known as internal
modulation. Instead of chopping the signal with a
rotating blade or some similar means, chopping is

B"(w) (B(o) • (a)] = B'(o) • e- i()  (148) accomplished by oscillating the path difference by an
amount equal to one-half wavelength of the central
wavenumber of the optical band reaching the detector.
This has the effect of chopping the cosine dependent
term in Eq. (1-40) without modulating the constant
term, thus eliminating any change of level in the

or, alternatively, we would correct the interferogram interferogram. It has been used with great success
of Eq. (146) by the procedure by Connes.'

Digitization noise arises from two sources: (1)
unequal path difference between successive samples,
and (2) the effect of the minimum detectable incre-
ment (quantification) of the digital voltmeter. The

l"(x) - I'(x) * FTO- Wv°  (1-49) accuracy of the interval between successive readings
is exactly as important as the accuracy of ruling a
diffraction grating. It is a well-known fact that a
grating with random errors produces fog or noise, and
one with periodic errors produces ghosts; so it is in

and the FT of I"(x) would yield B"(¢). Either one Fourier spectroscopy. For the far infrared it may be
of these methods works, although the latter is in possible to rely on a high quality micrometer screw
more common use. The phase function 0(a) is to provide the position readout that triggers the data
determined from the sine and cosine transforms of acquisition system, but for any other region, either a
a short section of interferogram symmetric about good moird system or an auxiliary measuring inter-
zero path difference. If the phase function is a result ferometer is indispensible.
of a failure to phase the sampling function properly, The dynamic range of the interferogram is very
then it will be linear in wavenumber. If compermuition large when a broad spectral range is being studied,
error or aberrations are at fault, the phase function i.e., the peak value at zero path difference is large
will in general not be linear. If the compensation compared to the oscillations in the remainder of
error is very bad, then it may be difficult to produce a the interferogram. The digitizing system must have
proper phase correction, because it will be difficult adequate dynamic range to handle both the central
to find a point that can properly be labelled zero path maximum and the smaller oscillations without
difference. criously compromising the signal-to-noise ratio. As
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a rule of thumnb we may apply the criterion that thle A number of other apodizing functions have beenIl
dynsamic range (if the digitizing system must be at discussed and used (see Ref. 2). but there is room for
least equal to the signal-to-noise ratiO inl thle inlter- considerable discussion whether any apodization is
ferogni' at zero pa1th dliffereiice.4 necessary at all-at least under laboratory conditions.

One h-I point onl the( subject of noise merits Apodization is basically a trade-off between the width
ineitioii in this disctissioii, and thal is with regard to of thle scanning function (reslution) and its smooth-
the samtplinig theoreni. Tes plgthomrques ness. The smoothness of the scanning function affects
that we sample twice per hight-st frequency present thle ability to detect a weak line close to a strong one,
inl the reorol, regardless of whether that be a signall but if the resolution sacrificed in reducing thle oscilla-
or it' use frequenicy. Since a low-pass IW' filter is tions of the scanning function is enough to blend thle
Used~ in mnanyN recourdling systems, it is usually true lines that were to be resolved, then nothing has been
that the noise baindwidth is greater than the( signal gained. Perhaps the best reason for applying apo-
bandwidth. The filter time( constant is generally (lization in laboratory situations is that it is simpler
chosenl long ecmoli to paLss the highest signal fre- than exercising any other control over line widths
quenecv withIoutt apupreciable attenuation or p~intse (such ats adjusting gas pressure). Its utility in other
shift. The slow rolloff of an IU' filter permlits higher applications, such as astronomical Fourier spec-
noise frequencies to come intoi the record thanl thle troscopy, is more clear cut, as the conditions of
signazl frequencies ptresenlt, andl the sampling interval excitation are not at the experimenter's disposal.
must be chosen acordlingly%. Mathematical filtering 7 is a technique for altering

the frequency content of an interferogram prior to
performing the Fourier transformn. This permits a
two-fold saving: a reduction in the number of samples

1-6 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES OF FOURIER required (saving onl computer storage), and a reduc-
SPECTROSCOPY tion in computer time required to do the transforma-

There are three special aspects of Fourier spec- tion. The method is based on the fact that reducing
toop*%to wihwe wilgv reeaaemnin thle spectral bandwidth may be accomplished by

itrosu whcico wlnie:re eart eto convolving thle interferogram with a sinc function,

which is equivalent to multiplying by at rect function
1. Aplodizat ion in the spectrum. The processes in the xrand or domains
2. Mathematical filtering are illustrated in Figure 1-S. The utility of the pro-

:1. efractometry

Thle first two are comptutational techniques, while the
latter is ess-entially anl experimental modification of
thle conivent ional spect roscopic setup.

Aplodization" wa-s nmentioned earlier in the dis- M.
CIViOii Of the( scannlinlg futiton. If the( sinc scanning
functiont is not tot our liking it may be niodified by the WW a Smea
expedhin of imult iplying the right side of 1l. (1-46)
l)V atiot her futict ion .10x). Tlhe uisual alsudihZing funeI-
tionl......,is an1 even un I'linl that hats Value unlity W4M
at x=0( anid zero at X-=L-LI. The nkew scatining - i
function thlen is thle Fourier transform of A(x). TIhe' W, WitV
origiinal t runtcat i ig futnet io n, 7'fa) , has no inlfluence 1

the frequeuicv content of .1 x) inl ally way. (See thle
remnarks abotit thle enmvolttiot of two sine funct ion:4
inl Sect ion 1 :14.) Thme copiouis oscillations of the( sine Il
(uncetioni are a ctiuwequence of tie, titiarte corniers of '-

the 1 riezt iuig function (rect c(x)). whicht indicates
Ihat Ito reduie I ht-se o.scillations w t' st ehimtse for

MAtr a function that varie, more, smuoothly. If wiee 4 ahmaia itrn: a h rgi

choe'~e 1 .r = A4. te scnnin funtion~'tics p-einm ant! (hi) the (riginal Interfclrgrm, It is desrvd to
is~ 01 0Figure 1-2). %%hich has con-iderzibly smatller limit tile aPce'trtm to the rantr (et. ort), whichm mav 1w tit-
-ule ll-titn sinle (.0. It ha-1. Ieoievtr. tt ire the: s'omrnplt Iwt%- multiplying the *pwcnum boy tile wrt uuwtioe

%%ith i theoriitil -wantiti ftictin fir te inu in (r) or ronvolving the interfrpm with' (d). thle Fi of the
wishii o t it' rignal ~tuuiui fuuct on b th sante'ion Th Vr T 1of the ,ee tinction iq~ rowsnt' 'rris'

tottal iiiterft'rograin lut il. Thl'i -c) funletionl is moilthfnttl Iy sva int- function e'nvelope. The sits- function is
:ufeIi'-lt fncionof a hi~r~etisai-inutel ratn t:strieist of ithe Width of the rrrt runetioni .4nsf the

rnttrr' frvojiipnr% eitims tilion the distance' of the rert
~~l~e'tm r'u%:. '' er ud y hztve m.inio :tlvattagt's for function filmi the 44iin (shift throrem). liMe nveultiolg IFpec

et'iiimwartu ;, i firpi. . Whetlhe'r it htas imerit - in and tnim is sfsoA it in (p-I, mni the acunpleef initeufrtmn in (0).
--f it -0f1 i- au uma I I'r ft or iiilIivt I i:%I we erkers to, uet'rntmi The vorimnpinK Mrs inm the interfer"Knrm is determnMd by thle

tine (tinetion freuitie'nri' a~t not the- 'arreir fry~etwrrv. : a
Ink thle'ir seul ii losat illll. nvtisut of il Imim lu imitriI ve'rsion .4n the samplinig thetorm
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cedure lies in the fact that it may be necessary or Since therc is a paper by J. Connes covering the
desirable to record an interferogram with a broader subject of computation (Chapter 6), there is no need
range of signal frequencies than the experimenter to consider it in depth here. It might be well to close
intends ultimately to use. This could arise if appro- with the remark that the speed of the I.FT is so great
priate filters were not available, or, in the case of a -that convolution may often be performed faster by
non-recurring event, when the best spectral region transforming into the other domain, multiplying, and
cannot be predicted. transforming back, using the convolution theorem,

The technique of refractometry8 '9 is derived from than by direct convolution. The time required for
the familiar refractometers of the visible region. but convolution is M XN, the product of the number of
with a difference. The sample is placed in one arm point:, in the convolvants. If M is significantly larger
of the interferometer and an interferogram is taken, than log2 N, then the direct convolution is too in-
which will now assuredly be asymmetric. The phase efficient. For example, if phase correction is to be
curve contains the refractive index informatioL and performed u.,. g Eq. (149), the convolution will take
the absorption coefficient may be determired from the considerably more time than the Fourier transform
amplitude spectrum. The precision possible in this of the interferogram, if it is done by the :nventional
technique is a significant advance over other available method.
techniques for determining far infrared optical
properties. (Chapter 5 by Bell is devoted to this 1 -8 CONCLUSION
subject.)

1,ourier spectrosopy is at the. point where it is
1-7 COMPUTATION IN FOURIER SPECTROSCOPY competitive on a cost basis with any other form of

spectroscopy and its very considerable advantages
The overriding factor in computation for Fourier have been proven experimentally. It has beei applied

spectroscopy today is the fast Fourier transform, in both favorable and unfavorable environments.
or Cooley-Tukey algorithm,' 0 which has changed the The inherent simplicity of the aplj:ratus should be
computational problem from one of cost to one of appealing to experimentalists, and the delays in-
finding a computer with sufficiently large memory curred in computing the spectra can be made iteg-
capacity to do the desired transforms. The time iigible. The published theo,'y of Fourier spectroscopy
required for the FFT is proportional to N log12 N corn- is adequate to cover all cases except tht, most radically
pared to N2 for the conventional method (N = number uncompensated interferometers.
of points transformed). An actual interferogram of To those not using Fourier spectroscoi)p in their
4096 points can be transformed in 14 sec by the FFT, work, we may quote from the Epistle of James,
compared to 2734 see (45 min) by orthodox methods. 4  "But be ye doers of the word and not hearers only,
This fact has al;o served to make irrelevant any deceiving your own selves."
discussion of analog computers, whic;& have been so
laboriously constructed in several laboratories.
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2. Consideration of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio in Fourier

Spectroscopy

Hajime Sakci
Afr Force Cambridge Rese4rch Laborarles

Ik2rd, Ma dw -"ts

Abstract

Fourier spetiecopy is considered in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio measured.
Simple matbematics is used in discussing the basic advsetages, multiplex gain.
and throughout gain of the ttcrhnique. Various experimental factors that affect
applications am discussed, together with a general expression for the signal-to-
noise ratio.

2-1 INTRODUCTION time. Section 2-3 explai4,; the multiplex advantage in
Fourier spectruseopy fr. this point of view. rhew

Fourier spectroscopy provides advantages over the two section. are desig.ed to furnish an elementary
traditional technique b"ause it offers: (1) an in- description of measurements in Fourier .ixrctmjr opy.
creased energy-gathering power through its optical 84vt1'fir 2v-4 through -7 otwal witih the trrhnieal en-
train, and (2) an improvement in the signal-to-noise e t the variou. jnstnintation problem..
ratio by means of multiplexing. The advantage The aim is to thrive a re aktrble ttin :ute of the

realizable from the first factor is theoretically about T armt gitenral minarenw.Ats ftr-
100, as shown in comparisons between a Michelson formed in the laboratory and in the tvl'h. S -onw
interferometer and a conventional slit spectrometer. mathematical extr-ions are given without their
Tle "econd factor provides a theoretical gain of V derivations; more detailed explanat ao of smnw f
for N spectral elements analyzed. This gain, com- these derivations are give a in the appendixes.
Waonly called the multiplex advantage, has been
experimentally confirmed. 2-2 G4HOW CONSWtAI NS

This paper presents a general discussion of the
advanLtAgs of lourier spectroscopy. Section 2-2 is an In Fourier spectroscopy the dc-ired function, the
elementary explanation of the basic concept: improve- spectrum, isi oblaind by apjlYiog a Fourier trans-
ment in the signal-to-noise ratio through accumulAtion fo.mation to the nuamtMred fui tion. the intrfrei-
of the measured values. The Fourier trantormation gram. The prime factor that determino% the quality
of the meaured interfemgr:n is analyzed as a process of the meaiuresment is the ratio of .signal to w tie in
that accumulatex the spectral silmal and the noise in this r'covered p etrun. not that in the interfiergram.

tcs g ttak
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The following discussion will show that the trans- The square root of the variance gives the standard
formation of either quantity, the signal or the noise, deviation
is equivalent. to the accumulation. I'Le chaacteristics
of the traosformation are such that the longer the
signal and noise are recorded during observation of
the interierogram, the more the mea.sur-ment im- , {((F,- .))J . (2.3)
proves. Thus, extending the interfe;agram measure-
merit in time improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the
recovered spectrum, and the improvement is propor- (In this paper, w denotes the standard deviation; the
tional to the square root of time. more usual symbol or will be used to denote the optical

The measured value include. some degree of flue- frequency, cm-.] Once the mean up and the standard
tuation, which is generally Lcce)ted ais the noise; and deviation wp are found, the true value of F very likely
its root in:ui square, or standard deviation, is taken lies in the range between p.-wp and Ap+wp. The
as a measure of the noise. For this quantity, say F, signal-to-noise ratio S/N in this ease is dcfined by
.L set of value.s , ,. F., F3 , .. , Fyv} is obtained in N
ni.asturonent-. Figure 2-1 is an example of this set.

S/N =Mp/w'. (24)

._ -• . Suppose that a new set of (N/m' values {G1,
G2,.• , G.v1.} is formed by an accumulation of the
measured values F,. Each element of the new set is
constructed by sunrming rn eiements of the old set.
Thus,

Gi =F,+F 3+--. +F.,
p $~/N • t./.

G2  -F.++F.+u +- -- F2,.,

Gx =is '_Fx.+,+Fv.s+ 2 + -. +F .V (2-5)

&

Figure 2-2 shows the new construction, formed by
summation of the successive elements

G2 F3 +Ft.

l'rutnt lhis !.t we deternmine th- meastnd vIduh

The siM6ndt0ni'w rtio ha., impraved somewh.at
nit- netul impmvenrnt cel be feumnl by rompiting

Ap I1 the ntwm and thw variane- The colculation for the

II

~ G

:,I 'ltI\. ~Fe~r~n I ++ , ~FF + 1 + + +

W1 E' F.-O OF. (2-4i)A_ _ _ _ N__-_ _
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i and the variance is given by

=!!{(F+F 2 +~ +F,.m-mM?) 2

4- + (F-p

tSIN 30 + ---+.VMF2

A ! ____________ =mk E(F._-ur) 2+0. (2 -fb)

ment are statistically independent. Irhis wsumptaion
* *0 ~ * * g. * will be discussed in calculating the wutocorrehitisni aif

W * Poo to the noise.) Assuming #=0, we can write t ie v.riancv

SI 4

S/ 2x'd. consequt itly, the stnd d,.it~ia

The 4ignmal-to-noisr' rntio of this, new set is then qivtt
by

Fg'it 2.2..~fand thy iinporm'nent in 2,

I.t att i f f1.lttero-ititot4 t etc c pii- ou iy
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extrapolate a estimate of !,ese parameters. For the If the noise in the measured values is statistically
case of it =,V, these estimates are given by independent, then the noise set kyb , .YN does

not correlate either wih sets ;Y2, Y3 , YxV; Y} or

013, Y4 , YN, Yl, Y2} or with &ny set other than
(2-9) itself. Hence,

w2 =\Vc , (2-10) 1

(m,;6) (2-16)
o= :VW , (2-1 !)

if the y; -are statistically independent. Figure 2-3
We defiue the autocorrelation as

KF(m) (FnF+,,)= TFn.F 4 m. (2-12) {.}
Ar

For convenience ot computation, the subscript of F is . I
assumed cyclic, that is, "Y

Fv.,-_n = F,.

The variance w 2 in Eq. (2-10) can now be written in a "
.simplified form by using the autocorrelation:

K,2 =y K((m), (2-13) Yn+m

where the new variable

y, =Fn-UF (2-14) 0-

r,)resets the noise fluctuation. The derivation of
:(I. (2-1,') can be seen in the following mathematical

manipulation: I I I

m -5 0 5

."2 +1'.V-1)'Uj
Figure 2-3. Noise Record {y,} iand PR A-:tocorrelation

'(F, -P)+F 2 -. p)+ +(Fx-pp)} 2  K,(m)

= " (F,, - uk) (F, ,,,- t
,, ,, )(illustrates this property of the noise. The term P in

Eq. (2-6b) which can be expressed by
.v ZN(,--i (2)-15)+,,N--,

N -
V , li,(m). (2-15) ¢-N Ku(mn),
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obviouedy vanishes -since all terms in the summation
are zero. Combining this with the autocorrelation for
m =0 yields

IFe
K,(O) E . = W, (2-17)

t The autocorrelation can be written in a general form as

K,(m) = mk~ =(2-18)

where

0,otherwise.

Now suppose that a measurement is made on sta-
tionary radiation incoming to a detector. The output Figure 2-4. Fourier Transforni of T.1,
of this detector is integrated for 1 scc by me-ins of ain
electrical filter, and dhen it is recorded. When this
process is repeated N times, a record of N measured
values is obtained for N sec (Figure 2-1). From these form of F2a distinct line is seen at zero frequency,
N values we can deft.rniiiic the statistical parameters and randomi fluctuations about zero meani are seen

menMF aracewAadstnar evaio2p elsewhere. The line at zero frequency obviously cor-
and estimate the N accumulations by applying responds to the stationary radiation signal incoming
Eqs. (2-8), (2-9), and (2-10) to themn. T1he results: to the detector. Its hjeight is givenl by X;P1' and the

standard deviation of the randomt fluctuation is seen
to be

W= NWF 2, w.L= VY (F. (2-19)

Thei followinig computations show that the statist i-
are interpreted as those for N see of integration. lit- cal parameters of the random fluctuation app)earing
ciclentally, the standard deviation1 WF given above for in the transform are given by
1 sec of integration is called the noise equivalent
power' (NEPl), the normalized n~oise figure.

Note in this cxamiple that the signal, being sta-
tionary in time, consists of a component at zero fre-
quency. The noise, in contrast to the signal, spreads 0;
its content over a wide frequency ralige. Au applica- .=
tion of the Fourier traiwformntfion should. eparate the if signal from the noise coritentat frequencies other than

%zero frequency. lin Figure 2-4, which shows the trans- tk=\ XAw,.
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where is the Fourier transform of y, and which is equal to that of the accumulated. Thus, the
improvement brought through the transformation is
v'N, because N values measured during the observa-

nm (tion over N sec in time are accumulated in the trans-
y, exp v (2-20) form. In other words, the improvement is achieved

(")during an observation of N sec rather than of only

1 sec. The Fourier transformation accomplishes this
accumulation automatically.

Here the arguments, m and n, vary from zero to N- 1.
In the frequency domain, m/N represents values from 2-3 MULTIPLEX ADVANTAGE
zero to 1 lz in increments of (L/N) lIz. The mean of

is obviously zero, since So far it has been shown that the improvement in
the signal-to-noise ratio is -IN if th; measurement
time is extended by N. Suppose that N spectral ele-
ments are measured by two different methods, one

(\9) ="(y-) exp i2r •' (2-21) sequential and the othe. simultaneous. Both methods
Ni will yield the same value if they take an equal time to

measure each element. If we compare the total time
elapsed for each method, we find that the sequential

The variance is calculated by scheme takes N times longer than the simultaneous
scheme. Suppose now that the elapsed times are made
equal. Under this condition, the observation of each
element will take N times longer in the simultaneous

( ,, * ~ scheme than in the sequential scheme. Thus, as has
been shown, the signal-to-noise ratio in the simultane-

\m\ ous measurement is svN times higher than in the
= F E Cy. exp Nsre exp squential measurement. This is the basis of the

multiplex advantage that can be realized by applying
the Fourier spectroscopy technique. Examples of

ep' * these two methods are found in two schemes for
IV (spectral measurements, one a sequential scheme based

on the classical spectrometer used with one detector,

K()x i2 and the other a multichannel scheme based on the
"g() exp N~. (2-22) spectrometer used with N detectors.

Figure 2-5 illustrates the scheme in which each ele-

The standard deviation of Y is ther. obviously given by
SEQOUENTIAL

CO;= .Vw, (2-23) t-1

Identical results are now found for both standard
deviations, one for the transformed and the other for
the aecumulated. That the agreement is not acci- I * 2 114 IN

dental can be stein from the calculations given above.
It is indicated in Eq. (2-20), which defines the trans-
formation of the noise. This equation can be inter- ±_ L..
preted as an accumulation of the original Yn multiplied TIME 0 2 3 4 N TIME 0 2 3 4 N

by the exponential weighting factor exp (i2irnm!N).
In the complex domain, these weighting factors may
have a different phase but their magnitude never
changes from unity.

The signal-to-noise ratio of the Fourier transform
is given by the signal content divided by the standard
deviation (If the transformed noise. IHence ment is sequentially observed for one unit of time. An

element at a=o, is observed during (n-l)<t~n,
and then the spectrometer is scanned to the next
position a=o fl,. The spectrum is presented in the

(N )F =,u Pv= 9 '.VAv 'wF = k 'X (S. ),N' (2-24) output signal as a function of time.
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The multichannel scheme illustrated in Figure 2-6
bt,) cos2.t cos2.vf ,

0 N
Z 61"ofl, )t- J21 ..

= rfldaw.dNbl nN wrN,) J

1TIMEO 1234 N

we I FOURIER

TTI CAN0E L 23... N INTEGR.T -2

TIME 0 ......4 N

Figure 2-7. Fourier Spectroscopy Measurement Scheme

Figure 2-6. Multichannel Measurement Scheme

Each spectral element is coded with a cosine function
cos 2wft. The temporal frequency is given by

uses N detectors having identical characteristics.
Each detector observes each spectral element for N
units of time during Ot <N, at the end producing
the spectral signal for the element. =6V (2-27)

If the power incoming to the detector is b(o) at the
spectral element o, the signal for the sequential
scheme is given by

schee isgive bywhere v is the drive speed of the interferometer mirror.

These coded signals are simultaneously observed for
N units of time during O _t<N. Since only half of

fXI dl = b(a. (2-25) the incoming energy is available for detection with
nbr.(-5 this coding because the other half must go back to the

source, the signal at the spectral element o is given by

The noise is characterized by w. The signal for the rv sr
multichannel scheme iso b(a) d 2 (2-28)

fNb() b(), (2-26) The noise is v'Nw, and so the signal-to-noise ratio is
given by jv/Nb(¢o/ w. The improvement in the signal-
to-noise ratio over the result obtained in the
sequential scheme is jvYN. In most treatments, the
factor J is dropped on the assumption that equal

and the noise is then given by -,INo. The signal-to- energy is available for detection. Measurements by
noise ratios are therefore b(,o) r*(e for the sequential, the Fourier technique show the multiplex gain of VN
and VNb(a)/w1 for the multichannel, schemes. The over measurements by the sequential technique only
multichannel measurement thus shows an improve- if the detectable energy is equal. A comparison of the
ment of VN over the sequential measurement. two modes in the Fourier technique shows the \/N

The multiplex scheme used in Fourier spectroscopy improvement in results obtained with the aperiodic
is illustrated in Figure 2-7. A single detector is used. over those obtained with the periodic.'
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2-4 SIGNAL DETECTION BY INTERFEROMETER width of the radiation. The product A2, called the
It has been ound that the multiplex method cal optical throughput or the Atendue, remains invariant

throughout the optical system and hence equal t, that
improve the signal-to-noise ratio over that yielded by defined by the image on plane P.
the sequential mnethod by the square root of the num- The radiation that enters the interferometer is
ber of elements in the spectrum. This multiplex gain divided into two wavefronts by the beam splitter and
is obtained under twoconditions: (1) that both systems is then recombined to form the interferogram. If the
take the same total observation time; (2) that both area of the detector is reasonably small, the energy E
systems observe the same radiative energy in a unit going toward the detector is given by
time for each element. A typical sequential technique
uses a classical slit spectrometer whereas the Fourier
technique depends mainly on a Michlson interferom- E-21?b(ou)(oj)[A2{1 +cos 2irx}/sec, (2-29)
eter. A comparison of these two instruments reveals a
rather large difference in energy-gathering efficiency. 2 .3

Figure 2-S is a schematic diagram of the Michelson where j7 is the efficiency of the beam splitter (normal-
ized to 0.25 for the maximum value) and x is the path
difference between the two interfering beams (see
Appendix 2-A.1). On plane P, interference forms the
system of Haidinger fringes shown in Figure 2-9. As

BEAN SPUITTER

/4. ///..!•_:__ / / .. ..... ,

/Z A

Figure 2-8. Schematic Diagram of Fourier Spectro- Jk f\ K
scopy Measurement System With a Michelson Inter-ferometer

Figure 2-9. Radius a of Detector Aperture

interferometer. Radiation energy from the source is
collimated and fed into the interferometer. Except on
rare occasion, all uncollimated input is not used be- the interference path difference x increases, these
cause this would lower the energy-gathering efficiency. 4  rings expand and a new ring keeps appearing at the

The output from the interferometer is focused on a center. Equation (2-29) describes the energy mea.
plane P to form the li.idinger fringes. An aperture sured at the center of the ring system. From the
stop is usually placed in this plane and the radiation figure it immediately becomes evident that the de-
through this opening reaches the detector. The aper- tector aperture cannot be expanded too much beyond
ture stop located in front at the source can be elimi- the size indicated by the dotted circle. Since the ring
nated from consideration since it is the image of the system of a higher frequency gets more compact than
detector aperture. The source emits radiation through that of a lower one, the largest permissible detector
ia real or an imaginary opening. If it unit area of the aperture is determined by the highest frequency
souree emits it radiative energy b(o) at frequency a present in the spectral bandwith. The angular radius
over a unit solid angle for it unit time and unit fre- of the aperture is given by
queny interval, the interferometer receives radiation
energy at a rate of b(a)(k)[AllI see, where A is the
area of the soirce opening, 12 is tile solid angle sub-
tended ly the Siance aperture. (id 8u is the spectral a -l/(2")} 1, (2-30)

L
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where X is the maximum path difference. It can also
* be expressed very simply in terms of the maximum

resolving power R as 1

172

a= {11R) 1  (2-31) 
rZ7

d of

For example, to obtain a resolving power of 106, the
angular diameter 2a of the detector should be set at

o -I/(4n i dcos8')

2a=2(10-6)1=2X10-3m7 min. 1 3

0.25 -

The solid angle corresponding to this is given by 0.20

j fira 2.  (2-32) 0.15

0.10 -VP/:

09=45.
Thus, the optical throughput for an interferometer is fi 6

4 given by Q05=-. 2 = 1.4

01p
AR-irA/R, (2-33) 0.0 1.0 20

Figure 2-10. Efficiency of Beam Splitter Film
whereas for a slit spectrometer it is given approxi-
mately by'

an efficiency curve for a typical beam splitter. The
normalized frequency ao used in its frequency scale is

AQ- (A/R)(I/f), ('2-34) given by

'o - I/(4nd cos 0, (2-35)

where I is the height of the slit and f is the focal length
of the telescope lens or mirror. Since the factor (I/f)
is unlikely to exceed 1/30, it is possible to make the where it is the refractive index of the beam splitter

* optical throughput of an interferometer enormously film, d is the thickness of the film, and 0' is the refrac-
larger than that of a slit spectrometer of comparable tion angle inside the film. In praetice, an efficiency
spectral resolution. close to the maximum value 0.25 is obtainable by

A practical beam splitter film for the infrared region using a dielectric material of high refractive index.6

is a dielectric thin film. Its actual efficiency can be This accounts for the wide use of Ge (t - 4.0) and
predicted with reasonable accuracy" - by a straight- Si (i t 3.4), whose range of practical frequencies lies

* forward theoretical calculation.9 Figure 2-10 shows between 0.3oa0 and 1.7a0.
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With all these factors considered, the energy avail- In Fourier spectroscopy, the radiation incoming to
able for spectral recovery is the detector has a wide spectral range and its intensity

level may be very high. This is quite contrary to
radiation detection conditions in the case of classical
spectroscopy. The detector noise remains the same in
both cases even though there may be a vast difference.

E~ = y 1'7Ab~u) T/R, (2-36) in the intensity levels. The multiplex advantage of
Fourier spectroscopy over the classical scheme is
realized if the detector noise dominates other noise
fluctuations.

where 7' is tht, time interval available for measuring The noise figure of a detector is usually character-
theenti t time inter a Thewefficabiey for mesui atof ized in terms of the normalized standard deviation;
the entire interferogram. The efficiency yjl' is that of it is determined from its observed noise record inte-
the interferorneter, which should be verv close to the grated for a time constant of 1 sec. Called the noise
efficiency of the beam splitter, equivalent power (NEP) of the detector, this is ex-

pressed in units (watts) of the incoming radiation.
2-5 TYPES OF NOISE Another noise figure is defined by

Spectral measurements obtained by applying tech-
nilues of Fourier spectroscopy may include fluctuations
dut to detectoi, photoni. scintillation, or digitizing D*= /A/(NEP), (2-37)
noise. This section covers the individual character-
istics of these four types of noise and their various
effects on the measurements.

The detector noise determines the accuracy of most where A is the sensitive area of the detector element.
measurement practices, and the photon noise from the
source determines the ultimate accuracy of the mea- 2-5.2 Photon Noise
stirements. The effects of ecintillation and digitizing The stream of photons from a thermal source ex-
noise must be suppressed in the compensation schemes. hibits an inherent fluctuation proportional to the

2-5.1 Detector Noise square root of its average intensity.' 0 In the infrared

The mtehanism that generates noise in the detector region, this photon noise is insignificant if the spectral
is gTiern'rly insensitive to te signal level of the radia- measurement is referred to the source (see Appendix
i enerallyinsnsitve to the sigectoanal lee the a 2-A.2) but creates a serious problem if the measure-
ion in ig to the detector, and consequently the background.

=reirant o f noise, remaints unchatged (l-igure 2-11). In Fourier spectroscopy, a warm interferometer
may emit intense thermal background radiation to-
ward a detector that operates at a low temperature.
In such case the detector observes a relatively weak

WITHOUT SIGNAL msource signal and a strong background radiation

0 (Figure 2-12). The fluctuation in the background may
w~ - * % p pg 0 g * become dominant in the measurement. The situation

U0 " • • 6 *gW * "" W g • "is somewhat parallel to the conventional case where a
warm spectrometer generates the thermal background.

In either case--ourier spectrocopy or the con-
ventional scheme-the signal measurement may be
affected by the intensity fluctuation in the back-

WITH SIGNAL ground, not by the detector noise. By extending the
observation of the signal in time the measurement can

- * * * _ be improved. The improvement achieved by means
g% o *%_op O '. - t~~e0 °  ( of the iFourier technique is greater than that obtained
* 0 • .by the conventional method because tite observed

sigifal is multiplexed. If the level of the background
radiation is equal in both cases, the Fourier spectros-
copy technique can be expected to yield an improve-
ment of % X over the results given by the conventional
met hodl.

The l)hotoi noise in the isurce signal may bme
_noticeable in the spectral region of higher optical f,-

(luency, for which detectors having an extremely high
sensitivity are available. If the photon noise from the
sorce itself domin,ttes the detector noise. the multi-

Figuire .2- 1i. lhtt.tior Noiw pex advantage is iot realized.
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INTERFEROMETER

SIGNAL RADIATI"t.. Figure 2-13. Ratio-Recording Scheme

a uses an additional detector for m 'utoring the input
I gure 2-12. Baekground Photon Noise From a Warm intensity level. The interferogramt signal is theni
Interferomneter normalized by this monitored intensity.

2-5.4 Digitizinig Noiso
In practice, a digital eotnputer is used to perform a

2-5.3 Scinfillation H~oke numerical Fourier transformation on at recorded in-
terferogram, which >,i this case consist.- of it set of

Scintillation noise generally refers to a slow drift numbers obtained frtm the raw signal as in output
in the level of intensity observable at the interferom- voltage of the detertor amplifier. Various type., of
eter input. Its magnitude is linearly propcrtional to analog-to-digital (A-I)) converters are- usted for this
signal intensity. The fluctuation may cause serious purpose. Sonme are very sophisticated! electronic
degradation of the spectral recovery.u " The several instruments. 0thers may consist of a primitive (itvice
techniques applied to minimize the effect of this in which a hiumatn operator read.- anl interfertigrin
fluctuation include: trace recorded on chart paper and converts it jito at

a) rtitio-recording' 3  set of numbers. Itegardless" of the methodl. a small but
b)rpdstn ing1 finite range of a conversion aperture .1 et*i.s. The

output from the A-I) -onverter corr. ;sMld' to ally
r) internal modulation ' 3  value of tho detector output inl the range '*A

in beam-switching and the error ttkei; any vaslue bet wt'vn * j.1. it
astroomi- value-t of this etrnr aire displavied a:ing the path

The first three schemtes are applicable to asnnm diifference x,. the result kit randoim funietionti f x
cal observatons as well ats to laboratory measure- (Figure 2-14) camlled the dligitizitig ioiw., Is standari
meits. Tlhe fourth, discussed in Chapter 4 of this deviaition is~ given by
collection (lMuble-Beaming in Fourier Spectruscopy.
by J. Dowling). applies only to laboratory meai-
suremelit.. Schemes b and c are describi-d inl ,44c-
Win 2-6, where various experimental arrangements
tire discussed. Xi 2 dr

The scheme of ratio-recording shown in Figure 2-13 j1 2% 3~



30 sample. Trile intervals between successive sampling

*INTERFEROGRAM SIGNAL po~itions are selected to suit the tolerance required by
0 REORDD SINALthe experiment. Excessively large errors in the
0 REORDD SINALsampling intervals will create unwanted effects in the

recovered spectrum, degradation of the spectral reso-
lution, and additional noise fluctuation. Similar

Q 9 effects occur in conventional spectroscopy when
~t -6 ~ -6grating-rulitig errors are present, although not as pro-

K nounlced as those occurring in Fourier spectroscopy. 16
6 Sinusoidal ruling errors on a diffraction grating

9 produce the well-known phenomenon of the Rowland
o ghost. lin Fourier spectroscopy, sinusoidal errors in

the sampling intervals produce the same effect. A
monochromatic interferogramt sampled with the si-

t nusoidal errors yields, through cosine transformation,
DIGITIZING NOISE a line and two satellites. The height of these satellites

......... ... ...... is given by

Figitre 2-1-1. Digitizing Noise =(-8

This noise, transforms into at random fluctuation in
tile spectral domain as described in Section 2-1. where 0 is normalized with respect to the height of the

Serious (lithcultv may be encountered in) the inca- center line, 0 is the amplitude of the sinusoidal sam-
surenient when the digitizing noise exceeds the de- piing errors, and aO is the frequency of the original
teetor noise. A practical solution to this problem is monochromatic line. The satellites are located at
to vary thet gain of the detector amplifier so that thle ato±L- where 11/p is the periodicity of the errors. (See
detector noise dominates the (ligitizing noise over Appendix 2-A.3 for the derivatir n of these results.)
most of the recorded interferogram. It is generally In most interferogramn measurements, the errors in

deerasesonc thepat diferece ecees itcerain andm fuctin raherthana snu function.ion
vtie. The byl aeoee pcrmmycnanmr

tilt int-rfrogaininvaureientis adewiththegai satllies, achpai of hic coressinsto soidalda
in te (mveorapliierrelleedto ccomodte ile erros hvin itparicuar prioicamplitudeltud
illceasd mdulaionandhighlevl o digtizng f th siusods i obiouly aranom unc giveive

errr. hitid ths rnge wereit eduedmodlaton by the Fourier transform of thle sampling errors.
ewa b ant eipatel. thet amiplilier gain is increased to Based onl Eq. (2-8), thle standard deviation of thle
let thet d1't eetr noist, exceed the digitizing noise. lIn transformn 9 is calculated ats
comiaiig tlte Fourier t ransformiation, the values

hla' ate roo-onled withI differntt gainis are normalized
areeordiag to the gain setting that is used. For most of
dw ho wastinment th ittrferogram contains Iettetor 4 .V'/Rw 2, (2-39)
n'iise' that exceed.k thet digitizinkg noise.

With more soiphis. 'catted ;-eetroiis, the (lytnmic
rani of thle A-I) eo.iversionl canl be automatically
rhang~ed according to the level of tile, detec .-r outpu t
tauttintat it tiiigiig'. 'I _1 error generated in tii wiiere R? is the nuamber of the interferogram samples
en~ i. k iniilar to0 01"i routi-off error in fit~it ing-j~iint and w, is the standard deviation of the s4ampling
:iril lontie t. Sevrol % orkvr* have attemipted to in.%- errors. Trhe terni it is in most ciuk-s equal to the re-
I~zv t ik -error. I~* solvinig pxiwer. 0nce the standard deviation of thle

stimida~i~l amplitude 0 is known, the standard devilk-
2-6 EFFECT OF ERRORS IN SAMPLING INTERVALS tion of the height of those satellites tOat obviously

have tile appearance of random ioe~w ran be eal-
Tfhe itt rferogr:ntm k :% funt itiin of tilt- pait idiffer- C11alated from l'Aj. (243N) as

1i 111* X'l Te fon ct io n rim'ni- i-. a fin ilt e nbi r o f
41 1crelt, vatIiv, -a n11 *lt'd iat e 1uisparneil list anlees onl
Ii' fiat I- t Iittrenci' scalve The p a thI differen ce i.A
inervai-''i 1) a givyen li-tatnee at t lie rect iing of tile
iiter eirit ;mn.ive~k from the ot toi thet o I )th Wj " :(2Ii4w,u.,%l. N1-40)
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It is now seen that the random errors in the sam- COTN USRVEMTO
piing intervals generate many satellites that have the
appearance of random noise. This effect can be con-
sidered as a degradation of the spectral rescdution

£and/or the addition of random noise. The calculation X
of a tolerance for the sampling errors w,, can be made
by setting an upper bound on w.. (See Appendix
2-A.4 for the mathematical expression of the toler-
ance.) In Figure 2-15, tolerances w.. are shown for

.' t

10000-

STEP -AND- INTEGRATE METHOD

1000

X

0.1_ Figure 2-16. Temporal Variation of Path Differenre z in

Continuotu-Drive Miethod and in Step-and-Integrate Nlet hod

2-7.1 Coninuous-D-ve Method
For the continuous-drive method Wo be success-

Figure 2-15. To'erance for Sampling IError, u.-0.O1 driveni at a uniform spteed (l~Igr -I(;). Tlt~~sml
(ame Section 2-6 and Appendix 2-A.4) experimental scheme is illustrated in ligure 2-17. A

linear change of the path difference with time is pre-
sitmed, and the interferorrik" iS ,s:MPWe tit eqtl.
time intervals. The poitions of the samplings are
equiipmtced n(the pntti diffl'renct scale since Or drivo'

given values of the resolution ka. The permimsible speed is uniform. (onsi dering the mechannical toler-
upper bound of the atdditional noise w# is assumed to iince of tivailable drive systems, the scetmo i.4suitable
be 0.01 in these curvesc for work retluirin., relaitively lowv re*3lktiton (.?m~ 100)

in the ftkr itifrarv-,,. region.
An eltctrical tilter circuit i.s normally v ttarlhed to

2-7 EXPE11MENTAL TECNIQUES the detectir amiplifier tit effivct tenirIl ititergratin
itf the interferogrni siv~iai between 0snln..t ter-

Various factors that affect the signaI-to-ti*" ratio wise. the time ifitervals" between the sViliptinp would
have been% treated in Sections, 2 5 and 1- 6. The m- tx- los~t frwmni the nhw'rvaliori. The filter. hanving an time
tilt obtained will now be applied in t he oflyi ( ewinstatit r. ~ilst e value oft he jt; rfiwrnig i igtll

soime exi,. rimentol semnes. In ai broad ses tit~ itexrttedi over r at every- sani'1tgium wg -!itioisw With X~
schemes fall into two groutt accordlingt to t hir 0mr- 16trf11Kii .unain.. it or"1411er- 1-01 3r1I 'igl1
acteristic manner of driving the interfemoneter mirror T in o~wvttvre ti. q i .T tw h e atto bng '
(1) the continuous-drive methodl and (2) th- -. -,d- Teosra o 'teec . hngvnb
inltegrate meth~od. J.igure 2-16i illuti.Ate. L .eir pt
terns. The discussoion deals- with: (1) effirienceY o" wee
of the observation time. (2) compensatio~n for sciatil-
lation noise, (3) samplitig errir. -. Yr T. ~ -1
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positioning accuracy of the interferogramn sampling.
DETECTOR Monochromatic radiation from a He-Ne cw laser pro-

duces the interference fringes for monitoring the path
difference x. Here, too, an electrical filter improves

DRIVE the observation efficiency. If the mean time interval
MOTOR between successive sampling positions is at, the obser- '

vation efficiercy is again given by Eq. 2-42.
SOURCE A difficulty ,rises if the drive speed of the inter-

ferometei miri .r fluctuates. Figure 2-19 illustrtites the

TIME -a

SAMPLING I'WRVAL 3X

INTER FEROGRAN

MIRROR SPEED'____________________t

PAT H
DIFFERENCE

SAMPLING ERROR

LASER FRINES

SAMPLED VVO i -f
INTERFEROGRAM .* * *

Figure 2-17. Continuous Drive Mfethod Without Fringe-
Mionitoring Devie

DRIVE SKEO

or it can be excpres-wd by

A"kr 2-19. Samspling Error 0itwed by Nfirror SpctrI
(2.4:~ fluctuation

i~sing the tinie interval .11 between scrv.& ,ve sam-
pling~t. A.,iniile I?, eireti, can be u-A wi the electri- problem, the effective sompling posi# ions X, do not
ral !iter. I 'atikei nmust be exereiswd ill seecting the Coincide with the positions x of the laser Command.
tim~e eNol.*1nt r witht nret to the."mnpling interval UnteS the filter tithe COWStAnt T il n infinitesItkl
.1.l hiN PLInt i- idi,'WtiI-4N if) APpIXIdiX 2 '%5. value. T'he midpoint between the beginning and end

Thle ,.cewilln'4tri ill Figure 2-V irnpruves the of the filter integrntion is the effertive *&fann pasi.
tion r'. The dance between thiese two positions ;s
therefore itivr by

e-z-Irr.(2-43)

- -~ Wheir the sedvaries by Ai. fromi il, n'u speed r,
to'- rr.r intmduret in the siunping po!4iut. i-4
given b,%

F'Vlf 2-I 1 uoaitrv it.bo With FEnnp'-Mni- I u.(-1
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The undesirable effect discussed in Section 2-6 2-7.2 Step-and -integrate Method
appears in the spectrum if the sampling error ex- In the step-and-integrate method, the interferom-
pressed in Eq. (2-44) exceeds the tolerance. For a eter is driven in a staircase pattern, as shiown in
given value of Av, the filter time constant r must be Figure 2-16. Thle interferogram signal is produced b.-'

* reduced in order to suppress9 the error to a figure integrating the detector output signal during the time
*within I he tolerance. In turn, the measurement interval that the mirror is held stationary. The time

shows a decreased observation efficiency ?1 Table 2-1 period during which the mirror is step)ped from one
sampling position to the next is lost time that does not
contribute to the observation; keeping the- T)eriods
short by comparison with the integration periods

Table ',)I, Observation Efficiency of Continuous-Drive yields a high observation efficienicy. The gain in
Method sign-1-to-noise ratio obtained is close to the theoretical

___________________________________-~ valliv of the multiplex gain. .1 A simple scheme for

Speed Fluctuation Av/v =. 10 this method depends onl a drive mechanism consisting
Additional Fluctuation we = 0.01 uf a machine screw and I stepping motor to move the
Sampling Distance x = 0.6328 X 10-4 cm mirror to the sampling positions." Its success; is

- --- _____________ - ______-determined by the accuracy of these components since
Frequency Resolution Efficiency they relate to the samplitig error tolerance. It has
(or cm'1) (or cm'1) 00I been shown that the system is satisfactory for far-

10oo 1.0 0.40 infrared work.
10oo o.1 0.15 In the system shown in Figure 2-20, an improved

5000 10.0 0.15
5000 1.0 0.05
500 0.1 0.02

10000 10.0 0.051
10000 1.0 0.02 I4TLREROGRAMd

SIGNAL

lists the values of I; acceptable for a speed fluctuation

availabit for a given sped fluctuation Ar/v, is cal- 44*1414±V 4±f4++t44

09-QMVATON
TIM _______________

T0. 16 "(2-45)

VP. ARG

It is evident from Eq1. (2-45) and '1 able 2-1 that a
'ArtahtforwaM' application cf this scheme to higth-

se aka: and Nitrphy. 31 E~veni so. a large rnrrgy-
gnthct. power is nvaikible througth the interfero- Iso-itioninit accurncy for Ithe sniplipg i.* provided by a
inwtne techitique. It uss's % relatively -cimple drive Arr%-nwhnIn volitrs'l *,V.,trm that Iatrpoit04 thle
nwvhans#. that ran deliver ,fast mirror -pred. kin ntnhrmt~iuerferrtiwe frnr %ittlai. ltatdiation
eim'ntiaW feature for rnpid $ini~t.~~ ntc. tile fromn: a le-Ne ov la'r is% nain commolY usd to
intillation frequency rages below I fli, the in- priobae tile fringe%. V~"iner. r! al" i4 20 have tt-etl

tviwity uiains unchanged in a tie priodm that is, thi-, nw.,:- 'if obta~ining sjetral n:~rnct ~
mud, s'horter than I sc. Ther rapid sca,:'init k(chenw extremely high rc-4iutim f,,r lbtraittory work s well
recordsi in entire ititerferocrm A-ign: Ititlhi; this Wk fo6) rn'a'm~tiral bwvnion,
prio. (1'Itintiolus relletitio~n 0 thi-' reording Sioce thle tirve nlraiisn 44 thlis %rhrmee ran
IWV4V't eve- it tially built6 tip Ilhe oservation necrsnaY operate :'nt - a monndierlniv -let. the tiethodi cnnot
for tieed(-Maeasurrennt acoidtilte rapii-canning sceme. Scintilla-
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tion noise is compensatetd for by using either the
rat io-record in g 11 or the inter, 'l-nnio ilation 12.13

scliimis. When the intensit y drift i.-; due to atmo-
s;)!eric sci ntillation, the signal intensity observed by I
thc ntor itmay not, rrelate with that in the inter-
fi-rograin, as in t he situtati:m iliustrated in Figure 2-21. INTERFEPOGRAM

;4 ..... Ns 1 -

SOURCE

DETECTOR I I e A

•T C
I * INTERFEROGRAM

....... DETECTOR Figure 2-22. Internal-Modulation Seheme

and its Fourier transformation by

MONITORED
INTENSITY -F 1 x--A)-vF~x--A}, , dU

=2i(sin 2rA)B(o). (2-47)

The spectrum is recovered as a product of a sine furic-
tion and the original spectrum B(a). The practical

INTERFEROGRAM •maximum for the separation A is then given by

A = 1/(2o"i), (2-4S)

Figure 2-21. Example Showing Correlation Between In-

tensity-Monitoring Signal and Interferograni Signal

where aM is the highest frequency in the bandwidth.
Now we can see the elimination of the baseline modu-
lation. This indicates that the recovered spectrum at
zero frequency is zero. The atmospheric scintillation
is compensated for by suppressing the signal content

The ratio-recording scheme failk to work under such a in the frequency region below about 1 Hz, the highest
condition Thv internal-modulation scheme uses the scintillation frequency.
reference itt ei:ityV internally generatd. The reference
signal is provid.,d by the intcrferogram signal of an- 2-8 SUMMARY

ither path differenve. In practice the measurement is
made at twu) sampling positions separated by -A (see Spectral measurements obtained by applying tech-
l'igure 2-.22). Reerence is accomplished by rapidly niques of Fourier spectroscopy may include fluctua-
subtracting on, signal from aniotier. The signal thus tions caused by four types of noise: detector,
ol)taiii(l is giveol by background photor, scintillation, and digitizing. The

effect of the first two can be reduced by an extension
oif tile observation time. If these two are doraminant,
the signal-to-noise ratio is given by S/Nm V/T/(NEP)
----where viT is the incoming energy to the detector
per second-and a full realization of the multiplex

F'= k( F) -- A(.--A), (2-46) gain is possible.
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The effect of scintillationi noise must be reduced by Thle signial-to-noise ratio,'; X call he formulaited bY
meanis of some comp~ensation scheme.

The digitizing noise must be reduced to thle level of
the detector noise by adjusting th.- dynamic range

*during the interferograin measuremlent. x= :b)6uv.Ii(.P.
T he rate of energy incoming to thle detector through XT a a7 t:LE)

a given interferometer is given by

where the parameters are as foioxvs:
=7r 1 b~) 64 /?172 observation efficiein

B =rij~ar bal~lf 7 total time for the interferogram ni me~virvinenit
bet weeni the ze-ro p a th liifflereiie anid th li ax i-
mum path (difference

b (a) radiative energy at a
Thle sampling error must be less than the tolerance bor res-olut ion

established (See Section 2-6). q, effliie of the beami splitter
TIhe observation efficiency 772 for the continuous A area oif the interferometer mirror

drive method is directly affected by fluciuations in the I? resolving plower
mirror drive speed. NEI' noise equiivalenit power of thle di-tector
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Appendix 2-A.1

Suppose that the radiation field incoming to the Th~e intensity is given by the product of V and its
interferometer has an amplitude U. All symbols are complex conjugate 17*:
referred to those shown in Figure 2-Al. The field

VlV*='2rr *tt*UU*{1+cos 2-ira(r1 2 )1 .

M,

The intensItv coefficients of the reflection R and the
tr~osmission T'are given by

- of/ R =rr*;

__f___ T = *(~R).

-F'*2The efficiency is obviously given by

and its mnaximumi value of 0.25 is found at R =0.50.

Since the intensity of the incoming field is

Figure 2-Al

going toward mirror .1, has ain amplitude of rC,
where r is the amplitude reflection coefficient of the tefig nest V sgvnb
beamn splitter. The field going toward .11;2 is given bN* tefig nestVU sgvnb
tU, where I is the amplitude transmission coefficient.
True combined field is then given by Vl ~2 b oAQ,' I+cos 2ro-,r

17 =trtrr- ~rax +e i~rrr2where .r is the path difference:

The termis inside the lparntteases aire the p~hase factors,
the first for beami .11, andl tke second for beam X1 . I = -, -.
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Appendix 2-A.2

The photon energy of the infrared radiation at The signal-to-noise ratio for this measurement,

500ei is given by

hv=Ihcor= 10-12 erg or 10'9 joule.

T[le fluctuation in the photon arrival to the de- SIN = fl/\/2) -10' per secl,

tector becomes larger than the detector noise of

A'~l 10. = Wse if the niumber of arriviag pho-
tonsexceds101 se. Tis fgur iSobtine inthe is unrealistically high for practical measurements.

following two steps of the calculation. First, the For this high a figurc, there seems to be no way to
critical fluctuation i o)is calculated from determine the accuracy of the intensity measurement.

If the signal-to-noise ratio is lowered to the practical
accuracy of the mieas-urement (_~104 ) by reducing the

\ (Au2) =NEI1 1,P = 1 0 - "/ 1 0 -19 = 106. observation timne, the entire interferogram must be
measured (luring about 10- 4 See in time. This mea-
surement seems'impossible at present since the fringe

Then, the photono intensity exhibiting this fluctuation frequency* exceedls the cutoff of detectors now

is let erlailed fronlf available.

Appendix 2-A.3

For the sinulsoudal sampling errors 1~r, assume The molloehromatic interferogramn F(x') sampled
with these errors is given b

Ax =x'- x= 6 si n 2ir,,r.

H~ere xr ore'e-nts the true, po4i :illad x' the actual f (.r') -B cos ra (x'

-BI cos 2ir~u 1x+a~O6 sin 2irvx.),

+ i ,r-r
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which can be expanded to and all other terms of higher order are at least one
order of magnitude smaller thani the s(c'ond term
J(qoO). Hence,

F(x') = B {Jo(o'O0) cos 2rox

+Jj (roO)[cos 21r(o o-p)x+cos 27r(oro+p)x]
F(x') - B ,cos 2iruox+u7aO6[cos 2r(o - s)x+...

+cos 2r(ao+s)x]},

If the argument o6 in these Bessel functions is much
smaller than 1, the Bessel functions can be expressed
by showing that the Fourier transform of F(x') consists

of a central peak having a height B and two satellites
of Ba0O located at go-4-€.

Jo(o0) - 1,

Jl(oO) ioO;

Appendix 2-A.4

The resolving power is given by Setting the upper bound of w# to be 0.01, we write the
corresponding sampling error wx, the tolerance, by

R =oo/lao.

r= 0.04(3a) 1ao - = 0.04,/o,)Ri.
Thus, Eq. (240) of Section 2-6 can be rewritten as

Appendix 2-A.5

The RC circuit shown in Figure 2-A2 has a filter characteristic given by

R

where ro is the time coelstant of the filter, given byC

I ro=l/(RC)=f(' e-U".dt.

This equation indicates that the time colistant repro-
Figure 2-A2 sents the duration of effective integration. The trans-
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fer function (f) in the frequency domain, calculated Values of the gain and phase for typical values of the
from -(t), is: frequency are listed in Table 2-A5.1.

Table 2-A5.1 Typical Values of Gain and Phase
(f) = (t)e i 2  dt

1 o frequency gain phase a(f)

=To-I e - ' ei 2' dt (f) (fW) (radian) (degree)

1 _ ~ 1 1 __ 1 |0 1.000 0.0 0.0
-To i22rf-(I/ro) T (42f -(iro)2 1  1/27rTo 0.701 0.25v 45.01/ro 0.446 0.36r 64.5

Xeitan-(2fro) 1/To 0.158 0.45r 81.0

With the transfer function expressed as It is immediately apparent that owing to the phase a,
this filter introduces a rather large asymmetry in the
interferogram.

If the highest spectral frequency is aM in the signal
(f) = I (f)Iei,,, bandwidth, tile corresponding fringe frequency is

given by

the gain can be written as
fM =OMV,

( 4 ( where v is the speed of the interferometer mirror.
fThen the slowest sampling rate is 2fMg. When we

::atch tile time constant To of the filter with this
sampling rate 2fs1 , the highest frequency content in
the spectrum is recovered with a gain factor of 0.158,

and tilt, pha.se 14 a rather poor figure. A solution to this problem is
found in aa increase in the sampling rate from 2fM to
about 4rfM. The spectrum is then recovered without
much attenuation, and the gain varies between 1 and

'(,f) tanl 1(2rfr,,). 0.707 within the signal bandwidth.
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Appendix 2-A.6

The tolerance w., derived in Appendix 2-A.4 is given The total time available for the measurement is

T=/=,(21~j

wherego is the optical frequency and R is the resolving where X is the maximum path tlMffrence, related to

power. Equating thi6 expression for Ax with Eq. the resolution o by
(2-44), we get

X = 1/(2 6u).
r Av= O.04!(aO\1R),

or, Since the resolving power R is given by

r = 0.0/(o Av\ 'R). R = 'hu,

The total observation time is obtained by multiplying
the total number of interferogram samplings by the the eflic eney then given by
time constant r. Thus,

r' &T \ 016 1.

At-), Rr/T=O.16 \'R-A

*
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3. Interferometers for Fourier Spectro. copy

W. H. Steel
National Standards Laboratory

Sydney, ALtraI~a

Abstract

An inteiferometer for Fourier spectroscopy .;hould have two interfering beamsI!. and an easy method of varying their path difference by moving some component.
Accidental errors of this movement should not limit the source size, nor, prufer-

~ably, should it be limited by image shiftz, accompanying the change cf path.
Polarization errors shol.,d be absent.

These criteria are discussed and applied to eyisting interferometers.

3-1 INTRODUCTION speed of light in thaut niediim ec a. Thei differene

The pticl sstemof 1'~iri'r sectometr ~ between the t imes for the two pat hs is th le lay T
Thopica i stermeteft Jiie spcrmte si of the interi'e)ometer. I'is. nitiltiplii'd by thie s.peed

variabl delay of fight is t he optical paith itirenei' r=7 a n '"4"

A (det ector gives ant o1IutpFi consist ing of a% uniform approiprite' (tint ity for it d~ission olf iterferom-
b.ickgroiA sipnal on which is suplerimptosed an1 ete sie leigh t f zari ar nis ire rater than
oscillatory function of the delay. called the interfero- tastie.*'eijtia ~~I i~rmei i

gra. Tis iiterfroganiis he utoorrlaton difference of thle stims FPid for t lie two rt% s,
funetion of the radiat ion field at times 7 apart, imd lit n ideal svnnetrneal ititerfer,,met"r, flte ii'ter-
heonce the Pourier transform of the power spiectrumn ferogrzin FWr is ani eveli flinctioni of ft, ie th dif-
of the radiation. 'Tlie spectromieter maty be used to ference -r a flte spietd ni i., t lin giveni bY a cos-ine
mneasure the spiectrumn of kit external souree. or a tran'fo~nn
refr'tct ive-index 4,wetrtim of a -nniple 1 larict inuside

* 1'he "it. iniple theory2 thlit leads to the exnuet Fourier 2 3.
F ransforiii eoti-ider.rs :1.point souirce of radiation :ad -1 F2 x j ~ s2o d(w
1wpint detector of radiant liwr Two ray.s eoiiiiet

* these -toint s. one following enach armn of fte iiter-
feromieter. Th'le transit time for radiationi along each
ray is given by the sum nd i( . the ray length (I in the' recilpoal cooirdlitate lt pat h ulilferviiec" is fte
veh tMilum through which it passe-s dividedl by I i' e numbe111Ikr or. liit ie i' it, iolferomet er Cant

Preceding piage black
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reach some finite maximum value X of the path 3-2.2 Division of AmplitudeV
difference and this determine.- the resolving power of In division of amplitude, a single ray from the
the spectrometer; the snirihlest resolved interval is source is divided into two by a beam-splitter. These
ba= I/X andI the r'esolving power is I?=olba=oX. two proceed separately in a region where it variable
Thre path lifft-reirce should vary fromt zero to X, path difference car. be easily introduced, and then 1
either contintiously' or in steps of at size chosen by the recombine at a second beam-splitter or at a second
.sampling theorem. If thle interferomneter produces anl encounter with the first.
ais 'vriietrical interferogram, correction of thle pharse .These interferometers can be further subdivided
error 1 requlires that the path difference should also according to the type of beam-splitter that is used.
cover a small range of valuecs onl thle other side of
zero. T[his extra range gives no increase in resolving 3-2.2.1 PARTIAL REFLECTORS
power. The most common beam-splitter is the partial

Trhe 0Iptici path difference is changed by increasing reflector or hialf-silvered mirror that reflects part of
the distance travelled lin somc p~art of one arm, the incident radiation and transmits part. At long
utsuallyv by movement of at mirror. P'referably the wavelengths it is made from a stretched shieet of
change is made in air or in vacuo, so that the optical plastic film, usually Mylar4. For shorter wavelengths
piath diffe~recei is indlepenident of wave number. If the a thin coating of a dielectric (or occasionally a metal)
path is changed in a dispersive medium, the pathi on a transparent support is used.
(difference varies with wave number and the spectrum The three basic two-beamn interferometers with
is obtained onl a nonlinear scale of wave number. This this type of beam-splitter are shown in Figure 3-2.
is a minor inconvenience that can be corrected duriiig
the, computation of thle transform.

Thle starting point iii designing a suitable inter-
ferorneter is to providIe at path dlifference that can be
variedl conveniently- over a range (determined by the
requirements of resolving power and p~hase correction. 2
Ani initial choice of suitable types is made on the
simp~le two-ray picetuire.

3-2 PRINCIPAL TYPES

li terferomieters are classiflied traditionally into
those with division of wavefront andl those with
division of amiplitude. Both types are used in Fourier 41
speetriiseipy, hut the latter has at much greater()
varietY oif formlls. --

3-2.1 Division of Wavefront
F'or division of %%avefront, [hte two raYs leave thle ( b)

S1 n r ill di ffe rent direct io nis anrd arrive at the dv-
Ioc t r fro m i fe Tillt irect ionis. lii between . tl evN are

sixiiti'iI anid tlli path (,f one may be variedI easily
1) % soime iiivalii s 51ich ia-; tw m eiovabl e in ror show M10i
1ligu re 3~-1.

Figurc :1-2. Basic 'rwo-hcam Interferometers with Divi-
sioni of Amoplitudle. (a) Machr-Zelinder, (b,) Michelson
(C) eyclic

Source

The \ I Miclielsorlil irterfero meter gives the simplest
niethit of clian gin g thre path di fferenrce arnd it is the
tV ectr t' lii most used iii lourieri spectroscolpy. 'Ill M Iachi-
VZeIinoler rlitetrferolmeter. has ttile advantage of twoi

searate ou tpurts ill whiich the( ill te r-ferogra ill may'
be co mpleental i tav, a feature th iat call hie I se fnii forl
re( Iici ig tile nli se from source flu ctu atinrs. It is
riot vas -sy to chliige thei patti lenIigth , ho wevyer, nillivss
tlw Iillil heatio h ITxown i IFigr ire 3-1(a) is used. Iil the

Figimrr 3-i. Simpijle I Mii~io-~vfoi rofrrce ielsori irrterfelronleter the secoidiil iitj)irt is
ih V:tbli' l':ii D~I)liffernce re(turnedi to tite source. It call be reeiviored if the
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2 in phane so that they reinforce; the film should be one

J. quarter-wavelength thick.
________ Obviously, a beam-splitter can have optimum

thickness for one wavelength only. For longer wave-
* - lengths its reflectance drops to zero as the wave

number tends to zero; for shorter wavelengths it
- - oscillates between zero and its maximum value as

2 the thickness goes through even and odd multiples
- f of x/4. Around the optimum wavelength it has a

useful range of two to three octaves; for larger spectral

(a) (b) ranges the beam-splitter would need to be changed.
A beam-splitter that is a coating on a transparent

support requires a compensating plate in the other

Figure 3-3. Modified Interferometers. (a) Mach-Zehndcr beam, of the same material and thickness as this
with pairs of mirrors (b) Michelson with retroreflectors support. This enables the optical paths in the two

beams to be matched at all wavelengths. Without
such a match, an unsymmetrical interferogram is
obtained, which requires phase correction to give the

modification (Figure 3-3(b)) is used, where the mirrors spectrum.

have been replaced by retroreflectors, which arc Partially reflecting beam-splitters are partil

shown as cube corners, polarizers, reflecting more of one linear polarization
The cyclic ierfers r ithan the other. This in itself is not serious because a
The cycic interferometer is not a suitable form, beam-splitter is usually used twice, once il trans-

since its path difference is not easily' varied, mission and once in reflection, and the product of

3-2.2.2 POLARIZATION INTER- reflectance and transmittance varies mucn less thlsi
FEROMETERS each factor alone. But the polarizing effects of a

Partial reflectors are usually partial polarizers. beam-splitter call interact with those of other con-
Fully polarizing beam-splitters can be made of stacks ponents of the interferometer.
of suitable dielectric layers, from birefringent mate- 3-3.2 Polarization Effects
tials or, for longer wavelengths, of wire grids.

A polarization interferometer, however, implies A polarization interferometer is used with a polar-
more than the usec of a polarizing beam-splitter. It izer on each side of it. It thus analyses one linear
is an interferometer made of a birefringent material, polarization of the source at a time.
such as quartz, calcite, or rutile, whose refractive Interferonicters with p-artial reflectors, however,
index differs for the two orthogonal linear polariza- analyse both polarizations together. The two inter-
tions. Two rays may follow the same path yet have ferograms, produced by the two principal directions of
an optical path difference due to the index difierence. linear polarization, should coincide or modulation is
The path difference can be varied by changing the lost. Since oblique mirrors give a phase (lifferenice to
effective thickness of the material, these two polarizations, their use call reduce modula-

tion.
3-2.3.3 DIFFRACTING BEAM-SPLITTERS If similar oblique mirrors are used inl the other arm
A diffraction grating can be r(garded as a beam- of the interferometer, these plhase differences ncel

splitter, since it divides an incident ray into one direct provided all components, mirrors al beani-splitter.
and several diffracted rays. It is difficult to make at have the same principal directions. But if tit(
grating that produces only two rays, but one that nirrors are skewed, this cancellation does not. occur."
gives three rays-one direct and two diffracted-is since the result of a sequence of polarizing con-

feasible. poients at different azimuths depends on their order
A lourier spectrometer that uses a grating as and this cannot be the same for both beams (in one

beam-splitter is the mock interferometer of Mertz betiin the beam-splitter reflects first, in tihe other it
ct al.t' transmits first).

3-3.3 'Re eetors
3-3 FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 3-. rd'Reetors

3~T .d fes of reflector are used in interilr ometers:
Further factors that affect the choice of a suitable sl)ecul'u' rflectors alld retroreflectors. '

type of interferometer arc the )ropcrties of beam- A 1plane mirror is a specular reflector anld the
splitters and reflectors, and the action of the inter- reflectod ray leaves from the point of arrival of the
ferometer on polarized light. i ncidetit ray at al1 ettual :t glh, but oil tlie opposite

side oft he noi'ma.1', I a t retr n lfleetmo, the rcflectcd ray
3-3.1 Beam-splitters leaves it the same angle as the incident iay but f'om

A single-lilm or coating beam-splitter reflects a1 poiit anl e(ual dista ace ot the opo))site sile of the
radiation from both its surfaces. To give sufficient ceiter to the point of illcide(el. The reflected tay is
reflectance, these two reflected components should be unaffected by movemetits of a Sl)eCuhlr reflector in



it,1% 11 ii pl. biut chlaigt'. angle if thei reflucttir is tiite tlt-' sizc of the initerference pattern, thrt fieldi
tr1 t (d. Thr~~ ratv froin at rotron-retr is unaffe~tcted byv apetu re; thle oile is tile iti ertutre of tile effective
tilt, bt i (1151lacet I I) lat teral 11l v nor ilts (Of :1t ii e.lit Fouinrier spec tromiet ers there is no such

Ile11-t ir. distinction between the two apertures ; all thiat matters
igirre 3-4 shows three forms of retroreflector. '[le is the total radiation between them. Ho~wever, it

convenient to retain the niames, although one lirmitinig
apierture may be, for example, the detector rather
than thet source.

3-4.2 Variations of Path Difference
For the same theory to apply for two extended

beams as for single rays, the optical path differences
a 01 for a pair' of rays from any point in tile source plane

to anYx p)oinlt in the field p~lante should be the same;
(a) Wb (C) for the finial interferogram is derived from the inte-

grated interferograms for all such pairs of rays and a
Fiue34 Rtoelcos00cbconr(breatig variation of path difference will reduce thle modulation

cat's eye 0-) alu-reflecting (at's eyeoftssil]
Figure 3-5 shows two rays through the interferom-

first, t ile eube corner, is niode either as a prism or as
thtree in nt all ' y e rp~endiculIa r mirtrors. 'I'll(e others
are known as 'cat's eyes', both retracting and ire- ~~B
flect ing.

Thle mirrors of a cube corner are skewed, and an 0'

interferometer using these will show polarization U,

effects whose magnitudle depends il the optical
constants oif the imirror and beam-. ;plitter coatings. IAetr
Cube cot-tiers arc successfullyN used in Fourier spec-A
tromietrv, soi the loss of modu(Itlation oif the ittr-/
ferogrami is not alway' s serious, but it is a factor to be C

watched. '[hel( mirrors of a cat's e ve are used at close
to normial incidence and( piolarizat ion effects are very
small, ~uc

The large, concave mirror (of the cat's ey~e is
('omnilittlr miatle a paratboloid to correct for spherical

tbrrton;the conin oif a single paraboloid is cur- Figuire 3-5 Positions at Reference Planes and Directions
rect et whli thle samle in i r'rl is usedl twice. Hot wever', of Rays

:ilericaI miirroirs are situpleri to prod ucu and the
ichr icalI aberrat ioni is t he same for both beams and

SO ein~~ls A scon-orer erorocors wen ile eter that connect a point (t, n~) at the source to at
calt's e\ve is t iltei17 . but this is usually smaller than the

siilreestz ('ii )s dscused extpoint (it', V') ill the field pilane. These rays leave the
SOUR-Sie erorsdislissd nxt.source with (direction cosines (11, mni, it) and

(12, 7112. 12 ) and arrive at the field plane with direction
3-4 FINITE BEAMS cosines (11', nil', n t') and' (12', M2 ', n 2 ')-

3-4.1 Beam Size For neighboring points in the two planes, thle
A sigleray ialsmit ''~u~itit ~ ~variation iii path is given by Fermat's principle as

Iii Wet r'equi res a1 bea i of lit i e area of cross sect ion
anld fillite solid aligle of sprevad. The power~'i that such

*a liani convex's is direct ly lii'ilittional to tile piroduict dPI~ ' dut'-in' dv' - d4 -mn (3-2)
of area arid solid''Intglo, tile elcadlie or optical extent
of tilie beani '1ltis, Iprodu ct is in varintt along the
Iwilii ats it passo through an optical s , 'Steml.

Ill all iinage-f~ririig sv' st eml, tilie el'ndlic of thle fori both beams. The variation in path differetnce is
lie tIs i xed by N t 'wo apeit ures, thle enitranrce lpuipiI thu is

:lto thle field stop. 'Thtere are similarly two limitinig
atperitureis iin i iteeonetei' thI este miay be thle
sotire, tilt detector, the beaml-splitter, or thle mirroi's. dX= (12'-11') dU'+Gn21_' -??1') (IV'
In ilit erf eititter" In \\lio'h fringe patt erns ate Viewed,
sui'l as those for' testing lelises, oiie aper'ture (deter' 2l)d- (In n I ) (lIn.(-)
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For the path difference to be the same for all rays, its If a shear is present, the variation r-x,, is small
variation dx must be zero for any variations du', only when the source is small in the direction of the
dv', dt, or dij. Thus every pair of rays must arrive shear (a narrow slit); if a shift is present the source
at the field plane from tile same direction and leave should be small in all directions (a small circle). A
the source from the same direction. If this is not so, tilt or a lead imposes similar conditions on the field
the corresponding aperture, field or source, must be size.
made sufficiently small so that the finite variation
6x is tolerable, which means in practice bx<X, where 3-4.2.2 CHOICE OF APERTURE SIZE

X = 1/cr is the wavelength of the radiation. Although not designed for the purpose, a Fourier
spectrometer can show interference fringes when

3-4.2.1 INTERFEROMETER PARAMETERS monochromatic radiation is used with it, provided
To separate the various effects that cause the l)ath the beam-splitter transmits some visible radiation.

variations, it is convenient to introduce four param- Interference patterns c'm be observed in both the
eters6 to describe the interferometer. Figure 3-6 source and field planes in turn when the aperture in

the other plane is made sufficiently small. The fringes
for a Michelson interferometer are shown in Figure 3-7.

2 A'

A i -- u B' Cottimating
(U 02 Lenst

i si S FizeauPanZ 0, h t, C, ; 0O fringes. mirror

Haidinger
f ringes

Figure 3-6. One Section of Figure 3-5, Showing Images of sp itea Piano
4 L: s l t e m i r r o r

Each Plane as Seen From the Other rli Focusingi: \ tens

shows, in two dimensions only, an elaboration of Image of" ' -- ,LU)l,, Fizeau fringes

Figure 3-5 to which have been added the images os
each plane as seen from the other. Each image is Figure 3-7. Two Sets of Fringes in a Michelson Inter-
doubled, there being one image for each beam, and feromete-
these two images may be separated laterally and
longitudinally. Either separation can cause a differ-
ence in direction of a pair of rays.

For the field images, the lateral separation is the Interference fringes are contours of each one-wave-
shear s, and the longitudinal separation is the shift h.
For the source images, these are the tilt t' and the length change of path difference. If each aperture ol

thle interferometer is made to cover no more tlieni one: ~lead 1'. The difference between direction cosines call h nefrmtri ae ocvrn oet,. n
lbead exp.eediffterence bteen dretonecons cn ohalf a fringe spacing of the fringes that can be seen in
be expressed in terms of these parameters and of the its plane, rays between two such apertures caniot
two separations z and z' from source to aperture have a variation of path difference exceeding one
image and from source image to aperture, to give the
variation of path difference dx. Integration gives the

F path difference, which is found to be 3-5 COMPENSATION

*It is possible to make more complicated inter-
ferometers in which one or more of the four parameters

x-x 0 - (tu'+t 1 v')!z' -I (u 2 v' 2 )/2z is always zero. Tihis technique is called interferometer
compensation.

- (si+sp)/z - h ( 2 2)/2z 2, (3-4) 3-5.1 Sources of Errors

There is no reason, in theory, why a Fourier
spectrom< or should have either a shear or a tilt. In
practice, however, these occur because of the difficulty

where ti, t/ and s;, sy are the two normal com- of moving a mirror (or similar component) to change
ponents of the tilt and shear and x0 is the path dif- the optical iath without acci(entally tilting it or
ference for a central pair of rays. displacing it laterally. ThI correctin of shears and



tilts is thus a balance between the merits of com-
pensation v , better mechanical dheign and eonstrue-
tion. It is usually possible to have only one of the
two present. if the mirror moved is at an image of the
aperture plane, this image is not affected by a tilt of
the mirror.

The problem of shears and leads is different. As
they are longitudinal effects, a change of optical path
in a simple interferorneter will ordinarily produce a (
change of these two parameters, and this can be
avoided only by a compensation technique. Again it
is possible to eliminate one but not both effects by
simple means. In the common form of Michelson
interferometer there is a collimating system so that,
from the aperture lan(e, the source appears at infinity.
Any finite change of distance, as used to change the 0
path t ' erence, will not be noticed; this interferometer 2w
will have a shift but no lead. This means that the ROVX
size of the source oiy is limited. The aperture, as
given by the size of the beam-splitter or mirrors, can
be as large a,, space or money allows. Figure 3-8. Absolute Values of Aperture Functions for an

Interferometir: (a) With Collimation and a Circular Source3-5.2 Scanning Functions for No Compensation (b) With no Collimation and Two Circular Apertures of the
The integrated effect of variations in path differ- Same Size8

ence across th beam is to reduce the modulation of
the interferogram. This reduction sets the maximum
values of the avoi(lable parameters, tilt anid shear,
that can be allowed.

In an uncompensated interferometer, there is an source size is limited by
unavoidable variation of path difference, expressible
in terms of the longitudinal parameters, that increases
with the path difference x. This leads to a modulation
that can be expressed as the product of an ideal inter- t < 27riX = 2r/R, (3-6)
ferograni and a decreasing function of x, sometimes
called an aperture function. The resulting spectrum
is degraded by convolution with a scanning function
that is the Fourier transform of this aperture function.Thus, ihase variations that increase with path where 1? is the resolving power.(liffereices hgrade tenspectrum in the same way that The second case given is for an interferometerdifferratine irae ltsil spectrmter same Aberrat without collimation. Both apertures are circles of theaberrations in a classical spectro ter o . Ae same size. The modulation falls more rapidly than
tioiis of ain itterferomieter, and othevr conistant phase foanitreoeewthclmtobunvr
variations, (1o not cause any such degrading, although: for s interferometer with ollinition, but never

they do reduce the signal obtained.
Two aperture functions have been calculated; both 3-5.3 Tilt and Shear Compensation

are complex functions. Their absolute values are If a moving mirror of a Michelson interferometer is
shown in Fi gure 3-8.Thew ir casre is thtofaccidentally tilted, it introduces a tilt and the modu-

The first ase is that of i" interferometer in which lation of the interferogram is reduced. If a retro-
one limiting erture, soure or detector, is at in- reflector is used instead,"-" tilts have no effect but
inity. If tihe soure is circular and subtends .a solid accidental lateral displacements produce t shear,

angle ti, the aperture functitn i which has a similar effect oin the interferogram. In
practice, it is simpler to meet the tolerance on lateral
displacements than that on tilts, and retroreflectors
have a prtctical advantage over plane mirrors. A

sineJ e in (-5) Combination of a moving retroreflector and a station-
sinc Qr, exp - ii2ax sine x-sin 7rx/ri~r. (3-5) ar y mirror, shown in Figure 3-9, is insensitive to both2 tilts and displacements of the moving coralponent and

so is fully compensated.

Another method of compensation is to move
together two components, one in each arm of the

TI le ilit erferogn rum thus lisaplpears at tlie first zero interferonmeter, so that one path is increased as the
,,t this fiiwtion, x=2r !!c lIhnee the maxinmm other is reduced. These coml)onents can be coupled
patI diffemlenee N must be less than this value: the )so that errors of movement cancel. Two mirrors are
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0 are (ireet I relat ed to the plathi difference, 'vet we
require a variable pathi difference but no shift nor
lead. This is possible %-itli certain specioil designs of
interferometer, saidl to be field-widened since the

~ source size is no'longer limited to Q2 < 2w/i.
Two mnain methods are used to field-wideii anl

____ __ ____ ___ interferonmeter. The first involves changing the

- - length of path in two different miedia siiiltaieously,
for example air (or vacuum) and glass (or a tranis-
parent crystal), as shown in Figure 3-1 1. Coinpensa-

- I mirror

Figure 3-9. A Combination of Movable Retroreflector 1
and Stationary mirror that Introduces Neither Shear nor

Tilt ~PLane paralLeL
Tilt 

stab

most simply coupled by placing them back to back.

For the tilts inl both arms to be the same as this mirror
pair is 'Ited, the beams in each arm must twist, so
that, joined together, they have the topology of a LP r-7/
Mbbius band with 1800 twist. An example of such an-

interferometer is shown in Figure 3-10, it can be --

Beam- 'Wedges A i
spLitter Mro

Figure 3-11. By Suitably Coupled Movements of the
Wedges and the Mirror the Optical Path Can he Varied Without
Introducing a Shift

Bo-mirror tion is possible since the optical path in a medliumf of
Litterthickness d and refractive index )iis1 nd while an

image seen through it appears at a distance i/fl.
r sp~ttr I ,The second method involves eliznging a focusing

system inside thle interferonmeter. ('olnes " has
shown that if a telescope is placed in each 'nm11 oft a
Michelson interferometer, a movemlent of onle tele-
sc(,pe and one mirror together canl give field-widening.
For F' rier spectrometers, at moire attractive miethod
is that suggested by ('uiseiiier,1 ' (uiseilier mnd
Pinard, 7 and Erickson 114 of changing the curvature

Figure 3-10. A Milbius-band Interferomneter Corrected of a mirror, such as the convex mirror of a cat's eye,
for Polarization Effects as the optical pat Ii is being chan tged.

Field-widening does not allow unlimited source
sizes, siniev second-order effects (aberrations oif tile
co m ponents) in trodu tce their ow ii1 limit. HIowever,

made with fewer mirron. but at the expense of gains in solid angle of ahout 100 times that for a
introducing p~olarizationl errors. collimated interferometer are p)ossible.

Similar compensation is p)ossible with two retroi-
reflectors joined together. Now thle beams should 3-6 CATALOG OF INTERFEROMETERS

4 have no twist: a simple 'all-in-one-plane' inter-
ferometer is compensated. 14 It is now appropriate to list the main interferom-

eters uiseud for Foiurier sl etro seopY l to see ho w tI iev
3-5.4 Field-Widening meeot thei d iffereniit re iliiri reets thlit haive been

The compensation for shifts and leads is more discussedl. Most Yvstells are Varill't's of tile M iehielsonl
complex. Inl a simiple interfermcter these parameters interferometer, but, there are first three special types.



3-6.1 La.vellar Grauing second pair of wedges with t heir optic axis ait rightW
Thr. i]iilIr gratinug, Figure 3i-12, COnlsists of at angles to that of the first enables the path differenice

to reach zero.
Polarization interferometers are limited to spectral

regions :in which transparent birefririgent crystals are
vilbe. The change of path is less (o urz

D~t "Or much less) than the movement of thre wedges. This
t.tr makes the interferomneter stable (relatively unaffected

by tilts, and so forth) but of low resolving power.
Lcme(- - - -

gr 0 t~mgIn use, there must be a polarizer onl each side of the
birefringent plates. Sintou'2 has shown how, by
rpein ths yplrzing beam-splitters, the two

C hoping Z polarizations are analysed simultaneously and no

S 17 rirc@0Ta llowds uc size for a polarization inter-
feromieter is less than that for anr uncompensated

Fign: -12 Laellr GatigMichelson interferomneter by the factor

fixedl, slottedl mirro~r anid through theeo slots the 2
toiigtivs (If thel movable mnirror ean pas It is a n (3-7)
muitltiplicationi of tile sinmple interferometer of F igure -,/2 D+d

3-1 al( is thef so111 eXamjple of :oyj intorfirometer with
dliv ision of wavefront.

As thre rayvs inust leave the source and1 arrive at the
dletector at different angles, a shear is alway' s piresenlt where n is the mean refraccdve index of the bire-
mid the source iust be a narrow slit. This mevalns fringent material, d is the change of thickness rc-
that the &tcnduc is less than that possible with dlivisin (l-ired to produce the maximium path difference X,

The lamellar grating is an instrument for the far plate at zero path difference.I infrared, since it is difficult to make mirrors of
1:offivil-nt wenevfrsotriauegl. n 3-6;.2.2 MNOCK INTERF"EROM'ETfER

redcedetedueis henrio seiou, sncedetcto The mokinterferometer (Figure 3-14) consists
size i.s often the limitation in this region; larger beamis
could 1( riot be uisedl. Rich ardIs" has shllown that it is
niloro efficient than at M ielelsori interferoniete.- for
wNavelengths greater than 0.1 nini (or <I100enfi-) and
it hias a larger use ful ranige, since there are no beam-

t ~~~~split ters that maI'y needl Chianginrg. GaigLt rs

3-6.2 Special Beam-Splitters

3i-6.2.1 PL'()ARIZATION ENTERI-

Al terniv e formi s (of a pol arizat io n in terferometer
are. shown in Figurre :3-13. Thie thickness (fit a ire-
tningerit plate is changed by making it ats twvl wvedges lgie3I. TeMe nefrnee I et la.
that can be shd pa 1 :st eaich o(thlen. At bias p late or it It haIs heeIn deote(V'd14 furt her lY Selby" and Hing and.Sell y"

(if aI Litt row m1W (h rom atI n in whiichi thle en nalc(
p p / ~ iand exit slits hiave beer repldaced by at ro taitable

I gnatirng. As this rotates, the diffracted beamis rotate

L.L.4aroiindl thre direct beami arid, except for the wave
m~ine oro %%aicl focuses back to the entter oIf rota-

tothe plathi of thle diffracted nays changes, P ro-
0) ~~vided tilte specti-ru nn stu died lies of)1(1 o(lie side oIf

IT() an interferogrnm is proiducedl that can be tranis-
~I) IIo~ubo' ~~dgeswith Iia displaced zero i a,~



IA
3-6.3 Michelson Interferometer :i-6.3 ,; l."'D:l WIVIE :"1)

3-63- UNOMENSTE INE't-A simpler floin of thli field-wi let d NlIichielsonii
3-6.31 UN OMENTED EI than that of Figure 3-il is sho%% in F'iguire 3-161.

The simple Michelson interferometer, in spite of
its sensitivity to mirror tilt, has the cotisitlerable
advantages of compactness and simplicity. It is
widely used in the far infrared"' where, because
tolerances are related to the wavelength, it is easier to
make the mirror movement sufficiently accurate not £'Direction of

*to be troubled by tilts. However, it canl be used Fixed prism ,motion

satisfactorily for the near inifrared, and Mertz2

has made it in a particularly compact and stable form.
The aperture functions shown in Figure 3-8 indicate I

the advantage of using this interferometer (and
others listed later) with collimating optics so) that the
aperture limiting the source, at either the source Beamn-sptitter Moving prism
itself or at the detector, appears at infinity.

3-6.3.2 TILT-COMPENSATED INTER- Figure 3-16. Fiel-wideni'd Interfvrorneter of Bou-
FEROMETER ehftreine and Connes (1963)19

The tilt-compensated system of Figure 3-9 is a
modified Michelson interferometer in which. both
arms still end with plane mirrors. It has been used
in the near infrared (3-4 pm) by Rundle 2 6 with a cube
corner as retroreflector, Each wedge is now in a sep~arate armi of thle inter-

The Mdbius-band interferometer of Figure 3-10 ferometer in the form oif it prisni with at retflcting
*has also been made for the near infrared by Pritchard coating onl its back. One prismn is mioved in the

t et al. "3 It is quite insensitive to tilts of the moving direction of thle imiage of this coating -is seen front thle
mirror pair but has unfortunately proven to be much front of the pini; this image thieniremains at a
more sensitive to temperature changes (which tilt fixed (list: cc as the optical path changres. Th'Ie
the fixed mirrors) than a simpler interferometer. astigmatism of the prismis limits the gain in soilid

*Thus, a departure from a symmetrical construction angle to 2 cot' 0, where 0 is the Aingle of the prisms.
*has hidden disadvantages.

A different type of tilt-compensated interferometer, 3-6.4 Michelson With Retroreflectors
that remains a simple, plane instrument, is shown in If the planie mirrors of at Michelson interferomneter
Figure 3-15. Here the beam-splitter and a mirror aire replaced by retroreflectors, the mnechanical jirob-
rotate together ats it parallel pair that comp~ensates lent of changing thle path without introducing errors
for tilts, which are here intri)(lco(l deliberately. This is simplified. The retrorefletors canl he used cent rally
rotation introduces the path difference, intebas-saetemrors ill ai .1ichlvson, or the

beams can enter onl one side andl leave on thle other.
Tlus latter method requires at retrorefli-Nor having
more than twice the beam diamieter- but it ha~s the
advantage of allowing two coillpleielitary oiutpiuts
to be reeorded. Thle extra p~arts of the apiertutre (if the
retroreflector canl be used for atidit ioiial beams, suchI ~ ~~as a mniochromatic beati toi mntitor thle patth
difference (nmeastire it ill termls of tile waveleiigth of
th is raiat ion) and it beam n(of wiute ligh t toi indlicate

te posit int f zero pathI differenc.

3-.4.1 C (UBE ('()NElISiuuzz~z ~ The retrorefiectors used most coniintl, for
- - ~~~~examplq e by FeIlgett ." an d Itlid: I: iare rube cornners,

made of thIiree in ut nahly peren icu jla r mirrors.
Th ese tire sim~le andl fa irlY cionpaict. bitt hiave the

sutrdisaidvanitage if h a vin g ;s un riza t ii effects, a Ithli ugh
Dt hese (it) ino appewar to beI serii iti eno ugh to pruevent

fairlyx widespread uist- of t his sYstenii. [hyare also
ratilfcr delicate to aidjulst. forii tilt,'ii inirs should be

Figure 3-15. Tilt-rompensated Inteirferometer of ea viratey perpiamlictilmr to 'ai'Ii othler. part icularly

Sternherg iid James" Wiit'ii thie cuibe (oiiier is utii cent rallY inl the bea.111

iA
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3 6 1.2 ('111"$ l-AV'

T,, a vtii tir poi ' nzat io n ''fr'ct s of ci ibr' cr ner,
midt thoe lictate adljutmenti't re'rpirerl Cmmps 3 1 has
11,141l eat' i-Ye as rot rrefh'r'trrs. Thse are some-

%%htiorv bulkv hit ha~ve' ptroiven vet'r satisfactory
III lik threte iiigl-rv'olviiig-porwt-r intvrfernweters.

Thy oi-it fa (rni('avt paraboloidatl nmirror with a
Corrvr'x 'phrvr at thet focus, the radiuis (it the sphere

hrI ig sit r ias to im age the beam-s l it te r ha,-k onl itself -. -L-----
(IISrIMLll lat Zei'o pathr ifferenrce).

'1I ire princri ple (if thet in tr'rfero net r'r is sh own ili
F igre 3- 17. The intvifrfe t'tel' bias beeni designed

Figure 3-18. Method of Compensating a Cat's-eye Inter-
ferometer for Shear

_- - -----------

ligrr 3-t7. Intrtrtionrtter WVith ('at's Eyes as Retro- F' - - - -*T

ft r a ste'r t-('tiiitol Icr ste p-by -Ate p ('ira ge or o pt icalAi hm r
path. As thet cart's e~ves are massive. tivt first model(b
dlisptla'edl thitt'n contiliurtisly zo pv and protuteI theit
stepping by' givintg a saw-tooth rdisplIacemetnrt toi the Figuire:3-191. C'ompensated Interferonieters With Two
vt'm r mirrtoir ( 't inne< latest iilt'i rj2 howt'ere, iia5 Rtrorr'flr't'tors Back to Bac'k. at) two (,'uhe( corners, b) two
lt ( etts evs ;tvpe dpit'I reeti v. It rt'lil'esnts tit(' cat's eyvs, one with Iai deformaiel mirror. BothI interferometers
stilt 11it i f Itol iit i sp tectromtters ftori the inear lit- hav liat small bwain-split trr inl 'onivergenrt radiation. (Re'pro-
frareti, (rlesignerr to give a restilvingr powe'r of onle duced by permission ot Kr'riffel ad E'sser Company)

mnillionu foir one million spectral elements antd at the
samei timet. to it :tI ver v acciratt scale, of wave
numbenhrr. To' rvt ' icoe rroirs vauisti 1) vb sr tt ret' fhi tiu-
tict.s :rr110 at iiiliqlt,'rtt sr'rutillatioll. thet ttiaul path arms. Althigh this has not 'yet been incorporated by
ik Illilt rtlaterr . :1, suggest et I) vy N rtzY' sor that tlrt' (.,oIIllls: 2 Ite lilts dlesignled tol, instrumenit with the
intt'fi'ttgrainl is a -61ntathei' thani aI vosint' trurrsfrr ptissibilitY oif aritig this refiineme'nt latter, if ntedt'tI
oif tlilt spetrtim. *l'ii iniit'ihtiti ik produtito'i bY Th'ie dlistrtion re'quired is manull; if t edgte of the
vib rat in g tit'- sm all m irrotr if oilt va t 's t'vt. irrort is nit vm X' . watve mi ~gths withI ir'sprect toi its

cet'etr, thlit sold aiigle can be incrr'ased by at factor
3 6~.4.31 (1't)MVll.NSATl'l I ORM -19~~1 N iitlt itrermtri ~gr ' I!(b) it wats
If th itIwo t ~ut'fleii' arle Iii' tt't to ge theri l'a, i t iitnledt It c hange the crrrvtrt itre of if ( (n'if thet small11

,li'iwii iii I'1ir' 3-1s, t'rri' titt' toI avveitlrtil later'll inirrors, hY ret' ticing th l itssi rr' in ant it ir ciham iber

Iltor'in t ivi' lv. lilt- tiii ' itI r tt' III:1Y he lt''l - 3-7 CONCLUSIONS
jrtii td lk-~- k as iii tirt' N~o iittr'rf'ruimttr
-tttZ,'tod'' r ietk"tili.1 ii sl k ill Fi igiti'' 319~. 'ThIe final interfe'rome'tt'r detsigni choit~l will ilelt'nr

Ilit''bi~tn' t's ~i I r't ivt'- carltit. fi''ldi', iti'l verY tmh oi lit' rise to which the instrumenit will br'
bli Ire, liii ihil 'i ttt liggo I1) '~'i andi ( 'Ili- poit. Impoirtant etlisirlt'rat ions art' thet spetral regioin
'011e111" itl 11i't'IIii t lilt, t4ilve,\ iul ' Ii olii,o 'Ii l't i to it, -tudhr't. tite resoilvinrg ,riwr'r rerirrire'tl andir thet
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j * radiance of the source. The design will represent a T1he laist (l(sigli lavi- ii44 't yet 6-1-11i hii ilbit the-i.
comprOmise 1,etween simple systems with high and other comiplex Ystv~nis na be tried iin thle fist trv.

j mechanical accuracy arnd more complex interf('rom- Aniother po ssible (lvvehpnut is the correct ion (of
eters in which mechanical errors are compensated, mirror tilts by% m-iVi ('tnol nat her t ijin byN nie-
between the two extremes of the simple Michelson chianical preci'sion or int erferoniter comipeiisat ich.
interferometer ari the two moving cat's eyes of Instead of one auxiliary beami of wmelrii t roin1tic
Figures 3-18 and 3-19(b) field-widened by deformation radiation to monitor pahi difference, thlrec would
of the convex mirrors. be used to detect tilts~ as w ell.
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A. Double-Beaming in Fourier Spectroscopy

Jerome M. Dowling
Space Ph~ysics Laboratory

Aerosace Corporation
El Segundo. California

Abstract

In two-beamn interferorntry, it is not thle spectrum which is meas~ured, but
rather a quantity called thle interferogumi is obtained. The intprferugr .!n is rMated
to the spectrum by a Fourier transformiation. Itecause of this differtenee inl whaut is
measured, theme are a onmber of problems encountered in lourier spectrti-vopy
which are of no consequence in 'onvenltiona~l --angle slit dispersive speetrosropy.
One of these is tile dvikamic range problem, which can hec very seriou., i ab:sorptiol
type Fourier spectrosopy. Another is tile unfamiliar form tile m~w data (that i'.
the interferogrn take. Thew tuid othter problemn areas. are illustrated and reme-
dial procedures are discussed.

A-1I NTRODUCT1ON There nre two Itvits of ititert' rPrneter. thant ire in

Th to rllril 4Forir")11llm.I tl~' ill thle *tttrreti wii t hew ;irv ~~.~ i

ropy over cortn al stinge 4 Furaier stvm inltlr 4u -1. "Sowu, (11 tile left i ft, ',11VI-11,t j
copyoV~ ftttV'iltfl~tdsinge st sflnin~pecin. Mu iel-on twotbeug isiterferximeter. lth rh ot iliac.0nVare a larger thrntagthput and tihe mtltiples klivi~iHll of( amlittue to obtni!I tile ;lnt"l fer'rinr 1*1an111

rnlvat~w'. flwryer. there nre a inndwr (if pttuncis $hvo 'm Ow.. rislht i% thte lattit-llar at,111 int-r'
in F'ourier tspeetipv~; wich no..tt eltWtxilntred ft'ometer whlich Iltilit, 1iyi-i-11 n if :lkvvffatt tit
in ceoneltntlll !*ilgle 4lit F!u~lr!,uV; obt*,~ctY ~ aintitlie lun ciitterfo-rinitlbeamv. ill c6t tr Ci.t he

On ftlht'5 i2$ thle tlV!)afli Mht pplal hchcnuitil p1r.-inrt- ti the 41,etcctor .4. '1 filncit'll io
~tw very scirnllt in at~wirption t-ype lotirii'r -,jwr"o- tiiiu ethcifeee a 'rittenl
cp ,y.Another is the pecuiliar form thr, maw diata

*tAke. It ii( nat thle tilwetrnl'. which i, eaurd hut
rather a quwuititV t'nl&rc the intrftrogra' ). whirl, is

rltdto ten' ?,jwctrim by .4 Ftatri.r tran4irtaonm.
It it, tile jlur~s 4ttspa to examni t, bo n
otr pribenvA Ad iflcotitsate how they tnaY Ill, un1 -is 4 q t

overcomet or dirvumviarigated. ha r

pl ln
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Figure 4-I. The Michelson and Lamellar Grating Inter-
ferorneters

first signature .;s somewhat less than 1/25 (that is,
-4 pecn)of the central maximum at x=-0, and

where B(u) is the spectral distribution of poiy- althog iisnot obvious from the figure, the central
chromatic radiation extending from Oi to q2 cm-i maximum of the B interferogram is about 4 percent
and x is the optical path difference. The mathematical smaller than the central maximum in the A inter-
operations reduired to recover B~a) from D(x) involve ferogram. Comparison of these two interferograms
a Fourier transformation which is discussed in detail illustrates the dynamic range problem. Most of the
in Chapters 6 and s. information about the absorption lines is contained in

the regions around the signatures. The features are
quite small in comparison with the central maximum-.

4-2 THE DYNAMIC RANGE PROBLEM and become smaller as a function of optical p~th i:

Shown in Figure 4-2 is a simple model of an ab- difference. La~r it will be shown that the decreasingi
sorption spectrum. The spectrum extends from al to amplitude of the signatures is due to the finite width i
u2  cm- ' and consists of triangularly shaped lines of the lines. Now suppose the detection and amplifica-

eqal sp e n, aeub~ nt.Teasrto tion system of the interferometer has a dynamic range
lines renio e approximately 4 percent of the radiation of 1000, that is, it can discriminate between 1000 gray i
between 0r1 and Or2. levels. If the central maximum is made equal to

1000 units, then the first signature would be less than
40 units variatiop about a 500 unit constant level.
This is an undesirable situation, since at best only
4 percent of the dynamic range capability is being I

.... ......... _ ,- used to measure the important information about the
' i' ;,'absorbing sample.

, t The example considered above represents not a
I I worst case, but rather a best case as far as the dynamic

i i range probiem is concerned. The absorption line
i i| positions in the example spectrum (Figure 4-1) are

i related harmonically. That is, the Mth line is at Mo0,
I A then the (M+l) line is at (M+)r 0. Each line will

subtract (absorption process) a cosine varying incre-
ment from the interferogram and the arguments of the

Cr, a cosine terms are related harmonically. In the neigh-
a cm-,; borhood of x=M(ha)-i (M an integer), the cosine

arguments will be integer multiples of 2ir and a large
Figure .i-2. A Spectrum of Equally Spaced, Triangularly variation in the interferogram will be seen. Nowv if the

Shapd Asortio l~uesline positions are not harrninically or near har-
monically related there will be, in general, no signa-
ture, and the effect ui the cosine terms (one for each
line) will bc spread throughout the interferogram and

Mhown in F.igure 4-3 are two interferograms. The not localized. In gene-'al then, the variation of the
one.m (.A) is the interferogram of the spectrum with interferogram aboTvt its average value will be muchi

m)Lhbsuipti, m lines, and the lowi.r one (B) is the reduced (but spread out through more of the irter-
inh'rft'.raui with the absorption lines. The features, ferogram) and the dynamic range problem will be
called sig dtues, loceated at (A ')- intervals in the B much more severe.
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The problem may be examined from the fundr.- r percent of the total B(a), then the central maximn'
mental formula of Fourier spectroscopy: will be reduced by r percent. Since this is the Lrgest

value each of these terms may take for any x. it
follows that the variation of the interferogram due to
the absorption lines cannot be larger, and in general

D(x)= [U2 B(o)(1 + cos 21rax) da. (4-2) will be i:"ich smaller, than r pereent.
When wave number measurements are to be made

in absorption spectra, narrow or sharp lines are
desirable so that their centers may be located ac-

Now for absorption spectra B(a) may be expressed, curately. Sharp lines mean small absorption and thus
small variation of the interferogram about its average
value away from x=O, and the detection of these
variations will then require large dynamic range.

B(r) =Bo(a) exp [-k(@r)], (4-3) Equation (4-5) suggests a lartial solution to the

dynamic range problem. The first integral is the source
interferogram with no absorption, and is very large,
in general, in coml)arison to the second term. There-

where Bo(o-) is the spectral distribution of poly- fore, if we can subtract off the source interferogram
chromatic radiation with no absorbing sample present, at the detection stage and amplify the remaining
k(a) is the absorption coefficient and 1 is the absorbing term only, much of the dynamie range problem wil!
path. Expanding the exponential in a power series be alleviated.

4-3 INSTRUMENTATION FOR A DOUBLE-BEAM DIF-
r ml FERENCING INTERFEROMETER

B,-B M! J An optical solution to this problem is a double-beam differencing interferometer.' Essentially it

operates on the principle of looking alternately at a

So, reference and a sample beam. If the beams are well
matched and there is no absorbing sample present in
the sample beam, then the detector will see essentially
a DC signal which will not be amplified by an AC

D(x) =1 Bo(o)(1+cos 2'x) do amplifier. Absorption in the sample beam will leadJ to an imbalance and thus an AC signal which will be

f ip, [_k(_.)/]ml amplified by the AC amplifier.
+ Be(a) The optical diagram of an interferometer of the

r-1 m lamellar grating type, which can be operated in a

(I+ cos 2rax) d (4-5) double-beam differencing mode, is shown in F-igure 4-4.

The first integral is the interferogram of the source .o.Et.

spectrum with no absorption. The second integral
must therefore be the modification of the source ,G*
interferogram due to absorption. Evaluation of this LAMELLA

equation at x =0 will give an estimate of the magni-
tudes of these two terms; - -

967

D(O) =2 2Bo(a) dor+2 f2Bo(c,) MZV MA'imm

[-~,I"do. (4-6) / -5

The first term is the height of the central maximum
with no absorption, and therefore the second term is
the reduction of the central maximum when absorp- Figure 4-4. Optical Diagram of a Double-beam Differencing,
tion is present. If all the absorption lines absorb Lainellar Grating Interferometer



Two bearns are caught andi focused by ellipsoidal
mirrors Al and M2 . The top or sample beam is
folled by flats N14 and Ms. The focus for this beam DWES KEAN
is between Ml5 and N16. the chopper. The lower .~ ,..
beant, the reference beam, is focused on flat i\ 3 which

flsthe beami up 1t) the chopper, M6. When the
choppjer is rotated, thre sainule and reference beams+
-ire alternately Jpasscd (sample beam) o elce

(rfrneba)to the spherical mirror N17. The 0 o o 0 - Zrest (if the optic-s art, fairly straightforward arid will 2 2 0 ' 00
not be discussed iurther here.' Shown in Figure 4-5 cr r__ Inw~

SINCLE BEAM

101h 5th 1st

Figure 4-6. Single and Double-beam Sintre (the
hst, 5th, and 10th) from the Pure Rotational Interferogram.
of CO. L 15 cm, P 780 cm

4-4 PROBLEMS IN DOUBLE-BEAM DIFFERENCING

Double-beam differencing presents some problems.
Shown in Figure 4-7 is a double-beam interferogramn,

60

Figure -1-5. A Tamellar Grating of :Xlumnincir Construction.R
The useful area of the grating is -'30.5 cmi X32.8 cm

40

Za :
0

.0 +

is a photograph of the lamellar grating now used in 20
this instrument. It is miade of aluminum, while thej
previotis larnellar grating was made of p)yrex glass.

As an example, thre ituterferogram of the pure
rotational spvct rumi of 0') was examined in the double
and single beami node of op~eration. Carbon monoxidle _0
was selected since it is a (diatomic molecule anid
therefore its rotational spectrum will consist of very -V

ncarl.N equally spaced lines. Thus C) wvill exhibit
signatures in its pure ro tat ional i ote(rferogirr). 20

Shtcown in IVigutre 4-0i are thce first, fifth and( tentth s
signatures of C0( , single anti double beam, for an
absorbing piatth of 15 cmi at a pressure of 780 torr.
The top) curves were run at an amiplification of -20
times that of thec lower curve,. Thle information in 40
toe cuppe c urves is of coutcrse present in the lower
crves. to extract the in format ion frcom thte sinogle

beami run woucldl however reqtiire a vastly larger Figure 4-7. The Region About the Origin (x-0), Double
dynamic range than is iiecessarN for the c'c ouible-bea Beam. The instrument is misaligned and the spectral die-

mu, am tribution of energy in the reference and sample beams are not
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about x=-0 when there is misalignment of the instru- misalignment are most apparent in the neighborhood
ment and unequal filtering. If the beams had been of the origin (x=0). When x is greater than a few
matched perfectly, the curve should be a straight line hundred microns, the imbalance is not detectable even
having the value zero for all x. In Figure 4-7, the at the highest usable amplification (that is, to within
region R (above the zero) is where the reference beam the overall noise level of the system).
is stronger than the sample beam, the region S (below One of the reasons for the spectral imbalance
the zero) is where the sample beam is stronger than between the two beams is the envelope of the high
the reference beam. The interferogram is not sym- pressure mercury arc lamp. The quartz envelopes of
metrical about zero, as it should be, and thus mis- these lamps are uniform enough to produce channel
alignment of the instrument is indicated. Shown in spectra in the far infrared, but not uniform enough to
Figure 4-8 is a double-beam interferogram about the produce equal channel spectra from all parts of the
origin with the misalignment largely corrected, but arc envelope. The two beams of the instrumentation
there is still some imbalance between the beams. The described here pass through different parts of the
curve is now very symmetrical about the origin, quartz envelope. Exact cancellation in double beam-
indicating the alignment is now very good. There is ing is not achieved and is in part responsible for the
resi~wal imbalance, due mainly to a slightly different spectral imbalance.
spectral distribution of radiation in the beams. The The mercury arcs used are also unstable. Fluctua-
matching is really quite good, in that if a single-beam tions in arc intensity are small, but not negligible,
interferogram were run at the same amplification, its and spatial movements of the arc on the electrodes
central maximum (peak to minimum) would be -100 occur. In singlL-beam operation, they appear quite
times larger than the maximum to minimum of the small (Z percent of the total signal) but their
curve shown in Figure 4-8. Unbalanced beams and behavior is quite noticeable in double-beam operation,

and we believe that these fluctuations are responsible
for more noise in the derived spectrum than the
detector noise. This problem was partially solved by
using a bare tungsten filament (geometry is a coiled
coil) as a source. The stability (long and short term)

40 can be made very high, and since the source is
R operated in vacuum, the envelope can be removed

eliminating this source of channel spectra. When this
lamp is operated at a color temperature of -2700* K,
it is superior to the mercury arc for a>90 cm- ,
about equal in the region 60<o<90 cm - and in-
ferior below or-50 to 60 cm - .

0 FI-Finally, note that a price is paid in double-beam
S 0 + + differencing in the form of information lost. The

I I I I difference between a reference interferogram and a
sample interferogram is measured interferometrically.

The difference between the reference spectrum and
-- 0 the sample spectrum (which looks like an emission

spectrum) is obtained spectrally. The information
lost is the 100 percent absorbing curve, that is, where
a 100 percent absorbing line would go as a function
of a. Ideally, subsequent and/or previous single-beam\source runs (which in general would be quite short
since the interferogram is essentially flat after a few
millimeters of optical path difference has been at-
tained) would provide such a curve if the change in
amplification is accurately known. Although this
possibility has not been discussed to any great
extent, it appears that in practice, the double-beam

40 spectra cannot be matched very precisely with the
single-beam spectrum, and therefore, accurate in-
tensity measurements cannot be made.

S

60 4-5 GENERAL P' OBLEMS

Now consider some problems encountered with the
Figure 4-8. The Region About the Origin (z-O), instrumentation discussed that are not peculiar to
Double Beam. The misalignment ip now largely corrected, double-beam differencing. The problem of phase
:,ut the spectral distribution of energy in the reference and .i
sample beams are not equal errors is considered first. An ideal interferometer
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gives Dx) as, "

t-V) M0000000O0000
ooo000oo000o000ooo0

D(r)= _'B(o')(1+cos 27rx) da. (4-7)-

In practice, interferometers are never ideal and what
is obtained may be written of0 2 4 E 8 iO 12 14 16 18

x, OPTICAL PATH DIFFERENCE (cm)

D'(x)= "B(a)[l-+cos {2rxo,+ (o,)}] da, (4-8)
Figure 4-10. Typical Drift of the Average Value of an
Inter'erogrant as a Function of Optical Path Difference

where p(o) is the phase error. In practice, V(a) may
be determined experimentally from a short two-sided
interferogram. The prescription is given by Forman broaden spectral lines in any region of the spectra and

et al.' and can be determined quite easily. A some- correction should be applied when line shape measure-

what poor result is shown in Figure 4-9. The open ments are made.
In molecular spectroscopy, the waveaumber

position of the absorption lines yields information con-
cerning the geometric and dynamic structural param-
eters of the molecule being studied. Thus, one of the

( - - 0 , K 10-Zd --3 a deg more important measurements is the absolute position
6 0 1 " [ of absorption lines. One of the pure rotational lines

2 a2,10-4 cm)-2,(w0o1 o-1 in the spectrum of CO as determined from a double-
4-- beam interferogram is shown in Figure 4-11. The

b 2

0-

20 40 60 80 100 120 '.... H-.OOT'n' 0 i
1 Sm

Figure 4-9. The Phase Error of an Interferogram
0

circles are the experimental points. From the scatter W bof the points it is apparent only a straight line fit is b
required. rhe equation of the least-squares fitted
straight line is given at the top of the figure. A, 00
written on the second line, the constant multiplying
2ror is 2.lpm and is the error made in locating the
point x =0 in the interferogram. Typically this point

can be located somewhat more accurately. The
constant term represents a constant phase change and
its cause is not well understood. It is fairly small and
can be corrected quite easily.

Another problem is that the average value of the
interferogram away from x=0 does not have a
constant value as a function of x. This is illustrated
in ligure 4-10, where 5(x) is plotted as a function of 650 652 65.4

.r. This is caused by the shadowing that takes place
in the lamellar grating. Such a long term drift will
introduce spurious fluctuations of intensity in the Figure 4-11. The J -17-16 Pure Rotational Line of

1ery low wavenumber region, since a long term drift CO Derived From an Interferogram Obtained with a
Ot Preuure of 608 torr, an Abaorbing Path of 15.2 cm, at

of this type corresponds largely to low frequency Room Temperature. The maximum optical path difference
Fourier compornents. This type of drift will also attained was 8.7rcm
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absorbing path of the gas sample was 15.2 cm and the 3X10 - 4 cm-  or about ten times better than ex-
pressure was 608 torr. The open circles are the output pected. Th pure rotational si- ctrum of CO was
intensity points absorption goes up) from the com- examined under conditions of high resolution over
puter printout. The line is very symmetric. In order twenty times. Figure 4-12 shows a comparison
to examine the symmetry more closely, the first
derivative of this curve is also shown (solid circles,
scale to the right). If the line were perfectly sym-
metric, "he maximum of the first derivative should be
equal numerically to the minimum of the first deriva- 0020 -
tive, but of opposite sign. In Figure 4-11, twice the
standard derivation of the noise S. (right) and the I
fuli width at half maximum intensity of the scanning 0
function of an ideal two-beam interferometer are 11
shown. '_ 0010

Typical results from good spectra from the in- 00 0

strumer.L (that is, when the phase errors are small) 0

have the maximum and minimum of the first deriva- 0 0

tive curve of the line shape differing by only a few 0 I

percent. Also, the maximum and the minimum of the 0 20 40 60 O 100

first derivative curve should be equally spaced about a cm-

the center of the line. A typical set of data is shown
in Table 4-1. Figure 4-12. The difference A, Between the Calculated

and Measured Pure Rotational Line Positions for CO. The
open circles are the differences fur the J-5--4 through the
J-24--23 transitions. The curve is A - (0.31 a-)

Table 4-1. Location of the First Derivative Extrema
Relative to the Line Centers for the Pure Rotational Lines
of COO

between the far infrared observed, and the calculated
positions (from microwave and near infrared data) of

JLt (A"D)- (A'D)+ [(A0"D)_--(AOrD)+]= the pure rotational lines of CO. Plotted as .i flnetion

0.0477 0.0441 +0.0036 of a is the difference ac,c (from near infrared and

7 0.0498 0.0562 -0.0064 microwave data) -or (measured, far infrared) for
8 0.0570 0.0539 +0.0031 twenty pure rotational lines of CO observwI in the

9 0.0649 0.0618 +0.0031 region 20 to 90 em'. The curve, which fits the points
10 0.0590 0.0593 -0.0003 to better than 3 X 10- cm- ', is shown as the solid

11 0.0649 0.0669 -0.0020 curve and is of the form f(a) cc a. A correction curve
12 0.0593 0.0567 +0.0026 of this form is peculiar for spectra measured inter-
13 0.0611 0.0625 -0.0015 ferometrically. The types of errors usually made in
14 0.0615 0,0589 +0.0026 interferometric measurements are reflected in errors
15 0.0599 0.0603 -0.0004 and distortions in the spectra which become larger as
16 0.0531 0.0550 -0.0019
17 0.0502 0.0526 -0.0024 " becomes larger. This wavenumber correction curve
18 0.0539 0.0525 +0.0014 has exactly the opposite behavior. The correction is

19 0.0496 0.0471 +0.0025 largest for small wavenumbers, becoming smaller for

20 0.0516 0.0527 -0.0011 larger wavenumbers.
-Such a correctio curve can be understoo" if it is

The absorbing path length waa 1 em andi the pressure was 6N to". assumed that the lamellar grating acts as a waveguide.
JL is the tow angular momentum quantum number of the Iowerstate Even though the waveguide walls are )yrex glass, tile

the transiton. 'he quantity (oa, )- is the wavenumber distance
th firt derivative maximum to the line center and (AuD)+ in the wave- reflectivity of this material (at the angles of incidence
number distance frotm the line center to the 'irst derivative minimum, the far infrared rdiation would encountr . the

lamellar grating) is probably high enough so that the

cavities formed by th two sets of facets act like
waveguides. Tile phase velocity of the electromag-

The root-mean-square volue of the is is 2.SX 10-3 netic wave inside the lannellar grating will delend on
cm- '. This number is considered to be typical of the the sp, -ing of the facets, the polarization of the electric
accuracy to which line centers of well delned isolated field veAor and the wavelength of the radiation.
lines can be located. Absolute accuracy is discussed When this is taken into account, there will be an
next. apparent wavenumber shift of measured lines and the

The rotational constants of CO have been very shift will be proportional to a, . There will als be
accurately determined from careful microwave4 and an apparent broadening of tile spectral lines, and if
near infrared" studies. It is pzssible to predict the line shape measurements are to be made, a correction

*pure rotational spectrum lines of CO to better than should be applied.
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4-6 TYPICAL RESULTS optical path difference, over and above the apparent
loss in amplitude due to the distortion of the signa-

The raw data of a two-beam interferometer ar, tures. This is due to the finite width of the lines and
called an interferogram. As mentioned previously, the willI be discussed in more detail later. There is, an
interferograrn is related to the spectruma by a Fourier extra signature at x-4 mmn due to the channel spec-
transformation. A few interferograms (simple andl trum of the lamp envelope of 'he source, previously
complicated) will be considered in this section. Real mentioned.
time information on the progress of the interfero- Figure 4-14 shows the spectrum derived from this
metric meas~urements, and therefore also o!L the interferogramt in the region a= -0 to 86 cm-'. The

spectroscopic measurements can be obtained. CO lines are the strong lines located -3.8 cm 1n- apart.Portions of a double-beam interferogram of CO
obtained in a -15 cm cell at a pressure of '202 torr are
shown in Figure 4-13. Qualitative interpretation of

22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

11 20 20 HO H2

2 3 4 5444 48 50 5254 56 5860 62

0510 H2 H2
---- --- H2 H2 i L H 20 20 H 0 H20

:6 17 18 19 20 21 6668 7072 74 7678 80 82 84

45 50 ;C 1

\W2 3 3 3 Figure 4-14. The Pure Rotational Spectrumt of CO
$2 Between 20 and 86 cm'

5 90

4, 41 48 49 50 51 The weaker lines are water vapor lines. The H 20
molecule is a very strong absorber in the far infrared

$0 aiid its presence in evcn very small quantities will be
reflected in tile spectrum by the presence of its
strongest lines. The cosinusoidal variation of the base

Figure 4-13. Portions of the P'ure Rotational Interfero- line, especially prominent at low wavenumbers, is the
grain of U1O channel spectrum of thle quartz evlp ftehg

pressur mercury source lamp. Absorption in the
figure goes up, but since the double-beam differencing
mode of operation gives no information about the 100

the ititerferogrant is straiighitforward and it number of percent absorbing curve, comparison of the intensity
observations can be niade directly co-,cerning the( of lines in widely separated wavenumber regions
spectrum fromt the interferogram. Sinice 0'() is a could be erroneous.
diatomnie molecule, its spectrum will consist of nearly Figure 4-15 shlows at portion of thc far infrared
ieiuni 1 y splaced lintes, . qually spared lines inl thle double-beam intt'rferogram of nitric oxide.' This
sls'etrulli lead to equally spaced features in the inter- interfertogram is somewhat more complicated than
ferogrun, as seeni previolusly. The signatures tire tile CO interferogram. First, there are actually two
ea,4ily seen in the interferogram. Signatures tire not set~s of signatures (denoted by the a and b sequence)
uniform in shape, but rather aire distorting ats one goes that are well resolved interferometrically beyond
tor larger optical path differences. Thi, happens about xr -30 mm. It follows then that the spectrum
be-eaase the liruom in the 0') spwetrum art- not exactly will consist of two sets of almost uniformly spaced
equally ,pnctvv i rat her converge slightly as a fune- lines, the spacing for the a sequence being larger than

io o rotto I juIntuIt nunmber. (This in turn is that for the b sequence. Secondly, tile a seqluence is
duet to lhe nontrigidlity of the molocule.) The signit- distorting (smearing out) more rapidly than the b
ture~s art, derreasinig inl amplitude ats a funiction of s'eluence. Therefore, the lines corresponding to the
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7500 o 4. .400. . .. . . .

*5000120

2500 600 15 20 25 30 35 40

0 - 400

0 5 10 15 <200-75o01 I' 
____5

-50' ob o b 0___
5000 45 50 55 60 65 7r

! 40 0 8095

2500 20 25 200l 1 I K '"A

750020-2530
0 b a b a b a b a b 0 75 80 85 90 95 I00

5000:a'C-

Figure 4-16. The Pure Rotational Spectrum of NO in
20 40the Region 15 to 100 cm-'

OPTICAL PATH DIFFE-,ENCE, mm

Figure 4-15. A Portion of the Pure Rotational Interfero-
gram of NO

ft,

a sequence of signatures will show a greater covergence 05 L0 [5 20 25 30
(because of centrifugal distortion and other effects) L2
than the lines corresponding to b sequence. *k-*. ., ......
Finally, adjacent signatures in each set are inverted 35 40 45 50 55 60
copies of each other (note, for instance, the b signature -

at x-39 mm and at x-42 mm). This implies that the ..
quantum number in the energy level expression is , . . . .
nonintegral. In fact, since the adjacent signatures are 65 70 75 80 85 90
completely inverted with respect to each other, it
follows that the quantum number J must be half. ............. .
integer. 95 00 05 1o 115 120 125

It is well known that the ground state of the NO L4,
molecule is a 2r state which is split into 27112 andS'r312 states by spin orbit interaction. The two 130 135 140 145 I50 155
states are separated by ~120 cm - 1 and thus two sets x, cm
of rotational lines are expected, one for each state.
Furthermore, the overall rotational quantum number
is known to be odd multiples of one half, which is Figure 4-17. The Pure Rotational Interferogrm of
directly attributable tn the odd number of electrons Water Vapor
in the NO molecule.

Figure 4-16 shows the spectrum derived from this
interferogram. That there are two sets of lines is
obvious and the analysis shows that one sequence of
lines converges faster than the other sequence, and Figure 4-18 shows the spectrum derived from this
the rotational quantum number J must be half interferogram. It is the pure rotational spectrum of
integral, the H20 molecule between 15 and 125cm - 1. The

Figure 4-17 shows a very complicated interferogram water vapor molecule is a very asymmetric top, andof water vapor in a 15 cm cell at a pressure of 10 thus is expected to hve a very complicated pure
torr. The interpretation of individual features seems rotational spectrum. Each line in this spectrum has
hopeless, however, the overall behavior of the inter- been identified with a pure rotational transition and
ferogram does provide valuable information for the analysis of this spectrum has led to very accurate
interpreting the derived spectrum. rotational constants of the HlO molecule.,.$
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a~ 5 10 5 20 25 30 35 40 45
S600

4550 55 60 65 7 75 80 8 04

85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120 125 0

Figure 4-18. The Pure Rotational Spectrum of Water 0 -7
Vapor Between 5 and 125 cmrn'

-02

4-7 FINITE WID. :1 OF LIK'ES22
Trhe scanning function of a spectroscopic instru-LL

mient miay be thought of as the output spectrum when Fgr -9 h cnigFnto fa da
11iintely narrowv line (6 function) is the input spec- Figurea 4-n.te anineFnciomoeatIear

trum. For ant ideal two-beamt ititerferometer, the Tw-emntrrotr
interferograrn of an infinitely narrow line will be a
cosine curve of constant amplitude as a function of i.0
optical path difference. The output spectrumi from an
interferogramn which is a cosine curve, trun~cated at
x= L, is shown in Figure 4-19 and is the scanning
function of an ideal two-beami interferometer. The
curve is the familiar sinc function centered about o, 0.8
the position of the 6 function line input spectrum.
Trhe wavenumber scale is in units of (L)-', where L
is the maximumi optical path difference attained in the
interferogram. If till lines looked like this, Fourier
spect oscopy would lose miuch of its attractiveness. 0.61-
fIn Iarticuliar. increasing L will bring the extraneous ((~o) ]
sidl-lobes in closer to the line at go, but the intensity
rat io of the sitlelobe intensity to the mainm line
intensity woulda remain constant. 'te confusion that 0
could result from two or more closely spaced lines is 0
not difficult to imaigine.

The more phYsical situation of lines; with finite
widths is not ais serious, providing the interferogramn
can be mieasured to where the width of the line is
comparable to the resolution attained. F'igure 4-20
shows. the faimiliair l~orentz line shape. The curve has
its maximium value at a =or, (arbitrarily normalized
to unity atell) and e is the half width tit half-miumur
intensity.

Th'le interferograrn such~ a line would present is C" ?I*' a 2 I 4

shiswui in Figure 4-21. Th'le interferograni is it damped 01.4 10 -

vto-ioe curve, andl in particultir for aI lreants line, the

arurta' iflt the pductli of th11e line fcion p ism Figure 4-20 The Lorents line S~hape. so in the resonantlinlirtostaltotheprituctofth lie idh priin wvenumtwr and s is the half width at half-maximium intenuity
eter # andl the o'ptical piath difference xr. As mientionedt ofthe line
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2 0 shows two lines; the solid curve is the original Lorentz
* line, the line that would be obtained from an infinitely

IF1 long, noiseless interferogram as shown in Figure 4-21.
The dashed curve is the line shape that would be

12 obtained if the interferogram were terminated when
the product Le =0.200. The sidelobes are still quite

08 - apparent, but are smaller than for the 6 function line.
- In fact, the intensity of The sidelobes is now a function

U'4 of L, the maximum optical path dilierence attained
in the interferogram. The inset in Figure 4-22 shows

0 5X 101 X 15 o 20 X0the difference between the two line shapes as a func-
X% I ~ 2A tion of a. The sidelobe intensity is defined as the

difference between the second maximum (at or-a(, +4e
in Figure 4-22) and the first minimum (at ou-o+1.5e

Figure 4-21. The Interferogram of a Single Lorentz Line in Figure 4-22). This is compared to the intensity of
the line at o-cr0 . The ratio of the line height to the
sidelobe height, as a function of Le is shown in
Figure 4-23 for 0 <Le <0.9.

earlier, the finite width of the lines in the CO spectrum
was responsible for the decay in amplitude of the
signatures in the interferogram. 200 ____________________

Obviously, if D(x) shown in Figure 4-21 could be 2C TI

meaisured out to infinity and could be transformed
F properly, the original Lorentz line would be back.

Realistically, of course, the interferogramn will be
truncated at some finite value of x, and therefore the i50

some distortion into the line shape.' Figure 4-22

100 100 C

10

20 50

80- 10

' 0c

600

b %+4c Figure 4-23. Plot of the Ratio of Lit nte t~styCa DLd..) to Sidelobe lntoiiuity, 8*&, lie a Function of L..
40 I L is the nixatuu optical path difference attained in the
40-interfero~am and 4 is the line width paeamtar o( thle

L (5 Lorentz iie

F~eor al th at rtoflie thet ". itv on ofid (ie inter-it

p3.4. wereas the i. th sdeoe rai finte~i it be
A-- quit proinnt utlas the rouito ht s L ad

Iw~ea Ther toh curve tit the linee byenit ao facto A-).
4#l eobandI L4u h ash c W 1,t in Whte th interfws dramaasy or tinate wen

obtained ~~~ ~1A0.2 ifth~a .Teise hW h ieoe rai intti en-4e n elbe itwi b

istee -100 two qudreln thshape.i thtis
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advisable to artificially broaden the lines by a mathe- 81 cm' is shown. The top spectrum was obtained
matical operation on the interferogram called apodi- by terminating the interferogram at L, while the
zation. Essentially, apodization is multiplying the bottom spectrum corresponds to terminating the
interferogram (less the constant term) by a mono- int 'erogram at L4. If only the L, interferogram
tonically decreasing function of x. Apodization is spectrum were available, it might be possible to claim
casily done by computers and rather extensive that there is a line between the strmnger lines at 59
treatments o this process exist in the literature,!° so and 60 cm- 1, and two lines between the stronger lines
the mechanics of apodization will not be further at 62 and 64 cm -1 . The situation is only slightly
pursued here. better in the L2 interferogram spectrum. Most of the

The above discussion is strictly quantitative only sidelobes are of smaller intensity, but not completely
for Lorentz shaped lines. (A similar analy.sis is, so. Now the single line between the 68 and 69 cni-

however, possible for Gaussian shaped lines but will lines has been resolved into three lines, two of which
not be discussed here.) In absoption spectroscopy have larger intensities than the original single line.
the Lorentz line shape is strictly appropriate only to The L3 interferogram spectrum does show marked
weakly absorbing lines. However, even if the lines improvement, but some sidelobes are still obvious
are fairly badly saturated (even if the maximum between the 59 and 60 cm - ' lines. The L4 inter-
intensity of absorption -99.5 percent), the line shape ferogram spectrum appears to be free of sidelobes.
is still quantitatively Lorentzian" (except that an There was still some information in the interferogram
effective half-width parameter is now defined which between L3 and L4 as the single line at 60 cm- 1 is
is in general larger than the true line width parameter). now split into a doublet.

To illustrate the difficulties of trying to interpret Speaking with all the wisdom and authority that
spectra obtained from interferograms with inadequate hindsight provides, it is quite obvious that if the L,
resolution, refer to Figure 4-17, the interferogram of or L2 interferogram spectra were the best one could
the pure rotational spectrum of the water vapor do, severe apodization should be applied. The L3

molecule. The interferogram is marked at four interferogram spectrum is much better, but its
points: L4, L3 , L2, and Lt corresponding to maximum interferogram too should have been apodized (perhaps
resolution, one-half maximum resolution, one-fourth more gently) since the sidelobes are still apparent,
maximum resolution, and one-eighth maximum and for closely spaced lines the overlapping sidelobes
resolution, respectively. The spectra obtained by could lead to inaccurate location of the line center.
terminating the interferogram at each of these points The 14 interferogram spectrum appears to be free
are shown in Figure 4-24. The region between 54 and from sidelobes and thus apodisation is not required.

As mentioned above, this is hindsight, and of no
particular use while obtaining the data, that is, the
interferogram. Consider two possible solutions. The

L ofirst and best is to have a .mall dedicated eomrnputer,
, or access to a large general purpose computer with

,. , time-sharing capabilities so that near real-time

• , ' ' transformation of the interferometric data can be
" _""_"" ____' _"'_"" __"" " accomplished. This solution is bound to be somewhat

L, 3%2 C expensive. Another, and less expensive way, is to try
to understand the behavior of the interferogram in a~quantitative sewnset a function of optical path

I I I difference so that an assevament can be made of how

--. much more information can be obtained by going
further in optical path difference, or of whether or

t3l ?1,4c not idelobes are going to be a problem.
For simple spectra showing signatures (that is,

MPecWr having periodic or near periodic arrangements
. ,, r - . *" rj of lines), the f&l-off of signature amlitude as a fune-

". / tion of optical path difference can be watched, In
L4 *aS general, the signature amplitude will fall off (tr

than the effective line width would dictate since in
general the lines will not be exactly harmnically

-A 1. -1-141 ..._ ..- IL L_ More complicated interferagraw do not appear to
W 4 M M ID be entirely hopelem In the HSO interfergra

.,*.. (Figure 4-17), tere, are no apparent rgular.truturex,

mich ao signatures. The fuctuations about t he average

Flom 4CW. The p t SPWV o Water value of the inteeropfnm are however won to
apr *tum 4 sd 4 -,. m Th setinm it raw decrease as a fu,,ction of optical path difference z.

POWd him thL Innwf A an sa gum 4-17 'h
lamtesisi at *- n6r'q'. 3.W6~m Wat- The average buhavior of a water vapor iaterfenrpm
ISMu em (!twtom ofigm) to -own in Figure 4-'25. The natural tqpraibms of the



I Ifor any sharp line, then any line fr< lcss ,r intensity in
the near neighborhood of this line or lines should be
viewed with suspicion.

As mentioned previously, mathematical apodiza-
tion can be thought of as an artificial way of broaden-
ing the lines so that the sidelobes do not cause
interpretation or measurement difficulties. When

5 possible, it might be better to broaden the lines
physically. In elsorptioii spectroscopy of gases, the
line width parameter of the absorption lines depends
linearly on the pressure except at very low or very
high press3ures. Quantitatively, increasing the pressure

4 -O~e(RMSOR)is equivalent to exponentially apodizing the inter-
LO~(RN OI~) -~ ferogram. Broader lines will also remove more

I I I J radiation, and thus at least at the beginning of the
0 2 3 4 5 6 Tinterferogram, the signal in the interferogram will be

X xCM larger.
The discussion of simple and complicated inter-

ferograms does not encompass the range of inter-
Figure 4-25. Plot of the Natural Logarithm of the ferograms. There are also deceptive interferograms
Root-mean-equare Deviation of the Signal in a Water and one is shown in Figure 4-26. This is the inter-

VprInterferopraz as a Function of Optical Path

Difference

root-mean-s 4uare values of the fluctuations of the 4000-

interferogra.., that is, the signal vs optical path 2000
difference z are plotted. The points were calculated 0 ____-_______

in the following way. For each point, 40 values of the CO 5 0 IS 20
interferogram centered about the point were averaged. 4
This average value was then subtracted from each of -

the original 40 values. The root-mean-squi~e devia- 2000
tion was then calculated from these 40 differences and I______________

its natural logarithm was plotted as shown in Figure 20 25 30 35 40

4-25. A straight line was arbitrarily fitted to these
points. A measure of the noise in this interferogramn 4000.

was also determined by measuring 40 values of the 2000
interferogram with the interfernmeter held stationary ____ ____

*at a large value of r. The root.-mean-square deviation 40 450 -

was cailculated from the 40 values and the natural OPTKL~h MYNH W(A~ .f

logarithm of thio value is shown as the straight dt shed
line in Figure 4-25. Extrapolating the signal litse, it Figurs 4-26. Thte Pate Rotabaal lnteferopram of W~
interoects the noise line at z-11 em. This is not at prescription to say when the interferopn Ahould be
terminated, bitt only when the signal in the inter-
feropram will become eornpuble with the noise in ferograrn of the rotational spectrum of deuteriumf ~the inefrpn.How much before or .After this chloride (MC). It is a diatomiic m'ole'cule andl there-
point the interferogran should be terminated will fore its inftenrgram shows signature strueturv, andI depend on many things, including the kind of mo*- in this partCular int-erferopran. our can follow the
surement to be made from the spectrum. siginturrst o1ut to :-25 mmi. In the regXion aroundl

Cum"e of this type are alsio useful to determine r-30 mm. thre are fluctuations in the interfeaugrai
whether apodization is required. and to what degree. but no apparent signatures. In the reltion cw.-un
An "stmate of the noise in the interferogram leads to z-35S mm and lar the signatures rappear. sarme-
an es"mate of noise in the spectrum. The slope of the what more smeard out, but certainly recgniable
signal curve at larger optical path differences leads to fromt -35 mm and beyond. 8p-.ctruscopicay. this i%

* * an estirnate of the effective line width paxameter" for due to the fact that their ar two irotnric speries of
the sharpest linrs in the qpectrum. and since L will be I1i. D lX an" I)O37. Fiach has i~s own pure
known. La can be ei-aluate. From the curve xiven rotational spe-ctrum of nearly equally sparrO lines.
in Figure 4-23, the ratio of line intensity to xidelobe but the spacing is s4ajhtly smaler for the 1)('13

intensity may be obtaned. If this number is signifi- isotop than for the lK1,4 ivotopye. Thu,, there are
caintly smaller than the signall to noise in the spectrum two set of 'igtatures it-hich for s'mall zr dow rmlu-



tid8 are in step, but for larger x get out of step and (FOAE W I
destructively interfere, and for still larger x get back
into step, one lobe displaced, and constructively[ ,
interfere again. ~ .-

The disappearance and subsequent reappearance of I j
tile signatures is indicative of at least some of the l-
isotopic splitting of the pure rotational spectrum of - _
DCI being resolved, and indeed in the transformed
interferogram (that is, the spectrum), an extensive 0 7FTEP
series of doublets were resolved' 2 Most, if not all , Jof the doublet structure would not have been resolved _:u

if the interferogram were terminated when thesignature structure disappeared the first time. L if ... IU1 II

4-8 EDITING L I .LI
0 05 1.0 20 60 100

In conventional spectroscopy, regions of little or no PATH DIFFERENCE,cm ,Cm-

discrete absorption tell little about the mole,:Ie, and INTERFEROGRAM SPFCTRUM
these regions are usually not examined extensively.
(There are, of course, exceptions.) In interferometry,
a narrow class of spectra show the same behavior ' i Figure 4-27. The Interferogam and Channel Spectrum
the interferogram.1 3.1 4  of a Plane Parallel Slab of Fuaed Quartz Before and After

A popular and accurate method of determining the Editing

ieal part of the refractive index of reasonably trans-
parent materials is the channel spectrum technique.
A plane parallel slab of the material to be invwstigateti
is inserted in the sample beam. Part of the incident cosine nature of the channel spectrum is concentrated
radiation is transmitted directly through the material in the signature at x-0.8 cm, and the fluctuations in
but some is internally reflected twice, emerging in the the interferogram outside this region are noise or
same direction as the single pass radiation. The unimportant, then the interferogram can be edited by
triply passed radiation suffers a retardation of 2nd, replacing the noisy uninformative region with a
where n is the real part of the index of refraction and straight line. The lower left of Figure 4-27 shows the
d is the thickness of the sample. Constructive inter- edited interferogram where the region x_<0.6 cm has
ference takes place if 2nd is an integral number of been replaced by a straight line. The spectrum derived
wavelengths, and destructive interference takes place from this interferogram is shown at the lower right of
if 2nd is an odd number of half integral wavelengths. Figure 4-27. Cosmetically, the channel spectrum
The spectrum produced is the well known channel looks better, and in fact by editing the interferogram
spectrum which 1,.s the shape of a cosine curve in in this manner the low frequency noise (and any real
wv-enumber space (neglecting absorption and features) have been eliminated. The high frequency
dispersion). The Fourier cosine transform of the noise, of course, remains. In general, editing of this
spectrum can be measured interferometrically and the type would be bad interferometric practice even if
Fourier cosine transforin of a cosine function is a 6 wide regions of the interferogram were devoid of
function. A 6 function will be observed only if the information. A better procedure would be to skip
cosine curvc '!, wavenumber space is infinitely long. entirely the regions of no interest and use the available
If the spectrum has finite extent, then the 6 function measurement time in the region of interest,
will be distortea, as one would expect, into the familiar
sinc function. Thus the interferogram of a channel 4-9 SUMMARY
spectrum would be a sine function in optical path
difference spaee anc, will be highly localized. The Optical double-beam differencing in Fourier spec-
double beam interferogrant -f a parallel sided piece of troscopy has been described and illustrated. The
fused quartz is shown ir, the upper left of Figure 4-27. extent to which this technique alleviates the dynamic
The chainel siguature, looking much like a sinc func- range problem has been discussed. A number of
tion, is quite apparent a, x-0.8 cm. The spectrum double-beam interferograms have been shown, and
derived from this interFerogram is showni at the upper used to illustrate how ,ie behavior of the interfero-
right of the figure. If all the information about the gram is reflected in the derived spectra.
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4

Abstract

Amplitude spectroscopy, which measures the magnitud . and phase changes in

the electromagnetic wave incident upon a sample, has some characteristics that
are quite different from those of power spectroscopy, which measures the power
level changes in the incident wave. The relations between these two kinds of
spectroscopy are described by the use of the impulse response function of the
sample, as measured with asymmetric and symmetric interferograms. Some
advantages and disadvantages of amplitude spectroscopy are illustrated by
measurements of the transmission and reflection of solids and of the transmission
of a gas and a liquid.

5-1 INTRODUCTION amplitude spectroscopy-the measurement of the
amplitude transmittance or reflectance with both the

This Conference on Fourier-transform spectroscopy magnitude and the phase determined-in contrast to
and the literature"s contain a host of discussions of the normal power spectroscopy-the measurement of
the advtanges ad remarkable properties of the the power transmittance or reflectance. For some
Fourier transform technique. My purpose is to de- problems the extra phase information is of no value
scribe the use of this Fourier transform technique and amplitude spectroscopy is to be avoided; for other
with a Michelson interferometer in the asymmetric problems the phase information may be the whole
mode of operation. This mode of operation has been purpose, in a measurement of the index of refraction,
used with success in two laboratores: The National for example, and then amplitude spectroscopy may
Phys d Laboratory, Teddington, England, by Geb- be the best measurement choice.*
bie and Chamberlain -9; and at The Ohio State
University by Sanderson, myrelf, and our stu-
ents. °1 0-1 6 2 4. The asymmetric mode of operation * A paper by Chamberlain, Gabbs, and Gebbie (1969) Infrared Physirs,

9: 18, u hich iappeared after the preparation of this paper, desrribes the useprovides phase information so that we can achieve an of amplitude spectrosecopy in detail.

Preceding page blik
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5-2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A SAMPLE'S RESPONSE is read b) an integrating digital voltmeter while the
FUNCTION AND ITS INTERFEPOGRAM optical path remains fixed at the measuring position.

The temperature of the interferometer is kept a few

Let us begin our consideration of amplitude spec- degrees above ambient temperature by a thermo-

troscoy by looking at a schematic diagram of terferometer t has been used in the statically controlled electric heating belt wrapped

asymmetric mode. Figure 51 shows the instrument" around the vacuum tanks.
A measurement of a sample includes runninig a

background interferograni without the sample, and an
interferogram with the sample in place. The effect of
introducing a transmission sample into one arm of the
interferometer is illustrated in Figure 5-2. The trans-

COMPENSATING

BEAMd i MIRROR OR

MOVABLE CHOPPER L.SMPLE . -

miude SpIAoMop

SPLITTER IRAM[. SAMPLE

SOLA¥
DETECTOR 'I

MERlCURqY

Figure 5-1. The Optical Plan of a Vacuum Far Infrared
Michelson Interferometer Used in the Asymmetric Mode for
Amplitude Spectroscopy

MYLAR

that was used to obtain the results that illustrate this .

report. You will note the following features of this
particular vacuum far infrared instrument: (1) the
sample is placed in one arm of the interferometer;
(2) samples can be measured either in transmission or -00 00 _ ,.00
in reflection; (3) the arm without the sample contains OPTICAL PATH DIFFEEC

the movable mirror for scanning the interferogram;
(4) so that small samples can be used, the radiation
beam is not collimatetl in the interfeometer arms, on Figure 5-2. The Central Portions of a Back-
the contrary, the source is imaged on the sample in ground Interferogram, a Polyethylene Sample
one arm; (5) the radiation signal is chopped in ne Intererogram, and a Mylar Sample Interfero-

gram, to Show the Displacement and Distortionarnm of the interferometer, and tie backs of the chopper of the Central Structure in Amplitude Spectroe-
blades are used to reflect a compensating signal into copy. The thickness of the polyethylene was
the detector path. The compensating signal is ad- 1.510 mm; the thickness of the Mylar was
justed to reduce the chopped detector signal to zero 0.249 mm

when the instrument is measuring a very large path-
difference interferogram signal.

The diagram does not indicate the fact that the
trans1i6sion measurements are made with the radia- parent polyethylene sample delayed the passage of
tion passing only once through the sumple. The beam the radiation through the sample arm of the inter-
tran|smitted throutgh the sample (oes not retrace the ferometer. The optical path of the other arm had to
inieident beam patti but returns to the beam splitter be increased to compensate for this delay in order to
a6we the plane of the diagram. When making trans- locate the strong peak of the 'white light position."
mis;ioi measturements, a corresponding change is It is evident that the "white light position" was
made in the other arm of the interferometer. and the shifted a distance D - (i - I)b, where n is the index of
detctor is moved to receive the signal. The movable refraction and b is the thickness of the sample. A
mirnrr ik pi siti, med at each neasuring ioint in the measurement of the thickness and the shift of the
interferogran 1)y a simple micrometer screw that is "white light position" is thus a measurement of the
driven by a it ping motor. The interferogram signal index of refraction.
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The interferogram for the Mylar film shown in From Eq. (5-1) by Fourier transformation, we find
Figure 5-2 is distorted into an asymmetric function
with no clearly defined "white light position" due to
the dispersion of the sample. Because the index of
refraction depends upon the wavelength, all wave P(x) G(x)*Po() (5-2)
vector components are not shifted by the same D
value. A Fourier analysis of the interferogram gives
the phase 0 for each wave vector o, so that a value of
D, given by D = 0/21ror, and an index of refraction can
be calculated for each wave vector, with

The detector signal in the interferometer is propor-
tional to the time average of the square of the electric
field vector resulting from the superposition of the
waves from the two arms of the interferometer. This
detector signal depends upon the optical path differ- G(x) = exp (-i2ra-x)g(a) da
ence x between the arms, and it consists of a constant
portion that is independent of x plus an "interference
portion" that is dependent upon x. The interferogram
is this "interference portion" of the detector signal as
a function of the optical path difference and has an and * representing the convolution operation. We
x-averaged value of zero. Thus the interferogram is see that the sample interferogram is the convolution
proportional to the time average of a product of the of a function G(x) with the background interferogram.
electric field vectors of the wave from the sample arm This G(x) function is the impulse response function
and the wave from the adjustable arm. Placing a for the sample, and g(ar) is the spectral response func-
sample in the instrument reduces the magnitude of tion for the sample. The impulse response function is
the electric field of the wave from the sample arm and the output function resulting from an input impulse
thus reduces the interferogram proportionately. The of Dirac 8-function shape. These response functions
amplitude of each wave vector component in the are ordinarily considered to be functions of time i and

4 background interferogram and in the sample inter- frequency v, but the substitutions x = ct and a = v/c,
ferogram can be obtained by Fourier analysis of the with c the speed of light, give us the optical path differ-
interferograms. The ratio of the sample amplitude to ence and the wavenumber functions without difficulty.
the background amplitude for any particular wave This allows us to talk, inaccurately of course, as
vector component is, therefore, the amplitude trans- though x were "time" in a new scale and a a cor-
mittance of the sample. responding "frequency."

The ideas expressed above can be easily symbolized In order to obtain a physical picture for Eq. (5-2)
by and, therefore, also for Eq. (5-1), without mathe-

matical involvement, consider an electric wave
consisting of Dirac 6-shaped impulses separated by
random time intervals and having random signs. Fig-

g(a) =P(o)/Po(a), (5-1) ure 5-3 shows a diagram of such a wave shape, which

in which Po(q) is the Fourier transform of the back- ] I [ -
ground interferogram PO(x),

"taHITt IGH{T PDUkl[$ I %wool [,I TWYO)L"

o(¢) u exp (t2wix)Po(x) dx,
PcQ, &DJUSTAKAm *A vg. COSO (tWCO'f

p(a) is the Fourier transform of the sample interfero- I*,ft u ,I. ' ,,I, (' ,.
gram P(x), and g(a) is the amplitude transmittance
of the sample. The wavenumber functions are all fttw 541. Idejliwed Wave Form of 'White light Pu
complex (po(v) however, is real in ideal situations) so and an Idealized S.uple Itesponw to Illustrate the Formation
the amplitude transmittance g(e) contains both the a( the Background Interferagrnm I'.r), the Asymmetric

Mode Inteaenpham P., (r). and th 8ymnwtrie Mode
magnitude and phase information. Interferogam P.,. (z) in a Michela lntererometer
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we will consider to be the wave from the source in our interferogram have a shape that is not a Dirac
spectrometer. The spectral power of this source wave 6-function. If the experimental filtering allows a wide
is uniform over all frequencies, thus the wave is a band of frequencies through the instrument, P,,(x) is
representation of white light. The splitting, shifting, closely packed and peaked at xf=f0 and the interfero-
delaying, and recombining of such a wave in the gram P(x) has many features that are discernable as
interferometer would produce all average detector features of G(x). Regardless of the form of Po(x),
power PO(x) that has the shape of a Dirac 6-function. however, Eqs. (5-1) and (5-2) allow the computation
With a particular normalization to average over long of the response functions from the experimental meas-
times x', this Po(x) interferogram is S(x). urementa for all frequency components for which Po(o)

The introduction of a sample changes the positive is not zero. Further discussion of Eqs. (5-1) and (5-2)
pulses to wavelets of the form G(x') in the sample are given by Bell"° and a terse Appendix to this report
wave. The sample interferogram will be that portion contains a note about these relations.
of the detector power averaged over a long time x' The far infrared measurements we made were ex-
that arises from the product of the wave 6(x') in the tended to frequencies that were low enough for us to
adjustable arm and the wave G(z') in the sample confidently supply the missing very low and zero fre-
arm. For a delay x in the adjustable arm this inter- quency characteristics and thereby reconstruct G(x)
ferogram is as the inverse Fourier transform of the g(o) of our

measurements. The missing high frequencies in our
measurements give us a G(x) that corresponds to a
testing impulse with a finite width and missing high
frequencies.

P(.r) G(x') 6(x'-x) dx' Figures )-4 and 5-5 show examples of such impulse
response functions and the test impulse signal. These

=G(x)*6(-x) response functions are obviously causal--no output
response preceding the input exciting signal-and

fG(z). thus thp dispersion relations (Kramers-Kronig rela-
tions) ,7. 18 must be satisfied by the real and imaginary
components of the spectral response functions. Fig-
ures 5-4 and 5-5 are presented to show that such #

These waves and interferograms are schematically functions exist, that they have physical meaning, and
illuseae iFibecause they simplify the description of the behavior
illustrated inl l'igre 5-3. We see that the sample o

interferogram would be the impulse response function of the samples and the measuring and computational

if the source wave were "white light pulses," and in techniques.

is obviously satisfied. From a descriptive point of view, G(x) andthis limiting situation Eq. (--)i biusystsid G(.r)*G(-x) are the idealized asymmetric mode and

With this special source wave, it is easy to under-
stand the relationship between the symmetric otde symmetric mode interferograms without the spectral

interferogram and the 2L'ifymletric mode interfero- filtering of the measuring equipment. The impulse

gram. The symmetric mode interferogram can be response functions are real causal functions and are
obtained by piacing a sample in the source beam or, therefore sometimes easier to manipulate mentally

equivalently, insofar as the detector signal is con-
cerned. by placing identical samples in each of the
adjustable and sample arms. The shifted wave in the 7 W, O " :' jfwr t/3

adjustable arm becomes G(x'-x). The averaged
detector signal is

f G(x'')G(x'-.r) dx'- G(xr)G(-),

and this is the symmetrie interferogrni for oir s peial
sourlc. The iourier transform of this symmetric
mtle interfertogram is 0(0)u -f) 1 1. with U*(e)
the Comphl.x conjugate of Y(u). and this is the spectral
;iNwer tratn-ui..kio, function.

The, spetr.al filtering of the uheteetor's imnunifornn Fgmu S-4. Imlar 1w Iton Function for ttw Orita'y
sensitivit. together with the filtering in the itistru- W Mv. Trau itte a imela o (ryil t a.
ment anrd t.. fblct that tile .)umrl does not pIniuce Th, invidot excilation %'we. j5k. is shown .dured in Ow.

A anominal index of Mrarti-on w indk-aeA b) uhv tkla n the.whiit light lal.bs." makes thhe Pj,() iackgrund Am tnauimimion wave pftk
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EXCITATION PUL5E. SCALE 1/4'*--,--,-.,

iI j-'_qJ 7joV1•

KBr REFLECTANCE RESPONSE i,

Figure 5-6. The Power Transmittance of the 0.0766 mm
Y-cut Quartz Lamella. The ordinary wave is indicated by the
solid curve and the extraordinary wave is indicated by the
dashed curve.

iI The power spectrum for the extraordinary wave is
2 3 PICOSECON0s also shown in the figure. The channeled spectra are

evident in both spectra.
Figure 5-5. Impulse Response Function for the Reflec- The index of refraction may be obtained from the
tance From a Potassium Bromide Crystal Surface. The position, the spacing, and the magnitude of the
incident excitation wave pulse is shown reduced in size. A
nominal index of refraction is indicated by the size of the channeled spectrum 9 ,.20 but care must be exer-
response during the excitation cised 2° '2 and the sample must be reasonably trans-

parent. At the channeled spectrum transmission
maxima, for example, the optical thickness of the
sample is an integral number, the order number, of

than the fully equivalent, but complex, spectral re- half wavelengths. The accuracy of the index of re-
• sponse functions. The limitation of the measured fraction determination at the frequency of a maximum

interferogram functions to a finite length, for example, depends upon the precision of the location of the
has an easily visualized effect upon the measured maximum; this precision is affected by the resoiution
impulse response function and, therefore, an easily and by the superimposed absorption structure in the
understood effect upon the spectral response function. spectrum. Amplitude spectroscopy, on the other

hand, gives the transmission spectral response rune-
5-3 A TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT OF THE OP- tion T(q) in magnitude and in phase at each frequency

TICAL CONSTANTS OF ^ SOLID

Many of the properties of amplitude spectroscopy
are found in the measurement of a plane, parallel
faced, solid plate sample. The measurement of such a g(a) - Ig(q)j exp ios(cr) - IT(O)I exp 4~r(6).
lamella of crystal quarts by Russell and Bell " will be
used here as an illustration of the technique. (The full
details of the measurement are explained in the
Russell and Bell article.) This example will also serve The effects of resolution and absorption in the index
for a comparison of amplitude spectroscopy, in which of refraction determination, which is obtained mainly
the measuring instrument is responsive to G(z) and/or from the phase, are very much reduced in comparison
g(c). with power spectreecopy, in which the measuring to power spectroscopy.
instrument is responsive to G(z).G(-:) and/or The index of refraction it and the extinction coeffi-
le0)l t.  cient k of the complex index n+ ik are approximately

The impulse response function shown in Figure 54 related to the amplitude trmnsmittance of the In-
was measured for a Y-cut sample of crystal quarts, mela by
76.6*0.3 , thick, with a polariser oriented so that the
ordinary wave produced both the sample and the
background interferograms. The independent vari-
ae has been relabeled in the figure as time in pico- Ill exp ir
seconds, rather than optical path difference, to

emphasize the physical origin of the impulse response -(l-r') exp (-2e'kb) rap i(.?r(u-l)b) (.%3)
function. The power transmittance of this sample is
shown in Figure 5-6, as obtained by squaring the
magnitude of the amplitude transmittanee. This is
equivalent to the information that would have been with r the complex amlitude external reflectance of
obtained from a power speetmmooo measurement. the bulk materi4. This expremwn is valid inamfar as
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only the first partial wave through the sample is im- copy is an experimental convenience that is not avail-
portant, ind the multiple internally reflected partial able in power spectroscopy. The low resolution,

wae rmay be iieglected. The first partial wave pro- obviously, measures some mean value of the index of
(luces it "sigiiature" in the interferogram at an optical refraction over a frequency interval determined by
path disp~lacement xr = (?t - l)b. The second partial the spectral slit function. The resolution neessary to
wave arrives later at an optical path displacement measure a particular sample depends upon the
x=(3Po- l)b, and the higher partial waves arrive amount of structure in the spectrum of the sample

even later. and the accuracy required of the measurement.
A low resolution amplitude spectroscopic measure- Smaller spectral slit widths require longer inter-

ment, which is made with a short interferogram that ferograms and the inclusion of more partial waves in
dloes not include the (31t- l)b second partial wave the measurement and analysis. The expression for the
"signature," can be analyzed exactly with the above transmission of the lamnella given in Eq. (5-3) can be
alpproximn:tion-no channel spectrum will appear at extended"2 to include the number of partial waves
this resolution. With r 2 small compared to unity, the that are measured in the interferogram; the effects of
it and k can be separately determined from apodization may also be included. Calculation with

simple extension of the iteration procedure indicated
above, which is a trivial task for any general purpose
digital computer that can calculate the Fourier

ni I+ 1+r/2rob transformation of the original interferograms, gives
the optical constants of the sample.

Figure 5-7 shows the optical constants n and
I a = 47raok for quartz, as measured by Russell by this

ala amplitude spectroscopic method at the spectral reso-
lution indicated in Figure 5-6. Since the computation
of or from the interferograms gives only the principal

k= (Il/2"rb)ln(1/j TI). value, it is necessary to establish the number (the
order number) of unobserved complete cycles. In the
example of the ordinary wave in quartz, it is difficult
to follow the changing phase through the absorption

This approximation can be imp~roved by using it and band at 264 cm-', because the signal is weak in the
tlt halpproximiated value of k to compute the reflectance band and the phase shift is large in passing through
by the band. Since the dispersion relations relate the real

and imaginary parts of the impulse response function,
7' relates with Or and n with a; consequently, mess-

r= (l-n+ ik))'(+ (it+ik))

which, together with the measured amplitude trans-
mnititlne. give.s

lr)' I e xp)isr - 17" exp iOT'

W exp (-2"kq'b)

XCxI) i(2rorQ'- l)b)

tis that t iipnrid values it' and V'ennt b- obtained.
Iteration tof this priscom tjuiekly produices optical k

naibl11t Valuse.s with an arrurary aupprifate tot the
.'5lw'rimettl :ivitesurml ilata. iTe iterat ion prie*4 oo
cant %tart with any n'tiosmnble apprniximate values (if .. ___ . .

Ite slittiev rtstss the~ accurate values for it uneigh-
boiring (rtugueuscv are' ans appropriate 4!ioirt' whent te

nwvtatt are-it Its- bealculated for at whole rainge tof
fret jsues,"'. Fivauw 5-7. Tlw inam-mvggr~ (istoid eurvvs) and Fxtra-

Ihi' i.~ij~jv o n,'a.,ar~sgtis isle~of efr.,ci~n ontlinstry-ray (dasl u s.-urr Itcsurtive Itidirft mud Ahoomrp.
The woibilty s( ie~tkirnitthe nde o(rx-fartott tiontwffiriruIeolQt.a DwJrterninod Frimu thro.tJ766 mu

-it v'e'r, lowee sa r-uutiton y:ijsitd ptr- Laniu 6y Ankthittadt $ptwrsrpy
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urement of the absorption can be used to establish the sample-the optical path length through the sample
change in order number across the band. Since the was not the same for all rays.
phase shift across the quartz band was verified by this The precision of the index of refraction measure-
procedure, an accurate value of the shift was known ment depends upon the precision of the determination

* and an accurate value of the band absorption strength of both the sample's thickness and the phase of the
could be determined. It is evident that the use of a spectral response function. The new problem in
to help in establishing n, as in this quartz example, can amplitude spectroscopy is to evaluate the effect of
proceed only in those special cases where a is measur- the detector system noise on the phase precision. As
able with sufficient accuracy. For very large phase in the case of ordinary spectra, the noise can be
shifts the method fails because the corresponding judged from the results of many measurement:: at the
bands are too opaque for measurement. same frequency or at closely neighboring frequencies

In every phase measurement it is necessary to in a phase spectrum. It is also possible to predict the
establish the order number in order to know the num- phase noise, just ats it is possible to predict the noise
ber of complete cycles that must be added to the in the magnitude of the spectral response function,
measured phase. This can usually be accomplished from the known noise in the interferogram andl somie
by using an approximate index of refraction, a meas- knowledge of the size of the magnitude spectrum.
urement of samples of different thicknesses, or some With the stepwise measurement of the interferogram,
such additional information, as used by Russell, the lio~se value at any interfero-

The ambiguity in the phase information is easily gram point is independent'of the noise va*lue at anY
removed in the very long wave region of the spectrum other point. It is then easy to estimate the noise in
where an extrapolation to zero frequency, and thus the spectrum. The noise in 'amplitude spectroscopy is
to a zero phase, is possible. As an example of the pre- a complex value having both magnitude and1( phase
cision of such an amplitude spectrosc.'pic measure- that adds to the complex spectral signial. The un-
ment of an index of refraction, Figure 549 shows the certainty in the phase in radians is just the nloise to

signal ratio, if this uncertainty is a small fraction of a
radian.10 Thus, with a little knowledge, it is possible

2 I-Z i T. 16 to predict the goodness of the phase data that would
4 be obtained with various experimental conditions:

4number of interferogramt points, spacing of the inter-

ferogram points, time for measurement, etc., just as

Ni An important feature of amplitude spectro~scopy,
~ used with the radiation passing throughout the ,-ample

ail 2M- ~ only once, is the ability to mieaure sniall tranismit-
tance values. The power transmittance of the quarts

t sample shownt in Figure 541, for example. wits 0.001:1
-. ~at "'64.6 cm-I This value would be extremely ditfi-

-6t~ cult to ineasure by power spiectroscopy. Tlhe mnagni-
tude of the amplitude tralnsmittance,. however, was

~'~'0.0361. a measurable value. This imipotrtant frature of
:0 soamplitude spertroscopy is illustrated by the data in

Table 5-I for two hypothetical samples: a Ira.-

Flaure 54 The "rdnary- and lFstmonlnary-ray Hre- Table 5-1. COMP.MrieOn of OWb.' Iousl Xsai (Xu~ 1 41u of
fr~wv Iadives of QuilrtsasM Ntueurd lhy Amplhituade Spe"- Two .1nrn1pk* Iy Muatt sprrtvr"nV nod by Anu itutle
trmepy The exinipoloated, A.'#o fwquwney vi ore havie an~
nsparlnWntAm uncertainty of *O.OO1, ahireb is mutb leapt than
is applivnt ltO'I the VoaAsklwry of the data

- Power l'Amplitude1
SRample "petraicopy Specit rtwapy

long wave result for crystal quarts. The a I oic*mt
Na.1,1 WAS chosen asl the Square Of the freigueateV so4 t 11-d
Use index values would extrapolate alongl a'strailt btimplen signal IM:!: 1 100* 1
line 1 i zero frequency'. The tire" are experinwirt- -i-10*.

tal point aobtaned for a tample of quartz I oo~- 000
* 4 7W '-0.0005imm% thick. It is writ tht-t the -watter

of toints Mt the higher frequencies ill the figure is suit -Oipaqur" Kample:
much greater than the uncertainty in to - Iarisiny backgria1tt signtil 100* 1 10*1+
from the uncertaintv in the thickness of the sample. 1aii +1nlI 10.*1
A small correction W"s made' in thewe index Values for Ti0. 10* 0.01

LI inte old nl f heriditonthrub11 ITt2  0,01*001 0.010*0.00th fnt*Adagle ofteniaintrog h
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parent" 100 percent power transmitter, and an o .0
.opaque" 1 percent power transmitter. Both are
measured with an assumed incident beam background+
of 100 units strength in the same interferometer with U
an askmnwd =F 1 unit of noise. The measurements

sampe byampltud spetrosopy
with the samples also give +I1 unit of noise and 100 2 I
units of output with the "transparent" sample, I unit 05r
of output with the "opaque" sample by power spec-
troscopy, aid 10 units of output with the "opaqie"

The table indicates the signal to noise superiority
for power spectroscopy of the "transparent" sample L.

and the signal to noise superiority for amplitude L) 00 Z00 C,

spectroscopy of "opaque" samples. It should be FREQUENCY

emphasized here that far infrared Fourier transform
spectroscopy with at Michelson interferometer has two Fiue-9 ThCrmsSotePweTasitae
great advantages over normal spectrometers: the well of a Sample of 'Black" Polyethylene Measured With a
known 'Vellgett advantage" in signal to noise, and a Spectrometer. The solid curve shows the measurement

results for the same sample by amplitude spectroscopy. The
very greatly redluced stray radiation advantage.* amplitude spectroscopy results are spoiled by the thickness
Thais second adatg ep otiueto th blt ariation, 0. 153 to 0. 161 nun, of the sample
of Fourier tratnsform spectroscopy to cope with opaque
samp~les.

The ibiityof mpltud spetrocop tomeaure variation being only a.5 percent variation in the thick-
powe~tr transmittance is completely lost if the sample uxs.Scasmpeiadqtefroerpcr-
lamella does not have high-q uality plane-parallel face-.. so cm~ueetbtvr a o h mltd

A"pseudocoeen& effet's exists in amplitude spc ine measurement .u t very badfo th s amid
spectroscopy that does not exist in power spectroseopy. spcocpimauren.A20 m thsai-

Thiseffct edues te mgniudeof te apliude tion in thickness is about 1 wavelength of insertion
Thnsmifttan ce s or meaingd ow eoametrical optical path, (n- )b, ad, therefore, the elemental
(taia nce o ale hisgl pseomoernce A&u~) values have phass that are distributed over aqult.One w~ay t viiualz t.slsuooeec full cycle. The sum of the"e A5g(ar) values is nearly
effect is to consider dividing the s:ample area into zr;tu ~)adjT'aenal eo
smaller areal sections and measuring the interfero- he thu0 cm-' ad1areonearly zehroug. h sml
fgrant t of r tah e fuall e siatply isThe sumeof but does not produce any contribution to the asym-
th trerogram s 11(z ) for a ll of sthpe sctionsm ohu metric mode interferogram bemause the phases of the
the itouraerotransormP() tllo the sm o s Th us(q 200 em' components of the elemental AY(z) inter-
tl'e~a Fouie thesfr .pj elms re umompx thepa ferograms ane distributed over a full cycle and. there-
vlnta.iit Sne th ata')isno theetso thre cmplexte fore, destructively interfere. An even more spectztcu-Iof ite fp(a) not the rsuinof the~ nndes hat example of the pseudocoherence of different polari-aese nb naraeof the rea .~;(.) elemett-,TersligGants z~)ation components in crystal quartz has been given

and an average of the eumplex .1g(a) clements b il~adb tslA
A powe'r spevtruscopie meaxturement f.. ase cor-

responding explriment wojuld yield symmnetric inter- 5-4 A EItICTlON MEASUSIMS' OF THE OP"lA
feroicranv. 111(x) for the elemei, 'section-4 andi real CONSTANTS OF A SOLID
paritive .1p(r) spectral denlsities. The resulting values Mtrasta x togya~bn hLte

.r) sul!,('~() ae annvrav'of eal cannot be measured in transmissioin may be measured
swatetrr ,j ,.f( :))rlewa~s an anaveage in reflection. There is no ichanlnele Vt".runi. of

of real ittvitive-vsiut M(O:tW(a)) elpnWot.. courseW, to help in evaluating: the index osf fretion.
The power Irnl.-.tit Iante oblaill"l frmm an aniph-. If. however, in addition to the power IV",ecivity Irl"

tnt)" '.fuctrousrtpie 6,a.reeti the squlare of the thle pliase of the anmplitude reflectivity #,were known.
n..igitut' of ft, i-raxt, -intitoiltre mitne' then. the option) vontants could be oialculated !rum
thus' it ie diffeent (nmun the littuer '.pe'rturvpir th relation-s
nipaamnent of( the averag.' of the aIsanr of the
tnainit wit- of the frat, mittant"s. Th4V Ji.tinrtK'in i-s
ilit-tr-ated h%. the' ri'.aht '" 4lu..u inl Figure _1-) inl
W~lil h 6"c he n'ma a ioueir .j t-tro-topic nVIL*Ur- a I-f (I + fr1,1+2frI c (54)
nivit nd1. tll,' nre an aImpitillil -IV~w"pro
neat-trenient of the snime "ample of pleythyleeiw ron-
tailinuK rhs'n-i bhwk. -flit, --anole hall a thickne's% and
var.%itilt wieen U.s ott 1nd44G mm. fit he OO'~mm

2~2~ ~ ZZ.~'1 .u ~ " ' """""~~"'k f2,r ii i,) +I ±lr22r w e)
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A well established procedure in power spectroscopy is The optical constants of crystal potassium bromide
to derive the phase of the reflectivity from the pk. -er derived from the reflection measurement are shoIwn
reflectivity spectrum. Thus the reflectivity phase is in Figure 5-12. The index of rifrnetion and the extiic-
obtained by use of the dispersion relations'. 1 as tion coefficient were calculated from thi measul',,l

amplitude reflectivity according to Eqs. (1-4) and
(5-5). The physical significance of the results ore

.04a) = (d/)fO do'(ln Ir(u) 2-In Jr(ur')I)/("-o), discussed in the paper by .Johnson. 24

where fr()1 2 is the power reflectivity at the frequency ......
v and the Cauchy principal value of the integral is ,o2nITs z o- -

used to properly include the singularity atr' =a'. The los g o
tribulations of such calculations have been well de-
scribed 22 .2 3. The inaccuracy of the measurement of
the low reflectivity region on the high frequency side o P 'LCAm ,,
of strong reflections produces errors in the large values os-
of lnjr j2 and cause great difficulty with the technique. -.

The usual lack of reflectivity data throughout a large 46- Ao " -- o li o s 3o 4 * ,O
range of trj,. aucies--zero to infinity required in the ,RIaUv tcu-,)
formula-is a smaller problem, but is a nuisance,
nevertheless.

With amplitude spectroscopy, both the magnitude Figure .5-10. The Power Utrfleotanee ,-(e) :. and the
and the phase of the reflectivity are directly deter- l'lise of the Reflectance #,(0)-r, for Pot:,.zi .um Bromide as.Memutred by Amplitude Speetrvga-opy. TI,, irror 'oars on thlemined at each measured frequency. Replacing a u s y the sie f t rioe The t rr. n a, on u,,

eurves show the size o! the variation in the £Anto-td Vdu.,
mirror in the sample path arm with the reflecting for several different sample measuinents
surface of a thick sample allows the magnitude and
phase of the sample reflectivity to be compared with
those of the mirror (r radians phase). The spectral

-response functin is(a)"Jr(q)l expi(O,(a) - ir). The I

measured phase, of course, also depends upon the V
position of the sample's reflecting surface, which is
suppos'd to exactly replace the mirror surface posi- COO N
tion. If the phase of the sample's reflectivity is known t
in a high frequency region, then a comparison of the . -

measured phase with the known phase can serve to P I

deternfine the position error; such an err)r is easily "4CO " .1=.
removed from the phase data (or the impulse response
function) by an appropriate correction. tigur i-u. The Power th-Oreat r(a) -* ttwP i

The results obtained by JohnsonU on the optical thloride anti for Pola.oium Umomie in a Low Urfream.
constants of crystal potasium bromide will be used to Region to $how the Ahiliy .4 Ampliaotidre riijp tu• ,Mrzwurr Stun" Pourr lh-lkrar.. Tlw rrrwr lk-,r t- th-
illustrate reflectivity menasurements by amplitude r1twv"T sioIh Pt-h r ti in th i,n-- -T l, t r ( -tw 'r-"ih
spectoscopy. The impulse respome funetion .4hown sample iWoastan-ae
in Filuuro 545 is for potassium brmide reflectance.
The "ringing" of the crystal at its eietfrequeucy is.. .
clearly evident. The spectral power refletivity ir(u)l 1

of potassium bromide, which could have been turri*- .
ured by power spectroscopy, and the spectral h.w of - a
the reilectance #,(). which cannot be masoui by
power pecto"opy. ar shown in Filture 5-10. The I©

error bars on the curves indicate the seztter of the -.
wasu i values in the various frequency regiok. ".

The amount of stucturr in the phas spct rum in the
region of low reflectivity. where the di persion reia- o
tions are diffRiull to u*,s. should be noted. The hart
that the phase can be meastred in thr r lins of very
weakly r lectod radiati shotild also be noted. Thi-

q ability of amplitude spectsuopy to nm, re ak 0o U.--i,- 4 --
silnals is also indicated in Fioure 5- 1. a hich Rives the sw C-v.
power reflectane neetturt-d in this weakly refleeting
reion. and w explained in crnnmetin With Table
5-1. The ieasured amplitude refte tivily io'dt wx h' itl . 10 Io:, of l*,w l. -t iwl byt

with the appMriMtate -alue -iL 2 at the n.iliimum. ,Apithle- . p-riawuy
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5-5 AMPLITUDE SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS eter slit widths, power spectroscopic measurements
ON GASES AND LIQUIDS are made with amounts of gas such that the lines are

Trhe usefulness of amplitude spectroscopy in the opaque at their centers and, thus, information about
m easumenofnestrngths o fartd infaroscopy itheir strengths is lost. The direct measurement of themeasurement of t e strengths of far infrared absorp- index of refraction and the line strengths is valuable

tion lines in gases has been demonstrated by Chami- additional information.
berlain5 and by Sanderson'14 '' 5 . A paper that will be Amplitude spectroscopic measurements of liquids
presented by" Sanderson later in this Conference have been made by Chamberlain et al' 9. It is diffi-
(Chapter 14) will indicate the high degree of develop- cult to construct a cell for liquids that can be placed
ment of this technique. it is appropriate here, in a vacuum far infrared instrument and that has the
however, to look at an example of Sanderson's earlier necessary precision in its windows and spacing so that
work shown i Figure 5-13. The figure shows the the "pseudocoherence" effect will not cause troubles.

hydrogen cthat Chamberlain has solved this problem by measuring a
liquid layer supported on a level mirror; the mirror
serves as the end mirror in the sample arm. The

S, radiation incident from above on this liquid layer is
- -" transmitted through the liquid and reflected by the

mirror. The wave from the sample arm to the detector
contains a partial wave that is reflected fro.i the top
liquid surface, a partial wave that is reflected once
from the end mirror, and partial waves that are re-

4b .. . flected several times from the end mirror and internally
cm-" reflected from the top liquid surface. These several

---- partial waves can be seen in Figure 5-14, which is an
40 .interferogram recorded and described by Chamberlain

S1 et.al7 .

, (b) (a) (c)
-40

en,-'

;0 F90 ?,o 250 -0.3 -0.2 -0-1 0 0"1 02 0-3
c -I Path- differtsce x (cnm)

Figure 5-14. An Asymmetric Mode Interferogram, Meas-Figure 5-13. The Index of Refraction per Atmo- ured by Chamberlain et a], (1967) for a 0.68 mm Thickness ofsphiere of Hydrogen Chloride Gas as Measured byspdersof dro6n ChAlritde Gaspasee uredy. ThLiquid Tetrabromoethane on a Mirror. The signature (b) is
Sndersoii' 4 (1967) by Amplitude Speetroscopy. The due to the partial wave reflected from the top surface of the
circles are experinientall determined values; the solid liquid; the signature (a) is due to the partial wave transmitted
line is ealculated from t he line str-gths as determined twice through the liquid layer; the signature (c) is due to the
from the experiment partial wave that is reflected internally once from the top

liquid surface, reflectcd twice by the mirror, and transmitted
four times through the liquid layer. Reprinted with permission
from Chamberlain et al., (1967) Spectruchimica Acta, 23A:
2256, Pergamon Press

obtaived from the phase spectrum, (n -1)= 4/(2rob),
measured with the interferometer described earlier.
l"'nm the experimental index values, the strengths of
eaclh f the lines (at 20 cn - , 40 cn - , 60 em -', etc.) To simplify the alysis of the transmission
was dete, nined. These line strengths were used to eal- through the liquid sample, Chamberlain removed the
culate te index values shown by th, solid line in the top surface, first reflection signature from the inter- 0
ligur,' The important feature of amplitude speetros- ferogram (by smoothing over the signature region)
eupv for this w, ' is the fact that the line strength before calculating the Fourier transform. The re-
c,,.n b, measured by the index of refraction changes maining interferogram, of course, is not the same as
in the neighhorhood of the line. Because the gas would be obtained in transmission with a double-
absorptiont hikes are narrower than typical spectroni- thickness liquid layer, because of the mirror precisely
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centered in this double-thickness liquid path. The be obtained in samples of sufficiently precise geo-
partial wave analysis, however, allows the calculation metrical form.* The measurement at each frequency
of the optical constants to the desired accuracy, of a magnitude and a phase allows the direct compu-

If a separate measurement of the reflected partial tation of a pair of optical constants at each frequency.
wave alone is measured, by canting the end mirror to Because the optical constants of a material primarily
remove the transmitted wave, for example, then the describe the behavior of a wave amplitude in its
optical constants could be obtained from the reflected passage through the material, amplitude spectroscopy
partial wave alone. It would also be possible, then, generally gives results more simply related to the
to remove the reflected partial wave signature in all optical constants than does power spectroscopy. The
details from the transmission interferogram by measurement of a wide band of frequencies from a
subtraction of the one interferogram from the other. source results in a close-packed background inter-

Sue,, possibilities add a new freedom te amplitude ferogram and the development of separated signatures
spectroscopy that is not so readily available in power for the partial waves from the sample that can be
spectroscopy. It should be noted, however, that a useful in analysis. The combination of a general pur-
preprocessing of the interferogram can also be an aid pose digital computer with a modest asymmetric
in the analysis of a power spectroscopic measurement. mode interferometer can measure optical constants
Randall" 9, for example, increased the channeled with a useful accuracy.
spectrum signal relative to the noise by removing The large signal to noise improvement of Fourier
portions of the interferogram that did not contribute transform spectroscopy in the infrared, the spectral
to the channeled spectrum structure. The preprocess- purity of the Michelson interferometer measured
ing of the symmetric interferogram imprcved the interferogram, and the large value of the amplitude
channeled spectrum measurement and the determina- transmittance or reflectance compared with the power
tion of the index of refraction of the sample. transmittance or reflectance make infrared amplitude

spectroscopy with an asymmetric Michelson inter-

5-6 CONCLUSION ferometer especially advantageous for measuring
strongly absorbing materials.

~Amplitude spectroscopy is a useful technique forAmltd pcrsoyi sfltcnqefr 0On the other hand, the techniQue might be used to obtain a measure of

measuring the optical constants of materials that can the geometrical irregularities--surface roughness, for example.

Appendix

The response of the interferometer with different P(x) = Vx'(x)*V 2'(-x)
samples in the two arms may be formulated in the
following simple manner. Let the electric field source = (G,(x)*V,(x))*(G 2(-x)*V2(-x))
wave into the sample arm be VI(x) and the wave into
the adjustable arm be V,,(x). Here x is a "time" or =(GI(x)*G2(-X))*(Vl(X)*V2(-x))
the equivalent optical path distance. The background
interferogram function will be the average power =(G 1 (x)*G2(-x))*Po(x).
Po(x) given by, except for uninteresting constants,
Po(x) = V,(x)*V 2(-x). The addition of samples in
each of the arms will change the output wave from the
arms to The corresponding Fourier-transformed relation is

Vl'(x)=Gl(x)*V,(x) and V 2
1(x)=G 2(x)*V 2(x), p(a) Vl'(o)V2'*(o)

=

with GI(x) and G2(X) the sample impulse response
functions. The interferogram function with the sani- in which vl'(ao) is the Fourier transform of V1'(x), etc.
pies in place will be If the adjustable arm contains a sample identical to

LA
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that in the sample arm, then the result is the expected It is interesting to note that
result for symmetrical sample operation, power spec-
troscopy, except that the background has not been G(x)= (x)-21rb dx(x)/dx
presumed to be symmetric. If the adjustable arm
contains no sample, then G2(x) = 6(x) and 926y) = 1, for a sufficiently thin specimen, where x(x) is the
with the obvious simplification to the asymmetric susceptibility of the material. In this approximation
ca.Le (amplitude spectroscopy) and there is no i.,- G(x)*G(-x) is just twice the symmetrical portion
sistence upon a symmetric background function. of G(x). For thick samples this simplicity is lost.
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6. Computing Problems in Fourier Spectroscopy
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France

Abstract

The problems encountered in data handling and processing of interferograms
are discussed and solutions to these problems are presented. Computing techniques
and programs are described and the "decimation in time" approach explained.
A comparison of the computer times required for the FFT (fast Fourier transform)
for various types of computers is tabulated. Finally, a description of some opera-
tions performed on computed spectra is given. 1

6-1 INTRODUCTION (2) Rapid computation of a small spectrum slice
from the entire interferogram for testing purposes.The superiority of Fourier spectroscopy over

grating spectroscopy has been shown in widely dif- (3) Computation of the entire spectrum from an
ferent circumstances. We shall merely mention two ideally odd or even interferogram.
extreme u.,,es, the very low resolution spectra taken (4) Operations on the computed spectrum (apo-
by the Nimbus satellite containing merely a few dizat: Ation, averaging of several spectra).
hundred spectral elements, and very high resolution (5) Extra,... g the data from the spectra, that is,
laboratory spectroscopy as practiced at Aim Cotton, automatic detection of lines, and measurements of
with 106 spectral elements. line positions, intensities, profiles, and so forth.

Problems encountered in interferometer building
are totally different in both cases. The same is true of 6-2 SAMPLING AND RESOLUTION
computing techniques. However in any case, and with
any computer, one can always consider five groups of Let B~r) be the spectrum under study. Tie light
problems. We shall put them in the order in which falls on a two beam interferometer with variable path
they occur during an actual experiment: difference 6; the output light flux can be written as'

(1) Doctoring the actually recorded interferogram
to correct for various instrumental errors and make it c
close to ideal. ( f B( ) B() cos 2wo8 do.
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'Fhe variable part 4(6), termed the interferogram, constructed by performing the inverse operation:
is recorded. It is the autocorrelation function of the
light vibration,

2

B.(.') -J f #as) cos 2rofi da

#(a) ()B(o) cos 2osf5 do.
0 ) B.(ou) = 1 1(8) sin 2rob dA, (6-1)

I some cases, in order to cancel light source
fluctuations, "internal modulation" is used. s ' 4 The according to whether 1(5) is even or odd (Figure 6-1).
signal is then, to a first approximation, the derivative The techniques actually used for reconstructing
of the previous one and the constant part is automati- the spectrum are in the large majority of cases purely
cally eliminated: digital, and operate from sampled interferograms.

Only a finite number of samples can be used both for
the interferogram and the spectrum. We shall show
that, provided suitable care is used, it is possible to
reconstruct the spectrum corresponding to a given

1(6) B(ar) sin 2ro6 do'. maximum path difference 6max without making anyapproximation.

We shall consider the case of the sine FT of an
odd interferogram. The same results would apply
to the cosine FT of an even interferogram.

With an ideally built and adjusted interferometer,

I(a) is strictly an odd or even function, and the even 6-2.1 Sampling Interval
B,(r) or odd Bo(au) parts of the spectrum can be re- All spectra are limited by source emission, optics

transmission, receiver sensitiirity, or by filters. Let
us call or, and o'2 the limits of the frequency range, and

BPut ArG2G1
_ _ _ _According to the sampling theorem all the infor-

mation about a band limited function is given by a
set of discrete samples of the function and interpola-
tion formulas can be found which reconstruct theI VM "6 continuous function.1 ' 8

Let h be the sampling interval. Instead of com-
puting the integral (6-1) we shall compute the sum

B* (b)

k-aa
B0'(o) = i , sin 2rokh, (6-2)

k-O

which can be considered as the integral:

B.'(o') - 1() RA( ) sin 2rai di, (6-3)

where RA(6) is a Dirac distribution with a period
Figun, 6-1. (a) Optical twertrum Under Study; equal to h (Figure 6-2).
(h) Even Part of the Optical Spectrum Comnputed The sine FT of the product between two odd and
Through a ('u.'int FT of the Even Interferogram;') OdPart of the (ptical ,p'tru ('omputed Through even functions is the convolution of the sine FT of the
ait ie of the rogrmrrie .l of the Odd ltreormodd function by the cosine ITl of the even function.
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- (a) h 2 h h

Whh

Figure 6-2. Dirac Distribution Ph(&) with Periodicity 1
e-po %m V

The sine FT of 1(6) is B.(q.), the cosine FT of I A A l,
R&(8) is within a factor h another Dirac distribution -6 -'..

Ri/h(o') with periodicity 1/h (Figure 6-3).

Figure 6-5. Alissing of the Spectra Computed from a
Sampled Even Interferogram.

B.'(a) =hBo(u) * Rih(a).

interval 1/h one finds both the wanted spectrum and
an "image" or "alias". This is one way of showing that
the complex FT of a real function is an Hermitian

Rh). efunction (Appendix A). In order to avoid overlapping
one must select

H . II II/ l !--l..U H
Figure 6-3. Dirac Distribution Ria1(e) with Period- either h (case a and b),
icity /h Aof

or hff1 (case c, with Aa'>6v).

This means that the odd spectrum Bo(u) is periodic
with periodicity 1/h.

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 present the sine FT of an odd
interferogram and the cosine FT of an even inter- If this is done, within the interval 1 which
ferogram. They show that within the sampling 2h

corresponds to the range of interest, une finds the
original spectrum without any kind of approximation.

6-2.2 Wavonwnber Reolton
The path difference being limited to b.", only

N - 4,,./h interferogram samples will be used for
computing B(o) as given by (6-3); then

b-N-I
=(o) - T 4 sin 2wkA, (6-4)

Ic-0

which can again be written as an integral

Figue 64. asin oftbeSpecra ompted roman dd (4) -fo I(#) R,(S) D(S) sin 2rwoidi, (8-5)
Intetferogran.

a opt" spectrum I the me 0 oN ;.
* ()O spect.mm in the raw W. to ,M6 with ..- K a., t• ,itever;w sectum in the rage w= to om, with. v. 0K as where D(S) is a rectangular function, of width 2&.,,..
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The expression B(ou) is the convolution of the sine and we -shall use the simple definition
FT of the odd function 1(6) X R,,(6) by the cosine FTr
of the even function D(a), which we shall designate
by f .*. 1

B(ou) = B0
1(ou) * f(a). (6-6) which does not differ too much from the usual half

maximum intensity criterion.
This first ILS has very strong secondary maxima

which can easily be attenuated. One has to weight

The B(a) is again it periodic spectrum with 11h the interferogram by a suitable "apodization" func-
periodicity which is the convolution of the previously tion A (S). Figure 6-6 gives examples of some I15.
considered periodic spectrum by f(o) (Figures 6.4 In the general case one tries to reduce secondary
and 61-5). maxima at the cost of some widening of the central

The function f(ar) is the instrumental line shape peak' (Figures 6-7 and 6-8).
(11,S). It is the response of the complete system
(interferometer+computer) to a -mnocromatic line.
Just as- for classical spectrometers one can define an
instrumental resolution .I

In the case defined by (6-5)-

Sill7 1>0
-~--..SSW- W

AIG2aCunstant .1

Go.

Figre -7. Actually Recorded ILS, Without Apodiuation

3 4

Flgure6 Sam ILS. with Apodivao

e rawIT .4 thw ;'e'..wt .ot. I%.m tam.t.t.". $I.)*4E1 MWl i) 1 r2tr c it '-J ~p Juw' f~l

L.
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In the language we have been using for interpreting In the case of an extended spectrum, and for
(6-5) we say that tbe ILS scans a periodic spectrum. or =a'd, B can be written
However, one can also associate the terms within the
integral in a different way and write

B(ad)

B(o') =B() * F(). (6-7)f

The term F(au) is the cosine FT of the product

Rh(5)D(5)The two portions of the spectrum are scanned
(Figure 6-9) by two ILS centered onl ard and -Od,
respectively. In order to reconstruct tht' spectrum
without any ambiguity only one peak of the ILS must

F~q) =ftu) R RI /A q). (6-8) fall in the two domains. Thus, we are led exactly to the
same'conditions for selecting h.

If we have infinite resolution. the computed spec-
trum is identical to the original spectrum; it is strictly

This means the ILS is periodic, with period 11h, zero outside range Au, and B(ud) gives thle Spectral
Figure 6-9. intensity for Od without any approximation. Strictly

speaking, since resolution is finite in any actual case,
B(or) is unlimited and the first member of (6-10) is in

fact

h h h h u~qI)

-edd

~~. dh ~. dh In practice, if suitable apodization is used h pc
trum becomps rapidly negligible outs~ide Au; thus we
shall keep R8au) as it is written in (6-10). Thus we have

0 two periodlic functions B~a) and 1(6) (limited to
6,)which are rigorously Fourier transforms of each

other and we can, agajin without approximation,
compute one from the FT of the other, using only a
finite number of samples. For 8(u) thle sampling

interval is jumf - I ' and for 1 (6) it is h1- 1 2 a.

Within the free setral range olle will conmpute

N - Ae!&u independent spectral elements. Thus, N
If the spectrum contains only one line of wave- is the minimum number of points needed to describe

number wo the reconstructe spectrum can be written the interforogram 1(6) in the noiseless came. Let us
(Figure 6-0) consider an actuni interferogram. with noise, recorded

during total time T, and the resultatil, .pectrum. We
showed 10 years ago that the uptimum sipectrumn
$1N ratio will be readied if the interferogram has

8(u)i~fu-uo-Ac4-~). ~ -9) been recorded by the stepping method; ideally, the
integration time for each samp'e is then T/M. With
any other method the optimum .4 /N ratio can only
be reched by tom-rsapling, whl~ih is permissible,
only if N is not too large." In thv rest of this paper.N

One finds two peakst crotered oi, wavenumbers oto *ill always d i~vite the* minimmm number of
*and -#a respectively. Samples.



6-3 COMPUTATION OF THE SPECTRUM FROM THE 6-3.1 Principle of the "Decimation in Time" FFT Method;
INTERFEROGRAM 1(8). APPLICATION OF THE . FFT of an Arbitrary Complex Function
COOLEY-TUKEY METHOD. INTERPOLATION The first description of the technique by Cooley
WITHIN THE SPECTRUM and Tukey12 goes back to 1965; much literature has

The classical method for computing the sum (6-3) been publitied on the subject since 3.19 and a'so on

involves the product of the square matrix of order N its application to Fourier spectroscopy. 20,
2 1

by a column matrix with N terms; the computation A new satisfactory approach has been given by
time is proportional N 2. The coefficient is a func- Brigham el al.2 We shall here explain the so calledtimnte etodofortialto N. The cosines and, of "decimation in time" technique23 because it is very
course, of the computer itself. The shortest times clear and leads to easy explanations of several pro-

realized were given by grams for computing

(a) the FFT of a real function,
(b) the FFT of a real and odd or even function, and

10-3 2 f(c) the FFT when N is larger than the central
T=0.8 0N for the IBM 704 memory size.

Let us call Ik the arbitrary complex function to be
transformed with k E(O, 1, ... , 2N- 1). In our case

andl the samples lk would be those of the interferogram
recorded from - 6m.. to + 6..x. We shall call B, the
DFT of the I samples, with r e(O, 1,... , 2N- 1); the
samples of B are spread within the range 1/h = 2 Ao.
In Fourier spectroscopy B is the spectrum.

T f 0.3 10-N 2 for the IBM 7040, With the usual notations B, is the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of I

where T is expre.ed in seconds. The highest N
actually transformed in this manner was N = 12 000 k-2N-i 2rirk
(with T-12/h) in January 1966 at Meudon Obser- B,= , Ike " N-

vatory (on a 7040). k-o

At about the same time the technique for recording
interferograms had reacbed a stage where 60 000
samples could profitably be used for immediate
astronomical problems. In the longer range we could If we have
visualize problems with about 10" samples. There
seemed to be, however, little hope of computing the

transform.
We shall preently show that the fast Fourier

('sform (F"T) of Cooley and Tukey.' 2 plus correct IV= -e , (6-11)
u.s, of 3rd generation computers with direct access
auxiliary stores have solved the problem; Fourier
spectroscopy should no longer be considered an in-
striable consumer of digital computer time. a fact
which is important for the future of the technique. then
The computations must be performable within the
normal operating condition,, of any computing center.

One should first notice tiat the FFT algorithm in
its usual form can transform an arbitrary complex
function sampled at 2NV-2' points. If applied B,- . lkWh. (8-12)
directly to our Fourier spectroscopy case, the input 4-0
ecmplex function will have a real part made up of 2N
interfet'rogram samples. The ones that should have
been recorded by going from - imgs to +$max and an
imoqiplary art having 2N values all equal to ero. The entire computation of B from I rests on the

luit the interferogram is a real function; further- following rule
mor it is either even or odd. There is no need to
treat it as an arbitrary funtio)n. e'0  By adapting Rule No. I
the Cu ' y.'key algorithm to the cae of a real odd The DIT of any given complex function in a
fItiun we have reduc"d the storage space by a linear combination of the two I)FT of two functions
factor of 4 :1w1 tien computation time by 2.w. Ih!f as many terms and issued from the first.
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Let Yk and Zk be the sets corresponding to the the N complex samples of the DFT of each of the two
even and odd values of index k subsets Y and Z. If we apply the same reasoning

log 2 2N times we can obtain B, DIT of I with only
2N log2 2N elementary operations.

Figures 6-10 and 6-13 present the case where
Ik fk = 1 2k N4 = 8=2". Let us use the symbol P for the DFT

Zk=1 2k + t 
Ioperation. Figure 6-10 illustrates the classical DIF'T,

S2N-)k giving the 8 B outputs from the 8 I inputs. Ine(0, 1...,,. .. Figure 6-10 the 8 values of I have been sorted into 2
subsets P and P2 , corresponding to the even and odd
indices of I. To each of these subsets a DFT is

Let C and D be the DFT of Fk and Zk, respectively, applied and the operations described by (6-14) give the
each having only N terms. final 8 B outputs from the two partial DFT.

Applying (6-11) to them results in

k-N-i 2virk k-N-I 0

Cf=fDFT( Yk)= E Yke f  E., YkW 2"k,
h-o k-o 2 0 0 - 2

k-,_- ZW3k o..---OB 3

D, DFT(Zk) - , 30 3
k-o01 0-- --- 8

r 0( , 1 , . , N - 1 ) . 4 5 O - -- -- --

In (6-12) we separate the odd and even terms of I
and get 11 -I = 170-" r: 87

k-N-I k -11-1Br. kE- ykwak+ E ZkWak+lr (6-13) Fi~m 6-10. Ditcrete Fourier Trafdorm of 8 Input

k-0 k-0

I' ton soThen B, -C,+W'D,. I
Functions C, and D, are periodic of equal period N. ,O

Hence 0- S\1

y P1

CN+, -C,, Dv+,-D, and W+N -  W'.

We can obtain the two sets of uamples B from 0 li WO k
to N- I and from N to 2N-1 Iwith the two linear°
combinatio-ns-,

z P

[B,-C,+W'D" ,,0 .. -I (-1). w
r' 1(0+, -1, N" -' 0 (61)-

It follows that we can compute the 2N complex MIUM $-1. COMPU166" of OW &MPW Spr-m
saniple of the D1r of the entire interferogram I from After Srparating Mt Pinto Suems P, md P,
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1 0 -- E, So -, e0 Ntotal number of operations is proportional to
?N lo92 2N.

a- P3J l \, / a, The time reduction compared with the classical
.._ technique is of the order of 2N/og 2 2N prwided one

2 has free use of 4N locations in the mail randomaccess storage. For instance:

I') and ifN-=2 20 .10 6, thegainis50000.

6-3.2 Programinkg the Algorithm
Figure 6-12. Separation of Sets P, and P2 into P3, Looking at Figure 6-12 we can foresee the diffi-!,, atnd P. Ps culties we will meet wheai programming the algorithm.

6-3.2.1 INITIAL SORTING OF THE DATA
Before the first stage of computation the data0 "/must be sorted and put into a different order. There

are two possible solutions:

6--3.2.1.1 Inverting the Bits
12 :In the N -4 example let us write in binary form

(with log2 2V bits) the order number of the inter-
63 ferogram samples, and invert the bits

/4

,.,

P_.w-. ------ 12 l-010 010-2| 2 13-011 110-6
I' - 100 001-1

Sa I101 101-5Figure S-13, C'ompk tr M t '0"meinwti in
Tiw" rFT Torhniqw 16="110 011-3

1r-ill 111-7

A new miuldividing of P, in Ps. P4 and Ps in Ps. Pe
noin Kiv" the final S 8. but poritions (3,-14) have to .We find preeiwly the orfdr in which the dta
be appid twice (FVilgr -12). (One moe '4-p, in mmps niust be put before performing the first
which P . P. Ps. P are divided, and we vt Figure operatkm.
6-13 in which are tprwoted all the lritntar- ot11mu
tiotv% of the VFiT in the cau .'-, 6-3.2.1.2 Recurrence Fouh

In the general m*-w we must nt eae, .tage: can ls U a rt-turrmCi fonrula which will
(1) divide in 2 pairts the aibwet.' given by thr p s give the indivre i. For itwtance, in erdr to get i(.)

we mw-t determine P acvrding tooperat itm. hence we have log2 ,r .. '1iAml
(2) crmbw the 2 rrsidts of the DFT opetmion
applid I', the new , utbwt. in ord-r to rec-ver the rFT
relt4 of the twerimg stage. Thi-s eombinatie
imlies I multilication Mid I ulditiwn. lewmr the 2 <t<2 +l
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Then already been written as

i~n)=i~n2P)+ +7, (6-1b)
2 P C, = DFT (Yk), and D, = DFT (Zk).

with i(l) =0, F,=C,+iD,. re(0,1,2,...,N-1) (617)

i(2) =2N/2 = N,

i3 2N/4 N/2. The Yk and Zk are real; C, and D, are complex and
i /Hermitian (see Appendix A), which i cans:

6-3.2.2 LIMITATION5 DUE TO SIZE OF
CENTRAL S'I RACE

If we look at the last stages of the computation,
we s-e that the two numbers involved in one given C C*r, and D,= , (6-S)
cembination do not follow each othr. Thus, if we are
to apply the algorithm directly, we must keep the
entire computation within the central random access
memory. and we obtain

Let M be the memory size. In any computer a
fraction of it will always be used up by the system and
the program. Since At is in most cases a power of 2,
only A1/2 will remain available for storing the 2N ,,
complex numbers, which means 4N:<l1/2 and
N<M/8. For instance with M= 32 K words* we can
test at the most an interferogram with N=4096
samples.

The conclusion is thus the same one we reached Comparinon between (G-17) and (G-19) gives:
about the interferometer. The greatest difficulties will
be met with large numbers of samples, when N>NL,
if we put N,. M8. lihen we must use nonrandom
acces auxiliary storage. Thi6 case will be studied C, +F_
later.

6-3.3 Real Fwmclo *F(G+20)
In the ease of a real function I with 2N samples

we would like to treat only 2., samples 0hmt is. etim-
pute the f+'" of complex function E with X samples
made -.p by suitable intercombinations uf the 25N
real samples I. Th'in B %ill be recft.structed using a e shall obtain the 2X complex samples of B by
lineur assoeation of the N(6) FF ,T results. Iteth1 w (-14
rule I wnd a new rule 2 ,are needed.

~Rule No. 2:
Only 2X memory word-- are needed to torr within

.+Ih.Wen peioi

O .,V c tC li '- l m e m o ryD th e X co m p le x a o lJ dr- O f a , , F , I .,,1 ,..

ompitn function and the N cAmplex amn ples of theconjugate fun'!!6 .( -2
,+r'6 -3 .3 .1 P R IN C IP L E B " 2 2 .. .

Lot At be a complex funtion. ,with 2

Y- )'+ 1,4 (&16) 0-3.31. XJN' FOR lPROlG.\MINC,

When F if, periodic and its pitxrf~ it, equal t-, X, we

"-B and F, the complex DFT of Ki ,omputW from X

Scomplex sMmples of k*. We note that C, and D, have

Fl FF,;

t
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Ik is a real function sampled at 2N points. Thus, B is We have previously defined Ek by (6-16) from Yk
complex and l-rmitian. Consequently, and Zk. .In the same way:

(a) B.+,= B*-; (6-22)

(b) the real part of B, for r e(0, 1, 2,. . . , 2N- 1)
is an even function of 2N samples making 2 sets
symmetrical with respect to r=N. The imaginary Gk=12k+l+il2k, ke(0, 1,... ,N-I)

part is an odd function of 2N samples with respect 4

to the same r = N.
Thus, in order to have the entire spectrum it is

sufficient to store N complex values of B, which can and we define the new function Hk by
be c 

•her:

, * , • . , *H k = (Ck+ G - )

B7 = [(F+F~) - I 7(Ft - F~ )], (6-23) Hk =

G-k = +I2(N-k,+l -i2(,-k)

1 iV-k+ I2N-2k- (6-26)
or

Or, making use of (6-25)

-'[(F +F, _, )+ iW'(E-F'_7 )I. (6-24)
G2*'_k 1 - 2k-1 +il2k,

From one of the two sets it is easy to calculate the
other. In the case of a perfectly even or odd inter- and
ferogram, the spectrum contains only N real numbers

which are either the real or the imaginary part of Br.
One must select either thefirst half of the 2N samples
of the real part or of the imaginary part of B,, or the
second half according to whethe. the optical spectrum Hk= [(I2k+ -I2k-l)]+iI2k. (6-27)
is located on the first or second half of range 1/h.

6-3.4 Odd Real Functions

6-3.4.1 PRINCIPLE Function Hk is Hermitian.* It is made up of N corn-
The interferogram is not merely real but also plex terms. Its DFT K(r) is a real function of N terms

either odd or even. Thus, we are led to use this addi- from which we can ootain the N real spectrum samples
tional property and use a technique by which the by a linear combination.
FIT will be applied to N samples only,'" instead of We shall see in the next paragraph how this DFT
2N. From these N samples, which characterize one can ba reconstructed from the DFT of an auxiliary
half of the odd or even function, we can construct an
Hermitian function Hk having N complex samples.
The DFT of Hk is a real function which can be * Let us compute MAI and Hk2 for 2 points symmetrical with respect

obtained by linear combinations of the results of a o

7I)T pcrformed on an intermediate function Fk with 2--p and 22 =-+p, p .
N/2 complex terms)lN. Hkfi[N-2,+I--N-2,-dIi1N-2.,

We shall treat the odd fun.,tion case here (the Uk2-11IN+2P+1-IN+2,P-II+1N+2P.

even function case is treated in Appendix B). Making use of (6-20)
/N,+2r' -- _2p ,

IN+2P4I - -IN-2P-I,
Ih'+2p -lt -IN-2P+I

Hk2-j[IN-2P+-! -- P- I)l]-ilN-2j. -

fk -
1 2.'-k, k e(O, 1, ... ,2N- 1) (6-25) The real part of H1 is even and the imaginary part is odd; thus, it is

-Hermitian. "k

I (,V + k ) = (.v - k ) , 11 k - 14, 1 - '
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function having only N/2 complex terms. from which we get

k-N-I kN-

k- k-o

k-N-

+i F, I~klV- 2
r
k

. (6-30)
or, replacing Hk, k-0 (

Kr=j E 2-1 I)W 2
kr Since K is real, KN ,=K*,_, and (6-30) becomes

k-N-

+ 2 I 2E k "  (6-28)
k-0 k-N-1

KN , = (1 -W r
)  F, I.,+ llV r

k-0

Let us consider the term k=.-i

-i -I2kW 2"k, (6-31)
k-0

K= I 2k-I V
2 ,

k-0 in which the exponentials are the same as in (6-299).

On the other hand the DFT B, of Ik can be written

and put l=k-1. Then

k-2N-IBr= ,(6-32)
k-o

K'r = 12 +W2IV;.

or

Since the 1 2k+ function is periodic with periodicity
N the sum over a complete period will not be changed
by shifting the limits. Thus: k=N-i

k -o
Br= E 12k+ Wkrkrr

Then (6-28) becomes From (6-29, 6-32, 6-33) we can compute the N real
samples of

k-N-1

Kf (1-W2r) E I 2,W k Br=TV' (K,.g+K.,) 1 (K,.-KN-r)
k-0 1 - V 2 r 2i

k-N-i K,+KN- Z
+i I2klV (6-29) h 2

k-0 IV-r-W 2
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from which we get finally symbolized in the following way:

(a) Complex
Real part:
Ik (0, 1, ....- N- 1) FFT

B - / [ r(K,+K.v _.2 _ 1 followed by N zeros 7
2(K,-Kv_) (6-34) imaginary part 2N

sil T 2N zeros 2Ncomplex
N1

B,
2N complex ;

This is a pure imaginary function, the N samples (b) Real

',f which are obtaiacd by linear combinations of N followed by - N complex
real samples of K,. The transform K, is the FT of the N o mple

iermitian function Ik of which we have stored N/2 N zeros samples N complex
complex samples.

B,
6-3.4.2 FTOI THE IHERMITIAN FUNCTION F 2N

Hk N complex complex
We have seen above that the FT of a real function (Hermitian)

is Ilermitian. Inversely, the FT of an Hermitian
function is real. By following the same path in the (c) Real and Odd (or even)
opposite direction we can define a new function Fk Ik (0, ,...,N-I) Hk F
with N/2 complex terms, related to N/2 complex -- N complex complex
terms of Ilk by the relationship samples

FFT K,. B,

F=r(__ )-i 2 (H -H* ). 3 -' N --+E,--+ N real -+ real N.
Fk -2(Hk+HV - (_- 35) N- complex samples samples

The DFT of the N/2 terms of function k is a In the real function case the FFT involves only N
complex fuction Er with A72 terms also, a~s complex samples instead of 2N complex samples; in

the real and odd (or even) case only N/2. The entire
process, however, involves additional sine operations.

Thus, while the gains in storage space are actually 2

E,.=Y+iZ,. rt I...I N, and 4, the time reductions so far are only 1.5 and 2.8.

201 2 6-3.5 Fourier Transform with a Large Number of
Samples

6-3.5.1 PRINCIPLE
If the number of interferogram samples N is

The terms Y, and Z, are, respectively, the even or fater than of it N erog/4),themplmputais
oed samples of the real function K:the computation

can no longer be performed within the central storage
alone and one must use auxiliary direct access
memories, that is, drums or disks (as opposed to
sequential access magnetic tapes).2"

Y,= K 2,, and Z,=K2r+l. We shall now give the principle, by using an
extension of the rules, which are apparent from
Figure 6-11.

Just as we had called NL the maximum number of
interferogram samples that could be treated within

Thus, the N terms of function Kr are found. the central storage, let us call 2NL, the maximum
number of complex samples in the complex function

6-3.4..3 SUMMARY we now want to transform. We must sort the data
The three procedures for treating (a) complex, into the minimum possible number of subsets P; each

(b) real, and (c) real and odd (or even) data can be must be transformable by FFT within the central
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storage. Thus, each must contain 2N =2NL samples of faster computers. Skillful use of direct, access
and we shall have to perform K=N/NL FFT opera- auxiliary storage in third generation computers has
tions. The term K will always be a power of 2. been particularly important.

Once K is determined, two problems remain: The computation times are given by the following
formulas:

(a) How to sort the primary samples into the
subsets P? This is solved according to the following
rule. Let us give each subset P an index varying (1) IBM 7040 (1 = 32 K) Program FFT 4 K (for
from 0 to K-i, consider the binary formulation with N<4 K, complex function)."
10g2 K bits of these indices in their natural order, and
then invert the bits. A new sequence of indices is
obtained; these are found to be the indices J of the T=0.428X10- 3 2N log 2 2N+0.166X 10- 2 2N.
first sample in each subset P; and the following
samples will be found to have the indices J+K,
J+2K,..., J+(2N-1)K. For example, let us (2) IBM 360/75 (AtM=256 K) Program FFT 32 K
treat the K = 8 case. Inverting the binary representa- (for N< 32 K). t
tion of numbers 0, 1,. . . , 7 is given.

We conclude that the first sample in each subset
has index 0, 4, 2, 6, 1, 5, 3, 7. T=0.152X10 - 4 2N log 2 2N+0.145X 10- 3 2N.

(b) How many recombinations will be needed
after the FFT operations? Since K is a power of 2 we
can write K=2P, and we shall have p stages of re- (3) UNIVAC 1108 (2I=64 K) Program FFT 8 K
combinations from the partial FT operations in order (for N <8 K, complex function).**
to get the 2N final samples in their correct sequence.
In the just mentioned example we should ha;re 3
stages. T =0.373 X I0-4 2N log2 2N+0.261 X 10-3 2N.

6-3.6 Results
The computation times actually obtained are (4) IBM 360/75 (M = 256 K) Program FFT 64 K

summarized in Table 6-1 and Figure 6-14 both for (N_564 K, real function).tt
classical FT and FFT as performed by six different
computers (IBM 704, IBM 7040, IBM 360/75,
UNIVAC 1108, IBM 1130, CDC 6600). They show T=0.158X10- 4N log 2 N+0.206X10 - 3 2N.
the several orders of magnitude of reductions in
computing time realized in the last ten years both by
better programing techniques and by the availability CDC 6600 (M = 128 K) (real function)

T=0.17X 10-4N log2 N+0.230X 10- 3 2N.

| i / If, ,t I FFT TAPES,-'4e I4 CLASS0CAL I Is C IBM 360/75 (M = 256 K) Program FFT 128 K

0OU - K 5 1 - (N< 128 K, real and odd or even function).

REA ForN=8K, T is almost proportional toN,
11 360175T=0.15X 10-3 N.

_MFFT 4K 360175 1EVEN '

AL IBM 1130 (A = 32 K) Program in double pre-
?o Z FT _32 _ FFT cision

T is practically proportional to N,
T=0.11 N.

0.1 N
O.5K IK 2K 4K 8 6K U K 64K 285K 2%K 512K 1K 2KI

In the first usable FFT programs sorting of the numbers waa accom-
plished by bit inversion which introduced in the computing time a term pro-
portional to N2. This was negligible for small N only. Later on weeliminated
this term whieh was replae. by one proportional to N; this implied using N
additional storage locatio.n.

t The time gain realised by simply using the 360/75 instead of the 7040
Figure 6-14. Diagram of Computation Times. Crosses was found etial to 23.measured dotted ** For thi ular problem the 360/75 is 1.8 times faster than the

olations tt In this ease the formula involves N instead of 2N.
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6-3.6.1 IBM 7040 (M - 32 K) PLUS MAG- use FFT 64 K, compared with which the time increase
NETIC TAPES is about 3.

This program was evolved specially for the 6-3.6.3 IBM 360/75 TFD (REAL AND ODD
N>4 K complex function case on the 7040. The FUNCTION)
algorithm had to be modified in order to make use of
4 magnetic tapes on which sequentially ordered files The time T is still almost proportional to N;
were stored.

T=0.55X10 - 3 N.

T=0.228X 10- 2 Nd log2 2N+0.747X 10- 2 2N.

In the case of an even or odd interferogram, half
of the samples in each subset are equal to zero. The

Thus, computation time was 5 times longer than in the storage size needed is 5 N/32 in the central memory
purely central storage case with the same computer. and 2.5X 106 in the disks.
This program was used for computing all the plane-
tary spectra later published in atlas form26 for 6-3.6.4 IBM 360/75 TFD (M =256 K PLUS
most of which N was of the order of 60 000. This DISKS)
program could have been much improved, but this In order to treat the case of a real odd 2048 K
was made unnecessary by the availability of the function corresponding to a 1024 K interferogram,
360/75 with disk stores. one uses the Hermitian function Hk (6-26), which has

1024 K complex samples. In order to compute the
6-3.6.2 IBM 360/75 (M = 256 K, PLUS DISKS) FT it is sufficient to use only 512 K samples which

PROGRAM FFT 1024 K. (REAL are subdivided into 8 subsets with 64 K each; it is
FUNCTION WITH N <1024 K) possible to compute the FT of each subset within the

The first step involves sorting the data in 16 sets, central memory. Then one has only to perform the
each containing 2N/16 = 128 K samples, which are previously described combinations. The storage size
stored on disks. During the second step one computes in the central memory stays equal to 5 N/32, since
the FT of _ch of these sets using FFT 64 K. In the one tries to make the best use of the central memory;
third step the 16 sets undergo 4 stages of inter- however, the storage size on the disks is reduced to
combination, and the global FT is found; the spectral 1.5 X 106 words and the computation time is reduced
samples (N real and N imaginary) are found in the by a factor of 2.
correct sequence on two different disk files.

The general time is the sum of T1, T2, Ts. 6-3.7 Interpolationi in the SpectrumWe have stressed the fact that N is the minimum
number of samples needed to describe the iderl inter-
ferogram which is the FT of the spectrum; it follows

T, - 0.562 X 10- 4 2N, that N is also the rainimum number of samples needed
to describe the spectrum-with just one sample per

T= _0.158 X 10- 4 N log 2 N+0.206 X 10-3 Nd, spectral element. They do contain sufficient informa-
tion to reconstruct the completely smoothed spec-

T8 =0.336X10 - 3 2N. trum, but this cannot be done by a simple linear
interpolation. We shall have to reconstruct inter-
mediary points by a special type of interpolation.
We shall call primary spectral points those that are

Thus, obtained as a result of the FT operation and secondary
points the interpolated ones. We have found that
sufficient accuracy for most practical purposes can be
realized, with 4 secondary samples between 2 primary

104 N10- 3  ones; then linear interpolation (a standard plotter
program) can be applied to draw a smooth curve. In
some cases (accurate measurement of line ..hap or

if N - 1024 K, T- 22 min 8 sec. position) more secondary samples are used. 1.s-7 2 .29

6-3.7.1 INTERPOLATION PRINCIPLE
The two periodic functions B(a) and I'(&) are

About I of this time is used up by handling of the Fourier transforms of each other. (Here we take the
files which explains why beyond N - 32 K the time is case of an odd interferogram, but the following
proportional to N. The size and number of files discussion applies equally well to the even etse.) The
have been optimized for N = 1024 K and are not well period of '(S) around 6 -0 is our real interferogram
suited to N -64 K, in which case one would of course (Figure 6-15a).
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The sampling interval of the interpolated spectrum
(a) 08 41, (that is, the distance between secondary samples) can

V h ,t 3ah ZA I~nbe arbitrarily small. If we decide to have 4 secondary
, samples between primary ones, the FT 1"(6) of the

' " 'e: 'v . A secondary samples spectrum G(r) is a periodic func-
Ib) f2 tion with period 106max.

__ _ .__ _ _ .6-3.7.2 APODIZATION OF THE SPECTRUM

- .WOm, "l Interpolation (6-36) as performed upon primary
(C) °samples B(u) computed from an unweighted inter-

ferogram 1'(5) gives an unapodized spectrum B"(ur).
/ " ,,+I An apodized spectrum can be computed in two dif-

1: " If nu ferent ways:
(dl ,O (1) Instead of starting from 1'(6) as it is recorded,

Ak we multiply it by a weighting function A (a); then the

primary points B(r) with separation 0-
26max

(just as in the previous case) will be new samples of
Figure 6-15. Interpolation in the Spectrum (Without Apo- the apodized spectrum. If we again convolve the
(lizatioln) B(u) samples by the samef(r) function, the continuous

apodized spectrum is obtained.
(2) Let us consider again the ssmpled functions

The two sampling intervals are kr= 1/26m for B(a) and 1'(6) (Figure 6-16a) and the weighting

B() and h = Ifor 1 '(6). Let us consider the function A(6) whose FT is f(a) the new wanted I LS
2a (Figlure 6-16b). The FT of the product 1'(6) • A(&) is

rectangular function D(6), which is unity for (Figure 6-16c)

- max 6< + 6max and 0 outside, and its Fourier
transform

VY(q) =B(u) * f(,).

ffo) sili 2r. A..
2 1r ar a. ..

This is also a continuous function; however,
B"(u)#B(a,) for r- KA¢r; for these same wave-
numbers B"(4) is what we should have found by per-

(Figure 6-15b), whieh is the stme as the ILS. Let us forming the Fr of the interferogram weighted for
multiply 1'(6) by D(A). This is equivalent to isolating apodization.
one of tile Ixriodsl Of I'(6), thus reconstructing the
original illterfer lrdn 1(l). Since the FT of the
prodtct of two funetiots is the convolution of their .' : "', .- a--1-7P, the 1FT1 f"(pr) of 1'(6),- D(a) will be, (Figure 6-15c) .

,,* (a) 1(a) I

Tis is it continuous function, equal to 80) for I// \ ~
oa-Ka, where K is an integer tking all possible
values front - a to + . - se.

This is equivalent to stating that any retrnl
1xint of wavenulnber uo0 call be computed in t unique ' 1, ;W+
way. witlut any apruximations, by the integmt e

B"(ro,) B /() sin 2(u0 --€ F' . (igre 6- 16. Interptilatiuin in the 1.4'trum (Wih Apl-.271(cu - or) a,,,. i in
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Any spectral point can be computed by the integral In order to reduce computing time one has to make
QOL as small as possible, and to improve the filtering
of I'(6) two essential precautions must be taken.

Bf(_o)= =f B(u)f(oo-o,) du. (6-37) 6-3.7.3.1 Computation of Primary Samples

When computing the transform, if one takes a
sampling interval slightly less than the theoretical

Again, if the secondary sampling interval is ol/5, 1 for instance 6fi0.98X - , the repetition
the repetition period of the weighted and sampled 26mx 26mx
interferogram is 108.X (Figure 6-15d). period of 1'(6) will be 2.04 6mux (Figure 6-18a). Then

To summarize: We can either weight the inter- the transition region of the filter will correspond to a
ferogram, compute the FT, and convolve the so ob- range where 1'(5) =0 (Figure 6-18b). Reducing the
tained apodized primary samples by a pure sine func- sampling interval of B(u) means, in the case of the
tion, or transform the unweighted interferogram and FF17, filling only 98 percent of the tables intended
convolve the unapodized primary samples by the for the data with actual interferogram samples, and thi
wanted ILS. The second technique is preferable remaining 2 percent with zeros. For instance, in the
since performing only one FT we can get a given case of our longest transforms so far, the 10c interfero-
spectrum with several different -kLS. gram samples are followed by zeros up to

6-3.7.3 NOTES ON PROGRAMMING
In the ideal case described, interpolation involves

no approximations and gives the exact result. Coin- 1024 K f 1.05X 10.
puting does, however, introduce an approximation.
The integrals (6-36) and (6-37) stretch from -c to
+00, and we shall have to limit them to -t-oL. - ,h -_ h

sB"(uo)= o€ •, . ii
6L A101

Cutting off f(c) means the ideal perfect filter 0.,., ',o',

D(S) is replaced by D'(6), which is the result of a
convolution between D(S) and function a(,), ,I of -/ .--

A(a), which is the rectangular function cutting off d / 4,,.f(a) (Figure C-17). d t t- z.

.- - I D E A L . F IL T E R 0 " "I

M N APODIZED FILTER
APODIZED FiLTER

Figure 6-1& Filtering in Spectrum Interpolation

6-3.7.3.2 Weighting of f(c)
In actual practice the ItS functions f(a) will not

be used directly, but weighted by in "apodising*
function, such as (Figure 6-10)

A (a) -01 2 2.*

T'lien the filter D"(4) will be the convolutionD(J) * a(i), where a(&) is again the 1" of A(er).
FERIf Oscillations are then considerably damped. There is

j * abundant literature on the subject of filter improve-
Figure 6-17. Filtering ments.
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0.5- UNWEIGHTED INTERFEROGRAM WEIGHTED INTERFEROGRAM
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Figure 6-19. Instrumental Line Shape Obtained by Interpolation; Interpolation Function 10 Cyclesa

Thanks to these two essAential precautions we have cessor, a special IBIN unit in which the convolution
been aible to obtain secondary spectral samples with operation is wired in. If it is connected to a 360/65
less thlan 10-5 intensity errors, using only 10 sidelobes we have found the above cited 22 min time reduced
of functiotif~a). If again there tire 4 secoiidary samples 40 sec.
between 2 primary ones, this means we need .50 All the Aim6 Cotton Laboratory spectra have been
samples- of fau) between 0 and GL, F-igure 6-19 computed using this type of interpolation, at first
presenits several spectra that have been actually from classically transformed primary samples and
computed from an interferograrn using a sine intcr- later using the FF1'.
polation function limited to 10 sidelobes weighted or

unweighted. Two cases are' considered: weighted 6-4 TREATMENT OF THE INTERFEROGRAM PRIOR TO
interferogram (giving an apodtized I IS) or unweighted FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS
interpiolation accuracy tite to weighting of the con- An actual interferogram is seldom identical to
VOlving function. the ideally odd or even function so far considered. Let

A'together. computing 5X 10" secondary salmples us remind the reader that while small imperfections in
from 10" primary ones takes 22 min on a i60 75 IBM. the optical surfaces of the interferometer merely give
We con ask the question how much time has4 been a slight reduction in S/N ratio, errors in the path
..aveil tamparedl with direct computation? We might difference measuring system distort the 11L8.
have addedl to the actual 1024 K sample interfero- We shall keep considering a minimally sampled
ltritI:X 1024 K zeros, and transformed the 4 X 1024 K interferograim (N samplest) recorded by the stepping

p-iuiI)iltefeogamto) get at spIectrum with the same technique which guarantees an optimumn S/N ratio
ri'salut ion. but 4 (not 5) 1 inn's more stimples. Sup- from at given recording time T. Thus, we will not study
j,-iisg Ito limitat in from disk capacity. the conput-1- the filtering or correcting techniques appropriate to a
tion l ime wo-iuld have been .11, minutes. The gain is continuous scanning. We will also considet that the
>tpfl mo1(rt ?-jkeilrlar if one use's the Array I'm~- positionting accuracy of the samples is larg enough to
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make ILS distortions negligible.4  The difficulties [see h(o') Figure 6-20]
inherent in accurate measurement of intensities, with
the large dynamic range necessary to accommodate
simultaneously 106 spectral elements, can be con-
sidered solved and will not be treated here. We shall
merely study two rather common causes of error in f3(0') =Sin (2 roro8) J3. cos 27ro'ob sin 2ro,5 d3

order to learn how to identify and eventually correct
them. The first is a break in the sampling sequence =sin (2To'o#)h(oo-o).
and the second a shift in the samp* points (so
called "phase error").

6-4.1 Break in the Sampling Sequence k

Let us suppose the interferogram is a pure sine
wave of wavenumber a'o. If a sudden break in path L I.45L
difference occurs for 6 = So, the integral

" O37 I

f(a)= sin 21r a sin 21rri d6, L L

will be replaced by

Figure 6-20. Sine Transform of a Square Pulse Function

f (, 0sn2o= sin 2wo86d
( The sum of these 3 functions can take different

shapes. But in all cases there is both loss of resolution
+i'1. sin 21roo(S+P) sin 21r6 dS. and production of oscillating secondary maxima which

s0 can extend very far from the central peak. Figure 6-21
gives a few examples of a distorted ILS (apodized).

The error is defined by two factors:

Thus, we can write

'() -A (a)+f2()+fs(),r O=,o.

f, (o) - f: sin 21raoa sin 2rq6 da "f(€o-€).

Since the interferogram is weighted, it is normal
that the highest distortions occur for small factors.

I In principle, the error can be corrected by programingThis is a norinal ILS with resolution So ", --
provided the computed spe-trum contains at least one
well isolated line (emission or absorption) uith a barK-
ground ,ihieh is known to be fiat. However. we have
not so far found it worthwhile to attempt the

f iis operation.f,(o' -cos (2awro ) sin 2ra0 1 sin 2TvCI dj rL E
14 6-4.2 rhaw Error

-=CO (2vvoP)f(o-o), This ha.s been much studied: a phase error can
enter the interferugram under very different forins,

I %o far we have considered an ideally odd or even
2(",-bo) " interfergram recorded by an achrnmatic inteiferom.

eter. In practice two different err cal take place.

(1) All thesamples are shifted. none roincide', with
S-0. This.' it uat ion are.- If tlh means for det ect ing

This is also a normal ILS, but multiplied by cm. 2rd tero Nt., difference art, not accurate enough.
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1) r,1 fI (2) a0O.1 r-0.9 (3) o r O.9 (4) -0.9 r-.9

_____ I ~ t-- -
I 1

(5) 0 0,1 r ,0.5 (6) a -0.4 r a 0.5 17) a :0.1 r 0O.1 181 a 04 F,0.|

V- - - - - A

F-gure 6-21. ILS Aftei Break in the Sampling Sequence

(2) Th'le interferometer is slightly chromatic; there

is phase dispersion in the interferogram nind the zero

the interferogranl is neither odd nor even.

6-4.2.1 DISTORTION ()F ILS AIlSING
IR)M A COMSTANT PHASE
EIIIIt(il

J.et ti. e't~.ider an eveui interfrrolt'nm (Figl- f

tortI-~u, but with n constant error in the path dif- b
ference nwi suring device. When computing tile

.'3-ctrunt we will in (:let get the r vtine transform of
the even fnctioie , tmwli d ron on |lgre 6-22b and r.
What apikn.i. its the I I.8? "

-0

F(a) - A A(6) sin 2 r(d+ .) sin 2 tI di

-i 2 rao M(} 5 2rToi in 2"S d

+rt'w 21tfO/ A (i) sin 2"jd sin 2rw dA

Pig4vo 6-22. MEr'rt of xt Eiir,, so t~w (1pai d
F(c) -c" (2ru f*)oqV)+ sin (2rwot)k(ar). Zetterolint on br Intrffrne"tiM: (a) .- 0; (b) 4>0;

( ') * <0

'rh. i. th ii., u 1 af {erow w,-ightrl by er i C.,int
li-,, ,tlellil ofily onl ihe rMit -.A i fthe 11.64h-  the ow .e ut xl get with e- .4. FiVire 6-24 givc-

iai,-r,-sirt emir its the wavl, .xlti #f the line "f tile all tile p iN xha'w the I1.4 will I.Ae for
retlli-.rIl !l. . "I1,' 11r.1 i' tlw rori l - SI, the 1 -1' t-l 0<t J 0 <O,2 n d l Figu' 6-re ftr - I <. ,.< + I.
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We must stress the extreme sensitivity of the ILS
to very small -hifts. We will show later that it is rfeasible to measure the position of lines in Fourierspectra down to a very small fraction of their width;

-fe mus 

00VFg~ 

-5 efr aino h pprtsF nto o

-05

0) P, -05o-
0 0 ) Phas Displacemnts Taken Between - 2Y and + 2Y o

F

(C of course, for this to be meaningful the lines must
be symmetric.

Furthermore, if we consider not just one line but all- 0 6.tended we)-fillcd sp ectrum (either emission or

absorption), the very small background level shifts
will add systematically for all spectral elements and

Figure 6-23. Apparatus Functions When There introduce an overall sizable shift. I- igure 6-2)(; shows
Isan Error in the Determination ot' 0 how an extremely small distortion of the ILS, cor-

responding to E=X/125, call distort a rectangular
spectrum the width of which is otly 100 spectral
elements. The effect increases with 'the nilumber of

.. -spectrai elements.,

- ~ 6-4.2,:." R{APID REVIEW
.. ,he methods for eliminating the phase error from

- .. *..-.--- slightly chromatic interferometers are:

' :' *j t(1) If we record the interferog . from -. , to
Sr " + S.a.a sum the -quares4 of the sine and cine I11'.

4 lit we caun torget cou:iletely about phn.e. The nlethod
has the ndvantage of great instruntall et fin itv.

l i~ I~Ilowever. a double length interferugramn. oh twice
* 4, , , Ms wla iv s.tmples, miust be recordi. There is a

degrmdatitin of thle 8, N ratio due- to tile U.-'e of 141111-
iinear tW.", and tile zero intensity lovl is not as
well detin,"C4

(2) Several different ITcdmaiqtas lmavr been pro-
-osed for improving asyammetrial intrferagran ofI --. -. -- L -the 1yp1*

J'6 fe; 49tl4 #Sd

iani "-4, K)'eMM Form.p of the~ APPsn~to Fu#'uui0
tr )i ARM-t Vjprm at ths &h V IOV'rMtiwmi. C'ivw t.

aIlk oO t ; u rt uw * l .,,.d h..it. ,I. .)JI .. t,.'. .1.. k ., .rurl.4.
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(b) and (C)
(a) INSTRUMENTAL LINE SHAPE SPECTRUM OF A RECTANGULAR BAND

COMPUTED WITH PHASE ERROR: WITH AND WITHOU T PHASE ERROR

10 Xo A IE RAGE 
IcrA,=IOC-

(25NS 100

1.0_

(c)NO PHAS

0 ERROR ___ _ ___ ______

Figure 6-26. Effect of Dist )rtion of the Inqtrumental Line Shape Computed With Phase Error e 100 A=

with 4)() =21raV'o). The FT of I'(b) can be written 6-4.3.1 e IS KNOWN
as: The interferogram. samples are taken at

mn(a) -B(T)'~~ e- e, E+h, iE±2h, . e+Nh.

The simplest correction procedure is the one of
In order to reconstruct B(o-) we must multiply 3o3esei; -35h pcrmi rcntutdb

rn~o b Th whle iffculy les n m asuIn initroducing the correction e in the argument of the
4)(a). A really accurate determination would involve con.
measuring the interferogram from - to +6 5 1mx. One can easily show that the correction is complete
Accuracy can b, improved by successive iterations; it

is athr dffiultto uot anexat fgur. 2-27 iO32 only for the center of the ILS and poor for distait
is rthe dificlt o qotean -actfigre.2-527,0- reg.is. Fig-ure 6-27 gives the example of 2 lines at

7500 cm-' and 8,500 cm- corrected in this mariner
6-4.3 Zero Path Difference Error Correction (e=X9.While the correction is adequate for the

We aim at producing very high re'solutioni "true" spectrum, the sampling or aliases are not
(6oit5 X l(F em- correspondinig to R?= 106) at corrected, and they can be so) poor that the true
N =2 ). st thle wavetiumbers; must be mevastuv('d with spectrum is distorted. igure 6i-28 plresents tile result
an necCIrney of thle orde oC(f 1 0'. Thiis hias beeni madle in thle case of a rec tangul ar spectrumi again withI 100
poss55i ble by, t he constructin o.f thet 2 In p ath ifiference sp ectralI elements. Alto gether'I, thle( method is adequate4
At'pping irltvi-eronieters. 4

. 273 While the accuracyN a: ii Y for a uiarro w spectral ran ge in the ease wh iere
tiw san iplig illt erIva l ~5is awa i\ sa z&(j atoI, in )rnl(, en riherabl ( oi ersa m p1ig is used because thle imauiges

N ~iirI(Tording tech a 1(101 is usdin whiich no sample move very far apart.
(lillswith 6=0: tle eCorrectioln then miust be' however, this nietiodl (mCI; give the corre'ct spec-

I'It-odhu('Id bY til' colmputer program. trum if the recording is made from 6
m to + 6111k
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350000 400000 450000 500000 550000 600000
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650000 700000 7500 00 800000 850000 900000
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Figure 6-27. Two Line Spectrum Computed From eto A.

1o 0. ' i ! !

500 00 '00000 50000 200000 250000 00 9000 O

0 5

00

-0 31
50000 00000 50000O 5000M 5W 000060.

05

-0 3

650000 700000 750000 800000 850000 90o000

RETAGUARBAD 50 c,'TO650 m'COSINE FT FROM e TO -L- 36? c"

I° RE T N U AR B N 50 00 TO0000 45 0O 0 X 5 A0VOE600GE

e5 z 36

Figure 6-28. (Contilln S1)('(-trulml (Comiliuted Il-rom If to A...
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I n thiS caIS: perfect agreement with expectations (Figure (i-29c
and d1). Figure 6-31 shows a rectangilar spf rum in

tiesame c~e

I?(oi= I(kh+e) cos 27ro(kh+f), ~- -

5662c,~

1? +T I() Rh' (5) cos 2ro,(6+) da, 00OO 490000 WW000 60000 620000 640000 8600

Figure 6-30. Line Spectrum Computed With Phasc Shift

be5)ting a Dirac comb with period h, shifted by: e ErrFo -t =

With resp~ect to the 6=0 origin. One canl see it as thle
convolutioni of the unshifted Rh(b) comb by a shifted
D irac delta function d(e). The FT R'I;h@) of Rh 5 r-,-
is (within a factor 1i/h) the direct product of the
normial I? h (0) IDirac comb by cos J'rae (Figure 0o --

6-29a muid b). T1his means thle true spectrum is re-
const ructed without ati. distAortion; only the sampling IL

infliges are multipliedl by this. coefficient. For instance, 03-.t-2000 0O0 oo 0o0

if xoe colnsideir a line at crj, = 50 cnf'1 wvith 0~22 1Z 1 T
It =0.27:304 10' cm and E=6.13652510O-4 CM, We4I__
havet the situoat ion illustrated by Figure 6-:30 ill- T

0 3LI

R4h 10000 L0 M O 600000 6800 0

7_7

h 02351-3700000 75%000 600000 8500 900000

4 0136525 104RECTATNG AR BAND 7510,."~ TOMO- OSI~N E 05 FT FROM-L TO-L 43662m'

135A h AvER*G

Figure 6-3 1. Continum Spectrum Computcd with Phase

~ , j LShift Error From -a..., to + bm,,
J0000 5000 5000 100

(C)lI This technique is totally linear and does not
introduce the (liffleultY of the power transform con-

-'000 -500 000 000sidered above, but a double length recording is still
needled. Thus, We have used instead a rigorous inter-
piolationi proced~ure which, starting from the N

0 0 -actually recordled interferogrem samp~les gives the
(d) HI set of N samphles which Would have heen measured

-10000 -5000 5000 '0000 61-4.3.2 COMPUTATION OF' AN INTE11- 4
FTC -MAX To'MAO f IS~ KNOWN P()LATEI) "SEIC(ONl)ARx INTEA?-

L et I'( ) be the asy nimieti-ically szampled inter-
ligut I-2i, omut ug itIi 51pse~Ii l~~ Iin fun igranli (Fligure (i-32a) and B'(a) thei spectrumi re-

+ & e nstrueted bYV v FT compflJiltC frm -611a to
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41* it will be limited. Tests have shown that a highly
S~~PT(-8~~1.4~~) 1/ accurate filtering can bereleduigol ml

:Ir~Ihl.fraction of U(3) (of the order of 200 samples) providedL n: A:suitable weighting iz again used* (Figure 6i-32c).
(a) 1i am *a- In this way any interferograin sample can be

computed. In practice, N samples corresponding to
CoAU 3 8=0, h, . . . , NL are computed for FT PUrposes

(Figure C-32a). In some cases we have computed

VIV samples with a separation much smaller than ht,
i b) in order to trace a smooth interferogram curve with a

£ UU.A*u~~aplotter. Figures 6-33 to 6-39 show reconstructed
interierograms corresponding to spectra of different

f3~~ widths; thus, the shape and the sampling intervals of
(C) the interferograms varied widely. The crosse:i mark

the recorded points. The figures illustrate the sym-

(d) 47

Figure 6-32. Interpolation in the Interferogram 1
+ bmx The original spectrum B~o') is surrounded by
images, from which we can separate it by multiplying
B'(q) by a rectangular "filtering" function u~o) of

width -,the FT of which is U(b).
2h'

Figure 6-33. Example of Interpolated Interferogram

sin 7
V ~) cos i-(p+ )8 (Figure 6-.32b)

2h L.600 m,

where 1) is the number of ranges (of width 111i) which+
precede the one containing B(a); q is equal to 1 if i i
the spectrum is in the first half of the range and to :3 1520 1"0 1 22020o
if in the second half. IHORIZ

The inte-rferogram P"(S) which would be the FT
of the J3'~oju(a) spectrum is given by the con-
volution:

(3) =JP(A) * (). (Figure 6-32d)

Figure 6-:14. Example of Interpolated Inturferograni

In order to realize*i ideal filtering this convolut ion *.Tp as, t for tip spect run, interpim:t i problni%,n , uste the Ncigittingjshould (again) stretch from oo to + oo in practice f1:1jeti,,i 11 -01N-h2J
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I - A-.i2O04 V- 10 1 . .ZO. 1'-20
A. i~ " 0C . *5450 cm*'

'M 4500 em" m 50
*2,735,. h 0.547#

T10  im20 \20 v212 -O44~4 v .- , A,.

Figure 6-35. Example of Interpolated Interferogram

Figure 6-38. Example of Interpolated Interterogram,

432 VENUS HS NNPIO0 NNF-4

4-1

+Is 5, A-201.100 ~,v~~*' 1-
A. 1200 c-'m~ o

h * 2735

13 t 20 1680 2 810- 60--- ~ iJ~
-* V jv

Figure 6-36. Examplpe of InlterpolaltedI Tterferograrn Figure -39. Ea eo nterolated ('nptatioti
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metry of the reconstructed interferograms. Figure 6-5.1 Principle
6-40 gives an example of a spectrum computed from an Let us consider a narrow spectral range of mean
interpolated interferogram. wavenumber ao (Figure 6-40a). We must isolate this

range with a rectangular filter u(o), the FT of which
6-4.3.3 MEASURING THE PATH DIFFER- is (Figure 640b)

ENCE SHIFT E
The shift e can be measured rather simply from the

complete FT of a small interferogram portion Ip(b)
approximately symmetrical with respect to zero path in 7r Aa'S
difference. We have U(s) =s 7r Arm'6 o , (6-37)

.be(U)
21ro---arc tan--) where a,' is the central filter frequency, and

,a'=Aa/Nf the width. The FT of the product

b\J)Xu(a) will be a "secondary" interferogram I";
it is the convolution of the recorded interferogram

with I(b) by U(b) (Figure 6-40c)

be,(a) =FTcodI(5) I"(S) I(S) * U().

be(a) = FT 1ij,(6).

The proper sampling interval of I"(6) will be (Fig-
ure 6-40d)

Even if e is computed for several o and an average
taken, the accuracy appears not quite good enough
in some cases. A second "geometrical" technique has
been used in the case of odd interferograms. Inter- 1
ferogram samples with a very small separation are 2 a '.
computed close to the S=0 point. Then a linear
interpolation is performed and the path difference
giving zero intensity found. 3 '

n zThus, starting from the primary interferogram with
6-5 TEST PROGRAM N samples we can obtain a secondary interferogram

with only N/N, points, the FT of which will give
Even with the latest computers a full 10' sample N/N, spectral points. This means only a narrow

FT, with subsequent interpolation and (espegially) spectral range will be computed but with the full
plotting, is a long operation. In a large computing resolution. Again the optinmum compromise between
center, with a great meny customers it is somewhat computation time and accuracy of the resalts will be
difficult to have it done during daytime. realized if the function U() is weighted, which means

The ideal solution is of course real-time computa- using a filter with adequate :shalpe.
tion which is practical only with a special purpose
computer directly linked to the experiment as 6-5.2 Program
described in Chapter 33. The program we have evolved takes the :< 1024 K

However, a posteriori rapid computation is also very primary interferogram and computes S K, 16 K, 32 K,
valuable. We have routinely used a program which 64 K spectral slices from secondary interferogratus
computes 3 narrow spectral slices in about 5 minutes with the same number of samples. The experimenter
(one near the maximum expected signal), the others in must provide the (approximate) central wavenumber
regions of zero intensity; thus, both resolution and of the wanted spectral slice and its width. )ften
S/N can be estimated, and systematic errors detected. several slices are noeded; for instance, the one' where
We have tried not only to reduce the computing time peak signal is expected an(l another one with zero

but also to simplify the data and program handling energy; thus, one can judge resolution and S N ratio.
as much as possible. Only one run is needed to (1) The computation time includes three terms Ctr'-
read the data on magnetic tape, (2) compute, (3) plot responding to (1) production of tle secondary inter-
the interpolated interferogram, (4) compute the full ferogram by convolution, (2) i', and (3) spectrum
spectrum at low resolution, (5) compute and plot tihe inlterpol ati n amd plotting.
:3 slices at high resolution, an(d (6) measure rms noise With the 360 71. eompoting slices of S K each from
and S/N. Steps (2), (3), and (4) are often sldpped. 10' samples takes 3X9f =2,S see. WVth the alh,:adY
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mentioned Array P~rocessor unit it is even possible to -

make the full spectrum computation by that process; M3 -C3  ________

16 seodayiterormso 64 Keach are produced (a M_ C4

(3sec each) . Altogether we need 1S min M 2 -C2  __________-

6-6 'SOME OPERATIONS PERFORMED ON THE t
COMPUTED SPECTRA

A 10" samp~les spectrum contains so much informa-
tion that the analysis of the spectrum has to be made (b
automatic as far as p~ossible. - ____________L_

6-6.1 Weighted Averaging of Spectra
The K identical resolution spectra computed from (pdztm

K idlentical length interferograms can easily be aver- jJpdato.
aged. If they have the same S/N ratio, they are given
eqIual weights and the resulting S/N is improved by a (C)
factor \ 'K. This has been fully verified in many L

instances and show,, the absence of systematic differ- L____ -_ L *
ences between successive spectra. ~-~ 1 ~ v

In the astronomical case, for reasonF quite inde- EC1  Cj1 C4 3 C2
pendlent of the observers' will, many- interferograms
cannot, be terminated, thus leading to lower resolutio,
but nevertheless usable spectra. They also have Figure 6-41. Weighted Average of Spectra
va1riable S/N ratios. In order to include them in the
tracings given in the p~lan~etary Atlas we had to aver-
age spectra differing both in resolution and S/N ratio.

6-6.1.1 WEIGIITING COEFFICIENTSFosape
If -e have :i spectra A, B, 1), with the same resolu-

tioii and S 'N raltio) k., > kj5 > k), the best spectrum A fwC± 2 C± 4
will b~e mult ipliedl, before averaging, by C'4=1Anth I to 3!3, WC+2C+4
others by CI? (A-,j'k 1) and(') = (kj1Wk.4

2 lAt 4,wC±'± 4

6-6.1.2 WECIE)AVER1AGING
Tesolut ion we hatve used for variable resolution 1114 to 3! 2, w =C2.

sl)(IttraL involve~. making a weighted average of the
primiar~Y (u nao dized) spectral po)in ts of all available
spect, aad then Initerpolat ing thll result with a suit- I te odterltosi ewe ',5

able wiet ntl.and~ I1,(6) is:
Suppo~se we have 4 spectra; the 4 interferograins

(ident ically sampled) will be defined by a niumber of
samlples 3i arid a weighting Coefficient (i (determinled
by' analy' sis oIf the S 'N ratio in the correspondingI~()I()E)
sp~ectrumn). It) Figure 6-41 we have represented 4
rectanigles (of increasing I engt I s, p roport ina to

.1! 1! = 11 113 .1/ <.! 2where 1,(6) is a ramp function (Figure 6-41b).
lI order to get t he sanie sampli ng interval in the *iu

sp ectra tile, s.111 rue number of som p~es must be used t
the input (of the Il1'. Thus 1,, 1,1 14 are- first comi-
140ted by\ addinig .12-.1-1/2-3.14, and .1/2 -3.13
Zt o Is.

lach spec~trum ik individually nortmlized so that ()=J() =I,().()

tht, 1p.~tk ititetsitv ik utnit ,y then the weightinug co-
I'llivjerits art. :lpp1lied. sitie tile ['T ik %i hitar (III'lt-

ion,. the ro'kilt is ideticae~l to) tlho one which would
haove l1etln realized trlill11 liii 11.i)f atn interifergt ig I

I~.A 6 wialtiu vernge of thle individual iiiterfer'- an
grtil I l'towVr. , t6 is tnlt the vatod ittrfero-
I.TottI, 'ttl(I t -iti~l. do 1140 ltivo~ tilt salit sjlecilie I~u i~)*F~~6J

\'h At u
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In order to find the correct spectrum Bn(o) we
must convolve B'(o,) by an interpolating function as
which is the FT of I/E(3) (Figure 6-41c). Of course
we can get an apodized spectrum, weighted by the
P(3) function by using the normal A(3) apodization

function.
The technique has been mainly used for the planet- 02, A-

ary spectra with 30000<N<60000. The FFT were :QR
performed by adding zeros Lpto 64 K, and the primary 1G 0  M
spectra stored on magnetic tapes. The improvement I !0
in S/N ratio compared with the individual spectra Our
was as expected. ,__ _ .....

6-6.2 Line Position Measurements 002 0o

This must be done by the computer. The demon-
strated accuracy in the high resolution spectra is
10- 4 cm - . The spectral range given by a single Figure 6-43. Line Position Meaisurcment
spectrum is 9000 cm- 1.To make full use of the avail-
able precision on a paper plot, supposing a pointing
accuracy of about 1 mm, the full spectrum should be
90Shifts between centers of other chords give line

It is also nece:sary to measure line intensity, asymmetry.
equivale width, and shape (for instance, asym Several corrections can be introduced at this stage.
metry). All hese measurements can be made from The first are experimental (reduction to vacuum, and

the secondary (interpolated) spectral samples stored correction for finite solid angle of the beams in the
on a magnetic tape. The tape also gives the overall interferometer). These are applied simply by changing
number of spectral samples NG, the wavenumber of the reference wavenumber slightly. I)oppler etTect

the first sample, and the spectrum sampling in- corrections on the astronomical sl)ectra are also intro-

terval bag. duced at this stage.

After a crude measurement on a paper plot the
experin.enter lists the approximate wavenumbers of 6-6.2.1 ACCURACY
the lines he is interested in. The computer searches In order to test the accuracy of the entire program
for maximum and minimum intensity within a speci- chain, w\ have l)erformed the following operations ,11
fled range (of the order of 2 to 5 times the resolution the 10" sample artificial interferogranm correspond-
kA, depending on spectral density, and so forth), then ing t( a line at 5000 cm- 1, sampled with an
finds the centers of 10 chords at equidistant intensity h = 4 X 10- 5 cm which means a 1, h = 12 500 cn-1 in
(Figure 6-12 and 6-43). In general, the center of the the computed spectrum; the resolution is
chord closest to the line tip is taken as the line center. 1.1X 10- 2 cm-t.

(1) Computed the 1024 K :tmiples lFouriertransforni
(the last locations being fill,,d with zeros as explained

AOG above). Th primary slpectral sample separation is

"M! G(Nd) kit= 0. 11920918955X 10-2 en,-1.

-9(2) Computed the interpolated secondarIy slpetral
G (N p)samiples; their separation is 6 = 0.23S41S.579X 10"~

C cm-.
C I (3) Computed the line position. The results are

C " summarizd in Table 6-2.
CI

Table 6-2. l.ine Position

2 Aa Given i Measured
ain cm 1 ow mnbwr wavenumber

.. 0.06 4999.i00) 4t0)9.9g 9) 4 7%6
0 11 5WORo; 41-9".9i999i7SC

(s0.20 50X),0504 49W9.-W)W97S6
0.01 ;)(X).0X0) 500.0000007 6
0.02 500,WX0000 W IK00S000X)l,
0.04 ."00.01100 41 )991W PWTSi

* ~~Figur 43,42. Line' hoition Memnuremntn ~-
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6-6.3 Equivalent Widths A 3  A3GMd:(Nds
The measurement is performed within the range

lar3 on each side of the line axis as defined by the pre- 0 Mg B -
vious result. Figure 6-43 illustrates the absorption
line case. Three parameters have to be found: G.(N).,

(1) Tie average background B,,; it is defined as the +
average of the highest intensities found to the right - +
and loft of the line within range 2 Aa3.

(2) the area S of the line below the background.
(3) the equivalent width (width of an equal area

rectangle) (Figure 6-44).

The ITFT and interpolations are performed i Figure 6-44. Equivalent Width Measuremrent

single precision since they provide the spectral in-
tensities. The computation of the line positions uses
double precision. We see the final error is of the order written which computes the second derivative of the
of 3X10 - 7 cm"-- or an accuracy of 1.6X 1010. Thus, spectrum, thus eliminating the skw background ievel
computational errors are actuaily negligible; the best fluctuations. Figure 6-45 shows the result for a P 'H3
exl)erimental results so far showing a 10- 4 cm-i error, absorption band. Any ordinate above a givei, 'raction,

In order to make the full operation automatic we say 10 percent of the overall maximum, is taken as
should not even ask the observer to detect the lii es. an indication of the presence of a line; tL line po- tion
Another program (not yet routinely used) has oen program is then used.

A

linir 6-.15. ['4eeolnd Derivativt, 't an IC]| 8p etrinm
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I.

Appendix A

Hermitian Function

An Hermitian function is defined by Its FT is real since

H(r) =H*(-r).

h( f (A-jB)e 2 "'' dr.

It is a complex function with an even real part and
an odd imaginary part.

The real part is F'T, A - FTiB.
The imaginary part is FT.1.- + FT,.B -O.

H,= A +jB, A is even, B is odd. Inversely, the FT of a real function is liermitian.

Appendix B

FFT of an Even Real Function

In the ease of an even real fmnction 4k with and we deline the llermitimn fimetion it by
ke(O, 1.... 2N-l)

It fi I v -L ll - j (GL;- + "t -

I N,(O, -.... ,-). GNv -t k I2.\ -;?A - '12,-t 2 4

We shall defile G by 2k-iU24t-I,

(;k=I.+ i A. I ke(O. I ,..., V-1) III- -2 +. .(12k+1--2& -I).
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Iet th I"T of Il. be called K,. =.- 2 rkK.v-, l 2k|V r

k-o

k-.V-I

- 2, - E 2k+l •~'.
K

=  
-, - O

K,' Ilk1".r
A =)

On the other hand the )I:T B. of Ik can be written

It i. poissih to (om nie the o IT of an iHernitian -2.,-I
ftuncetion I11 wit h .V comlp~ex trm. from the N 2 B.= E
('1iielex teri, of functii inF dcrived from Ilk.

k-N-I k-N-1B, = E+ /.,.,k|2rk+ E 12+k+1i11,2411,2.

k.o k-O

k V-j- k N-
, = _, I..< W"{+~ , ( a.,,- l,-, \Ve can noweoml)ute the .V real smphesofB.

A - - Ik -- LI - " _ -- ___.- _

B, =(Kr+ Kx_,)+-

*t-, k=n --I

-1ti I 
. . -

+.2: tl I-' .,.ll '' r(O, 1, N - 1)
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7. The Impact of New Infrared Sources and Detectors on the

Future of Fourier Spectroscopy

P. L. Richards
Department of Physics, University of California

and
Inorganic Materials Research Division,

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Berkeley, California

Abstract

Current developments in infrared sources and detectors are discussed with
relation to their impact on the future of Fourier spectroscopy. References are
given as a guide for further study.

7-1 INTRODUCTION monochromator or interferometer. We may expect
to replace both when -a new source is found. This is

I believe that the pace of change in infrared certainly true when one of the many infrared gas
techniques is increasing. Spectroscopists are becoming lasers' is used as a spectroscopic source. Because of
interested in new kinds of problems that phiee heavy 'he lack ,J roqiiency tunability these la.-crs have had
demands on infrared apparatus. Partialiy because of limited impact on infrared spectroscopy. Only in
these new problems, scientists from other disciplines specialized problems, such as magnetic resonance in
are becoming increasingly interested in the infrared solids, where the effect under observation can be
and are bringing their expertise and ideas. The tuned, has the development of fixed-frequency infrared
interest in infrared astronomy is only one example of gas lasers been useful for this purpose. On the othertgis trenrs been devlofent for infars sour.cesh ohe
this trend. New developments in infrared sources hand, light scattering spectroscopy, which does not
and detectors on the horizon could radically change require source tunability, has prospered.
the experimental situation in the next few years. In New types of laser sources are now being developed,
these notes, I discuss several current developments using the techniques of non-linear optics, that provide
that could prove important to the future of Fourier tunable monochromatic radiation over a wide range
spectroscopy. R '.erences to review anticles and to of infrared frequencies. Continuous tunability is now
relevant new work are given as a guide for further available from I to beyond 250 cme ' and over certain
study. higher frequency bands. When fully developed, this

class of sources could make the monochromator or
7-2 SOURCES louri(ef spectrometer obsolete for laboratory infrared

spectroscopy.
The now conventional sources of infrared radiation These new sources depend on the ability of a non-

for laboratory spectroscopy include the glow-bar or linear optical material to generate sum an(l difference
fig arc plus grating monochrom; r or Fourier frequencies, P3 -Vl=P'.2 , when two intense sources,
interferometer. It is useful to think of both together P, and P,), are present. In general, we consider three
as the source, because it is the continuous nature of interacting waves with frequencies (energies) PI, V,
the lamp emission that necessitates the use of the and V3, and k-vectors (momenta) kI, k2 , and k:,.

Preceding page blank



HotIiI'i.I'iV 111 nwonetiur e-m,i-i-vation are rei- sp~ectros5copy over the diffraction grating. This
(q1in.d Molrin ilm i'oii~rvat ioln depends o1% the advantage is realized only if thle experiment is detec-
iii 41(.xof~ nat io oiif thle (anlisi droip c) nolioni a r tor-noisf- liminited. 1)ev- lupine tits in infrared detectors
(i'Vstaif So eflieirit iii ii-l jiii'~i liiP(i'tsV Will iiiiv occur could therefore bring the simpler more robust grating
(M' :L Sliecific I'VlatiMipil betweenl freiJUuenCieS. instrument back to the forefront.
p1jiil-iZ:ktioiiS, :111d dilrertioiis" of piiOptigttioii with Ill order to illustrate some possibilities for infrared
respec '(t ti, er rys ta axes, detector development, I wvill discuss first some

'ar ifrared difference frequeiny generation was a~trttlimrv ens nth letmpaue
first deiiioiistrtted by' Zeriiike and Berman.2  They bolometer and theni describe a new typ fdtco
d'' tected a difference frequiency v:if_ 100encm- wle'n based onl Josephison tunneling between two super-
t wi frequieiies siiilpiieits, tl and v.,, of a broad band conductors. Thlese two topics by no means exhaust
Nd glass laser were mixed inl a qjuartz crystal. Itecent the posssible developmen~s, but serve to illustrate the
expeimienits by Itichards et al.:' have found that the growing inl purtanee of tile teehnique.s and materials
stabilitY :iiii power output iof this system canl be of low-tern' irature physics onl the detection of infra-
i iirvesIi ia ii it icaly byl nioide-hick inrg tilie Nd laser, red radiatioin.
Far i s e t al. 4 hiave de ruonst rate( thIiat Coll nt in lnously Th'le most genierallyv useful modern infrared detector
tuntable dlifference frequency puils-~ with 1ii NV peak is the Cie bolometer operated at pumped le tern-
plower "anil be obtained over the frequency range fromt herttture. These bolometers, first described by Low, 9

1 to -.50 elin1 by using- two teiiiptrature-tunedl rubv have been used by many workers. Such bolometers
lasers as sources. Lithium niobate has relilaci-d quartz are oiften limited by room temperature background
as thle non-linear cr 'ystal inl most (if these exhperimlent. radliation noise inl the near iiifrared (BLIP11 condition),

Anothleir difference freqiie genierat ion scheme, but never inl the far infrared. A recent development
which is tuinaible ill Steps of -1 Ic11- from -1 to of great intere.4 is the report by Drew and Sievers 1

11i.'; 1 c 1 uses two repetitively. Q-swvitchied CO., of a Ge bolometer cooled by a Ile 3 refrigerator with a
lasers olierates onl various rotational components oif sink tempierature of 0.37' K. The importance of
tlie lines around 9) to My) , Se iiconductors such as lowering the heat-sink temperature below the usual
I n~b or G aAs are used for ioni-liniear mixers. Th'leir 1.0 to 1.50 K obtainable from Hle' is illustrated by a
cubic structure prevents tile usual mlet hod of phase calculation done by the author" that shows that if
(liinmeiituni) miatchiing b)y crystal orievitat ion. Wave- the bolomieter p~arameters are optimized at each value
guiiiei inidueeI aiiisot lop', m: modification of the free (of heat-siiik temperature, the noise eqluivalent powver
carrier conit ri but io n to thle index b iy temperature or varies approximately as TV. This result is valid if
mnagnetic fieldl, permits, phiase matching oiver part of the limliting noise is low-temperature .Johnson noise
thle potenltially u1sefuli frequencey ranlge. 7~ or thermal fluctuation noise, but not, of course, if the

Yzarborougli et Ai.' have piroduiced coiitinuiiusly limitiing noise coimes from the signal or background
tuiiable radiat ion from 501 to 1-1) emr -' h a piarametric radiation.
lirii('dure inl i Nb( ):i. A single-pulsed ruby laser with 'lTus, a typical large (f7C nm 3 ) Ge bolometer for
frequvien y P, eiiters a cr 'ys tnaI phiase-nuatchled to favor far infrared use With a sink temperature of 1. 1' K and
its 1 iplittuiig uil into two bemis, ve2 andI vti, that --atisfy' IN,

1
\ 10 2XX flz would coirrespoind to -3X

tlit' reijiiirememl~itS ci = c2+e3 anol k, = k.+k.Th 1 0 - W/\ 'IN at 0.370) K (lDre\\ and Sievers result)

biw i itiy i g n f I ie ic C r ~ vse ne:t ik I. is t l d( 4 n 'X10 IV/ _ 'lz a t .0 2' K. A t emnpe ratutr e o f
by ot t mg tlii crst he tdes if e frciice pul ia- 20 mK iir less can be reaiched by reliable (if trouble-

We c- ,ee frnt iedtso eeecdpbia somie) techniques ofmodern low-temperature p~it.\cs
tinus thIiat tuna ible Ii ffereince freqIuvi iy generat ion h s such as Hee3_11e 4 dilution refrigerators or adiabatic
been dleveloiiniig vt rY rapiidly. Th'le availability of (leiagnetiz-ation. The NIA) varies ais the square root
organlic dIye lasers t hat canl be t aned over tile whole of tile bolometer volume11 so that our example (of a
visible spectruml lets uts speculate t hat continluously ~-n 3 blmtrfruei a-nrrdsetoee
tiinble di Termei ce fieiqu eincy gen erato rs fo r tilie 'it ire, hias a li mit ing NiPat least at decade larger thian at
iiifra r'd ran ge w ilI soiion 1w available. If sucli devices bolometer just large enough to see a diffract ion-
provle simplIde :m ieli a ble, thIiey mna y rep l ace pre'Isenitly i mited near-infrared imiage.
Used t eel mu qu ies (i nc!udmllig Iori ei' sp ect roscopy) fior Noi one Iias conistruictedl such ai mill idegree bolom-
I abi ra torY absorpil tion iilii 1511i'i'ieluts. eter or even found the concen trationi of dopants inl Ge

7-3 ETECORSreqluiredI for one, but there is anil excelleint chance oif
success for anl ' one will in g to take the trouble. The(,

I mp ro vemen ts iii i let ect ia's nat u -ifl ly afflect bhi t ad vaintages inl ginrg to lower templeratures aplly with
lIniiitiirY absoi ill i spmc tr0 scip i; y and the measure- small qunan titativye di fferen ces to any' bi domet er. It
llni'rt if ol'iittiiig solinces, w~hither inl the labortoir *, nia ,N be that they will be easier to realize with super'-

t ni iii er'e or beyvid l. I expIet thIiis deve fol nent, coniduct inig bolomieters o~r ot her kinds. CTertainuly the

to bie fuflly as rai'd aiIts tile I in igess oif' soilrces d isenssed supercioinductinrg bol ometer Iias not yet been oiperated
ni hve. 'Ill n'P iipi' it iis i 'f tile best ova if ibhe siources inl a full\l- deve loped form.'I 2 TIlu e often quoitedF
hiavye a irec t effiet onl t Ii use luilii ss of Foiunn'ier di fficuIt.\. of regulat inrg the tempherature' adequately to
sp ee t roiseopiyi. If tilie t iiruliit r'eqir emi'n ts ar'e riot remain onl the sup~ercoucut inig transit ion Iias beenl
I a rgi. ii)ill.\ thu' mulft ipIl ex aidvan tatge f'aiviiis Foiui rier so lveid by mioder' n 1iw-t emperatii'e tedciniques.



A radically different type of detector that shows mixers. Since .Josephson currents re.spond~ to rf
great promise is based on the supercurrents or voltages at frequencies as high as .0" IN1lx we can
Josephson currents that tunnel through a thin oxide seriouslv consider constructing a heterodyne infrared
barrier between two superconductors. This Joseph- detector with a bandwidth of seveial cm-1 One of

*son effect is one of the most complicated and interest- the tunable laser sources dliscussedl above couldl be
ing phenomena of modern solid state physics. 13 For used for the local oscillator.
the present discussion, we only point out that the in their present form such detectors stiff er seriwisly
current is the sine of the time integral of the voltage from a poor match to the incoming radiation. !f the
I = I0 sin [ft ' 2cV(t') dt'/h+0o]. This highly non- impedance match problem can be solved1 and Com-
linear current-voltage relation allows us to construct parable sensitivity obtained at hiigh frequncies to
a number of useful devices. For example, if a dc that obtained for dc magnetic fields, -NEI~'s in the
voltage Vr( is applied, we have a quantum oscillator 120W/llzW region are possible. Such dlevices
with frequency v = 2eVo)/h, that is, 484 G Hz per mV. could count single microwave or infrared photons. 17,18

Grimes, Richards, and Shapiro" showed that such a In summaryx, it seems probable that developments
tunnel junction could be Li.,ed to make a broad band in infrared technology, either in sources or detector,
far infrared detector with NEP -5X 1O- 4 W/V\/fZ. will strongly affect the future usefulness (of Fourier

Richards and Sterling' 5 have constructed a narrow spectrometers. Infrared techniques are unlikely to
band regenerative receiver in the far-infrared with remain as static in the next decade as the' have in the
peak NEP-<10-1 4 W/V Hz. Grimes and Shapiro"t  past.
have shown that Josephson junctions make good
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8. High Resolution and Iigh Information Fourier Spectroscopy

Pierre Connes
Laboratoire Aimoi Cotton

C.N.L.S. Orsay, France

Abstract

A stnnmary of the Fourier spectroscopy work at Aim6 Cotton Laboratory is
presenited. '[i( rgnal goal of computing 101i samples spectra for high resolution
widle spectral range wo rk in the near infrared has at last been reached; other
priillems, in particular planetary and stellar spectroscopy, have been tackled onl
the wity.

8-1 INTRODUCTION propertY, although other systems canl multiplex in

~~he loirie spct r isopv orkbega t abor- principle as well.' Tlhe theoretical gain relative to a
toie Am~Coton iil J~-tunlertli' lir~ti~i scaninllg technlique is enlsy to detinle; if M1 spvctrIA

to *iri iit itt i lin aim1- wasi the irctisof pol elements aire studied, record ing time can be reduced
unders(nntoo :the ief em it n %isotbeal lo mo;st of therl bya factor .11, or signal-to-noise ratio can be improved

eleiens, li viibl roii n hd bon xtesivlv by etc.2 Ellementatry considerations show howv
st n je Iby ititigr p iCt r l i it t I e ncteh i i ~thle gain is much reduced inl tile photoemissive receiver
it ws hpedFouiersjiet tisopvwoud iproe ~ range.: U nfortutnately, non-fundamental factors

retuwts anopd Fouienr Ipte co wol therv tnraed 4tild also be considered. In principle, the Fourier
Iron t ie erystat tlielabratry tadgret c inversion process gives perfect discrimination be-

titenve tIi at highi restdv in g pit wer amotl l bih acrluratc% tween spectral elements, however large J is. fIn
of wvennibr ieas irniets i od b i btaned practice, interferogramt distort ions due to source

o a itenl~tie r Iiat IreIts ei r'l be obta ~ini int ensi ty or rmectordi ng system fluctuaitions, non-I Inenri-
par all tie ie n t t i iis0t atie thNi.) dwud te, et., prdc ranidom systematic spectrum (listor-
provth~et ma Iiin ttracon 1o1 at lv e treate inw tions ; these invariably increase with 11.
larsgei a pectra! tmitil coui~hlitd a a nt I trae irtll A "qual ity factor"*Q should be considered for esiph
toi better ty apl-v quier taindcalti gatd illg ore Fourier spectrum and plays ats important at role as thle

rome er ho Ii gh esilut on nd ide pecral multiplexing factor M. Q is simply tile ratio b-etween
trovieri we Iih at stliol itl wid pec ltrl the ttitid energy available in the spectrali ranige and

son had not dIhiui, th li inimumn detectable energy in thle spectrum, that

ATwii classe4 of pl-oh~lns hatd tii be soilved; they canl is, the energy oif at single line whose intensity is equal
be lst 'd intIt' re tn i ig nil4.411 w in\ to thlit rils noise. O ne call consider either an emission

or t absorption line, but its witdth must be negligible
8-2 INTERFEROMETERS AND RECORDiNG (smaller than the resolution). Thle noise must be thle

actually measuretd noise (from differences between
Onie of tw in ain adlvantage's i if Foturier inter- sulcessive spectrat. or fromt the measured fluctuations

f i one t rit' , speit riso isti of ~ coirsv t he mntil ex inrg in region s of k nownVt zermo initt'isi tb') and not computed
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from source energy and deteet*"r NEP1 for instanice. optimum signal-to-noise ratio.5 WhXlen the astronomi-
Thus, all causes of error are included. cal iriterferometer was built (1963) the largest niumber

The Q factor canl be written as of samples No.,., that could be transformed ili practice
was of the order of 10'; if oversampling had been uised1,
there would have been no hope of exceeding grating
spectrometer- (inl the case of bright stars or planets)

Bm since they alroady gave resolving powers of thle order
Q M (81) of~Huge imlprovements inl computing Fourier trans-

forms have takeni place since; this means it has becomfe
quite easy to oversamlple inl most, cases. One would1
riot bother today' to reducie the number oif sa mples to

Where B., is the mean spectral energy over the free the n.'iimurn -ainpJlinig theorem figure for N less than
spectral range and Nf is the rms noise. No simp~le at few timles 10'; nieverthieless, it is still ii(('i'sa iv for
considIerations call be used to predict Q, although, of N> 10', which corresponds to the p~resenlt state oif
course, inl each case- photon noise would provide an the art.
uppler limit. H1oweve r thle st ep)Jinrg-rec( rd in g t echniiiqute hias inl

The actually recorded Q depends first onl source the liealit, proved of unequalled accuracy inl inl-
fluctuations. Easy problem., include (for instanice) strurnental line shape alelini tion, spectrum relpro(Iuci-
laboratory absorption spectra; dliffictult cases include bility , andl waveniimber p~recision." ThIe 1)ossibilitVy
many' emission soureeM and all astronomical ones of inIterrup~ting or slowing down the recording has
because of turbulence. However, suitable recording proved invaluable, especially iii the astronomical
techniques canl greatly improve Q for at given source; cae
this is the whole story, of astronomical F~ourier spec- The internal modulat; n technique Was imnginedl
troscopy. 'lhe factor At indicates the gain to be real- by Mertz"1 but Was dro,.;ped inl favor of "fast scan-
ized inl principle from multiplexing; but unless enough nig-wt lae "coeren an. is,4fas scan icold we
care is used, Q will not be increased sufficiently and suited to the low %% olmfs sann ~tllb
the results will be uselessly spoiled, extended to high N old'y with dIisk or drumi storage

Inl short, At measures the profit and Q the labor. devices and would lose much of its origiiial simiplicity.
We had no inklinig inl those early days of the labor Internal modulation was developed only, when tile
in~volved, or we Would have turned to easier problems. laboratory becamne interestvd inl astronomical applica-
'1'le main step~s shall be briefly recalled. On the Way tioiis,ki since thme improvement is large mainly' when
to the original goal, altogether different p)roblems at fluctuating source w ith a niore or less I f speet rum
were tackled first, and techniques initially developed is observed. II(A'vver, it p~roved so conivenienit that, it
for one reasoni were kept for another. is nlow tused ill all Cases. 10.12 WNith inlterl.1 lloudta_

The first interferometec' involve*d no new%\ features. tion, recording time is unlimited and no ndding of t he
It wa-,s usedl on nlight sky emission ;" the interferogriim. interferograms is reqtiired. Th'le modutlation frequency
were pen~ recorded and then samliled by handi~ and1( eye. which best stiits the dletector or thle prioblem call be
The maximum was N = (M iniput samples and 're- selected at will.
solving p~ower wits 200. This problvm Was excellent A litst remark onl a generally w~isuiidertoomd po(in~t
for beginners; it -tq one inl which it large gain cotuld shoutld be added here. Ihel( so-called dynamic range,
eits1ily be realized .,, elementary techiqutes, simply problem iii Fourier spe(ctroscop~y does5 ;ot exist and1(
because the results given by grating spectrometers the simple and obviotus techniqtie of changing the gain
were so poor (R? - 1.50 ait 1 .6;4). after the signal ampilitude has droppei 1K"1 makes itI The three main features of the interferometers p~ossible to cope~ with the Worst cases. It is equivalent
developed during the inext years Were cat's eyes retro- to uingi coariser' quatntizat ion levels for the rentral
reflectors, step-by-step recording with interferometric pe'ak ; the errors atre founld totally' negligible inl practice.
servo conitrol, aid internal modulation.

(Cat's eyes r(etrrfle~ct()rs4 ,'7 were origiiiallv Coil-
sidered the easiest solution to the misadjtistment 8-3 COMPUTING
p~roblem. Tloday, with the experience gainied ill -ervo
controlling path difference, at cla.siczd plane mirror We Were at first very' slow to tunderstanidt the value
Michelson with parallelism 4ervom control itdded is of putrely digital Fouirier transformat ion, and1( turned
preferred. However, the small mirror inl the cat's eye to genierail puirposet compuiters otil y anfter (;ebbie pre-
canl easily be stippiorted by at piezovlect ie ceramic anid seiitedl his first ,-,tjltsl6 at the 1957 Bvlleytie coin-
provides at very convenient Ways oif increasing the p~ath fervece. H owever, co(mlititers seentetl usable only for
difference servo speedl anid of producinrg internal transforming at few thIounsand sal ies; so t'4itiitied
niod ~fulation. ' 10.12 Work onl at slee ia p u rpoise hiy brid co(mpu liiter r ioved

Step-by-step recordingK With iriterferninetrie servo to be at "blind alley.", This seemed the onily wa.k'y of
control was initially devel' iped becatuse of the ecorioniy reVaching our groal, the transformation of 10 m~ibO~
of samvpling 1xinits obtai ned inl t Iiis way , voiit i nb bu The i ist rtmn it sh oulId hav prov0myided t he resulIt inl thle
scan techrut ties iieed oversamil inrg to obta in thle incredibly short ti me of j u-st a few\ days! ('' elatest
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* I 474) tI~t:il efilipliter igii'e is 1 nunil.) Tlhe tletrinic portion of the interferogram and the results were
par W:- itliiill biltitti tritlqut. 17l how%, tariitteti toi the observer before the end of the

ver.. (optrtion iiiipli.'tl thitrt her nIdVe aL.Sllnptioii recording.
0h i la tilet ie tipe 1()(11 could be ritated p~erha~ps This techiiitjt was largely responsible for the sue-
105' tiinr t\,i.tntwar anid the aetiial resul ts were, a cess of t hiese oibservat ions and for a time thris appearedl
great shoctk. WUieli t Ii stage w~as reaeched. Smiall to be the way of the future. H owever it gets far too
Iliglit-t de4riiih. wtrt. bcottiillg aLvailable, but puriely expenisive when a large lumber of samples must be
dligital titllitiltatttin tvthiiuts hall progressed wvith transmnitted- -uniiless one has the rare lu-ck of operating
gianit striohes anid the s , -stvlll wvas abandoned. close to a willing large computer.

Ihie suicevssivo. stepts in) t llt (lil lert tof prot- Small general purpose computers have since be-
grannrirg gerovral purpittst- tompiutetrs \\.tie dlescribed conie common and have beeii successfully programmed
bY .I. ('oiriis inl Ch'lapter 6 (set- F.igure "s-l). l'acli step forr real time oplerationi (Bras et al. at the Aspen

(.onlfe renrce). They cannot, however, handle our large
amiount at dlata; more precisely they are not fast

1010enough for high input data rates. Now, again, the
S0 0 1 ultimate solution appears to have been found. The

I CENTURY integratedl circuits revolution has opened entirely new
S10 9 to--- possibilities, and even a laboratory which is not

- basically computer oriented canl now% build its own.
S108 te real time classical Fourier transform computer

9 IYEAR was constructed by G. 'Michel who will give the
~ -*-- - descriptionl (Chapter 33). At long last the virtues of

digital techniques, and this is a completely digital
z
I 0 system, are thoroughly convincing. The main features

are: 1) a basic computation time of 10-6 sec/input
0 - point/output point, which makes it about103~ times

IDA faster than a "small" general purpose computer pro-
__ grammed for the same problem; and 2) a maximum

* HOU I output capacity of 20,000 spectral samples (when
-1 HOUR 0 complete), with no limitation on input capacity.

0 OMNUE This computer is used for real time checking of a
2 ________ sp~ectrum slice; both extended or simplified versions

10 couldl be built for problems differing from ours.
104 103  1o2  to

DAYS TO ASPEN MEETING

8-4 RESULTS

Figiri ~-. Ttu ll 
4uttnt~ fr rallrt~~uig 1)~The greater p~art of the effort has been, rather uln-

-nl~qa I111iiiijou of Day ):i o the1 Aspt'it Mee'tinig expectedly, devoted to astronomical sources. The fii it
iuterf-,rometer built and used in collaboration with
tteJet Propulsion Laboratory, featured 5 cmn carriage
dlisp~lacement (0.1 cm- resolution) and a maximum
Samplling Speedl of .5 samples/see, which meanit that

%Iias eagerly awvait id andu immeldiatelyN lit to utse. 4WM) samples could be recorded in about 3 hours.
Dui rinlg thle fi rst ast roial bii i- va t i Ils (if 1966 it ia lThis turi nedl otit to be the practical limit, partly be-
large nlumbier oif ritlls tif papelr tape (If ilp to 10AM) cause (If the computing fariliities. Thel, spectral rantge
Saili tes pt it ill up %itl It1 Ilttrle: lls oIf coi 1111tin g t he It ich cant be computed fromt one initerferogritm is
et 1111111t q1vvIrc :k I i ll'sis tinig oIf I 41 H) 5:lll iles). TIhe t hl :1000 cml - Iwheni workin tit 0. 1 cm - 1resolution.
ex telivii io t th lii l ( ki ti -TtiIke ' % fast F'tInr itr- t ranisfo ril Au i mprovement (of at leust 100 in resolving power
ilthodIi ( to la rgt nt nibihirs of sat iiIles ( go ater thItan thle was realized nil Venus, MaInrs, and1( Jupiter coa ire'd
eilitral , totrav vtt aceit ' 0 saivedl thlit situia t ion sltt rt I to thle best grating spectra;8.27 anl eleniri tiry ciiI-
after tiettl, tvttii'ts tilat ion show, t hait grating spectrometers would bave

Vaist :io'evss to tite, vtlilter has- 'lwas been a reqi'l aii inicrease (If W~in in recording time to do
luiijOr %%isli. k telIVItloiiie line tr~lliiissiiii Wks ulsed tiln same. Scientific results include the detection (If

oif a1 spi'etiirII 'lie't 1i:16i11ii11 r''ltitioii wvas ob- implfrolved knowledge of their iitmosplteros 22,23.24
tatiitt'il itoit art huir after 11o Iv'iotl tif tit,' rectirding. antd, also uneri-ectedly, (If the CO., molecule itself.25

*li i seenivil ll tleu0 l f:i.,t I .lit t .till lltt o f t Itt' The comInplet e sp ect ra if Vtenus, Itkrs, J1upit er. arid
t1111'tt %%;s sjieitt hia1llitt- huthtr ior miieniet ie-tties, otr Satuirn have beeii publishewd iii atlas form it (Fig-
light jug trosu-i~ttrrllr :11i1 inot ill eililltit ilg. tire S-2). The qwretra oIf at few bright cool stars, have

rv' l-' il Ii' toil th(111ltitil iou %%,s list) iis'd: a l'm, also beten studtied, and the( technique apileati powerful
*restiii ji tnilItei itl 'i r 1tleinit.i fo r the stutdy% of stellar atniospheres an0*3 td
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Figure 8-2. One Page of Near Infrared Planetary Atlas2"

radial velocities. 2  lIn Figure 8-2. the scale is in The gain in xtavenumber zlccurarY is ,veni greater
vacuum wavenumber; line position measurements can (1.2X 10-4 rms error vs 2.1 X10-:'). For lick of a
be d~one~ from the plates tV 10-2 cni-' and from the long path cell, studies have been restrictedl !( a few
digital data to 1O-3 cm '. lin the uipper part, S.4 is very absorbing gases (for instance 0), N.A), 1('113).
the solar spectrum, and V,, V2 aire Venus spectra The spectra aire analysed by the group of lProf'"-Nor
recorded at different elevations. Differences betwef 11. Amat (l'acultII d' ~~Sc-et- .11 Paris).
V, and "2 indleate telluric linies. 1!i Q1 the ratio o. The recently couipleted third generation initer-
IIISA, telluric ab.surption are nevarly cancelled. lin ferometer' i s described h% G. [ uelachivili and

the lower part, 4S'A is the solar spectrum. and ./!I and J. P1. Maillard in C'hapter 12. Since there appe'aredl no
.112 are Mars spectra recorded ait different elevations pressinig need of increasing the( re~tolviiig power. tht-
and also with different lplane(tary. loppler shifts. Q.4 sameI Maximum path differencre was kept ; however,
is the ratio 3II/S'4. All planetary lintes on the page, the speed of the stepping drive %I~ increased: upl to
are due to C02 bands; their intensity. i-i much greatier 200 samJple..sec could be, reorded while keeping the(
on Venlus. internal modulation (the present stepping recorder

The second generation interfe-rumeter has beet Rives it 14 samples:'Sec limit), For stources intenlse
built by .1. lPinard. 9 10 Maximum path difference has e~noughi to justify. still higher spe.,ds, internal motdula-
been increased by a factor of 20 to nearly M0 en, ; the t ion would tit longer be useful and the syv'4en would
resolution is thus ,).10-3 cm'. jinee thle speedl of ope'rate in the# fast scannking modet (but without s"I-
operation and maximum number of .arnples were s4eluhett adding of interferograms).
about the same as- for the first jastrumpnt, th~e spectral Oth5 'r ne'w features iuch.de lance(r opt its (S cm
range covered from one interferogram was -10 times diameter be-am size~) :iiid a pri'lonii~t ly digital
simaller, or about 150 cm-'. This is too smiall for the 4-~rvo sYstrim givinig much stuallter nintimnt steppiig
original linie emission problem; the Iinstrument was interval (350A A) a~nd more freedosm in the rhoice of
mostly used on laboratory absorption spectra. A free spietrad ranige and aniplittidle of modlulation.
sizable gaini in resolving plower was realized co)mpared The instrunmnt, has hr, -i ut with %if) to) 10"
to the best gratingspvectrometer results; furthermore. samplles. which is not stippiIIeI to N-' zmY kind lof liamit.
till the techniques usedl in this interferometer could This Uppli agaAin to miialy.:imjd'oli terfvro-
readlily be extended t, larger patht differencves if the grams, tha~t is. t i' smle4 are all iilepen'mlent :iiid :tc-
nieed aroe. Thus, instruments of this type, represent it tually protltice 10" meanitig(til sls-etral sattile'. Withi
filial step inl the spe'ctroscopistsA long qluest for ever at free spxetrad ranige extrivilitg from 0 i161011 Cill) I~ '.

increa-sing resolving flower. tht- etilutitin is; rO.10 'm (:aptoxhizll
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'i ilie first tes~ts oi rair' earth emilssio~n spectra have 8-5 CONCLUSION
shiown a (Ialit v factor Q of :3.10'. Since the souIrces
Lre p a rt i cuiiial t roubi h iso n ic an row riii woirk coild( be (hilY techniiical problems have been sol '.ed, andi~ t iiis
dliii'to ifiji1riive tlii'tl, this pri't-eit figure is again large amiount of information is oif course' only what
[iot a litiit, could be expected fromt properly used Multiplex

fInd ti., mnneliir, tbeo original programni!4a at long Fourier interferometric spectroscopy.' H ow nii of
Iast [wen fi llfiiiIi'i. I oin a sinrigle reco rdinrg last inrg a th le xp~erienice will be valuable t.' others is not clear;
few fliours it is no1w poissiblie to, obtainl essetlly al .1 the case is a rather extreme one anrd most F'ourier
tlii' iniformuatilonl Jpi'iseit in thle ;piet runi. More' pre- spectroscop~ists canl get the results the ' are iinterested
cisi'lv, liYperfiiie and isotopic structure, Zeemani iii using simpler initerferometers arid recording or
pat tlrris arid l ine widthI anii shiape ('in be inea- Computing schemes. Hfow~ever, we hope to have
stiredl across thle eritir'e infrared range; t lie only limi- shown' that the advantages of high resolving pow~er and
tations are (Iliii to source trarismisiori arid receiver high accuracy of waveriumber measurement across
chlaracterist ics, broad spectrnl ranges are actual facts. 'ts a conse-

A pruigaIl Of this type wouldl have p~reviously Ill- querice, arid conitrary to a rather common belief,
volved hindureds of dJlffervnt labry Perot oir ,IAx 1:3  Fourier spectroscopy is hierc to stay irrespective of
recordings. Ini fact, it has never bent done arid any~ advaiice in the infrared detector art, and1, oil the
analysis was always limited to a smiall number of COritrary', anl extension of the technique to short wave-
bright lines, lengths is a most likely development.
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Abstract

Recent and previously unpublished results of measurements using l'ourier
spectroscopy by v'ari1vus scientists of the Optical Physics Laboratory are prfeszited.
A major portion of the data comprises results of the airborne program onl atmo-
spherie, emission and transmission of the atmosphere obtained at altitudes ranging
from 8 to 12 km. Tiie spectral region is from I to 15 icerometers. Spertra obtained
of the total solar eclipse of March 7, 1970, are included.

9-1 INTRODUCTION of abolut 12 km (40,000 ft) andi a maximull nu-;:sn

tinme of about 10 hours'. Th'ik aireraft I, slmswwu in
A primary mi*sion of the Air Force Cambridge Figure 9-I. T'he vteoi' immd ilis'a ismi o f t Isis :ir 1lim

Research l,2boratories is envirotimettal restearch, for opt ical tnva.trenlst't ranl bit- -eti inl fit, 1 :tg't
This minsion is direcll'Y t .'au.lntrd hY the O pt ical nuttierof Y;Iwrial w~iisltsw, inst alledI vatriwiu vioswing
Physics Laborator 'y into mesrtwnsof t Ihe itifrared atilgles A tmjssr efforti ba'. bee t blit- evvlmpsnmmit tii
prosiertie.- of the atmos4phere wid laboratory stiodies techniq~ues for w'itig bsuirimr Illr rssc mmVis.rh a
of atmospheric stiecies. A naturil re~asm't host iii etivrrssnivt of vilmratin, I nse: n rs -r3-
therefore. i,4 also th- continuous pursuit of( better tionq, alid eletrir,1l mm-i'v

speetnicseopie techiniques4. such as Fourier slitvtr
(tenerAyl. tilt problems o7f intere-it dot) nst respoire high 9-2 SPECTA OF HOT AIR FROM A HiGH ALTITUDE
resoution (.cI rn-) but raither ,iuf nsrryym lmmisieo NUCLEAR DETONATION
in the senie of time avnilib~rle] *i urre brilghitie'e.
Also. wavelength ac urary, l1)itttitg (fed11-iw.The fir~t sncee.s-u -rfrnsnt sit, gi't

and maimcum1111 Ilign-t4-1 oiSe kres Trr itlusartait. frrnintilr qw-etrinwtvm'r slui;%s 0win irerit .sers
,rhe atrtplei stuilels cai he t st-n ilit. about madll duirinirz tint- lilii-mltilli' urbr it-,. stris'.

four vategilrie*s (1) thevrmal) (equilibrium) pfl1Iwdi"- condcterd bY tit,' I ulit"If Stists ill 1,12. 1I P. ;at11Ivo.
studimd both in tr~sisIo~ ndl -msin 2) wnst- ( 'Isisf tif tit he taslint isso tIffert. htranels 'f flit )js tlea
thermal proliwtiir's4 at hilth altittuds-w. wurh I,. inh a;rssI llhv..ir,, l.aIvis-s~ fit,' 1 ise rimsty re.'istoit V

chetnilumines", tire (3) nurssral enmissitsnn. and (4) fist tils-w~ Im104 effhii Itii Ow hi I 1 At 1;-11 '1
ortilicinsl pciturbatittn- u6 nnw, high-altitude nuclear might nn'eni fin~t . %4f Al I izj' ms-:ssrt-mvit- ,'I :a

cletoanat ions. iarlear dil t m nsatiin'h nld revrt mit oh %s w.1 6ms

1'hll primse ot-rm''tl'lit lilatfo~rm i% a finsur-riugitie 11Imite :114 ans Ihmrefrinr 11,111 11'dIhe:m1%, slIe
jet nitrnrift. k( 135, 31M~'. with :11 AltItude Capability Firier ~1 '~is4isy eeiIei'.it hlslsin'r' tin
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Figure 9-1. Phiotograph of the AFCRL Optical Aircraft, KC-135

the reverse: A large f ** Ebert-f'astie spectrometer Figures 9-2 and 9-3 are spectra of a high-altitude
With at 50-emI dianieter mirror arid 20X30-cmi grating, fireball taken a few seconds after detonation. Each
which ba tl withrough the cargo dloor in two spectrum was obtained in one second. The instru-
pieces, obtained no data at all. In contrast, small merits were vibrationally isolated by hanging them in
interferometers with 1-cm diameter mirrors (the rubber trampoline mounts. The primary features of
original Block 1-ogineering cubes designed by L. both spectra are due to the 'hree heteronuclear di-
.Nlertz) got excellent emission spectra, as shownr in atomic molecules expected in high temperature air:
Figures 9-2 and 9-3. A signiiicatit advan~tage in this CO, NO, arid NO+. These data represent the first

case was the larger fields-of-viewv of the interferome- observation of infrared emission of NO+; with the
ters since the relative positions of the aircraft and the assumption of chemical and kinetic equilibrium,

howevver, for tran.,ient events tile importance of all of band strengths of both the fundamental and first
the lparamieters of encryy limited measurements are overtone of NO+.* The resolution is about 35 cm-1
brought to the forefiont, p)articularly the time A. T. Stir and H. P. Gauvin, Aurora and Airglou', B, Al. McCormac,
avitilabl, and the resolution required. Ed., Reinhold, New York, 1987, pp. 365-370.

1957

Z NO

z FUNEDA ENT AL

CO2 ADS;ORPTION

-h 
NO' FUNDAMENTAL

1300 1800 2300 2800 33(i0 3800 -

WAVENUMBER (CM-1)

Figurv 9-2. Sjxet rumi of Ilot Air (2.5 u to 8 M Region) From a Iligh Altitude Nuclear
Firebal. 'rhC$' dlata were obitained from 12-kmi altitude with an interferometer spectrometer
uisinzg it bolotti tr deteetor
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Figure 9-3. Spectrum of Hot Air (1.5,u to 3 u Region) From a High Altitude Nuclear
Fireball. The data were obtained from 12-km altitude with an interferometer spectrome-
ter using a PbS detector

(unapodized) which is not sufficient to resolve rota- CO overtone of Figure 9-3 can be matched with a
tional lines, but it gives a very good picture of the theoretical spectrum calculated at 3500' K
high vibrational temperatures and the correct rota- (Tvibration = Trotatino) as shown in Figure 9-4. Marshall
tional and vibrational temperatures (not necessarily Bruce and James Rogers of this laboratory have
the same) can be determined by comparison with compared many spectra of this resolution; in some
synthetic spectra. For example, the structure of the cases the molecules are clearly in nonequilibrium.

100 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

80

,,,60

F-ITHEORETICAL CO
020 35000 K EQUILIBRIUM

3900 4000 4100 4200 4300 4400
WAVE NUMBER

Figure 9-4. Comparison of the Overtone Spectrum of CO (Av-2) From a lligh
Altitude Nuclear Detonation With a Theoretical Spectrum at 35000 K
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lhi accuracy is typically better than 5000 K. The The interferometer spectrometer is comprised of
overt(me Of nitric oxide can be seen to be severely two back to back Block Engineering 14 cubes salvaged
a)sorbed by atnmspheric ('., (2.7,u) between the from old nuclear test instrumentation. The moving
airci.,t at 11 km and the hot air target at a much mirrors are physically connected and a HeNe (0.632Su)
higher altitude. laser is pumped into the reference cube with the out-

put used to command digitization. Also, white light is
9-3 ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS used with the reference cube in order to facilitate

coherent adding of interferograms. One unit operates
For atmospheric transmission problems, the air- in the 1 to 3.3 u region using an InAs (770 K) detector,

craft lltform has certain advantages oand the other operates from 3 to 8 A using Au(Ge) at
base(l measurements. lowever, it hai real limitations
in many spectral regions (see F~iures 9-2 and 9-3). trainable covering elevation angles from +10 ° to
Although excellent line by line computer programs +800; they can be tracked :12 ° fore and aft. The
now existte for infrared transmission or emissionnowtti, for infrredtrabn ssio n eogrh emisndt- output signals are recorded analog on an Ampex CP100 tape recorder. The aircraft window materials are
cati n the iributeios ofrtgeoray an20, K ntearcat oh ntuet are manallparticularly H 20,GE 105 fused silica for the short wavelength instru-
little known to permit corrections. Consequently, atn io curecin. ponseq uingtly, a ment and CaF 2 for the other. The maximum optical

measurement program udisplacement about the zero retardation point is
KC-135 is also being pursued under the auspices approximately 5  . This gives about 0 cm

of our laboratory. Interferometer spec- resolution unapodized. The instruments are scanned
trometers are used routinely for this work as well,

an energy rapidly, at a rate of 2 interferograms per second. This
However, the i tadvantages are full utilized fast scanning coupled with Aeroflex wire rope shockfor jrinting, accuracy, and better fully-tieas mounts is sufficient to negate aircraft vibration

well as the obtaining of data at different altitudes in problems. instruments were designed and
a short time under comparable atmospheric conditions.

I)uring the past two years, transmission data have Figure 9-5 is a representative sample of some of the
e oreduced transmission data which have been correctedbeen obtainedl over a wide geographic area rangin~g for the instrumentrepnefcto adsor

from the Nort h Pole to;-;) S near South America and farite by reD. o fctio and solar
in the lPacifi near.Johnston Island and Hawaii. spectral variations. These results are for nearly zenith

sun using the Au(Ge) detector. Approximately 50
R. A. McClatehey, Optical Physics Laboratory, AFCRL. interferograms have been coherently added. Tri-
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Figure 9-5. Fractional Transmission for Almost Vertical Path Through the Atmosphere
From Three Altitudes: 18 000 ft; 25 000 ft; and 40 000 ft
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Figure 9-6. Zenith Atmospheric Emission Spectrum (Curves A and B) at 12-kmn Attitude
Compared to Blackbody Emissions and the Chopper-Honeycomb Reflection Spectrum

angular apodization has been used yielding a resolution 1000 K. The chopper is often operated as low as 70 'K.
element of -20 cm-'. The signal-to-noise ratio in the The limiting factor then becomes the radiation re-
spectrum decreases towvard smaller wavenumbers. flected off the blade from the hot optics inside the
At 3100 cm'1, the s/n =340; at 1600 cm-1, the aircraft. To reduce reflected radiation even more, a
s/n =100. The various atmospheric absorbers in the field-limiting honeycomb, also cooled, is used to
3 to 8 A~ region can be seen: H20, C02, CO, 03, N2 0, eliminate diffuse scatter from wide angles. Thus,
and C114 . another two-order decrease in reflected radiance levels

is gained. This results in a reference chopper which
9-4 ATMOSPHERIC EMISSION MEASUREMENTS has the appare' t spectral radiance due to reflection of

a 300' K black body reduced by a factor of _10-4,
The problem of obtaini ng infrared atmospheric depicted as curve D in Figure 9-6. Thus, using phase

emission spectra can be uncerstood best by observa- sensitive electronics and liquid-nitrogen cooled de-
tion of Figure 9-6. Curves A and B are plotted as tectors, InAs, InSb and He:Cd:Te, atmospheric
estimates of the spectral radiance of the atmosphere spectral emission measurements at a zenith angle of
from 12 kin, when viewed vertically. Curve C is the 00 are possible in a few minutes to radiance levels of
radiance of a 300' K blackbody which, if multiplied about 10-8 W cn1- 2sr-I'M- 1 at short wavelengths
by some figure, say 5 percent, represents the level of and 10-6 W cm-2 sr 1'jA 1 at long wavelengths.
radiation emitted by an aircraft window or the The foregoing statement, of course, is meaningful
instrument optics when operated at ambient condi- only in the context of many parameters: detector J)*,
tions. One solution, of course, would be to cool the time of measurement, resolution, throughput (AR2) and
entire optical system, including the aircraft window. a fudge factor, 71, which includes such things as trans-
An alternate approach which we have developed to mission and modulation efficiency (of both the inter-
get around this problem is to locate a liquid-nitrogen ferometer and chopper system). The noise equivalent
cooled chopper outside the aircraft window which is spectral radiance (NESR1) for line sources using an
painted black to obtain about I percent reflectivity. interferometer in this mode can be shown to be:
The chopper is illustrated schematically in Figure .9-7.
Three interferometers are mounted around the mnotor
and operated simultaneously. With the blade cooled
sufficiently, its emission becomes negligible relative
to the atmospheric radiance levels. Curve 1E of N ESR 1
Figure 9-6 illustrates this for the blade cooled to x/to Aa7
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NITROGEN COOLED LIQUID NITROGEN
CHOPPER BLADE FEED TUBE

HONEYCOMB
COLLIMATOR' -" AIRCRAFT

ROTATION E
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Figure 9-7. Schematic of the Exterior I,iquid-Nitrogen cooled Chopper and Field-

limiting Honeycomb. Not shown are two key items: (1) an aerodynamic screen located infront of the ,hopper systemi for raising the j4t airstream over the assembly in order to leavea reatively qu.it region; and (2) a cover plate with three holes for the three interferometers.This plat( encloses the (hopper wheel for safety and helps keep H 2 0 and CO 2 from thewindows (frost) because of the continuous flushing action of the cold nitrogen gas

where 
peak, almost equally distributed over a bandwidthNEP is the noise equivalent power of the detectors, from a few to thousands of cycles per second. Rapidt is time, 0 is throughput (All), Ag spectral resolu- scanning is the best approach to the problem oftion and n the efficiency factor, vibration, providing large inertial forces and tighterAs a typical example, consider an interferometer with servo operation. However, due to the thermalan InSb detector, 
problem the chopper becomes the carrier frequency;

NEP= 1XL10- 2X Wit is rotated at the maximum subsonic speed (-1600t =5 mii00Osee, 
hertz with 8 holes). Consequently, the signal fre-,i=00 sequencies cannot exceed about 300 hertz. With these=1.4 X10-c22sr. restricti, is, the interferometers typically scan atA a = e m -I0 .1 m in p er seco n d .Ag =0.025 

These instruments were significantly hardened by
Idealab, and at this scan rate they operate adequatelyNESR( 5.) =3.2X 10-I W,(cm 2 sr cm- ') under about 0.1 g of vibration. All three interferom-
eters are isolated to this level on a large plate which is

The ethciency i is the product of several factors: the the bottom of a scaled box, with temperature con-interferomneter transmission and modulation efficiency, trol to about 1 K, and with reduction of H20 andtypicahly 0.1; the chopping efficiency, 0.35, and the C0 2 in the internal optical path by flushing withhoneycomb and window transmissioas, 0.72. nitrogen. This chopper and interferometer system inAside from the cryogenic chopper, the major entirety was designed and developed prinarily by theproblems have been the development of sufficiently author and E. Ray Huppi of AFCRL, with theaccurate parallel ways for high resolution and the assistance of Allan Steed and Ralph Haycock of Utahoverconiing of extreme sensitivity to vibration. The State University. The help of John LaSpina and Dr. ,Miehelson interferometers were developed by Idealab, Thomas Walter of this laboratory has been very in-Inc., of Franklin, Mass., to maintain parallelism (one strumental both in obtaining and in reducing theinch opties) to better than 0.8 sec of are over I cm of data gathered with this system.drive. The vibration environment on the KC- 135 was A block diagram with schematic representations ofmeasured land found to be typically 0.2 g peak-to- the various signal channels is shown in Figure 9-8. lit
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Figure 9-8. Schematic of the Electrical Signals Recorded. Phase sensitive
amplification is used to discriminate against the large d-e interferogram due to
thermal emission of the optics and internal scattered radiation

addition to the data channel, a monochromatic Figure 9-8. As the blade is cooled the signal decreases
reference is necessary for proper sampling. For until a null is reached when the atmospheric radiant
averaging the interferograms, a white light channel energy falling on the detector is exactly equal to that
(strong central maximum) is used to identify the same from the chopper. This is an excellent calibration of
monochromatic reference fringe on separate scans. the atmospheric radiance since the blade temperature
When the chopper is at the ambient temperature its is carefully monitored and the paint is known to be
blackbody emission spectrum (continuIum) produces very black in these spectral regions. As the blade
an interferogram depicted by the upper curve of cools the atmospheric emissions (which are IS0 * out
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of phase with the chopper radiation) produce inter- fundamental band of 03 centered around 1040 cm-' .

ferograms with much more structure (21d curve) The detector response limited the short wavenumber
which is typical for noncontinuum spectra. spectrum to about 700 cm - 1 which cuts out the

Figure 9-9 is a nighttime atmospheric emission major portion of the strong P2 fundamental of CO2.
spectrum in the 4 to 5.51A region obtained from Although the weaker v2 fundamental of 3 2 .5a)
S.S km (2S,000 ft). lhcsc measurements represent also occurs in the 700 cm-  spectral region, the
three minutes of observation time with an InSb partially resolved band between 700 and 800 cm - '
(77' K) detector with a spectral resolution of about can be identified with CO2 in accordance with the
2.5 em'. The broad feature around 2300 cm - ' is the relative abundance of CO 2 being 2 or 3 orders greater
intense v3 bamd of C()2. The maximum at 2210 cm-  than 03 up to very high altitudes. HN03 emission
is the 1) branch of the P3 band of N 20 with band center can be identified near 8S0 cm- 1. The other weak
minimum at about 2220cm - '. The features from emission feature near 1300 cm - ' is where P4 of CH 4
21:30 to 2050 em- ' are a combination of 03 (vi+v3) and v of N 20 are known to overlap. These features
around 2130 cm-l and C). (v1 +v.,) emissions, the have been identified better in other spectra not shown.
sharp line at 2080 cm- 1 being CO2 . The 3 v2 band of Data were also obtained during the recent total
('), is responsible for part of the structure around eclipse, March 7, 1970. Figure 9-12 shows spectra
1930 cm-' with the other intense lines being due to taken by J. Cahili and J. Rex of AFCRL with
the strong 6.3 1 band of H 20 (P). In addition to the interferometer spectrometer described under the
null calibration technique, external blackbody section on transmission. The detector was InAs. The
calibration sources are used to give the corrected data are in a very preliminary state of reduction; for
spectral radiance in units of W/cm sr cm-. For the example, the instrument function and radiation
optically thick CO 2 band, this corresponds very balance corrections have not been applied. However,
closely with the measured outside air temperature, the gross coronal emission structure can be seen. The
Figure 9-10 is a similar nighttime spectrum obtained bottom curve represents the instrumental background
from -12 km (39,000.ft) where the over-all radiance as seen just after second contact for about 45 sec.
level call be seen to be smaller; note that the local During this time, the instrument was pointed at the
outside air temperature is also less, 2340 K versus dark eclipsed sky. The spectra seen here are negative;
2490 K for Figure 9-9: In addition, it is clear that the the optics are hotter than the source. The spectrum
1120 emission is considerably less relative to C0 2 at above 4900 and below 3200 cm- ' is noise, evidenced
higher altitudes in agreement with the expected by a random distribution of the phase angle between
difference in altitude distributions of these two species. the sin and cos transforms. The upper and lower

Figure 9-11 is an uncorrected spectrum obtained at graphs are on different absolute scales. At 45 see after
night with a tlg:Cd:Te (770 K) detector and an inter- second contact the instrument was swung onto the
ferometer using NaC! as the beamsplitter and com- corona. The field of view is ,50 circular diameter (to
pensator material. The dominant feature is the v3  power) so that the oulk of the corona was observed.
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The negative region around 3700 cm-' decrefised in numbers greater than -4100 em', a positive signal

intensity, but still rcmained negative, indicating that is observed. The upper curve resulted from the

the instrument was measuring a small influx of co-addition of 90 interferograms (2 scans/sec). Tri-

coronal energy in this spectral region. For wave- angular apodization was used. Twenty interferograms
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were used to obtain the background spectrum. The removed, and the spectra are normalized to the most
spectrum shorter than 2900 cm-' (detector cutoff) is intense feature.
presented as a noise reference. The coronal emission
appears to be a continuum with superimposed atmo-
spheric absorption. The only apparent line structure 9-5 LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS
is al relatively w eak featur e at t 69q cm- .  Some of the laboratory applications of Fourier
NASA also observed a weak feature at this frequency spectroscopy at AFCRI, are represented by the papers
during the 1965 eclipse ad tentatively identified it published in this volume by Murphy and Sakai,
as Si X. Smith, and Hoffman. The paper by Murphy and

100, 46 K FT Sakai is a new approach to gas kinetic studies which
are more typically done by flowing afterglow tech-

80 niques, such as depicted in Figure 9-14. The experi-
ment is one of studying vibrational-vibrational energy
exchange between vibrationally hot nitrogen (N2:)

-4 50and CO. The requirement for interferometric spec-
30 troscopy can be seen from the fact that at typical

operating pressures of 100 mTorr the total number of
molecules in a 10 cm3 volume is -3.5X 10"'. Of these

o the number of excited CO molecules (v> 1) can be on2500 3500 4500 5500 6500 7500

WAVE NUMBES the order of 1013 and smaller. Thus, the maximum
radiance of the source (near the mixing region) can
be approximately 10- W/(cmn sr cm- 1) and falling
to 10- W/(cm 2 sr cm- 1) a meter downstream due to
relaxation and radiative losses. These relaxation,
quenching and radiative processes are the most
interesting ones for study; therefore, spectra with

43 K FT good signal-to-noise are necessary. The experiment
described here is also one of the most intense sources
of this class.

Figure 9-15 is a spectrum obtained by J. P. Ken-
0[ nealy of this laboratory with the experimental ar-
t] " rangement just described. It is a spectrum of the

i o -first overtone of CO. Typically, these laboratory
S..sources produce spectra of molecules with large0 vibrational excitation but rotational temperatures

2-00 3500 4500 S5500 6500 7500 equal to the gas kinetic temperature since rotational
WAVE NUMBER relaxation occurs very fast (typically 3 to 10 collisions).

Theoretically calculated spectra are used to determine
Solar Mid Totality the state of the gas, Tvib=5O00 0 K and Twt =350' K.

Other experiments such as NO+O--NO 2 chemi-
Figure 9-13. Spectra of the Efclipsed Corona. luminescence are so feeble in the infrared that one not
The upper (curve was obtained during a prominence only needs Fourier spectroscopy but additional light-
that oecurred a few seconds before third contact o
from one interferogram of I see scan. The lower gathering techniques, such as infrared integrating
curve is similar to that shown in Figure 9-12, bit spheres. This experimental arranget at is shown
results front co-adding only 50 spectral scans of the schematically in Figure 9-16. Another importantcorona with no visibly ttppaftnt prominences.sceailyinFgr916 Aotrim rat

point for all of these measurements is that the gas

sources are almost always orders of magnitude weaker
than the thermal emission of the environment.

Figure 9-13 is a spectrum obtained just before Conequently, one must, as a rule, modulate the

third 1ontact when a solar prominence occurred and reaction in some way and use phase sensitive a-c

hydrogen Braekett and Paschen lines were observed. aplification to see the molecular emimion. This is

The lower curve is a repeated spectrum of coronal generally done, in our case, by modulating the micro-

emision (.'0 co-added intrferognms) for reference wave dicharge which is the source of atoms or
lirl ,N ,s. Thile upper curve is from a single spectral vibrationally excited species such as nitrogen.

• ,,¢ see, taken during the flare. The two most
prniinent features in the upper spectrum are identi- 9-6 SUMMARY
liable vs hydrogen Paschen 4,3 at 5:02 cm- t and
hdn,en Ir:wkett 6.4 at SOS eni'-. Other spectral The primary thrust in the development of Fourier
scan1 .how niore clearly the emission of Brackett 8.4 spectriscopy at AFCRL has been to apply it as an
and 7.4 as well. The data are plotted with 20cm-  efficient tool at moderate resolution to a myriad of
re-luti mi. the instrument resiois , has not been slsectntscopic problems, primarily amsociated with *
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atmospheric physics. In addition to further work of particularly important for upper atmospheric emis-
the kind described here, there are a number of new sions, such as airglow and aurora, both for energy
Fourier instruments under development. These limited reasons and for getting above the optically
include the development of cryogenic interferometers thick thermal atmospheric emissions. Also, the
for both aircraft and sounding rocket platforms to wavelength range of airborne observations, primarily
take advantage of the increased sensitivity of back- transmission (ambient temperature optics), will be
ground limited (BLIP) infrared detectors. These are extended to 1 mm.
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10. The Origins and Logic of Multiplex, Fourier and

Interferometric Methods in Spectrometry *

Peter Fellgett
Department of Applied Physical Sciences

The Univmty of Reading
Reading, England

Abstract

The origins of interferometers, interferometric and Fourier bpectrometry, and
multiplexing applied either to spectra or to image resolution are traced. The
theoretical and practical importance of the distinct attributes of multiplexinq,
Fourier methods, and interferometry applied to spectronmetry are emphasised.
Interferometry confers a luminosity advantage that can also be obtained by multi-
alit methods (these have nothing to do directly with multiplexing, of course).
Fourier methods confer the advantage of wide spectral range. Multiplexing confers
a time advantage, equivalent to a signal-to-noise advantage. The greatest ob-
servational power results from applying all three separate attributes simultaneously
in multiplex iterferometric Founer (MIT) ipectrometry. A striking example
shows that niultiplexing is not the least of the three.

10-1 MONQCH~OMATO*$S, MULTIPLEXIN AND Multsilexiang is the prono whrrebv number of
MICNESON separate st-reams of inforo 't ion aire sent along a

single physical channel. It originat-4d in telegraphy.
There is evidence in the literature that much con- hais been e'xtensively developed in "oern trunk

fusion still remains about the distinction between the telephone circits, and most recently has pilayed an
multiplex, intorfortmetrie, and Fou~rier attributes in essential role in% communications s'atrlitres In
spectrometry. and the inter, relation between throe multiplex spretruoitry we pav* informuat ion conern-
attributes. Clitarly, if we are to understand the origins ing a large number of s'eparate Apesetrnl oretn
of these methods, we must findt be dlear about what througth a single detection channel. Mtollti lexing in
is being disc~'. optics is not, of course, confined to pecxtroms'try. Ior

This is imporaL for at least two rraonns. The example. l'rofespor Jim Iting' ai his etilleagues have
first is that an aecurato understwading of abstract put it to good use in direct itnagi. ,'nlicat ions.
concepts is one of the rosrntial components of the In 1949 1 %%ns concerned with the xvosibility of
scentific method, and one an which the development gning smenstivity by applying multiplexing in
of science dependo in the long termn. The %vacnd remson infrared sjtrttmrry. Theli a.svantaae of dosing this
is that the disinctions are important even in relation is b ' now wrii !I'n A.ld mime author% have been
to immnediate practica aplications. as we shall xer. kind enough t) ret--r to it a "the Felett qdvvantage .

'5 twd wi~.1 t ~I think it is better phyics to ur cleseriptiv- term-'
= M woksof r" *I 0%Vd or he sttoo rather than tiwrmons' namwrg (for example. Kn~ier and
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flertz) and would prefer to call it simply the multiplex that the majority of photons failing on the detector
advatage. It was first described in print by Dr. are likely to come from the signal itself. Consequently,
\Mar'evI J. E. (Colay,- quotinga private communication multiplexing a spectrometer does indeed give a
from mayscl|. Ie puts it this way: signal-to-noise advantage, but there is a corresponding

loss because of the increased noise in the detector; it
The most objectionable feature of a mono- is easy to show that the loss and gain are equal, so

chromatr in any spectrometric work in which that they cancel each other out in typical circum-
radiation is at a premium is implied by the very stances.
name of the device: only one element of the The second conclusion from the quotations is that
spectrum is utilized at one time, while the bulk of Michelson certainly did not formulate or exploit the
the radiation is wasted on the jaws of the exit slit. multiplex principle. Neither indeed does he seem to
When the source of radiation is small, a far more have invented Fourier spectrometry in any explicit
efficient use of the radiation can be made by sense. Michelson's original publications suggest that
employing the method now being developed by he arrived at his understanding of the relationship
Fellgett for astronomical observations. This per- -tween the spectrum of a light-source and the visi-
mits to obtain information about the complete bility of the interference fringes of the source by
spectrum in the time needed with the spectrometer physical arguments based on beats between fringes
to obtain one section of the spectrum corresponding produced by individual lines of the spectrum. The
to the ,lit width, when the entire source image is Fourier transform was apparently introduced by
accepted at the monochromator entrance. Lord Rayleigh in a letter to Michelson published in

This procedure bears a resemblance to Michel- 1892. 3 It is interesting to note in passing that in this
son's use of the visibility curve, although the letter Rayleigh predicted what we should now call the
circumstance that Michelson's visibility was es- jtational structure in molecular spectra; he,of course,
sentially the auto-correlation function referred to did so on a classical-wave basis, since this was before
some carrier in the center of the narrow spectrum the formulation of the quantum theory by Planck.
observed, conferred a vectorial character to the What MLhelson did invent was the interferometer,
visibility; this served to restrict the use of the and it is accordingly important to note exactly what
visibility, obtained visually, and treated as a he meant by this term. The phenomenon of inter-
scalar quantity, to spectra which were symmetrical, ference had been known long before Michelson. His
or nearly symmetrical, with respect to the carrier, contribution was an instrument in which two inter-
It must also be recalled that Michelson worked with fering beams are well separated in space so that their
visible light and placed emphasis on the accuracy relative path lengths can be conveniently and pre-
yielded by his method. The advantage in signal- cisely varied. It is this that he calls an interferometer,
to-noise ratio, yielded by the interferometric a term which he appears to have coined. He is not,
m-thod in the far infrared, -nd which does nct however, quite consistent about how restrictive the
exist, baicall*,, in the visible region, has been first ter. should be. In Light Waves and Their Uses4 he
suggester by I"ellgett, to the writer's knowledge. says:

We may conveniently restrict the term inter-
In Februa.ry, i949, Dr. Golay had written to me: ferometer to this arrangement, in which the division

and the union of the pencils of light are affected by
Miciielson, un(ler whom 1 took courses at the a transparent plane parallel plate.

University of Chicago, dvc:cped his interferometero(r Ch" iicargio, d ;evetpe ei osc However, earlier (ibid., p. 33) he says:
'rtl, -risible region, where there is no such

advant,.se [in signal-to-noise ratio) basically, and Th,. utilization of the two portions of a lens, at
he used to place emphasis on the accu-acy ad- opposite ends of a diameter, converts the telescope
vantages of his method. Also, lie Use, to examine or microscope into an interferometer.
line spectra confined to a very narrow spectral
region .... He here refers, of course, to what we now call the

Michelson stellar interferometer. Having displayed
Two points of special interest emrge from these some two dozen possible configurans involving

Itiotations. The first is the reason why the multiplex either lenses or mirrors, or both, Michelson says
advantage is not available in the visible region of the (ibid., p. 40):
spectrum. There are in fact two reasons for this, of The form of interferometer which has proved most
wlich one is extremely obvious. In the visible, image generally useful is thttt shown in Fig. 38.
detectors .,ucih as the eye, photographiL materials, and
television eamra tubes are availablo. There is And he then proceeds to describe the configuration
accordingly no need to multiplex; we can look at all which we traditionally associate with his name.
the spectral elements simultaneously with these Clearly it is this, and the stellar interferometer, which
imaging devices. The second reeishn depends more on are properly called Michelson interh-rometers. The
the detailed physics. In the visible, the ambient use of this designation for any two-beam interferom-
radiation fitld i., tifivient ly weak at room temperature eter is redundant, and fails to take account of the debt
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we owe to Michelson for the very idea of an inter- exploit a iuminositi advantage. The multiplex ad-
ferometer. vantage was accordingly the only possibility open.

10-2 INTERFEROMETRY AND INVERSION 10-3 RECENT HISTORY AND REMAINING MISUNDER-
STANDINGS

It was beyond the technical resources of Michelson's
day, as Lord Rayleigh recognizes in the letter quoted, The rest of the story is sufficiently recent and well-
to measure the interferogram proper, and Michelson known that it may be quickly told. By 1950 1 had
worked entirely with fringe-visibility curves. It is demonstrated a multiplex spectrometer, which hap-
well-known that he conceived and built a most pened also to be both Fourier and interferometric,
ingenious mechanical special-purpose computer for and validated the multiplex advantage. The first
Fourier transformation. However, he is re iarkably person to make actual use of the multiplex method in
reticent about the precise use he made of this, and I applications appears to have been Dr. Larry Mertz in
have not found a positive statei.,ent that he success- 1951, using a polarization method in the far infrared.fully used it for the actual transformation of a Professor John Strong'3 also used the method in the

visibility curve, although he attempted to do so far infrared, but apparently less for its signal-to-noise
(ibid., p. 80), and suceessfully re-inverted a synthetic advantage than as a good method of discriminating
visibility curve (ibid., p. 73). against parasitic short-wave radiation. Madame

The first reference I have found to the measurement Connes obtained a high-grade multiplex spectrum of
of a genuine interferograin is to work by Rubens, the night sky in the near infrared in 1959. Since then,
Hoilnagel and Wood in 1910-11.5' 6 Like Michelson, numerous developments have taken place, many of
they guessed plausible spectral distributions and used which were reviewed at the Bellevue Conference in
semi-analytical methods to investigate the consistency 1966. 14

of these distributions with the observed interfero- Some investigators have unfortunately confused
grams. Wood, writing in 1934, 7 confirms that the multiplex, Fourier, and interferometric attributes,
Michelson used only transforms of guessed intensity and have, consequently, not achieved the properties
distributions, and says that the full forward numer- they were aiming at. The distinct and separate nature
ical transformation would have been "a much more of these attributes has been illustrated by a diagram
difficult problem". To my surprise, it appears that I included in the Proceedings of the Bellevue Conference
may have been the first person to do this, in the work showing explicitly how every combination of the three
at Cambridge already referred to,8 '9 although I was attributes may occur. For example, the classic
concerned with multiplexing and was using Fourier Fabry-Perot is interferometric but not multiplex or
and interferometric methods only as a means to that Fourier. The Mock interferometer is multiplex and
end. Fourier, but not interferometric in the usual sense.

Michelson's invention of the interferometer, and Feeding a two-beam interferometer into a wave
his application of it to spectrometry, imply that he analyzer produces an instrument which is interfero-
was the originator of interferometric spectrometry. metric and Fourier, but not multiplex. This method
His original method, which Rayleigh made into a has actually been used by experimenters who thought
Fourier method, was, however, somewhat of a tour de they were gaining a multiplex advantage.
force which Wood 7 concluded had been little used It has to be emphasized that the multiplex property
since the original work. The main development of is a function of the entire system; neither the Fourier
interferometric spectrometry was the non-multiplex, nor the interferometric attributes can guarantee it,
non-Fourier method associated with the names of nor are they necessary to it. Multiplexing is like
Fabry and Perot' 6 and of Lummer and Gehrcke." virginity, if it is to be present at the end then it must
It is unnecessary to describe these methods here, since be preserved throughout.
they are treated in every textbook of physical optics. Multislit methods, aimed at increasing luminosity,

The advantage of these interferometric methods have also been confused with multiplexing, despite
was their large luminosite (product of area and solid Golay's clear statement already quoted2 that his
angle of source accepted), but they had the dis- multislit spectrometer remains a monochromator.
advantage of very restricted free spectral range as Dr. Martin Harwit"5 has recently demonstrated that
compared, for example, to a so-called diffraction binary coded slit-arrays can be devised which enable
grating (a device which, strictly speaking, also works the multiplex and multislit attributes to be realized
by interference). It was Professor Jacquilot' 2 who simultaneously. He rightly points out that these two
first pointed out the advantages which could accrue attributes were implicitly combined by Fourier
by combining the luminosity advantage with the wide coding in the Mertz "mock interferometer," " but
spectral range of Fourier methods. this is the first time the possibility of this combination

* By contrast, the stars I was attempting to measure has (so far as I know) been made explicit and therefore
in 1949 were so faint in relation to the available size brought fully into the design process. It, is not, how-
of tele ,-ope and sensitivity of infrared detector that ever, correct to refer to the combination as 'double
my concern was not with wide spectral range, but multiplexing!; this phrase could logically refer to
with getting a spectrum at all. Since the star-image combined multiplexing of spectral and spatial in-
is effectively a point source, it was not possible to formation.
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10-4 CONCLUSION among these. In recent laboratory work, the Connes
have multiplexed one million spectral elements. ThisThe most iowerful combination o h e tl means that observations can be secured in a year

Fourier, and iiterferomctric attributes to date ha s which without the multiplex advantage, in an other-
been i the justly famous work of the Connese7 on the wise comparable spectrometer exploiting the Fourier
infrared .pectra of planets. Each of thle three attri- aid interferometric advantages, would take longer
butes has been separately necessary to the feasibility than man has been on this Earth.
of this work. The multiplex advantage is not the least
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11. Fourier Transformation of a 106 Samples Interferogram

H. Delouis
Centre Inter-Discipline Regional

Do Calcul Electronique
C.N.LS.

ORSAY, France

Abstract

The "decimation in time" method is applied to the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) of large interferograms when the number of samples is much greater than
the available main storage size. A suitable technique for using the direct access
disks in a 360/75 with 256 K of central storage has produced two different pro-
grams. The fast program, called "FFT 1024 K", gives the DFT of a 2.10' real
samples function in 22 min; th,. second, called "TFD", gives the same result in
9 min in the case where the function is even or odd.

11-1 INTRODUCTION 11-2 DECIMATION IN TIME AND DFT OF A REAL
FUNCTIONFFT 1024 K PROGRAM

Available fast Fourier transform (FFT) programs

for complex, real, odd, or even functions can be applied The DlT of a real function I, sampled with 2N
only when the number of samples to be transformed data is defined by
fits into the computer central memory. For instance,
with a 360/75 of 256 K words, it is practical to com-
pute the Fourier transform of an interferogram with
128K samples taken between 8-0 and 6- 6max 2N-a
(J. Connes, Chapter 6). In order to transform 10l B,- F, I1 V rk r-0, I,... ,2V-I, (11-1)
samples interferograms, programs using direct access k-0
auxiliary stores were developed; one is applicable to
any 2.106 samples function, the other to a 2.106 even
or odd function. In both instances, "decimation in
time" was applied in order to break the Fourier where W - exp (2rj/Nd) and (j - V-'T-). The 2N
transform operation into several elementary Fourier samples of the I function cat, be divided into two
transforms, each fitting into the central memory, fol- functions, }' and Z,, each of which has only half as
lowed by suitable intercombinations. manay points (N). The function Yk is composed of the

Prucning page Mak
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eveni numbered points, and Zk is composed of the odd As B, is the DFT of a real function, BB- ...r, 4

numbered points: where B* is the complex conjugate of B. Thus, only
one half of the spectrum B is to be calculated.

For the same reason:

Yk = 12k

Zk=2k+l k=,,2,...,N-1. (11-2)

Use the technique of decimation in time' to obtainDri...(1)
B, from the DFT of Yk and Zk.

If C, and D, are, respectively, the DFT of Yk and
Zk, then

Replace the DFT program in Figure 11-1 by a
FF T program called "FFT 64 K". This program was
evolved at C.I.R.C.E. from the original Cooley-

B, C, +W'D, : Or <N. Tukey 2. algorithm, but it has been adapted to the
DFT of a real function. As suggested by Bregham, 3

B7.+.V=C7-WrD7  (11-3) only one half of the complex spectrum must be
calculated.

This is illustrated in the signal flow graph of Fig-
ure 11-1 if 2N=- 16. lin Figure 11-1, each Bnode is the 0-

12 0

10Y 16 PROGRAM C4

14 0- FFT64K" C5 _R

C ~ 6 .5I ~ ~ *112 0-

114 .T 13J CT

C431

110

IW 
3

(~r\-W Wi3 ZNhi1
Fiur 11- PROwRA hoDi4 e 11mst oi

st:Ui~~~~~i'.~ \1=('-Wb 5 ois in 3 0iue- -,le ,C..-WD..,
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ref. (3)], that is, Bg=C 7 *-W'D 7 *. For the special Similarly, the computation technique shown in
case B8, it is worth noticing that Figure 11-2 can be used to obtain C,, (r =4, 5, 6, 7)

from the N real samples Yj. Thus, each time this
technique is used, the number of samples to which the

15 FFTT program must be applied can be reduced by a
B8 = 1: ikw factor of two.

k-0 Now, suppose that the main storage capacity of
7 the computer is too small for computing the DFT of

= k- E zk. (11-5) real functions sampled with more than four values,
k-O k-O with the FFT program. The third signal flow gr'~ph

shows (Figure 11-3) how it is still possible to compute
the DFT of a 2N = 32 sampled real function by using

Compare this with Eq. (11-2). B8 is real. that FFT program. In the figure, a solid line brings a

UZAl u=_1

1 00 ri00
I oX 0 F.F.T. 0 s u 8

20 160
30 240 --- ---- B1%

t0 100- 0

I S. F. T.
--10 0m l . * D .. .,

1270 6-7-

-130 .- 14 Be 82

.150STE 309 1

Pro :. - ... al
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variable from the left to the right, while a dashed one 11-4 DFT OF A REAL ODD FUNCTION WITH THE TFD
brings the complex conjugate value of the variable PROGRAM
represented by a node. Square nodes represent real This program makes use of the method described
values and round nodes represent complex values.f,

E(Xt + 2)means the sum of all the elements of the by Brenner and by J. Connes in Chapter 6 for com-
two equnce Xand 2, hatis;puting the Fourier transform of a real odd function.
two equnce X1 and 2, hatis;Recall briefly the essentials.

To compute the Fourier transform B of a real odd
Function I:

10+J18+J116+124+ 14+I112+20+ 28-

In the first step, the original sequence of 2N real
numbers Ik must be sorted into eight sequences First define a complex function G such as:
X 1, X2 , , ,% or 2N/S numbers. These eight
sjuences are stored within a direct access external
storage dlevice (for example magnetic disks). The
FFlT program can then be applied successively to G 2++Ik =012..N 1.(17
each of these eight sequences within the main storage G=Ikiikk0,12 .,N ).(-7
(step 2 on Figure 11-3). Thus, three successive steps
are- needed to obtain the final spectrum B. That last
operation is clearly represented by Figure 11-3
(step 3), and the randlom nature of the transfers shows Then the Hermitian function H should be
that it could not be made efficiently from seqty-ntial
memories such as are provided by magnetic tapes.

11-3 APPLICATION OF THE FIFT 1024 K PROGRAM H-(tG~~, -01..N 1. (18

The purpose of this program is to compute the
Dli' of 2N- =2' -248 K (where K -1024) real
point.- 4k on at 360/75 IBM computer having a main The Fourier transform is a real function K,. In order
coire Storage of 2541i K words. On this computer the to compute K, from the N complex samples Hk,
best 11-7 program (called FF1' 64 K) is available define a new function F with only N12 complex
for at maimum oif 12.1 K real samples, so by using the samples Fk:
preredling method (Figure 11-4) the initiail sequence
I muti bet spl it into 16 subsequences Xj, each of which
lits 12!'s K points. Since' 16-2 , four handling steps
(instead of threr w-s in Figure 11-:1) are neemary toFuH+H aai(hH a)W. (1)
recoinstrurt the 2N values of the spectrum B from Ft-f+~ -~(kH~-~~. (19

the X,'s lii'.
E'xrept for the D)11 computation of the 16 subs*-

quences X, which is made in the main storage, all the Let E, be the DF T of F, E, -DFT (F*), and
handlings are made by using eight da~ta sets on two r-(0, I ...... %/2-1). It is now ponible to compute
dis-ptacks oif an IBMN 2314 direet access disk stLolr hera unto ,. ic
unit. This device allows the search of randomly threlfnioKsnc
located data records the length of which have been
limited tot 410 words because of the main otoroge
captacity. (A double buffer of( 410 wordis must be re-
served in the main storage for each of the eight data 0, h 3 .s 3,~.( -10)
sets.) The accesot time to, these reecordr. has been re-
tlured by blocking them sit that a read statement in the
p11.1r ni at once brings '20 records (that is to may .1 K
words-) fromt the dis-pack tit the main rtorage where Kcnb bandk ipesrigoetoJ
the leandlicigs can then be, made. on mu- oif the two Acnb bandb ipesrigoeain
&is-parks. 67V0 recrds (or 192-0 trmekos) atre to be
r',.eravetl antl oin the otlher disk pacik. 5120 records
(tor I2N) track.s). Iliere are 4400 tr:wks oin ne dlisk
bark. K,. r-(0, 1,.. N-I). (11-11)
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One of the two halves of the spectrum B, which is program 1, which is available for a maximum of 64 K
purely imaginary, can be obtained from complex samples, is then applied to each subset in

succession; the computation is performed within the
central memory and gives the eight DFT's. Only
three data sets on just one disk pack are needed. For
N= 106 each data set contains only 105 words.

i /K,+KN_ K,+KN_
-sin, T  J 11-5 CONCLUSION

These programs could also be very useful with
i IK,+KN smaller computers having a disk storage unit for

B +ri -- Ir K,+KN- (11-12) handling shorter interferograms. Trials of elapsed-sin time and main storage total requirements have been
carried out with the 360/75 of C.I.R.C.E. Table 11-1
gives the results when computing the DFT of sym-
metric real interferograms starting from zero path
difference and sampled at N points. (With the

The TFD program has been adapted for computing FFT 1024 program, N input data points each equal to
an odd interferogram sampled from 8= 0, with N:< 10* zero must be added.) These N points are read as input
on the 360/75 computer of C.I.R.C.E.; the rnviia data from a magnetic tape, and the initial sorting
storage capacity is 256 K words. One disk storage step of the program only requires one reading of this
unit was used in this case too. tape. At the end of the program, the spectral samples

The decimation in time technique is used for corn- are stored on a disk pack. Another program then
puting E, from Fk. The set of E samples is broken computes four interpolated spectral samples between
into eight sub-sets of N/16 complex samples each; the Fourier transformed ones; thus, a smooth curve
these are stored on one disk unit. The FFT 32 K can be traced by a regular curve plotter.

Table 11-1. Computation Characteristics of FFT 1024 K and TFD Progama

Case I
N- 2.V - 2048 K 1024 K 512 K 256 K 128 K 64 K 32 K
1.K- 1024

Case I 1024 K 512 K 256 K 128 K 64 K 32K 16K
N-

FFT 1024 K
Elapsed time = 22 min 8 see 11 min 5 min 27 see 2 min 46 ee I min 24 sec 43 " 23 sec
Case I or II

TFD
Elapsed time - 9minIlsec 4min35see 2minl6sec lmin08ec 34sec
Cae II only

Main storage
necemaries 180K 100K 60K 40K 30K 25K 23K

(K words) I I

ON R em NI . plo a new OWalu" MW ON* It i. as M-JXd/l Palau mrned "a am tuatwe ~4ti Isom W* wit dwftmao. %1" .11W
mre~wie4*w+ Dk hew,+prwmr e.wweb am am* 13.00 w..) Mlae%" d46h am eedd by: r"! 1004 K 4 wwdeang tmS) ~-z
(1004 utsba it N- 10').
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12. Fourier Spectroscopy From 10' Samples

Guy Guelachili and Jean-Pierre Maillard
Laboatare Ai=4 Ce n., C.NA.LS.

Onay. Frmce

Abstract

Previously demonstrated very high resolving powers have been extended ko
broad spectral rangee as well with a new interferometer. This has an increased
sampling speed and all the recording operations are servo-controlled. The servo
system uses phase modulation of interference fringes. The first results include
rare earth emission spectra (thorium and holmium from 12500 to 3000 cm -1
with 0.02 cm-1 resolution) and absorption Ipctm of IC1 and N.rO from 3700
to SiOO cm-1 with 0.005 Cm-4 resolution.

12-1 *ii OUCTON 12-2 GIWAL DESCRIPTN OF THI WIERFEROM.
EM'

The first high-resolution interferometer constructed
at the Aim# Cotton LaboratoryI was limited to a very A 'Mictierln type interfernwmter equipped with
small spectl range because it was well matched to two rat's e '" (Figure 12-1) wax' us*t. The t ean has
the computation capabilities of a few years AV. But a diameterof 80 mm (ab.!t 3 in). 11c: path differr e
the advance made possible by the new computer On rah ? m. which iI lair -Mtgh ir the nn aii y
generation have changed the situation. Thus, it is 4sp"truscopic problems. Mhe b am-plitttr i.s .,ade

now practicable to obtain it Fourier ,pectrum from of two plane. parallei. paJ ily thirk platen "at t), ote
10 samplet in 9 min, fourth of a vitible wavrlcngth. $Sveral pairm with

Coneq tly, it a.s not' y to design a new suitabe substrates and coatig ang prroviHdd for each
interferometer to expioit thew rftcnt pmibilities. By spectrA range (vi*tle. neatr infrared, middle inrnirod).
this fact ortc wehiva an important step in taking A linear motor with 5 kgm of maxinitim taver

better advantage of the multiplex Oain. moves one of the eat*s eVe which slidte on oil bri.s.
We will describe this new jevice, which features. Two peorlectric eramics supporlinig the e-ondar"

fa sampling spoed and large flexibility in the choire mirror of the rat'%. eye permit vwr., fhAt pat h-differ-
of the "tp length and the internal modulation core correctka .
Amplitude. he peration of displacement. posi-
tioning, and interral modulation are continually 12-3 PR#CtlE OF IE SWVO-SYSTEM
ervo-c7ntrolled. The system is relatively insensitive

to vibnitionsand intensity fludtuatons of the reference An interferometer can be eow-iderrd a-s an nimpli-

line, which is the .100 smperrtdiant line (if Xe. tude modulator. The inten'ity of the r'nwritint *it-
Ope"Xaion is thus made mLch safer. 'Main etrr,'. will depends on path difference The di-advant.tg.s of
be placed on the results, and only a summary desrcip- this wthd for measuripg path difference ar- well-
tion of the system will be given tni; a morm detailed known. Comwwlurotly. a pli'-" naulation ytem
one is found elsewhere.' was u.,d.
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A D 
MOVING CATS EYE

Hs  As  L TURBINE
PS

SUPERRADIANT SOURCE

FIXED CATS EYE

Figure 12-1. Optical diagram of the Interferometer Showing Only the Reference Light Path, Which Utilizes the Center of the
Beam Emerging From the Source Under Study

12-3.1 Phase Modulation System This light passes through a half-wave plate rotating
The reference line XR, emerging from the super- at frequency N, and falls on an indium antimonide

radiant tube (Figure 12-1), is linearly polarized by P photovoltaic detector H, in front of which is placed
before entering the interferometer. The axis of the an analyzer A,. Thus, one obtains a 4N frequency
polarizer is set at 45 deg to the axes of two quarter- signal F. and
wave plates (Qj and Q2) located in each arm. They
give two counter-rotating circularly polarized waves.
They interfere and produce , linearly polarized
vibration. Its azimuth a is a function of path dif- F,=Isin2 r(4Nt- R (12-2)
ference A according to the formula )

a-ao rA-A 0  (12-1) F, is the carrier wave. Its phase depends on b)ath

difference. Now, if one assumes that A varies linearly

Rs pot. _°I

Receivors InAs + P- To
E Ps.Pc ceramicsand

linear
motor

IPPER C DEMODULATOR LT Pc :Rc Cc

Rc

Figs:,e 12-2. Block )iagram of System Producing Error Signal From F. and F, and the Reference Signals R. and R,. The

!iotentionitwr is i'd to add a direct voltage to the error signal, producing a variation in path difference equal to any fraction
if thw lihmentairy step (xx/100). It is i -eded to adjust the first sample at zero path difference
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as a function of time according to A-Ao=fVt, F, 1/ N

becomes 1/16
RS ...-

( 1 2 - 3 ) S/6 1

-- -- ------- -- - --1"

Thus, frequency change is proportional to the speed
of the carriage (single side-band modulation). ./

Detection of the F. phase gives information on the RC.
path difference and the frequency itself yields a

damping signal. .1

12-3.2 Error Signal Generation (Figure 12-2) CC -- -

12-3.2.1 PRINCIPLE"--
After amplifying and clipping, F, becomes a con- Pc=RcCc-

stant amplitude square wave C,. In a synchronous
demodulator C, is multiplied by a reference signal R,,
the frequency of which is also 4N, and the phase 2

adjustable. The mean value of the product RC, JH
depends on phase difference between R, and C,. For a E=Ps Pc 0
given phase of R,, the varia~ion of 77. can represent 1/64N
the error signal. If it is plotted as a function of path

difference, one obtains a triangular function with a Figure 12-4. Waveforms Leading to the Error Signal E.

period equal to XR (Figure 12-3). But there is a In the illustrated case A-Ao-XR/16

1

E E, because of the servo action. The 16N frequency of
the pulses means that the minimum response time of

-- --" _ __ "16N

, - 12-3.2.2 DESCRIPTION (Figure 12-5)
12- To produce R, and R,, a disk VA with 400 radial

7 ,opaque lines is attached to half-wave plate D. It
rotates in front of a similar fixed disk VB and ehops
two white light beams which generate a 40ON fre-
quency .ignal. This is frequency divided by a factor

Figure 12-3. Error Signal Amplitude as a 100 in a reversible counter; the two outputs, of
Function of the Path Difference Near Ao. Thetphase of reference signals I?. and IR, is stationary frequency 400N/100 =4N, are R and R,. Thus, thephase of R, and R, can change by multiples of 2r/100.By suitable programming, one can obtain any

variation of the path difference as a function of time.
lat 8N frequency when Therefore, to record an interferogram by the stepping

W; ffi0. In order to eliminate this residual, the technique, and using internal modulation at the same

reference beam is split after the modulator (by L, see time, the law given by Figure 12-6 is used.
Figure 12-1) into two parts which give two signals in

quadrature C, and C,. C, is multiplied by R,, a 12-3.3 Recording System (Figure 12-.7)
reference wave in quadrature with R,. Finally, the The samples are stored by an incremental magnetic
sum E= RC,+RC is the error signal; it is made up tape recorder in a six character BCD form. A
of ' train of rectangular pulses (Figure 124). The manual attenuator changes the gain of the signal in
width of each pulse is proportional to the phase order to increase the dynamic range of the system.
difference between C. and R, (or C, and R,). In- To correct the intensity fluctuations of the source, a
versely, by changing the phase of R, and R, it is part of the light under study is used to servo-control
possible to induce a variation of path difference the gain of an amplifier before the demodulator.
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Figure 12-5. Production of the Reference Signals R. and R.
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Figure 12-0. Path Difference Variation vs Time Needed to Record aA Interferogram With Stepping Plus
Internal Modulation. The approximate carriage displacement is given by 4'(t). The piezoelectric ceramics support-
ing the small mirrors provide the difference a-,%'

1 2-4 PERFORMANCES AND ADVANTAGES OF THE small mirrors. The actual resnonse time is about
SYSTEM 0.5 msec.

12-4.1 Performances The piezoelectric ceramics give a 20 p el1ongation for
The half-wave plate can rotate up to N-1000 2 kV voltage. This means they are able to provide

I/see; that means that the minimum delay time of the a variation of -+80,u in the path difference. They also
servo system is 62 p sec. In fact, the time limitation is give a nearly square wave internal modulation; this is
due to the respounse time of the ceramics carrying the the optimum shape.
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Figure 12-7. Complete Recording System Block Diagram

The maximum recording speed is presently limited Tn principle, the apparatus is able to give spectra
by the digital recorder (Digi-Data Inc.) to about 50 including more than 4.106 spectral elements. This
samples/sec (with six BCD characters). number corresponds to the spectral range of the

For an interferogram, the total time to actual PbS receiver, and a recorded resuiution equal to
measuring ti.'ne ratio is about 0.8 in the worst case. 5.10-s cm-.

1 Most of the difficulties involved are well expressed
12-4.2 Advantages b h ult atrQ - ~wihi h aiThe more evident advantage, compared to the byteqaiteatrQM 1;, hc i h ai

previous systems, is the shortness of the elementary between the energy of the whole recorded spectrumistep. It is equal to -T ,, that is, 350 A for the and the energy of a spectral line which can be just
reference line used. distinguished from the noise. (M = number of spectral

The displacements and the amplitude of the in- elements, 8 mffimean value of energy per spectral
ternal modulation are integer multiples of the ele- element, Be,, ffirms noise level.)
mentary step. Thus, there is a large flexibility in the Interferograni from emission and absorption
choice of the interferogram sampling. For a given spectra have been recorded with PbS receivers.
spectral range the suitable step can be selected
practically according to the sampling theorem. 12-5.1 Emission Spectra

Moreover, the pulses which command the vwriation Interferograms have been recorded from thorium
of path difference are independent of the reference and holmium sources. They are sealed quartz tubes
fringes. The interference fringes are used for servoing containing the iodide of the rare earth. HF excitation
but are not counted; the safety of operation is much (2450 MHz) is used. For the two elements, the
increased, studied spectral range covers all the sensitivity

The servo system has a large perfectly linear range: domain of the PbS receivers. The spectra are limited
XR. on the long wavelength side by the response of the

+-- in path difference, that is, 4-0.88 p in our case. detector at 3000 cm ' he visible side by a
For the previous systems using the measurement of filter opaque below 0.8 p,._ iO cm-').

Sfringe intensity," 3 ,4 the useful linear range was The length of the steps i equal to 0.455p
i 40.1 p only. (13 X350 A). This length corresponds to afree spectralrange from 0 to 11,000cm-. The peak-to-peak

12-5 RESULTS amplitude of the internal modulation

i An attempt was made to obtain a great number of
• samples within a single interferogram, allowing the

computation of a very wide spectral range. The same (0.70 pz = 20 X350 A)
resolution (d¢ = 5.10 -3 cm -') as the resolution of the
interferometer built by Pinard' was chosen, since it
appears good enough for a multitude of spectroscopic

, problems considering the numerous causes of the has been selected to have the maximum efficiency at
spectral line broadening. 61-0 cm-. In both cases (Th and Ho) the recording

tF*
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Figure 12-8. Low Resolution Emission Spectrum of Thorium Computed From the First 104 Samples of a 106 Samples
Interterogram

time was 10 hr for 106 samples. Had the system been 6 min; the spectrum is normalized to the intensity of
run at maximum speed, this could have reduced to the strongest line at 8904 cm-'.
about 6hr. Resolution is -N)X 10 cm-1 Between 9500 cm-1 and 11,000 cm-1 a few nega-

Figure 12-8 represents the whole spectrum of tive lines coming from the second order can be seen.
thorium computed from only the first 104 points of This means that the spectral range actually recorded
thle million Samples interferogram. The corresponding extends down to 12,500 cm-1. At about 4000 em',
resolution limit is 2 cm-1 and the recording time a continuous background emitted by the hot quartz

WiFIRJNESTHOIUM

T . -0,' , V - I 1 4

4240 "son a

Fipr 12-11. Tio Upper Trace is a Part of the Spectruam Plottedl on Figure 12-8 but Computed From 108 Samples. The tw S
ot ter trikees repreint it part of the sliettrum with the maximum reslution (6q. 20X l0) em - I)
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tube appears. The atmospheric water vapor explains been expanded by 10. On the lower trace, two spectra
the absorption around 3800 cm- 1 . obtained from two different interferograms are drawn.

The upper trace of Figure 12-9 shows the part of The intensity scale has been increased again so that
the spectrum which is singled out on Figure 12-8 at noise is perceptible. Figures 12-10 and 12-11 show
about 8300 cm - '. The number of computed points, two other portions of the spectrum with the maxi-
105, corresponds to a 0.2 cm 1 resolution and the mum resolution.
recording time is now 1 hour. The middle trace repre- The sources are unstable and require many precau-
sents 40 cm- 1 of the spectrum computed from 10' tions. The frequency of the internal modulation and
samples (d f=20X 10- 3 cm-); the intensity scale has the sampling rate fall within the frequency range of

their oscillations. This explains why the receiver noise
has not been reached yet. However, in the case of the
thorium spectrum, one obtains Q = 107 and a signal-to-
noise ratio for the more intense lines equal to 12,500.

Figure 12-12 is another example of an emission
spectrum with an holmium source. All the recording

' , ' conditions are the same as for thorium. The lines
2 / present the characteristic hyperfine structure of Ho

(Si). The quality factor is equal to 2.5X10 ;
M XW "-when compared with the planetary spectra obtained

by Connes et al. 3"; this is an improvement by a
30.D'- " ,factor of 10. Figure 12-13 compares the weakest

time 20 min for 5 cm-), with the same structure ob-
tained by the computation of the 10" samples inter-

- ferogram. This structure is 25 times more intense than
the weakest that can be detected on our spectra.

__ 12-5.2 Absorption Spectra
Because of the lack of a long cell, highly absorbing

gases (N 20, ICH3) have been the main concern of this
study.

The white light source was an iodine quartz
Figure 12-10. Upper Trace: Spectrum Computed From
106 Samples; Lower Trace: Spectrum Computed from 106 tungsten lamp. The white light beam is reflected once
Samples at the end of the 5-m long cell and passes through

10 m of gas. Since all the apparatus is not yet en-
closed in a vacuum tank, some information in the
regions of the water bands is lost. In this case also,
one is not yet limited by the receiver noise but by the

TNoAIU& "light noise" due mostly to small vibratiors of the

long path cell mirror mounts. Since the absorption
lines of N20 and ICH3 gas at low pressure actually
show the room temperature Doppler width (5 to

a'-- loXI0-3cm-1), the instrumental resolution of
5XI0 - 3 cm- 1 is needed. To cover the full 3000 to
10,000 cm - 1 region, 4 X 100 samples should be needed.
Up to now, not more than 10" samples transformed
could be used and the range was limited to about
20 ">0ema- '.  Considering the latest reductions in
computing time (Delouis and Connes at the Aspen

I o Conference), one should no longer be afraid of teais-
- - forming 4X 100 samples.

Figure 12-14 gives the whole low-resolution spec-T T--,-FT 1- TT- ,- -'--Ttrum of N20 at 2 mm Hg pressure between 3800 em- 1
ol -and 50 cm - '. The interferogram from which the

. _ __--__-"computation has been done is the first part of an inter-
p, i-- T_,_'- vr , ferogram including 450,000 samples recorded during
UN, W4- 5 hr 30 min (length of the steps 2.695M-77X340 A,

peak-to-peak amplitude of internal modulation
1.05)1&- 3 0 X ) A). For the spectrum in Figure
12-14, only 450 samples were used. This correo-

Figure 12-11. Upper Trace: Spectrum Computed From ponds to a 4 min recording time and a resolution10 8pl;Lower Trace: Spectrum Computed From 306 ii qa o08c ' osdrte21-0
sampie. limit equal to O.,cm - . (Ionsider tie 20"I*-}
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Figure 12-12. Emission Spectrum of Holmium. The two upper trame are computed with maximum resolution. (100 eamples;
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Figure 12-14. Low Resolution Absorptin Spectrum (N*O) FRom About MW0 Samples

(2i"j +3) band at 4730 em-' inserted in the figure. 12-6 r JNCLUSION
*It is plotted again on the lower trace of Figure 12-15.

The middle trace baa been calculated from 45,000 The interferometer has given the kind of results
samples (der- SOX10" cm-1, recordingtime 45min). hoped for, both in resolution and wide spectral range
The rotationul structure of the 201-20*0 band is coverage.
well resolved. The hot band, 21*1+-01*0, begins to Compared to previous generations of Fourier inter-
appear but the resolution is not yet good enough to ferometers," the sampling speed baa been increased
show it in full. The upper trace is the plot of a from about 5 samples/sec to 50 sampleR/sec and the
10cm- region close to the band center. The very diameter of the beam has been increased from 2.5 cm
high resolution (SX IO- cm-') allows complete to 8 cm. The reliability has also been much improved,
separation of the two bands and observation of the which was essential for increasing the number of
I-type separation (increasing with the value of J) samples from about 5 X 10" to 106, or more.
which occurs in the 21*1"-10 band. Two spectra The improvement compared to previously available
computed from two different interferograms are techniques for recording near infrared spectra is
superimposed and give an idea of the reproducibility, striking in the came of the rare earth emission spectra;
The whole spectrum with this wavenumber scale this resolution could only be realized from a larg
(0.15 cm-1/cm) is 120 m long. The quality factor Q number of separate F.lP. or 818AM recordings. This
is equal to 5X 107. The signal-to-noise ratko in M"O. could only be made after a proliminary low-reolut i(M.

Another example of a Yery high resolution aboorp- study of the entire spectrum.-- 1 he whole pnogrmm
tion spectrum is given in Figure 12-16 with ICH3 took several months. The accuracy with which line
(gas presoure ch2 mm Hit) This spectrum evvers positions can be measured from high-reslution
600 m- 1, from MN0cm"' up to 3400 cm- (. 1 QG Fourier interferometers has been demonstrated by
samples; length of the steps: 9ju- US X3 WA; lPiuard.'
peak-to-peak amplitude of internal rnwdulation: N ow !4se problom of accurate aboolute measure-
1.j-3X3-10A, recoring time 5 hr). The limit of nient. of wav'enunbers has to be solved. r'ho inter-
reolution is th emalest obtainable with the inter- feroowtler raust be put in they %,cuum aind the absolute
fcrometor (* - 5X 10-'3 an - with A.. m). 1the wavelength of the 3.50ps Xe line from the- super-
Doppler width of. the lines in equal to 4 X 10-3 fm -', nraut tkit' must he measured by recording the
F'or th" spectrum, the quality factor 6s equal to Vectrunk of the xtauard krypton lamp.
3 X10'.
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13. A Method of High Resolution

Fourier Transform Spectroscopy

H. L. Buijs
Wivers" LovolQuebc. Contdo

Abstract

A tilt-compensated two-beam interferometer with a centinuously variable

path difference of 100 cm was used to study molecular constants and the phe-
nomenon of collision narrowi in the static-field-induced absorption in hydrogen
gas near 2.5p . Line widths down to 0.01 cm-1 were measum ad .d I requenrie.
a ere calculated to a precision of 0.0005 er- . The di,%gn of the interferometer
and the methods of sampling and numerical filtering are discussed.

13-I 4hOOIUCTION compact and simple to maintain. The moving mirror
elements can be di sphaced 25 en, for n maximum pathe

In order to study Aahrp absorption features in the difference change of 100 em. *17he path difference i4
infrared, such as the static-field-induced absorption
lines in hydrogen gas, it appears desirable to apply the
Fourier trasform method of bpectmocopy not only
benause of the multiplex advantage, but aSso becAuse
of iruperior frequency and intensity calibration and
because the instrumwnt profile is well kno'n. On
the othrr hand, until recently tho application of the
Fourier truatorm method to high resolution work
has bein resvricted by the requirement of a stable
interferumoter for long path-differenee dioplacemenwts
an dhe nt for ompttion tehniques capable of
tnworming remrd& containn wVry many Spec tral

13-2 oeiciNrfo

The in!-rferometer ut d by the author ha been
demeibed in the literatute before' and is consructed
in suh a manner that the inteferenc, pattern at the
exi is unaffected by mll changes in orientation of
the moving mirror elemnts (s- Figure 13-1). This IpuM 13II. srhr-mt Dimram d 1n.f.r1m'rmur ,4,w-
particular design of interferomrier appeas to be 'mar 1 Ile I~ht~ lrMnlb tlw Iht rm, Thc
unique and has resulted in an instrument th.tt is very bni 1 Th splitter i 1u m X 15 rm t7h-m" ith itr

I Iegft ps Moat
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monitored by means of a stabilized single mode about 1.25X10 4 cm. This sample interval is not
He-Ne laser producing a reference interferogram small enough to prevent some overlapping of noise,
which is also used to indicate the state of alignment and a corresponding sacrifice in signal-to-noise ratio
of the instrument. The path difference is varied con- is anticipated. A typical interferogram consists of
tinuously by means of a simple mechanical drive. 800,000 measurements and is recorded on magnetic

During the uniform displacement of the moving tape by means of a properly buffered digital tape
mirrors, the interferogram is sampled nearly instan- drive.
taneously at intervals determined from the reference It is not difficult to perform a complex Fourier
interferogram. in this continuous scanning method, transform on the previously mentioned interferogram,
the digital information becomes representative of the making use of a fast Fourier transform algorithm and
total amount of information available during the a factoring technique developed by the author3 which
observation time when it is possible to reproduce allows efficient use of non-random-access balk storage.
precisely the analog signal from the digital informa- However, the spectral range that can be covered with
tion. This is simply accomplished when the total these interferograms contains many gaps at which no
irequency content of the analog signal is limited, via useful information occurs; hence, it ws found more
some electrical filter netwo-k, to a finite bandwidth, efficient to carry out some numerical filtering and
and when the sample frequt.icy is at least twice this consequent reduction in data points. The numerical
bandwidth. filtering is done in two steps:

In many case this means that the interferogram 1) When the laboratory-generated tape is inter-
must be oversampl.d with respect to the relevant preted on a large computer, the data are convolved
signal in order to prevent overlapping of noise fea- with a broad Gaussian filter function covering just the
tures. Compared with the better known method of spectral region of interest. This allows a reduction in
start-stop motion, it appears that this mechanical points of a factor of 4, and the newly generated inter-
simplification results in a larger data handling prob- ferogram, containing 200,000 points, is stored in
lem. It has been found, however, that with the compressed form on an inventory tape. During this
continuing rapid development of high speed electronic first operation on the interferogram the exact zero
computer facilities, the handling of large amounts of path difference location is computed by means of a
data is neither difficult nor expensive, low resolution complex transform.

The field induced fundamental rotation-vibration 2) Prior to transformation, the new interferogram
spectrum of hydrogen is centered about 2.4 p in the is convolved with a composite filter function having a
infrared and consists of a number of widely spaced multiband response. During this convolution the data
sharp lines in the region from 2 to 2.5 u. We have are also interpolated to provide a point at zero path
constructed an optical frequency synthesizer consist- difference. The reduction in data in this second step
ing of a double-pass reverse dispersion grating spec- is about a factor of 2.5, and the different parts of the
trograph with which a number of bands out of the spectrum are no longer related by a linear frequency
continuum of an infrared source can be selected (see scale. The different bands of interest are extracted
Figure 13-2). from diffe.ent aliases in this second filter operation,

By selecting narrow bands of radiation at the fre- so that the bands occur adjacent to one another in
quercies at which absorption lines occur, much un- the principal alias and hence occupy the smallest pos-
necessary radiation is prevented from entering the sible frequency band (see Figure 13-3). Finally, a
interferometer and hence the dynamic range problem Fourier transform is perform i on a single-ended
is not unnecessarily complicated. The interferogram interferogram consisting of about 90,000 data points,
was sam, ed once for every two fringes of the laser The time of computation on our 360/67 computer is
reference, which corresponds to a sample interval of about 5 min for tape reading and the first filter opera-

tion, and about 6 min for the second filter operation,
interpolation, and transformation.

I- T - I The study recently completed by means of the
described technique involved the determination of line
profiles and central frequencies as a function of pres-
sure in the field-induced absorption spectrum of
hydrogen gas at room temperature. These spectra
constitute the first quantitative observations of the

_ .. phenomenon called "collision narrowing" in the infra-
, i.I,,,,, , ! ... red. We have obt.ained frequencies extrapolated

°A1 a M, .to zero density with an estimated accuracy of
60 00 4 ,310 ,'00 M M 4 u0 , M 0.0005 em- , and it was possible to resolve lines as

narrow as 0.01 cm - (see Figure 13-4). The'same work

performed with a highly developed grating spectro-
graph has failed to yield any quantitative measure-

0kgurt 13-2. Spectrurn of Bands Selected by Optical ments of the collision narrowing phenomena, and has
oresU nV vnthesier. The positins at whih abeksorption fallen short of the frequency calibration accuracy re-

rin 'thu drogi gas are indicated wthatspctrm ported in our work.4
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The work is presently being extended to a study of
the HiD molecule for which we hope to measure the
matrix elements of a very weak allowed dipole mo- L2MC "W"a0

mnent, in addition to the study of the field-induced I M

dipole spectrurn. '

10OIIUNG I Ly**ft5O AMPUTUOES XOT TO SCLE 20L ,M

A Ss- L

DEETRMW CCi#. Tet

L ALLAS ~In-054 on"cmoF~s~c ~C

Figure 13-4. Variation of Central Frequency and Line
~p~ftpwii With an Function of Density for a Typical Specta I ne in

Hydrogen. For the line width the open circles are actual ob-
1975.6 CIVon comparing actual data with synthetic spectra generated

- 1.72c~ii'with a computerI

Figure 13-3. Composite Filter Function with Multiband
Rspse a) Spectral contents of interferga p o to
digitizing. b) Spectral contents of interferograin in digitized
form whe reresenited by 800,000 data points. c) Effect of
first numericalfiltering operation when the resulting interfero-
gram is highly oversan led. d) Spectral contents of 200,000
point interferogram. ef Effect of second numerical filtering
operation when the resulting interferogram. is highily over-
sampled. The final sample frequency possible is also indicated.
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Discussion
4,

Comment (Uwe Fink, University of Arizona): I of interest in the investigation of dense gases such as,
noticed that there was a small systematic difference for example, the massive atmospheres of the major
of 0.003 cm-' between your frequency measurements planets in our solar system (Jupiter, Saturn, . . .) I
and the ones of Fink, Rank, and Wiggins. A measure- should like to know if Dr. Buijs has applied his mea-
ment of less than about 0.020 em-' for the halfwidth suring technique and results to this case.
of the S(1) line of the fundamental in the H2 quadru- A. (C. Cumming): No.
Imle sp ctra was done about 19M4 by D. H. Rank, Comment (Uwe Fink): The problem of the hydro-

aroviding the first quantitative measurement of the gen quadrupole lines in Jupiter, including collision
collision narrowing. narrowing, has been systematically investigated in a

Q. (A. L. Fymat, ,Jet Propulsion Laboratory): The paper by Uwe Fink and M. J. Belfin in J. Am. Sci.,
)henomenon of collision narrowing of spectral lines is Sept. 1969.
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14. A High Resolution Far Infrared Interferometer

R. B. Sanderson and H. E. Scott
Deporment of Physics

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Abstract

A high resolution interferometer in the Michelson configuration has been de-
signed and constructed for the purpose of studying the optical properties of gases
in either the symmetric or asymmetric mode of operation. The performance of
this instrument in the 20 to 250 cm - 1 spectral region is demonstrated by measure-
ments on several simple molecules-CO, HCI, and H20. A working resolution of
0.05 cm - ' is verified by observation of the isotopic spliting it HCI and the resolu-
tion of several doublets in the H20 spectrum. Mewsurement of the self-broadened
half widths of the pure rotational CO transitions, J = 7 through 20, is also dis-
cussed.

14-1 INTRODUCTION infrared operation. In this region the instrumental
problems are more difficult, and more sophisticated

A high resolution, far infrared interferometer has methods for determining the optical path differencebeen constructed for the purpose of studying the are required.
optical properties of gases by Fourier transform tech- In order to meet these requirements, the inter-
niques.1 The primary interest is in determination of ferometer is built in the Michelson configuration. The
transition probabilities and in the spectral effects radiation in the arms must be well collimated, and the
of intermolecular interactions. For measurements of arms must be long enough to accommodate a cell of
this type, the instrument should have the following reasonable length in the asymmetric position. Such a
capabilities. Since the spectral widths of molecular configuration has, in general, poor throughput, unless
transitions are typically of the order of 0.1 cm', the the mirrors are inconveniently large and it is difficult
resolution should be at least this high. It should also to align. In the present instrument these problems
be possible to use either symmetric or asymmetric have been minimized by constructing the optical
modes. The usefulness of the asymmetric mode has system on axis and using "cat's-eye" retroreflectors"'
been demonstrated by previous work in this labora- in the arms. The use of retroreflectors greatly simpli-
tory 2 ,3 and by Gebbie and Chamberlain.4 '8 Finally, fies alignment and reduces the effects of yaw and pitch
provision should be made for future extension to near in the motion of the movable mirror assembly. Since

L_______________________________
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the secondary mirror of the cat's-eye assembly ob- convex secondary improves the signal by a factor of
structs the beam center, further loss due to the on-axis two over that obtained using a plane secondary.
operation is not serious. The exit optics image the source at the hole in the

The general plan of the interferometer in, shown in exit flat. A 6 deg brass condensing cone reduces the
Figure 14-1. It is built in two vacuum tanks salvaged beam diameter to I cm. The radiation then goes
from an old spectrometer. These tanks are mounted through a brass light pipe to the detector in a cryostat.
on tripod supports and fastened together rigidly at The detector is a Zn doped GaAs bolometer* main-

tained at 1.50 K.
The use of cat's-eyes greatly facilitates alignment.

The interferometer arms are about 70 cm long. With
plane end mirrors, the adjustment of these mirrors and
of the beam splitter would be very critical. With the

V / cat's-eyes, alignment is done by the following simple
procedure. Cross hairs are placed in the hole in the
entrance flat. When the cross hairs are simultaneously

CONE imaged on b6th secondaries and at the hole in the
KAM exit flat, it is possible to observe interference fringes.

SPITTE!_. o_ Final alignment is done with the cat's-eye mirrors.
An important advantage of this arrangement is the' . .EL i nse nsitiviite~ of the alignitrme nt to the or cn ien tat ion of

-"-, the beam splitter. Beam splitters can thus be changed
without realigning the optics.

CHOPPER "

_ _-0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ "" 14-3 MECHANICAL

A critical part of the interferometer is the mecha-
Figure 14-1. Optical Diagram of Interferometer nism which must translate the movable mirror as-

sembly in precisely equal steps. In the far infrared,
the tolerances are greater than at shorter wavelengths,
and a simple system is satisfactory. The movable
cat's-eye is mounted on a 20 cm comparator screw.t

the bases. The bed plates are mounted on three point This permits, in principle, a resolution of 0.025 cm - 1
supports directly over the tank legs. This arrange- The screw is driven by a stepping motor** geared to
ment permits the tank walls and base to flex when the change the optical path by 0.6333 /step. The step-
system is evacuated without misaligning the optics. ping motor is activated by a preset indexer** which
The acute angle between the arms of the interferom- may be set to advance the stepping motor the appro-
eter was dictated by the size of the available tank. priate number of steps whenever it receives the
The system can be evacuated to a pressure of I j by a triggering signal. The ste'p size is arbitrary in the
large mechanical pump. The entire interferometer is present operation, but it was chosen to facilitate
maintained a few degrees above ambient by a heating future use of a He-Ne laser control system at higher
belt around the outside of the tank. This improves frequencies.
the thermal stability of the interferometer. The signal is modulated at 10 Hz by one of two

choppers. The first chopper, located at the entrance

14-2 OPTICS flat, is used only for alignment. In normal operation,
the radiation is modulated by a chopper in the fixed

The source is a Phillips HPK 125 W high pressure arm. This chopper is a well polished aluminum disc
mercury arc. It is imaged at a 2 cm hole in the en- which extends only half way across the beam and is
trance flat. Cooling is provided by water flowing aligned so that the intensity reflected from the blade
through copper tubing wrapped around the base of is nearly equal to the intensity transmitted by the
the socket and around the portion of the optical path cat's-eye in the absence of the blade. The reflected
within the source tank. The water line also provides radiation is effectively incoherent with the radiation
cooling for motors used elsewhere in the interferometer. transmitted by the cat's-eye, and thus compensates

The collimating mirror, telescope mirror, and cat's- the constant term in the detector signal without
eye primaries are all identical paraboloids. They have affecting the interferogram. This arrangement app,
a diameter of 15 cm and a focal length of 25 cm. The ciably reduces the dynamic range requirements of the
primary of the cat's-eye forms an image of the source detector system. The chopper also modulates the light
on the small convex secondary mirror. The curvature falling on a photodiode from a small bulb to provide a
of the secondary is chosen so that the beam splitter reference signal.
is imaged back upon itself by the cat's-eye assembly.
This arrangement optimizes the throughput without * The detector was furniahe to us by R. G. Wheeler of Yale University.
causing appr'ciable loss oi resolution. Urse of the t D. w. Mann Co., ,incoln, Mass.c * Superior Eletric Co., Bristol, Conn.
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14-4 ELECTRONICS AND DATA HANDLING Tabie 14-1. Beam Splitter and Filter Combination. Fre-
quently Used

The output from the detector is amplified by a
Tektronix model 122 preamplifier and a Perkin-Elmer
model 107 amplifier. The amplified signal is read by a Optimum
Hewlett-Packard model DY-2401B integrating digital Spectral Beam Yoshinaga Size
voltmeter. The voltmeter has been modified so that Region Splitter Filter
the integration time can be varied between I and (cm-')
16 sec. When the integration is completed, the volt-
meter produces a signal which activates a card punch 25- 70 metal mesh
and triggers the preset indexer to advance the movable
cat's-eye. The timing between steps is provided by 50-130 50A BaF2 25
the internal circuitry of the voltmeter. The actual metal mesh
transformation is done on the IBM 360-75 at the 6.4#
Ohio State University Computer Center. 100-240 (thickness) BeO, LiF 19

mylar

14-5 SAMPLE

The sample cell is normally placed in one of the
two locations indicated in Figure 14-1. The cell
mount is pivoted under the beam splitter so that the time for a run is 6 hr. For runs which would require
cell can be rotated into the symmetric or asymmetric more time, it is better to reduce the spectral band by
position without breaking either the instrument filtering out the low frequencies. This permits in-
vacuum or the connection from the cell to the sample- creasing the step size and thus reduces the number of
handling system. This arrangement permits obtaining points without sacrificing resolution. The integration
both symmetric and asymmetric data on the same time can be increased and more efficient use made of
sample. It is, however, necessary to evacuate the cell the running time.
to obtain a background.

The cell which has ber-, used for all measurements
to date is 22.5 cm long and has a diameter of 11.2 cm. 14-7 PERFORMANCE
The windows are polypropylene, bout 1.5 mm thick.
form onreawlathe.bOneuwino ionex tfae otheronisa results of several measurements on CO, HCI, and 1120.
They were wedged by cutting one surface to a conical Performance will be illustrated by presenting theform on a lathe. One window is convex; the other is reutofsvrl eare nsonCHiadt1.

concave. This makes the optical path roughly the
same at all points of the aperture. While only slightly 14-7.1 Wavenumber Precision
reducing the effectiveness of the wedging in reducing The wavenumber scale calculated in the Fourier
the channel spectra in the symmetric mode, this transform program is only approximately correct. In
arrangement reduces the "pseudo-coherence" effect' this program the optical path difference between
which would normally make wedged windows un- sampling points is read as an integral multiple of
usable in the asymmetric mode. 0.6333A. This is a nominal step size based on the gear

ratio and rounded to four figures. In addition there

14-6 OPERATION is an error due to the divergence of the beam. There
would be a fractional correction to the observed wave-

The spectral region is determined by the choice of numbers of -4X 10- 4 if the input solid angle were
Yoshinapm filter and beam splitter. The most com- uniformly filled.' Since the solid angle is not uni-
monly used combinations are listed in Table 14-1. formly filled, the correction is less than that. To
In addition, black polyethylene is always used at the determine wavenumbers to better than a few hun-
exit hole, and there is a sapphire window on the dredths of a reciprocal centimeter, the calibration
detector housing. must be experimentally determined. Since both the

The presently used Fourier transform programs above effects produce an error proportional to wave-
can accept a maximum of 8192 input points in the number, the deviations can be represented by the form
symmetric mode. The computer adds an equal num-
ber of zeros on the negative side of the central peak,
so that the transformation actually extends up to
16,384 points. The computer is large enough for this
to be doubled to 32,768 points. However, the present ¢ob. -cal ' Oale. (14-1)
restriction limits the resolution only at wavenumbers
above 200 cm- '. The practical limit to the number
of points is the speed of the data acquisition system.
For a very large number of points, the total running
time becomes so long that it is difficult to maintain The correction is specified by a single iumber a . It
instrumental stability. The normal maximum elapsed is most conveniently taken into account by defining
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an effective step size in the transform program fundamental vibrational bands." In the 38 cm-1
region, the weak line in the center of the triplet is
separated from the strong line at 38.786 cm-1 by
0.155 cm-'. The ratio of the strengths is about 75: 1.

Axeff = AX..m(+C0. (14-2) The 59.9 cm-1 doublet has a spacing of 0.093 cm-l.
It is almost completely resolved.

Figure 14-3 shows the region around 100 cm-1

which includes two closely spaced doublets. The pair

Carbon monoxide is used as the calibration stan-
dard. Below 100 cmt this molecule has a convenient H20
series of narrow, closely spaced lines whose wave-
numbersl tire kniown to better than 0.001 cm'1. By
interpolating the spectrum' 0 as it comes from the
computer with points spaced about 0.002 cm-1 apart,
a s * mmetrical line shape is obtained, and its center
can be located to about 0.001 cmn'.

The observed wavenumbers vary with filtering, ____

step size, andt resolution. However, for any given L_________________________

operating conditions, the consistency is much better. * CMo 104 106
T[le values of a range from nearly zero to about m

-X 10-4. These values tire of thle order of magnitude
expected for the uncertaintN in thle step size and in Figure 14-3. Water Vapor Spectrum. The maximum
thle beam divergence. With this correction taken into optical path difference was 17.79 cm. There were 7024 input
account, tile maximum deviation for lines with good pona each integrated for 1 sec. The preurue was 2 Torr
signal-to-noise ratio is 0.002 cnf', or about one
twenty fifth the resolution width of the instrument. MC;

14-7.2 Resolution
To permit operation in the atsymmetric mode, the

white light position is set at the center of the drive
s(ereV. this choice limits thle maximum optical path
difference to 20 cm and tile resolution to 0.05 cm-l
Thel( resolution actually achievedl is dlemo~nstrated by
observation (if the splitting of several doublets inj

Figuire 14-2 shows two regions of thet HA2) rotational
sptectrum~ which hatve often been uisedl to illustrate the
iitrforiatet, of far infrared spectrometers. T1he
qutoted wavenunmbers have been determined by littoI
atid Williamnot from measurements oin the three

H (2

Figurt 14-2. "'at.'r %'.jttr Stpu.ra. The maximum opi- l'igtr 14-4. llytWj-', Chloridp Spietrum. The maxi-
(1:11 i pat a diffir"114t a %:ws 4..144,111. -ni, wat :i~auiu .1Ill optr jajipth difference' wto It. 18I en. Then- wer-e V32
ptaintit. tvnct itIIratvi foar 1 *4'. Ill 11W. 3IS t'i reiX~l till it I poPlat. audi inteitrated ftr 4 s~w. Tilt pnmvurt- was

arsu %%,w S 'rr; il tilt- v'~i i ' Itii g it Ai I lr 1orr , r
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of lines at 99 cm' has a spacing of 0.082 cm - ', and contribution. Since only the rotational part is of
the separation of the 105.6 cm - doublet is0.052 cm- 1. interest in this study, an arbitrary constant has been

The rotational lines of HCI are all double due to the subtracted from the observed indices. In the figure,
presence of the two chlorine isotopes. This doubling only changes in the index are meaningful.
is given approximately by the formula The line strengths of CO have been calculated from

this run by techniques described elsewhere. 2 They
are in agreement with those calculated, assuming a
dipole moment of 0.112 D, with about 10 percent

o-(HS5 Cl) -a(HTCI) =0.032(J+ 1), uncertainty. 14 With only slightly more refined mea-
surements, the stretching contributions'should become
observable, thus permitting a clear determination of
the sign of the effective charge.

where J is the lower state rotational quantum num-
ber.1 '2 .1 In Figure 14-4, the splitting of tl J=1 14-9 CARBON MONOXIDE LINE WIDTHS
transition at 41 cm - ' is shown. The separation here As a further indication of the performance of the
is 0.0638 em'. interferometer in applications to quantitative spec-

The observed resolution clearly approaches the troscopy, the self-broadened half widths in the rota-
theoretical. The central peak can be moved to the end
of the screw and, in principle, double the resolution. tional spectrum of CO were measured. The CO lines
owev the re am divrnce, oulblei t o ut are narrow and have half widths on the order of the
Hoethe resolutivergedce would be nsar to litit resolution of the instrument. Ability to measure the
the resolution, and it would become necessary to stop widths of these lines depended strongly on the quality

down the entrance or exit hole at all but the lowest of the apparatus function of the interferometer.
wavenumbers. There have been many studies of the CO line

widths in the vibration-rotation hand. i Theoreti-
14-8 ASYMMETRIC MODE cal calculations based on the Anderson theory have

When the absorption cell is rotated into the fixed been carried out by Bevedict and Herman. 17 Re-

arm of the interferometer, the interferogram becomes cently, Dowling measured the l)re rotational widths
asymmetric. The Fourier transform thus includes using a lamellar grating interferometer.'5  In this
phase shifts from which the index of refraction can be latter work, effective half widths were measured
calculated. The index information provides a useful directly from the spectrum. Theoretically calculated
supplement to the absorption data. Through the dis- corrections were applied to remove the effect of the

persion relations, the index of refraction can provide apparatus function and to correct for other sources of

information about the absorption in regions where the instrumental error. The Lorentz half widths were

absorption cannot be directly measured. This idea then calculated from the effective half widths.

has been particularly useful in measuring line strengths Essentially the same predures were followed in
in situations where it is difficult to obtain either suf- our analysis. The validity of the pngcedures de-
ficient resolution or weak enough lines to employ the pends Un the a.,umption that any significant err
usual techniques. in the interferometer are sufficiently well understood

that their effects on the line breadth cans becalculated.Figure 14-5 shows the index-of-refraction spectrum the rotatol lie width wer ban ed
for a portion of the pure rotational band of CO. In Th ru m at lieswidts ran ot f91t
the case of CO, the electronic contribution to the index 745 Torr. The length of the cell was 22.5 cm aid the
of refraction ist much greater than the rotational tepruewamitindt 01K.Toiftemperature wat maintained at 302t *1* K. Two d if-

ferent filter combinations, as- shown iii Table 14-1.
were used to cover the ranges 25 to 70 cm-  and

CO 5) to l30cm .
.. T To opt imize the signal-to-noise ratio. it is desirable

to use the low"t resolution consistent with keeping
the ahipratus function corrections small. Using the

formnuh given by Dowling." s the effect of an un-
. // lXdistl apiratus function on the width of a lArenta

line can be calculated. Using this formula, a maximum
optical path difference of 10.4 m.ro corresi)nding to a

.- resolution of 0.06"cm-  , was chosen. For this re-o-
lution, apparatus function correct ion wits necessary

40 .. . only for the weakest lines oboerved.
Rotational transit ions from J - it (23.0415 em- I) to

J - 27 (107.124 ca') were observed. lowever, only
the transition% from J -.7 to J .20 were used. lIelow

Figue 14-8. Index df Rcfrtiwo.of CO Nonnalised to J-7, the time ratio wits too hw; above
One Atm ash Presuw,. An "tnry eonalant ha 7lto

subt ieted from the values before plotting J -20., the lines wert too weak.
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Background runs were made by running empty cell effective line width was corrected for the apparatus
interferograms at the lowest resolution consistent function, if necessary, and normalized to 1 atmo-
with reproducing all the remaining channel spectra. sphere. Equation (14-6) was then solved for '0 by
These background interferograms were extended to an iteration procedure. In this calculation, line
the same length as the sample interferograms and strengths corresponding to a dipole moment of
transformed. The transmittance curve defined by 0.112 D were used.' 4 The half widths resulting from
taking the ratio of the sample spectrum to the back- this procedure showed no systematic pressure de-
ground spectrum has a straight base line without pendence except for a few lines at J>20. For this
appreciable loss of signal-to-noise. The line profiles reason, these lines were omitted from the analysis.
were then obtained by interpolating points at intervals No other instrumental corrections were applied.
of 0.004 cm-' between the calculated points. The Other calculable sources of error, such as the linear
same program formed averages over suitably chosen drift and the beam divergence, were analyzed and
intervals in the line wings to define the 100 percent found to have a negligible effect on our widths. Many
transmittance level and calculate the width of the line of these effects are much smaller for the Michelson
at one half maximum absorption (the effective width). interferometer than they are for the lamellar grating

Assuming the Lorentz shape, the transmittance in instrument.
the neighborhood of an isolated absorption line is Values of the Lorentz half widths for the lines J =7
given by the expression through J = 20 are listed in Table 14-2 and are plotted

T(a) = exp [-k(ar)l, (14-3) Table 14-2. Half Widths Yo, for the Pure Rotational
Transitions of CO at T-,302 K

rms Number
where I is the absorption path lerigth, and Wave- v of N es

J number ei.-o ie(rz)(cm -' atm -' )  tion Mea-
(cm - 1 ) sured

s 7 7 30.748 0.0618 0.0015 3
k(u) (144) 8 34.588 0.0597 0.0014 6

) 9 38.426 0.0581 0.0019 6
10 42.263 0.0574 0.0018 5
11 46.098 0.0552 0.0011 6
12 49.932 0.0546 0.0010 6

is the l,.rentz sl~alw; X=, A'I' is the line strength; at' 13 53.76,3 0.0522 0.0020 7
.s the wavenuitwr of the line center; and 1' =)1p is 14 ,57.593 0.0524 0.0015 8
the, l.orentz haldf width. The effective half width " 15 61.420 0.0512 0.0015 1116 65.245 0.0500 0.0016 10is delhlned by 17 69.068 0.0510 0.0013 5

18 72.888 0.0510 0.0013 5
19 76.705 0.0527 0.0015 4
20 .P-0.519 0.0514 0.0020 4

ner, + = mi + T(tr)j. (14-5)

in Figure 14-4;. The error bars are standard deviations
l'his definition leads to an equation relating the and (it) not reflect any estimate of residual systematic

effective half width to the l.orents half width: errors. An uncertainty of 2 percent in locating the

100 percent base line leads to an error in the half
width of about 1.5 pereent or 0.0018 cm- t /am.
This is consistent with the calculated standard devia-
tior'4, The siival-to-noise ratio in the slectrum was

/ + 2z , (14-6) abouti *A): I above :15 cm-' At lower wavenumbers,
4"T i it was somewhat px)rer.

(omparison with they results of DI)owling'" is good
.11l% for the lowe.-t frequency lines. Nb evidence wits
seen of the discontinuity obkserved by l)owling at
J -9. At high J values, our widths are greater than

when.r .N .' 4Sincer 6i indelmhnlent tf j1,"'isurr. thoe of l)owling and show some tendency to increase
the aeffctliv. half width is projsirt ioaal to prt.-trc, with increa.ing J. The titar infrared data show con-
jut a , I .- nt a half widti is. Eltch iitv4rved siderable scatter fr,,m one obsrver to another. s At
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0.o -the dipole moment matrix elements should be taken
into account. Assuming that the effective charge is
negative,' 5 the strength of the J = 20 transition must

ooW - be reduced by 8 percent and the width must be in-
Ecreased by 4 percent. As pointed out earlier, the

asymmetric measurements should permit unambigu-
E tous determination of the direction of this correction.

Secondly, the apparatus function should be measured
directly, such as by observing very narrow lines.

0or cO Realistically, one should not expect to be able to
calculate an accurate apparatus function from the

0 0I4 l I 2_ considerations used here.
7 10 15 20

J

14-10 CONCLUSION

Figure 14-6. Lorentz Half Widths of the Pure Rotational In general, the interferometer has performed in
Lines of CO at T-302* K. J is the lower state quantum accordance with expectations. It works very well at
number wavenumbers below 130 cm - '. At higher wave-

numbers the performance deteriorates. Spectra have
been obtained to 240 cm with good resolution but

least for the low J lines, we show reasonably good with noticeable deterioration in the apparatus function
agreement with the measurements of Benedict, Her- and in the signal-to-noise ratio. Satisfactory operation
man, Moore, and Silverman'I and with the theoretical at high frequencies will depend on the development of
calculations of Benedict and Herman, 7 assuming a an active control system for the optical path differ-
quadrupole moment of 4X 10- *26 esu-cm 2. ence. Such a system is currently under construction.

The tendency of the line widths to increase at high When this system is in use, the beam from a He-Ne
J values indicates the presence of uncorrected system- laser will run through the interferometer in parallel
atic errors. It is unlikely, on theoretical grounds, that with the infrared beam using the outer edge of the
the lines actually become broader in this region. This cat's-eyes. The stepping motor will advance the
behavior is probably due to small errors in the ap- comparator screw a distance which is approximately a
paratus function which have not been taken into multiple of the laser wavelength. A servomechanism
account in this analysis. The effective widths of these driven by the laser fringes will adjust the fixed cat's-
lines are not much greater than the width of the eye to make the path difference an exact multiple of
apparatus function and will be sensitive to small the laser wavelength.
errors in the apparatus function. The low J lines are The authors wish to acknowledge the continuing
considerably broader, and appear to be more accurate. interest and assistance in the construction and opera-

Improvement in the high J lines will require two tion of the interferometer of E. E. RII. F. P. )ickey.
improvements in the analysis. The J dependence of and J. T. White.
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15. A. Computer Aided Design for an

Interferometer Mirror Drive System

Joseph E. Hoffman, Jr.
Ak Ftce Cambrdge Iesch toborutumes

Bdfead. Mauad"tOne

Abstract

An analog and a hybrid computer were used to simulate the performanee of the
mirror drive system of a Michelson intererometer with a long path difference.
Sepamte simulations were performed for the stepping and the servo-controlled
position-holding modes of operation. These simulations were performed to evaluate
the system under a wide variety of conditions and to optimi e the d-sign.

Is-i INTRODUCTON

A Michelson interferometer with a 2-miter path
differenee is being developed. The mirror drive systemi
operates in the step and integrate modk, in which the
mirror is stationary during the mreasutrm-nt and then
rapidly stps to the next. position. The le-,h of the i
step can be adjusted from X to 100 frinm-s of the 1
6:; A reference line. The stepping time muwt be -

mitmiitsc sinee it is an essentially wasted perlion of
the total measurement time.

The long path differnce and fast stepping r-quin-
ments led to the devlopment of a two-part drive
system*. The first part consists of a motyr similar to
the driver in a loudspeter. This stp the mirror
fmrn one position to the next. The wond pr.rt mon-
Aists of an assembly which moves the mott.r mount
at constant speed. These motions are combined aml TIME
produce the molifed staire-e thown in Figure 15-1.
A position-holdingt servo is engngl at the ml (-f the

*rmq~4. i . rnso -.a.emau. Fi. i-. Nbarmr I\,mt ,t r,% Ttme
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step and holds the mirror in the proper position during The symbols used in the analysis are defined in
the measurement of the data. Table 15-1.

Ccmputer simulations we.. performed to obtain The motor exerts a constant accelerating force on
design and performance data and to optimize the the mirror until it reaches a predetermined position.
system parameters. The stepping times and optimum Then a braking force is applied which brings the
braking points for several values of stepping distance, mirror to a stop at the end of the step. Several motors,
damping, and driving farces were found with an analog capable of developing forces of up to 20 lb or 88.96 N,
computer. A hybrid computer simulated the system were designed and simulated. The values of R, L, i,
in the position holding mode, and an automatic and D were obtained from these designs.
parameter search was made in order to find an opti- The simulat-ns include the effect of viscous
mum set of design parameters. These produce per- friction, which consists of the damping produced by
formance characterized by fast response, good the magnetic flux cutting the metal coil form, and the
stability, little ripple, and minimum error. effect of fluid damping. Stiction and Coulomb friction

are also simulated. Prevision was made in the
15-2 CHARACTERISTICS OF 'iHE MIRROR DRIVE program to include the effects of mechanical com-

SYSTEM pliance, but it has been neglected in the initial sets of
data.

The magnetic motor, power amplifier, feedback
circuit, and mechanical load are shown in Figure 15-2. 15-3 SIMULATION OF THE MIRROR DRIVE SYSTEM IN

THE STEPPING MODE
K' 15-3.1 Derivation of the Computer Equations

POWE The equation for the electrical portion of the system
G oshown in Figure 15-2 is

(I -H)R COIL

di dx
G(Ein HR) L d+ R+D 7t (15-1)

Figure 15-2. Magnetic Motor and Load

Table 15-1. Symbols Used in Magnetic Motor and Load
Anysisor, when solv in terms of didt,

1 = \Iass of the movable mirror and its carriage
B, =Viscous friction coefficient di : G.Ei,, G0HRi Ri D
B, =A nonlinear factor representing stiction L L L L (15-2)

and Coulomb friction
K =Mechanical compliance
EI.v = Source voltage
G,, = Power amplifier gain
II = Feedback factor The equation for the mechanical portion of the system
I? = Resistance of the coil circuit is
L. = Inductance of the coil circuit
. = Coil current
I =('oil current (machine variable)
1) =Electromagnetic coupling coefficient -D

.Mirror displacement d Di B,.t K B2

V =lirror (lisplacement (niachine varia)le) tt Al Al Al "II
.J' = Mirrer volcity!

= =Mirror vel(it y (machine vairiable)
3 Anlog compluite tile scale factor
0 =Tachotet mpr Consta t h lEquations (15-2) and (15-3) were programeud forK(ti f the lplilier ill the lacont Solution :oia analog computer. The timae andfeedbllack lo)op aniIttude so:h, fiktors w re obtain(d from the
li,2 = (;'>, of the amplifier in th,, position ftmed- teel fators ereotained . rom the

hbuel, 1(111) theore-tical vailues of stepping (listaiiev, stepp[in~g timle,
tnn V1 )o and xillm velocityv whe e qual acceferatil anod1 ,, . ri I po.t on truetertiofte braJking forces and no danipi,,g were Ilsed. If the

roet lne 'equations are scaled for a steppigii distalce of l000
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fringes of the 6328 A reference, and are written in 1

terms of the machine variables, the results are:b

-('6L[ ]~) [0

Figr 54 Function Reprse*atipg Stiction and
and Coulomb Fiioni

I-1' -fm , [o f [ 10-d]-dte iei sdt generate B.., which has the form
shown in Figure 15-4. Stiction, B,, is effective until

G(K ) [X the v-loitv reaches a small value. b. theni Coulomib
(150-5) friction, B,, becomes effective. The relative magnitude

of stiction, Coulomb friction, anid the velocity at the
transition point are adjustable.

The analog computer program for solving EqIs. 15-3.2 Results of the Stepping Mode Simulation
(1.5-4) and (15-5), with zero initial conditions, is shown Aniptvlaewharcagur vsae
in Figure 15-3. The portion of the circuitry below the Aniptolgewharcaguawvsapwas used, and the response of the mirror was simulated

for several values of motor time constant. The results
are shown in Figure 15-5. The stepping distance was

- .,oT

-L O

_& 1000 frne1i0h r~eeieln a~ ofeb

arun the aow :iipite 4F sd Feb
ODetvi 'die h ie osat:idtedsr

100 1 repL Ms a eota idb oi bh hie f(an LI edakwsue nlermidro h
0i mula Oi ------11th v i15(i ~a dI er lo

Fiur 151. Anlg ompr r ~ig~o fr~imua iri o iv arspr s s i Iamhite nesn ni Fi try
teSTpin 10 oI of ()pr! io I&-
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IF (X) The addition of the feedback loops does not change
the equation for the mechanical portion of the

". I system and Eq. (15-2) still applies.
I Several interesting problems may arise when this

system is simulated. First, the mirror may have an
initial velocity when the servo is engaged, which will

not allow it to be caught. The allowable velocity is
a function of the parameters of the system, which
define a velocity uindow. The mirror can only be
caught by the servo if its initial velocity lies within
this window. Second, the time response and error are
also functions of the parameters. The solution of
these problems is difficult to obtain with a standard

A analog computer because of the vtwt number of param-
o eters which must be investigated. A hybrid or aH general purpose digital computer is more suited to

RANGE OF SERVO CONTROL problems of this type and can be programmed to
find an optimum solution.

A 0.1582 X 10-6 METERS A hybrid computer was programmed to solve Eqs.
(15-2) and (15-3). The diagram of the set-up is

Figure 15-11. Position Referc-ice shown in Figure 15-12. Initial conditions used are

C S P P IC

__ H
'9 _

-ST i 4 i :

I- Li

K 2=

IME

Iiglrt, 15-12. Ilvytrid ('omnplter D~hgrzim for Simnul ung the Position-Ilolding Mo, of Ope~ration 4
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controlled by the digital part of the computer. The computer records the parameters and indicates if the
computer automatically varies the initial mirror solution is valid. If so, the initial velocity is incre-
velocity, the initial coil current, tachometer and mented and another solution is obtained. If an
position feedback gain, and the viscous damping. The invalid solution occurs, the initial velocity is reset to
parameters are varied according to a program, and a its starting value and another parameter is changed
solution is obtained for each set of parameters. The according to the program.
computer automatically decides if the solution is An example of a velocity window is shown in Figure
valid. A valid solution is one in which the position 15-13. The mirror can be caught if its initial velocity
error nevc, exceeds A1, the error converges to zero, lies between the KF-K9 plane and the curved
and it reaches JAI within a specified time. The surface. Similar curves car be obtained for other

parameter values.
Stiction and Coulomb friction cause position errors

in the servo mode of operation. Several solutions of
VC D oIthis problem a. , possible. The first involves a system

U2000KG/SEC to change the gain in the position feedback loop as a
W W INITIAL CURRENT -2 AMPERES function of position error. This method will yield

2 O .4only partial correction. The second method involves
correcting the path difference without further ad-
justment of the movable mirror. A piezoelectric
crystal is used to mount a small mirror in the optical

K18 system of one of the retroreflectors. The mirror is
servoed to adjust the path difference to the desired
value.

15-5 SUMMARY
This paper illustrates a technique in which it is

o. 1.0 10 100 1000 10,000 possible to use a computer to simulate an electro-

mechanical mirror drive system and determine its
performance characteristics. It is also possible to

Figure 15-13. Example of a Velocity Window optimize the design by means of the simulation.

Discussion

Q. (J. V. Kline, Colorado School of Mines): Have simulation is useful to determine the optimum
you built this? parameters for the mirror system and can be per-

A. (J. Hoffman, Jr.): It is in the process; this formed much easier than by the experimental method.

system is presently under development. Computer
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16. Modifications to the Aerospace

Lamellar Grating Interferometer*

R. T. Hall, C. M. Randall, and J. M. Dowling
Space Physics Laboratory

The Aerospace Corporation
El Segundo, Calif o"na

Abstract

Modifications to the lamellar grating interferometer are discussed including a
tungsten source, an aluminum lamellar grating, and external adjustments for the
final mirror before the exit aperture. Two planned modifications are the replace-
ment of the Czerny-Turner mirrors by an off-axis paraboloid and the installation
of a laser measuring system.

16-1 INTRODUCTION 1 :7 '

Sirce the de'scription 1 2 of the Aerospace Car-
pora~ion lamiellar grating interferometer was pub-
lish-d in 1966, there have been several significant
modifications to the instrument which have improved
its performance. These modifications will be de- -
scribed and discussed. Finally, some major changes .. - "
which are anticipated in the Iext several ninths will
be mnrtioned.

16-2 DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES * "

First, the optical layout of the instrument will be
reviewed. This is shown in Figure 16-1. The instru-
ment is a double beam interferometer designed to
operate in the far infrared beyond 250 cm*- . The
two beams are formed from the ,ource and the two
ellipsoidal mirrors, M, ond M2. One major change

Ilia *ork ws onducted under V.S. Air - nd %timile Figua' 164I. Optikal Distgrain of the Arrosp.sfc ('orpura-
Systems (rgaustion (SAMSO) ( ontrapt No. F4-701-4 6'.4)OW. tion ALamne|ar Grating Interructmr

Preceding pgs blank
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has been in this radiation source. The upper of the strument are collected from different portions of the
two beams is folded by mirrors N14 and .M5 to pass source. Since the difference between the two beams
through the sample area. The lower beam is a is being considered, this has led to severe stability
reference beam and passes unchanged under the problems when using mercury arcs due to arc wander
sample area. It is folded up by mirror M3 . The two and envelope inhomogeneities. The use of a tungsten
beais are then combined 10 deg out of phase by the lamp has eliminated the stability problems of the
rotating chopper wheel M. The ac component of this mercury arc and has allowed spectra to be measured
combined beam is the difference between the two up to 250 cm- 1 . Of course, for low-wavenumber
beams. The combined beam is then refocussed by the investigations, the mercury arc must still be used.
spherical niirror .17 and folded into the interferom- The stability problems are somewhat eased because
eter optics by mirrors IMs, Mg, and M1 0. The en- the mercury are can now be filtered at about 50 to
trance aperture lies immediately after mirror M9 . 60 cm- 1 so that only the plasma and not the hot
Trhe beam is rendered parallel by the bottom Czerny- envelope acts as a source.
Turner mirror M 1, strikes the lamellar grating, and Since the bare tungsten coil will oxidize quit'
is then refocussed by the upper Czerny-Turner mirror rapidly if operated in air, vacuum operation is a
M1 2. Another of the major changes has been in the necessity. Since the instrument was already koated
larnellar grating. An anticipated change is in the in a vacuum chamber to eliminate water vapor
Czern%-Turner system, Ml and M12 . The refo- interference, this proved no problem. The instrument
elled beam is directed by mirror NI13 to the exit is generally operated at better than 10-Torr
aperture which is located on the end of the light pipe vacuu-n. The operating characteristics of the lamp
to the detector. Tie last major change has been to must be adjusted to account for the different heat
mirror .113. ' load in th~e vacuum. Typically, the lamp is operate(

Perhaps the most significant change in the instru- at about one third power (110 W) and a color tem-
ment has been the utilization of a tungsten coiled-coil perature of 25000 K. Lifetimes of the order of 200 hr
lamp as a far-infrared source. This lamp is a con- are usual. Failure of the lamps is preceded by a
mercial tungsten lamp* with half of the quartz gradual change in cold resistance from 3.1 to 3.5 ohms.
envelope cut away. The remaining half is aluminized Provision must be made to cool the sealed ends of
on the inside to eliminate channel spectra arising the lamp. A water-cooled mount was designed for this
from reflections off the outside surface. The per- purpose (see Figure 16-3). The mount and baffle I
formance of this source is superior to a mercury arc
alve about 60)i cm.- Spectra showing the intensity
(listriblitions of a mercury aret and a tungsten lamp ,---,
appear in Figirme W6-2. The two beams of the in-

MERCURY ARC -
,L, E .L i.'CTRIC AW-, g - - -- l " l

Figure 16-3. Source Mount and Housing

fl, Ising are designed to permit easy change between
tungsten and mercury smorces without having to
realign the opties. This is done by having the soure
mount on a iholder which accurately and relprducibly
plugs into and is heat sullk to a water-cooled block.

- EI'leetrical coinections are made svparately. The ust,
of these plug-in iwmints greatly re haes dowintin e

when changing siources and eliminate the need for
realignment tat those t ime-

hviir, lI 2. Far-infr:ir.,l In tensity )istributions of :t Another change inad( .ll I lie it striunevit is lie
I,r, .r i.\r :an ",I~ "l' hnnghi: lamreplacement of tIh. original I yrex lamell'r grating

by an niuminun, grating. This change was necessi-
tated by a rather sudden deterioration Oif thi optical
fi ure of the PIyrex grating. it the past, objeetions

I t ( ' l i '.t; wreurylan. have been raised againt ietal lunellar gra ings



because of waveguide effects between the facets.
However, investigations of the waveguide character-
istics of the Pyrex grating revealed that this grating
also exhibits a waveguide effect.' Because of the
greater ease in fabrication and optical refiguring,
the replacement grating was made from aluminum.
The design of the new grating is shown in Figure 1I-4.

Figure 16-4. Des; -n of the Aerospace Aluminum Lamellar
Grating. The black a. ea are the optical surfaces

Figure 16-5. The Aerospace Aluminum Lanmellar
The gratings are miade from aluminum sheet stock, (i~iG in 'c te e nruit

carefully- machined and bolted together. The finishedi
gratings 1, e cold-stabilized prior to optical lapping.
Stabilit 'N tests were made onl a small prototype version
for a 4' -da. period. 4 Tihese tests indicated adequate frequencies (250 ern-) could occur if the adjustments
stability of thle optical sutrfaces. ''he frotit surfaces were made tit low frequencies (35 cni ). With the
of both halves (if the grating were laptwd separately installation of these external adjustments, the finial
and both have a slight c 'ylindrical coikea% iy. Thle alignment canl he done after the inti rumecit is e v, e-
meani facet-to .acet deviation from ftis eylindrical uated, thus eliiniating the high frequettcv ahsorp-
shape is 2 sec (if tirc, with the large., devito of tioe.
8s~ec of arc occurring ait thc ottide facets. Since bothI
halves aire so niearly identical, the slight cy linidrical 16-3 FUTURE MODIFICATIONS
shape, presents no problems. 'l'lie tin isled alumninum
grating mounted in the instrument is shown in These are the principal modificat ions which have
F'igure 16-5. been madte to the Aerospace iiiterferomter. '*Fwo

One other modification which deserves mention is other nmodificatijons zt plannked for the neaer feature.
the provision for the external adjustment of the l'e first (if t IteM' is thle replacent to liv Civrti\-
'liagonal mirror N113 jut; Iefe#.-e the exit aperture. TIurner mirrors, NI I I and NI 1 2. by% ant ofT-nxs par-eb-
TIhis allows a more accurate t't'itet'.ig of the( zeroth oloid. 'I'his will allow the itist ruinwt t4 o h tijee-rated
ordler of the( grat ihi one the exit apert ure. Thel( adjutst- at nvar-iorniacl iditence rat her t han at lii dog tf
ment is made b *y fflexible cables attached to the three axis ats is pre.M'eal~y done with the t'zvriATurier
-idjustniptit screws onl this niirror. These cables call systrim. *F'llis off-axis -ope rat ionl hlas been shecie to
be t eeriwe' front ouetsidle the \vactuim tank bY rotary broadlen sharp. lhigh frequency I ee~Teim~t all-
motion feedtbroughs mounted onl the cheaniber wall. t ion of the eeff-axie, paraoividma Atheul dlecream- the
Prior to the install'etion of if oe adjustments, the iest runmoetal broadening by a faecto~r of 14) or unire
centering head to he (lone in open air \%hit- I is e'ss*'n- at 10 eW
I ially opaque above 33cm -l (file to water vapor Thew seconed niotdIicet ion lanned is the ine~allaetiin
absorption. Since the ceuderie r ceo ooecitcl wf n laser feer thle ne':e-eneut of (optical paet ht differ-
as the frequency is icecreased, mlisaliguntieoet for leigh e'nces. Theeit eeeasiriment., ae pewittly nuttde by a1
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conmmercial linear inductosvn systemi which has an Ghosts have been seen nn a few spectra. A laser
*ieeiirac , of =E 1. 5 pAm. Unfortunately, the system mewsuring system will climinate these ghosts. Un-
has a1 periodlic error with an amplitude of ± =1.5 pm fortunately, it appears that the "porch swing" fashion
atnd a p~eriod of 2 mm. As in the ruling of diffraction by which the moving grating is suspended has a great
gratings, p~eriodlic errors lead to "ghosts" ini the deal of vibration. This may necessitate a redesign
sp~ectrumi. For example, a periodic error such as of the drive and suspension system to a~ow a laser
dlescribedl above will give ghost lines at ±5;-cmi to be used.
from a line at 50 cm-1 with an intensity of 2 percent These then arie the main modifications of the
of the parent 50 cni- linie."~ Spectra measured on the Aerospace lamellar grating interferorneter in a con-
Aerospace interferonieter have signal-to-noise ratios" tinuing series of modifications to improve its per-
aipproaching this ratio of line-to-ghost intensities. formance.
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Discussion

Q. 1, the plaie -if inirieene and reflection tit * your collimated beaim, any other configura~tion would Iead
liniellar gretm inprallel toi the grwo.v.s, or tnt? to. shadowing of one set of Livets by the other for any

A. (it. T. H all): Yes. the plale is p~aralel to til ae'be disphiaeement.
jzriwbvts tif t1 nie.ellar pratinug. Since we are uising ,k
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17. New In~tumention for Far Infrared

Fourier Spectrophoto meters

L. W. Thorpes, 0. J. Neale, and G. C. Hayward
b.oosto ILLC.. Lid

Landwi. Englarid

Abstract
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and by .tr instruniontal effeets affect both inter-
ferograms in exactly the same way. Provided the
output interfcrograms have comparable dynamic
ranges, the ratio of the two transforms will remove the 4

effects produecd by such fluctuations. >'
A double-beam systeml , 2 developed at our "

Laboratories gives results that bear this out. The z IIU4
svstem uses a sum-and-difference technique Ahereby Wm a
both beams are chopped at the same frequency but j 2 .--
such that energy is received from each beam al- !
ternately, with eonplete obscuration between con- I -
secutive exposures. The resulting 'etector output
waveform has one component at the chopping fre- -
([uency proportional to the difference of the amplitude
of the two input signals, and another component at
twice the chopping frequency proportional to the sum 3M TPX
of the amplitudes of the two signals. The sample
and background interferograms can be separtted
from these two waveforms. Figure 17-1 (polypropylene I i# 4 41 T5

FREQUENCY (CM- 1)

A
4 Figure 17-2. Comparison of Eight Ratioed Transforms for

4 SOLUTM TPX Sample in DB2 and Their Backgrounds

w 3 4Cm-1

Im OYPOYEEA OPEN (GAIN LO)

c4 B CLOSED (GAIN IO.O)

64 in IN 2M 3" 3 448 (ZEROSIGNAU ..

FREQUENCY (CM- 1)

Figure 17-1. Comparison of Eight Ratioed Transforms for
Polypropylene Samplh in 1)iB2 and Their Backgrounds

Figure 17-3. Cross-Talk Test (DB2)

sample) and Figure 17-2 (TPX sample) show the
background transform and ratio of the sample and
background transform for eight consecutive runs of harmonic component obtained in the detector output
the system. The improved reproducibility in the when the radiation is coded with the normal square-
region of good signal levels is immediately obvious wave type of chopping. Hence, the summing and
from a comparison of plots A and B in both cases. differencing nf the amplitude of the fundamental and

Tlhe double-beam system suffers from a cross-talk second harmonic of the chopping frequency introduces
problem, that is, when one channel is closed and the false energy into both channrls, with a resulting error
other opI)en, energy from the open channel is observed in the measured spectrum. Only by careful selection of
in the output signal representing the closed channel, the detectors can the cross-talk be reduced to below
as shown in Figure 17-3. The measured cross-talk is 1 percent, which is considered adequate for normal
found to be dependent on the amlplitude of the second working. A second double-beam system that has
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since been developed should not present the cross- Since I)th interferograms are obtained from the
talk problem since it does not depend on a sum-and- same interferometer at the same position of optical
difference technique to produce the two electrical path difference and at the same instant of time, the
outputs. Results will be published later. two phase functions inside the cosine terms in Eqs.

* With either double-beam system, it is possible to (17-1) and (17-2) are related and can be compared.
measure the complex refractive index of a parallel- The phase c:isting in the background interferogram
sided sample' placed in one of the two beams of the at the position taken as the zero path difference
interferometer. The following notation is used. sample point nj is:

F(v)=energy function incident n sample as a
function of wavenumber

T(v) transmitted energy function as a function of bkgd phase = 2irv(n 1 Ax+q Ax); (17-3)
wavenumber

A(P) refractive index of sample as a function of
wavenumberI:t thcns fparallel-sided sample (in cni
meters) the phase existing in the sample interferogram at the

AX sampling interval (in centimeters) position taken as the zero path difference sample
E effective extra optical path length due point V 2 is:

to a parallel-sided sample of thickness
t-2t[A(v) -1] for all wavenumbers

For the background the interferogram obtained as sample phase= 2r-,( 2 Ax+2t[A(v)- l]+q' Ax).
a function of the sample point n is: (17-4)

f(n Ax) = fV1F(v) cos (2wrn Ax+2rqv Ax) dv, (17-1) The phase difference as a function of frequency and
0o zero path difference sample point numbers is:

Iwhere Iq5 _0.5 and represents the error in the sampling
of the background zero path difference position n=O. e=2r(n2-? 1) Ax+2irv. 2t[)()-1]+2irv(q'-q) Ax.

With the sample introduced into the Michelson (17-5)
interferometer, the interferogram obtained as a func-
tion of the sample point n is:

The computation of this experiment is done in two
~ (vT~v)steps.

f,(n Ax)=] F()T() 1. The computer recognizes each of the two
'0 positions. n2 and n, as the maximum element in its

cos. {27rvn Ax+2rq'v Ax+2t[p() - I]} dv, particular interferogram; it then finds the average

(17-2) value of the refractive index, given by:

where avg R.I. = (n2-n) Ax. (17-6)
2t

[()-1] =-
4i-vt 2. During the phase c'orrection of both interfero-

(nA-ni) grams the two phase functions are calculated, each
2t 2t based about its own zero path difference position.

Each phase function has a component that represents
the mis-sampling of the zero path differences position
plus any phase changes with frequency due to mis-

Iq'I -0.5 and represents the error in the sampling of alignment of the interferometer. Since only the sample
the zero path difference region, and e is phase .dif- phase function contains information about the
fer( e. refractive index of the sample, subtraction of the two



(81 pl:se fu ncteins rem oves two caue's of erro r from tile
re rract ive Induex measuremnts. Accurate location to
a fraction of at samnplinog interval, of either or both of
thei zero pathi difference positionis, therefore becomes

SAMPLE unonecessary.
Th'Ie real part of thle complex refractive index is

obtained from thle ratio of thle Fourier transforms of
I the phase-corrected sample and background inter-

2 (n-I~tfe rograms; the imaginary part is obtained from thle
dlifference of the two phiase functions and from other
relevant factors described in the equations.

Figure 17-4 shows the symmetric background and
asymmetric sample interferograms. Figure 17-5 sh1ows

BACKGROUND the rc-iilts after computation of eight such scans of
the interferonmeters, with a 147-Mum-thiick sample of
Trefloni placed in the interferometer. In the transform
of the sample and background interferograms the

5)edis seen to be about 10 percent; in thle ratio of
the two transforms, in the regions of good signal
levels, the spread is about 2 lperent. Tilc changes in
refractive index are seeun to be associated with thle

Figure 17-4.. Ammnetric Initerferograni of Teflon andi the absorption linus of Teflon, and the results agree with
(orespxoliig$vmetic ntefeogrm o tlc 3 akgroiu previous classical refractive index measurements.
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17-3 MULTIPASS GAS CELL radius of curvature, and spaced apart by distances
The multipass gas cell available as a modular equal to this radius. The system can be tuned from

extension to the existing F'ourier spectrometer is of a 1 m to more than 10 m of transmission in the gas and
type developed by White, 4 with an optical layout as the number of passes is determined by the relative

*shown in Figure 17-6. The optical components positions of the centers of curvature ofthe mirrors K
consist of three spherical mirrors, all having the samne and I on the mirror J, as shown in Figure 17-7. The

A AA

-3

B

Center of Center of Center of Center of
craueof curvature of curvarture of curvature of
mirrKmirror I mirror K mirror II'I COMPLETE PASS I IMAGE ON J 3 COPEEPASSES 5 IMAGES ON J

mirrorro J mirror J irrK mro

4 7 COPLT N~SS 77 IMGE ON 1 0CMLT ASE MGSO
Fi~re 7-. Mrrr J if Mltpsi (tar CelandNuberan Poni io o th) Image fo 01, i ,ad1 ar&sTruh
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cell is desigiv-d to be used -it pressures til to 2 atm II!ad Figure 17-10 shows a ;ligitallv 'ycomputedl hiighi-
as high a vacuum as is available. resolution sp~ectrum of water vapor obtame hiii wusing

A maximum in the transmitted energy is obtained the gas cell and a I andard Al ichelson interferometer
(see Figure 17-7) when A,'(A -B) = , anl integer whose drive is capable of a maximum of l~ cm ofrrep~resentinig the number of passes of the cell. Thlt- optical path difference. ThiM: spertrumi shows the
limit of the numberof passes occurs when 2(A -B) =8, splitting of the( 9( cm' and 99 cnf' (!'iiblets to
the diameter of the individual images onl the mirror better than 0.1 em- lResults were obtained b%,

J, ormeans of a point-by-point Fourier transform pro'-
cedure.

Figure 17-11 shows an FTC-300 analog computer
sp~ectrum Of (CF3IBr at approximately atm and 9

Nii.1it=2 .4/S. passes in the cell. This gas is very vol, 'it,( and was
distilled five times to remove the water present in the
gas as obtained from the manufacturer.

Figure 17-12 shows three FTC-300 comparison

Figure 17-S shows the number of passes obtained spectra of C6F6 , for 2, 61, and 9 passes in the cell, and
athe mirror K is adjusted, using anl image diameter demonstrates the advantages in sensitivity to be

asIc nth irrJ obtained by the extended transmission available in

Figure 17-9 shows the results of a similar test with the gas cell.
an image diameter of 3 mm onl the mirror J.
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17-4 RANGE EXTENSION OF THE FS-720 FAR IN. Figure 17-13 shows a single-beam spectrum of a
FRARED MICHELSON INTERFEROMETER TO polyethylene disk containing an rntimony complex
HIGHER FREQUENCIES against a spectral background optimized for the high-

Their large energy throughput and high-resolution frquency end of the instrument range. The spectrum

capability has aroused considerable interest in the was obtained with a polypropylene beam splitter 10

fee,ihiiity of extding the range of far infrared pm thick and a KBr filter to remove long-wavelength

Michelson interferometers to higher frequencies. radiation. 1'igure 1714 shows the ratioed trans-
Advantages to be gained arc the possibility of over-
lapping the range covered by relatively inexpensive
dispersive instruments and refractive index measure- -- -
ments with the interferometer used in the asymmetric II

mode. A further convenience is the modular con-
struction of these instruments.

The wavelength range covered by the FS-720
Michelson interferometer is to a large extent deter-
mined by the spacing of the moire grating it uses for I
sensing the displacement of the moving mirror. The I
grating has a 4-pm period, and the interferogram is
normally sampled once for every moire fringe, that is,
at every 8-pm increment of optical path difference. ., i i I I

Ilence, according to the sampling theorem, for W §W11

unambiguous transformation of the interferogram the
spectral bandwidth of the instrument must be less
than 625 cm- 1, and since the instrument uses only
lowpass filters, the highest frequency that can be

Figure 17-14. Ratioed Transmission Spectrum of a Poly-
ethylene Disk Containing the Same Antimony Complex as in

The normal range of the interferometer is from 10 Figure 17-13.
to 500 cm'. The instrument background for use at
the higher frequencies is provided by interference
within a 6-pm-thick Mylar beam splitter; all radiation
of frequencies higher than approximately 500 cm - 1 is
removed by the black polyethylene field lens. It is mission spectrum of the same disk as in Figure 17-13;

possible to extend the frequency range to slightly the high-frequency liLit of this spectrum is about the

higher values by using thinner beam splitters, and practical limit for 8-Am sampling when black poly-

the one most commonly used is of 3.5-pm-thick Mylar. ethylene is used as a filter. In both Figures 17-13 and

Unfortunately, since Mylar shows absorptions near 17-14 the spectrum was plotted with the FTC-300
it , and 510 cm - , the spectral background that computer on the X1 range, which displays fre-

it provides is rather unsatisfactory in this region. A quencies up to 96 percent of the alias values.
better spectral background, which shows no absorp- To investigate the feasibility of extending the

tion at these frequencies, is obtained by using poly- instrument range further, it was necessary to reduce

propylene beam splitters. the sampling interval. This was achieved by modify-
ing the moire amplifier electronics so that the inter-
ferogram was sampled twice per moire fringe, that is,
at 4-pm intervals of optical path difference. The
accuracy of sampling was comparable to that of the

, .standard moire system, with the alias frequency
..... I j increased to 12.50 cm'.

-"F" The interferometer lends itself readily to range
. extvnsion Rqince the optics are all reflecting and beam

I splitters are readily interchangeable. The beam
splitters we tried were of three different materials,
down to the following thicknesses: Mylar, 2.5 pm;
polypropylene, 5pm; and polyethylene, 12pm. All
these materials were strong enough to be used inter-

S. .. changeably, although thin polyethylene films tended
Pala. , ', to stretch slightly with use and could not be inter-

changed more than about six times.
The tilt adjustments that were provided for the

fixed mirrors were found to be fine enough for satis-
Figun' 17-13. Single-livam Siwtrtum of an Antimony factory optical alignment at the higher frequencies.
(oniplvx (I'lli(1 10, in Polyethylene on a SI.!ral Back- The black polyethylene field lens was removed and an
ground ()pitimised for tle ig-nliuen y End of the Instru- T b
tnitt Range ( I. , im; optival filter, K 1r) N-Am or 12-pm lowpu,: filter was inserted ii ar the



Isasmple position. Although the optics were thus not refractive indices than Mylar, is thus unimportaint.
opt~imized, there was so much radiation from the It was possible to obtain satisfactory in terferogramn
source at higher frequencies that it was necessary to modulation depths for all beami splittoers, and all filmsIurovide for additionai attenuation (in the range 10 to other than polyethylene. One speCiiei of pol * -9 0 percent transmission) in order to avoid overloading propylene was suffliientl * uniform to give good
the detector, even when the instrument was operated visible fringes. An effect reported by other workers,'5
at the smallest (3 mm) source aperture. that the interferogram fringe contrast wvas improved

The smaller radiative throughput of beam splitters by removing the low-frequency content of the spectral
f polyethylene and polypropylene, which have lower background with alkali halide transmission filters, was

also observed by us.
The results of measurements with various beam

- splitter and filter combinations are shown in Figures
100i 17-1,5 through 17-18.

Interferograms for spectra at frequencies, less than
* 500 cm- are normally scanned at 5 pmi/sec with an

60 electronic time constant of 0.5 see, and it was neces-
sary to lower the drive speed by a factor of 2 when
operating at these high frequencies. The running

40ur 17-g5. botioed SRetsmoflutlstioenil

Tgo - --- . 41I

*40 ~ - -_

FRGM W')RNYfa~

Fiure 17-1. Ratioed Spctrum of a Polytyrene Film F~r'1.7 ttodSwtu f*Plitrn'Fl
Uaaing a 35-pm Poypylee Beam Spltter (81, 4 pm) tna1.mloctkwl~~itpitr(f m



... .. . - time of interferograms for spectral resolutions of 5 to
- 6 cm', the highest that could be achieved with the
------, limited storage capacity of the analog computer, was

I 20 min, this time being dictated by the response time
I_ of the Golay detector.L.. The results show that polypropylene is a satis-
i factory beam splitter for frequencies up to 800 cnf'

and virtually free from absorption features. This
result is at variance with those of other workers who

I apparently find that absorption in the filters or lens
i materials is ascribable to the beam splitter. Mylar is

less satisfactory for this range since besides absorption
at the lower frequencies there is intense absorption
near 720 cm-1. Of the materials studied, poly-
ethylene is the only one suiitable for use in the region
800 to 1200 cm-1 (Figure 17-19), although the thick-
ness of film used-which is about the thinnest that

-F:: ---~- ~can be tolerated in practical use--is such that this+ region cannot be covered by a single beam splitter
I"hoop" (see Figure 17-20). Possibly because th-

polyethylene beam spiitter was not uniform, the spec-

zrand so it was possible to ratio spectra with
reasonable success in the region of these minima.

The resuIL suggest that with only minor modifica-
tions the wavelength limit of the interferometer can
be extended to at least 800 em- , and indicate the
splitter/filter eombination necessary to optimize
performance in this region.

-- 17-5 RERLECrlON.TRANSMISSON AnACHMBEJT

Ii This module is designed to fit onto the existingIrL:-.. .. FS-720 interferometer such JIMa the instrumental
background, reflection, and transmission of the

- - .sample -ire av ilabic without having to disturb either
the sample once it has been positioned, or the instru-
ment once it has been evacuated and allowed io reach
equilibrium.

The optical layout in Figure 17-20 shows that
F . mirror F cart take two positions. In position (1) it

- reflects the transmitted radiation ontu the detector.{ - . ..... in position (2) it reflects the radiation reflected from
- - the sample onto the detector. When mirror G is

the radiation is reflcted onto a horixqntal mirror 11.
and then back onto G and Ri and hence to the detector.

.............- Th~is allows the background tma' mission of the
1 instrument to be measure~I uiider imvitrumentiI condi-
I - tion-i as closely related to thotte for iv reflection and

~ ~ tianiission as ae available without the use of a
- double-beam system.

Figure 17-21 illustrates the resultst obtained with a
FREQUENCY (001) %maple of Teflon, showing the rdketion int-rrferogrmmand the corresponding trasmnission and reflection

transforms. It can be seen that the channel sp-etra
from the transmnitted to the rrfleted spectra areV

hgwar 17-I lkro~ K4~stm$riu and Ptio out, of phase. and that the interval from one mniimuml
144tr(pa!3 'thn insth, anNir (1 pnwu. I Ietdee t the next chanites with frequency. Thil' is most4 ;~Itt~r(pat Irngth .5)m~ ~~ ~noticeable in the reflection gpectrum (curve' B). WIh
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the t h iekies., of the mnaterial known, the( refractiv'.
in dex can bie sttntiat ed from:

1.(v) 1(17-7)

where P,, is the frequency interval from oz~v mf'.ximumn
to the next ,~f the chiannel spec' ., at the frt-qu'mey' V. ...

'l'his method lprodtices a refrctv inexfucto
similar to the one in Figure 17-5 but the signal-to-
noise ratio is considerably worse since accurate
measurement of v,11 from the output spectrum is quite
dlifficutlt.

F'igures 17-22 and 17-23, respectively, show the
spiectra and corresponding interierograms of a 0 eoU

chromium complex and a cobalt complex.

~~.TT

~ ;-1 ' FREOUENCY t'

~ T7.Z~iso.~r~..Figure 17-23. (top) Reflection Interferogramn of a Cobalt
T - Complex, E I C Axis (Maximum Optical Path Difference= =0.2

FDT cm), and (bottom) Corresponding Ratioed Spectrum

a. - -i

* 17-6 CONCLUSIONS
.'I

.7 The instrumentation and applications informationLV ~ <contained in this paper are useful to chemical andI .00 I Both the sample-handling and data-handfing tech-
FREQENC (M) niuesarerapidly being improved, and the more

these techniques become common practice in chemis-
f igure 17-22. (top) fiackground and Reflection Inter- try and physics laboratories of universities and
ferogranis of it Chr~omium ('onij ex (Maximum Optical Path industries, the more readily will fundamental problems
IDifference'-0.1 em), and (bottopp) C'orresponding Ratioed h ovd
lefleetion Svectrum b ovd
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18. Technique for Determining Far Infrared

Absorption Spectra of Small Samples of Liquids and Solids

at Low Temperatures With a Fourier Spectrophotometer

James L. Lauer and Melvin E. Peterkin
Research and Development, Sun Oil Company

Marcus Hook, Pennsylvania

Abstract

A cone channel condenser is placed in the sample compartment of a RIIC

FS-720 far infrared Michelson interferometer at the location of the source image.
The concentrated radiation is then passed through the cooled sample and con-
densed onto the detector by a field lens and another cone channel condenser.

18-1 INTRODUCTION Model 720), and hence do not interfere with routine
uses of the instrument. The angular spread of their

Wen absorption spectra are to be obtained on exit beam makes it possible to obtain effectively
small quantities of material, the use of radiation beam longer optical paths with straight cells than collimated
condensers has become standard practice among beams would allow. The circumstance that conical
spectroscopists. Microscope optics are generally em- channel condensers are not imaging devices is no
ployed, usually consisting of complex mirror systems, serious detriment, as the interferometer already in-
to bring the radiation to an accessible position for cludes such a cone channel ahead of the Golay de-
sample alignment. The optical path through the tector. A simple plastic lens between the two channels,
sample is often also small, making it difficult to located at the exit from the sample compartment,
recognize weak absorption hands. Since weak absorp- ensures adequate transmission of the radiation to the
tion bands are the rule for most materials in the far detector.
infrared (the spectral region of primary interest to us)
and the ulis of precise optical parts with smilples at
very low temperatures (the primary reasol for ureter- 18-2 GUIDELINES USED IN APPARATUS DESIGN
taking this work) seenied unwarrant ed because of
difficult aligninnt prblems. the nuch siml)ler ap- Figure 18-1 shows the optical layout of the RIIC
proach of conical radiation chanmel condensers was Model 720 Far Infrared Interferometer. 1 Important
chosen. features are the focal position within the sample corn-

Such cones have the advantages of easy introdluc- partment and the detector section consisting of a cone
lion into and removal froil the sample Compartment radiation channel condenser closed at its ends by a
of the interferoeleter available for this study (1I IC Golty cell and a black polyethylene lens, respectively.

Preceding page blank
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PARABOLOID MIRROR The choice of a beam condenser system consisting

of a cone channel condenser over one consisting of
mirrors was made primarily on the basis of conve-
nience, simplicity, and the absence of the need for an

CELL CHOPPER imaging device. A reduction of 4:1 in cross-sectional
GOLAY LIGHT BoxD~EECOR PIE IMAGE IIf } i  SOURCE area of the radiation flux through the sample without

loss of signal was entirely satisfactory.

MOV 18-3 OPTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

FIELD LENS, RAVE As was shown by WilliamsonS and Greenler, a
POLYTHENE --- cone channel condenser (CCC, in the form of a frustumI L-, L-'p'-t ,--.:r"M ELI NE XPARAOLO ID BEAM of a cone), will only transmit radiation incident on its

MIRROR FIXED MIRROR SPLITTER walls when the angle of divergence of the limiting ray
(ADJUSTABLE) with the cone axis is below a certain maximum value.

This value depends essentially only on the ratio of

Figure 18-1. Ray Diagram for the RIIC Michelson Inter- the radii of the CCC and not on its length (assuming
ferometer FS-7201 reflectivity is perfect, a condition generally true for

metals in the far infrared). A converging lens at the
entrance to the CCC can be helpful in bringing radia-

The lens serves several purposes. With its focal length tion within the required range. With a second CCC
properly chosen, it changes the divergence of all or pointing in the same direction and placed in front of
most of the radiation impinging on it to fall within the the lens, it is possible to pass just as much or even
range acceptable by the cone channel condenser. It more radiation (if the first CCC constituted a limiting
is a limiting aperture, and it is a filter for visible and aperture) through the whole system, provided the
near infrared radiation. Also, the size of the source location of the latter with respect to the focus of the
can be altered, providing for different image sizes and lens and the general geometry are correct. The new
convergence of radiation within the sample compart- CCC (CCC2) can be made to constitute an effective
ment. Access to the co. apartment is provided by a beam condenser for radiation detected at the small
removable lid. end of CCC1. Samples would be placed at or near

Since our work required the determination of small the small end of CCC2. Another conical channel
changes in absorptivity with temperature, and the (CCC3) placed backwards immediately after CCC2
absorptivity was usually low, the largest source size (assumed to collect the radiation first) can be helpful
was almost invariably requircd to get sufficient signal. to reduce the divergence of the radiation impinging
Fortunately, the absorption bands of the liquids on the lens and on CCC1. However, it would have
studied were generally broad and structureless so that made reproducible sample location more difficult and
the concomitant reduction of spectral resolution and was not needed.
wavenumber accuracy was not important. Hence, Figure 18-2 shows how the trace of a limiting ray
our designs and construction dealt exclusively with through CCC2, the beam condenser cone, can be used
optimum signal conditions. The availability of large to determine its dimensions.
signals led us to choose the interferometer over a
grating instrument in the first place. At maximum
source size, the convergence or divergence of the ex-
treme rays from the edge of the image in the sample CCC 2
compartment constituted a basic parameter for the
design of our sample beam condensers. +

For cooling samples to low temperatures and stabil-
izing them there, the sample cells had to be made \-S
attachable to the cold finger of a liquid nitrogen U
Dewar, with the connecting piece between cell and c
Dewar electrically heatable. Minimum size of sample
cells was called for to achieve temperature uniformity. ..
Preferably, there should be no direct physical contact
but very close proximity between the cell and the cone p
channel ,undcnser in order to transfer maximum
amounts of radiation through the sample cell. Even
with small cell volumes, temperature stability was
difficult to maintain without elaborate temperature
control devices so that relatively rapid scanning was
important. Here, too, the interferometer proved in-valurale beue, o the itrfetomeurvy aarged w - Figure 18-2. Ray Diagram for the Radiation Beam Con-
valuable because of its ability to survey a large wave- denser Used With Small Samples. Samples are placed adjacent
length region quickly. to the small opening of CCC2
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Let ir' he the half angle. c and s the large and small lens L, so that the ray is still divergent from the optic
radii, and ft thle lenigth of ('('(2. Let u and t, be the tqxis (at angle v') after refraction by the :ens L.
angl es of thett ext reme rays with thet op~tic axis. TIhen Using the nomenclature of Drude4 for thin lenses,
clearly it follows that

d (c - ) cot w (18-1) (tan v')/11(tan t') = e/e', (18-5)

c+s=(l tan t,. (18-2)

where e is the distance of an object A from the unit
plane H (essentially the plane of the lens in our case),

Furthermore, from the law of optical reflection and e.' is the distance of its image from the unit plane
H' (assumed here to coincide with H). Both e and e'
are positive if A lies in front of (to the left of) H and B
to the right of H'. Also,

(11e) +(1/e') = (11f) (18-6)
From these relations the expression

(assuming equal focal lengths).
s/'e= (cot w tan (u+2w) - 1)/(cot w tan (u+2w) +1) Combining Eqs. (18-5) and (18-6) results in

can be derived for the effective convergence achievedtav=(anVf(e-f187
b ' CCC2. It has been as,-sume d, of course, that only
one reflection occurs within (7CC2. The analysis is
easil I extended to multiple reflections.

Figure 18-3 continues the analysis. The ray IIow Since c is positive and assumed smaller than f
tan v' is negative and so is e' (=BL) and the ray is
divergent even after passage through the lens L. As

C 2 CC far as CCCI is concerned, the ray might just as well
have originated at B. Provided that

-. - v'<vqrc sin (n/rn), (88

Figilre I 6% D-i ia )~gram for the Samitpil' ( hambv tr aw (Iivergence angle ui, and were it not for ('CC2, it

)ttet u, huu lg h (Iutugs o ti u''~II v it I~It! o dI ave missed lens 1, and would not hiave been

effletive apetre of the instrument below that of the
(lit ies ahead, it is possible to gain signial strength by

t thet insertion olf (CCC2. This inideed wvas our situation.
show iiesmell'rg in g frl oit k w iithI anl ri1. fromur the Thiiere' is no observable (let eriora tion of re'sol ut ion and

Ipt je i xis is ft' e ailt' ('it tca iay '~lt hat left ('('(2 (for wavt'n umber accuracy under' our operat inig coid it ioiis.
cIii yenc e, it Ii as beet rt' II t' i'ttt' in a phi n' petr- TIht e; ctiton of ('CC2 w'ithI respect to) L en a be

pet'itiliar tit te plaper anld ileidi(iig thet optic axis). dlelinetd ini tilt foliowing way. Rtefer' to F~igur'es t8-2
It is as. nwdiut that k is to te right of F, thne foculs of ant I S-3, llThe antgle 1 oIf thle limiting raY with the
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optic axis is assumed known. Angle wv of CCC2 and to give
all the parameters pertaining to CCC1 are also as-
sumed known. Then, by trigonometry

d= 2(g-e)/(1 +tan v cot u+tan w cot u+cot vtan w).
(18-15)

q = s cot v = s cot (u+2w) (18-9)

e =m cot (u+2w), (18-10)
Now all the required parameters are determined. As
an illustration, u=14deg, w=Sdeg, m=2.1cm,
n=0.15cm and g=5.8cm. From Eq. (18-8),

and v' (max) c 4 deg or tan v'= -0.071. Since

!c=e-q+d= (m-s) cot (u+2w)+(c-s) cot w. v=u+2w=30 deg or tan v=0.5,,
(18-11)

Eq. (18-7) gave (elf) =0.88. Equation (18-10) then
In practice, the CCC2 angle w is the smallest angle yielded the values of e=3.64 em and f=4.14 cm.

conveniently cut on the lathe and, knowing u, d, C, Equations (!8-12) and (18-13) resulted in c=0.359 d
and s, the other parameters pertaining to the cone and s=0.218d. The value of d was found from
channel condenser CCC2 are then determined. How- Eq. (18-15) as d=1.06 cm, thus fixing c and s as
ever, g, the distance from the point (C) where the c=0.39 and s= 0.23 cm. Since the radius of the image
peripheral ray intersects the optic axis at angle u to of the source in the sample chamber as provided by
the lens, must also be known if the actual values of the the instrument maker was 0.6 cm for the source
radii c and 8 of CCC2 are to be calculated and not diameter used, a reduction of cross-sectional area
just their ratio. This distance, and the effective angu- required for the sample of alriost 7: 1 was achievable.
lar opening, change as the interferometer mirror is From Eq. (18-11) the position of CCC2 is given by
moved from the position of zero path difference, as is k =4.37 cm.
well known 6, but a compromise is easily reached.
This variation is, in turn, reflected as an increase of 18-4 APPARATUS
relative signal strength with increasing wavenumber
when the Fourier transformation is carried out, but Figure 18-4 shows the two-cone channel condensers
since absorption spectra are invariably ratioed to a used most frequently in this work. They are sup-
reference, this effect is not detrimental. The associated ported on a pedestal whose height can be accurately
wavenumber shift can be corrected. adjusted and are located in the sample compartment

By combining Eqs. (18-1) and (18-2), the following by means of reference marks. They were made out of
useful relations are obtained, r~mely, brass and polished to the finest finish possible along

their interior surfaces. The entrance and exit diam-
eters are 2.5 cm and 0.5 cm, respectively. The cone
angles are 16 deg (half angle 8 deg), and the overall

c=d (tan v+tan w)/2, (18-12) length of the two-cone chanrel condensers is about
8 cm. Before use, the brass was gold plated to a
mirror finish to avoid tarnish. One of these con-
densers was used primarily with the cylindrical cell

and directly attached to it while tI other one was used in
low-temperature work. For the latter purpose, small
cylindrcal cells were attached to the copper strap
suspended from the cold finger of the liquid nitrogen

ts=d.tan v-tan w)/2, (18-13) Dewar* shown in Figure 18-5. The same copper strap
also holds two electric heaters which allow for tem-
perature stabilization by reducing the heat flow from
the cell. Cells of different lengths are used depending

which can be combined with the relation for U, on the characteristics of the sample. The tempera-
tures of the sample cells are determined by copper-
constantan thermocouples directly attached to the

Y-e+q--d-ecot U, (18-14) Maufattired by fuffman Division of Mirnnimia Valley Enltinrinx
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Figimrt'A SI. Rittion ltcvini Conlet(rii. it) W~ith It elittrietil liquid rell attached. bi) With attachment, for use

cell 6odies wit h a special indiim solder. Thev cell win- ment lid. With Vitoit 0-rings it wits possible to main-
(lows are. iwule of high detisity pothtIyleneft selveted tit sealing oif liq(uids down to temperatures of minus
for high t ranistission in the far infrred. They' are 150 deg C. It was preferable, however, to till the

Iattached to t- vell lbid v by caps serewed over the sample compartment with dry nitrogen when allowing
ends. At thle eilds of thlt, ce(ll boidY, 0-rigs seal thle the I )ear fl.A and its attachments to return to
C'ell Coittiits against tiit veli windows. The I )ewar is room temperature to prevent leakage past the 0-rings.
at speially , %,esigned nh liq i riirgen ciiiit ain er w~ ith 'It-11Wrattures intermediate between room temperat-
doublie walls im ade tiut o f st :iin less steel1, and tlie utre atid that of liquItid itrogeii could be reached and
vieun tartoind th lit' i it'rtl hlin itg I te co ld lin ger main ta ined ftor reasionable lengthIs (if time hv adjusting
is pro vided' bY thin'samiijti compt; art menit tif th lit'i st in- th le urrent thI rough the heaters with :t variable
iteiit it stif. Tiit I )e war :Lsst'i hbi im-i utl's a duplicate Voltage transformer. Because of this rather crude,
l id witich a kts Ow li' hit if I the usuial sa-mpl llt timpart - tough effectivye, met hod of temnpieratutre cont rol, it

wats nt'cessiarv to constaiitl ,v clit'k that' tue liquid
* ~t Mmia b) tomh iu.et ri~ It41.. A ." nitrogent supiply inl the D~ewar flatsk wats maintained.
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help of a teletypewriter communicating over telephone
wires with a G.E. 635 Computer at company head-
quarters. The interferometer shown here was the

j first of its kind providing BC) output produced by
the Research and Industrial Instruments Company
(RIIC) of London. Experiences with it stimulated
many developments included in later models by RI IC.

It was found possible to maintain temperatures for
a sufficiently long time to obtain spectra with a
theoretical resolution of about 2.5 cm- 1 (about
30 min). The apparatus is used not only for cooled
liquids but for solids as well. Solids, dispersed in high
density polyethylene and Ajolded in the form of thin
discs, are supported very conveniently at the exit end
of the cone channel condenser (CCC2).

18-5 PERFORMANCE

Figure 18-7 shows the ratio of signal with cone

w4

240

a

1.200

Figure 18-5. Dewar Attachment With Liquid Cell for 0 o.8o
Low Temperature Sneetroscopy in the Far Infrared 2

0.400 4-

1K U 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

WAVE NUMBER (/CM)

Figure 18-7. Ratio of Deteetor Signal Obtained With and
Without ('one ('hannel Condenser. The entire instrument is
evacuated

channel condenser (CCC2) to that without over at
wide wavenumber region, The gain attributable to
('C(C 2 is more plrolnounced with the hi'igher wave-
number. The relat ionA.ip is a rlyv linr. As already
mentioned, the results in Figure 1,-7 are caused by
the increase of solid angle obtained at the entrance to
the detector compartment. This inerease in signal
strength is especially valuable because of the redue-

Figure 18-6. Far Infrared Fourier Interferometer Installa- tion of flux diameter thrnugh the sam1ple. which leothr-
lion for low Temperature \\orl, wise would be aeconipanie-d by a sign:l loss. A

det erioration of resoli ut ain aid wavenurnber iecu rae %
was anticipated. Hlowever, sinve normail runs used
oul, y :ibo)ut 1000 mirror positions eorrmslixi(niing to a

The entire far infrared installation with the )ewar theoretical resiluttion of 2.5 cm- ', no significant dif-
flask in place is shown in Figure 184l. All the output ference% were oberved, as can he seen by :' eniplmris.n
data were produced on punched palwr tal by the of the waher spetra obtainied otith with l and withti
punch located below t ie Opt ic:l parts, anti tIhe lourier '(V in tie s:anple eoilmnrtinvi (1ligures Is-. 'and
transfornat ioins to slnwetra were carried )lit with tile IS-9) The 'adiat ilin path I Ii iut gi1 ie ,-.un lle (i in i-
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asoc . 0.600r~ . _

S0.600 ---- -Z 0.400 _ _

T) 4

0.400 0.200- -

0 0.200  L .
50 100 150 200 250 300 350 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

WAVE NUMBER (I/CMi WAVE NUMBER ti/CM)

Figure 18-8. Water Vapor Spectrum Obtained With the Figure 18-10. Spectrum of a 4 Percent Chlorobenzene in
(Cone Channel Condenser in the Sample C'ompartment Ex- Cyclohexane Solution Obtained in the 1.2 Cm Cold Cell
lxsed to the Au .osphere. The interferometer wits evacuated. Placed Behind CCC2. The reference is the solvent
rTiis spectrum was smoothed (for comparison with Fig-
ure 18-9) to show the main bands only

Figure 18-10 shows a spectrum obtained with a
L 4~~'1~ percent solution of chlorobenzene in cyclohexane

______(referenced to cyclohexane) when the cell attached

000i the Dewar flask is used in conjunction with one of the
0.600emerging from the cone channel condenser has to

jump a small distance before it can enter the sample
* ~ .500 cell. Nevertheless, good signal strength is still ob-

tained and the spectrum is still of good quality even
40.400 --- ----------- ______- though there is some bouncing of radiation at the

sample cell walls. It should be realized that a good
am part of the radiation transmitted by the sample cell

I has not been affected by the cone channel condenser
05 .. at till; this central part of the radiation has traversed

00 V NUMBE 200 250 ig: i the sample directly. There is not much difference
WAVENUMBR (ICM)between the spectrum shown in Figure 18-10 and the

one obtained in the manner specified by the instru-
ment maker, that is, without cone channel condenser

Figure 18-11. Water Vanor Spetruim Obtained in the Same 1gue1-2.Fur181shwesntalte
Way :i Trhat of Figure I"-, except for the Absence of (Fgrth1e igr 81 ~s setal h
Cone C hannel Cudeiiser

iieeessar, t lie digit izedl out put aid the chiaracteristics

oif the interivrontter can be used to it large extent to 0600 ~
correct anY errors thius introduced, for it is piossible-
most siiply by etupical calibration based oIn the oo -4

water spectra to bring a spect rum back to staldhird - 1
cond it io ns et cmuu ttat ional iman ipinations. Since 040
thi.s work dhid not require, great accuracy. thiese' cur-
reet ions were mo icessary.

Biecatise of the increased angle of thie radhiation 0

t hrougli t lit' samp)le eel l, over the angles for wMIM tchtle
instrumuent hiad originially% bet - designed. t here is 50 10 ISO too ISO -30 n

some incrrease ini effective radiatioun pathI leungthis AVIE NUMIC 4MM

thirugh the sampldes wheit t conme chianntel condenser
is uisedl. T16i i i creame maik~es it iossi ble to o bt ain
suifficient aibsorpt ion of far-infrared radiation with Figturr MS-I. Spectruam of a 5 Percent Chlorobenient' in
smaller amounts (if fluidl. Ilowever. absorbanice andit Cvlohexane Solution Obutained in the 1.2Cm Cflindrirttl

celllent I arest til. Cell lDirt-ctl- Attached to a C'one Channel Conden~er. Thecl eghaesill p'uosortia. reference is the purr solvent
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wavcnumber, as would be expected from the increase
of refractive index with increased wavenumber. Such

0.r. --- data can be helpful for crude estimates of the index of
refraction of liquids. In general, spectra of solutions

0.6oo should always be ratioed to those of the pure solvent.
An illustration of the changes observed in the far-

Vz C.400 infrared spectra of some liquids with a decrease in
~te-.iperature is shown in Figure 18-14. The reference

.2 .. , / for these absorbances is the room temperature spec-

trum, so as to emphasize the differences. Notice that
the spectrum of methylcyclohexane changes con-

0 siderably as the temperature is reduced, especially
-0.20 * ~ ___after solidification (at the lowest temperature shown),
50 00 50 200 250 300 350 but already before. Changes of far-infrared absorption

WAVE NUMBER (I/CM) in the liquid phase have been ascribed by various

Figure 18-12. Spectrum of a 4 Percent Chlorobenzene in
Cyclohexane Solution Obtained in a Standard 1Cm Long 1.5oc T-i r

Liquid " - . . channel condenser wa used. The '.
reference is the pure solvent

same solution spectrum obtained with the liquid cell
directly attached to the cone channel condenser. o C-- -

Clearly, the effective absorption path has almost been 0
doubled because of bouncing of radiation at the cell -o.5o--- -

walls. If necessary, the small "shading toward the 2 -oC I
visible" produced by the CCC2 can be corrected by -- '0

applying the necessary wavenumber shift. , ,,
The very significant bending of the radiatioa that

occurs in the sample cells when the CCC2 has been 40 , 120 16o 200 240 2S0 320 340 400

used is shown clearly by the spectrum of Figure 18-13. WAV NUMBER ItIICU

This figure coatains absorbance data of the same
chlorobenzene solution, but this time referred to a
vacuum background (with the CCC2 and all other Figure 18-14. Chang" in he Far Infrared Sxewtrnim of
conditions being equal). Hence, there is a peak at NtMthdlvelohexane with Temperature. The rvfrn tire is

niethy-lre 'lohexane at room temperaune,. 8pctrumn 3 refers
240 cm-i, which is caused by the cyclohexane solvent, to tht solid
Note that the background continuously rises with

00 10 I020 40 30 8
0.00 -- -- i

3• tm.inW ti/CU -.o -420 -4- -0 -0 -40 -20 0 1

Figutlre I-13. $pcrtrim oA a 4 111. rt i loroiAnwJ in

(vrlohe-aw .4olution ObhaWnd in the 1.2Cm ('lindrical rimlre M.iS. V\r.ition of 1h-t-ft~r ".g,,.il .'t 7-r.
C(el l)irectly Attached to a Cor Channel (Codensrr. 11W Path l)iff-ronr With lh T .-ntwitainr- +.( td -'rhk-
reference is the evacuate-d chanilvr with t -e ion channel hexanc in the Op(Vtr Irhti . A wilth14'u itr-.1,.netw.n
condenirr iwra-r owr Ihe It 40411) -n I raaigr to lm.' wm-rtsid
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investigators to changet, of rotational freedom, pseudo- range was limited to 40 to 400 cm - '. Accordingly, an
lattice transitions, and changes in the Debye absorp- average over the entire range (though weighte, by
tion.)' 7 ,s It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the instrumental parameters) is reflected by this
these changes in detail, but it is of interet to show signal. As the temperature is lowered, the signal first
how interferomnetry in the far infrared can u, used to increases and then abruptly decreases as the sample
emphasize them. Figure II-15 contains a plot of the is solidified. In some materials more complex changes
detector signal against temperature, when the mov- have been noticed. A discussion of these effects and
able interferometer mirror is at zero path difference, the individual spectra they reflect will be presented
again for methylcyclohexane. The wavenumber in a different publication.
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Abstract

V The interferometer consists of at beamsplitter aitd two spherical mirrors and is
inte~nded for application in planetary speetroscopy fromt soundivig rocket.; IEcll
mirror images the source onl the detector. The usable path difference is twice the
focal tolerance. The transfer function is derived. and res.ults obtained with a
laboratory model tire presented.

t19-1 W4TODUCTN 25- FLUX 10 6 W" av" m'

For the stud% of planetary; atmwiplwre4 )in the far1
infrared, thte u.se of a rorket-borne teope combined D01 - -

with a Fourier sl~ctwaieter and a litjui-l-holiun *

cooled dletec~tor w&,s conltide11,1. Tite %riiriltal.ubjec.

peak itt ant icipated to lie in a rregion of -ttrunit N 1 3
Aeorption between 1O0vnf' and 300em-'.A
caloukllt d sixectruni of a model ntmosphrre con- / v
tWoing only ammnonia att a radiating K-ut above the t
cloud layer is shown in F-igure 19-1. A vlouul-ttap j

temperature of 16S'~ K is asurned. nho \i 1 -pe-
trum consisto of groups; of unresvolved lines. wvhich 0

spprat t; ed wt fnest wi0t of' het19 a 0 n V z
1 cm -, ace at witeu al-it of i~ wduth f c bm u -'. Io .to nolo

anticiped avrragr spevtral flux is of the order of
01- W - xr-' ciii

To detect the amumonia bandi4 and to mat-e "a,(i- ~ ~ tlo.l~ws~r 4iwJr~irtt

mum uaw of the available flux in the limiutd time of the -14Iwo 1it, A"I W 'n ~rtn'i -to

Pr~*Ipge blauk
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rocket flight, it was decided to use a simple inter- Steel,' the transfer function for monochromatic
fero meter as shown in lFigure 19-2. It consists of a radiation of wavelength X is then given by

S= (2/r2)(2/h2)f x dx y dy

MOVING MIRROR exp {- jikZ(x2 +y 2)/R 2 }jo(ZkXY/R 2 ), (19_1)

where x and y are radial varibles in the source and
the interferometer aperture stop, respectively; I
is the rdius of curvature cf the ni crors, z is the path
difference and k = 27r/X.

Consider first a point source. Equation (19-1) then

ENTRACE Rreduces toENTRANCE t /

STOP h

S= (2/h2)f h y dy exp {- ikz(y/R) 2}
/0

FIXED exp (- iu) sin u/(ju) (19-2)
MIRROR

z with

1- ]DETECTOR
u = kz(h/R) 2, (19-3)

Figure 19-2. Spherical Mirror Interferometer This function is of the same form as the transfer

function for the Twyman-Green interferometer if the
latter were used with a circular source of radius h and
a collimator with a focal length R. Analagous to the

mylar beamsplitter and two spherical mirrors, one of Twyman-Green interferometer, the maximum per-
which is movabe. The planetary image formed by the mitted path-difference Zmax is defined as the one where
telescol)e is placed at the center of curvature of the the modulation in the interferogram has decreased
fixed mirror, and the detector is placed at its geo- to 64 per cent. 2 This occurs when u=ir and gives
nwtrical image. The two images formed by the fixed
and the movable mirror are separated axially by a
distance equal o the path-difference z in the inter- 2
ferometer. zg,= X(R/h). (19-4)

The image separation evidently places an upper
limit on tle usable path-difference, but, as will be
shown in the following, the spectral resolution neces- It is of interest to note that the function in Eq.
sary for detection of the N1l3 bands can easily be (19-2) is identical to the one describing the on-axis
achieved. The propoed interferometer is cisy to diffracted light amplitude in the diffraction image
mtich to the teleseope and has the advantege of formed by the movable mirror at the detector. The
gro'ater simplicity, coml)ared to the conventional conventional focal tolerance is defined as the distance
arrangement. This is of special iterest in rocket where the on-axis irradiance has decreased to 80
oplications, where weight and siz(. are important p-''cent of the value at the geometrical image. :3

sign factors. In Eq. (19-2) this corresponds to u=r/12. Hence,
I the simple conclusion is that the permitted maximum

19-2 PROPERTIES OF THE INTERFEROMETER path-difference is twice the conventional focal toler-
ance in the image, formed by either mirror, of its

'lhO Droperties of the interferometer can best be cent'r of curvature.
a: .5t""' tbh evaluation of the transfer function S. An alternative interpretation of this result can be
(onsihr the pamettary image as a circular source of given by considering the superposition of the dif-
uniform brightness and radius r, and let the inter- fraction images of the point source formed by the
feromnt-,r beam be limited by at circular aperture two mirrors. As is well known, within the range
stop of ridius h at the lixed mirror. According to defined by Eq. (19-4), the l'resnel diffraction pattern
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formed by the movable mirror is very similar in 0.1-mm-thick sheet of black polyethylene. The
structure to the Airy pattern formed by the fixed shortest wavelength which then can be measured is
mirror. Hence, high modulation upon variation of z abouL 45 /m. The field stop is defined by the size of
can be expected. In fact, this representation can the detector and has a radius of 1.5 mm. Hence, the
be used for an alternative derivation of the transfer maximum value of w is 0.011, which is negligibly
function. Since this requires a rather lengthy mathe- small. According to Eq. (19-4), the maximum per-
matical derivation, without presenting essential iiew mitted path-difference is +6.4 mm. However, the
views, no proof will be given here. interferometer was operated with a maximum path-

The spectral resolution in wavenumbers Au is half difference of only ±3 mm, this being the limit
the reciprocal of the maximum path-difference. 2  imposed by the drive system.
Hence, the resolving power becomes An interferogram obtained by running the inter-

ferometer in normal laboratory air and the computed
spectrum are shown in Figure 19-3. The upper part

u/au = 2(R/h)2. (19-5)

FLAT MIRRORS

If the interferometer is properly matched to the
telescope, this is a function only of the f/number
of the latter. With an f/6 telescope, for instance, a

resolving power of 288 can be achieved. In the
wavelength region of interest, this is amply sufficient
maximum permitted path-difference at a wavelength

of 30 pm is ±=4.3 mm. In either branch of the inter- A

ferogram up to nine signatures corresponding to the,-
band spacing should be detectable. Z

So far, only a point source has been considered. 2
For practical applications it is necessary to take the t I
finite size of the source into account. For the transfer j SPHERICAL MIRRORS
function, return to Eq. (19-1). A closed form solution Whas been given by Steel' for r =h, but is not available

for the general case. For the present purpose an
adequate approximation can be found by expansion
of the integrand in a power series of x. For small
values of r, .411

S=exp (-j iu){(sin j u)/(j u)- iw exp (-j iw)}
(19-6)

+3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3where w= kz(r/R)z.  + + l 0 - 2 -
* whre =~ k~r/) 2 .OPTICAL PT-DIFFERENCE in tum

Using a telescope with a focal length of 210 cm,
for instance, the radius of the Jupiter image is about
0.2 mm. Hence, at maximum path-difference - AIR
w=r(r/h)2 , which can be made negligibly small by "
choosing h sufficiently large, for instance h =4 mm. *
For the reduction of the interferogram the conven-
tional transfer function can then be applied.

19-3 SIMULATION OF THE INTERFEROMETER PER-
FORMANCE

A preliminary experiment was made to demonstrate i
the l)erformance of the propotied instrument. iFor this
purpose, an interferometer was set up which could 0 50 00 150 200 200
accept an f/6 beam as planned for the rocket tele-
scope. The mirror radius is 300 mm, the diameter WAVENUM IER In cm 1

50 mm. A mercury lamp is used ts a source, modulated
at 15 liz. The detector is a Golay cell with it quartz Figure 19-3, Interferogram awl Six-etrum Obtained With
window. Additional filtering was accomplished by :t a Spherical Mirror !ntrft, router in the Laboratory
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of the figure shows a comparison between interfero- fection of the mirror drive. A triangular apodization
grams obtained with fiat and with spherical mirrors. function was used in the complex transform of 1173
The lower part of the figure gives a spectrum of 170 cm sampling points at 2.5 p distance. The absorption
laboratory air derived from an interferogram obtained features. are all due to water vapor in the 1.5-m air
with spherical mirrors. There is a noticeable asym- path. The details in the spectrum indicate a spectral
metry, the cause of which has not yet been fully resolution close to the theoretically achievable value.
identified, but is probably a minor technical imper-
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Abstract

A simple lamellar grating Fourier spectrometer for the 3 to 100 cm - 1 region
with resolution between 0.4 and 0.5 cm- and its performance are described. Spectra
are given of atmospheric water vapor absorption and HA3 mercury lamp emission
in both a vacuum and a helium atmosphere, as well as channel spectra of quartz
plates.

20-1 THE INSTRUMENT VACUUM PUMP

The Fourier spectrometer described involves a
minimum of components owing to the fact that the DETECTOR

lamellar grating provides three necessary functions: EXIT
path difference, wavefront division, and focusing, I vE ASSEMBLY - E SOR
which avoid the need for collimators and beam- LTER.J --_%-_

splitters, such as are employed in other interferom- GAS T GAS

eters. Figure 20-1 illustrates the main components INLET O
UTLET

of the interferometer. These components are: a BAFFLE

source; a chopper; the grating, and a detector. To VACUUM PUMP

With the exception of a black paper filter placed at the
entrance aperture, and a cold quartz focusing lens
immediately in front of the germanium chip (detector),
there are no dispersive elements in the path of the Figure 20-1. Schematic of Basic Interferometer
radiation. The filter essentially eliminates high-
frequency radiation; it can be considered a linear
element in the frequency range of interest, 3 to mounted on a 300-ft absorption cell that is available
100 cm-. The complete interferometer is contained to us, and with which we plan to conduct further
in an evacuable chamber. The interferometer investigations. In addition, there is the necessary
chamber can be evacuated to pressures below 10 electronic system for the processing of response and
microns, and various gases can be admitted for for display.
absorption studies. The grating and detector end of The grating facets are made of steel. At first,
the chamber has been designed so that it can be the reflecting surfaces on them were flats. The
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present spherical surfaces were generated with the INTER0 CHART O
moving facets held rigidly in place (with zet path FEROGRA C LOCK-IN

difference). Then a spherical surface (R=152cm)PLTCOE AU
was ground and polished on the grating, to replace the CH

OP
E
R

flat surface. The finished and mounted grating is DIGITIZER REFERENCE

shown diagrammatically in Figure 20-2. In order to ET RPUNCH 
SYNC. 

Al1P

MICROMETER STEP DRIVE GRATING FACETS (28) PUNCH

_ 12 * -- -- - - - - C O M P U T E R ] L IS T IN G A N D

-- JALUMINM PISTON -PLOT ITREOEE-[_

HIGHLY POLISHEDSURFACES RIDE N SUPPORT SCREWS rEFLON-TIPPED

SUPPORT AND Figure 20-3. Block Diagram of Fourier Spectrometer
ALIGNMENT SCREWS

Figure 20-2. Assembled Grating: Front and Side View path difference-the interferogram-is recorded as a

plot on a strip chart recorder. The output is simul-
taneously digitized using a linear encoder whose

assure parallel motion of the moving facets with output is directly proportional to the recorder pen
respect to the stationary ones, the moving facets, position. The data are coded and punched on paper
attached to a 30-cm aluminum piston, are defined by tape for feeding to the computer.
and slide on four Teflon-tipped alignment and
support screws, adjusted to make the foci of the 20-2 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
moving and the stationary facets coincide for zero-
path difference; displacing them along the center The multiplex and throughput advantages of
lie of the grating as path difference increases. Fourier spectroscopy are well described in the
Grating advancement takes place through a microm- literature."- Here we discuss their realization by aeter screw that pushes on a bearing ball mounted at particular instrument. Our spherical lamellar'

the center of the piston. This particular arrangemet grating was designed for the 3 to 100 cm- 1 region.
assures parallel motion of the grating, as the direction The grat-rg diameter is 9 cm and the radius of
of the moving piston (not rigidly fastened to the curvature 152 cm. The grating constant is 0.635 cm.
drive mechanism) is constrained by the alignment The reflected energy oscillates between the zeroth
screws. When data are being recorded, the grating and higher orders as the groove depth is varied.1

path difference is stepped back from its maximum The entrance and exit apertures are identical; they
through zero, then the movable part ot Lhe grating is were chosen in such a way that first- and higher-order
returned to maximum path difference at a fast rate by radiation of the highest frequency present (100 cm - ')
means of a return mechanism. Both synchronous and does not reach the detector, in order to yield optimum
variable speed notors are used in conjunction with a modulation. The first-order grating equation is
Geneva movement to advance the grating. Step
size, grating speed, and max;mum path difference are
adjustable to allow for the minimum recording time
and specified resolution that is appropriate for ,=sina, (2-1)
various spectra. A slide wire potentiometer monitors

grating position at all times.
A helium-cooled germanium bolometer (provided

by Infrared Laboratories, Tucson, Arizona) is used
as the detector. The operating temperature of 1.9* K whre X. is the shortest wavelength present in the
is aehieved by pumping on the helium with a high radiation to be analyzed, a is the grating constant,
capacity wacuun pump. he noise equiwaent power and a the angle of incidence of the radiation on the

has been measured and calculated to be 2X 10 -13 grating. Since the grating is operated at near normalwatts, Trhis value is opt inized by proper select ion of n incidence, sin a - a - W" where W is the slit width andbins batter%.

The detector output is directly applied to a low R the radius of curvature of the grating. Thus for
noise preamplifier and then to a lock-in amplifier o, - 100 cm-', the maximum slit width is 2.4 cm.
which is referenced to the 100-11z synchronous Actually, our entrance aperture is a . jund hole of
chopper placed in front of the input aperture (ligure 2.2 em diameter; the active aperture of our detector
20-3). The amplified detector output as a function of at the focus of the sphere is the same.
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The low frequency limit of the interferometer is F
mainly limited by the grating constant. When the 2 0, 1, ... j,
wavelength of the radiation incident on the grating
approaches the size of the grating constant, wave-
guide effects occur, and the grating grooves exhibit
effects similar to open-ended microwave cavities or An- -  . (20-4)
waveguide shorts. 45  Under these conditions, the X
group velocity in the grating groove is less than the
group velocity in free space; the effect exhibits itself
as an effective increase in grating groove depth,
resulting in decreased modulation. For a mono- Thus the amplitude of the successive peaks of the
chromatic source, the interferogram is described by interferogram of the monochromatic source should
the equation decrease by an amount 2r A .

We actually tested the grating with the mono-
chromatic radiation of two klystrons operating at
4.5 and 6.2 cm 1 . A typical interferogram and the

A =1+cos 4d (20-2) corresponding spectrum are shown in Figure 20-4. The
c -dashed curve in this figure indicates what would have

occurred in the presence of cavity effects. But there
was no detectable change in the amplitude of the
interferogram (solid line) peaks. This was the case
for both polarizations (parallel and perpendicular to

where A is the zero-order illumination, d is the groove the long groove direction) and for both klystron fre-
depth, and X the wavelength. If we consider suc- quencies. Tests of this type have been conducted by
cessive maxima in Figure 20-4--an interferogram of Vanassel on a similar grating (a= 1.3 cm) with a

4.4 mm (2.2 cm - 1) klystron. His results indicate a
stronger central maximum, indicating the possible
presence of cavity effects.

The maximum path difference of our grating is
1.8 cm which results in a theoretical resolving power

A of 0.27 cm-.' c  The best resolution achieved in-A _ _ _practice is between Ao=0.4 and Aaf=0.5cn - '.
From the upper cutoff frequency of o = 100 cm- 1, the

2 4 6 8 /0 12i14PAT DIFFEENCE (m) digitizing interval should be no greater than 0.0025 em.

loo Usually in practice we use the value 0.0019 cm.80S6.2 c, The computer program replaces the Fourier

o 60integral with a corresponding summation. A triangle
20- °apodization function is used. Since we use only the

o 1 cosine (even) transform, we employ a parabola curve-
5 o 90 15 20 25 30 35 40 fitting technique to the central maximum of the

FREOUENCY (cm-') interferogram to locate the zero point and tn make
appropriate phase error corrections. 7  Usually a
digitized interferogram contains about 950 data
points, each contained in a seven-character word. It

-4. Inteeroamof Monochromactakes our time-sharing system 15 minutes to acceptSource and Spectrum. The dashed line in the inter. this inform.ntion. Actual calculation takes about 70
feropram indicates what could be expected in the seconds, and print-out, including a spectrum plot is
presence of "cavity fets'" usually completed within 30 minutes. It thus takes

about 45 minutes to obtain a spectrum from a com-
pleted interferogram.

20-3 MEASUREMENTS
monochromatic radiation-a detectable change in the
magnitude of A, &A, should occur if X changes due to We have obtained spectra of atmospheric water
caviy efects. From Eq. 20-2, vapor absorption, and the emission spectra of an

HA3 mercury lamp, both in a vacuum and in our
system purged with helium. Almo, we have determined
the channel spectra of quarts plates with alternating
silvered facets depoAsited on opposite sides.

4rd 4wd Figure 230-5 shows the HA3 mercury lamp emisionAA -- -smX2 AX. spectra, both in a vacuum and in the dry helium
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Figure 20-6(a) shows HA3 lamp radiation passing
through 3.3 meters of atmospheric water vapor. In

__________________Figure 20-6(b) a Yoshinaga filter is inserted into the
0 PATH DIFFERENCE path of the radiation and is seen to cause high at-

100- tenuation for frequencies higher than 40 cm-1.

so-I VCUUM < lo Figure 20-7(a) shows how a quartz plate was
601
401 He I ATM.VCU<

201 *11 -0i- d 7

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 SIDE VIEW OF
FREQUENCY (cair') (A) 6cm SCM ROI ND

Figure 20-5. HA3 Mercury Lamp Spectrum in WI T PRMLATE
Vacuum and Dry Helium System and Typical Inter- EVAPORATED FACETS
terogra m 

OU C

atmosphere. The spectra appear similar, but the PLATE- ENRCESI

vacuum spectrum has been shifted to the higher TEER

frequencies. We attribute this effect to the decreased OEE

temperature of the mercury lamp in the second e
instance, caused by increased convection cooling.

TO INTERFEROMETER

100-

so- Figure 20-7. Collimator for QuartzPlate Channel Spectrum Mesurements

40

~40 oated by strips of reflecting silver--deposited by
a: 20- hernial evaporation-alternating facets being on

iv~p opposite si'ies. Essentially this plate forms a lamellar
0-- grating interferometer of fixed geometrical path

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 difference. When radiation at near normal incidence
()Frequency (cm'-) strikes the plate, destructive interference will occur

when kA -2nd(k -1, 2, 3. . .), where A~ is the char-
acteristic wavelengt F, d the thickness of the plate,
and n the index of refraction.i' Thus channel spectra

too may be obtained which will yield information as to n,
Since d is invariant, and known; and X may be cal-

* culated from successive minima in the channel
I spectrum. The collimator for the quarts plate inter-
a fcrgram is shown in Figure 20-.7(b). Its entrance

60- and exit apertures are rectangular slits of 0.6 cm
,~ 40 width. The grating spacing with this slit width puts
* higher order spectra outside the exit aperture, so that

20 energy in these orders does not reach the entrance
20- aperture of our interferometer. Two quarts plat-s, of

thickness 1.32 mm and 0.71 mm, were used.
0 The interferograms obtained with the quarts

10O 20 0 4 50 plates show signatures characteristic of channel
(b) Frequency (cm ) spectra. It was determined, optically, that the plates

were cut nearly perpendicular to the optical axis.
However, from the clopely spaced signatures oil the

Figurr 20-6. (a) Spectruma Obtained of Mferrury Ar interfenogram and the modulated cosine btructure of
Randiaion P'aweing Through 3.3 Meters of Laloratory Air. the spectra, (Figure LK0-8), we conclude that our
(h) A Yushinagn Filter Ia Inserted in the Path of the qatple% xikdtsmlaoutfbr-
ItAdialaim. Freq~uencies higher than 40cm-'I ame highly urzpteexitda mlaoutfhr-

:11.-41utedfriragence. Such spectra may be represented am te
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_sum of two cosine oscillations of slightly different

frequencies according to the trigonometric identity:
0 Om 2- 6, 4- ' O . IOMn 2()Peth Diffn'.me

50

040- 2 cos [27r(nl +n 2)od] cos [27r(ni-n 2)ad]

.30-- =cos 47rn 10d+cos 4irn2cd, (20-5)
-920-

0oo 0
0 2D 30 40 4D o where nj and n2 are the indices of refraction. 6 From

(b) Frequency (cm-1)
the interferograms and the spectra, we have deter-

mined the index of refraction of quartz to be 2.10 for
S -20<cr<60 cm- 1.

Ii I I I |I 1I I I I I I I II I

0 2. 4. 6;n S ;. 12.r

(c) Pal Difference mm

100-

-80-

M 60-

<40-

Z20-

a:I I I I | I ] I I I

(d) 20 30 40 50 60
Frequency (cm-')

Figure 20-& (a) Interf of 1.32-mm Quartz Plate.
I'Creeodn Spetrum. (c) The Interferogram Obtaind

wotha0.71-ram lateThickneg. (d) The Resulting Channel
Spectrum
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Discussion

Q. (J. V. Kline, Colorado School (if 'Mines): This are out; but the rim suppjirt of the fixed facets occults
morning D~r. Strong maid he preferred to turn the lines the moving facets when they are in. This gives an
of the grating horizontal instead of vertical, but he asymmetric&l interferogram. When the groovei are
(lid not say why, perpendicular, the preferred orientation, the movable

A. (John Strong): When the lamellar grooves are facets shade the fixed facets more and more as they
parallel to the plane of incidence, the spherical eur- move out. Likewise, the fixed facets shade the mov-
faces being worked "off-axis,* the movable facets do able facets as they move in. This gives a symmetrical
nlot Occult the fixed facets, when the moving facets interferogrami th!-.t is naturally apodirzed.
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21. An Automated Interferometer Spectrometer:

Real-time Data Acquisition and On-line

Computation to 0.5 cm-'

Raul Curbelo and Charles Foskett
DC%&6n. hKc.CambM.. MmsoWmt

21 -1 INTRODUCTION is focused at the sample compartment by an off-axis

The FTS-14 is an automated Michelson inter- u~i
ferometer spectrometer system. By interchanging
beam splitters and source detectors, the entire wave- 21-2.2 Digital Subsystem

I' length region from 0.6 p~m to 100 pm can be measured. The signal is digitized by a 15-bit analog/digital
The basic system is designed to operate in the near (A/D) converter, with a lO-Ae digitization time.
infrared, from 2.8 pm to 25#pm, at better than 0.5 The input range of the A/D converter is approxi-
cm'1 resolution. The spectrometer is completely rnately 10 V peak-to-peak.
self-contained and is equipped with its own general- Digital data is entered into the data system memory
purpose data system for control, acquisition, corn- via the central processor, although other alternatives
putation, and display. are available. The control proces.mr unit (CPU)

and its assoeiated core is the D)ata General NOVA.
21-2 HARDWMER CONPIG4*AflON The NOVA is a general-purpose 10-bit computer

with a 2.6-Asoc cycle time. Typical instructions take
21-2.1 AMalog Subrystem 5.6 owse. There are four fully progrnnable regtisters.

The optical head contains a Michelson type of t wo of which can be used for indexing. Tho instruction
rapid-ecanning interferometer. One mirror of the %et is fully complemented, and the systemn hss good
interferometer is mounted on an air bearing and is basc software such as an a 'ubler. ,ditor, and
moved by an electromechanical transducer similar to debugger. The memory can be expanded to .32K
that of a loudspeaker. The mirror motion is controlled -words; up to 64 devices can be appended to the
by a conotant-velocity servomechanism, input/output (11 1) bus. Data can be entered into

A reference interferometer is mounted behind the memn via a data channel either directly or in
moving mirror of the main interfero'netor. The addition.
reference interferometer has two detectors, which The lMT-14 has two basic tinfigurat ions: i-rc
look at, a lase and a white-light source. The reoulting anid disk. The c0-core sy,,to .. hao 16K of memory,
interferogramns are used to generate the velocity error 12K of which is used for data. The disk sys~tem has
for the servomechanism and the sampling information 4K of core memory and 12S1( of disk memory.
for sampling the main interferometer signal. lPither system can be optionally expanded to 32K of

The double-beamn sy stem has two sample compart- rore memory.
ments, through eithe of which the beam paes Status is determined and control effected thniugh
exclusively. To minimize background effects, the a generalized 1/0( interface. This interface uses 16
source is modulated by the interferometor before it lines for status determination, 16 for digital output
passes through the sample compartments. The beam control, S for inputting alarm conditions to the



spectronmetu'r, and 4 for general condition-sensing. of scans for which the signal is averaged is a user-

Some of these lilies are used by the FTS-14 basic controlled parameter.
sNystem. The majority remain available for general- 2-. optto
pups laboratory use

A high-speed multiply/divide unit is used to speed The computation portion of the program includes
com putat ions. All operations are signed. The basic user-controlled off-centered trapezoidal apodization.
multiply time is 4.4 Weec. Combined with input and The FFT program is a mixed-radix (two/four)
output,*a multiply typically takes 2Ojsec. decimation-in-time version of the Cooley-Tukey

Display is achieved through a Houston DP-l algorithm. The coefficients can be computed or
incremental plotter. The plotter increment is 0.005 in. tabulated. All arithmetic is binary (fixed-point), with
and plot speed is 300 increments per sec. A second pen the binary point at the left. Scaling is performed only
is simultaneously run as a wavelength marker. when required.

The phase correction performed is multiplicative,
21-3SOFTARECONFGURAIONfollowing L. Mertz,' and uses the center portion of

the interferogramn to obtain smooth reference-phase
2 1-3.1 Disk vs All Coro spectra. The correction is independently performed

The software configuration is roughly the same in on both the sample and the reference.
both the all-core -ersion and the disk versions. 2-. ipa
Advantages of the core system are its compactness 2T-3. FTD 4isay dul-emsetrmtr-tm
and access speed. The advantage of the disk system he~ uTsd i ah dmsi oube- e A speometre ofte
is its memory size. Ini each configuration the software red sae infhegemaion mode tat duiful eatur ofsla
is dlescribedl the softwar configratio isdng, that durngdatrisla
and data acquisithree se)copathaiongs () conrlay the data stored in memory are not; disturbed. For

acqisiion (b coputtio, () dsply. example, asbuming that a reference and a sample
spectrum have been computed and stored in memory,

21-3.2 Control and Data Acquislition there are several plotting options. The user can plot
User interaction with the system is implemented either spectrum as a single-beam spectrum or he can

through a conversational executive. The conversa- plot transmittance, absorbance, or log absorbance in
tional executive uses a basic three-letter word system any sequence, any number of times, without destroy-
to store system and experimental parameters and to ing or altering the memory store. In addition, the
store andl execute system commands. An arbitrary plots can be scale-expanded, or the data can be
number of parameters or commands can be used in the smoothed to a lower resolution for a survey-mode

hextatslsves.h odiin rstto h spectrum. after which important regions can be re-
Thesatu lies en-s th coditoa, r sate ofthe plotted at high resolution, still from the same data.

experiment. Air bearing, air pressure. laser intensity, Either beim, from front (F) or back (B), can be
scan statoz beam status, and coantrol-panel s4witch used as the sample beam, and so F/'B or B, 'F can be
psitions are all monitored by the status lilies. Air plotted. In addition. a reference can be stored. and
priesure, laser intensity, andt interferometer power arm so F/ F0 or B "Do are also acce ptable modes,,.
monlitored bY the alarm linies.

The data-aetiuisitIion programwses various state-,.w 2 1 -4 SUMMARY
a function (if u.,er-Adeterminetl system parameters
through th. iitrol lines,. These itichle the measure The 1,78-14 marks a now tern in Fourior swetrus-
nlign toptic's. va~riable aperturt-, ,ampir rrfert'net' op. copy. A 4mall general-purpos computer sad an
lirs, and -- tptinilv --nit aulonintic' taniple changer. interactive ,,wftwor configuration provide digtital
In altiitit'n. the '-can r,'ea-W refternee rfoditionl is control over reolution. salW. averagint peis.
rolitrotlotl throuigh the.4' -cni line,4. xample rat io modes. mirror wcan and retrave. apodiza-

The dat'larr 'igaaal-nveragt'd in real) t inn' based on a tion, and display mode. IMt important. the spectrum
cinek derivrd from lte laser rrfirrener. Thr number is fully transformed wnd pbascorrvv"e in seconds
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Discussion

Q. (Lawrence P. Giver, NASA Ames Research A. (S. T. Dunn): The Curie point is about 450* C
*Center): What detectors are provided for this insru- And we have nieve'r cxreded this. Thu.-, w~e have had

ment? no problems with tlht tS in this- area. lit mnitn casesii a failure of the VIS et..i be evorreteil by repotting thle
A. (S. T. Dunn, Digilab. Inc.) - Most commercially det.-tor. We antieipate that the TGS detector will be

available detectors are easily interfaced4 to either the very reliable int the field.
dual-beami "mplling systern or directly with the .tp*c-
tromoter. As y-ou saw from the slides, the interfacing
of cooled dettvtors is straightforward. We fnv pro Q. (Harry Andre"'. V. Southern California): flow
vided the following detectors with variougsk-se many data points do you u.se per tipettruri Do.,

youir hardware use fxdor floiting poaint?
1) Tas
2) Thermistor Bolomettr A. (S. T. IMnn)-. For thelhigh resolution fpectra wr
3) lit Cd To (77r K) record 16. Witi -,vint.4 awl calculate 16,000 output
4) Pb~e (oooled arid *t roomi temperature) points. thenl im~erpolatt' thrso to 64.000 rkiints- for
5) PbS (o~ed and at room temperature) plotting, 'he btutir dsta oserm can performi a 64,00-
6) Infb (anoltcl and at room temperature) point transform, With additionatl diskoslind more
I) silicon cell double-precision cultulations, we can uupand thut to
II) IPM tube mic age rnfom.iie ealruh-oinil timefi for the
I)) GO cell data system of le* than .f - %,, **.Kb trao4orm

10) Cu- and Au-doped Ge compare very favonrably wuth ii chart of rwn sPutatioti
times for large' ennmputem' jprtrntef! by llr..J. Cojne.

Q. (Jams It. Aronpon, Artbut D. Little, lnc )- yexterday. *Mc nrithmtnetc %,inwi %ime 1ow~oating-
DG you have any trouble with the TG8 detector ex- point calculations fir preecs'on during critical oper-
Meicling it$ Curie- Point? tit
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22. Beam Splitter Optimization for Fourier Spectroscopy

A. G. Tescher
General Dynamics

Pomona, California

Abstract

In an analytic study of properties and limitations of beam splitter designs for
the infrared part of the spectrum (1.2 pm through 30 pm), simple desig-s are
compared with multilayer configurations. Polarization effects are found significant~in all cases.

22-1 INTRODUCTION Surprisingly, one basic element in all Fourier
Te btransform spectrometers-the beam splitter-has
The basic advantage of Fourier spectroscopy is that received relatively little attention. Although a simple

the number of simultaneously observable resolution problem for narrowband application, the beam splitter
elements and their corresponding efficiencies are configuration for wideband operation is not well
independent-that is to say, the multiplex principle established. For the purpose of this discussion, we
applies. The efficiency for any particular portion of define as wide- and narrowband the cases where the
the spectrum may be defined here as the fraction of bandlimit ratio exceeds 2 or is less than 2, respectively.
the available radiation utilized by the detector. A common wideband application for the near-infrared,

To achieve high efficiency over a wide spectral for example, is the region from 1.25 pm to 5pm since

band, three instrumentation aspects are important for the bandlimit ratio approaches 4.
practical Fourier spectroscopy: (a) sufficient optical The basic objective of this study was to determine
alignment must be provided over the entire spectral simple beam splitter configurations for very wide band
region of interest, (b) the appropriate photoelectric applications, that is, for cases where the bandlimit
detector must be available, and (c) the spectral ratio approaches 10. In addition to specifically con-
efficiency of the required beam splitter must be high sidering the 1.2-pm to 12-pm and the 3-pm to 30-um
over as wide a band as possible. Also involved are bands, some effort was made to study the effect of the
indirect problems such as the required dynamic range beam splitter on the polarization of the radiation that
of the recording system, which increases propor- passes through it.
tionally with the width of the observed spectral band.
Most of these problems have been discussed analyti- 22-2 DESIGN APPROACH
cally in the literature' for application in the infrared
portion of the spectrum. The dynamic range require- The typical beam splitter (Figure 22-1) consists of
ments and solutions thereto are discussed in Chapter a transparent substrate, usually a low-index material,
27 of this collection (Fourier Spectroscopy Applied to on which there has been deposited a thin film coating
Field Measurements, by G. W. Ashley and A. G. consisting of a single layer or numerous elements. A
Tescher). compensating plate, usually of the same material as

Preceding page blank
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individual matrix elements are given in closed form
for homogeneous layers. When the refractive index
itself is a continuous variable of position, the matrix
elements are calculated by numerical integration.
Since the efficiency of the beam splitter is given by the
product of power reflection and transmission, the
described program lends itself easily to the optimized
design of beam splitter geometries.

It should be emphasized that the calculations thus
performed yield exact optical characteristics within

__ _ the validity of the macroscopic theory. If we can
describe each particular component by its macro-

/ scopic properties, that is, by its index of refraction,
_ all boundary conditions are automatically satisfied.

The computer program handles either polarization,
.... o any number of layers, dielectric, or absorbing com-

ponents, and arbitrary incident angles.

22-3 RESULTS

22-3.1 Simple Configurations for the 1.5-Am to 5-pm
Region

Figure 22-2 indicates the optical characteristics of

Figure 22-1. Schematic Representation of Beam Splitter
Arrangement 1oo ...... .......

the substrate on which the thin film was deposited, --- -.
completes the beam splitter.

In the conventional Michelson type of configura- . . ..
tions, the beam undergoes one reflection by and one 2 4 NAwLE6gT. (.,CRe..i 10 12
transmission through the beam splitter. Consequently, 100
the energy available at the photoelectric detector is -

proportional to the product of power transmissiop and
reflection. This product has a maximum value of
0.25, which defines the design goal for the optical .
efficiency of the beam splitter; both reflection and 411_
transmis -ion coefficients should therefore be as close ................................
as possible to 50 percent at all points of the useful 2 4 E to 1 12
spectral region of the beam splitter. too W T

To meet this objective, we first considered only
dielectric configurations. Other materials are ob- 1
viously undesirable because of energy losses due to A
absorption. In addition, it can be shown that for
dielectric coatings the complementary interferograms
are identical and 1800 out of phase, which is in fact the 0 ....
optimum arrangement (Mertz,' page 34). [.ee 2 4 6 e to 12WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)
Appendix A for a proof for the 1800 phase shift.]

For the detail design, we have developed a rather
complex computer program that allows us to calculate
the optical characteristics of various thin film con- Figure 22-2. 0 tical Properties of Calcium Fluoride/
figurations. Only a very brief qualitative description Silicon/Calcium Fuoride Beam Splitter
will be given here. As the basis of the algorithm, we
use the technique of characteristic matrices. 2 .3

Accordingly, any thin filn layer can be described
exactly by a 2X2 complex matrix, and the composite a conventional beam splitter consisting of calcium
structure is equivalent to the product of the individual fluoride coated with a 0.17-pm-thick silicon layer; a
matrices. The final transmission and reflection calcium fluoride compensating plate is assumed in
parameters can then be expressed in terms of the direct contact with the coating. Here, as well as in
matrix elements of the composite structure. The fur'her examples, the incident radiation is at 45*. The
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refractive indices for calcium fluoride and silicon were decrease at wavelengths longer than 12 pm. In
taken to be 1.42 and 3.44, respectively. The upper addition, at the longer wavelengths the curves
two graphs show the power reflection and transmission separate significantly with polarization. We have
through the beam splitter. The bottom graph is the built this configuration also, and find here also that
effective response, which is calculated as the normal- the experimentally measured values correlate well
ized product of the transmission and reilction curves, with those calculated.
that is, 100 percent corresponds to the theoretical
maximum of 0.25. The calculation is performed for 22-3.3 Beam Splitter for the 1.5-pm to 12-pm Region
three polarization angles: 00, 450, and 900. The 0° and The important question arises whether, by minor
90* correspond to TM and TE polarizations, re- modification of the configurat"ion, the simple beam
spectively. The 450 polarization indicates an equal splitter can be utilized over a wider spectral band.
amount of power in either polarization. The efficiency The answer is that even with the addition of a single
is calculated from the product of the appropriately thin film layer, considerable improvement can be
weighted power reflection and transmission curves, achieved. Figure 22-4 shows this for the calcium

If we accept 80 percent efficiency as a design goal,
this simple beam splitter configuration is very satis- -00_...._......_...............

faetory from 1.5 pm to 5pm. For the longer wave-
lengths, the relative efficiency seems to be considerably
affected by the type of polarization chosen. We havebuilt this configuration and find that the measured W "=

reflection and transmission characteristics correlate
extremely well with those calculated.W

22-3.2 Simple Configuration for the 4-pum to 16-pm WAVELENGTH ICRONS)
Region 100

The materials chosen for the 4-pm to 16-pm range "
were sodium chloride for the substrate as well as for "
the compensating plate, both in contact with a
0.4-pm-thick coating of germanium. The correspond-
ing refractive indices are 1.5 and 4.0, respectively.
The characteristic features of the response (Figure . ........... ... ...............
22-3) show a null point at 3.2pm, and a monotonic WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)

1010. .. .

4 8 10 12
00

U, 7 WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)

0................I
to 15 20

WAVELENGTH (MICRONS) Figure 22-4. Optical Properties of Calcium Fluoride/
100 Silicon/Calcium Fluoride Beam Splitter With 2.5-aum Air Gap

fluoride/silicon beam splitter. The compensati-.'
Iplate is separated from the 0.17-pm coating by a

distance of 2.5 pm, that is, an air gap is used as a

0 ......... 00000....... ....... . . . second, low-index layer. The obvious effect is the
WAVELENGTH IhICRONS) induced modulation in the reflection and transmission

too 'curves. The response curves show somewhat more
- complex behavior than was observed for the simpler

U, configuration. We may, however, observe consider-
p able improvement in the spectral efficiency at longer

W wavelengths. For random polarization the spectral
- efficiency is still above 50 percent at 12 pm. Con-

A...... . . . . . . .sequently, this beam splitter configuration is useful5to is 20

WAVELENGTH (MICRONS) over the range of 1.5 Lm to 12pm. We should also
note the strong variation in the efficiency curves as
functions of polarization. In the case of 900 polariza-

Figure 22-3. Optical Pro erties of Sodium Chloride/ tion, the average value of the response curve is above
Germanium/Sodium Chloride Beam Splitter 80 percent in the 1.5-pm to 12-pm region.
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22-3.4 Beam Splitter for the 3-Atm to 30-jum Region 22-3.5 Parametric Effect of the Air Gap
For comparison with the simple design for the We have indicated that the introduction of a second

wideband configuration, the optical properties of a element into the simplest beam splitter configuration
beam splitter utilizing multilayer coatings were can very favorably alter its optical properties. In
analyzed. The example discussed here is the one Figure 22-6 we present the effect of the width of the
developed by P. L. Heinrich et al. 4 for application in
the region from 3 to 30 Am.

Thirteen layers, of three different materials (Ge, too-
TlBr, KI{S-5), were used. The optical properties are
shown in Figure 22-5. The overall thickness was over

too . . . . . .. ,0.. . . , , . . . . . ., ,o,
2 4 a a to 12UU

....... .. . . t- CO
EIEAVTLENOTH (MICRONS)

t o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J

WAEIENVEGTNOTH (ICONS)

1020 30 YAt-t

2. , 4 6 a to 12

• FiLire 22-6. Optical Properties of Calcium Fluoride/
. . . ........0 Silicon/Calcium Fluoride Beam Splitter for Air Gaps of Four

to 20 30 Different Widths
VNV(LENOTH ICOICRONS)

air gap on the characteristics of the beam splitter.

Figre 2-5 Oticl Popetis o Mutilye Bem Sliter The substrate and compensating plates are calcium
Figre 2-5 Opica Prperiesof ultlayr Bam pliter fluoride, and the coating is a 0.17-jum-thick silicon

layer. The polarization is 45 ° , corresponding to
random polarization. The air-gap thicknesses con-
sidered are 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, and 4.0 Am.

1.7 Aim, which is considerable. In fact, the discussed We notice significant variations in optical char-
configuration was a limiting cas e in terms of coating acteristics. Consequently, the air-gap width can be
technologN. Systems consisting of more than 13 used to optimize the beam splitter for specific spectral
layers became mechan ically unstable. The calculated regions of interest. This is an important practical
optical properties are good, but do not really exceed consideration since operation over a very wide spectral
the previously discussed simple configuration with the band may be required only occasionally, with the
air gap. The optical properties vary as a function of majority of investigations confined to a narrower
polarization but somewhat less than for the simple optical region. The approach in this case would be to
design . "Thie response characteristic is good at long achieve near 100 percent efficiency in the narrower
watvelengths; in the 10-pm region, however, a con- spectral regi( n while maintaining at least a marginal
,;iderable drop (to 50 percent) can be noticed. The efficiency over the wider band. The additional degree
effective response is marginal at wavelengths shorter of freedom does allow this design consideration.
than 4)Am. Consequently, the ratio of the passband
limit is oly 30:4, or 7.5, even if we ignore the de- 22-4 CONCLUSIONS
ficiency in the 10-l#m region. The similar passband
limit ratio for the simple design with an air gap The analytic and experimental evidence of this J
(F~igure 22-4) is 12: 1.4, or approximately 8.6. work has shown that simple, single-element beam
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splitters can be fabricated with high efficiency for configuration for operation over a band of 1.5 to
operation in the bandpass from 1.5 to 5 ym and from 12 pm or wider. The performance characteristics of
4 to 16 jm. The addition of only a single, low-index such a relatively simple configuration are quite com-
film element such as an air gap is shown to be suf- patible with those of far more complex systems using
ficient to produce a very satisfactory beam splitter thin film stacks of more than 10 layers.
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Appendix 22-A

We want to show that the phase difference at a where
simple dielectric layer is 90* between the reflected
and transmitted plane waves (see Figure 22-Al).

r,=n, Cos 01-n2 COS 02

nj cos 81-{-n2 COS 02

T and

I 3

X~~~~ 
.2 2 o 2

By straightforward trigonometric manipulation

ta -,t n o sin 20 tan 0 _1
,, tan , tan a - 1-i 20 '

Therefore,

Figure 22-AI. Propagaption of an Ekeetronmapetie Wave
Through a Dielectric Layer t n( ,-S) -tan 6-tan Se 0

Proof. The phase changes upon reflection and I+a ,tnS

Itrnsmission aegiven by:2 n

ta , - r_(1 -r:) sin 20 - ,=9.
tanrl (l3+)-r(I +r2) cos 20

t at  Consequently, the complementary interferograms

t i tan are 1800 out of phase.
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Discussion

Q. (Paul D..Feldman, .Johns Hopkins University): that we could maintain the required optical flatness
How thick must the substrate be in order to obtain for shorter wavelengths.
optical flatness and how much' absorption does this Q. (Dr. Alain L. Fymat, Jet Propulsion Labora-
introduce? tory): You have described for us the optical charac-

A. (A. Tescher): Our substrates were 0.4 in. thick. teristics of various beam splitters for different states of
They should be so chosen as not to produce any polarization of the incident radiation. However, since
absorption. the incidence of the radiation on the beam splitter is

Q. (Paul D. Feldman): What about using Mylar as not along the normal, a residual polarization will
a substrate? therefore also be introduced. I was wondering whether

A. (A. Tescher): We have only considered the 1- t your computer program has been written to handle

30-um region. It is unlikely that the Mylar could also this potarization.

provide sufficient optical flatness. A. (A. Tescher): The incident radiation was as-
Comment (Hugh A. Gebbie, National Bureau of sumed at 450 (the computer program can handle any

Standards) : Films can be evaporated on Mylar sub- incident direction), and the indicated efficiency curves

strates. We can then evaporate layers on both sides refer to the appropriate polarisati I
and exploit the low index of the Mylar in the same way Q. Have the air-gap CaF2 beam splitters been
that you have used an air film. fabricated?

Comment (A. Teseher): The suggestion may be ap- A. (A. Tescher): No; however, no difficulty would
propriate for the far infrared- however, it is unlikely be anticipated in building one.

41
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23. The Nimbus III Mhickelson Interferometer

R. A. Hanel and B. Schlachman
Goddard Space Fight Center

F. D. Cark, C H. Prokesh*, J. B. Taylort, and W. K. Wilson
* Texas hufrumei.% hmc

L. Chaney
uik~ve*.t of Mulde

Abstract

The Michelson interferometer flown on Nimbus III in April 1969 has obtained
infrared emission spectra of the earth and its atmosphere within 400 and 2000 cm-
(5 and 25,u). Spectra of fdquality have been recorded with a spectral resolution
corresponding to 5 cm. This paper contains a discussion of the design of the
instrument including the optical layout, the phaae-locked loop operation of the
Michelson motor, and the functioning of the reference interferometer. The methods
of data reduction and in-flight Wibation are demonstrated on sample spectra
recorded while in orbit around the earth.

23-1 WIIUCDUCTION the larg-area solid-angle product of the inter-

Theuseof t Mchesoninerfromteras spc- ferometer, Fourier L~ctroscopy was advanced by
The se f aMicelsn iterfronete asa sec- several groups, notably in England, France, and the

trumeter is relatively recent. Michelson's original United States. The state-of-the-art at that time i~s
technique of ohie'rving the 'vi;ibility of frnges" gives reflect~ed in papers by Jscquinot' and Mine. (2onne-0.
spectral inforina.~ic in ertain inpecial case onily. It The paper by 'Mme. Connes was of great help in the
was not until the lW50's that interest was revived in design of the instrument being discussed. Interested
the Micholson interforonieter rq' a Fjectral analyzer. rer may find more recent xturvevs on Fourier
After Ft'llgett' had shown the n.itiplex advantage spectroscopy by Nleets,3 Lowenstein.' and Vanasse
and Jacquinot andi Dufour' hai calied attention to and Sskami.

NAThe rapid progres that xatellite technology ex-
N&, vikb wWto~ a Co.

tN"w W"t the f W hiem INVtwa~,t. lut luniravty. perienced in the late 1950's and early 14%lO's A'im-
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ulated interest in remote sensing of atmospheric8 1 M MO T " C O M M T O Rq E N T R M € W p m "O

parameters. King8 and Kaplan ° suggested methods G C ORa
of determining atmospheric temperature profiles INTERFERENCE

from satellites. For that purpose mathematical LAW SUI )
techniques and tools were developed in the following ISO -.

years, notably by Wark and his co-workers (see, for
example, Wark and Fleming' ° and references therein, PLL.

2 SPINKing," Chahine,l 2 and Conrath'3 ). Besides the SM
15-p band of C0 2 , which is well suited for the tem-
perature analysis, the spectral intervals of water
vapor (5 to 9 A and beyond 17 p) and ozone absorption
(9 to 10,u) and other spectral regions of low absorp-
tion are also of importance to atmospheric research. , F====_
A careful analysis shows that most parts of the o ,il- MOVINGm JM .RRR0LoITER

thermal emission spectrum provide useful information. WAR" -SPULTTER a

Therefore, the recording of a large portion of the C "SATIN PLATE

emission spectrum seemed desirable, and it was
natural to apply the instrumental advantages of the
Michelson interferometer to atmospheric research
from space. Figure 23-1. Simplified Diagram of IRIS. The image

The Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS) motion compensation and calibration mirror can be oriented
flown "n Nimbus I I I was not the first interferometer so that IRI sees earth, deep slje, or an on-board blackbody

which has seen operation in space. Several manned
and unmanned satellites carried Michelson inter-
ferometers,' 4 ' 5 ', 6 but so far only a few spectra have
been published from these flights, a fact which em- is the beamsplitter, which divides the incoming
phasizes the difficulty of the measurement. radiation into two approximately equal components.

At the beginning of the project discussed here, it After reflections on the fixed and moving mirrors,
was not clear that a wide spectral range (approx- respectively, the two beams interfere with each other I
imately 5 to 25 u), a relatively high spectral resolution with a phase difference proportional to the optical
(approximately 5 cm - 1) and a high precision (ap- path difference between both incident beams. The
proximately 1 percent) could be combined into a small recombined components are then focused onto the
instrument, which must also be capable of withstand- detector, where the intensity is recorded as a function
ing the launch and space environment. None of the of path difference 8. For polychromatic radiation and
then available instruments came close to meeting neglecting constant terms, the signal at the detector,
these requirements, and knowledgeable people called the interferogram, is
doubted that such an instrument could be built. At
that time groups from the University of Michigan and
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) combined
forces to prove the feasibility of the task. An in-
strument, IRIS A. was jointly built and flown on a 0)-]r,(B,-BJco (2rp&-#,)dv. (2-1)
high altitude balloon in 1966. Encouraging results were
reported by Chaney et al."? and Hanel and Chaney.a
Thereafter, the Michigan group continued to develop
IRIS A and balloon-borne techniques, while GSFC
with the help of Texas Instruments, Inc., developed The recorded amplitude i(s) is proportional to the
the IRIS B for space flight. responsivity, r,, and the difference in radiance between

The purpose of this paper is to describe the design, the scene B,, within the field of view and the Planck
calibration, and performance of the IRIS B instru- function B, corresponding to the instrument tern-
ment. The first flight model of the instrument was lost perature Ti. The phase o. is slightly wavenumber
when Nimbus B failed to achieve orbit in March 19684. dependett. Typical interferograms recorded by
The spare flight model was launched in April 1969 on IRIS in orbit are shown in Figure 23-2. Interfero-
Nimbus II and produced data for about 3J months, grams 1, 2, and 4 were taken while viewing the earth;
until the thermistor bolometer failed. Preliminarv interferogram 3 was taken while viewing a warm
results have been reported by Hanel and Conrath." blackbody. Interferograms 1 and 4 are arctic cas
Further analysL of the data will be published else- and interlerogram 2 is a hot desert case. Each inter-
where. ferogram is digitized and temporarily stored in the

spacecraft for transmission to the ground station.
23-2 PMtONPLES OF OPEATION The spectrum B. is reconstructed in a ground-bawd

computer by applying the inverse Fourier trans-
The essential part of the Michelson intrferometer, forma' on and the calibration procedure to be dii,-

as shown in the simplified diagram in Figure 23-1, cussed.
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III' 4

Figure 23-2. Typical Interferograrn Recorded by IRIS in Orbit

23-3 DESIGN CONCEPT AND REQUEMT 1 percent of the measured radiance. As will be shown
later, without this calibration procedure the experi-

The functioning of the Michelson interferometer is ment would havre been a failure. A 1-pereent ac-
straightforward in principle, but rather careful design curacy in the measurement of radiances is difficult to
and precise manufacturing techniques are necessary achieve in the laboratory. To approach this accuracy
if all advantages of the interferometer are to be in a remotely operated instrument in space was
realized. The design was dictated partially by the probably the most ambitious part of the program.
performance requirements and partially by the spac The importance of a linear mirror motion was
environment and spacecraft interface. The desire to recognised in the beginning. $ufficiently cowitant
resolve five wavenumber intervals determined the velocity o!~ the Michelson mirror requires feedback
distance, 0.2 cm, traveled by the moving mirror. The control, which was implemented using a velocity
spectral band to be covered influenced the choice of transducer and a reference or fringe' control inter-
the beaniplitter substrate, potassium bromide (K Hr), ferometer. The s-ignal from the reference inter-
and of the detector, a thermistor bolonieter. The ferontoter oerved also as a samlet initiator for the
required spectral resolution and the highest wave- analog-to-dgital conversion proces. Moreover.
number of interest determined the field of view, a 4' synchronization of the data stream with the space-
half cone angle. The desire to operate the instrument ct aft clock 4ould be accomplished by a pbws iocked
at the midrange of expected brightness temperatureK, loop, which slaves the mirror motion to the highly
in order to conserve dynamnic range, dictated an stable clock frequency.
operating temperature of about 210 K. Weight. power, form factor, anti the environmentO

The required precision demanded a long integration tost procedures commonly impome on space Hlghf
time per measurement as well as a wide dynamic instruments, placedi further constraints on the design.
range in the data transmission process. Analog The weight of the I I8 B is 14, kgt including the
transmission of the data was ruled out by the dynamic electronic module, and 111 W ar neve-wgry for opera-
range requirement of about 2M0: I and only a lion. The formn factor was determined. in pant. by the
quantization procedure with two scales was con- Utemperatuue control requirements. As a "tiut iRIs
sidered adequate. The relatively long integration wag mounted under the spacecraft where it could
time of 10 sec. combined with the orbital velocity of have an unobstructed view of space (thermal heat
the satellite, required image motion compensation. sink parallel to pitch axis). earth kparalle) to yaw

An on-board calibration procedure was considered axis), and space (calibration point parallel to rol
mandatory to achieve the destired accuray of about axis). Although IR08 wax optimized to operate in
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flight at 25O* K, practical considerations of qualifica- (3) Reference interferometer and phase-locked
tiori testing required that it operate. at room tern- loop,
perature also. Furthermore, the interferometer had (4) Infrared detector and main data channel,
to survive sinusoidal and random vibration in all
three axes without loss of alignment. (5) Logic and control system,

The instrument to be constructed had to consist (6) Calibration and image motion compensation
of the f~dlowing element.-, which will be discussed in elements,
more detail below: (7) Power system,

(1) Optical module including beamsplitter, and (8) Thermal control.
fixed and moving mirror,

(2) Moving nIrror dIrive as'sembly with feedback The block diagram in Figure 2.3-3 shows the inter-
conlt rol, action of the individual elements of the system.
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layer one, and TIBr and germanium ,e) for main
layer three. The actual beamsplitter surface is the
outermost surface of the assembl ' . All thle other
layers may be 'considered antireflection coating," to
prevent reflections from thle inaer surface of thle
germanium layer. The beamsplitter was designed and
fabricated by Perkin-Elmer.

All mirrors of the interferometer are gold coated.
The fixed interferometer mirror is the entrance pupil
for the optical system. It has ant effective circular
aperture of 3.5-cm diameter. An ellipsoidal mirror
collects the ei.ergy from the interferometer and
focuses it onto the infrared detector, a thermistor
bolometer which serves as thle exit p~upil.

23-4.2 Moving Mirror Drive
The Michelson mirror is attached to one end of a

shaft, moving linearly in the dlirection of it.; main
axis of symmetry. This linear dc piotor has a station-

Figure M3-4. Infraicd Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS) ary magnetic circuit around a moving drive coil. A
Flown on Nimbus 111. The upward-looking pewt is for viewing velocity transucer, in thet form of another axially
earth, and the other port is for viewing deep space moving coil in a second magnt-tic gap, is attachled to

thle other end of thle drive shaft. Thle whole assembly
is supported onl parallel springs, which ensure that thle
mirror move,, with minimum tilt and wit~out bearing

The alignment philosophy developed during the friction.
design of IRlIS depends primarily on the preassembly
tolerances and the dimensional stability of thle 23-4.3 Reference lntorderomter and Phase-Locked

9 housings, with some fine alignment accomplished by Loop
adjustment of the fixed mirror. All mating surfaces Coaxial with the infrared interferometer is the
that affect alignment were hand lapped to optical reference interferometer, which provide., velocit%
tolerances. A pair of wedged spacers allowed fine control and pulses for saimpling tile interferograil.
corrections of the fixed mirror up to three minutes Botht interferometers shtrv te fixed-mrror. moving-
of amc. I RIS was aligned in a walk-i icold chamber mirr,.r. no emsltaw ustae The light sotirco
ait the operat'ng temperature of 250* K. Then the of~ the rvfertitre interferm~ter is a -nmall neon di..-
unit was; cycled between 300* K and ?50O K s, erl harge lamip. %evses volliniat,- thlt radiati'a fromt the
timnes. to Uncover any Aligvnvint hy-A* nLt, is. *)urrv. -ind 45' mirrors reflect it into and out t 'th

The Nitichelson-niirror housing is recessed at the, initerferometer path. Ain zterferrnce filter i-solates
joining Riange to r-eeeive the beamsplitts'r rnoun*, thle de~sired lint, 4t.1-S:125,u) and another smnall lents
which hazi ant optically flat reference surface, Ati foirtit,.- *.- beami onto :t silicuin photovotair cell.
0 ring located on the olther side loads, lt-e beamplittr'r Thiz. particular line o4 n.-vn was coiveniet. -.iire
mount against an equally welI-polished surfare of the it was fullid to be suftfirienltly tironlg and warro . .Iid
fixed-5.4iffor housting. The beatrosplitter wowmenbly it 1wnitittedt visual alignmenlt of tlh ititerfermovtr.

*consIits of two 0-.-On thiA. put.---ium bromide A cttmnand front the logicand control -vstent 'ii
(lHIRO sut~ratrs. One subxstrzite carries tile multi- Owe Michelson "lmir -ktt linea;-r ntoio. whicililayer inifrared beuuwmpitter moating. with at -wparate Igenrate.- a tvinwve at tlt- otpuitt of thme s:ilicont
coating fo- the frin e cntroml interferumeter lorated detector 31nd 'I direct curren-11 a ,It tOW Velocity
in the center. The other xubstrate scrvees as a cam- trzio?'dtaer. Thle refrikence -igindlI 110) i' dividled
pwn"Ator. Transparenlt films' protect both substrates inl frtc' ea by twni. ndu thle pos 1 .ive 2 r'in
against damwg from moisture. illitiate'f the -ko'mple amid hold c madto thel dat:t

Thme beaitpl~itter ronlings (or the infrared rans it chatnl. Tor reference frequenrY 1- :4-1 ew iiarcd it,
of four Main lnay er. rach tine at (uaritr wave thick at1 J4mas- with ai spaJecrn ft-ierived clocl, fre,' mrie of
Iju nich refrtivc index of each lavcr w.%, chsen to 6i25 lIts A\ ?i41:11l JA1rt iolial tim tlt- 1114:1-V emsor I.
increase frum the i&dex of theV snutttr (to I 53)* passed through a1 ovuiadus \%-uorl to :II ilite-

*to the indlex of the last lay er (n -4). layer two :tod grator mid theni to ,I !nuniiog ;'utist -it the curret
four could be mlade of Available matcriais. hIS 5 amplifier for thle driti- cmii, Th .igital frilvi it flu

* (n-24) an ge~naiun mm 4). e~wfiv i.avrns veloeitv-rmntrol tnmausomurr fvvxk sonto tit., -ztett
one a1nd three "Mitired indires of 1.94 :1nd1 3.11., for poi'u. Th~e c~llo..I-um olujwrafiouu aN' reu-lt,
which -mitable *'naterial,* (10 iot exi-t. 0m~ layers Avolftitivitv of Owe interfernmeter to- t'tertini vibralltIlu.
were mid of sixmsblavemers ach. Th1C [ul 'k were a very itportniit jiqvitst.
jof a wavelength thick and invOved lnayer of le-'] 111V .- rvo 'o-tvni and thelt- ia-hroa i-g

florde(lbI)and thalliumn brtnimde (li1i10 for "1.111 whichnanemle lgneto m i ts-11lieraitirt.
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range, were the most difficult individual development 23-4.6 Calibration and Image Motion Compensation
tasks of the program. Undoubtedly the phase-lock An image motion compensation and a calibration
loop control of the moving mirror contributed con- function (IMCC) reduce target smear and provide
siderably to the quality of the spectra obtained, calibration inputs. Both functions are accomplished

by rotation of the same mirror inclined at 45* to the
23-4.4 Infrared Detector and Main Data Channel axis of rotation as indicated in Figure 23-1. Target

A 500-V supply biases the thermistor bolometer smear is minimized by slowly rotating the IMCCA he V upperatih room mirror while in the earth-view position throughat tie operating temperature of 2500 K. At room 3.50 in 10 see, the duration of one interferogram.
temperature, where the instrument must also operate,
the bias reduces to 125 V to account for the lower ach interferogram represents a signal which origin-
bolometer impedance at that temperature. The ates within a well-defined area of about 145-km

bolometer is mounted on spiders in front of the diameter.
collecting mirror. The frequency response of the high- The automatic calibration sequence begins after

impedance, low-noise preamplifier mounted behind the fourteenth earthviewed frame, when the IMCC
the collector compensates for tht high frequency mirror moves to first view deep space, and then the
roll-off of the bolometer. The combined response of on-board blackbody, completing the total cycle.

the bolometer and amplifier is essentially flat in the Image motion compensation is inhibited during the
frequency range of interest '18 to 73 Hz). A six-pole, calibration process and the calibration sequence is

active bandpass filte, follows the bolometer amplifier inhibited over the north polar region, where the sun

and removes nois, outside the bandwidth of the data could be accidentally in the field of view during deep

channel. At the lowest aliasing frequency (239.5 Hz) space calibration.
the filter attenuation is about 20 dB, with a roll-off of 23-4.7 Power System
1S (lB per octave. Two separate power supplies were required to

The interferogram is multiplexed with auxiliary Tw eate per supies were ruet
data, such as the temperature of the calibration allow heater operation with or without instrument
blackbody, to provide required information for data operation. Each supply may be switched by ground
reduction within the same frame. The dynamic command. Both supplies contain direct current to

direct current converters and regulators.
range of the data channel dictated the use of a gain-
changing circuit before the analog-to-digital converter. 23-4.8 Thermal Control
A dynamic range of 2000:1 is required to process the

without adding a sigificant amount of quan- The requirement to operate the IRIS optics in
signal wtotadn infcn muto un
tization noise. The range standardization circuit has orbit at 2500K and also on the ground at room
a high-gain and a low-gain region. In each data word temperature demanded careful consideration of p1.b-
one bit, called "gain bit," identifies which one of the lems associated with differential expansion and heat

regions was active. This gain-changing circuit in loads. The design uses three resilient mounting pads,

effect increases the dynamic range of the analog-to- one under each housing of the optical module. These
digital converter by a factor of 10 without a serious vibration isolators between the optics housing and the

loss in signal-to-noise ratio in the computed spectrum. support structure accomplish three objectives: they
'l~.e analog-to-digital co)nverter is an eight-bit provide a flexible mechanical interface which reduces

ramp type design preceded by a sample and hold possible strains induced into the optics module; they
circuit. As discussed above, the hold command is attenuate vibration from the launch vehicle; and they

generated from each second fringe of the neon signal increase the thermal impedance. This was ot
s fro each w secorreond n sogal enough, however. A fiberglass hollow cylinder had tosoal pdata words correspond to interferogram be added between the optics module and the vibration
sampile points 1.1705 M apart. The ramp converter ioaost rvd diinltemlioain
was chosen for simplicity while maintaining sufficient isolators to provide additional thermal isolation.
accuracy. Two synchronization bits, the gain bit Temperature control of the optics was based on
and a p'arity bit, ark, combined with the eight data radiating heat to space, which was intended to
bits to form a 12-hi1 , word. Words are serially shifted subcool the instrument, and then replacing a portionout to f:oe of two spacec'aft tape recorders of the heat lost with power from an electrical heaterin a thermostat circuit. Radiating surfaces were

23-4.5 Logic and Control System selectively coated with a white paint of high emis-
sivity in the infrared. Heaters, bonded to these

The operation of the instrument is sequenced by surfaces, have different power consumptn 's to
the logic and control system, which receives various account for variations in the view factors around theclock signals and ground commands from the space- curved surfaces of the optics housing. The entire

craft. Tlhe iogic and control circuit divides the system instrument, except for the view ports and the cooling

cycle into sixteen frames, fourteen taken while surface, was covered with a blanket of super insula-
viewin- the earth, and two while facing the calibration tion consisting of 32 layers of aluminized mylar. In
sour'ces. l,:.eh frame is 16 see long and has ;1 total of orbit, the instrument missed its 2500 K design
5000 12-bit word.s; 3408 for each int.,rferogram, two temperature by about 50 and equalized at 2550 K.
sets of 64 wor(ls of housekeeping data bracketing Fortunately, the onboard calibration technique com-
each interferogram, and zeros to complete the frame. l)ensated for the effect. Furthermore, the thermal time

LI
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onstant of the optics module is about H; to 15 - rnUKALISRATED POWER SPEC GTRUMI

hours, se the temperature fluctuation was small t -
between the sunlight and shaded part of the orbit. W o

23-5 DATA REDUCTION _. ...

During the interrogation of Nimbusi III by theL .
STADAN data acquisition facilities in Alaska and '* I
Rosman, N. C., interferograms were transferred fromthe satellite recorder to a tape recorder on the ground. "X 2

The Nimbus ground station at Goddard Space Flight
Center rearranged the IRIS data into computer- 0 I
compatible format. The new tapes are processed PHASE SPECTRUM
on a high-speed digital computer, which first checks -2.
the data stream for completeness and processes
the housekeeping information. Then all interfero-
grams are Fourier transformed using the Cooley- 2-
Tukey method. 20,21 A smoothing or apodization 0 o- -- -
function is applied to all interferograms to reduce UKCALRATEO PHASE CORRECTED

side lobes of the instrument function. The effect of P S P ECTR

the particular apodization function used 40 6-00 800 000 IZ20 1400 1600 1800 2000

Figure 23-5. Typical Power Spectrum, Phase Spectrum,

(0.54+0.46 cos 27r T/T) and Phase-Correcte Power Spectrum

is discussed by Blackman and Tukey.2 2 In this func- reduction process the phase angle within the 15-,u
tion r is the distance from the center and T is the total band is taken equal to T. In that spectral interval
length of the interferogram. the expected brightness temperatures are always

The Fourier transformation yields the amplitudes lower than 250' K while viewing ea.Lth, and this
of the sine and cosine terms, which can be converted region may the:efore serve as a polarity reference.
into magnitude and phase for each spectral element All spectra from cold blackbodies are taken to be
computed. The location of the pronounced central negative, and, correspondingly, all warm calibration
peak in the calibration interferogram is taken as the spectra are taken to be positive. After all power
phase reference point. Atmospheric interferograms spectra have been phase corrected, that is, after each
often lack a central peak, as shown in Figure 23-2, and spectral component has the proper plus and minus
the computer uses first a point near the expected sign attached, the actual calibration proces takes
center and derives the power spectrum and a phase place.
curve. If the slope of the phase curve exceeds a certain
amount, the phase reference point is shifted pro- 23-6 CALIBRATION

. portionally to the slope aird a new amplitude andportionaeyotot e . dIn-flight calibration is performed by periodically
pThe phase determination is rather viewing an onboard blackbody of about 280* K

The ~hae deermnaton i raherimportant- and outer space. The calibration interferograms are
since IRIS was designed to operate at the midrange of anforspace The cabat interferograms

transformed in the same way as the interferogramsbrightness temperatures expected to be seen in orbit. obtained while viewing earth. The amplitude C, in
The power spectrum gives only the magnitude of the the spectrum is proportional to the difference in
difference in intensity between the source and the radiance between the and the instrument.
instrument. To resolve the ambiguity between sources target
colder and warmer than the instrument, the phase Thus, for each wavenumber interval,
information must be used. The phase of a source
colder than the instrument is 1800 apart from the
phase of a source warmer than the instrument. A
typical power spectrum, a phase spectrum, and a C=r(Btarget-Bi,atr). (232)
phase-corrected power spectrum are shown in Figure
23-5. A typical uncalibrated power spectrum and the
associated phase spectram, shown in the upper and
middle part of Figure 2:3-5, are the result of the The sign of C has already been determined as dis-
lourier tratsformation of the interferogram. The cussed above. From the calibration sequence, one
lower part of th( fig-are shows the phase-corrected obtains a set of three equations: one for the target
power spectrum before calibration. In the automatic (Index t), one for the cold blackbody (Index c), and
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one for the warm blackbody (Index w). The three Samples of calibration spectra and the average
equations may be solved to yield target brightness responsivity F are shown in the upper and central
(B,). responsivity (r), and instrument brightness parts of Figure 23-6. A comparison of the average
(Bi). If one uses the interstellar background (-4* K) orbital responsivity for each spectral interval from
as the cold reference, then B, is essentially zero and the orbit to orbit and from day to day yields the long-term
equations .implify to drift.

The short-term repeatability of the instrument is
determined by calculating the standard deviation s
of the individual responsivities ri, computed from

C- pairs of individual hot and cold calibration spectra.i B =,'- B , (23-3)

r B , (234)
s= - - (23-6)

Bi= B,. (23-5)

where k is the number of calibration pairs per orbit.
The noise equivalent radiance (NER) may be

Because C, is negative, the term (C,.-C,) is the sum calculated from
of the amplitudes in the calibration spectra and not
the difference between quantities of the same order
of magnitude.

Equation (23-3) for B, is used to reduce the spectra NER =-V2 sB,/ . (23-7)
from earth. The calibration spectra T, and i,. of
Eqs. (23-3) and (23-5) are the average of all calibra-
tion spectra within one orbit. Figure 23-6 shows the The square root of two factor accounts for the use of
orbital averages of the calibration spectra on a two spectra in the computation of the individual
relative scale, the responsivity calculated from the responsivities. The noise equivalent radiance (NER)
calibration spectra, and the noise-equivalent radiance of the instrument in orbit is shown in the lowest part
calculated from the standard deviation of the re- of Figure 23-6. Between turn-on of the instrument
spoSivity. The factor x "2of E1 . (23-7) was omitted, and approximately orbit 50, the responsivity de-

creased, and, as a consequence, the NER increased.
The effect amounts to about 30 percent at longer

-AVERAGE COLD CALIBRATION SPECTRUM wavelengths and more towards shorter wavelengths.

Without the on-board calibration capability, the
AVERAGE WARM CALIBRATION SPECTRUM scientific objectives could not have been met. With I

the on-board calibration procedure the effect is com.-
pensated; however, the 1400- to 2000-cm - 1 (5- to

7-,u) range is unreliable after orbit 50. Fortunately,
this part of the spectrum is not used in the deriva-

:05 - tions of the temperature, humidity, and ozone pro-
IE - .files, which are necessary steps to reach the main

objectives of this experiment.
E, SPECTRAL RESPONSVITY
SSTLSS23-7 INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE

-

How well has the design proven itself? How close
3x 10" did the performance of the instrument come to the

E theoretically possible limit? The signal-to-noise ratio
2- Oof the interferometer or of any radiometric device can

NOISE EQUIVALENT RADIANCE be expressed by (for example, see Hanel 23 )

r400 So 1200 1600 2000 cM ni SIN = I n2 1, AvD*x/AN-dr. (23-8)
ORBIT 21

Figure 23-6. ()rbital Averages of the ('alihration Spe(tra, The noise equivalent radiance is the radiance 1, for
the lhleX)olsivity, aild the Noise-Eqiiivaent Radiance which the signal-to-noise ratio becomes unity.
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The following numerical values have been taken: bands of C02 and N 20. The spectrum was calibrated

system efficiency for single detector by the procedure outlined above. The dominant
spectral feature between approximately 600 andinterferometers, i---0.35; 750 cm- 1 is due to the CO2 molecule. The higher

optical efficiency, '2 =0.25; intensities in the more transparent wings of the band
width of resolved spectral element reflect warmer temperatures of the lower layers in the

(cm-'), AP-5; atmosphere, and the lower intensities toward the
figure of merit for thermistor bo- band center correspond to the lower temperatures

lometer in bridge circuit near the tropopause. The most opaque part of the

[cm(Hz)i W"1 ], D* =10; band, the Q-branch near 667 cm- 1, indicates an
opposing trend caused by higher stratospheric tem-area of non-moving interferometer peratures. Radiances in the C02 band are used to

minror (cm 2 ), A---13; derive atmospheric temperature profiles.
solid angle of instrument (sr), 12 = 1.6 X 10-2; If the temperature profile is known, it is possible to
solid angle of detector illumination deduce the distribution of other atmospheric con-

(sr), n1= 1; stituents such as 03 and H20. The ozone band

Observation time per interferogram centered at approximately 1040 cm - and water

(see), r = 10. vapor absorption regions between 1200 and 1400 cm- '
and between 400 and 550 cm- 1 are well suited for

The optical efficiency includes the reflection losses that purpose. Between 800 and 1000 cm - i and
on three mirrors, 0.95 each; the transmission losses between 1070 and 1250 cm' the radiation originates
on the entrance window, 0.7; obscuration, 0.7, by the predominantly from the surface, with some absorp-
reference interferometer and spiders; and finally, tion by water vapor and carbon dioxide. For example,
the efficiency of the beamsplitter, 0.6. The calculated this spectral interval can be used to determine the
noise equivalent radiance becomes 1.6X 10- . The surface brightness and, in many cases, the surface
observed NER is about 3 to 5 times higher. Most of temperature. The same figure gives the noise equiv-
the difference is accounted for by the noise introduced alent radiance computed from the calibration inter-
by the bolometer power supply and by imperfect ferograms of that orbit. Figure 23-8 illustrates the
alignment. The preamplifier and the quantization
process also contribute small amounts of noise. The
performance of the instrument came fairly close to
the theoretically possible limit; however, there is stil' 2oxo 4

room for improvement.

23-8 RESULTS S / V I" 2.4352-E

A typical atmospheric emission spectrum taken Eover a clear tropical ocean is shown in Figure 23-7. A.CTC

I.SXIO'S [

C THERMAL EMISSION SPECTRUM OF TM 'DflTH 5

400 O ID 00 100 1200 1400 CM"1
S NOISE EWUIV. RADIANCE €,_

40 SO 0 1600 2000O CM-1

Figure 23-8. Spectra Recorded by IRIS Over Desert andArctic Regions

Figure 23-7. Typical Emission Spectrum of a Tropical
Region

extreme difference between desert and arctic spectra.
The desert soil at noon is warmer than the air and

Tshows a reststrahlen effect, a lower emissivity in the
The strong C02 bands between 500 and 780 cm-  1 100-cm - 1 region compared with the 900-cm - 1

were used to derive the atmospheric temperature region, typical of silicate oxides. Brightness tem-
profile. Ozone absorption appears between 1000 and peraturs of blackbody radiation are also shown. A
1070 cm-'. Most other features are due to H 20 discussion of the spectra and an interpretation of the
except for a CH 4 band hear 1306 cm - i and weak data will be published elsewhere. 24
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23-9 SUMMARY ments of the design were the maintenance of adequate
optical alignment over a 500 C temperature range;

At the beginning of this project, it seemed almost the operation of the moving mirror of the inter-
beyond the state-of-the art to record the infrared ferometer by a pha. s-locked loop to obtain the re-
emission spectrum over a wide spectral range quired radiometric precision of about 1 percent; and
(400 to 2000 cm- ') with a resolution equivalent to finally, the achievement of the required accuracy by
5 cm and with a precision of 1 percent from a an on-board calibration technique.
satellite. The requirement of a long orbital lifetime In orbit the instrument performed well, although
limited the design to a thermistor bolometer, which is not flawlessly. The spectra obtained were more than
a relatively poor detector compared with cryo- adequate for the achievement of the scientific ob-
genically cooled devices. Only the large area times jectives of the experiment. The desired equilibrium
solid angle and the multiplex advantages of the temperature was not reached, however, and some
Michelson interferometer promised a possible solu- misalignment caused degradations primarily at the
tion, but the performance of the interferometer had short-wavelength end of the spectrum. Nevertheless,to be close to calculated expectations. The instrument it was demonstrated that such a delicate instrument
discussed in detail in this paper achieved the required as a Michelson interferometer can be flown on a
performance and came close to the calculated limits spacecraft and produce spectra of good quality.
of resolution and precision. The main accomplish-
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Discussion

Q. (G. M. Levy, Barringer Research Ltd.): Have A. (R. A. Hanel): Absorption in the beamsplitter
you profiled water vapor and ozone? coatings.

A. (R. A. Hanel): Yes. Q. (Robert J. Bell, University of Missouri): What
Q. (G. M. Levy): Have you profiled any other is the lifetime of the instrument in flight?

gases? A. (R. A. Hanel): About 31 months; the thermister
A. (R. A. Hanel): No. burned out.

Q. (J. D. Strong, University of Massachusetts):
What was the origin of the irregularities in the cold
and warm calibration spectra?

I,
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24. Michelson Interferometer-Spectrometer

for On-Board Space Vehicle Measurements

G. F. Hohnstreiter and Thomas P. Sheahen
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

Whippany, New Jersey

W. Howell
Block Engineering, Inc.

Cambridge, Massadhsetts

Abstract

A rugged lightweight Michelson interferometer-spectrometer was developed and
flown successfully aboard a space vehicle. Two interfergrams were produced.
A Si detector was used between 9000 and 11,400 cm - 1, and a thermoelectrically
cooled PbSe detector was used between 1800 and 9000 cm - 1. Both had a dynamic
range of 106, noise equivalent signal input of 5 X 10- 6 W/cm2 sr p, 10 interfero-
grams/second, and a spectral resolution of 20 cm - 1.

24-1 INTRODUCTION The basic characteristics of the instrument were a

A series of Michelson interferometer-spectrometers wavelength range of 0S6 to 5.3p , a resolution of
have been designed, developed, and flown successfully 20 cm - l, a scan rate of 10 intrrfertgrams/see, and
on several space vehicles. Ten flight instruments were typical sensitivities of 5 X 10- 6 W/cm2 srp. In this
developed and built by Block Engineering, Inc., under paper the flight instrument and associated components
the direction of Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., are described. Tie flight telemetry and the data
for infrared flight measurements. The interferometer- reduction methods used in transforming the inter-
spectrometer was well suited to space vehicle iwasure- ferograms to spectra are discussed in Chapter 2).
ments since no instrument of comparable size and The basic principles of Fourier transform spectros-
weight could equal both its sensitivity and its resolu- copy will be omitted here because they have been
tion over the required spectral range. The vehiele well covered elsewhere." T  lit Seetion 24-2 a dis-
operating environment required a rugged instrument, cussion of the criteria governing the design of the
ilmsensitive to vibration and acceleration. ihe avail- interferometer is given, Sectiom 24 :1 contains a
able power was limited, and the interferometer had to description of the instrument.
share a specially designed analog data link with other It was found necesstry to chirp the instrument in
instruments. order to provide acceptable signal-to-ttoise ratios in

Preceding pale blank
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the telemetered interferogi am. The chirping methods ments. The available signal-to-noise ratio did not
are discussed in Section 24-4. The instruments were justify additional resolution. Wavenumber accuracy
subjected to a thorough calibration prior to launch. of 10 cm - 1 represents the typical noise-limited case.
The calibrations were performed independently at The basic wavenumber scale is linear, and is directly
two separate laboratories with generally excellent relatable to an argon line used in the reference inter-
agreement. Some results of the calibrations are ferometer.
discussed in Section 24-5. Section 24-6 contains an The required spectral range was covered in two
abstract of the data-link, and Section 24-7 the con- channels, which allowed selection of the optimum
clusions of this paper. detector type for each region. In addition, the

sharing of the interferogram dynamic range burden
by two channels resulted in improved data quality.

24-2 DESIGN 'CONSIDERATIONS Optimizing the design goals and constraints led to
the operating characteristics listed in Table 24-1.

The instrument dc)iign was determined by both Figure 24-1 is a photograph of an actual flight unit.
scientific requirements on data quality and hardware
constraints imposed by the vehicle and operating
environment. 24-3 INSTRUMENT DrCRIPTION

The design requirements for the flight inter-
ferometer were: high sensitivity over a spectral range The Michelson interferometer provides spectral
of 0.S6 to 5.:3 A, high scan or repetition rate, moderate coverage from 0.86 to 5.3 A by incorporating two
spectral resolution, at least 10' dynamic range in infrared detectors behind a single interferometer.
radiance, and a wide field-of-view. In addition, the A dichroic thin-film at the exit of the interferometer
instrument had to remain insensitive during operation directs the energy to the appropriate detector. Each
to, collectively: vibration of amplitude 11.6grms, detector is coupled to an independent signal-pro-

accelerations up t, 40 g, and a temperature range of cessing channel.
-25 to +55 C. It had to accomplish these factors
not only in a vacuum environment but at all pressures
(continuously varied) up to atmospheric pressure.
Moreover, the interferometer had to survive a series
of 100-g shock tests. The physical size constraints were Table 24-1. Michelson Interferometer-Spectrometer Opera-
(1 6 X 1/4 X 112) m 3, the weight limit was 17 kg, and the tionil Specifications

maximum power available for operation was 100 W.
One dominant constraint was the availability of only
40 dB of telemetry dynamic rage. Since an overall A. Scientific Properties Channel 1 Channel

dynamic range of 10" (120 (1B) in the source intensity Spectral Regions, , 1.1-5.3 0.86-1.1
was expected, automatic gain switching of the inter- Sensitivity I
ferometer was required. (NESR), W/cm'srA 5X10-  5Xl0 - (

The spectral resolution was limited to 20 cm- 1 by @ 4 A @ I A
the required scan rate and the sensitivity require- Detectors PbSe Si

(-500 C)
In-flight Wave-

length Calibra-
tion Line: He
Wavelength M None 1.083

Reference Line 8521 AArgon
Optical Retarda-

tion, 1A870
Dynamic Range 10

* Spectral Resolution 20 cm- 1
Wavenumber

Accuracy 10 cm-I

B. Mechanical
"" , ll 'Properiies J

Instrument Type Fringe referenced double
cube

Drive System Electromagnetic, servo
controlled

Scan Rate 10 scans/sec
l)uty Cycle 80%
Mirror l)iameter 11 mm
Field of view 35° (PbSe instrument)

(conical)Figure 21-1. Flight .%ldel Interferometer
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C. Electrical Properties 1 The movable mirror was continuously scanned to
a maximum path difference of 870 u at a repetition

Number of Gain rate of 10 scans per see Continuous scanning resulted
States per in a direct coding of wavenumber in terms of electrical
Channel 8 frequency, which facilitated analog telemetry. The

Gain State Equal Voltage Steps, minimum frequency of about I kHz was above major
Indication 0-5 Vdc source fluctuation frequencies, thus eliminating excess
Dynamic Ran 0 dB noise from the spectra. This is the technique first usedSignal Bandwid, by Mertz' to eliminate atmospheric scintil;atioi?

(Channel 1) 1220 Hz to 9000 Hz effects in astronomical spectra. The frequency range
Signal Bandwidth listed in Table 24-1 includes excess bandwidth to

(Channel 2) 6100 Hz to 14,350 Hz accommodate random frequency perturbations caused
Signal Bandwidth by vibration.

(Reference) 22,000 Hz to 28,700 Hz
Signal Output 0 to +5 V 24-3.1 Optical System
Maximum Output

Limits -0.6 V, +6.0 V The optical system is shown in Figure 24-2. It
Output Impedance 300 11, 1500 pF consists essentially of two interferometer cubes whose
Supply Voltage 27.5=L I Vdc moving mirrors are interconnected by a rigid shaft.
Average Power To achieve 20-cm - ' resolution at the short wave-

Consumption 60 W lengths, energy from the 350 field is collimated to
D. Physical Characteristics 1.50 by lenses Li and L2 before it enters the signal

interferometer. The modulated output beam is re-
Environmental Specification converged by lens L3 and directed by a dichroic

Temperature Range -25 to +550 C beamsplitter to the silicon and lead selenide detectors
Expected Operating Tem- through fast lenses IA and L5, which focus the beams

perature Ranges: on the smallest possible detectors.
Instrument Ambient +5 to +400 C The silicon diode on the signal interferometer
PbSe Detector -500 CVbatio eel 1600 Hz provides the instrument response between 0.,% and

Vibration Level 11.6 g rms, 0 to 2000 Hz 1.1 j and is operated at inbient temperature. From
(meters: 0.127 HX0.264 W 1.1 to 5.3 & the instrument response is provided by the

External J wndow end) X0.422 LExtenlon (windw e. n X.4 L PbSe detector cooled to - 300 C. For this purpose a
Dimensions inche 5.0 H X 10.4 W four-stage thermoelectric cooler is used to provide a

M m (window end) X 16.62 L 950 C temperature differential between the detector
Maximum Weight 17 kg-37 lb and the cooler base. A thermistor mounted on the

SIGNAL REFERENCE
INTERFEROMETER INTERFEROMIETER

OUTSIDE
INDOW

U4N "NoLILTE

PLATEP. LF 4-2." &hcA Laws.._

COLE oo"

Figutt 24-2. Schematic Naam of th, Optical ..vm
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top stage of the cooler provides feedback to a pro- interferograms. Whereas small amounts of FM are
portional temperature controller, which controls the correctable by fringe-reference sanmpling, large
detector temperature to + l* C. It was found that amounts are not, because the reference interferogram
some1t lead selenide detectors exhibited signiiicant non- might lie outside the data-link frequency bandpass.
linearity at high signal levels, but individual selection The susceptibility of the transducer to vibrat;-n is
of dtectort reduced this effect. In order to prevent essentially governed by the available drive power.

s pectral allia-siig, an 8520 X long wave-pass '"Iter was For the vibration levels anticipated, a transdrecr
p laced over the silicon detector. designed for full available power would suffer large

The interferograms were chirped by 0.375 cm of velocity errors, large enough in fact to reverse the
Irtran .1) compensate'd by 0.602 cm of CaF2 . A dis- motion in midsweep. Figure 24-3 shows velocity

cussion of chirping and compensation requirements is

given by Nlertz.'
Inflight calibration of the instrument is p-ovided

only on the short-wavelength channel. A helium
discharge lamp is mounted near the entrance aperture
(of the instrument. The calibration lamp is always on, acu

so that it produces a continuous calibration. Energy
from the I aS3-1A He line is passed through a narrow- V4usAmc. 40 lo
bandpass interference filter. The radiation is intro-10
duced into the signal interferometer in sufficient
intensity to produce a calibrationi line with a 100: 1
signal-to-noise ratio when the automatic attenuator
is in the highest gain state. As the attenuator reduces
the channel gain, the signal-tv-noise ratio of theMJ-WA

ln seventually obliterated by the received spectra.

Teposition of the moving mirror is controlled by
a mechanically slaved second interferometer cube.
The reference interferometer continuously monitors
the position of lte moving mirror.

The purpose of the servomechanism is to maintain -,

the scan linearity within tolerance while the instru- -

ment is subjected to the vibrations and accelerationso
of the space vehicle. The servomechanism also corrects.1\
the thermal dependency of the transducer. The error/
signal for lte servo is produced by the reference
interferometer. The moveable mirrors of both signsl
and reference interferometers are driven by the/
common transducer. With its s";t-tn detector, the t
reference interferometer views a Mg-Ar hollow a ,gyw

cathode lamp filtered4 to p"s only the !C51,1 line.
The reference interferograin is virtuailly sinusoidal. Fis 24. Viy ~ma a Ytriw dI
Its fretquene y is Proportional to mirror velocity. Vimk F~wr (4 this" nvibtfioa LaXVel
Comparison of this frequeney to a set frequency
Yields lte error signal for the sev.In order to
indicate the begtinningt of each ,wan, a I'M detector in error as a function of Vibration fre-quency for the
the reference cube observes_ a white-light fringe from design vibration level, Curv A reptrient4 the
an incandescent lamp. The trw of a swpatntr inter- performance of the tratuoducer alone. The sucressive
fertimeter for tnts purposec facilitates benm-sllter cutVe.s Jhow th cumulaktiv efrect Of the velocity
optimiization, andI eliminatesi the possibiity of *rzit- sbilization mewtures applid. Curve 0 s'owes the
vtti light frosm the reference miurres enterint lte improvement. due to Awok mitsuntingt he ticnterferom-
i-ignal beam. The Weporntr Interfernieter Alm pri'- ritr. 1.arg reductions, in virority error occur for
vents- crowdling of components- around the nuain inter- vibration frequencies& abov the reoonant frequency
fe"nmte r. of the shock mounts. 'Inc minimum AWL-kmount

rewtat ,, urnry vws gove-rd by the requirrmrnt
24-3.2 trW. Syilem that t he mounts should not bottom uinder thexiterified

The mavving mairror itl r:-,en by an Plecitomagmwrtic tic artAleration. Curve C shows- the effctr of modlifing
lransduercr witrkung agauist sprinp.. In the tbwencr the driving vwaveforim according to the oultput of an
it( *(tt'ntl arvelelit-n and( vibrution, a ronttant acclrobmetrr moiunted parallel to lte transducert
vseliwil i.~ 11btainedt b%- Varying thle drtive current axis, which se~ ~the Vibraition tr-Alsmitted through

liery ihtinle. Velocity variation'- prodluce the --ititk mounts. Curve 1) i% the result oi a closedt-

frepw'nevY nsidtlatit'l o4 N01t1 the 4l.ta and reit'"'nce loitp -servo nontrolt igt the mirro motion. T1he errr
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signal is derived by subtracting the frequency of the positive-going zero crossing of the reference signal,
monochronmtic reference interferogram from a fixed allowing the shortest wavelength component of the
electrical refen:iee, The closed-loop compensation interferograra to be 8521 X for no aliasing.
includes velocity feedback for increased damping, The two signal channels are identical, with the
position feedback for increased resonant frequency, exception of the preamplifiers. Channel 1 uses a
and !tegral of position feedback for added attenua- thermoelectrically cooled PbSe detector. Near the
tion of vibration effects. The resulting velocity is detector are two thermistors. One is used to control
sufficiently uniform to allow fringe-referenced digitiza- the detector temperature via a series regulator
tion with the received data; however, it is not suf- preceding the converter that powered the thermo-
ficiently linear to permit digital sampling of the data electric cooler. The other is used to telemeter the
interferogram on a coinstant time base. Therefore, detector temperature. Channel 2 has an ambient
in addition to providing r error signal to the scrvo- temperature silicon diode detector.
mechanism, the reference interferogram is also used
for digiizing the data interferogrnm. 24-3.4 Dynamic Range

Both detectors are biased from r'riable power
24-3.3 Electronics supplies. The bias is adjusted in accordance with the

Functionally, the electronics in the interferometer amount. of source radiation. This feature is required
can be divided into tl.e following areas: transducer to span the large dynamic range. The signal channels
driver circuitry, reference signal circuits, and signal consist of four amplifiers in series. Each of these
processing circuitry. A block diagram is shown in amplifiers can be switched in gain. In parallel with
Figure 244. the normal high gain feedback resistor is a switchable

The transducer consists of two coils, rigidly coupled lower gain feedback resistor. The switching is ac-
to a drive shaft that moves in a magnetic field derived complished by turning oi a field effect transistor in
from a permanent magnet. The drive shaft and coil series with the low-gain feedback res-i-stor.
assembly are suspended in the magnetic field by means To provide the 106 operating dynamic range of the
of two flat springs. In principle the coils are driven flight interferometer, eight levels of automatic gain
by a sawtooth wavef, -m centered around 0 V, thus changing are required (using an automatic attenuator)
sweeping the mirro . -t constant velocity. The sweep to keep the signal levels within the available telemetry
generator consists u, an operational amplifier con- range of 0 to 5 volts. Gain is changed between inter-
nected in an integrator configuration. A small current ferogranis by factors of 3.8, depending on whether the
fed to the input of the amplifier causes its output previous interferogram exceeds a maximum or mini-
voltage to rise at a unifo, in rate. A comparator senses mum threshold value. The maximum value of -ach
the output voltage level. As soon as the ramp voltage interferogram is compared with preset switch-down
reaches a predetermined value a monostable circuit is and switch-up levels. If either level is reached, the
triggered, which resets the integrator to zero, terminat- automatic attenuator will switch one step in the
ing the scn. The sweep generator output is summed appropriate direction before the next scan begins.
with servo error signals, amplified, and presented to Seveui scans are required for the attenuator to traverse
the coils of the transducer. its full range because, on any one scan, only too-high,

The error signals are derived from the mono- correct-gain, and too-low information are available.
chromatic interferogram from the reference inter- For increasing source intensities the detector noise is
ferometer. After appropriate amplification and soon reduced below the telemetry noise, thereby
automatic gain centrol, this sinusoidal signal is producing a signal-to-noise ratio dependent only on
presented to a frequency-to-voltage converter. The telemetry noise and the interferogram voltage. An
output of the frequency-to-voltage converter is first increase in source intensity would produce a corre-
smoothed arid amplified, and then compared to a fixed sponding increase in the final spectrum signal-to-noise
voltage. The difference voltage, if any, is a measure ratio up to the point where anr additional attenuation
of the deviation of the mirror velocity from the step is switched into the circuit.
de.sired mirror speed. This signal, appropriately
s aled, is one of the error signals added in the summing
aniplifier. Since the transducer-interferometer com- In many interferometric systems, the noise appear-
biittion has a complex transfer characteristic, ing in the finA data depends mainly on the limitation
i(hitional conipeisation is necessary. This takes the of dynamic range of the instrumentat oi, and data
form of two integrators in series, the output of each processing system used. Because each wavelength has
are applied to the summi;ng amplifier as error signals. zero phase shift at the same point, in a conventional

TI'le sine-wave interferogram generated by the interferometer almost all interferograms have large
reference intterferomneter is also used for sampling. It central fringes. Therefore, because of a lack of
is frej(lin iv-ohiblhd and added to the signl iinter- sufficient dynamic range in the telemetry and record-
ferolmleter out puts to assure that interferogram and ing system, it is often difficult to provide acceptable
referene :re identically signal-p.,, se I'ld. The refer- signal-to-noise ratios that cover the range re(luired
eice is s-Incanated h'y iltering (;' the ground and is used for subsequent Fourier transform processing of the
to "onrn:cuuc the digit izinug of the signal ;nterfi'rogrann. interferogram.
"rhl.2 fririge-ruelercl digitizing occurs at each It is possible, however, tor niodify tire signal ilnter-
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ferogram such that each wavelength has its own center,
thus avoiding the large ce! al fringes that normally
occur. This distribution of wavelength centers is oummi
accomplished by placing a flat optical element into
each beam before the point of beam recombination, no
thereby shifting the position of zero-order interference. /
If one of the plates has dispersioi1 in the group
velocity refractive index, then each wavelength will
have its center shifted by a different amount and the

In""~ 4. ca Finterferogram is said to be "chirped".s There is no no
single path difference at which %1I wavelengths add
in-phase to produce a large-amplitude white-light
fringe. The white-light fringe is essentially dispersed
over a portion of the interferogram. Since only phase
is involved, the interferogram power is unaltered.

Figure 24-5 shows the dispersion in white-light
fringe location for two possible chirping configurations.
Although Irtran 4 produces the greater average dis-
persion, the Irtran 5 configuration is used since it s • co*. w3

produces maximum dispersion near the peak response
of the PbSe detector. As can be seen, the white-light
fringe for the first 2000 wavenumbers is spread over Figure 24-5. Dispersion in White-Light Fringe Location for

r500ge of pth ifrence.0 Thafeqbeies rabover Two Possible Chirping ConfigurationsS500ju of path difference. The frequencies above

* 10,000 cm- ' overlap the low frequencies somewhat,
but these are received by the silicon detector and
telemetered separately. Figure 24-6 shows a typical reduction of the interferogram to an optical spectrum,
laboratory interferogram and its corresponding spec- the shifting of the center with respect to wavelength
trum. As expected, the low frequencies are spread can be ignored, as long as no power is lost in clipping
over a wide range, and the high frequencies begin to the wings. When power is clipped, a wavelength-
converge toward a single point. On subsequent dependent apodization function is required.

WTI IV VWW W ."....... ..... ....

ti I .% ~ l..

SFigure 24-6. Typical Interferogramn and Corresponding Spectrumn
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24-5 TESTS AND CALIBRATIONS related effects. All csa jrations were performed

independently by two laboratories (Block Engineering
[he test procedures used for the Michelson inter- and TRW Systems) to ensure validity of the calibra-

ferometer were designed to verify the ability of the tion results.
various instruments to perform within design toler-
ances and specifications. The instrument is thoroughly 24-5.1 Responivity

tested5. environentallytested environmentally. Absolute spectral responsivity and sensitivity is
The calibrations obtained quantitative information achieved through the use of quartz-iodine irradiance

essential to subsequent data reduction and analysis. standards and blackbody sources, in much the same
The calibration procedures utilized for the flight-mode inerfromterarein mny ase siila totle way as for conventional spectroscopic instruments.
model interferometer are in many cases similar to tie One difference is the fact that spectral averaging ofprocedures used for conventional grating spectrom- many scans is supplanted by co-adding of many inter-
eters. The instruments were calibrated for the effects ferograms. Such co-adding must be done coherentl-,
of field-of-view, wavelength accuracy, wavenumber or else a seeming reduction ;- iesponsivity will occur.
resolution, instrument sensitivity, responsivity, and Typical values of spectral response of the instru-

ment are shown in Figure 24-7 for the PbSe channel
and in Figure 24-8 for the Si channel. Figures 24-9

400 and 24-10 show the relative response of the instrnment
in each of the eight gain-states for the PbSe channel
and the Si channel.

.!0
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Figure 24-7. PbSe Channel Spectral Responsivity

Figure 24-9. PbSe Channel Absolute Responsivity
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Figure 24-10. Si Channel Absolute Responsivity

Pb SoRESOS
24-5.2 Field-of-View Ccaibration

By using a spectrally narrow light source collimated
by a long mirror, the entrance aperture of the inter-
feronmeter is uniformly filled by a beam of less than

0- Z0 +1/2-degree divergence. The instrument, during
WAVE NMR (C,) 10 calibration, is mounted on a two-axis rotary table

with its entrance aperture at the center of rotation of
",e table. The interferometer output is recorded

Figure 24-8. Si C.hannel Spectral Responsivity 'inuously as it is rotated in angular position in
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the horizontal and vertical planes, covering 4-90 ° in transmission., K= constant factors, T = tcmperature,
each axial direction. By "rolling" the instrument 450 d=distance of blackbody from instrument aperture,
about its optical axis a second set of two scans is and A,=area subtended by blackbody source.
recorded. Reduction of the resultant interferograms The mean-squared error is therefore,
provides information from which an eight-point polar
plot of the responsivity is plotted. Equal response

fcontours are plotted for several wavelengths at 90, 2A/A\ 2 _2+(.__2
75, 50, 25, 10, and 1 percent of peak responsivity. +
The scan of -900 on each axis assures that no
spurious sidelobes or irregularities, within the 103
dynamic range per scan, exist in the field of view. 2 +
Figure 24-11 shows a typical field-of-view map for the d A,
PbSe channel.

1.44wo1.44 exp[- J
0.(T42{JexP [ 1.44w] i

STERAMIANT

X ,([T Aw]2+[w AT]2). (24-2)

- [ I - - -r =Despite the complexity of Eq. (24-2), it reduces
II Ill - rapidly to a few terms, since errors in p, A,, and w are

-101 - negligible, and errors in r and T can be ignored
M_ compared with errors in 1 and d. The error in d is

-1 4 percent, because the blackbody source is placed very
-so close to the window; the position of the interferometer
-50 0 relative to the window is very difficult to measure

-0 30a

-30 0 3 accurately in the large vehicle, and so the distance d0i 0 10 20 contains an uncertainty of 4 mam; and the smallness
HORIZONTAL ANGLE (DEGREES)

of d inflates the percent error in measuring d. Thus,
2 Ad/d = 8 percent.

Figure 24-11. Typical Field-of-View Contours The error in maximum spectral amplitude Il

amounts to about 11 percent, owing chiefly to the
digitizing and calculating process for calibration data.
It must be remembered that the signal originating at

24-5.3 Wavelength Calibration and Resolution the interferometer passes through the data reduction
The wavelength calibration is performed with a system in a complete calibration which simulates

source producing lines of well-known wavelengths, the flight configuration. The instrument output is the
The instrument is calibrated against three or four superposition of the data interferogram with the
spectral lines over its wavelength range. The resolu- reference square wave, which is played back through
tion is also measured at several different positions assorted filters and digitized. Further explanation of
within the field-of-view of the instrument, this error source is given in Chapter 25.

For the net error in responsivity,
24-5.4 Calibration Errors

The responsivity determined in calibration has a
certain fractional uncertainty AR/R, which is ac- 2AR\2  /AM 2  /2hd\ 2

cumulated from many sources. The calibration for (A -*.O-) 2+---j +small terms, (24-3)
the lead selenide channel was obtained using a black- R \ Al., \d(

body source, so the responsivity is

which gives AR/R 14 to 15 percent as the statistical

(1. ) ] accuracy of calibrat ion.
fpI()r exp 1 d2  The calibration of the silicon channel is slightly

R(w) KW3 - (24-1, more accurate. For an Eppley qu rtz-iodine staudard
lamp of spectral irradiance e(w),

where R=responsivity, in V/(W/cm 2 -cm'-), 11=
maximum spectral amplitude in V, p=fractional t (W) NMprK d2

value of maximum at w, w =frequency, r=window e(w) -8
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where the symbols have the same meanings given Here the lamp is sufficiently far from the instrument
above, and V represents the attenuation of a neutral- (1 meter) that errors in d, as well as in A,, are negli-
density filter used to switch the interferometer ible. Thus, ARiR/- 12 percent for the silicon ch inel.
between gain-states I and 6. The uncertainty in M Table 24-2A shows the error contributions to ARiR
of 11 percent again dominates the errors. The Ar/T for the lead selenide cell; Table 24-2B shows the error
is :3.7 percent at all wavelengths; Ap/p varies from 2 contributions for the silicon cell.
to 6 percent; Ae,'e is about 2.5 percent throughout.

Table 24-2. Calibration Responsivity Error Analysis

A. Lead-Selenide Interferometer Channel

w, cm- ' AM/l 2 Ad/d Ap/p AA./A. AT/r Aw/w [*]. T A(, 1*1 . w AT AR/R

2400 =Ell% + 8% ±:0.4% ±1.6% ±1.3% ±0.6% -0.5% ±-1.5% ±140c
4000 4-11% ±8% =1±0.5% -1.6% ±1.9% ±0.4% ±0.5% ±E2.3% ±-14%
7000 -11% -8% 4-3.2% ±1.6% ±-2.8% ±0.2% ±-0.5% ±L4.0% -15%

(1.4388 w)

1.4388 exp 8

B. Silicon Interferometer Channel
W, cm - 1 AM/M AN!AT Ap/p Ar/T AE/e AR/R

9500 =111% =1=2% =L5.6% J-3.6% ±12.8% =L-13%

10500 -+11% =1-2% :E2.2% :±3.7% -4-2.6% =02% :
11500 4-11% =1:2% =L3.8% :j3.7% =i-2.4% :f-12%

24-5.5 Pre-flight Calibration width of 200 MHz centered near 8 GHz. The inter-
To verify that the instrument is in top working ferometer transmits data over analog data channels

condition and has not been damaged during shipment, with 100-kHz bandwidth for each of the two detectors.
functional and detailed tests are performed as close to The date received is recorded in real time and played
launch time as possible. These tests essentially dupli- back later in data processing. Chapter 25 contains a
cate the original laboratory calibration. In addition, more detailed discussion of this system.

a small field source on a mount is used. It has pro-
visions for alignment with the optical axis of the 24-7 CONCLUSIONS
instrument in the vehicle, and for variation of azimuth1
and elevation coordinates. The flight performance of the instrument essentially

matched the specifications given in Table 24-1. The

24-6 DATA LINK AND RECORDER INTERFACE flight experiments were successful. Typical examples
of the interferograms received, and reduced spectra

The scan rate of 10 scans/sec and the 20-cm -  are shown in Figure 24-12 for the PbSe channel and
resolution for the Michelson interferometer precluded in Figure 24-13 for the Si channel. Co-adding of
the use of a standard telemetry channel. Instead, it interferograms has produced signal-to-noise ratiu
was necessary to use a specially designed X-band significantly improved from the individual-spectra
data-link system with four information channels to values.
accomlnodate individually-modulated carriers. These The Michelson interferometer-spectrometer has
channls are fieiicy-nultipi.ced across a band- been utilized successfully as a primary infrared sensor
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for space-vehicle applications. It has been shown that i I -1 1 1 1 i I

the Michelson interferometer can be made sufficiently
rugged to provide high-quality spectral data despite a
hostile acceleration, vibration, thermal, and vacuum 4

environment.
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D;scussion

Q. (). P. Cruikshank, University of Arizona): Q. (Paul L. Richards, University of California):
What are you trying to observe with this instrument? Is your method of chirping different in principle from

A. (Thomas 1). Sheahen): Radiation from air the technique of inserting dispersive samples into one
species as the vehicle entered the atmosphere. The arm of an interferometer described earlier by E. Bell?
vehicle heated the air as it entered, thereby causing A. (T. Sheahen): Actually, I don't really know
emission from CO 2 , NO, etc. what Bell uses. Larry Mertz can answer this best.

Q. (Douglas MeNutt, U.S. Naval Research Lab- Comment. (P. Richards): I believe that they are
oratory): flow fast are your gain-switching amplifiers the same except for the use of a field compensation
and is it feasible to switch gain during the recording plate.
of an interferogr'am? Comment. (L. Mertz, Smithsonian Astrophysical

A. (Thomas P. Shealien): No. Gain will switch Observatory): Other exceptions are the motive and
one step after any scan. It will not switch during an the degree of chirping. The chirping plates are not the
interferogram (there is a 0.02 (lead time in between). samples being measured in the BTL experiment.
Thus, it takes 7 scans (0.7 see) to cover the full range Q. What kind of vehicles were these interferometers
of gain states. flown on?

Q. (Robert .1. ('hambers, I'niversity of California, A. (T. Sheahen) : A specially instrumented vehicle
lBerkeley): What heanisplitter did you use for this of about 1 m diameter chrrying typically 10 different
rather wide spectral range instrument? instrdments and their telemetry, all designed to collect

A. (Thomas P. Sheahen) : Iron oxide. it wasn't datat below 100 ki.
the best, but it would go down to S520 A or lower,
and wouldn't break.
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Abstract

Interferometer measurements were telemetcred to ground over anl X-band (it
link. The reference interferogram determined the digitizing points onl the (lta
interferogram. Coadding of interferograms and phase-correction, suppressed noise
very effectively and enabled easy identification of important spectral features.

25-1 INTRODUCTION The instrument output sigid is first modulated
onto at carrier signal, then further modulated onito at

InI Chapter 24 (Michelston I nterferonwt er-Spec- higher t ransmiission frequency and telemetered to
tronieter for On-Board Space Vehicle Mettsurements, ground. Alt hough t he dlata link hats at basic signal-to-

*by Ilohnstreiter, Howell, and Slhealien), we described noise ratio of only 30 (Ill. el-etronie and prcessing
the instrument itself, fromt the design criteria through teeinilues result iii slpectrt oif 5ENiI (quality. The
the optical system to the calibration mnd testing receiving stat ion denio(ilaites andi tapie-records the
procedlures. In this chaipter we discuss ttheta titrijits- signals in real time. D~uriiig Inter platyback. the series
mission and processing, and the results of flight of interferograms are dligit ized antd pirepared for coim-
experiments. puter handling . After at fast l'our. r t ransformi. the



resulting spectra are phase-corrected, plotted, and voltages from the interferometer, multiplexes their
anialyzed. By coadding interferograrns it is possible signals (along with comparable signals from other
to recover many spectral features lost in the noise of instruments also in the package), and output,- a stream
a single scan. of 106 bits /sec.

Both the analog baseband assembly and the PCM
25-2 THE DATA LINK system feed FMl exciters, and two other 4-MHz videc

channels also feed such exciters. The exciter for the
Optical signals received by the interferometer are digital data uses fret, e-icy-i 'iift keying (FSK) to

converted to output voltages between zero and 5 V. represent 1'; and O's witi. n a 7-MHz band centered at
Figure 25-1 shows how these signals are then handled. approximately 8 GHz (X band); the other three tran~s-

mit their 4-HMz analog information by FM within
35-MHz bands carried at other freq tencies, also near
8 GHz. The outpat of the exciter drives a set of
traveling-wave tubes (TWT" whose outputs are com-
bined in a multicoupler 'fed to the telemetry

OTHER I antenna. The four +,,cmetf . bands thus Pomprise
INSTRUMENTS a composite signal of approxILaately 200-.MHz band-

TWT width centered a+ approximatel.3 8 GHz for tr;,nsmis-
CHANNEL NTR ANALOG FM sion through the aitmosphere. Ea h of the four IL'WTsFEROMETER BASECAND EXCITER

DATA ASSEMBLY generates 35 WV of power; bilt 1lo. es in the circuitry
F .- TW T and waveguide preceding the antenna re, uce the total

CHANNEL TV kAradiated power to about 50 W. Ultimately this power
2 FEXC rER

MULTI_ suffices to guarantee viriiially no -rors in the ret ed
COUPLER digital signals, and yields a basic arrier-to-noise ratio

CHANNEL~ TVEXITRANNCMH-ANND _ _EIT 1o 2 dB for the X-band analog carriers.TV ANTENNA

~ERO~TWE ENCDE EXCTE grud the entire multiplexing procedure
CHAN-NEL FA is ivre.Teprocess is illustrated in Figure 25-2.CHNE4 1:1':R> prxmtl 10-10 W are r 'ceived by a 12-m-diam.

TWT ish ntena wti)a waveguide pickup at the focal
OTHERpoint. The noise temperature of the sky plus antenna

FINIORI.ILNT Sis 1000 K. The received signal enters a cooled para-
metric amplifier, then a low-noise TWT, then another
TWT with automatic gain control, and then a multi-

Figure 25-1. On-board Datat Link Components coupler, wvhere the composite X-band signal is sepa-
rated into its four individual X-band carriers. A set
of 4 TWTs follow, after which each signal is limited
and dlemodulated to provide the 4-MlHz video chan-

Th'le output of each detector feeds one subehannel of nels. The effective operating temperature of the
an analog baseband assemiblY (AB~A), which is thle system receiver is 6000 K. As in any FMI system,
first link in the tveemetr 'y chain. This assembly con- the limiter effeetively removes, AMI noise by clipping
sists of at 're(tiency% s .ynthesizer that generates 15 the received signals, leaving only the comparatively
sibcarriers, 15 douible-sideband amplitudle miodu- clean frequtency information. After demodulation, the
lators, arnd at summning amplifier s ' stein that multi- 27-d113 carrier-to-noise ratio provides it 40-dB signal-to-
plvxes the resulting 1.5 suibehannels into at 4-.Nl Ilz noise ratio in the video channels, These signals fued
bandwidth. into video amp~lifiers, and airc recorded on %wideb-ind

Alt hough man 'yinst runments feed dlata to t Iii tape recordlers.
assemllbly, the i lt erferomet er occupies two subehan- Simutltatneousl,4Y the analo!- biwsehand a:;.enblv
nels, each 100 kIliz wide at baseband and centered ait chaninel is fed into at filter-detector, which restores thc
S13.2 and 131',.5 kI lz. The long-wavelength lead baseband signals to their ot iginal zero to. 5-V condition
selenitde detector drives :,rw of these; the short- seen ut the instrument outpuits. U nfortunately, this
Wavelength silicon detector uses the other. Bloth device dlegradles the signal-to-noise ratio to :30 til for
ouatit signals contain the referi-ice signal suppoxsed most of the analog suhbehannels. Reduindnt multiple-
on thle data interferogram. track tapre r(eordlifig are- made of the 1I5 subehanivels

fIn add itain to the det ect(i ot01itiputs. it variety ivof tO Kguard agtkinst sud den failutres during the time that
diagnostic mevasuremnents are also telenetereol to signals4 are- being receive(l. Two pairs of these re-
grondn. 'lhe interferonietter outpt t)15hiese nw'isure- luiidaiit tracks contain the analog dtai output from

ierits etit in mi isl *y, buit becautse thiese no 'astirei Lts thle in tuerfero met or.
in ngi. :l. 'wI t hey are sam pled or nlv u nt I10 times at Theo diigi tal signals are h anrd ld init simpler way.

'eel ii (nri 0gl on'mce pvr scan) ) by a mui se-cot,'m inti- The "ridleu ' band ot dhigi tal datat is recorded direct lv
hai on I ' 2 v )stern knmn wi as the digital data% lilik on a 1.5-M IN bandwidth recorder, and the diagnositic
a'.oiibi ( M)) I.M. This device is v'arallel in funct ion voltages fromt the interferonwt.r lie sorewhiere within
to thle aia log 1'Ivlrkhn md assemnbly it digit i zes the thlit bit streamn.
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Despite the servomnechanism that ctorrects the
mirror motion, ireua itie i the( mirror drive arid
tape recorder flutter can distort t111e (flatal interfuro-
gram. Th'le reference signal compensates for all of
these. Thel( (Iigit,.J represenitationtof the (data itter-
ferogrami is uniformlY spaced inl optical retardlat ion.
Normally, onie scan is represenited by'I 204S points; if a
short scan occurs, the additional po~ints requiredl are
filled inl with zeroes. Suchi an artifact ctirre jiiids to a
peculijar a;ixl izi g profl e, hut fte numerical effect ;)Im
the fi nal spect rum is nmegl igible. Ini mo st cases fte
ntumber of points amipled was sufficient to extend
well into the wings of thme chirped initerferograins.

At thet start of each sean., the instrument injects a
startilng pulse otn fte reference sigiiaI to enaLble thli
digitizing eq u ipme'n t to deitine fte begini ing -f a tnew
interferograin. Th'le pulse is derived fromi the .-,iitv
light frige of the in candescen t lampJ inl thle reference"
cube. Details of the circuitry and frinige-4 occasio nallIy
make t his pulse ot cycle late: more inpt irtatt f lie,

2000 M 4M 5000digit izinig equipmen-ft may lo'.e a cycle bY detecting
WAVEWUMUR Cm' fte end of fte puke ratiher t hatn its be-ginnling. Al-

though t hese randomn evenits are infrequenit. fill-,. are,
Figure 25-6. lAboratory Stpettrurn of Oxygen ~rtvIene ultimatel y respiotsible for itnllrfect cohieretice whetn
Flttni Ob~tained With it ttirped Interferornete'r coatdditig intvirferograins.

25-A BULK PROCESSING

For our puirposes, spxetra of 5"11B quality I .,ig- IlThe data~ from each t.;;krinvt ctiimsi~tvt of tw't)
ure 2.1" (B11' arte goodi enou.-h. 11% clhirpitng, band- tapes: tine For fte long-wavelenigth defector anid one,
limiting. atid preempliasis of the lower frequlenciles in fo r ,:it shiort-wavttgmth doettor.

tte analog teiemlletr v chiatitels, we cati obtaiti Stich 'Ihie utt-ert-grani' were :tIitlized beftirt' I'iner-
spectra over a 30-dil signial-to-nloisedtLhk raifrig vai t f a; NitI izatit it wire is~etl

bill t here w-I .'vi rY little Iiffert'rie 1w -wt-en fil tnv flite

25-3 DIGITAL SAMPLING r-lti ptrtpitiiv eai t.-'wr
sitarl, lute' fi tilt litetra. For m-it if the lir1t'esng.

ThIe data tape,; record itt real t inte arte Ili-ved a simple luwxrrar -ijk1.iit itt wa't uwdt. blaik ilig i tt

bark at 9~gth t he-ir oiriginal slicedl on a tatlw* rerairder IM tiit, ilt each ext remit' f lit- tl a -%tlIri~tii
with compenisating filtrn. Il, diglia tl ht -t ream is tilt rest umtmeltlttigta 'I'lw til] itlifiie inl uwi tit

t.p1acket, mirted. .awl iergt'd with tithtr it-t-ul tit. cam-t-Al ali\t' irtia wa, inl tilt- -ili'tl. chianl.- Ail
eve nit oallY rl.Nuilt ing illt a t ape ,umitzible ft 'r rtim n g till IIn'on ,14lict r i l raa ti i Iamp It mimi tttl tflit- r:te I I
I (NitaWilt it -nal1 roptiit g facilitY ' Il 31.11.r a thidta fimt fitill air imecii'- *l' n he -i j ' x irrtui-t.'rn:

ftsillta a tlifftr-a-t lttt. mtill tilt- ivrf.'rnitcr 01:wtt 4i het, Ibhs\ar:tI-mhix.kt - it plri l rai-t-i li .1. -- it
n,ih rece-ive- ,itini trt-ntmvnltil CtInellbr.11t1 to 1:11131 to, fi p.41 4i 4 tO~b-clirtig .-trt

E'ach 1 I ( II cl ithwitil s ign ittit md frotm at r'iilitlg tl:%ta A t r.114-w(nt:1laNlr:it i p2"?J stile
chati~tl o~f the tap.- Ila , barck rt'ctirtler, h giii l tti 1'- Na. tattrvi' ti, tatiJt.i'I ,ti ' :6% er:igvr
fell inito a4 -Iw-rlaI d"I'lit Killar th01 a11t Wt-I.lIu- Ili.- :t#,tuatiot iS chitrp dod richtivi- .1di. iON-e 1wti ;'r...oc.'t tnt

eetie.' ;it'rJs-rigrm frtum f i a: n~re~ra .t" o c~hi tfIt-'t Itcl 11 ap;il. t ht ix i ali t-

ligat stri-ha t'titiwl it, prevett flit,- i-fu'rt-tai s-sta! frvtmia :41r. ttilgiil c Cuip-ri-f I% til th h il' 'a itt. i
lilt ermwttqlit nag the' data -ijtal. himw,'vcr fin, piutrt flit, tilt -rfitn -grtain,
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;t- i ti : l i lii, d A f, r '!,:- l. . ,. r it,- %h,'r, o'w,) i- V ,' tr,, sixctrum , 0,(w) is tLe true
o'i,- ,J| wj-l 1, , ,r r,,,:Lizizl 0,,, ri plha s hift, and .\(.w) "rd 0,,(w) 'ire the amplitude

arid inain;tr ry tr.u,-fI,rm- AV A . l:trt\w'Hl. privat, aid phat of the noise spectrum, Troubi occurs
('oirIui rIIiv:ti )I). T11- shvce t%% it' the nonlinear operation of taking the square

modulus inextricably mixes the signal and noise:

S';o(,) = I[s(, ,;( o)

S()w)! 2 = A 2 (w)+N() +2A(w)N(w) cos (6-6).
'; o ) [ ;( o )-S*(o)].(25-1)

By comparison with separate FFTs for each channel, This familiar formula displays the established fact
this route saved computer time despite the small that signal and noise add vectorially in the complex
added steps of orthogonalization. Each resulting plane. The projection of S(w) along A (w) is therefore
complex spectrum was then represented by an ampli-
tude and a ph.se:

S (w) cos (0. - o) =A (w)+N(w) cos (-,),(25-2)

Sa(w) = A.(W) exp {i4o(W)}

Sb () = A b(M) exp i~b(t)} where 0,(&o) is the measured phase angle.
It is easy to show that the out-of-phase component

of noise is

At this point the amplitude spectrum is known,
and the optical intensities can be outputed via printer,
plotter, or tape. After multiplying by a calibration N(w) sin (t -0.) =S(w) sin (0.-0t),
factor, the power spectrum A(w) thus obtained is
sufficiently accurate for our purposes, but all the
spectra were phase-corrected in order to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio. in which case solving a quadratic leads to

In an unchirped interferogram, the signal is sup-
posedly the cosine transform of the spectrum, so
(assuming precise sampling) the lhase can be antici-
pated to be zero. Mertz' has shown how phase- A(w) =S(w)[cos (0,- 0)=:sin (.-,) cot (Ot-0.)].
correction can relax this zero phase requirement to a
mere stationary phase, by eliminating the sine trans-
form of the interferogram. For a chirped interfero-
gram, the optical properties of the chirping medium The phase of the noise is unknown, however, so the
as well as the phase spectrum must be known. Com- only correction that can be made is the simple projec-
putationally, a ninth-order polynomial specifies the tion of S(w) upon A (w) given by Eq. (25-2). Since
anticipated phase shift accurately at every wavelength noise is assumed to have random phase, this correction
of interestr reduces noise by a factor of 1/V/2, which corresponds

Whenever noise is superimposed on an interfero- to a 3-dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.gram, the Fourier transform of the noise is mixed in One very important experimental artifact compli-
with the true spectrum producing the interferogram. cates the process of phase-correction. While tCe
Since the Fourier transform is a linear oiperator, the instrument is acquiring data in its dynamic environ-
complex Fourier transform S(w) is the linear super- ment, thermal and mechanical changes in the inter-
Iosition of the true spectrum and the noise spectrum: ferometer cube introduce slight changes in the location

of the points at which the interferogram is sampled.
This requires correction of the constant and linear
terms' in the polynomial for each scan. The correc-

S(W) VXp .4,) exp 'i',(w)}+N(w)xp {i0,(w)}, tions are derived from spectral regions of strong 4

signal-to-noise ratio, for which the assumption 0. =t
is locally justified. These empirical 'true' values of
phase are used to update the phase polynomial by an•Several e~ttre,,,eiv fat roultines written in FORTRAN IV, es dily

FVF,8'2 uet here,. were ,,pliel by (;. I). nter ,,tr n f I ,,,Is iterative method, which adjusts all the phases in theIlAborattories , Whiivvany, N,,J. Any inquiries should Aeade ,G.brri., D hIiia v high signal-to-noise regions, recomputes the residual



phase differences, adjusts again, and continues until regardless of the magnitude of the fringe Thus. an
the cumulative residuals fall below a pre"Iwcified limit. interferogram produced by a eluster,,d spectruimi
This sciieme adds about 0.1 min to the processing (whose c.ntral peak is spread very little by chirping)
time of each specti'um. will accumulate a substantial noise contribution from

The ccmputer time for reading, apodizing, trans- the wings. By contrast, a spectrum of sustained high-
forming, orthogonalizing, phase-correcting, plotting, contrast fringes will be c,)mparatively immune to
and printing the data from 300 scans of 2048 points noise, with correspondingly less degradation of the
each in both channels amounted to 9 min of IBM final spectrum. Clearly, the error contribution by
360/85 time. Of this, the fast Fourier transform sub- oltage errors depends on both the size and shape of
routine required 60 msec per scan. the interferogram.

Second, the noise is random and has a flat spectrum
25-5 ERROR ANALYSIS whereas the signal is structured with various lines and

continua. The noise is therefore redistributed 'un-
The calibration procedures and their associated fairly' throughout the spectrum. For example, con-

errors are discussed in Chapter 24. Here we present a sider a cluster of lines whose intensity is an order of
discussion of the total errors present in the flight magnitude below a strong continuum at another
experiment, frequency. The interferogram will be dominated by

The object of the measurement is to find the spec- the stronger source, which will determine the gain
tral irradiance H(w) of the radiating species. This is state of the amplifier. The weaker source will ride
related to the telemetered voltages as along as modulation on the interferogram, out of the

noise by a factor of only 10 instead of 100 like the
strong signal. The continuum will be recognized in
spite of its accompanying noise, but the line structure

X)kV(t)G, will be partially lost in the noise. Because the stronger

R(w) signal triggers a change to a less sensitive gain state,
the weaker lines suffer a disadvantage that would not
occur in the absence of the strong source.

Recognizing these anomalies, we are forced to
where 3 denotes the Fourier transform operator; X is quote separate figures for the contribution of tele-
the normalizing constant that defines the relative metry noise to the error in spectral irradiance of each
signal level (when X = 1, 5 V telemetered equals 5 V channel at various wavelengths, inten:ities, and spec-
at the computer); V(t) is the signal received over the tral distributions. This difficulty clutters all other
telemetry link; G. is the ratio of amplifier gain in gain discussion of errors in the final spectral irradiances.
state n to the amplifier gain in gain state 1; and R(w) For now it suffices to state that the range of such error
is the responsivity of the instrument. Errors in R(w) is between 2 and 36 percent in all cases.
comprise the totality of errors in calibration. The signal level parameter X is a much less sophisti-

Assuming all errors are random and nonsystematic, cated error source in the data acquisition system.
we would obtain Because it iE independent of time and frequency, it

passes through the Fourier transform and uniformly
affects all values of H(w). The raw analog data tape
of early units contains no fiducial 5-V signal to ensure
precise setting of the digitizing level; this signal was

(H 2  + + (AG supplied by later interferometers. The reference signalW =,- T k-G- R is nominally a 1-V peak-to-peak square wave, but a
succession of filters and playback recorders degrade
its shape prior to the digitizer. Therefore, in attempts
, v,, this signal to define a fiducial 1-V digitizing

Unfortunately, this simple vector addition formula level, the difficulty of distinguishing its peaks and
obscures the fact that voltage (and errors in voltage) valleys introduced error. Statistical analysis of the
are functions of time, whereas the error AH in spectral digital records showed fluctuations in X of ±-17 per-
irradiance varies with frequency. cent. On later instruments, this deficiency was cor-

In considering the error in voltage received, the rected by including a 5-V signal generated by the
temptation is to trivially cite the 40-dB signal-to- interferometer; this reduced error in X to only =-5
noise ratio of the telemetry link and therefore set percent.
(AV/V) =0.01. To do so would be misleading, for two The error contribution of the successive gain states
major reasons. G. of the amplifier is due to uncertainty in the at-

First, the noise in an FM transmission system is a tenuation introduced by switching the gain. The
percentage of full scale whether the full dynamic range attentuation factor is used to convert the actual tele-
is used or not. Since the noise level AV is nearly metered volts to equivalent gain state I voltage. Since
constant in absolute magnitude, rather than in per- the calibration was performed with the instrument in
centage, the representati - (AV/V) is pointless, gain state 1, the uncertainty in gain for that state is
Noise affects every fringe ot Lhe interferogram equally, absorbed into uncertainty in R(w). The attenuation



1T- A r- r, !.-,-.jr-i -. v,.r.al tinw( *itl. r-prii !, .r - tion !pectrum .11 31 It i. ncw postsible to explain
l',i , t III I- r,-ft the origin of this error source. Recall that during

S.t,11W t h" l,,rt' :ttt'f11t-'d gtiill states we're calibration, signals generated by the interferogram
if|lict'd' witlh -imre'e of error more ;evere in prin- pass through the data reduction system. To eliminate

(,iphe. hedvettors wert. ti,, j xrfectly linear at very noise, about 100 of these interferograms are coadded
high intterisity. which had the effect of making the and transformed to produce the calibration spectrum.
gaii factor G,, dependent on voltag(,, th'reby dis- Statistical studies of a large number of such coadding
torting the true signal. l)istortion can be represented experiments have shown that net amplitude values
.is higher harnioie (,f a fundamental frequency; in- deviate from the maximum of a single-scan spectrum
deed. some minor spectral features observed at double between zero and- 10 percent. A scatter in the start
and triple the frequency of strong sources can only of the interferogram (defined by detecting the trigger
be explained in terms of a few percent distortion at pulse) of only I cycle can easily account for this
high intensity. [The problem of recovering signals fluctuation, when we consider the effect of coadding
passed through nonlinear amplifiers and transmitted signals slightly out of phase. Several techniques are
o ,r band-limited systems has been treated by Lan- used to minimize this error, but it has not been en-
dau.t ] In alnalyzing the datta, we considered the effects tirely eliminated. Moreover, the accuracy of ihe
of nonlinearity to be less than 5 percent and therefore signal level upon playback during calibration is upset
minor compared with ott,, r error sources. Accord- by the same conditions that introduce error in X, so
ingly, nonlinear recovery techniques have not been the error in volts-to-counts conversion is again -5
used here. percent, as in flight. These two contributions sum

The error in responsivity calibration AR/R, taken vectorially to 11 percent error in maximum spectral
from Table 24-2 (Chapter 24), was dominated by volts Al.
inaccuracy in maximum spectral volts of the calibra- Table 25-1 summarizes the errors in the final

Table 25-1. Interferometer Error Summary

AX/X AX/X
Signal Signal

AV/V Level, Level, AH/H, AH/H,
Noise Early Later Early Later

w Error Version Version AGIG ARIR Version Version
(cm - ) (17) (tc ) (r/5 R) 1 (% ) (K ) ( )

PbSe, LOW-LEVEL INTERFEROGRAMS

2200 A:±20 ± +-17 5 ±+10 1 115 ± -E32 -E-27
:3500 : 5 -1:27 5 410 ±1-15 ==25 419

PbSe, HIGH-LEVEL INTERFEROGRAMS

2200 ±7 1±L17 5 ± b10 ± +15 ± I-26 ±1=20
3500 . 2 ::±:15 5 ±.10 ±-15 ±.25 ±.19

Si, LOW-LE VEL INTERFEROGRAMS

9050 =36 h17 5 ±10 412 1 443 1=39
10900 -E25 ±17 5 -10 ±+12 ±=34 430

Si, HIGH-LEVEL INTERFEROGRAMS

9050 ±28 ±:b17 r2 ±:10 1±12 1 ±36 :±32
10900 ± 6 = ±17 5 ±10 ±b12 :±24 =L17

values of I((a) for four typical cases: lead selenide at error'of 16 percent and the ead selenide cell an error
high and low levels, and silicon at high and low levels, of 19 percent.
Inspection of this table suggests 30 percent as an Calibrations performed at two independent labora-
appropriate number for the oveall accuracy of the tories showed typical agreements of 10 to 30 percent.
measurements. Without the telemetry noise contri- One instrument showed a discrepancy of 50 percent,
bution Al', the silicon cell would generally have an tentatively ascribed to incoherent coadding.



A large class of other errors have not been discussed,
but they are all below 5 percent and contribute
legligibly to errors in the spectra. Among these are 5 1
tape recording and A-D conversion errors, frequency
effects in (lcctronic components, systemic errors in
irradiance standards and measuring equipment, inter-
polations in calibration curves, and tilt of the optical
axes. w 3

0J -* . . ." . :.

25-6 RESULTS 0 ... .
2 " "-

During several suborbital flights, instruments of 2
this type collected data on air species radiating in the __,
range 0.85 to 5.3 pr. Figure 25-7 (top) shows a...
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TIME (SEC) Figure 25-8. Fli ht Interferogram (top) and Spectrum

(bottom) Obtained From the Lead Selenide Channel (typical)

(L

w 6j4 3 2 1.5 effect on the interferogram was discarded from the
z WAVELENGTH (MICRONS) spectrum, and vibrational noise was mitigated. A

zmore ypical interferogram from the lead selenide
channel -)pears in Figure 2.5-8 (top) with its spec-

- trum (bottom). Figur 25-9 (top) is a typical silicon
chirped interferograw with its spectrum (bottom).
Figure 25-10 is a rather weak spectrum from this
channel.

Obviously, the effects of noise detract substantially
1000 3000 5000 7000 9000 from the quality of the spectra. To suppress noise,

we have coadded a number of interferograms. The
WAVENUMBER CM"1  coherent signals grow as the number N of interfero-

grams coadded, but the noise grows only as \IN,
Figure2&-7. Flight Interderogram (top) and Spectrum which gives a net suppression of noise as 1/\N.
(bottom) Obtained "rom the Lead Selenide Channel (severe Coadding 20 scans gives very adequate quality in the
vibration) resulting spectra.

Figure 25-11 is the spectrum resulting from coad-
ding the 18 interferograms near Figure 25-7; Fig-
ure 25-12 shows the 25-scan average near Figure 25-8;

chirped interferogram obtained by the lead selenide Figure 25-13 was made by coadding 25 interferograms
detector during severe vibration in flight. Because near Figure 25-9; Figure 25-14 is the 20-scan average
the vibration frequencies were all low, the devastating near Figure 25-10.
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- enable us to calculate a t emperatutre, whereas those
1 of Figure 2.5-9 do not allow unambigu temperature
I determinations. Figure 25-10, a low-level signal, has

4 fewv recognizable fefiures beyond the cal ibrat ion lamp,
but Figure 25-14 contains clearly identifiable spectra.

For the higher frequencies, coadding is useful only
W when all the interferograms are precisely synchronized

z1 at their starting points. Frequencies close to the
~'Ii Nyquist frequeincy cannot tolerate even one fringe
Lr displacement in synchronism without losing their
j coherence; and once coherence is lost, there is no gain

I over he incoherent noise in coadding. L~ower fre-
quencies are corresp~ondingly less sensitive to such

9000 9400 9800 10200o 1600 11000 11400 1800 asynchronisn
WAVE NUMBER (cm-') Synchronizing errors arise mainly from failure of

the digitizing apparatus to associate the initial spike
onl the reference signal with one unique 'first' p~oint in

Figure 25-13. Coadde 1 Spectrum Obtained From the Sili- the interferogram. If thle sampling circuitry (lelays
con Channel (conditiore as in Figure 25-9; 25 interferograms) one zero-crossing while (li-ceriilg the initializing

command, the interferograim will be ouit of phase by
one reference fringe. S-,cli anl amount is not harmful
to the low frequencies that dlominate the lead selenide
6. cL el but it sacrifices coherence in the silicon

1.0 90ch.imel. FortunatelY', this plienomenoni occurs rel-
WAVELENGTH (A&) tively rairelv, and is causeii p)rimlarily by te lenietry

noise when it does occur.
We show no comparisons of the results of various

No 1e.063/& CALIBRATION LINE apodliing functions. The oiil.N difference we found
was in the suppres sion of sidelobes arounid thle intense

49 peak of the cali' ation lamip in tite silicon channel.
More to the point for further study is the removal

4 of false harmonics by computatioe.JI te(.hili(ue..l
V When significant low-level spiect ra occur at harmonics

of jnt ense h iwer-frequeneyN sou:rces, thle nonIl iearI (le-
11 tector characteristic creates higher harmionics that

C obscure the nat urallY occurring low-level sp~ect ra.
The removal of such artifacts will allow a better

-I MINIMUM LEVEL understanding of tie( observed spectrua iii thle higher
'-1' frequency raniges.

25-7 CONCLUSIONS

These results are onily samiples of it much broader
collect ion of (data whose hinterpretat ion hais not yt

100 obbtainiable wi:th it i'lichielsoii interferonmeter ap~pliedl
WAVENU11ISER (CM to oui-bonrl mieasuiremnits frm ita spare vehicle.

The i lit er-fer4imiiet er-spec-(t r)t -er hiis been found
tofunetion: prop erl y inl fl ight and( to4 deliver in forma-

F'iguire 25-14. ('oadded Spert nu Obtanined Front the Sili- timn of h'igh 141uailit y % l'ITh chiief rvstia illt oil uis i ig tlie
von ( liannie ('onditinitut iii Figure 25-10; 20 intererograuift) i tttrfe a)nit er inl t Iiis wil*y is thle need fo r a very

soiph ist ica ted anituh g dait a linik antd a neillara'ry gron ild
eqluipminent. An interferometer acecompanlied by at fast
4 un-bo ard anah ig-to -d1igi til coniiveirter (t riggered by the

A comparison of F~igures 25-7 and 25-11 shows t hat referen:ce interferogram) would be relatively free of
spxetral fentures only hinted at in the( single scani the signal-to-noise problemis. siguial-level errors,ply
stand otit ill the( coadded version. Fijurps 2.5-S and hack distort ion, and:4 rei~kted obstruct ionls thiat aug-
2.5-12 demn~strat.e how coaddiuig cleans upl cont iniua nient thli error inl our nwiisrenivuits. ialln. space~
andl establishes the vialid; ty of strtucturll features lost experinw'itts have sho~wn digita ti Ielemtetry to he esseu:-
inl thle ioist. of at sinigle scan. Figures 25-11 atid 2.1-I 3 tially uioise-free oiver vast distanices'. and~ thit( aippica-
contrast the( effect of the( coadlcitig ~i oi mouhect- ioli oi sulch techiniues to space ilterferumetry would
lar radiation blind.-- the cleuan spectria of Figure 25-13: be it welcomle ad Vlkuicv
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Discussionh

Comns(Thomais Walter, AFCR L~): in cheek ing Q.What type of vehicles were the in-trumcnts,
lhe ahilit v to entuhi iinterferaigrams. especially wi~~en flown) onl?

the're is dioiht concerning th li osit ion of t he white A. (T. 1. Sheahen) : A suborbital-trajectory object
light reference, I have foundl it quite helpful to perform dsge o pe topei w~rnet ne
a ro- cirrelat ion between the interferogranis. Tis isevee nvronmnt.
will deterinine if the tt erferogran is mutst he sh fted ivrt. ,,

Se fore eni m ing, ( arrelatioi -i cal o be used to Q. Me~t eorit es?
dimit a0lie the skipping oif a reference fringe in ani k. (T1. P sheithen) : No.
in terti'r graui.

Q. %Vhat were thle molvecular bandls iii votir Q. What w~as tlecAlpetrum appeairing in Figures
resuilts?! 25-S and 2-2

.k. (TI. 1'. SIo'ahen) : taiition from :uir species A. (T'. P1. Sheahien) : Hlydrogen fluoride. It is a
exccit ed bY frict ionl with lthe motvinlg vehicle, prodluct of ablation from the, vehicle's surface.
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26. Computer-controlled Telescope and Interferometer for

Eclipse Observations

William G. Mankin, Robert M. MacQueen, and Robert H. Lee
High Altitude Observatory

National Center for AtmosphericRearh
Boulder, Colorado

Abstract

A two-beam telescope and interferometer for eclipse observations in the 8- to
13-aim range is describcd. A small general-purpose digital computer is an integral
part of the experimental system, used for both equipment control and data anialysis.
The limit of radiometric sensitivity is set by fluctuations in sky cemission.

26-1 INTRODUCTION 26-2 INSTRUMENTATION AND T07HNIQUES

The two-beam telescope and interferoineter that Figure 261-1 is at diagrant of thitistrument opties.
*we have constructed for observing therv ' mission Ani VS ('assegruin teeope of I.1-en apjerttare Covet's
* from the 1" corona in the i 0 -Ani region i, xporates two fields of view. eacih approximately 5 min~ of arc mn

several unusual features, the most interestilig oif diameter, e wprated lt space bY I..5. Otie ihl e's
which is at 3e'-%ll general-purpose digital conipuiter the corotia: tiht other looiks tit tilt, sky' I..)* away. BY
uised! as an integral part of the experimental system takin~g tilt six-etrkun of the difference'wte elinmiliat. tilt,
rather than as a device for post facto data anlalysAis. sky% eission. wrhich is expecte-d to he miuchl larter
'fite computer controls the interferometer and colietx thani the emissioin from the ctbrviia.
the data, as well as computing the Fourier transiorm The radiation fromt each field (if vit'w is eoilliated
of the interferogram. The use of tine computer inito a 2-cal-4iani beam . A reflecting choppe-r alte-r-

providles great flexibility: man~y ob-ervations reqict nates tile t%%n beanis ujnto tile ttrallc of it ~'llil
onlyV a chanige of p~rogram rather than of haa~-ie. Miiel-on ;tit erft'rowjet es.. .\ftor pa.,itig tlrligil tile

The instrument is designed for field work, It jils iliterferonit'ter, the, radiat ion i:s ftvrusiett on aallilla-
been stlcces.4ftlly uscd in a remote regionl of soutihen doped ae-mallium 6onier eimilx hby litjt ?lt heiti
Mexico under conditions of high Iiumtdtv,. varying puitlpt! to a1 tvliix-ratul's oif 2' K. Tile1 dtQ r has a
temperatures, and dust. lit somec respefts it is inere Vapicity (If 1.33 1 oIf liquid hieflim andt a hold timle
complicated than wits reqpired for thle experiment of 9 fir aifter rieaching tiae opernwi lllteilwrattlre. A
perfornied. but it has servted the atitij(Il fsrpose 14)w-11i54' Fl-I' lireaimllifirr ias mi~t tid diretlx
oif testinog the( concepts a1411 !1ht ilaid-are for plannetd on the tiewar. At tl;-- cholpping, frtequencry of 72 It%.
(Ibservilig ptogriil, inluing airhmie obsrat iol1. th rit ons noise ocil!Yvalelnt Ixtr Is aplproximately
where the more complex instrumenitatiois IS weted. I x 1011 11% l.I'lie window :lltl ititenal Ieiis are,

0 Te Ntkal sei lq Amap~ee Ronh t tmisand1, 11 nmle oif barimn flutiritde, All ittferelict' filter.
The~etu~a (pot~ i'r taoe~nere eweeh ,.aaor~ ~ cOh'd to l(itltd helitlim lelislwral lIre, liits I lie,
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Figtire 261, D.in)grain of T1'w-eitin Infraired Raiioniter
aund hiterferoini-tir ( ptivs

sp)ectral hnndpitss of the system to 7 to 131A~m, and
refitces the blickgrouind radiation onl the detector.

The iriterferonteter is shown in ligitre 26-2. ile Figure 26-2. Scanning Michelson Interferometer for
Ieaiit splitter is germuihim, 2 mm thick, with an Coronal Ob~servations
a titi reflect i( n coat in g on iln s id e an it a rt ially
reflecting ('litilg on the other; its efficienicy, corn-
paired1 with that of ant ideal beaim splitter, is greater
thant 90 pereeitt over the 8- to 12-Mmi rangre, averaged Figure 26i4 is at block ditigram (if thc complete
()Vver both poI larizat ions. 'I'l( compensator is also observing system. Tilec output of the detector i.s
germianiu n od is an t i reflect ion-cont('d onl bot h si(s. amplified andl digitized. As a backup system it also
A differnev in t hickiness oif 75 pm between thle goes to at standard1 lock-ini amplifier and1 strip chart
bean i sj i tter andI coim peinstor pIIV It( tc S a 111 til reco rder. 'Phe dligi ti zed viii les are stored ini the
a iuitt(of chirp in g, but thLiis i,4 not trolllesome. cornpu ter memiory and1( also recoirlel Ion magnetic tape

Thei mo11ving mnirror is mounted olita shaift stlp- for litter processing onl the CDlC 6600 compulter at tite
potred iii two Itrecisiron bill] bushings. A stepping N ationail Center for At mosphieric Reseairch (NCAII).
motor turns a ditTerent iai screw icironmeter tranislaitor The computer is at lI)DI P /1, with extendeld memory.
to etTect thle mirror motion, The mirror travel is It has at memory of 8192 twelve-bit words and at 1.6-
I nim,0 withI zero plath dtciffereince at thle cen'ter oIf lte jusec cyNcle t imre. It cani be usedl with at widl( variety oif
travel: the restilting resoltiont i-4 5i eIii . peit'iliendi eqluipmlent. III addlitioni to the 11a1glietic

The entire instrument ounted it, its, two-axis tape recorder, we utse at trletype-ehi efly for loadintg
g i ha I system is sli wit in ii gulri' 26 -3. 'Ili e two I trograins-anid tin X.-Y re(corder for plo(1ttin0g thei

ml eratloggyrs ech avea sngl dereeof reeom, interferograms hull sp~ectrai. A crystal clock pro(videts
Whvin t hey seiise anty rotationi of the instrument in signals for timekeeping; for lockitog the chopper,
inevrtial spance they prodliev al erroir signal, iised to which is run by at stepping motor; aind for t iming the
diri ve In ri to mo t ors on vcd ax is to correct the eror. i nterfe rometer ad vanice. T1he control painiel d ispl ays
lit 4 his wit a ,i pointinig accuracy of itterv thanil 10 the status of the compuiter and allows the operator to
see of arc isac hieved. There are provisionis for dlrivinlg select program optionis and op)eratintg modes, or eveni
the' iiistniwntlt Amtuit either axis ait at slow or at fast tol nmodify the comptiter p)rogramn while the computer
rate to permit spatial scans. is rLunn1ing. Digitail displays show the time, the inter-
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... ...

Figure 26-3. Instrument Mounted on Ttm Gyro-controlled s Ciiuhal Support

forumoeter position1 in it., scalil, irol~ :an i~lltifyNinlg
sequence number.

In addIitionl to tile ability to per Iform11 progra nmmed

CONROcomiputations, the( compulter hias two utiler modes
TELESCOPEthat make it uscful for conltrollinlg the experimlnt

tile datta-break facility, and tin' program-jiltetrrupt
facilitv.

PICKUP I'le dta break is a method wilerebv numbers canl
be s'toled ill speci fled locatijons of melml%. or retrieved

INTR-STP-CR Tfrom memiory for ouitput without inltcrrupljtinlg the
~E OMETE MOTOR CL CCX! flow of colmputtat ion ill the computer. Ilie (1:1ta goes

to or from l)(illIoiv directly, withoult flff'ct ilig tile

BOLOM R A'o a;ctive registers, the, parts' (If tile cornplllI.- thlat
EaCONVERTER ac tua:lly performl tihe c ompu tita t ionii. Tliu s, for ex-

-L iO RDER amplile, tlie compllter ('all be. cllecting new\% data inl
..... N CrA ------ bilI Nck (If mlliol'V while pr'ocessinlg dlata previoutsly

AMPLiriER -:n -RORE0 Collected and1 storled inl a dlifferen't block (If mimlry
Thie lata-cIollectionl operationl dloecs no~t inlterfer'e withl
till dflta-plrocossilg oplerationI.

'Ihle second facilityN is thll pro(gramf inlterr'upt. Illis,

l1pire '26-4. Block [)i:igranl (if the Data-handflng '51(111 i 15 illl'thld wilereb ,vthet progr'aml being execu'(ted
Used With the Itit err'roni'ter bY till c'ompudter' call he inlterrup11ted' by solme e'xlerilal
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device. The computer jumps to a different program to The interferometer takes 55 isec to advance and
perform whatever service the external device re- settle to its new position; 111 msec is then required to
quirvs; when it has completed that service, it returns perform the measurement cycle, resulting in a band-
to the program it was previously executing and picks pass of 4.2 Hz centered at the chopping frequency of
up where it left ofi. This allows the computer to use 72 Hz. This allows measurements at the rate of 6
its time eficicntly, doing useful computations on one interferometer positions per second. We require
prograni while w'iting for orders to execute another 90 sec to obtain a 512-point double-sided interfero-
program. Input and output devices are typically gram. This speed introduces a problem that we call
much slower than the computer; the program inter- the 'de interferogram.' Because the interferogram of
rupt allows the computer to switch to another job the emission of sky, mirror surfaces, etc., on one
while waiting for an 1/O device to cz'tch up. It also ,,ide of the interferometer differs from the corn-
allows the timing of the computer operations to be plementary interferogram of the emission of the cold
locked to extern'l devices, detector on the other side of the interferometer, an

A description of the measurement cycle at one interferogram of large amplitude is generated by
interferometer position should make the operation of moving the interferometer. This interferogram is not
these two special functions clear. The chopper due to the difference in radiance of the two input
reference pickup supplies a pulse to indicate that beams but due rather to the average radiance of the
radiation from one beam is incident on the inter- two beams. It can be detected by a de detector.
feromneter; the A--D converter begins digitizing the Figure 26-5 is an example of this dc interferogram; it
detector output at a 1-kHz rate. The digitized shows the output of the detector while the inter-
signals are stored in a preset buffer region of computer ferometer is scaimed continuously. The small
memory via the data-break facility without disturbing variations at the chopping frequency represen the
the comiputer operation. The computer might be desired signal, due to radiance differences of the two
doing something quite different, such as plotting the beams, and the large amplitude curve is the undesired
previous point on the X-Y recorder. When a specified de interferogram.
number of .,nples have been recorded, the A-D Ordinarily, after advancing, since the inter-
converter interrupts the computer. The computer ferometer sits at constant path difference for a time
then turns, the A-D converter off and adds up the that is long compared to the time constant of the
digitized signals to obtain a value for the signal detector, the spike caused by the change in the dc
from that beam. When the chopper has moved to interferogram dies out and only the chopped signal
the posit ion where the other beam is incident on the persists. But at the high stepping rate and low signal
interferometer, A-D conversions begin agair and the radiance we use, tile signal due to the derivative of the
process is repeated. When S complete cycles of this dc interferogram is too large to drop out.
have been performed, the computer adds all the values The dc interferogram consists of only a few large
from one beam, subtracts the values from the other fringes around zero path difference since it is due to a
beam, thereby performing a digital synchronons recti- smooth spectrum. To eliminate the signal from this
ticationl, plots the point, mnd stores it as one point of source, we programmed the computer to wait an extra
the interferogram. The (,,mputer then determines 111 msec before accepting data after advancing the
whether the interferometer has reached the limit of its interferometer if tha interferometer was within 20
travel. If it has not, the computer advances it one step steps of zero path difference. This extra time allowed
throegh a programmed ac(cleration and deceleration, the large spike to die out. The fact that this required
and the measurement cycle is completed. If the only a sim!rle change in the computer program rather
interferometer has reached a limit, the computer than a change in the hardware illustrates the power
takes the Fourier transform of the interferogram and of the computer as an experiment control device.
plot!. the resultant spectrum. Four seconds is re- The other serious problem that we encountered
qluired to take both the siie and cosine transform of a was in balancing the thermal emission of the instru-
512-point interferogram using the Cooley-Tukey ment in the two beams. Since ,ye were looking for a
algorithm. An additional 10 to 25 sec is required to very low radiance source, small differences in the
plot the spectrum, de)ending upon how much struc- emissivity of the optics in the two beams were quite
turc there is in the plot. Within 30 see after com- serious. An emissivity difference of 0.01, for example,
pleting the interferogranim, we have a complete produces a spurious signal approximately 10 times
spectrum plottud. the predicted coronal signal. By careful cleaning of the

lFiltur, 26-5. Output of Detector With Interferometer Scanned Continuously, Showing Chopped and DC Interferogramo
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o optics in the two beams and by adjustment of the The overall shape of the spectrum is due to the
alignment, we were able to balance the total power trensmission of the system, primarily the interference
in the two beams to within the sky noise. A spectral filter in the dewar. The ozone band at 9.61Am and
imbalance remained, however, due to differences severnl minor water bands arc clearly visible. The
in the spectrum of the spurious emissior in the two quality facter q defined by Connes 2 is approximately
beams. This spectral imbalance set the limit on our 3X 105 for this spectrum; the limit is set by sky noise.
spectral sensitivity to faint sources. Figure 26-7 shows a measurement (at a fixed optical

path differetice) of sky noise--that is, fluctuations in
the thermal emission of the sky-probably due pri-
marily to fluctuations in the quantity of water vapor
in the beam. This sets the ultimate limit on our radio-

0 metric sensitivity, at approximately 5 times the
0 °detector noise. At the time of the observation the

sky was thermally active, with orographic clouds
common. The altitude was 2700 m. The large fluc-

0 l 0ituations near the righthand side of the figure are due
to wisps of clouds that are drifting , oss the field of
view. The rms short-term fluctuations in the sky
radiance are about 4X 10- 7 W/cm2 -sr-in averaged
over the 8- to 13-pm bandpass of the system. The
slower fluctuations do not cause noise in the spectral
region observed.

LUNAR SPECTRUM If we assume a zenith transmission of 90 percent
over the spectral region and a mean sky temperature
of 2600 K, then the fluctuation represents approxi-
mately 1 percent of the sky radiance.

800 1000 1200

CM
1  DETECTOR NOISE SKY NOSE

Figure 26-6. Spectrum of Region of Moon Near the Crater -

Kepler .
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Figure 26-6 shows a spectrum of the moon taken I MINUT--0

with this system. One beam was pointed to an area
near the crater Kepler, the other to the sky 1.50
away. The age of the moon was 22.2 days, so the
average temperature over the field of view was about3350K. 1 Figure 26-7. Comparison of Noise From Detector and
3350 K.' Fluctuations in Thermal Emission of Sky

a
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Discussion

Q. (K. 11. Olsen, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory): Q. (P. L. Richards, University of California):
What was the field of view on the corona? Were your computations done in single or double

A. (W. G. Mankin): Two, fields of view, each precision?

about 5 arc min in diameter, separated by 1.50. A. (W.G.M.): Computations on the computer in

Q. (R. A. Hanel, Goddard Space Flight Center): the system were single precision (12 bit), but data

obtained were recorded on magnetic tape in double precisionIHave you obandspectra of the solar coronla? for later processing on a CDC 6600 computer.

A. (W.G.M.): I am unable to say until we analyze

the data. We did obtain data, but cannot yet say
how much of the signal is coronal.
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27. Fourier Spectroscopy Applied to Field Measurements

G. W. Ashley and A. G. Tescher
General Dynamics

Pomona, California

Abstract

Fourier spectroscopy has bcen used in a number of field measurement programs
conducted by the Pomona Division of General Dynamics. The support equipment
and techniques developed to achieve a measurement capability in this area are
discussed. In particular, the following areas are covered in some detail: (1) field
support equipment, (2) measurement instrumentation, (3) data acquisition pro-
cedures, (4) data recording system, and (5) data reduction techniques. Examples
of specific data and the presentation formats used are included.

27-1 INTRODUCTION a real-time 500-point spectrum analyzer for data
asse-ssment, and associated monitor and calibration

The Physics and Infrared Section of General instrumentation. The measurement instrumentation,
Dynamics, Pomona Divisin, has been engaged in some of which is shown in Figure 27-1, includes IR
various measurement programs utilizing Fourier
spectroscopy. The program objectives have included
tactical military targets as well as study of te optical
properties of backgrounds and the atmosphere. High ; . ¢
spectral resolution data requirements coupled with
limited target observation time has dictated the use
of multiplex spectrometers. In addition, since the A . v
majority of the targets cannot be measured in a Pe,'b
laboratory environment, high emphasis has been
placed on achieving field mobility and compact,
rugged instrumentation.

27-2 FIELD INSTRUMENTATION

A complete measurement f_.',it+y has been housed
in a Cortez Van. Besides the bvsic measurement
instrumentation, the van contains a 1O-kW power
generator, a search and range radar, VHF/UHF

communications, an IRIG time code generator and Figure 27-1. Infrared Thermal Imaging and Interferometer
* control unit, a hybrid digital/analog recording system, Instruments
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interferometers, IPR thermal imaging instruments, a is used, producing identical interfenigrams in the two
UV prism s, ctrom-ter, and various 111 and IN scan directions. The actual mirror sweep length of
radiometers. this instrument is vdj'ustable from 0.5 mm to 1.0 em.

The instruments are fitted with interchangeable fore-
optics which range from 4 to 12 in. in diam. The

"  
g choi-e of external optics along with a wide choice of

detector sizes provides instrument fields of view
ranging from 1.5 mrad to 10°.

A single optical cube is used for the information
channel, a laser reference, and a white light sync
pulse as shown in Figure 27-4. The sync pulse is used

RaH- No LASER 90UR.'

FIXED MIRROR

SCAN-MIRRORf FORE-OPT!CS,.

WHITE
LIGHT~SOURCE

LASER DETECTOR WHITE LIGHT DETECTOR

fI LENS L---Jbj. SYNC PULSE

Figure 27-2. Interferometer and Boresighted X-band Range /
Radar TARGET - __-.,-,,-f INTERFEROGRAM

D T .VV'If LASER CLOCK

Figure 27-2 shows one of the interferometers fitted
with 12..in.-diam collecting optics. The instrument is Figure 27-4. Optical Layout of Michelson Interferometer
mariully pointed at the target source. Target range
is automatically determined from the X-band radar,
which is boresighted to the spectrometer.

to locate the exact center of the interferogram for
27-3 INTERFEROMETERS coherent averaging of successive data. The laser

provides the digitizing clock and wavelength reference.Figure 27-3 is a photograph of one of the Michelson Combining all three functions into a single cube
interferometers and its associated electronics. The simplifies optical alignment of the instruments and
in~trumeit was built at General )ynamics and in- provides a maximum of compactness.
eludes a servo-controlled mirror drive system de- The instruments are generally used with f/8 fore-
veloped by Idealab. All of the instruments presently optics and a 2-mm sweep length for the lower resolu-
used at General Dynamics are of the rapid-scan tion work, corresponding to about 5 cm- '. An f/1
variety, producing up to 20 scans per sec. For maxi- detector lens and an f/1 cold-shielded detector
mum time efficieney, a triangular mirror sweep motion operating at liquid N2 temperaturei form the re-

mainder of the system.
A summary of the specific characteristics of two

of the most frequently used interferometers is pre-
sented in Table 27-1.

- One of the more difficult problems associated with
the use of interferometers in a field environment is
the ability to maintain optical alignment over n
extended period of time. Alignment problems can be
alleviated somewhat through the use of angle-in-
sensitive corner reflectors or similar devices; however,
this ysually increases fhe weight and size of the
instrument by a considerable amount. Figure 27-5
shows part of a new Michelson interferometer being
developed at General )ynamics. It features a
piezoelectric mirror alignment scheme coupled with

Figure 27-3, Interferonieter With Control and Monitor three laser reference beams and phase-sensitive
Electronics comparators. Included in tle photograph is one of the
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Table 27-1. Specific Characteristics of Two Gener, Dynamics Interferometers

Unit No. 1 Unit No. 2

Spectral Coverage 1.3 to 5.5 um 3 to 16jpm
Scan Rate 20/sec maximum 20/sec maximum
Spectral Resolution 0.5 cm- ' to 20 cm- ' 0.5 cm - 1 to 10 cm - '
Field of View 1.5 mrad to 100 3 mrad to 10 °

Detectors InSb (77* K) Hg-Cd-Te (770 K),
InAs (770 K) Thermistor (3000 K)

Beam Splitter Si on CaF2  Ge on NaC1
Maximum Sensitivity I X 10- 13 W cm-2-pm 5X10 - 13 W cm- 2-Mm

AW 0
o  

AMM.PHASE
Im1 0 T OC O M P A R A T O R S P Z 1 IZ+2

Figure 27-6. Alignment Servo Block Diagram for an
Interferometer Cube

Figure 27-5. Optical Cube of Interferormeter Using an
Optial lignentServ Sytemdrive system. A piezoelectric mirror drive system isO p t i a l A i g n e n t e r v S y s v r aa l s o b e i n g d e v e l o p e d f o r t h i s p a r t i c u l a r i n t e r f e r o m e t e r

in an effort to completely eliminate all effects intro-
duced by the vibration encountered in field environ-piezoelectric transducers used to position the no'- ments.driven mirror. Another interesting feature of this cube is itsThe laser is split into three beams and arranged to ability to produce modulation of the path difference.form an equilateral triangle centered about the main This is accomplished by superposing a small highinformation channel. The output of each beam, which frequency on the dc voltage that controls the pielo-is modulated by the scanning interferometer, is electric transducers. With this technique, the ii er-detected by a silicon photodiode. As shown in Figure ferometer can be scanned or stepped at a very slow27-6, a phase comparison is made between two of the rate vithout being subected to the problems intro-channels, wvth the third used as a reference. The duced by atmospheric turbulence.

phase conmparators provide an output voltage that isproportional to the phase difference over a :360o 27-4 DATA ACQUISITION PROCEDURE
angular error. The resulting dc voltage developed byany phase error, which corresponds to a misalignment The data acquisition and reduction procedure isof the optical cube, is amplifie'l and applied to the summarized in the block diagram in F~igure 27-7. Forappropriate piezoelectric transducer. The transducer each series f target or background data, a calibrationis capable of correcting angular errors up to --154) blackbody is also recorded. The analog interferogram*arc sec. is converted to digital form and recorded on a wide-The system maintains optical alignment over band FM tape recorder. Additional data such asextended periods of time and also during the scan, IRIG timing, radarrange, ard meteorological informa-eliminating optical apodisation of the interferogram. tion are included on other chantils of the recorder.In addition, the mirror alignment ,)stem relaxes the At the conclusion of the field measurements, theS rigid requirements normally placed on thv mirror analog tape is decoded and lplayed into an IBM l0
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compute-r. Portions of the data to he finalyzed are The logical deci.-ion would indicate the requirement
auitoniat ictil Vsel ceted by t he IG se .arch and control for a pure digitaI system whose output would be a
unit. 11 l~l esooi'uputer produces a digital tape that compute r-com pati ble tape. Most field data, however,
is (emnpatihle- with the larger (COC 3400 u:-;ed for the is generated at rates up to 10 kHz, and the instrument

is capable of even higher rates. The digital system
would therefore have to operate at 30 kHz or higher.

FIELD MEASUREMENTI I RMINARY1 DAT RDUCIO building of such a system ior f'-ld use is presentlyf
I~C DAT REUTO not feasible because of high cost and the large space

Mf ANALOGrequirements.
I1~E I LMP C ONCH ITAL I leaT F I~

I0 LRAASPOE I Fhe hybrid sy stem that has beeni adopted doesf
PUS avoid previous disadvantages at the expense of -

obtainTIO aA~iI RES"rcoptediia ae.Tefo
MA6SUTC introducing an additional processing step in order to

3400 chart of data acquisition is shown in Figure 27-8.
-CWTR FIG cOUTIR

Lft L. SYSTEM

O.'A TAPE 'FOCQ 77 PLOTTER
- -~ - RECODE F~ 1 j L AR INTERFEROGRAM 15 BIT A/0

SAARA" 
CO ATERUR

TARGET MAXERARE

UNIT jTAPE

WHITE LIGHT REFPRMATING
PULSE DIGITAL INdTERFPACE

Figure 27-7. D~ata Acquisition and Redutction Procedures g.1WDBN

Block DiasgramAEnEORE
rDA iREPORMATING
CONdVERTER DIGITAL INTERFACE

actual dlata redluction process. Compensation for the
nonlinear response of the optical and electrical equip- IM-LA1 DIGTL

mnt is achieved by comparing the uncompensated - ~L TRANSPORT

spectrum of the calibration blackbodY with Planck's
equation for blackbody, emission. The instrument
response curve derived by this process, is used to

conl~eisae al ubsquet secta.Figure 27-8. Hybrid Digital/Analog Recording System
The correspiondence between frequeiic. andl wave- Block Diagr:-m

length is established through the laser reference and
uisedl to coirrectly plot the abscis.;a scale for all data
dlurinig the run. The ordinate scale is automatically
(determlined for the calibration and the data by pro-
vid ing thle com111put er withi in format ion relating to the

caibaio ouc. [ieclirtinblcbovai, The center three boxes, the A/D converter, and the
instrument response curve civi be plottedl with tile two dligital interfacees, are packaged together as shown
data mind usedl to anal'yze the pierformance oif the in Figure 27-9. The input to the system consists of
instrument, The renmininig dlata im the tape are the interferogram, the laser-produced sine wave that
Fourier-transformevd, coirrected for the instrunent serves at;'!we external clock to the A/I) co. .erter,

response, assignied abscissa aind ordiniate scales, avid and the white light pulse. The iiiterferogram is
recorded onl a plott Ig talpe. The plotting tape5 is sampled by t 15-bit A/1) conv erter whose output is
used in it digital plotter to prodluce' the final spetral tran.,ferred to interfack unit No. 1. The white light
signature. '[he final sp~ectrum is also st~,red onl at pulse is directly encoded into at voltage level detector
library tape, whichi is available for subsequent iii the first interface. The binary output of the level
ap~plicat ions. detector and the 15-bit sample word constitute the

16 bits of binary information. Interface No. 1
27-5 YBRIDDIGITZER SSTEMconiverts the binary (data into pulse-code-modulatetl

(P('M) form and this information is r.-corded on at
Wideand ourer sectrisc pllares very strong Hlewlett-Packard widieband tape recorder. Out of it

revliir--ment., oin the dynamic range of the recording liossible 14 channels. 3 are, used for F.M. The PUcm
sYstem., lvtik for Iow-rcmolut ion six-etrotseopy. the data (see F~igure 27-10) are immediately reread and
domlinanlt slillr-cf of nloise. is "alm. Iloist if analo14g pass4ted through the secon .1 initerface, reconverted into
reco rdling is tisit. -.e liminate this source oif noise, an analog signial. and made tivailable for monitoring
lie- raw 'imii t (if the instrument -hmuldl be immedi- hiurlioe~s. Con4seqIuently. at rteid-time assessment ean

miel lly sierivil ito digital formn an~d theni recorded. be madle on the qualitY of the revordted datai.
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by incorrect digital recording. Unfortunately, neither
error is easily observable in the interferograms. To
facilitate the removal of these errors, a correlation
algorithm is used. Normally, the first inteiferogram
of a set to be averaged is designat(d as a reference.
The first and last 500 data points of the reference
interferogram and the equivalent portions of all other

9 interferograms are used to generate a 5-point sym-
metric cross-correlation function.

A typical example for six interferograms is shown
in Table 27-2. The units are in terms of the A/1)
converter. The first line is the autocorrelation function
and the center value is the variance; consequet)tI',

A' :  .the rms value of the interferogram at this reg't)n is
approximately 30 out of a maximum possible value
of 16,583. Assuming additive white noise, the rms
noise level can be obtained from the square root of
the difference of the variance and the peak value of
the cross-correlation function, which is approximately
6. In this particular example, a 1-point shift is
observed in some interferograms.

In a second computer program, the interferograms
are shifted to bring them into coincidence and then
sequentially subtracted from their reference. Any
difference between interferograms that exceeds a
preset level based on the rms noise level, is printed
out. If a digital error is discovered, it is either
replaced by the average -if two adjacent points or the
entire interferogram is excluded from the averaged
set, depending on the particular test situation.

27-7 SELECTED EXAMPLES

Figure 27-11 shows 4- to 4.8-lAm snectra of a
calibration blackbody source taken at 5 ft and at

Figure 27-9. Hybrid Digitizer and Associated Eleetronics 100 ft, respectively. The obt ervation time was 5 see.

The resolution is better than I cm' and the observ-
able noise level is negligible.

"to \ '., . Tile spectrum of the hot exhaust of a typical jet
Tj'MVvvE engine is shown in Figure 27-12. The aircraft was

located at 200 ft from the observ Ltion point. The

, , I I$ , I atmospheric absorption lines are superposed on the
-ANII ' , I' - ontinuum radiation of the hot C(0. gis. Again,

the spectral resolution is better than 1 cm-.
The last example, Figure 27-13, shows tile spectral

r ~ ~ distribution of two spatitPy related sky backgrounds
NO3 , "1 ", "( , ,, and their differences. The spectral contrast or dif-

ference plots, whichi are plotted in both linear and
logarithmic form, arc obtained by subtraction at the

Figure 27-10. The Th -Channel PCM Format for the interferogram level. Data of this type are used for
Digitized Data system optimization in thie development of infrared

Keeker and search devices. The resolution of this data
is on the order of 5 cm-'.

27-6 DATA PREPROCESSING 27-8 CONCLUSIONS

* Considerable care must be exercised to ensure that Fourier spectros44)loy can be sucesfully used in
interferngrams having errors ai removed before field environments, but special precautions must be
cohereat averaging or subtraction is performed. In taken to ensure data of high quality. Solutions to
particular, two types of errors shauld be compnsated: some of the ield-geerated problems have been
(I) shifting of the witole interfengram due to the preseited in thi. pper; however. more effort must be
loss of a smple Imint, or (2) a digital error developedi mue in tile area of instrument development. ! I%
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Table 27-2. Five-Point Correlation of Six Interferograms

Interfero- Correlation Position

gram No. 2 -1 0 +1 +2

1* 19 691 994 694 22

2 -10 654 934 669 14 Correlation
__ _ - . . .- at beginning

3 686 958 677 5 -661 of interferogram

4 657 931 648 -15 -667

5 687 962 680 7 -651

6 46 677 910 596 -76

Interfero- Correlation Position
No. -2 -1 0 1+1 +2

1" 29 700 1002 701 29

2 -19 676 982 721 50 Correlation

-- - .-- -. - - at end
3 700 993 715 27 -667 of interferogram

4 659 951 682 9 -677

5 699 951 644 -39 -698

6 81 736 972 642 -55

* Interferoltarn No. 1. used as reference

I I I I I I I I I I I I

0M - CALIBRATION SOURCE 6 FT

~0.05

0.0-4

0.03-

0.02-

40 4 .0 4.15 4.20 4.35 4.30 4.35 4.40 4.45 41I0 4.5 4.0 4.05 4.70 4.75 4.30

WAVELENGTH (MICRONS)

CALIBRNATION SOURCE AT 100 FT

o,

.00 ' I . . I ! I . . . L , i I , I . I . . . . .i. . . . J .

4.00 4.05 4.10 4.116 4,*i 4.5 4.30 435 4.40 4 40 4.1i 40 4A5 40 4.76 430

WAVILENGTH IMCRONSJ

Figtan 27-1 1. Spectrum of a 100 Blakbody Taken at 5 ft and at 100 ft
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particular, field-encountered vibrations, especially
those introduced by airborne measurement platfoims,
can be detrimental to the satisfactory performance of
interferometers as they are now desigiied. Another

N area requiring attention is the development of a true
1 40-real-time high-resolution data reduction facility that

20 can be used directly in the field. As new, highly
sophisticated Fourier systems are developed, par-

0'_ - ticular attention mnust be devoted to operational
3.9 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.6 4.9 5.0 reliability.

WAVELENdGTH (MICRONS)

Figure 27-12. Spectrum of the Hot Exhaust of a Typical
Jet Engine
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Discussion

Q. (John Rex, AIFCRL): flow do you prevent your of the three 2-mm laser beams is split into two equal
3-pha.se laser parallelism circuit from inadvertently parts Pt the detector. The phase between the halves
locking-in on the wrong fringe? of the beam is measured in a manner similar to that

A. (G. W. Ashley, General Dynamics): Each photo- discussed in the text, and is used to reduce any large
diode is actually a bicell consisting of two 0.075-in. by misalignment to a point where all three beams are
0.150-in. detectors separated by a 0.005-in. gap. Each within a 3600 phase error.
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28. A Liquid-Helium-Cooled Michelson Interferometer

Gordon C. Avguson
Amu. Research Coler, NASA, MOffe" Fiel, Californa 94035

Niels 0. Young*
Block Engine.ing, Inc. Cambe~dge, Ma,.achwo~tt

Abstract

Many objects of great interest to astronomera have emission spectri in the far
a. infrared spectral region. In order to study these objects, an instrument with high

throughput, high sensitivity, and high spectral resolution is retquired. To achieve
max~nium sensitivity, an infrared detector must be cooled to liquid helium tern-
peratture and be rugged enough to operate after a rocket launch plam.S. it above
the earth's atmesphere. Because of its compartness and mechanical colitigurnt ionl,

r a \fichelson interferometer is the easiest dispersing device to ctxol. although severe
problems are encountered. The solution of these problems is discussed in this
paper, which describes the construction of a laboraitory prototype liquid-helium-
cooled Michelson interferometer with 1 cin' resolution, to be launched otiat
Aerobee rocket.

28-1 INMhOICION 28-1.1 AstronoffcaI Objectives

Many problems% in astronomy remain uni'olved Teenmnswtao neett srnnr n
bemause thyrequire knowledge of the spectraoloefrmto al.*p~ fsiuvsmolectilar hydrogern and the neutral4 nd ian'l Iof

far infrared spectrul region. Thr:c probletas are

conerned with the conmposition of the intera~r molecular hydnie-en will be diet lir,-t

mediunm, its. coolinit and henting mechaanise. and its lDeterminimigt the sbundance of oleilr lhYdrmD-n
dynmicprr~we. Tesesubect reate ii ~ o s of grrent iiprtaner top &tttnrnwrs bisw' oif lte

dhynfomi ofrses.Thrs.v thubjnatoreae of turn gaato effectys that npfpn'eiahle amouts of hysirtbitt. have
theforatin o prtosm~o th naureof W A~ncic, on gtr forminm the temprirature balantV (f the

nuclei. and ultimately to extragalactic objecls nuch rot trtla wiu.adtettln~e -a to h
$eifert galaxies and quaftm. To study these problem ix~ay. lk'eeause of it.-, dipole natore, lte only allowed
Ave" require jnsctimentatirn capable of detecting tranto. frtoeua htrgnaeeetoi

a~n s ralv earatergin raiaton ~trwv:itirima. which occur in th14 ultrnviolr! (Spizer,
divcre --mimcion somee. in the spectral region 10 to rse udUtn 94~'I lud oee.~
1000 microns. nit, paper describe', the de-iltn and poibetdtethehudlwe uttmnltastn
omnrution of such an instrument, a liquid-hrlium- l 2 J)-pIJ'0at Tirdatn
ooled Michelsmon interferomrter which isL intended j xetdfo neselrcod nIeglci
ultimately to be flown an an Arrobee 150 rmlcket. plane (Takaynnagzi and Noxhiniura. Mt~IA)' and fint'n

N- (0"w ftw" 04 Ww~ pt4W4. Uwftew . WM 1 ,;;ng rmoars in 11w galactic platiw ti.(;old
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Table 28-1

Flux at
Raditating Location of Source Wavelength Radiance Earth

Species (U) (W/em2-sr) (W/cm2 )

II. moleoule Interstellar clouds in the galactic plane* 28 4.7X 10- '
12 molecule Collapsing protostars in the galactic planet 28 3X10- 6

C I Shockfront between interstellar clouds** 156 l0 - 13

01 Shockfront between interstellar clouds** 63
OIV Planetary ncbulatt NGC 7027 26 4X10- 1 5

* Takayanagi and Nishinura (1961)2 with hydrogen density n(H 2 ) 10-2 m
- 3

t Gould (1965)P
** Field, Rather, Aanstead, and Oreag (1968)

4

tt lVeltner and Gould (1967)5

1964).3 The expected radiance of these sourco and and thermal contamination from the earth's atmos-

their flux at the earth are presented in Table 28-1. phere it is important to make the desired observations
Emission from the forbidden fine-structure mag- above the atmosphere. Although the total observing

netic dipole transitions of the ground states of the time is relatively short (approximately 5 min), a
neutrals of C, N, 0, Ne, Mg, Fe, Si, and S occurs in the sounding rocket is an acceptable vehicle for many of
far infrared spectral region. This radiation is con- the observations discussed.
sidered to be an important source of cooling of inter- High spectral resolution is required to detect and
stellar clouds that have been heated by inelastic discriminate the emission lines against the back-
cloud-cloud collisions (Field, Rather, Aansteat and ground radiation. Since most of the objects discussed
Orzag, 19(;S). 4 Radiation from these species is also are interstellar clouds whose random velocities of
an important source of infrared emission from plane- about _6 km/sec would cause Doppler broadening -

tary nebulae (Delmer and Gould, 1967). 5 The flux c' the emission lines, no lines of widths less than ap-
expected at the earth from these sources is listed in proximately 0.004 cm- ' should be expected. In the
Table 28-1. Gillett and Stein (1969)" found that the case of radiation from molecular hydrogen, Taka-
Nell line at 12.8Ai of the planetary nebula IC 418 yanagi and Nishimura (1961)2 have shown that for a
has a flux of 2.1 X 10- 17 W/cm2 at the earth with a density n(H 2) 10-2 cm- 3, a resolution of about
continuum flux of 6.1 Xl0- l 7 W'cm2-. This last Av= 1 cm - is sufficient to detect the emission lines
observation has dem ustrated the value of infrared in the presence of the expected thermal bremsstrah-
spectral measurements in determining the composition lung background.
and physical conditions in planetary nebulae. High throughput a (0=0 S, where S is the area of
l'etrosian and Balhcall (1969) 7 have examined and the aperture or entrance pupil, and 02 is the solid
rejected the possibilit., that redshifted emission fro acceptance angle) is required because of the extent
these species might be responsible for the universal of the sources and to ,-ompensate for the poor pointing
3°hK background radiation. This type of emission accuracy of the rockets. Grating instruments lack
may, however, be responsible for the large IR fluxes throughput require a large volume, and have severe
observed in the center (.f our own galaxy. order-sorting requirements in the spectral region of

interest. Both double-beam interferometers (ypified
28-2 CHOICE OF INSTRUMENTATION by the Michelson interferometer) and multiple-beam

interferometers (typified by Fabry-Pcrot interferom-l'rom Section 28-.i it can be seen that the objects eters) arc compact and have a large throughput
'interest are faint sources. Even at balloon altitudes, (Jacquinot and Girard, 1967).' For a given through-

atmospheric radiation is many orders of magnitude put, the half-angle of rays is the same whether crossing
greater than radiation from th- astronomical objects. the Fabry-Perot or the Michelson. The entrance
Also, the opacity of the etrth's atmosphere renders diameter will therefore be the same for both. Because
the greater part of the fi iafrarcd spectral region of their similarities, both types of instruments were
inaccessible to observers from the ground. considered for the observations.

Because of the faintness of the sources, detectors of The greatest advantage oi a Michelson is that it can
the highest sensitivity ire required. Theoretically, be used for spectral scanning. It can also, as will be
the sensitivity of a detector exposed to background discussed later, be used for detecting discrete line
radiation at its own temperature is proportional to emission. Its beam splitter requirements are not as
7," (Pudey, 1964) 8 It is therefore extremely im- severe as those of a Fabry-Perot, and it requires
jxrtant to nt.;ntain such t detector at the lowest essentially very little predispersing. It is possible
posible temperiturt, and to .elude all possible to scan a Fabry-Perot spectrometer by stacking
scurces of external radiation. Thus, to prevent spectral several scanning etalons in series as in the PEPSIOS
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i(photoelectric etalon pressure-scanned interfero- unavailable, the Fabry-Perot interferometer was

metric optical system) configurstion, but such an ar- rejected in favor of the Michelson interferometer asSrangement is neither simple nor compact and would the most appropriate instrument.
be very difficult to cool (Mack, fc'Nutt, Roesler,
and Chabbal, 1963)." °  28-3 THE MICHELSON INEFROMETHThe chief advantage of a Fabry-Pbrot is that it has

the highest resolution of any dispersive device. The The necessity of cooling the interferometer can be
resolution of a Fabry-Perot is AY 1/(Bff), where B appreciated by comparing the radiant emittance of
is the beam retardation (twice the mirror separation) the instrument at various temperatures with the
and 9 is the finesse irradiance expected from the astronomical sources

mentioned in Section 28-1.1. At 100p, the radiant
emittance from the interferometer would be
6.4X 10- W/cM2-cm- 1 at a temperature of 770K,

- R). whereas at 5K it would be 1.2 X 10- 18 W/cm2 cm1 -2 .
S= j'Ri1-R).(An emissivity of 1 is assumed in each case.] Below

5°K, therefore, radiation from the spectrometer will
not be restrictive on the measurements. Al.zo, as
mentioned in Section 28-2, the performance of a

The resolution of a Michelson is 'd-1/B. Hence, if thermal detector is theoretically a i anction of T;
the reflectivity R of the beam splitter is low, and the thus, it the geometry and spectral filtering are
finesse consequently small, the performance of L equivalent, a detector exposed to 4'K radiation would
Michelon differs little from that of a Fabry-Perot be I.CX103 times as sensitive as one exposed to
interferometer. The precision of alignment and 77*K radiation. In practice, however, this entire gain
scanning motions of a Fabry-Perot is about 5- times is not realized because most cryogenically c*oled
that required for a Michelson. bolometers are operated with cooled radiation shields

The finesse of a Fabry-Perot is determined by the and filters. Cooling the entire interferometer to 4'K
reflectivity of the beam splitter, which thus becomes places severe requirements on the interferometer
a very crucial component. Dichroic beam splitters alignment, beam splitter, and drive mechanism.
have been developed for wavelengths out to 30 p
(Heinrich, Bastien, Dos Santos and Ostrelich, 196 6 )," 28-3.1 The Beam Splitter
but such beam splitters have not been made for Double-beam instrumenta are usually operated
wavelengths beyond 30.p because no suitable mate- in the Micheison or lamellar configuration. Lamellar
rials are available. grating instruments are nondegenerate (and so half

For the longer wavelengths, Fabry-Perots featuring the radiation is not lost) but they, lack throughput;
metal grating and grid beam splitters have been they are also bully, hard to cool, and diffraction-
developed. Lewis and Casey (1952)12 and Casey limited to wavenumbers less than-v=F/sg (where F
and Lewis (1952)"' developed the theory for re- is the focal length of the collimating mirror, s the slit
flective metal gratings and Fabry-Perots made with width, and g the grating constant). To avoid these
these gratings. They showed that a lossless grating problems, the Michelson configuration was chosen.
with g/a= 10, where a is the radius of the grating The most critical component of a Michelson
wires and g the grating constant, would have a interferometer is the beam splitter. Beam splitters
reflectivity of R = 83 percent at X/g = 2 and should featuring dielectric coatings on thick substrates at
give a Fabry-Perot of finesse 5 = 16.8. At 30 1, a wavelengths up to 30 j have been discussed. At the
grating with these characteristics would havw3 to longer wavelengths, Si and Ge could be used, but there
have g=15 and a=l.5p, which is beyond the would be important Fresnel reflection losses to over-
present state of the art. ccme. Polyethylene 0.020-in. thick would cover the

Renk and Genzel (1962)14 have made nickel grids soectral range but would not remain flat over a 2-
with g=50 p and a-6p. These grids have a re- to 4-in. aperture. Solid substrates also require a
flectivity of R = 56 percent at X/g = 2 and should give compensation plate-a further complication.
if=5.3, but interference filters made of these grids Vogel and Genzel (1964)15 have studied the trans-
do not achieve the expected finesse because of me- mission and reflection of metallic meshes in t.ie far
chanical support problems. infrared as a function of polariation and angle of the

Renk and Genzel (1962)' derived approximate incident beam. For an ideal beam splitter the product
formulas for the finesse of a Fabry-Perot having RT should be 0.25 and the efficiency would be 100
metal grids and showed that 60t! X2 . Although the percent. For a normal unpolarized beam, a grid
finesse would hence be exp.ected to increase at the begins to become effective as a beam splitter at
longer wavelengths, it is doubtful that grids with X/g>l. At X/g.2, a grid is effectively 100 percent
g= 15p and a=LS, can be made at the present efficient. At X/ g>3 the efficiency of a lossless grating
time. Since it is thus unlikely that a Fabry-Perot becomes less than 20 percent. When a grid is inclined
interferometer can be made to have a finesse greater at 450 and polarized light is incident, severe dis-
than 5 over an appreciable portion of the far infrared ruptions of the efficiency of the beam splitter occur
spectral region, an6 suitable order-sorting filters are between 1 <X/U <2. Thus, the effective spectral
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range of a grid beam splitter is reduced to approxi- pellicles to a given radius of curvature and then
m'tely 2<X/.q<3. The shorter wavelengths would measuring the required pressure differential. Thus,
require meshes finer than any yet fabricated. It is T=R(Pi2), where R=radius of curvature, and
doubtful that such fine meshes could be stretched to P =pressure. Table 28-2 summarizes the findings on
maintain the desired flatness for apertures over 2 in. two films.

Thin dielectric pellicles have many advantages.
'They" are easy to fabricate, require no compensating
plates and are almost as efficient as metal meshes
(Richards, 1964). I6 Complications do arise, however, Table 28-2
because pellicles have a finite thickness that in effect
makes them solid Fabry-Perot interferometers with
their own channel spectra. The transmission T of such Thickness Pressure Surface Tension Flatness
a pellicle at a wavenumber v is given by (in.) (psi) (lb/in.) 6U)

0.00100 3430 3.43 0.58
0.00015 6670 1.00 0.73

T = 1 0 [ - cos (4wrnx cos av)], (28-1)

where 310 is the modulation efficiency, n the refractive Each film was cooled several times to 77°K. At
index of the material, x the thickness of the mateiial, this temperature the surface tension increased,
and a the angle of incidence. The modulation because the coefficient of expansion of Mylar exceeds
efficien y that of the aluminum frame. Films at the low tem-

perature were observed to be more resistant to denting
by a sharp object. As soon as a film was immersed in
liquid nitrogen, its surface tension decreased by an
estimated 10 percent, and it remained at this level

o =2(R. Ta+RpTp), unchanged by subsequent immersions. These results
were later found to be in agreement with the findings
of the Air Force Materials Laboratory (1968).'8

where R,,T. and R,, T are the fraction of the in- 28-3.2 Interferometer Design Considerations
tensity of the incident beam reflected and transmitted Once it has been determined that Mylar beam
for perpendicular- and parallel-polarized light, re- splitters over 4 in. in diameter could be used, work
spectively; R,,R? and T,,T, are obtained from the was undertaken to establish the configuration of the

Fresnel formulas (Born and Wolf, 1964).17 Where dewar, telescope, and interferometer. In designing the
Mylar has a refractive index of 1.72, M 0 =0.640. This interferometer system, the throughput 0 of four
is near the maximum possible value of M0 (Mo is elements had to be matched. If S is the aperture area,
presented here on the basis that for perfect sine wave then 0A = 2rS(1-cos UA), where aA is the aperture
modulatiotn, M0 = 1). half-angle. The resolution of a Michelson deteriorates

To determine if Mylar would function adequately as the incident beam is decollimated. If the half-
at the low temperatures required, a program was angle of the beam is ap, then aR = (2/R) , where
undertaken to measure characteristics of Mylar. R- -v/tA (Vanasse and Sukai, 1967). 19 One of the
Pellicles were stretched by placing a sheet between limiting elements is the detector. The maximum
two Viton 0-rings, which were displaced outward as practical size is 5X5 mm. Also, the maximum
two conical facing rings were tightened. Various acceptance half-angle is approximately 60° . For a
cements were used in attempts to fasten the stretched resolution of 100, aJt< 7 .85° . The pointing accuracy
pellicle to a metal support ring. All were abandoned of a rocket spectrometer with inertial guidance is
im favor of compressing the stretched pellicle between =- o. Thus, aA 50 should be adequate. The through-
two optically flat metal surfaces, It was found that a put of 3.75-in.-diam. collecting optics with a half
template could be placed on the stretched pellicle to angle of 50 is 8A = 1.706 cm 2-ster. If the radiance of the
indicate the desired position of holes for clamp bolt, molecular hydrogen cloud is 4.7 X 10- 11 W/cm 2-ster
and a light pipe, and that these holes could be melted and the noise equivalent power (NEP) of the detector
into the mylar with a soldering pencil without affect- is I0- 14 W, then ,S/N=80.2, allowing for a system
ing the figure of the pellicle or causing any tearing, efficiency of 0.1. Since this signal-to-noise ratio is

The sag under gravity for a horizontal film adequate for the measurement, the interferometer
stretched on a 4-in.-diameter frame to about I the may be buiit witlf the entrance aperture as the inter-
yield strengdi of Mylar was found to be only about ferometer back mirror. As will be seen, this results
0.3 p, which cm be tolerated even for an instrument in a very compact easy-to-cool system.
usedi on, the groum. The surface tension of films of One of the severest problems in making a liquid-He-
different thicknesse was measured by deflating the cooled interferometer is to design the scan mechanism
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for the moving mirror. The mirror must be capable motor plate. The dewar has a helium capacity of
of moving 2 cm while maintaining parallelism of its 25 1 and a hold time of approximately 12 hr.
surface. To avoid the use of bearings and lubricants, Temperature in the dewar is controlled by monitor-
we developed a four-sided support that used spring ing the overpressure and using platinum and carbor.
strips and roller3 to position the mirror. To test the thermometers at various locations. Radiation shields
device, a Hle-Ne laser was used to produce Fizeau inserted in the entrance cylinder are kept in thermal
fringes between a mirror and the beam splitter, contact by beryllium-copper spring strips. These
Parallel motion was maintained over 2 cm of travel shields can be seen in Figure 28-2, which is a photo-
to within 5 fringes per cm. It was later determined graph of the d.sssembled dewar including the ight
that 'low micron size' tungsten diselenide powder baffles that are inserted in the vacuum space in front
made a good cryogenic lubricant, and we developed a of the interferometer. One baffle is maintained at
linear bearing consisting of rows of ball bearings re- liquid-nitrogen temperature and the other at liquid-
tained in a race surrounding a cylindrical shaft of helium temperature. A light pipe passes through both
hardened steel. baffles, with a rotating filter wheel at the cold end.

28-4 DESCRIPTION OF THE INTERFEROMETER

The dewar vessel, designed by Cryoneties Corp.
and built by Janis Corp., is shown in cross section in
Figure 28-1. Its dimensions were made to match A!,

EXHAUST VENT

FILL TUBE

LIQUI ~D 2 -RADIATION SHIELD= ~~~LIQUID N2" :,=/:

LIQUID He4  DETECTOR HEATSINK "
' '

INTERFEROMETER 1 ,
MOUNTING PLATE- - -.

MIRROR ADJUSTMENT
SHAFTS

--"- MOTOR MOUNTING
PLATE

Figure 28-1. Cutaway Drawing of the Dewar Vessel
(Access to the dewar is obtained by removing the bottom pan
and each of the mounting plates in turn. The adjusting shafts _
are pulled back from the interferometer cube once adjustment
has been made.)

rocket dimensions as closely as possible, with one
exception: the laboratory prototype used liquid
nitrogen and a vacuum space to insulate the liquid ,-
helium; in the flight moel the nitrogen would be _ -y

replacet, with super insulation. . '

In the laboratory dewar, the nitrogen extends
above and below the helium space. The bottom of the
nitrogen space is terminated with a removable piate
which shields a hlvium temperature plate from the Figure 28-2. The Dewar Veael, Dicsemled
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The interferometer cube is shown in cross section sampling. A lin:ar-position transducer is used to
in Figure 2S-3, and as assembled on the interferometer indicate coars ,ositions of the movable mirror.
mounting plate in the photograph in Figur( 28-4. The interferometer cube is made in two almost

identical sections divided at the diagonal. The inter-
ferometer, bearing support, and attaching hardware
are all machined of the same type of aluminum,
annealed several times by hot and cryogenic cycling
before and after machining. Each half of the inter-

ADJUSTABLE ferometer cube is polished optically flat across the
MIRROR diagonal face so that it can serve as a clamp for the

MYLAR BEAM DETECTOR BOCK Mylar beam splitter. When the interferometer cube is
SPLITTER _ L assembled, the pellicle is stretched and perforated as

11 - -- explained earlier, the two sections are bolted together
FOCUSING 4
MIRROR :D surrounding the Mylar, and then they are cut from,MIRRO : ;MIRROR ADJUSTMENT

SHAFTS the stretcher and trimmed.
LGHT INTERFEROMETER PLATE All the mirror surfaces are electroformed and gold-

WE I _ __ _ LINEAR BEARING coated. The concave :nirror that focuses the radiation
SCE is spherical and approximately f10.4. The focused

SCREW -- radiacion is incident upon the surface of a cylindrical

DVE MTOR PLATE light pipe 6 mm in diameter and square in cross section
S GI at the detector end to match the 5 mm by 5 mmSTEPPING LINEAR

MOTOR TRANSDUCER detector.
The light pipe, electroformed over a mandrel and

then gold-plated, does not touch the detector but is
butted loosely against the detector block in a way

Figure 28-3. Cutaway Drawing of the Interferometer that will ensure tight contact at He temperatures. It
Cube (radiation eaters the instrument from the top) passes through the adjustable plane mirror, which is

mounted in a ball-and-socket arrangement and
adjusted by means of four opposing screws placed
around the periphery of the mirror mount.

The detector is a Texas Instrument Ga:Ge
bolometer specially doped to perform optimally at the
3*K space background. P is mounted inside a chamber
in a copper block, which is in turn attached to a
copper pillar suspended from the helium dewar and
mounted between four mirror adjustment shafts.

The four long shafts, provided for adjusting the
mirror angle, enter the dewar vacuum space through a
Viton 0-ring seal. They then pass through two orifices,
one cu,,ied to liquid-nitrogen temperature, the other
being in the liquid-helium heat shield. Thermal
contact is made by strips of beryllium-copper spring
that surrounds these orifices.

In operating the interferometer, the desired fringe
pattern is achieved by adjusting the mirror-positioning
screws, using sodium D light at room temperature.
Next, the entire instrument is cooled to liquid-
nitrogen temperature, and readjusted. The shafts
are then pulled back from contact with the inter-

Figure 28-4. Photograph of the Interferometer Block ferometer cube so as to eliminate a thermal leakage
(thermometer attached) path. It was found that once the interferometer has

been adjusted at the nitrogen temperature, it remains
adjusted through the helium temperature cycle. In
flight operation, the mirror would be adjusted by
remote control.

The vacuum-qualified stepping motor is geared to The moving retardation mirror is attached to the
operate a screw that pulls on a thin stainless steel previously described bearing and is forced toward the
wire; the motor, its gears, and screw mechanism are beam splitter by a coil spring. The screw translating
attached to the room-temperature motor-mount mechanism is attached to the mirror by a thin stain-
plate. A stepping motor is used because of the ease less-steel wire that passes through the liquid-nitrogen
with which it can be prograned and because pulses temperature plate. The motor can be operated to
from the stepping indexer can be used to control signal accomplish two types of scan modes: a repetitive rapid
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scan mode through zero retardation for ecanning an where c,= (ap2-+bp2) , and J, is the familiar Bessel
entire spectrum, or a scan mode that avoids the zero function of integer order; cp maximizes the odd har-
retardation position when used as a single line detector. monics that, with good phase-sensitive detection, will

Foskett and Weinberg (1969)20 have shown how a give the strength of the line of interest as a simple
Michelson interferometer can be ued as a detector output signal.
of discrete line radiation and how when used in this If a complete spectral scan is desired, the instru-
mode it can discriminate against background radia- ment can be operated in a rapid-scan mode. This
tion. Such use takes advantage of the fact that the mode also requires no chopping. Rapid scanning
Fourier transform of an emission line is a sine or yields the interferogram in a short time, thus greatly
cosine function, which can be detected by means of reducing the effects of pointing errors. Requirements
a synchronous amplifier without the complexity of a for the amplitude capability of the telemetry can also
chopper mechanism, a considerable advantage when be greatly reduced because the individual inter-
the interferometer is cooled to helium temperature. ferograms can be accumulated on the ground and
Some complication arises because the sine wave is then summed, and any 1/f noise in the detectors or
modulated by the apodization function, but if the electronics will be greatly reduced.
instrument is not scanned through zero retardation, The scan rate required can be determined as follows.
background radiation is strongly discriminated. The The fringe passage frequency f, at some wavenumber
output of a Michelson is given as a function of time by P is given by

G, --= I(v) R(v, t) dv, (28-2) f, = ,(B/t)

where where B is the retardation and t is the scan time. If
v=357.1 cm- 1 at 2 8 ,u and B is 1 cm, f,=71 Hz for a
scan time of 5 sec. Generally, f, should not be[ greater than 21r/to where to is the time constant of the

R(v, t) =cos [2wv(Bo+o)+2wvx cos (2rft+0)], detector (in the case of Ga:Ge bolometers,

(28-3) to440msec). Thus, f, should not exceed 8OHz.
A 5-sec scan time will allow 60 interferograms to be
averaged during a 5-min observing period, or ap-
proximately 50 see of observing time per spectral
element, which is greater than required to attain the

with Bo the mean retardation, x the mean mirror S/N indicated earlier.
excursion distance, f. the mirror frequency, and 0 In laboratory use the instrument was precooled
representing errors in the mirror rAardation and syn- with liquid nitrogen, which was removed from the
chronous demodulator. The Fourier expansion of helium space by pressurized dry nitrogen gas. This
Eq. (28-2) is space was then filled with liquid helium which was

pumped over by a 70 m3/hr Heraeus pump ballasted
with a 30-gal tank to prevent pump noise from affect-
ing the detector. The pressure was reduced until

G(t) -- L+" (ap cos 2wrpft+bp sin 2wpfl), (284) the lambda point of helium was reached.
2 PAll attempts to use the Ga:Ge bolometer to obtain

an interferogram at liquid-helium temperature were
unsuccessful. The extreme doping given the detectors

where ap and bp are the Fourier coefficients. to optimize their performance with a space back-
If, for a monochromatic source, ground caused them to saturate for all source and

filter combinations tried. They functioned properly

only when all external radiation Pources were blocked
by an aluminum plate. 1,1n.tioning of the inter-

I(P) - 0 SO - o), (28-5) ferometer was therefore verified b.-. visual evaluation
of fringe patterns produced by a Na lamp and a
laser before and after cycling the mirror transport
mechanism at liquid-helium temperatures. Room

then it can be shown that temperature interferograms were, however, obtained
by using a thermocouple and various filters. An
unfiltered raw interferogram made over a 2-cm scan
is shown in Figure 2,.4-5. The slant of the interfero-

asw2J,.(2rPOr) sin (28-0) gram indicates a change in modulation efficiency over
(n ),- tile scan.
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28-5 COMMENTS

A liquid-helium-cooled Michelson interferometer
has been constructed and tested. Solutions to the
three problem a,.-as of beam splitters, mirror drive 4
and lubrication, and interferometer adjustment and
alignment, have been achieved. Development of a
flight instrument is considered feasible.

Fipre 28-5. Interferogram of a Thermal Source Obtained
With the Interferometer and a Room-temperature Detector
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29. A Half-Wavenumber Michelson Interferometer

Operating at Cryogenic Temperatures for the

Spectral Region of 5 to 15 jm
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Abstract

Mechanical, cryogenic, optical, and electronic design details of a high-resolution
Michelson interferometer constructed for operation at cryogenic temperatures nre
p resented. The merits and problems of multiplex spectroscopy under reduced
bcklwund flux conditions and the resulting enhanced detectivity are reviewed.
Anticipated sensitivities to extended sources and aetronomical point sourMe when
the interferometer is equipped with a cooled telescope are also discussed.

This work was supported by NASA under Contract No. NA9-98O7.

It is well known that extrinsic photoconductors teetors do not pomies a reamnably noLe-free internal
like Ge(Hg) and Ge(Cu), as well am HgCdTe detectors, gin meehanism. Under low-background conditions,
when cooled to low enough temperatures become W)- we are mon confronted with the problem that further
mopt wholly photon flux noise-limited (Blip deteetors). reduction of the background photon flux doeo not
An analog of the situation that occurs in the visible cotrrspondingly improve the detectivity of the de-
-tpectrum (the multiplex advantage of the interferom- teetor and must deal with other limiting noise oures
eter tpectrometer is in certain instances canceled out such am preamplifiers, vibration. microphonic, and
by the increased photon flux noise) might therefore boil-off. In such en.w, of coure. the multiplex ad-
be expected. vantage of % X, where N i-t the number of spectral

A closer look at the behavior of these detectors resolution elements okwrved, doe% apply.
under low photon flux condition does not bear this But there is ak) an ,dditional factor: dielectric
out. Contrary to the mv of photomultiliers in the relaxation. Thii-& pl.,nonnon cauws the detector
visible spectrum. the-' long-wavelength photode- time cousta:,t to become very long for low-background
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flux conditions. This dielectric relaxation time con- Table 29-1. Parameters of He:Hg Detector and Preamplifier
stant is inversely proportional to the photon flux (77*K Blackbody Background)

incident on the detector. When the detector is
operated at frequencies in excess of its cutoff fre-
quency, the system gain-and hence the signal-to- Photoconductive gain 4

noise ratio--is therefore directly proportional to the (at 10-/Am optimum bias) 10 mA/W
Resistance 1010 nphoton flux on tile detector. It has been suggested Capacitance 2 pF

that a fast response-time detector can be obtained by Time constant 20 msec
adding a certain photon flux to achieve the required Background-noise-limited
respmnse time. A multiplex spectrometer does this NEP 2X10- 14 W/H11
inherently, of course, and therefore we find that if the Equivalent amplifier noise
system is noise-limited the interferometer not only current (at 200 Hz) 10- 16 A/Hzi
hats the usual NiN gain in signal-to-noise, but it can System-noise-limited NEP
have a gain of as much Nv!N. That this situation is (at 200 Hz) 10- 13 W/Hzi
real can be seen from Table 29-1.

The cooled interferometer we used is basically the
standard Block Engineering Model 296 high-resolu-
tion Michelson interferometer modified to provide for by the boiloff is collected near the top of the insti-
remote alignment of the main interferometer and a ment and fed into the gas bearing by means of a
reference system free from realignment problems. flexible bellows arrangement. The inlet pressure on
The gas bearing that serves as the support for the the gas bearing is controlled by means of a pressure-
moving mirror was not modified because it performs regulated heater located in the cryogen to increase or
well at both room temperature and 77°K. (See decrease the boiloff rate. Spent gas is released from
Figure 29-1.) the instrument to ambient by means of a one-way

The double-walled construction of the instrument pressure relief valve or alternatively fed into a series
provides a reservoir for the cryogen. The gas produced of valves and ports designed to prevent frosting of the

VENT & RSUERLE
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
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EXIT TELESCOPE . ,

FACE PLATE EXTERNO P
eNUANTMUT INSULATI0%
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entrance window. Since the gas consumption of the Table 29-2. Collected Specifications for Cooled Inter-
bearing is relatively high, the insulation requirements ferometer

for the dewar are minimal and the insulation provided
serves mainly to prevent frost buildup and protect
personnel. Spectral range 5 to 151AM

An independent reference interferometer built into Wavelength precision 0.1 cm- '
behind the mirror provides Resolution 0.5 cm- ' maximumthe instrument moving Optical retardation 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 cm

both white-light and laser reference signals. The use Scan velocity 0.63 cm/sec
of retroreflectors in this system eliminates the need Velocity error <0.5 percent
for realignment after initial adjustment at room tem- Sampling interval 0.6328 pm
perature since the entire unit, including white light XJ, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
and laser, will operate at the cryogen temperature. Sampling precision <0.01 um

Adjustment of the fixed mirror in the main inter- Detector Ge:Hg (T-4*K)
ferometer is provided for by a combination of me- Field of view 70 full angle
chanical and piezoelectric elements. Initial alignment (1.2X10- 2 ster)
at room temperature is accomplished by using the Entrance aperture 2.6 (1.8-cm diam.)

Model 296 wedge gear arrangement. Alignment is Beam splitter antireflection-coated

maintained through the cooling cycle by varying the Instrument operating

voltage applied to piezoelectric elements located under temperature -78 0 K (LN 2)
the fixed mirror. These elements provide for tilt ad- Hold time 6 hr
justment within 1 min of arc. Operating altitude zero to 140,000 ft

The optical system is throughput-matched to Instrument size 36X 14X28 in.
1 cm- 1 at 5 pm. It consists of a ;4i-lple objective Instrument weight optical head, 125 lb;
entrance lens and field stop, two telescopes of the control unit, 50 lb
Cassegrain type as input and output devices for the
interferometer cube, an antireflection-coated ger-
manium beam splitter, a field lens, filter holder, and
detector. The optical elements are all at -77*K

* except for the filter and detector, which are at -4°K.
Baffling will be used to provide the system with good Table 29-3. Estimated Senmtivy of Cooled Interferometer
off-axis rejection capabilities. Initial testing is being
done with liquid nitrogen as the main cryogen, but it
should be possible (although perhaps expensive) to Sensitivity to Extended Sources
operate with liquid neon in the entire system. Observation time 1 min

The electronics are straightforward. The pre- Resolution 1 cm - i
amplifier is used in the operational amplifier mode, Background 77*K blackbody
cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, with the NESH, at 10pm 10- 2W/cm -;r-em'
amplifier feedback resistor cooled to liquid helium
temperature. Provision is made to monitor the re- Sensitivity to Stellar Sources
sistance of the detector. An InAs photon source Observation time 10 mill
located in the detector dewar controls detector gain Resolution 1 cm-'
And frequency response. Field of view 2 mrad

This instrument will initially be used with a cold- Altitude 100,000 ft
gas reaction cell for measuring simulated airglow Telescope aperture 10-in. diam.
phenomena. Table 29-2 lists collected specifications Telescope temperature 200*K
for the cooled interferometer and Table 29-3 lists the Emisivity of optics <I percent
estimated esitivity of the instrument to extended NSSI, at 10'am 2X 10- T W/emn -cm -

sourees and stel-.r sources.

Discussion

Q. (P. L. Richards, University of California): it is clear that if the .pectQmeter covers m spectral
Could you repeat your statement about the multiplex elements bot there are only " elements actually
Advantage? present, the signal-to-nuie Advantage will vary as

A. (G. Wijntjes): By changing the wording from , -
multiplex advantage to observation time advantage
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30. A Large-Aperture V.aid-Widened Interferomveter-

Spectrometer for Airgiow Studies

Alvin M. Despain, Fon R. Brown, Jr.,
Allan J. Steed, and Doran J. Baker

Ekecfr@.Oynagma Loboratori"i
Utahs St10 tMrv nly

Abstract

A field-widened interferometer-spectrometer with a 5-cm aperture has been
created and applied to airalow studies, The instrument is capable &f a spectrnl
resolution of I em-l and a field of view to over 5", resulting in a field-widenet
throughput gain of 19 compared with a standard 'Michelson interferometer of tile
same aprure. The spectral response is 0.4 to 3 jam The digital recording tech-
nique that is used compensates for source variations.

30-1 MThOOUCTION blt.()ite~t opna o o 'nrt aitan~

A larg-aperturt' fi.ld-widened inltermeter,4prt- ad(5) direct digital recording.
trometer sYstorn has been de~ngned and developed by 30-2 A*RGLOW SUVV INA TH E NA
the ~z-~nnisLaboratories of Vtah State W 0
VhivrtY' The instrumeont and it data-handling R-O
Arstrat are .. itleailv intended for the- stwidyv of (11snberi,*.n mil ruAdffu :lm'. klhi~l' 11ave
iaernnomy. Where the pritnsrv niy air extcittid puihett yet, t-4wu q-V-rn t4 the 11ught alrghlw.

Vailwe Gkr nietltfing the emtittille ,~titeet i
The licht.4ptlrrsng capability of a Nlichwl" the taplyer ttnu~ ere andl rvthattuugm tile rrlh'r

interfet rwter ill pa'mp'tionl to the RJiUMs of its itanrtaorr ixf tile variotu prioe, th Iletli t, 7 iael
* ~ ~ ~ace tmc anitir. Aftartlinsly, sierrAral aplachel, to wora Te rkr. houl*-Ve". I% ;uau -1111utl Wt
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multiplex advantage4 is fully realized and where potential, may also be generated by
no high-resolution and only a little moderate-
resolution survey work has been done. At wavelengths
beyond about :3 Mm, thermal emissions from the lower
atmosphere mask the airglow from ground observa-
tion. Major emphasis will therefore be on airglow
emissions in the spectral range from about 0.6 through
3jum, with maximum resolution of about 1 cm- 1.

These measurements wil! directly help to answer many
of the leading questions about upper atmospheric which is important to D-region ionization. An al-
photochemical r .ction mechanisms. ternative source, of perhaps even greater importance,

. The hydroxyl gas emissions (Meinel5), as a group is 02(A) itself, which will ionize at significantly
the brightest of 'l n ight airglow emissions, comprise a longer wavelengths than the ground state 02. Absolute
complex spectrum. High-resolution measurements of photon emission rates for the various bands of mole-
the OH spectrum are needed, as a function of both cular oxygen need to be established.
altitude and solar zenith angle, in order to understand Also being initiated with the interferometer-
upper atmospheric chemical kinetics. Vibrationally- spectrometer is an experimental study of the Meinel
excited OH an possibly be created in at least nine bands of N2+ in the near infrared region, made
different ways, but the primary reaction is probably feasible by the high sensitivity-resolution trade-off
the one propsed by Bates and Nicolet: 6  capability of the instrument. It should be possible to

obtain measurements into the twilight. The state of
interest is the (211, v= 1). It is probably produced by
the charge transfer reaction (Omholt,'o Hunten, 1 ):

03 +H-,0W+0 2 .

O+(2D Ng-N +,2II

The OH generated by each reaction is, in general, D 2 2 k)+.

distinct since each reac,. .i is uniquely exothermic or
endothermic. Further, several of the reactions are
very temperature-dependent. The more detailed
spectroscopic information now being obtained with This reaction is thought to be the significant one

the interferometer-spectrometer can be used to because perhaps 30 percent of the 0+ is excited by
correlate with the recently developed theoretical solar radiation to the long-lived 2D state. What
modeis (11ampson 7 ) for the chemical kinetics of the we expect to see is the anomalous distribution of
upper atmosphere. the vibrational bands, which has previously led to the

The radiations from the 02 molecular electronic deduction of incorrect vibrational temperatures. The

states ().,A,) and (),( 'g) will also be monitored expected measurements will give us a partial look at
throughout the night and as far as possible into the the O+(2D) production and at the above charge
twilight on either side of night (Megill et al. 8). The transfer reaction, which is an order of magnitude
realization is growing that the 02(iAg) species plays a faster than the familiar
significant role in the photochemistry of the upper
atmosphere (Gattinger and Vallance-Jones9 ). It can
be formed from the photodissociation of ozone, as

0++N 2 --',NO4+N.

O3+hP,,,,( + 0('D).

Lastly, 0++ has a resonance line at 5007 A, and
it should be possible to learn something of the amount
of 0+ + in the atmosphere by measuring the intensity

Then, since ().A) has 0.98 eV of energy, the ii- of this line during twilight. Nakada and Singer 12

ixortant detachment reaction predict that large amounts of doubly ionized oxygen
should be present at heights on the order of one earth
radius, especially over the equator. They predict an
intensity of about 50 rayleighs, but it must certainly
be weaker than this or it would have been discovered
by now. To be able to detect the 5007 A line in the
presence of OH bands in this region of the spectrum,
it is necessary to have a spectrum-scanning device

czo occur. Nitric oxide, with its low ionization such as the field-widened interferometer-spectrometer.
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30-3 THEORY AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS A technique suggested by Bouchareine and Connes1

ecomplishes such field compeznsttiop, to the first order30-3.1 Night Airglow Radiance Levels by mest of prisms in place of the usual mirrors in the
The measurement of twilight and night airglow Michelson ini.r!Prometer (Figure 30-1). The back

requires a system limited only by the sky background sides of the prisms are J,;vered, and the optical system
radiation. For a spectral measurement of the night is aligned & in a typical interf'!rometer. Instead of
airglow, this backgiound is generally assumed to be obtaining differential path-length ciihnges by movizig
the airglow continuum, which has a magnitude of one mirror parallel with the rays of light that impinge
approximately 1 rayleigh per angstrom in the visible on it, in this field-widening technique a pr;s. is
portion of the spectrum (Chamberlain2 ). * To effee- moved parallel with its 'apparent mirror plsition,'
tively measure spectra at this radiance level requires inserting more optical material in one beam in order to
a large throughput optical system such as a field- achiev3 an effective differential path-length inzrease.
widened interferometer. A sketch of a wedge-end- 'Apparent mirror position' refers to the apparent
mirror field-widened interferometer is shown in Figure position of the coated back surface of the prism as
30-1. Other methods of field widening are known, but it appears to an observer in front of the prism, lookii:g
this is the only configuration that will be discussed in through the optical material. The invariance wihthrug this opialmtepl.Teeraracewt
this paper. incident angle of the differential path length dan be

shown to follow from Fermat's principle.
To achieve the field-widening increase in opical

Silvered surface throughput, large prisms must be constructed, and
irction of displaced during operation, so that wavefront dis-
-1 ,vable wedge tortions are less than X/10 across 10 cm. This requires

end mirror extreme optical homogeneity and mechanical posi-
tioning control. The range of wavelengths that can
be examined is limited by variations in the trans-

. parency and refractive index that occur as a function
A 'i of the incident radiation wavelength.

Entrance I - "
- "- 30-3.3 Interferometer Resolution

- .-~-.-------- -The resolution capability of a IMichelson inter-
. - -,ilvSered ferometer is generally taken to be

-. . - - I Isurface

"Bea splitter oi in1I /wedge (30-1)
end ni'ror

Exit apertue where

Figure 30-1. Sketch of Wedge End-Mirror Field-Widened
Interforometer Optics P2-1 (30-2)

30-3.2 Field-Widening is the difference in wavenumber between two resolv-
An optical throughput of about 1 cm2 sr is able adjacent monochromatic lines and 3 is the

needed to match contemporary detectors. This optical path difference. This criterion for resolution
requirement, along with the desire for good resolution will be used throughout this chapter since it applies
(I em'), led to the design of a wide-aperture field- equally well to either a standard Michelson or a field-
widened interferometer configured after a Michelson widened Michelson interferometer.
but modified to increase its optical input acceptance The retardation of the field-widened interferometer,
angle and in turn its sensitivity to extended sources. however, is calculated differently from that of the
In the usual Michelson interferometer the path-length standard Michelson interferometer. In the Michelson
difference depends on the angle at which radiation there is a simple relationship between the displace-
enters the instrument. By field-widening we attempt ment of the mirror and the optical path difference,
to make the path difference invariant with the entrance namely,
angle.

The conversion between photon emision rate R in ravlei ho and
radiance N in W om-2 ter-1 is: R-2r)NX 101, where X is the wavelength
in micrometers. 6 = 2d, (30-3)



where d is the' interferometer ciid-mirror displacement. 30-3.4 Timheid of View
The relationship between the optical path difference The field-of-vie w. limitatinn for the Michelson
and -distance of motion of the wedge prism along its interferomneter with field compeirsation has lbeen
apparent mnirror image plane in the field-widened derived by Bouchareine and Connes' for the usual
syitem (see optical black diagram in Figure 30-1), three type,; of aberrations: spherical, rhromnatic, andF
although not so simple, can nevertheletss be de- itstigmatic. The spherieal s)berratirn lintit (full anglo)
terminied. In Figure 30-2 the field-widening prism is is

23

Oi11 3- (compared with 0,2=4,\/d for the; At*aidard Miehel-
'~'~ ~ .son), where A is the effective retardation of the mi rr
I and X is the wavelength in micrometers. The chromatic

4 aberration limit isReV I
Figure W02. Fit!M-Widened Interferonieter Wedge End- 2 4~xn)(08

Mfirror Geometry AdV

where n is the arithlmetic mean between n I andn 2 and?
pictured near the apex, where the wedge is moved a An =nj - 1 The astigmatic aberration limit ex-
distance x from P, tO P2. The_ optical ipath difference hibited by *he field-widened interferometer is
can be expressed -by

5 (if-)=,30)8 (30-9)

whr sthe indextr of refrcti o the p iffromc where the computation has been made for the greatest
thn e eme of Fiue:02teotca ahdfeec stigmatiL effect, namely, in a plane perpendicular to

can b exIress~l ~the surface and extending from the narrow to the
thick end of the prism and, again, a is the prism angle.

Equations (30-7), (30-8), and (30-9) yield the

n2 s)2a1theoretical field of view (FOY) of the field-widened
3=2.r asinoa+tnn l a si 2 a jCos (30-5) initerferometer. The aberrations will impose a limitI COS ~on the field of view, depending of course on the wave-

length range, reso'lation, prism material, and prism
angle. For the airgiow measurements, the required
system parameters resulted in s system whose limit

wvhere it is the index of refraction, a is the prism angle, is chromatic aberration. This is thecease even though
J = sin-' (it sin a), and -Y -=tarC' (tan12 a/tIll #). For fused silica of very low dispersion was chosen as the
thle value. a = S and it 1.5, op~tical material for the beam splitter and prisms.

The computed theoretical field-of-vicw limit is 9.7'
full angle. It has been verified experimentally that
excellent results are obtained at 50, With further

3 =0.21x. (310-6) effort we expect to attain field comnpe nsation to the
theoretical limit.

30-3.5 Drive and Carrier Configuration
Thlus, to obtain a resoluton of 1 cm-' at drive length The design of a drive it chanismi and mirror-
of at least 4.7 cm is required. carrier configuration for at fieki-widened interferometer
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presents a difficult problem. The end mirror must be where h, is the photon energy (W-sec) and Qe is the
held in alignment to an extremely close tolerance. If quantum efficiency (photoelectrons/photon).
the contrast function of the instrument is to be main- When the signal current is much greater than the
tained, then the wavefront distortion of the two legs dark current Ih>>Idk,
of the interferometer must be leas than X/4 when they
recombine at the beam splitter. This condition must
hold for any position of the driven end mi-or. The
mirror must then move in translation without rotating
more tha: 13 = NbARER, (30-13)

-0 )X/4D, (30-1f.]
d and Eq. (30-11) reduces to

Tihere D is the diameter of the end mirror. For a

5-cm system at 4000 A, 0 is oldy 2X10-1 tad.
The mirror carrier systera used by Otteson 3  ,f2wNbeG(a/'-1) (s/n)2, (30-14)

for his bent-crystal gamma-ray spectrometer ap- T N2AQER
peared to be the most acceptsble design approach.

His system was checked with a Twyman-Green
interferometer and was found to have repeatable
rotational position stability, when driven in one
direction, to less than 1X 10- 7 rad over 15 cm where N is the radiance of the monochromatic signal
of the drive. Several improvements suggested by source and Nb,, is the total radiance in the instrument
Otteson" (private communication) were later in- bandpass.
corporated into the interferometer drive and carrier The interferometer scan time required to obtain a
design. The resulting ways and carrier configuration spectrum, say with an (s/n) of unity at 0.5 Am and a
also exhibited rotational stability to less than I X 10- 7  resolution of 1 cm - 1 , of an extended source whose
rad over 10cm of drive. The exact stability was intensity is 1 rayleigh/. (with N,=3X 10- 14

beyond the resolution capability of the measuring W cm-2 sr - ' Am -') between 0.4 and 0.7 Am is corn-
instrument. puted as follows. From Eq. (30-6) the drive length
3 . Thas already been computed to be 4.7 cm. On the basis
30-3.6 Measurement Time of the parameters for an EMI S-20 photomultiplier

The first measurements were undertaken in the and an interferometer throughput A12 of 0.1 cm 2 ster,
visible and near infrared with a multiplier phototube Eq. (30-14) gives the calculated time required to take
used as the detector. It can be shown that the total the interferogram as 11 min.
time T required to make one interferometer scan to The ratio of the optical throughput of the field-
achieve a desired signal-to-noise ratio (s/n) in the widened interferometer to that of a standard Michel-
re3ulting optical spectrum is son, where both have collectors of the same diameter,

is given by:

T = 2reG[ar/(o'- 1)](dk 41,) (a/n)',(3-)
(NA UER) ( (

02

where e=l.6X10-0 C, G is the gain of the photo-
multiplier, r is the dynode gain, Idk and I. are
respectively the dark and signal currents (amperes)
at the anode, N is the radiance (W cm - 2 sr- ) of a where Oy6 a" and O,, are the respective full-angle fields
spatially extended monochromatic source, AS2 is the of view. Consequently, the relative throughput of the
optical throughput (cm sr) anU E is the optical interferometer without field-of-view compensation at
efficiency. The anode radiant sensitivity or respon- the same wavelength and resolution is only about

t sivity (A/W) is 5 percent, namely, SX 10- 3cm2 sr. The time re-
quired to make a scan and achieve the same (8/n) in
the resulting spectrum is about 210 min, whereas the
field-widened interferometer requires only 11 min.

R (30-12) Wheni a photoconductive detector is used, the
h, ((01 formula for computing the time required to make one

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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initerferometer scana anid achieve a specified (s/it) in between two fused silica prisms that together form a

the resulting spectrum is cube. The low dispersion of quartz helps to minimizer the chromatic aberration, which is the limiting
purameter on the widened field. The optical com-
ponents of the interferometer are pictured in Figure

T sn), (:30-16) :10-4.

'(NAU2ED )2 (/)

where .A,1 is the area of the detector. arso-

ferogram. of ant extended source whose spectral[radiance As 1X 10-~ 1V WCM
2 sr1 ;&m-1 at 2.5 M4m.

At this wavelength the instrument throughput is
about 0.4 eni 2 tcr. A I-cm-diam. cooled (1950 K)
lead suilfide detector is used. The scan time to obtain
an otclspectrum with an (slit) of uiya eou
tion of I nm- (6 X) is about .30 sec.'Tetm
requiiredl h ' a standard Mlichelson interferometer with
a collector of the same diameter would be a~bout 2 hr.

30-4 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM

3G-4.1 Configuration
Fipire 30-4. Field-widened Beam Splitter and Wedge End

The complete interferorneter-spectrometer system Mirrors
is shown in Figure :30-:3. The design goal was to
achieve -a clear apertuare of ;-)cm aud maximize the
field of view while maintaining a 1-cm'1 resolution.
A 7.6-cmi beam splitter and wedge mirrors, having a The base of the interferometer was constructed of
back suirface of 10-cm diam. and wedge angles of S*, black granite with a V groove, following the technique
all configured to maintain a wavefromit listortion used for the bent-crystal gamma-ray spectrometer.
withinx ' 0 eseilygo nd. ie beam splitter Tfhe surface flatness on the top and in the groove,
Con1sists of a thin laver of silver on the interface wvhere the end mirror carrier was indexed, was

maintained at 25 X10-' in. (Figure 30-5).
The optical carrier was constructed of invar stain-

less steel, whose very low expansion coefficient is near
that of granite and qjuartz. To minimize the torque

lFigitre 30-3. Compi1 lete Interfe'romeite~r Instailla~tion 1'igtie:105 Granoc Block'and 1'nd-Mirror Carrier
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Unlile those of the sustained airglow survey along with the 5,577-A atmospheric oxygen green line,
schedulh to be conducted, these early measurements make up the four dominant lines seen in Figure 30-9.
were made from Logan City; street light scattered Many other atmospheric emission lines such as the
from the atmosphere above the observation dome is 6300-W oxygen red line are also prevalent.
therefore very much in evidence. The 5460-, 5770-,
and 57W0-A mercury lines from these street lights,

100
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Figure 30-8. Night Airglow Interferogram Figure 30-9. Night Airglow Spectrum
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31. Application of Fourier Spectroscopy

Technique to the Study of Relaxation Phenomena

Randall E Murphy and Ha jime Sakai
Air Force Comridg Research Laboratories

ledford. moadweeff

Abstract

* A technique that exploits the multiplex advantage of Fourier spectroscopy can
be used for studying time-varying sources. The time behavior of each spectralx
element is observed simultaneously with that of all the others. The technique is
demonstrated by anl experimental measurement of the relaxation (if the hot baids;
Of C0 2 and N20.

31- WNTODtJCflON mental demonstrations of its applicat ion t4) the

Theadanags tatca b raliedbyusng relaxation of vibratioxall % excitedl CO.. are described.

Fourier spectroseopy Itechniques have beeni demon- 31-2 THEOY
titrated inl several types of stpectroscopic measiure-
merits."1 Such sperctroscopie nleiLtilrements have Th'is nppx~~i li"l tit li-serite 1xisit jontig of
thus4 far been iJmitk'd to tiit (tbitervattitln of 1m)ufl'W the motvable nxtirror oif a Michul'son iterfernmettr.
that airte stittionary ini time--or at least statioary by that i6, to tillp~et-so mode of ope-ration. The
comparison w~ill] ie totaxl ohervatKiob t ime. III manl% techiiiijut' call va.*ily be extenidtd tit apply toi i conl-
inistnces thet rzidiation history iii t ime-varying mwnret's ft itloisI' driven miovable' mirrvir by ninkilo somv*
is of primary ititt'rest. For e nmile. tinw-rellei I ate supi iiliat ins.
spectnvopy is concernedl With the' "wasurt'mrnt tif It't RWQ) tit time I anid wavt'nusnobi-r a IN- fill,
radiative lifet ime?'. eller* exchangie. qjuettehing. and spectral density incidenit onl till- q'ntraitez ni-ritirv (if
relaxatitt privss"'e inl gtnient. tilt' jnterfertinieter. het oultil at tht' dt'tertor ji.

The ctnvenitinl~ atpproac~h of a time-resolved spt'e- ienb
traswnpie situdy requtiresi tile Ue tif' Cla*ical grating
spectrometersC or r(pXetirt banldit Ls filters. ill wilwi4
case a "et of spectral huesi niust te oIwrvt'd m'iun- cot'ffilj)e 2ro'r do. (11
tiaily in order I,, dete'rmine tlip tinic behinviiir tof tht ~wg
entire spectruam. By contramt, the ot 1it's teech-
nique of Fourier Kprtross"11) * y lw tie" for siutuF11

*tancolls uhetratioll of al ntrl *'i'nw'its. atl ilt lrt' is tfirt' itiie) jlil tlift"retie'. If till' 4um' is
tlIre-eby yiekis a ArtilI(ait *t-in Ili -4iwa-to-eswtm AttlirV. the inlterfergranm '.aglal Flr.I) Caxll be
ratio for the xunt' mrt'.iiremetit timr. iilttgratt'( for vome pn-r.vt Itime its obtain Ft:). For

A~ technique thal exilloits thAe multl '4ex advait?.W i :nte-%xr 'yingE -4ur' -s ii' tillle.4leN'ildelre cast 1x.
it( Voiriwr sjw-trtwwIopI ill tile t' ifl, tinwipt'ai- ol.'tvrnied by miomf~ttrilig till' illstaiittiticutsti Valuet of
dotli plitiometia is pfl'5l'lttd ill til imuu.1r. lxIMri- till, iliterfl'nnra signal.
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For a fixedI optical path difference the interferogram N2 to the CO2 molecule. The vibrational excitation of
signial is recorded from initial excitation of the source C0 2 produced by mixing active N2 and CO2 provides
until 54)nie later time that is long by comparison with an excellent source for observing the decay of vibra-
tite overall relaxation time. The signal-to-noise ratio tionally hot CO2 . The typical vibrational tempera-
in the interferogrami measurement can be improved tures obtained are in the neighborhood of several 4
as5 desiredl b 'y iniducing ititermittent excitation and thousand degrees Kelvin while the rotational tempera-
relaxation of the source. A time series of interfero- ture remains relatively co!d, 5 and the vibrational hot
gramis is obtained for N observations of F(r,1) by bands are easily observed.
recording the interferogram sign,%l for the same relaxa- In our experimental tests, active nitrogen was
tion plieloflietta at successive optical path differences excited by flowing nitrogen through an Evanson micro-
.r,,, where it = 1, ,. .. ,N. By applying the Fourier wave cavity activated by a 120-W 2450-MHz micro-
transformation to the interferogram F(x,I), thle spec- wave generator. The pressure Of N2 at 1.0 Torr, and
trum B~a,t) at any time t during thle relaxation p~rocess Of CO 2 at 0.2 Torr, was monitored with an NMKS
can he recoveredl as: Baratron pressure gauge. The cylindrical reaction

cell, 7.5 cm in diameter and 15 cm in length, was
evacuated with a 15-cfm fore-pump so that the cell

B(auj)=fF(.r1) cos 2rux dx. (M,-2) residence time of the gases was approximately 10-1 sec.
f1 Under these conditions CO2 should be excited by

collisions with N2, and decay by radiation or deactiva-
tion at the walls or through quenching by another

Akn observ:itioui of the relaxation for a spectral corn- molecule. Thle interferometer that was used ha.;
IsbuentU cn b exraced fom ~ud frm iitil 25-cm-diam. optics and a, liquid N.2-cooled 4 mm by

exceitation until relaxation is complete. Since all 4 mm InSb detector.
spectrall elements in the band of interest are observedl The detector time respon~se was faster than
simultankeousl, the multiplex advantage is realized. 4 X10-5 sec. A. block diagram of the recording system

Teextent of the tinte resolution is governed by tile is shown in Figure :31-2. The output of the detector
time responise of thle detector and associated circuitry.

31-3 APPLICATIONMIRWV
l'it:rer :31-1 is a schematic dIrawing showing the IOAC0NPLS

setup of the infrared source chosen to demonstrate the GEERATOR EEAO

tec!.oique. Nitrogen is known it) be excited to high vi- --

brautional le-vels by a microwave discharge. The--
ntear resonanice between the energy levels of N2 ttr
233 1 C11 an .f(') at 2:40 emi p~roduce's thle WVVRM1 IUO tl

ver efice~u tansfer o vit ional ent-rg from theI
Col,

Ng Figuare 31-2. fllork Diagram of Data Acquisition and
Recording

was dc-amplified and registered vi.% a 100-channel
71-- L _6:r_1ft m"N'Waveform Eductor (built by P IiI). An oscillator

CO,-" I ~ prating at 10 Ha was used to trigger the microwave
L '~ -F~ductor. FAch channel of the FA~uctor was gated at

r oil"new10' we. A I-*e" initeration time in the Eductor
provided good signal-to-noise ratiost in the interfero-
gItrnis. Figure 31-3 shows tieint4'rferogramsobtained

fromfou chnnes oftheMucor.Theinterferogram
C0* 'Tr.I) was sampled at three times the wavelength of

the Ile-Ne hzL~r referenoe gignal. The four interfero-
EXF(R*.ENTAL REACTION grms correspond to the four temporal points. The

CELL intensitv of the discharge at point Ilis close to thle
nuor ;m; points 3 and 4 are anomalous features of

vivn. 11 I rhntaic f w Vlwaumi-mvit xnri- the N2 ILseharge.
Viwn ia l.mo'o krVhaoiwin l'h- se-eorrrcted Fourier transforms of the inter-

0-gwli~wferogrn ms protodau lie silectri i hown in Figure 31-4.
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Figure 31-3. Interferograms of the infrared Source ait the/
Four Times of Interest Indicated on the Waveform (The wave-
form, which was taken at a particular optical path difference,
changes in shape as the optical path is varied.) - .

2100 22002300 2400
The resolution is about 40 cmn~ which is insufficient WAVENUMBER (cMV)

fresolve the vibrationial-rotational structure of the
bands. Eachi spectrum shown in Figure 31-5 hias been
normalizedl to show the relative shapesN of the spectra. Figure 314 -xtt E~voltihonl Otlu Infrzire t m ~rr aIt

When the radiation is at maximumi intensity, nan1meWy, ~
at point 1, the C02 band at 23140 cm-! is niuch

broader thant any oif the other three obiservations
taken at litter times. A spreading of the band to lower
wavenumbera is indcate,' in these observations. This

levels of the C02 bands, and correstMilnds to a vibra-
tional temperature of 1500%. The time dilterenee I '/
between positions 3 and 4 is about 0.02 twe, hene, the )-.S0
Overall decav of thle (N).2 band May be estimiated to be
npproximantely 3X 10' se. Tis. w&ue 111rees, with 0

other, conventional, nietwurernents we have Made

*In addition to the (02 bands, the radiation from 40

N,0 at 2=2'3 eni I was; obervable at at nieli lowe~r F0 pol
intensity. Stne integ~rated band inten-4iis of{) -C0
.1111. S 20 ore knownm to be conmparahle, at nomplexity
of tho gi.5 kimaetic.- withini the reaction vessel is 00h

iniatd2100 Ut00 2300 2400

It is expected that more refiined nirsuretnicts of ~!.R('
time and spectral rvi-4ttjon -vilI lead to more com;)ire-
hcnstive analyses. and onselquently that ir new

* ~~tecloii4Ue will prove as stir e-s4k.tl in the sudir of timenigm vt. nAw ~r . l id~-tS~

v. varying phentniena-As Fourier -spectro-s"py hasl h wiii -tv . io'i l.-b ti~. ~ t~

in the stu~dy of stationary -Amrees . T ~imm ..f N.11) I '=M oip -h.su is.)
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Discussion

Q. (B. F. Hochheimer): )id you try relaxation Q. (D. A. Othen): Do you have any difficulty
nieasurements ort (C.2 with helium in cell? reproducing the relaxation phenomena at the different

A. (R. Murphy): No. Our first measurements were mirror positions used in your experiment?
undertaken just to demonstrat., the technique. A. (R. Murphy): The proces of exciting C0 2 and

(0 has been used extensively by Legay et al. and in I
our oun laboratorv for a number of \ears. Our

Q(. lutchinlsol): What time re,,idution cipa- experiments show that the discharge and radiation
bility th)' you expect to attain? from ('01 under the conditions described is quite

A. (I- Murphy): The time reAlution is limited by reproducible. Each interferogram point in Figure 31-3
the lime rtspon.e --f the detector. Our present is oadded over 10 discharges. which averages out any
ralahilitY is on the orter of I0" ,,e. unwanted spurious signals.

D

!
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32. Comments on Digital Data Acquisition Systems

Michael L. Forman
Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

Abstract

The effect of digitizing noisc is shown to be E2/3 tit each data point of an initer-
ferogram where 2A is the quantization voltage. For a fixed nunmb -t of bits, a level
slicing technique is demonstrated that reduces E by a factor of two or more in
itiost cases.

A compact digital data acquisition system, suitable for field use and utilizing
an analog tape recorder, is showvn to have a signal-to-noise ratio far exceeding that
of the analog recorder. The data rate is limited only by the high frequency cutoff
of the direct record channels used.

General guidelines for designing data acquisition systems are discussed.

32-1 INTRODUCTION 32-2 DIGITIZING NOISE

Data acquisition sy-stems are often the most te- Analog-to-digital converters are binary device.,
glected subsystems of an experiment and they are that quantize anl analog signal into K levels, (-.tell of
usually the last subsystems to be considered. Some which is represented bya: binary' number'. Let, K =-
experiments require very little in the wayN of data where k, is thie number of binary bits Ileede-d to repre-
acquisition and at pencil or graphic recording device is sent a number, and let 2f(O) be the peak voltage.
all that is needed. Othier experimients, which produce Thle latter is (due to tile fNet t hat till talog futllet ionl
large Volumes of dlata intended for comp~uter proess5- or inte ierogram .1(r) may be posit ive or nlegat ive
ing or wit i requnire 1 iglIY accu rate data, usually with at m axi in i va lii or* I f(O)1. Let I (./E,) be thle
have digital readout and recording devices assoeiated assigrnedl value for f(r) if *I;,<()<(j+1"E, whenl
with thiem. J =0, 1,...,K -1I, where 2E,, = f(0)/K. (Sve Fig-

'Illbe dIis5cussio n itt t Itis chiap)ter is con cerned wi th tie( 0 te 312-1(a).)
following topics: For at small sampling interval .1, f~r) may be aji-

(1) Th'le noise in~troduied iinto the( (Iata by digitiziing lproxinlated by a stranight line of' slope it as shown it)
it, and(1 ainmeais of reduciniig this noise for at fixed num- Fi gure :32-1(b).' l'lius thIe error (Illtt t quantdi zing is

ILber of binary bits. reprtesentedl by
(2) Some tangible and intaingible aspects of at data

acqluisition system.
(3) A high speed data acquisition system that A

a uitili zes Pi the d i igi tal or an atog tap e recordersi. Efx) = 71..1Utre <<(21
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13E . f ( o)f (x) 1o
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- 5Ee
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Figure 32-1(a). Staircase Quantizing; (b). Error Estimation Due to Quantizing a

The meai square error is the Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer (IRIS)
experiment aboard the Nimbus B satellite quantizes
the points of the interferogram that are less than
10 percent of the maximum to 256 levels. The remain-

M E.,,, ing points are then divided by i0 and quantized to

9" e J 
2(.r) d. -  (32-2) the same number of levels, and the operation is

E,, recorded by one bit of a 10-bit telemetry data word.
The mean square noise due to this is

ir each data point. The rms error voltag- is then
1'(O)i'K\ 3; hence. the signal-to-,noise ratio in :y2
anahg signal for digitizing noise alone is 0(E , (24: ~ :/ -( 1 - y) -- -' (32-4)

() = 2'\I3. (32-3) whtre y is the fraction of total pits in the interfero-gram that are digitized,with 2E,' as the step size.
The coarse quantization step size is 2E. Since

\nOther i',i''" quantizing an analog signal or
ileterferogrn!i is to quantize oints less than a certain
percentage of full wealv to 2k an(d to use a coarser IndEf(O) p<
untizatioui 1', the remnailing points, lr instance, - 2k
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91the rms noise becomes

T3 y(P2-1)+1,: .

0.4

and the signal-to-noise ratio due to digitizing is 0.6[ 0.6

4

0.3.90.95* ~where the denominator is referred to as the. increase [
factor. Since y and p are always less thani one, an 092

increase in signal-to-noise ratio results with the same 0.21 1.0

number of bits. For example, if 90 percent of the
words are less than 10 percent of the maximum value,
there is an increase of a factor of three, using the same 0. h
number of bits that corresponds to a 2-bit gain.

Figure 32-2 shows a plot of the increase factor as a 01
function of p for several values of the fration y. Such 0 0.1 0.2 0.3
a scheme is useful when one has an 8-bit analog to
digital converter but needs 10-bit accuracy. Fig-
uires 32-3(a) to 3(d) illustrate this effect on simulated Fs 1p22 inlt-os nraeFcodat. 2 .3  I inI-oni(IIcpseEeo

100

rIIILUJ
t:

50 fEQUENCY(cm') 3(a) '00
a Figure 32-3(a). Effect, on Simula~ted Data, No Quantiiig
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4

100

I

r EQUENC c, -' 3(b)

Figure 32-3(b). Effect on Simulated Data. Quantizing to 256 Levels

-A

o[
01 1500 20

500FREQUENCY (cm- 1  3(c) 00

Figure 32-3(c). Effect on Simulated Data, Quantizing to 1024 Levels
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100

'a

500REQUENCY ( €m - 3(d) 20

Fiure 32 -3 d . Ef c n i u a e a a Q uantizing on a D ivide-by-10 for 256 Levels. O _jf(x)'< .f(o);

32-3 DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS-TYPES The first and perhaps tihe most overlooked item is
AND CONSIDERATIONS the question of which computer is available for pro-

32-3.1Typeseessing the data and whether it has inherent idio-
32-3.1Typessyncracies due to its operating system. For example,

Digital data acquisition systems are usually either with a system that produces signed binary data, one
buffered or nonbuffered. The nonbuffered system is ma h vea c pu rt at ra sal i iy d ta s
normally used for slow-data-rate applications and may signed two's complement. (See 'able :2-1.) Of course
consist of an analog-to)-digital converter, an interfc- if these facts are known, one can program around
ing formatter, and a recording device such as an them. Other items such as record length, parity.
;ncremental tape unit (magnetic or paper). The number of tracks, tape density, and order of data

iffered system may have the same components as being irad, should also be considered in order to obtaiin
the nonbuffered system with the addition of a data a tap, record format that is compatible with many
storage device such as a core memory. The primary computers within the framework of the available
advantages of the buffered system are the following: computer, and that also requires a minimum of

(1) The throughput rate is much faster than that manipulation.
of the nonbuffered system because fast stop-start tape The next items to consider are purpose and re-
recorders may be used. The data are stripped from the liability. Will today's system work with next year's
memory at a rate consistent with the ultimate speed experiment with respect to data rate, computer to be
of the tape drive unit so that proper computer packing

density is assured.
(2) Inter-record gaps are generated during ac- Table 32-1. Comparison of Signed Bi-

celeration and deceleration time of the tape recorder, nary and Signed Twos ouphr nt eunssentation (0- -, I -- ) for Four Bit. Plus
and computer records are of uniform length. Sign

(3) No data are lost, because the strip-out rate is
much higher than the input datL rate.

Signed Signed Twos
32-3.2 Design Considerations Decimal Binary Complement

There are certain system design considerations to
think about before purchasing a system or its com- S S
ponents. Some of them relate to component selection, +6 1 00 1 1 0 00110
and others to computer processing problems. -9 1 1001 101 1 1
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used, and number of inputs and bits? It is far less 32-4 A VERSATILE SYSTEM
expensive in both time and money to design now for
the future. Where the system will be used, and This section describes a general-purpose high-speed
whether environmental conditions and available data-acquisition system built for the Goddari Space
power are amenable to the system, are also pertinent Flight Center by Digital Products Corporation.
questions. With regard to reliability, everyone would The system consists of two subsystems: the first
like a zero defect system. Since this will not be avail- acquires the data at prescribed rates, and the second
able for some time, outputs should be monitored by converts this data to computer-compatible form.

digital-to-analog converters and compared to the These two subsystems may be used together or with
original analog input. Small-scale computers can per- an analog tape recorder between them. Six numeric
form real time reduction and checks; however, fi- thumbwheel switches and the output of a time code
lances, surroundings, and available personnel may generator provide identification.
make their use unfeasible. To heip ensure continued The system accepts up to eight inputs that are
good performance, specify reputable components and programmable at a sequential sample rate of up to
draw on the experience of those who are familiar with 92 160 ten-bit words per second. All available sam-
the type of system to be used. Some manufacturers of pling rates (binary dividers of the maximum rate) are
components tend to give overly optimistic perfor- controlled by an internal clock. The bit stream pro-
mance specifications. To compensate for this, it is well duced by the A/D may be recorded directly on a
to overdesign the system by a factor of two, especially computer-compatible tape if the output bit rate is
with regard to data rate. less than 122 kHz. Alternatively, at any data rate,

the bit stream can be recorded on one or more direct
32-3.3 Tape Recorders and Analog-to-Digital Converters record tracks of an analog tape recorder. If the fre-

A digital magnetic tape recorder is the link between quency response of a track is exceeded, the output bit

the experiment and the computer. The quality and stream is multiplexed on a frame basis so that the bit

reliability needed in this component cannot be over- rate to each track is below the high frequency cutoff
emphasized. Its function is to present the computer of the analog track. A frame of data is illustrated in
with a readatble tape every time it is used. Figure 32-4. Frame multiplexing is chosen in order to

Incremental tapie recorders are rated for a given
packing density at a given number of characters per
second. If a binary code is used to represent the data, E 2secod. f i biar YNC HEADER 1 12 TEN SIT

a minimum of two characters are needed to represent SITS TIME DATA WORDS
the data word. If a tape record consists of fewer points I I
than will be taken during an experimental run, the I
sampling rate without loss of data is governed by the 1-20 1 I of-1280
end-of-record gap time (usually 25 to 80 msec) unless I I
a compensating buffer is incorporated.

Fast start-stop continuous recorders, on the other
hand, record data at a constant tape speed by strip- Figure 32-4. Data Frame Layout
ping data from a memory at a rate consistent with the
packing density required. The number of characters
per second is equal to the packing density times speed.
As previously mentioned, end-of-record gaps are gen- assure adequate identification and to eliminate tape
erated during the start-stop times (about 5 reset) and skew problems. The analog tape may then be played
proper utilization of the data buffer avoids any data back into the unit, which produces the computer-
loss. Both types of recorders can be used with asyn- compatible tape.
chronous samlling rates. If recording is done on analog tape, a split phase

Analog-to-digital converters (A/)) and multi- binary code (Figure 32-5) is used rather than a code
plexers make it iossible to digitize one or several where X volts represents a one, and Y volts repre-'ents
channels of information either sequentially or simul- a zero. This is done because the low frequency re-
taneously., depending on the number of sample hold
amplifiers used. The A: I) converters are usually rated
in time per bit; however, this factor may be degraded I , ,
when used in conjunction with a multiplexer. Thus, hINARY I 0 1I 0 LEVEL
when sl)e('ifying the data acquisition rate, either in x
words or bits per second, (o it for the total system. NR I I I

The number of bits per data word reluired is a I
finct ion of the digitizing signal-to-noise-desired. A , I1 I -l -Iflfl l
getneral guideline is to digitize to two bits more than PHAI I J LL.I
the experiment's expected signal-to-noise. The ac-

cur:ey of A 1) converters is expressed as a percentage
of full scale (0.01 percent) plu,4 or ninus one half Of the Figure :42-5. Bilevel Coding (upper) vs
least significant bit. Split Phase (lower)
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sponse of direct record channels is poor, and a string switches, the user is free to concentrate on important
of ones and zeroes will cause drift problems. The split items. Whether or not anl analog tape recorder is used,
phase format assures one transition per bit regardless the signal to noise is !imited by the digitizing system,
of the sequence of ones and zeroes. not by the recorder.

Calibrated voltage sources are incorporated into
the system to check the performance of all channels. 32-5 APPLICATION TO FOURIER SPECTROSCOPY
Digital-to-analog converters are available at several
points within the system to provide visual checks of With a minirnium of change, the system will accept
the digitized data. Figure 32-6 is a block diagram of asynchronous sampling rates such as those produced
the data acquisition system. in Fourier spectroscopy. For this purpose the A/D

This system is to be used to gather data from a should be changed to give higher resolution. Without
variety of infrared sensors, some of which require change, the system can be used applying the tech-
extremely high sampling rates. It is adaptable to field nique of Sakai and Murphy4 in which both the inter-
use in confined areas such as small aircraft, or to use ferogram and fringe reference are digitized at dense
in the laboratory. After a minimum of setting sampling rates on a constant time basis.

RIG. TER

Figure 32-6. Blovk Diagram of Data Acquisition 8ystemi. (Ground formatting system is not shown)

41

!:Al
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33. Real-Time Computer for Fourier Spectroscopy

P. Cannes and G. Miche
Laboreq**r AW4 Canas, C.NA.

Abstract

A real-time chenical Fourier transform computer for Fourier spectroscopy with
a basi,; computation time of 106 we per input point per output point has been
built. When used with the Ain-A Cotton Laboratory interferometers it gives
20 000 spectral samples from interferoprams recorded at 50 samiples per we. It is
easily adaptabl. to high or low resolving power and broad or narrow spectral
range. No larg random acorn memory is needed and the instrument is simpler
and cheaper than the smallest general purpose computers, which are approximately
101 timres slower for this particular purpose.

33-1 04TOOUCNION handle the intermediate case where N: 1W. lI t his
paper N will dexip.a , the minimum number of

In the last few years an amazing number of Fourier sampleat needed for a perfectly odd or even interfero-
analyzers or computers, for the purpose of analyzing gra~m recorded from & -0 to 6..,; .11 < X will be the
time functions have been described or put on the number of Npectrul samples wanted, withi wavenuenber
market On the other hand, programing of general separat ion -I
purpose computers has propewed with such giant Real-time cowmluation is a differitt prmhlem.
strides that one cwt well *A- whether Fourier stpec- W~hile of course wnmewhant isf a luexutry, it iA ,ee'vert lhe-
trosecopists should continue their effoirts to produce less extremely usefuil when the re'verditlin o, is verv
their own analyzers. Before answering, one must study long or ver valuable, as, in wstroniieal eabservolioii-
their nfeds and all the available devices. for insttance. *he ne'ed for re'ol-iinwe roniputatisac

Chapters 0 and I I by J. Connes and It. lDelouiii aim) increares with tile romplexity I si tile ioterferem-
summariae the situat son as far as a janarreori analysdis eter s Stemn sinee tile preshnbilit' et wasting vnluvible
with law computers goes. They "olve the problem recording and comiputing time'ie ':'s This is
of transforming the learse number of saniie of particlaly true of' the lihrsutn.large-sptetrl-
practical interest (for example. 104 MsApe in 9 min). flisge interfet'rmeters set up at1 Aini Cottm lIahesra-
It is, obvious that unitxeialiaed commercially avail- tory.' 08e" Chapter 12 b% Goirlnrlivili and Mn~ilhtrel.)
able computers. which ame small and cheap enough to In this ease, however. tile inf~ornutieol cotent of tile
be cointidered as; auxiliaries to the interferometer. ran npectrum ismi large (up ti to~snpe that it bevomes,
solve the problem in the far mome common ense' where usn(emsarv to comiute thle' ent ire range' in real time:
s < 101; medium siw~ computer should be able tit if AVailAble it Coul noit puas.ilY be e'xaneined "I real
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tm(ecpbymultiplexing the experuz~imente). AA 4FUPCS

well selected spectral slice containing M spectral ele- TA
ments provides all the elements needed for checking T 0W A*

resolution, signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio, systematic i'~62~ W
errors, and so forth. A spectral slice of M > 103, that I 0
is, not too narrow, should be used. Operation should 11, - -1 SW

be compatible with a recording speed of 50 samples 10 AM31117
per sec, an interferogram dynamic range of the order 0 s"1011
of l10", and a spectral dynamic range of the order of3 'l

l0.Preferably the final (full resolution) spectrum 'r - _

should be apodzed and accurate interpolation be- / Ism inc +
tween spectral elemtents should be performed. No 103 ,

available device comes anywhere near meeting such/ j
requirements.__

33-2 DISCUSSIONpp OF REAL-TIME COMPUTERS AND /I

ANALYZERS* / I

cussed here, the interferogram) or the spectrum. They M]__ 3

may be analog. digital, or hybrid, and may differ /- -~-W

widiely in speed and accuracy; of course tl~fv all obey
the basic uncertainty relationship, F = 1/7', where T

is he ecrdig tmeand F is the frequency resolution. Figure 33-1. Computation Time Vs Number of Spectral
Fo~rthecase dicsed here, the most important con: Samples Mf for Different Analyzers or Computers

siderat ion isthe computation time as a function of the
niumber of ouitput samnples; a general comparison is
shoiwn in Figure :13-1. which gives the computation
time vs the niumber of spectral satmples 11 for the (e) Real-time computers that use the classical FT
following onalyzers or computers: algorithm: Operation along oblique straight line with

(:) FF1' Computers. The number of input samples slope 2 means N = 3f and the recording rate is limited
A' is equal teo .11; computation is a posteriori. The by the computer speed. Operation along vertical line
repre'.entative curve differs little from a unit slope means N and T can increase without limit, 31 is
straight line. The III 304 7- ii- a geuneral purpose limited by computer capacity, N is indicated by
Comlpitter programed b),y lDelouis (.,Pt Chapter 11). niumbers to the right of the lines. Strong-Vaitasse:
Th'le two *tr~kigltt linets correspond~ to operation with Electromechanical computer." Varian 6020 1: General
ocr %L t hw it dlisks. The IBI Iteal-Tinie D~igital ptrpose small computer, as prorramed by F. Levy

All r ilI'l'H )A) is it s~eial pcurp~ose computer at- et al (Chapter 314), Hoffman. and Yfaslinaga:'
t-whlinet'it inipleniting the FF1' in hardlware (must specialized real-time Fourier spectroscopy computers.
he. itiieited lipo anl 1*041 fr 34k) computer). The Laboratoire Aimd Cotton: computer described in this
Ilewlett P'ackard 1450)A mutst be used with general chapter. A possible later version with a speed increas
purtMio54 cnmput..r 2111) A. 'Ill( (orpupter Signil of it factor of 3i is proposed. This could be built using
:S~teiis C'%%.1 i, aI cictpletely alltominfltou. l-s I presently available components. Storage of the spec-
svsteni. The Tlime IData 14)4) (Tinte Danta C'orp.) is it trum would use disk or drum memory.

(Nmll~etlV~iitiiii~iiit~ IT cyten iving 1000 sam- There should also be mentioned the association of a
Illesin Isee.hybrid real-time autocorrelator and of an analog

Fourier analyzer (Princeton Applied Research) which
(b)Tim (enpr~.ie~a~-tntN(slsis 2 traght would provide the stquare of the optical spectrum.

line). Fe-deral Swient ife Coerp~ uiitious anialyzer The comm'litor proiduces 100 sample-s of the autocxor-
and Signaa Analyses ltidu'ctries Corpe. real-linit- alma- relation function of the input; the multiplications are
I %. er an- NMtI apjmroximatelY re'liri.4-stet h-y the same pierfornied by hybrid techniques and the 100 results

lin. helieeaci tni~sti~l lc-r~memts(etnlarv restored in analing form aft capacitor voltages. Maxi-j
ti IWme w'.'il anmalyzer was built ;-slsinilly for mum~ delay time is 10 sec. The fully analog Fourier
Fom 'er ~ :analyzer setans the 100 capacitor banik once for measiur-

(c) ':ltir~tic pectt~etfllh."ing each spectral element.

61l) Simorammic Anal 'vier fl-'eleril scientific Corp.). 33-2.1 Digital Campuetrs Using Owm WYT Method
I',awl linte nirrc'ti.pond to a1 diffuent ou.-trunlekt. Iligital computers using the FiT method should

bet called "false^ real-time analyzers; the FF1J' &I-
*Thlo ro . hhl .. 4$M *h! "ph ,,i0ff vo**W -o ps 400tim Ktirithfl cannot be applied until all the data samples

ekpIge,. ~. ~*we.i . l..e~ dweam..n ~"~"'~* have been tollcted. Computation time is totally
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independant of recording time. However, some of the recording time. It can be made much smaller, that is,
special purpose computers with a wired-in FFT time compression is used. The speed limitation lies in
algorithm are so fast that they might be used for the minimum memory readout time, which is of the
Fourier spectroscopy by: (1) separating the N input order of 10- 7 see per word (about 8 bits recorded in
samples into K blocks of N/K samples each; (b) corn- parallel). If M is the number of spectral elements, the
puting a first approximation spectrum from the first analysis time is T = MN'X 10- 7 sec. Since this is a
N/K samples after recording of the fir-* block is general relationship which applies to all systems not
complete; and (c) computing a new spt im from using the FFT, using the minimum number of input
the 2 N/K available data after the second uiock, and samples N:
so forth. The check on interferometer performance
would be discontinuous, which is no great disadvan-
tage. A similar technique has been applied8 to a time-
shared IBM 1800 computer. The maximum number T = MNO
of input samples treated appears to be of the order of
108. No indication of computing speed is given.

The most severe limitation comes from memory
size; a random access memory is essential. The num- with
ber of outputs M is automatically equal to the number
of inputs N and this is 4096 in the highest capacity
special purpose FFT computer built so far.

Thus, direct checking of a high N interferogram is 0 =3 X 10- sec. (33-1)
impossible, but the difficulty is not fundamental. One
could proceed in two stages with a real-time program
similar to the Test 3 program described in Chapters 6
and 11 and used Eo far for a posteriori rapid checking In Figure 3.3-1 this class of devices is represented by
of interferogretms. The recorded data would be con- a slope 2 straight line. Maximum capacity so far is
volved by a stored "filter" funcLion producing a N'= 3 X 103 and j1 = 103. To process the high N inter-
"secondary" interferogram with only n<<N samples; ferograms, word capacity should be increased by a
n should be small enough to fit in the memory, which large factor, "proposed" in Figure 33-2. Use of a drum
would slowly fill up as recording proceeded. The
primary interferogram does not have to be stored.
The norma! FFT program, applied at intervals, would
show the wauted spectral slice at progressively increas- 10 -i~
ing resolution. Both operations can be performed in NU.~ D
either general purpose or specialized computers; how- .
ever, the overall program is complex and might prove "..
difficult to handle with the smaller machines. Lastly,
if the available computer has external nonrandom "
access memories (tape or disk) a real-time program *AM- -

Chapters 6 and 11).A

33-2.2 Hybrid Analyzers Using Tim. Compression
In hybrid analyzers using time compression, just

as for FF7r computers, the stored function is the inter- m "' 5 1  ,
ferogram; however, unlike Fl.7 computers, they are
true real-time analyzers.

The interferogram is first digitized, and then stored Pig urr 3 n- N um b r of O tp t S m p k v T h al C a H' e
in a circulating memory (MOS tranhistors shift regi- Comput"l at a Give, Input Snmplr tnie by Diffrini beal-
ter or quartz ultrasonic delay line). It is then ex- ime Computer
treacted, sent through a digital-to-analog converter, and
frequency-scanned by n ordinary wave analyzer.
Analysis is repetitive and can, but does not have to,
proceed simultaneously with recording; one spectral or disk store. plus a bufler, is a roir.ivable extension;
element per recirculation is measured. the basic T -.lN9 law would st ill ipply. The number

The number N' of input samples is lmiwd by of bits per word should nlu be inere"ALV4d howevrr,
memory size. Since analysis is not phans .ensitive, a and the accuracy f the an:iog cmntonents would
power transform is obtained. This means the number then prove inade'(unte.
of input samples N should he at len'-t 2N; in fact
N' -3 is cht,4en, to provide some oversampling. 33-2.3 Amlog Bectroopi Spectrraph

The time needed to scan the full memory is equal Tue analog eletri.mptic setrtmgraph, an intrrest-
to the reirculation time and bears no relation to the ing device that wits built for radio amstroimy .u.d that
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is obviously unsuitable for present day' Fourier spec- However, unlike case 2, distortions set a practical
troscopv, will ouW be mentioned. It is a true real- limit to the number of rccirculations, and thus to
time analyzer in which the input time function is storage time (Tnel sec). Unless preliminary time
sto'red as it traveling wave in a transparent medium, compression were used, longer duration interfero-
thus producing a phase grating. The diffraction grams could not be handled. Fellgett8 considered 4

patterun of a monochromatic line parallel beam give-, a possible applications to Fourier spectroscopy and
power sp~ectrum. Ultimate limitations arp not clear; showed that any improvement would inevitably lead
'30 spcrleeet aebe nlzf naot to digitaliz 'on, a conclusion that is fully borne out
l0-6sec (30 klls resolution in a 1 MHz total by the present paper. Manufacture of the SUM-
bandwidth). TIAMIIC analyzer appears to have been discontinued.

33-2.4 Analog Analyzer With Spectrum Storage 33-2.5 Mechanical or Electromechanical Computers
(SIMORAMIC) The venerable ancestor of mechanical or elect ro-

The analog analYzer with spectrum storage is a mechanical cs'mputers is of course Michelson's "New
new class of device in which the spectrum itself, not Harmonic A nalyser," shown in Figure 33-3. Up to
the interferogram, is the stored quantity. Tfhus there 80 Fine waves of adjustable amplitudes and phases
is no limitation on the number of input samplos. a could be added to synthesize any function, of which
very important point for the application discussed many examples were given. (See Figure34.) Opera-
here. Whether analog or digital, these devices art. tion for analyzing a curve was not automatic and
perhaps best understood by using the language of required manual adjustments in each channel; thus it
samp~led functions and remembering the classical FT would be hard to quote a figure for speed of operation.
algorithm. As each new Input sample becomes avail- Mlichelson was obviously pleased with the results
aLble it i.- multiplied b% V suitably chosen samples of ("The experience gained in 'he construction of the
the sine function and the results are put inti 31 storage
locatious. The next input stimple is treated in the
same manner (with different sine samples), the old
results are extracted from the store, added to the new,
displayed oil o an oscilloscope, and stored again. Look-
ing a1head to Figure 33-19, one can see how resolution
increases in this manner.

Thle S1M( lAMlC7 analyzer is fully analog, and
i10 Sampl~ing is actually usedt. Thie store is an analog
recirculating lelar line. Sine generation is1 performed
b%- a local oscillator and multiplication by a frequency t

Changer. .1ust as in the time compress4ion sy-stems,
full spectrun, is displayed for each rtvireulat ion.

Sperid is; limited b y bandwidth of line and transduc-
ers. 3114i the (equivalent) unumber of output samples
by% line rapacrity. that is, length. Several instruments
with the saime rapicitY (31 -fl) and recording-
ailalviink time in the range 2X 10-3see to I sec have
beene Iuilt. TlheY are intended to be used at fuill output
capacnity; hi-tiwivtr. it i., Interesting (for eampari.,4n

htrse)to wote that iqwratio sut aivell inlstrurnt
at reduced lifiv length Mould give 3 prtoportiionn rv-2
duet ion mnaavi t init, ' antd in the niumber o4

th imubqr of i etled to ileseribe the input
'agnual %vould hb' reduietd in thli sorne wny. Ftr the fat-
e'.t nadl10 ! O eca 1,..wS1iJ

will,

Virwv' 33-13 All Mr.tr.xl) rcomnr Ana~iw tNui 1-y
e~XlO cc Ztb) NI' rlpuu (Nt khr&ro Xod s~if n*) 1lIthl L7-
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Figure 33-4. Results Given by Michelson's Analyzer. Left: Artificial iven "spectrum" (vertical frequency scale).
Center: sinu and cosine "interferograms" computed by the analyzer itself, andlimited to 20 samples. Hight: sinend cosine
transforms of the two "interferoir'me" their surm approximately ieproduces the original "spectrum"

present machine shows that it would be quite feasible with
to increase the number of elements to several hundred
or even to a thousand with a proportional increase in
the accuracy of the integrations"), but does not seem
to have actually used it for analyzing visibility curves. 6 = 2,5.10 - 2 . vec. (33-3)

The first real-time analyzer for Fourier spectros-
copy in the modern sense was described by Strong
and Vanasse.' ° The input is not sampled but "multi-
plied" by Af switches, the "sine functions" being Operation in this region is represented by a slope 2
generated by gears linked to the interferometer mo- straight line. Note that this representation applies to
tion. The spectrum is sampled, since 3T discrete out- an insti ument of given output capacity. Addilng more
puts are given, by 31 mechanical (ball and disk) parallel channels but keeping the same speed limita-
integrators. Since these are drift-free, there is at last tions would translate the slope 2 straight hes hri-
an instrument with the capability of handling inter- zontally to the right on Figure 33-1. The sane basic
ferograms of infinite duration and length in real time, limitations will be found in the much faster electronic
and which is suited to checking a spectrum fraction at computers to be described.
full resolution.

Cost and size limit the number of channels to 33-2.6 Hybrid Real-Time Computers for Fourier
A max = 10 and the instrument was intended for use at Spectroscopy
full capacity, that is, N> A!,,nx. Analyzing-recording Hybrid real time computers for Fourier Spectros-
time grows with N (vertical line in Figure 33-1). copy embody in a direct nanulr the classical I"T
However, for comparison, consider a situation where algorithm according to the general scheme described
the number of output points should be reduced due to in Section 33-3.4.
finite computer speed; then Al=N. Since, in the '3 TH, OSITINAGA ET AL
instrument as described the bandwidth for each 332, IlE "' Q E "
channel is 0.4 Hz, the minimum recording time is COMIUTER t
2.5 sec for N fAmax= 10. Thus, for N=111 < 3 1.', The Yoshinag:i et al computer is a hybrid, pre-

dominantly digital, type. For apodization the inter-
ferogram is first weighted by an analog programer,
and then sampled and digitized. The sine function is

T= AINO produced by a hybrid generator; mult iplic'ation and
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adldit~on are performed by an incremental digital tech- 33-2.7 General Purpose Digital Computer
ilique. Storage of the spectral samples t::kes. place in The clasisical FT algorithm for real time computa-
a randolim access core memory; this is neededi because tion is basically the same as the one commonly vied
of the particuilar addressing scheme uised. Thus, for it posteriori computation except that the input
capacityv has been limited to =1000. Thle time samples, not the output samples, are treated iii se-
takenl t compute the full 1000 outputs froni 1 input quence. But computers small and cheap enough to
is 0.5 sec'. in the AN c1K.1 ase, therefore make this practical have appeared only lately. F. Levy

et al in Chapter 34 describe how, with a Varian 620 1
-. of only 4096 memory words, they have succeeded in.

computing I~=1500 samples in 2 sec. Thus:
T=.IINO

T=MNO

with

with

0=7104sec. (33-4)
0 =1.3 X10- 3 Sec. (33-6)

Accuracy should be good, although it is somewhat
(difficult to ass, ss from published results. The instru- T1his result is obviously an important one and the
mnent was built for far-infrared spectroscopy and it is technique i8 adequate for many Fourier spectrosco-
usedl to compuite the full spectrum. A modifi-I rion pists. lin the far infrared the entire spectral range can be
could compulte a spectrum slice from a hig 'inter- computed this way. However, the system is still much
ferograni, but speed wvould become a severe limitation, too slow for the purpose discussed here. No) order of
OnilY 40 output samples could be computed at 50 input magnitude gains are in viewv, but a two-stage program
sampiles per~ seconld. inivolviing the computation ol a filtered secondary

interferogram by convolution (Section 33-2.1) gives a
33-2.6i.2 TMH I Hl'FA'.\NANASSE sizeable improvement. Output capacity remains

(N) 1'I 2 3  limited by' the expensive random access memory.
ThI'( Iloffnman-Vauiasse computer, also buit for fur-

iifrared work, is another example (If hy Nbrid, pre- 33-3 SPECIAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTER
(ii i i nt Iv a ial( g. t eeliq ues. The in terfe rogra m is
weighted for aliolizat ion, aind then sampled, but in 33-3.1 General Description
analog form. SNine genierationi is plerformedl by a fre- The special purpose digital computer involves no
qnencve s 'ynthesizer and mull ip icat io!) is analog. 011lY radlically new principle. It is simply a digital comn-

Ianl is tie( result dligitizedl. Addition and~ storage are Iltiter wvith at wired-in classical FT algorithm. Analog
purely digital (giving unlimited recording times) and devices are used only at the outpult for interpolation
digital-to-atiah g con~iversion produlices all oscilloscope between spectral samples (and also apodlization) in
oiutpuit. A\ll these last opierat ions are done by a corn- order to present, a countinuou., curve oii an oscilloscope.
mieic ia ci "e miel noryi signal averager. The relative ,;imp)licity, high speed (1= 10"' sec),

I uterisitY V eciiracY is aot2 pecn,.ot. be- an ihcpctN = 20 000 in the final, not vet
Ca Lsi of th li nalog complonients. Accurate timing of completed version) are derived from three features:

till sinle funlctionl miaximia is nleeded, and this is also a (a) elimination of all programming,
delicate point. Speed is about four t inies less than (b) putting the accuracy where it, is really needed.
dinat of tilie n a ue co mp1lex \os! i a ga cionI ) ilt er In practice th is means the sin e function caii be stored

in a, relatively small core memory, with a very simple
add~ressing scheme. It is common p~ractice to trans-
form odd( interferogramns recorded by the internal

T .1/NOmodulation technique. i (See Chapter 12.) The first
witsamplie cN raasily be taken at 6=0 wvith great ac-

curacv' . E~ven interferogranis can be transformed with

2rdcin in i SI ,ed andI cajpaci t ' S since twomutili
cions are uiecded, andl two prodlucts should be
stredI. SMi ar ii g and iadd (in g for Ipresenmtat lin oif the

0=2X >( 1 sec. (33-5) resuilts wvould( be dlone mo ist easily by ana log means.
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(c) Storing the spectrum in a sequential access Input andl output are again clocked at 10'~ words
circulating memory which is much cheaper per 11 per second.
than a random access one. i'he outgoing words are sent back to the adder

Figure 33-5 gives the basic computer block diagram inutThyaogvehefalcmutrutptA
and the interconnections to the interferometer, whiichr dgtlt-nlgcnetr ~oilsaioeloep
is described elsewhere.' (See Chapter 12.) The inter- outp~ut, through an analog (lelay line apodizing inter-
ferometer system includes its own digitizer, the outp~ut j)o1:tor. St(' Sect ion 33- 5.2. The address comp~uter
of which is .sent in BCD) form to the tape recorder for gives the X output through a second (igittl-to-analog
a posteriori computation by a general purpose com- converter. Thus tite 3f sanihiJIs spectrum cln be
puter (see Chapter 11). A second output, in binary presented at a 5)O-1Iz rep~etition rate. A slowed-down
form (14 bits), is sent to the real-time computer. penI recorder output is also available.

33-3.2 Quantization of the Sine Function

OaEW WAL wwoM - U - ------- -GD4AL JF45E in tite most general case .1IX samples of I he ince
WTR-IODN f W "oe-MUE function are needed for a N input .1f output trans-

____ form. Considerable 'inlhific1t ion results from the rise
~ 4 of a simple addressing schemne. (See Section 33-3.3.)

-~ -- OnlY one quarter of a sine function period needs to he

__C O IU ,a impl~ies an 'approximatioin. anid it is necessary to
- evaluate tile rm., error involved. 'Fte different ad-

-------------------- dressing scheme (if tile Yoshinaga colmputer" does
- not basically involve any approximatioii: however,

UM VMM 50MM the actual accuracy in the mult iplicat ions- is the same
ALL 00TA REL TO 0%f-.0(10 bits). It is not applicable to the problem discussed

here, for several reas,.ons. A more explensive random
'1002 OA access menoris weded for sp~ectrumn storage. The

spectrA and intrferogram samnpling initervals -ire
X oJYJ1 YWIMW linked by ai rigid relationship. alb,6 = 1 2.503. Even

with suitable modificatioi~s the selection of any spec-
tral range and sp~ectral sampling interval would be

Figure 33-5. General Diagranm of Real-Time Computer With difficult. Speedi appears limited chiefly by the hybrid
Input and Output Connections sine fuinction generator.

Considler the desired function y/= sin Or' 2)x with
0<.r< 1 (Figure 33-6). We can store onlY a finite

The interferometer stepping control delivers one
pulse I after each inlterferogranl sample has been re-
corded. Each pulse I triggers thle operationl of anti A
address selector (Sect ion 33-3.3). which finds, in se- *-

quence the 1f addresses for the .11 needed sine function
samlhes correspon. hog to thle particular 1,, inteifero- Vp~i -

gram samp~le received and to the .1! want,-d spectral Y'P
points. Operation is timiedby a 1-M\Hz inlternal clock;
thus A~ 000 a(Idresses are found in 20 nisec andi compui- _
tation can proceed at a maximuma rate of 50 input
samples per second. The computer is totall as vi-
chronious anid would operate equally well with a j

7
-

steppinginefrmtrrI,
The sine funct ion samp~les are extractedl fromt a

1024 words, 10 bits, read-only, , r.n~(n cesCr
memory withi 0.6 psee cy cle time. Memory size bears 0 P'-
11o relIat ion to thle numiber of iniput oIr (lut put samples.
It linvits onl lhe accuracy of computed intensities ~-
(see Section 33-3.2)./

The product of thie interferograni and1( sine samp~les....................~
are comp~utedl by a 10 bits digital mult iplier clocked at x
tIie( samne rate (it) mulnt i plications11 per seconid). HIand((-
ling of the extra bits to give 21 bits (dynanmic range is -Li- III
exlplaied in Sect ion 33--3.4, The 10 bit outpu ints sent -

tbrotigh a 24 bit adder to a 24 bil , 20 000 word delay
line store made of 24 parallel 20-1115cc inagnetostrict ive,
delaY linies; there arne 30 ree ir uat i )i1 per Second11( Figurv 33-6. QuIaitizat ionl of Sile Fintionl
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number 2' of y samples, each with a finite number of Table 33-1. Rms Error For a "Reawonable"
bits k. Thus, in fact two approximations are made, Set of Solutions

which introduce two different errors el, t... If the
quantification is line enough it is reasonable to treat
the two errors as statistically independent, and the Number of "Optimum" Rms
rms resultant error i will be Words 2' Number of Error

will e ~VoBits k

256 9 8.10 - 4

512 10 4.10- 4

1024 11 2. 10- 4

2 (3-7) 2048 12 1.10-

4093 13 0.510-4

33-3.2.1 FIIRST ERROR
In the interval x,<x<xp+, replace y by

(yp+y,+I) 2. The error is sections, the first holding ordinates and the second
slopes. The sine function is approximated by secants
and not horizontal lines. But the range of precision
needed for Fourier spectroscopy can be realized with

[ 1  +1 a moderate capacity. The first results (Figures 33-17
eI=y-(y,+yp+)/2"cosxp (X-Xp)- ,I to 33-21) have been recorded with a tcmpor±'ry 256t

word, 8 bit memory. The final version will include a

(33-8) 1024 word, 10 bit memory (11 bits not being avail-able), that is, i= 10 and k= 10.
The distortion in the computed spectrum can be

understood in several ways. For instance, in the case
where 1 = 1, 2 ... of a single monochromatic line ao giving an interfero-

The error is illustrated by Figure 3.'?-6. Finally, gram 1(a) =sin 27ro 0 , the normal integral

= 1 2.2. -B(o) = f I(S) sin 2ro6b d6

will be replaced by
33-l.2.2 SECONiD EHRI
IReplae the y, by their quantified values z,. Use

k bits. that is. Ybinary levels. The error c =zp-!p B'(_)-fI()[sin2ro-S+(6)]dS=B(a)
is a saw-tooth function of constant amplitude I !2[ s

and
+fsin 2r0o6 e( da. (33-11)

= 1,/4"2k .  (33-10)
Since e(b) is a periodic function of 6, it is possible

to consider the terms of the equivalent Fourier series,
the frequencies of which will be or, 2u, 3u ..... Thus,

For i and k of the order of 10, halving el means the integral f sin 2raj. e(6) d5, which represents the
doubling the nnmor 'v word capacity while halving e2  error term in B'(a) will give peaks for a=o¢/2,
me:tMs a ltling one more bit, thus increasing bit ca- a =o '3, and so forth.
paeity b y 1 '10 onIy. It is logieal to take el > E2; how- Subharmonics of the line a(, will appear it) the corn-
ever, ntn ory price is not a sinple function of word or puted spectrum, including many high order terms.
hit ca )aeit ' ard :optin m solution is hard to define. Since in practice 1(6) is sampled, all their sampling
Table 31-1 gives the rus error for a "reasonable" set images will be present also.
of solt ions. Simulation performed with a general purpose corn-

The nain linitation is the fact that the error de- puter (Figure 33-7) shows that the first subltirnonics
'ere:tes Il y linearl -y with word (al)acity and very are indeed more intense; most of the others can be

high accuracy w- l( become too expen|siye. A large treated as noise. This is even i more true in the case of a
improvement in a euracy t'r a givetn item-ry size complex spectrum. Thus, in general, Table 33-1 can be
cul t be ro:izvd by inore (ontlex addressing schemes. used to predict the additional spectrum noise. The
For itstaae, the , 'n ,ry 'aln be divided into two real-time computer re It, frnm at artificial interfero-
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ARTIFICIAL BANDPASS SPECTRUM WITH ONE ABSORPTION LINE

WIDTH 200 SPECTRAL ELEMENTS

COMPUTED WITH 128 WORDS 6 BITS SINE FUNCTION

cr5/3

%12

0j
0  10

- 2

ARTIFICIAL MONOCHROMATIC I LINE

COMPUTED WITH 256 WORDS S BITS SINE FUNCTION

Figure 33-7. General Purpose Computer Simulation of Absorption and Emission Spectra Computed by Classical FT Using
Quantized Sines

gram confirm the noise-like aspect of the errors. This Since the function z-sin! (r 2)x has been stored,
can be :een by looking ahead to Figure 33-1s. bu only with 0<.r< 1. it is necessary to find the

proper addresses , from the argument of the sine33-3.3 Sine Samples Address Computation 2 1mnc,6,. A very simple solution i:s found if a, 61 is
33-3.3.1 PRINCIPLE a negative power of 2.
Let Sl be the interferogram sampling interval, and While 61 cannot be chosen at will (since it has to be

let Io, I,. .. , I,..., Iy. be the samples; the path a multiple of a reference wavelength Xr,,f) t there is
difference for I,, is n6l. some freedom in selecting a,. One must only satify

Let a, be the spectrum sampling interval, and
Bo, BI, . . . , B. the samples; the wavenumber cor-
responding to B. is mo,. In general the entire spec-
trum will not be computed, but only .! < N samples;
if p r is called the lowest wavenumber in the range,
the index (m) will vary from /A to y+M.

Computing a sampled specrum * means the integral

Consider the first integer h greater than L2N. or,
in other words, such as h-I <.V< 2 h Seleet a spee-

B(f) 1x (6) sil 2 d (33-12) tral sampling interval
Jo

is replaced by the sum 1 (33- 15)

B,.= 1 sill 2wrnno 61, (33-13) which s:atis lies til above eolitiou and in geler"'l
" ' gives sonle overs:ill lng. .\tually there will he io

onersan~li;g ait all if it is ehe:cd to tzke .N" = 2' (which

F ;unctinno of tlie eu, ihl of evirs'e be treatetA simply by rmplaeix a Iby, f "I the, eaae of the 106 .kttloh inw rforo ura. , i i a imiltiple of
ftne f .mld ar by, fre'ltlioury/ Xh.

(
lOO-VA' A,
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i no great !oss of freedom), but this is not compulsory. The first two terms A(i, A I indicate in which of the
Thi four quadrants the desired sine sample lies (Fig-

ure 33-8). If A0 =0 (first two quadrants), the sign of
1 the sine will be positive; if A(= 1 (second two quad-

o'l z3 (33-16) rants), the sign is negative.
The next ten terms A 2 ... A12 give the wanted

address in the 1024 = 2' ° word memory. If
and

3=.V- G = 2[A.2-2 + +A 122-12 1, (33-19)B, = E I. Sill 9r - (33-17)
n-0

which gives 0< G< !, then I

The number mi 2 can be either 1 but in any w<

ease only the fractional part F (with 0<F< 1) is of
interest. Consider F written in binary form with
h hits. x,=G if A =0 (first and third quadrants)

(3:3-20)

F=1[.42(.'A 2 A 2) x=1 - G if A1 =1 (second and fourth quadrants)
(33-21)

+(2-+ . +A 2 -  33-3.3.2 REAL-TIME OPERATION

-I • • • +.-lh2-'-)l, (33-1S) Computing in real time Sum (33-17) means that assoon as sample I,, becomes available the M sine
samples corresponding to the given n and to m=IA,

in which the coefficients A are either 0 or 1. The first t+1, p+2,... , s+N must be found. Consideringthe product P = mn during this sequence gives
two ternis (A , A I) and the next 10 terms (A,2....1 12)
have been isolated.

P=pn, (/A+l)n, (0+ 2 )n . . . (,u+M)n (33-22)

'0 F or, puttingj=m-p with O<.J<M,

Al Pj,, = u + n, .+ . l ... , n1A+ n nu . (33-23)

I I ,, F
II

G Thus, it is possible to go from one P to tile next by
addingq n. After the next sample I+, the sequence is

i0 F  the same with n i)creased by one unit. ligure 33-9
I gives tile evolution of P; it is seen that P can be ob-

I tained performing additions onl.,, Figure :13-10 gives
the corresponding block diagram.

The first step is the selection of tie sampling inter-
val a, and of the starting point in the spectrum, which

Fi'v is dehined by jA. fi order not to have the computer
handl nleidlessly large numbers, aliasing of tie spec-

itim is itilized. The free spectral range 1 = I '26, has
F been selecetid in order to. avoid overllLpping. Thus,

t <0"< (y+I ) , where y is at integer. There tire
two Cases:

QUADRANT 2

33-3.3.2.1 Case Whervq is Even
(Figure 33-11 (a))

Iiglin. 3-S . ',~,,, .irlii n 11 f at Full 1, F ,'ti l In the ratigv 0<() _o' ti , lr s lian idel iti a i lil ag e
Pitrih Ird rm ith Sitort-d Juairttr tf a I'rimtl oh the "trute" sliectruni. Thus. instetd af using y
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m i po ji.2 ------- IHj------ jM A B(q) -CMUE RAG-TE T,n p1 p¢+2 ------ Yj ------- )A

3 ( 0 -3J6W ---- 3 MS OMPUIE D RANGE PECr.W

2 6(€

11J-.j.....2.#

2 2p -- .p2-..2..... .. 2p2j .... 2p2M , ,

3 3p~ __. 3 3_. 3p.6 .. i. 13j ....... 39(03)
Sb) .CG*U IEL RtANGE .1R'4 E ICTIIM

I n . _ rIn ri.pn ...... .nn .. ....n nM - -- " nM 26

Figure 33-11. Selection of Computed Wavenumber p', as a
EVOLUTION OF P=mn MEANS +n IN ACC. A Function of Wanted Wavenumber s. Figure corresponds to

MEANS +j IN ACC. B the sine transform of an odd interferogram

Figure 33-9. Evolution of the Product P-mnn-nu+,j
Available in the 20Bit Parallel Adder. Each row corresponds
to one input, each column to one output. Sequence of opera- 333322 Case Where g is Odd
tion is the same as when reading a printed text .....

(Figure 33-11 (b))

In the same range O<a<l an inverted image of
defined by pA =Gmin it is possible to use p' such as the spectrum is found. Then consider the index A.
A 'I =,OI -g/Z, which gives: corresponding to the maximum wanted wavenumber

(pal =rm,) and actually use p' such that

A' = pu-g2 ,

with 'V i =(g+ 1), -p 1a, (33-25)

0 </A'<N, (33-24)
which means

since the free spectral range contains N spectral ele-
ments. This means p' can be expressed in binary form p'= (g- I)2- p ,  (33-26)
with h bits, that is, stored in an h element register.
When designing the computer one must consider H,
the maximum possible value of /,; B = 20 has bee-
taken. and one still has 0<)A'< N.

MANUAL ] [....... ,
L REISER6 CCMUORPRALLEL ADDER .

E ~ aA 20BITS

I PULSE FROM __J _ .1781TS
STiNG WSYSTEM' I11 H11U1

----- -- UNSEDS
- 2 12

5 - CGTE FPRESET-- MEMOR ADDRESS
L= 4A, ADDRESS INVERSION

TO X OUTPUT AO SaN FUNCTION SIGN
0-A CONVERTER

Figure 33-10. Block Diagram of Address, lettor
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Refore (te beginning of the interferogram the to a finer subdivision of the sine function than is avail-
operator etr 'jl)amaul2swthrgte. able (They would be needed if the two-saeades
,elh initerferonmeter synchronization pulse I delivered igshmmetodinScon3-3.2.2 were used),

after the recording of each sampjle causes the additionfrtili and these ISB are not used for addressing. However,
of the fixed register content A' into anl accumulator B; they are necessary for correctly storing P.
after it iniput samiples B will hl d njm'. The I p~ulses are
directly'II stored in at 20 bit binary counter which 33-3.4 Data Handling
registvrs it. lFirall 'y at gate is opened which delivers a The multiplier has only a 10 bit capacity, which is
train of 3f! clock pulses at at I-AMhz rate; these -,re quite insufficient to handle the interferogram. The
countted by an1 .11 pireset counter which closes the gate. technique already described' for recording large dy-
lThis ('Iiliiter iolds numberj; the contents are read by namic range interferograms involves manually in-
the (igital-to-analog converter which gives the X creasing the gain by factors of 10, 102 , and 10 3 after
oiscilloIscope ouitput. Each clock pulse in the train the signal has dropped. The gain changes are recorded
eatiles the addition of it into at second accumulator A ;by a special character on the digital magnetic tape for
after receiving pulse number j, A hold:4 nj. correction during the a posteriori computation.

A pairallel adder wit It If = 20 bits sumis the outputs The same procedure has been kept for analysis by
of 64t I acculmutlators, and thus gives the sumn nIA'+nj the real-time computer but the selected gains are now
automat ically clipp~ed toll1 bits. Since old -It<11 bits 1, 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024=210. The 10 bit multiplier
are needled to rvpre~enit ini binarY form V. the frac- output is corrrspondingly shifted by 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 or
tionial part of P= nin, thne operator selects tile h least 10 bits at the 24 bit adder input. This is achieved by
srginificant bits with a multipuole switch. In this way a direct link betwveen the recording system manual
the wvanted spectral samp)linig interval a, = 1,,2hb is attenuator and the adder.
enteredl into the compuiter. The integrating digital voltmeter consists, of a

0tit of these hi bits onl 'y the 12 most significant are voltage-to-frequency converter (100 kHz maximum,
actuallv tisd. The first is A0) and gives the sine giving 2000 counts maximum at 50 samples per see
samlple, Sign; the second. A 1. inverts the order of the atnd more at slower recording rates) and two reversible
sine meni iry addresses; the next ten g-ive tile ad- counters. The first cotuter is decimal anid lpro-id(es
(lres.es. line, remanining unused LSlI would eorrespond 5 dlecades BCD output to the tape recorder. T1he

r

FIXED POINT
SHF IFTEITRRGSE MULTIPLICATION

RIGHT:

ENDD

DOER

pRC~,-*RED N C IULAIGDLALN

Iug,:r o-. INESO kvs -- SHIFai o iII n~ i i 1 r ~c~ n~r Tr:t rEITE Dns&nnlrnw 131Ithl*~e~bo.

II
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second is binary (14 bits + sign) and the output goes 33-4.1.2 TWO'S COMPLEMENT
to the real-time computer. The counter automatically If the sign of the product is mninus it is iieeessarY to
detects and sends the 10 most significant bits used to take the two's complement of register 1) content.
the multiplier input. The sign and exponent, which This is done in two steps:

* can be 20, 2, 2 , or2 are sent to the adder. The (1) inversion and transfer into at binary counter,
net result is that any interferogram sample between and
=02.676 can be measured with 10 bit accuracy, mak-
ing less critical the gain adjustments when starting (2) it pulse ADI i,4 fed into the counter.
an interferogram. The expo)nent is added to the If the sign is plus, the content of 1) is transferred
manually selected d xponent, which gives an overall directly into the adder.
dynamic range of 24 bits.

33-4.1.31 ADDITION
33-4 SMAYCRUTDSRPINExponent pulses are fed into the (C inplut (of the

SUMMRY CRCUT DECRIPIONshift left register, the outp~ut of which is parallel added
33-4.1 Arithmetic Unit (Figures 33-12 and 33.13) to the wordl comning out of the dehiY line nienior.

The arithmetic unit contains a multiplier, a two's 'Ilie result is recirculated into the miemorN.
complement circuit, an adder, and a program generator The arithmetic uniit is imp~lemnlted wi'th fast E'L~
which delivers pulses to command the sequence of an logic circuits (Motorola MFX.l. I1). Thv total time
elementary computation cycle. The operations are for a compuitation cycle is actuailly 950O nsec: itlt ipli-
performed using a pure binary two's complement cation takes 65O tusec, addition 520) iisec, two's comile-
code. The main features are: (a) fixed point multipli- menting and various transfers 50 nsec.
cation of the two 10 bits + sign words; (b) two's Using the same circuits but au more elabolrate dlesignl
complement of the multiplicatior result; and (c) float- including a parallel multipliler, a look ahead carr *y type
ing point addition of 10 bit + sign words. adder, and a data selector multiplexer ill place oIf the

shift register, the time could be reduced to less than
100 jisec.

SIM_____ 1 -______ 33-4.2 Cutput Memory

* ~This computer was design ed to work withI any
sequentiaml access memory. Maignetostrict ivt dlht

'' ' ________ lines- appeared best for a first try; M( )S shift registers
AM _ _______ were also considered.mntrd ii~

two ~generator. which includes it quartz oscillator (if periotl
- '1'~ delivering clock ltilses L.K .. Ai nidulo M1 divider

172 ~gives out FLAG pulses andt M :1 pulses, whicli eor-
reslind to thme M- 3 state oif the couinter. A s * ychilroi
zat ion c rcuit is also needed. If I) is vealud~ I lle line
dlay timev, obviously I) = MT.

Figore 33-13. Timing of Arithmetic 1'nit

- rcu OELAY LPE I

- 2 -

The principle of operation is briefly described ats ~
follows: DT NDI U

33-4.1.1 MlUTIPLICATION' 23--If The technique is classical, and uses parallel addi-
lion nd shifOng. The D)ATA multiplicandi and the 2
SNE, miultiplier arc respxetively read into n register COO Nil

1111d at 4hift regi:,ter; initiallY the shift register 1)
is citar A. -~o OMe

Ithet first .tt'p the mulliplieand is multiplied by\OK D'E

thme multijilicr 1.S11; in binary this is it simple AN6I

conteilt. After it delay which permnits carries toS
Iscopagate. time adder output is read itt register I) -s--.qoF
upon at REAl) IN pulse- commandi. Then a pulse fed
into A and Ishifts oune place to the right th- Contenuts

of thme registers. Aftr tn smiar egite I)conain te rsul jt3-l'4. (hutp'mt Metv i-y Iw DihraInt. Ther(C) After: tensmilr.-olv registe 1) contain? the rnhd',g (OAew tI t.I'i puiu
of the inuit uplicativen limited to the 10 MSN. nutrinll,' OWrriiuI 0.0i~r ~ti t OOiIi
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START T= I jAsec, it is possible to store 20 000 words; if 24
SrA~T -parallel lines are used each word has 24 bits.

CLI(111jl iLUKLLUII1 A direct oscilloscope output with a 50-liz sweep
FLAG_'Fg deayid reetiionrate is obtained through al11 bit + sign

I)--A converter; the 11 MIS actually used bits can be
I . -- selected. A pen recorder output is produced by select-

ADDRE55 I I1I LI I LLU- J .... ing one sample ]per line recirculation. Thus, the

PROGRAM illII - J1L ~.-spectrum is scanned at a 50 sample per sec rate.

'-NRECIRCULAE 33-5 OUTPUT INTERPOLATOR-APODIZER
MT

COMPU1ATON CYCLE -- The digital ccmputer output consists of spec-
tral samples with separation al. To obtain a suf-
ficiently accurate spectral curve t-o techniques

Figure 33-15. Timing of Output Memory are possible. One could use considerable oversamnling
(~' 1/)(12~ia))which would mean a pi or-

tional reduction of the spectral range for a g n
spectrum storage capacity. A better soluilon is lie
use of an output interpolation. J. Conones (Chapter 6)
shows that convolving the output s. mples by the

A s'fAlIT pulse (Figure 33-15) giveni by the l)VMN instrumental line shape (ILS) provides thle wanted
triggers the s ,ynchronization circuit, which produces continuous spectral curve, that is, both Lipodiz., ion
pulses to conmmand IM-3 elementar ,y cyc vles; this and interpolation at the same time. Between 2
mleanls Ml-3 A)IESS pulses, M3 I'OGA "primary" adjacent, spectral samples, 5 '"s -ondary"
illses, and a T.E.'1le GATE enables writing the interpolated samples aire computed; 20 primary

results into the (lelay, lines and permits- their recircu- samples and 10 samples of the (symmetricai) convolv-
lationl at the enld of thle cycle. ing function are needed, 20 multiplications and 20

All thiese operaitions tire illustrated in Figure 33-16. additions being involved. Extremely good accuracy
After each input sample is treated, note that the in the profile of the final ILS is realized.
memory conitenit is shifted by one T' period relative to
F"LAG Thus, before triggering a new Cycle it is 33-5.1 Digital Interpolator
necessary to delay the~ FLAG; this is done at the end A fuliy digital interpolator-apodizer could be built.
of a cycle by% inhibiting one( ('LK pulse at the MN The wanted ILS would be stored (5 sets of 10 sam-
divid er input, ples). Since 20 multiplications and additions are

I hiring eaceh elenientar ' c 'ycle the following opera- needed for each secondary samnple- and .5 secondary
tions, proceed simultaneously: (a) Word j read out, samples are wanted per primary sample, 100 multipli-
hb) Word j + I add~rev; generation and sine extraction, cations and additions take place for each primary

(0) Word j programn exi ution; and (dI) W~ord j -1 sample. In order not to slow down thle FT computer,
i-ead on. The actual elementary cycle t ime is less only 1/100 of the primary spectrum storage should be
thuau I JASVV. read during each 20 msec recirculat ion. Plre:sentation

Itl'y taking a delay linie with 1) = 20 insee, which is of the complete spectrum would take 2 see, which is
lhe unaximn it *llaY coninierz-iallv available, and more than adequate.

START I ----

Cut .L..... I -- .........------ I I t I
FLAG~~~~~~ ~1-WFA ____ ________ - -- - (I O ELAY B

* * ~a CLOOC POWKA

4111 Is 1i NEXTUPONCMtE UA O . ........ I ...... ......

CYCLE ~ ~ ~ ~ T i=. . I.=

ImI
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If the separation between the selected primary The ILS can be modified by changing the array of
samples is taken equal to a,, apodization is optimum weighting resistors. A change of delay lines could in
when the interferogram scan has reached b.... How- principle give optimum apodization for several path
ever, by selecting 2ou, 3o1, . . . intervals, one can get differences, but this seems hardly necessary.
the same apodization at bmax/2, S..x/3 ..... Better approximation for a given number of taps is

The system would include a very small read-only realized if the input pulses are not rectangular but
memory for storing one (or several) convolving func- Gaussian. These can be approximated in various
tion, a random access memory with M/100 word manners, for instance by applying the same l)rinciple
capacity for storing after each recirculation the needed again in a third delay line A.
primary samples, a multiplier and adder. Since it is

- not necessary to have continuous apodized and inter- 33-6 RESULTS
polated presentation of the data, one could use the
already available multiplier and adder by interrupting The instrument has not yet reached the final antici-
the interferogram recording for 2 see at suitable pated form described here. The multiplier, adder, and
intervals, address selector are complete and the system operates

at the normal clock rate of 1 MHz. However, an
33-5.2 Analog Interpolator available S bit, 256 word read and write memory has

* It is hoped that a much simpler all-analog inter- been used for storing the sines, while waiting for
polator will prove accurate enough. The system is not delivery of the 1000 word, 10 bit read only final ver-

i fully tested and only the principles will be given. sion. Only. one delay line has be-en installed. The

See Figure 33-17. words are stored in serial form and contain only 20 bits
Since the delay-line memory is clocked by a quartz (instead of 24 bits). Capacity is thus limited to 1000

crystal oscillator with frequency 4 = 1 MHz, the pri- sl)ectral samples. Completion of ihe system means
mary spectral samples, after D-+A conversion, are an increase in capacity only, not in speed, and involves
available as accurately timed voltage pulses. Their no basic or technical problems.
width is constant and small compared with their The accuracy of the computer has been tested with
lAsec separation. If the wanted ILS is Sti), the an artificial sampled sine wave interferogram. Fig-
necessary convolution can be performed by sending ure 33-1 shows four portions of the computer ILS
the pulses through a linear filter with impulse response (unapodized) and shows the errors implied by the use
S(cba, t). This filter can be understood as performing of a quantified sine function. The input is an artificial
simultaneously the three operations necessary to a sampled sine wave (0, + 1, 0, - 1. 0 ... ). Each of
digital convolution: storage of the primary samples, the four traces corresponds to the full 1000 sample
weighting by suitable coefficients and addition of the output and individual samples are not visible. Neither
results. If 20 samples must be used, the total duration apodization nor interpolation are used. The central
of the imlulse response is 20psec. peak of the sine instrumental function is shown, to-

A filter with any given impulse response can be gether with background regions. Major oscillations
approximated by a multitapped analog delay line, the are distant secondary maxima of the sine function.
outputs of which are summed after suitable weighting. "Noise" is due to sine quantizat ion (S bits. 256 words).
Since higher relative accuracy is needed for the central When the number of input samples increases. the
peak than for the much weaker sidelobes, two separate central peak and the noise grow at the same rate, that
delay linos B and C will be used, each with 10 taps. is, relative noise intensity is constant. U'nlike true
The first, with 20)sec total delay, will synthesize the noise originating in the interfer-gram, this noise
sidelobes and the second, with 2 psec delay, will shows no correlation between samples, or in other
3ynthesize the central peA k words is not smoothed by the instrumental line shape.

7 ~ ---- ~RECTANGULA GAUSSIAN

__61-ACONVERTER PULSS PULSES

FROMj
FT7

COMPUTER ICENTRAL
= Tr DELAY PEAK

IA S C

3.o

Figurc 33-17. Analog Intcrpoiator-Apodizcr. Or, of tlw oultputs ot d.lay lai' It i t:&u'n as iupult r1f
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CENTRAL PEAK

UNIT INTENSITY

10.- ' t

HARMONIC 1/2
HARMONIC 1/3

K r

10 "3 
I

=I

TYPICAL BACKGROUND

Figure 33-18. Accuracy Test of Real-Time Computer and Digital-to-Analog Output Converter

Figur, 33-19 shows the expected sh'arpening of the (a) Tnterferogram sampling interval 61=0.175 p,
sine function ILS whvn th(e interferogram length computed range 3a =3300 cm - 1 . The number of
increases, input samples N is indicated. 1he maximum path

Figure 33-20 illustrates how the computer can be difference 6 ,,,,,= 0.22 cm.
useld for either high or low resolution problems. The
absorpt ion spectrum of N.O between 4000 and
5000 (hi - I is lresented, and is explained as follows.
X spectral regionl from 3S00 to 5300 cm- , is selected 1 0.175 1 MiorI =3300 cm-  . 0.22 cm
with an interference filter. Each set cf curves cor-
responls to one interferogram and one computer (b) 1 = 2.7,. Alrl=900cm- .7cm
setting. Within each set resolution increases by
factors of two. The full 1000 sample output is pre- (c) 61 = 2.7 , = 55 cm-  ma . 4.3 cN
svited. No apolization nor interpolation are used.
The p(n recorder oltput is shown. (d) 61 =2.7 p Mlt =7 cm -n 6,,x =S( cm
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Figure 33-19. Sharpening of IA as the Number or -. --- '----'------ .00
Input Samples is Increased (Oscilloscope Output). The 400
synthetic interferogram is the same as for Figure 33-17 - 200

________200

£~100

Figure 33-21 gives the first results of the incomplete . .
interpolator. Only delay line C is used, giving syn-
thesis of the central peak alone. The input "Gaussian" .00
pulses are crudely approximated by filtering rectnngu- -- 3200
lar pulses with an RIC network. A symmetrical, but A-'G---o o .. .
yet unapodized, instrumental line shape is thus real- 400 ..- *---- -£00
ized. The improvement compared to a simple RC .. .. 1-...... -. . 200
smoothing is already .apparent. 3 ooo-

33-7 CONCLUSIONS Figure 33-20. Absorption Speitruni of N 2 0

The computer described was built for Fourier spec-
troscopy as practiced at Laboratoire AinA Cotton,
that is, for very high resolution in the ne"ar infrared
with checking of only a small fraction of the entire
spectrum. However, the computer might be used for
any problem in which the speed and capacity limita-
tions given itn Figures 33-1 and 33-2 would not
be exceeded.

The present performance could definitely be im-
proved. Using commercially available integrated

circuits and memories onl y, a factor of at. least 3
(possibly 10) improvement it speed could be realized,
giving a basic computational time of

1X 10- sec<O<3XlO- 7 see.

Figure 13-21. NO lines (, 1lie l'Rion wq liglre .33-20d)
With :od Without 1fo11og IlteU'lpol:tor ()s'-ill .1qs e Out put).
The devive is ]lot colllleti'd :111d illtelpol's:l, hut does lot

This increase in speed would make the instru nlelnt ize (see , ext). Figure :3-2(n) oeomlares tlt, oltput with
the 1u111niphd in itit. tmid Figure 33-20(h.) omlp:lr(,s tile oultpultconl)etitive with the time coil) ression auialyzers with an RC smoothing filter



Mitch iiniv m lri appilicaitionis ill tie fields of acousti- ('oij;-tvr -;pved, at least when a large Ml is wanted.
cal frviiencvi'- Ihl( aidvanitages of b-t ter- accuracy- Sec F'igure 33-2, I such tt case, v posteriori computa-
throughi at1 ilignt oi perationi, andi of iiilinhitedl resiili- tiori b * FIT remains the only choice.
t [on becausiM (if t a spiectrumn storage principle, w~ould( ii the~ other hand, simplified versions of the comn-
be kIvpt. puter described here, with reduced capacity and/or

'VIlm 2(10000 wiir Is (an1 -500 000 bits) output ca- speed arid[ accuracy could also be built. In all cases
liacity V vii( d a> go al rougihly co rrespi)Iils to the, thle system should be much cheaper than the equiva-
11Ciiioili i rit of imigitos"trictive iea'N il trge. jerit iT' - computer due to the basic simplicity of the
llo wre the I rim m1111oit could, With ver-Y little modi- addressing scheme arid to the elimination of large
fijat ion. be4 adaptel it, 1ritm or (disk operation. These raunlonm access memories.
pIro\ildv (he (ii':iit to per bit above 10" bits. Furthermore, the majority of Fourier spectros-

Thuims it is apparent t ha' real-time coimputtatioin o4f copists us(. continuous scans and considerable over-
th liit irespeetirmmmii ill alru44st all Folurier spect roscopy sampling (N>>I); in this case storing the spectrum

lmrob1lvw4 is tvclimicaliv hvasible with a sYstem of this instead of the interferogram gives a reduction of
type. 'Iihe ()il\ exceil i4 is Fourier spectI'oscopyN of storage cap)acity. Thus even when recording time is
high imtemisity hut very short life time sources, In short, and real-time computation is of no interest by
sliiiii cases thinphut s4:1unp;irg rate. shouild be hirnlitedl itself, the computer described here provides the
bv receiver b~ino didnthi onkl, arnd mlight exceed tie simplest solution.
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34. Real-Time Far-Infrared Fourier Spectroscopy

Using a Small Digital Computer

F. Levy and R. C. Milward
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Abstract

A 4096 word memory general purpose digital computer has been successfully
programmed for rea!-time Fourier transform computations. The computer operates
on-line with a double-beam far-infrared Michelson interferometer, and can trans-
form up to 1500 frequency output points from each interferogram value for the
case of a single spectrum, or up to 750 frequency points if two spectra are to be
stored and ratioed. The total time of computation for 1500 frequency points is
about 1.9 seconds. The performance of the interferometer computer system for
spectroscopy in the 10- to 1000-cm - 1 spectral region is illustrated and discussed.

34-1 INTRODUCTION have been constructed to work or-line with laboratory
interferometric spectrometers. Many of these devices,

The principal disadvantage of the interferometric however, are analog 1- 3 or analog-digital 4 in nature
Fourier transform technique for infrared spectroscopy and have been restricted by the absence of digital
has been that the spectrum of interest is not immedi- accuracy or by the limited number of input-output
ately observable but has to be recovered from a values that they can process, and also by thwir
lengthy Fourier transform computation of a recorded inability to display the spectrum until the interfere-
interferogram futiction. This means that in practice gram scan has been terminated. Notable exceptions
there is often no facility to judge the quality of the have been the special-purpose digital computer of
spectrum during an interferogram scan, and the rate Yoshinaga et al. 5 and the analog computer of Hoff-
at which spectra are eventually obtained is determined man which calculate and display the spectrum after
by the rapidity with which interferogram data tapes eac]h successive interferogram (ldta point and are
or cards can be processed by a large digital computer. capable of processing up to 1000 frequency points in
This often involves a one- or two-day wait unless time the output spectrum with an intensity accuracy of
sharing facilities can be arranged. better than two percent full scale.

In order to obviate some of the , inconveniences, The purpose of this paper is to describe the success-
various special-purpose Fourier-traasform computers ful utilization of a small (4K memory) general-purpose



digit al Pcipi ite r' for ,-liliv Fouriwr !p4,ctr.sl)Vy. interferioneter a:n i sampl chamnber modules anud
"' lim ,.1te'r i-.orpi ratts tivt, adv.atage If a real- employs an a ll-reflecting -p11tiCal system of approxi-
tine, 4(14' mof operation, high digital accuracy, and matl-ly f/, aperture and 7 cm neminal beam diameter,
the :,bilitv to compute up to 1500 frequency points for the ray diagram of which is shown in Figure 34-1.
at single spectrum, or 750 frequency points if a ratio The radiation source is a water-cooled 125-W high-
of two spcctra is taken. The m-thod of programming pressure mercury are lamp, and polyethylene tereph-
and performance of this computer when used on-line thalate films of various thicknesses mounted on a
with a (ouble-beam far-infrared Michelson inter- rapid-change facility are used as beamsplitters. The
ferometer is illustrated and discussed in the following nI,,v;ng Michelson mirror is mounted on a high-
sect ions. precision kinematic table which is driven in continuous

fashion by a synchronous motor via a gear box and

34-2 INSTRUMENTATION lead screw. The carriage displacement is measured
by a moir6 fringe system which generates a pulse for

34-2.1 Interferometer a minimum displacement of 2.5A or an optical path
h'lhe Michelson interferometer was designed for difference of 5. The maximum drive displacement

routine spectroscopy in the 10- to 1000-cm - ' spectral is 5 cm (a later version uses a 10-cm displacement
region, using mi aperiodic mode of scanning inter- carriagef). In order to arrange the coincidencc of a
ferogr, is. The instrument is comprised of separate moir6 fringe exactly with the zero path difference

* Varian Data Machines 620/i Computer. t Fourierspec 200 Interferometer, Socit Coderg, Paris, France.
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Figure 31-1. Optical Ray l)iagran for the Far-Infrared Interferometer Described in the Text J
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lllterferograrn positionl, the m-orW grating calb ftl'digitizn Ytli h l-tia liiv rfei-gram
lateralivy displaced with respect to thie interferometer signal is backed-off by a II gluly st able conslit ant
carriage, by a fine adjustment facility, voltage soi that the average value uif tile interferograi

The sample chamber call be evacuated jude- function well awmy from zero pat!' is set as precisely
* pendently of the interferometer chamber by means of as possible at "zero vots 'lledgt zdiereorn

a high density lpolyethylene or "TI)X"* window.' As values are normall ,N coded and transferred to puiielued
showni int Figure 34-1, the sample chamber optics paper tape, so that they'N call be processed! onl a large
incorpor'ates a system of motorized hinged mirrors digital computer. In the s 'ystem described here,
which allow the sample beam to be switched through however, the dligitized interferograrn values are fed,
separate optical paths to enable transmission, reflec- via a suitable interface, directlyI to a small Varian
tioli, and reference intcrferograms to be sequentially 620/i digital computer, where the ' are p~rocessed ill
recorded for the same sample without disturbing the the manner described inl Section 34 :3. After the
state of instrumental vacuum. The radiation is finally spectral values have beeni computed and stored in the
condensed to a 3-mm diamond-windowed Golay comp~uter memoryN, they aire displayed oii a (cathlode
detector by means of internal reflection in a tapered ray screen. A permanent record is plotted (in a (halt
copper light pipe. Unwanted high-frequency radiation recorder when the observed spectrumin has at tai ud the
is removed by a black polyethylene filter and other desired quality.
well-known far-infrared transmission filters or rest-
strahlen reflection filters as required. 33 DTISO OPTTO

The method of comp~utationl closely f Iollow that
34-2.2 Electronics and Computer System first outlined byN Yosjitiaga et al. and oldvN the i-

* The interferometer electronic system is showni portauit details relevant, to the utse (Ifthe small dligital
schematically in Figure 34-2. The main sequence of computer nieed be described here.
operations is as follows. The modulated detector The op~tical power sp~ectrum 67(vi) at an.\ wave-
output at 12.5 Hz i., amplified, synchronously rectified number Pi is computed from the single-sided oseilla-
abid smoothed, and od to a digital voltmeter which, tory interferogram function I'oAx (i Ax) - ' 1(0).
on receipt of a moir6 command pulse, converts the by the cosine Fourier transform
interferogram signal into numbers in the range :E9999.
For the purpose of real-time Fourier computations,
(see Section 34-3), and to increase the dynamic range n,=

G(vi) =I I (it Ax) c~os (2irvin Ax), (34-1)
*Registered trademnark, I.CI. Ltd, England. n =(

SORE OR

MIRO
FRNEzRV
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N
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Ir I jo, irI 'tI. raI I I I- :1-uid . li:1% 1. eu N--1 he ,;*,,x, 4tce o~f toiperat ionsI ll54'( with th ni - alI
1%r'i :0 Jn.:i;Ilatrik~ir iiutei'va- .1.. -Iartilig digital ceonipiiter -AYstemi described here is illustrated

fri)[r1 t fe I ri.~ zvn. p0a11t Ii juteitvngi Ihaxinhialn, anld im Figure 34-3 and m~ay be summarized as follows:
~iitlii~to)~.1( ~IiiIIIi value oif optical pathi (i) vth( comnputer is first ilhitiahiZ-d with the

ditbu iee N\ Ixr. sam iuplig iitrv l niu.t liv p~rogram and the appropriate experim t-Iital param-withini thet minini v'alue dhitatedf hY iitoriiiatioii eters for the Fourier transform computation. The
I lie ,i. :ienonifig ti' I Iic bandwidlthI of optical fre-- progranms used here (lem:1nd that the frequenicy range
(filt(ItsW. ree thet I i ii'et ('(tor. be specified by the starting frequency v(), the regular

lIt tie read-tie nu iet hod of 1Fourier transform interval at which the frequency array is calculated Av

va lprlet(Il ern sie I rkl:lr varlit' ofpi arefuae (ini this case expressed in integer units of 0.05 cmn'),
em-achjt' preerogranuie isgla *rr ',(reqfuencies vitt and the total number of spectrum points 31. The

vac iti!fe~gamsamle psoint, start ing ait n=0. interferogram sampling interval Ax, the total niumber
Thle eouinupited ssetrin is then built illp in detail by of initerferogram input points N, and the choice of

lit, .adit ion of (Vi) termIs valcullated at veh sue- which one of ten dlifferent apodizirig functions, or no
vvesive iiteifeiogranu) samlple point, that is, for al apodizatiA1n, is to be used must also be specified.
va'lives of 14, Furthermore, information ats to whether a single-beam

(0"-~ (;(I"/)"I -t- l'nxcs(2rvin Ixr), (34-2) or double-beam rat joed spectrum is to be calculated
when'e (;(1,) 10 must be provided. -

PARAMETERSOFCMUE

INTERFERDGRAM DIGITAL I(n-,x) FiND MAXIMUM

SIGNAL VOLTMETER AND START ---- I'(n-Ax) nl 0, 1, 2,...

APODIZATION -'nA)AnN

IN FIRST QUADRANT SEARCH TABLE C
OF~ ~ ~ COINS (rn-Afl-A(n/N)VCOS (21rni/p)

ACCUULAT 0 I'(nLAx)A(n/N)COS(27rni/p)

I i;t.~i~khhia v f lh'~l-T n~ ~tt od f hirir TiumtonatiuIerhdiithCTt



(2) Valtics of t lie oscillatory interferogram function A, q(n A) 11I - (iiq I ON)). (34-3)
I'(a Axr) are obtained dlirectly from the voltmeter
output, since the total interferogram signal has been
electricallv backed off so that its average value away
fromf zero lpathI falls ait zero volts. Ani in terferograi &i where the integer q is sp eciied bY the o p rat~i uol
scanl is started a short distance onl the other side of canl take values bet ween I andl 10. No apo oizat ion
zero 1)ath and the comnpufter is instructed to commence correslpotids to the c ase qJ=0.
Fourier transformations tit the largest interferfgram (4) The values of cosine (2irvilt .1x) aI'( oet ernineol.
value received andl to erase all preceding calculations. This is achieved ill the following way. Sinl(-( the(
Inl this way, Fourier transformations commence at frequency spectrumi is cLleult(( at reguIlar. inkteva~ls
the true 1(0) position, p~rovided1 that the moir6 fringe AV, tile cosine termi may be expressed w.;
system has been regulated to give a sample point
exactly at the interferogram maximum.

(3) If required, interferogram values 1'(n Ax) may
then be multiplied by a linear apodizing function of cos (27rvin Axr) =cos (2ri Avii Ax) =cos (2ari 1),
thle form (34-4)

I WIN. 7 MIN. 30 MIN.

- -~4iI r T

2 MIN. 8 MIN. 40 MIN.

-__ _ _ __ _ _ _ -i -b -;~ -------

3 MIN. 10 MIN, 4 MIN.

A 200- 250cm-1

4~W4 __RESOLUTION .25cm-'

5 MIN. 15 MIN.

F~igure' :14-4. Photogrnphs of Vietitl Disphty ~'Srrt Taoken tit N'taricius Iiitervit Duaring~ th Im-n (oitof it Ifigh htepolution

Witter Vlo nefrga



Ai. 1 -i -.1 .j--' moid i- a co'-i-art for mt ly pkar- 'Samph*i 'et ra. '11wi rat iliel Value of tlhe two

I icllir I .wirwr irvi'ti-rrin c4- mtai om. m:uid ;take, a spectra is tOwn obtained as~ ai ,tripi ehart reclording of
nin,ot iriti-Lndr:11114"i(,1 4" , -11%'. -1- 1. . - . all atialog signal betweein 0 V arid 5 V, which corre-
v,, A.L v-j 01 - 1). Fol reach new v:LlI voft at I. e omputer sp Is to ratio valuies betw~een 0 and 100) percent.
taliric:t, - tilt, range, of vadues w; p. dleterminies the
sig11 if tilt e-o~ine- arli rve'iurcts tllt vajlies of pli p to
tilt, o(iiivaitt anigle falling inl the first qutadranit,
01-7 2.

Th e "r-ef-d "i( valt ies f 4 a i are t hen 'om)pared l
withi a 1;restockeil tab~le of 1024 ni 1) values inl the

i n nt er nit-nirY whIo st co sinie val ues are a rra 'ved
he-tweii I and 0 at regular intervals of 2-" The z
voiipiter finds the co.,itle of the tabulated Pti 1) value
wi ii gives the clolsest mateh to tile fabrieata d value,
I)Ya i ievnettal nM llo Il f search. z

9
Ill ordelr to redulce' the* nutmber of operations for or RESOLUTION

fabrivat itig a series oif it i p values at a given value of + .5
it, new vadiies are quiickly fo rmedl bY the simple addi-
ilk of a1 Ai p to the preceding value inl the series,

where Ai is thle basic increment by wIidei i changes.

(5) The apo lized ititerfterograni Values20 20 20 23 20 25

FREQUENCYcm- 1)

J'(n x)qnV

Figure 34-5. Chart Recording of Water Vapor Spectrum
Obtained A ter 45 Minutes Shown in Figure 34-4

are wt-ightedl by' the appropriate valuie of co sineC
(2irni 1)). The product is generated by a method of
it crenie uta add:1 11ition icth proceed s inl step withI the
searchIllt uit of tilie table of coisine values, and( obvi- TPhe computer memory' locations of 4096 16-bit
at t', tile- need for thle sepiarate compul~tter opleratio o(1(f words are distributed ais follows: frequency. locations,
milt iliiat ilil. The prcs (if comp~utat ioni is simpler 15.00 words; table of cosine values, 1024 words;
atd flast er ais a resuilt. program and instructions, 1,572 wvords.

t6) [he valuies of the producets tornied in step 5 are The time of digitai computation T is found to be
sti rll i thle separate ad dresses oif the compuiter almost directly proportional to the number of spec*
ill tio llo c 11 att-d fior thie rati gI of s ledt i-l tl po)ints M 1. t I-ll1 olfl its clclajtedI -11 -nd folloIws anl empirical
IntIll' t, %vi lescri bet h ere, upl to 1 500) freq uentcy rela t ioni

po its eati Ill stored for a single beam spectrum. As
silecessive tiew values are formed correspo(nding to T0.+ .X10-3 M See. (45
add itaitnal sa mj des (If thle in terferi graini, the data inlT -00 .2X(45

velaoilress are read out, miodified b)y the addition of
the iewvalu and tilte accumuitlated re.suilt is rewritten The time for calculation of 1000 frequency poitnts
intio the sameit adderess. is thuts about 1.25 see, as compared to 0.45 sec for the

7) Tihe sect rilil is (Iisplaye I on at eathlo( e ray special pu rpoise ci in put er of IY ish inaga et ul.' in wich
sereen after veh successive itterfei'ogrami pondt, by the 1000 frequtency points are, computed ili plarallel.
11eans (If a high spee-d 1) A coniverter (see for examiple The rate at which splectra itre plotted dep*;ends up~on
ligtire 34I.the intensity variations andti tle respontis time (if the

k(S) iel it, p re~let ermii d mn be r of j nt erferi - chart recoi Ir, but it nom al ly fullIs iii thle ranige 2 to 5
grail n its have ~ beeni siti ie I or wheni tile- accu i- fre luenecv poliits tper seci md . The timet to pllot outl ta
I attei I spectrtin i.sci i'usi lcee to hiiave reaciethet fill] spect rumn of 1.-)(0 frec uieil. ic ijlit s is t Ii s Abi llt

ilo1i1: Iq ltit v ais evi' Iellcei I by thet oh ispl a sereii tilie 5 to 1 2 miii it es.
a111. ,r V iif 1Wi(iriili val lles St i red in II ie coi mlit er Tile lifimit i ug precisionils of t I me va rio us iperat ii s
ii111141 i ' Vl rvct b hit11111 ,potdola strip cliarit revo inc hr, by i livi lve'd(l ill tilie dat a lo gginig itilt Copillttig system
tiiea ti1- oif t he I1) A ci ilvert er. A sevoo nio il the may be listedi as fo llo ws:I
- r ip ci trt r.otin her sy ichri ttized to the co mput er Quant ivit ioin ave racy (of A'
reatlotit rAte imarks ouit the frequlency' scale, at reguilar coiiverter * t 0X
lire t iii litovil intervals we- fc r xtin pie. l igll rt-34-7). Aecu racy oit est imat ing coin~ les from

(!Il Wl~eti a iioihle-beaiii rat iliel spiectruml is to be table Iill 2000
obtiinvi. upl to 7514 frequency pioinits call be allocatedl Stated accuiracy of 1) A ronverter * I ill 240)
inl tw he liti or ilenil rY fo r tili, "I ack gotmindI and Accuracy oif pen recorder +-I ill -200
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Since in practice, quantization errors of the A I)
converter an! errors in determining the cosine terms
may be assumed to be fairly random, the calculated
accuracy of a summation involving a hundred or so NC
terms becomes very much higher than that of a single RESOLUTION
term, which may be estimated at 4-1 part in about
1800 from the above figures. It is obvious that the 0 1oI.-
accuracy of calculation is considerably higher than
the limiting accuracy of the pen recorder used to plot
spectra. W

W

34-4 RESULTS 5 40
z
W

It is instructive to discuss the performance of the
intecferometer-compiter system in terms of the speed, 0 20
accuracy, and versatility with which results can be
obtained. Clearly, the maximum rate at which
interferograms can be scanned and transformed in 0
real time is limited first by the speed at which inter- I I I I I | I I
ferograms can be scanned without serious distortion, 50 00 150 200 250 300 350 400
and second by the speed at which the desired array of FREOUENCY(cm-)
frequencies can be calculated compared to the rate of Figt-re 34-6. Double Beani Reflection Spetrum of an
arrival of successive interferogram data points. Table NaCI Single Crystal. (Scan time: 60 sec/intcrferogrtm)
34-1 listi typical speeds at which the interferometer
can be used to scan different ranges of the far-infrared
spectrum, together with the maximum interferogram
sampling intervals that can be used in each case, to
minimize the rate of data arrival. 2 2 'CH

Table 34-1 also shows the maximum nuumber of z 3 C SH2$o 2

frequency points that can be calculated under the I
various experimental scanning conditions, using the E
relationship expressed in Eq. (34-5). 2 2

It should be noted that the real-time method of W V
calculation does not necessitate the storage of inter- "-A RESOLUTION

ferogram values in the computer memory, and there A E P
is thus no restriction on the number of interferogram E -' -- -,
values that can be processed. This allows the maxi- A. /- _ \
mum resolution capability of the interferometer to be C 0
fully utilized. Furthermore, in cases where the number 50 1 15 200 250 300 !50 400 450
of spectrum points available in real time is unduly FREUENCY(cm- 1)
restricted by the rapidity of arrival of interferogram
data points, the desired maximum 1500 points can be Figure 34-7. Single Wai Transmission Spectrum of a
obtained by either reducing the interferograin scan Powdered Sample of (,yelo Ethyl Di-sulljhut ltccedl in
speed or by employing optical filters to restrict 3 Minute.

Table 34-1. Operating Parameters for Interterometer-Computrr System

Frequency Typical Sampling N,,. of Maximum No. of
Range Interferogram Interval Samples/Sec Frequency Points

Scan Speed in Real Time

0-.1000 - 2. /se 50 0.4 1500
0-500 cm- t  5 /sec 10u 0.5 13w0
0-20 cm -1  10 g/ece IOu 1.0 800

20M 0.5 100O
0-100 cm-  20gJ/seC 20 1.0 S0

40 P 0.5 1.500
0-50 Cr-n 50 /Ac 401u 1.25 i25

,%O u 0.0n 1300

'tmaamum sto m apsatt, id 1. memory



.p4 l i I %1It I i f frequencies and u siing a larger To obtain less than I percent distortion of the highest
interfergram sanpliig interval as allowed by in- frequency present Mm. 1 , it is necesary for the phase
formation thery. Figures 34 5 to 7 show far infrared error t to be <I percent of the sampling interval,
sp;,ctrL recorded at various resolutions under typical which is a difficult condition to satisfy in practice.
setLilrg eondiitions, which illustrate the capabilities With the fine adjustment facility of the moir
ot the ystem for routine far-infrared spectroscopy. fringe system used in this instrument, it is possible

lh, photometric accuracy of the interferometer with a little care to record interferograms consisteatly
real-tine computer system described here is de- with phase errors estimated to be less than 5 percent
t, riined pirincipally by the precision with which an of the sampling interval, as judged by the sampling
i;iterferogram sampling point can be arranged to interval, as judged by the symmetry of values on each
coincide %%ith the true zero-path interferogram maxi- side of the steep zero path interferogram maximum.
mum, since the' present method of computation does For the smallest sampling interval of 5 1, phase errors
not take account of phase errors." 9  For the cosine of this magnitude could lead to intensity distortions
Fourier transform, such effects produce both an about 10 percent full scale or more at 1000 cm - 1 but
asyn'ioet-try in the instrumental scanning function considerably less at frequencies below 500 cm - '.
and a distortion in the spectrun baseline, which To illustrate the precision with which interfero-
become ,exceedingly pronounced at higher frequencies. grams can be recorded, Figure 34-8 shows a high

H20 P =50OTorr _P

RESOLUTION 
I: I00 Cm

-0V .2cm-1 %. c._ .4. 0?!,.
p 100 Torr

1:100 Cm hr I" I , I

ll t~ll~ i~il il li~~lIL iII , i ' li ''

2 iO 20 30 40 50 60 170 80 90 tOO
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': ' 1 I lk " I i I

00 110 . O 130 140 ISO 160 170 Ito 190
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Fii'rr :1A. Ilihtr thl~tion Water \'apiw $psrtruam. Ammhll From Tilm,' & puzmte , a nuhk-'9mIu*. (Talid warding
tn1hursu)



resodut ion double heamn water vapor spectroin I ih- (i ther I I it I ion tit 1 w1lf phh tnlet ri :wvlralvy 'If
taiited W, .1 c4lrIlO.itV Of p't: recedl( over three tbll s v.tviil ll'sribed livre irv eoilnioiI tit helir ini-r-

Aseparate frequencY Iranges. All the well docunmented I feronietric Lltmmtrs11( :1611-I ziiilv froutl efects
water vapor absorptioni lies are reproduicedl withl the of source or (leeetlr (ilt diiruint anud betweetn the
expected relative intensities, and the spectrum shlows scannling of i tit eiferogra Ins. Such drift canwse, tihe 100-
little or no effects of disto)rt ionf as evidlenced by 'I v th percent l'eel for dlb Ie-beai transIlls Ill i Or ( II re

symtyof the lines and the( flati ess of the t ranus- -tit cnws ennst ei -vim -r andl~ niar ak

miss ioni basel ine. Figure 34-9 shows a hiigh frequne introdC u e r1IC'iolt iceailk I*sill151 isi (listoIIrtionms ill the
mercury are spectrum recorded inl the 100- to 950- compu~ited spectrunm due tot the ,hiift (if flIw interfero-
cm'1 spectral region. This also shows little evidence grain baseolinie away' front zero volts. 'Flesie it-ts
(If phase errors as the( strong absorption bands If calli be mnii 1zedI bY wa ter cool11inlg 1111 ( kI vIetectI Jr

polyethylene and Melinex inl the 700- to 9K00-cni-' and by runn11ing till Soulrce ill a lwrinlalliet vaclullin..
region flatten near zero and dol no(t takl' negat ive With care, suich iltvensit y eir(rr mllaY be rIttriel.- to
values as would itorrvally be the case for anl incolrrectly V 111 tol two Ilercelit full Scale.
samled interferogram.

34-5 CONCLUSIONS

BEAM SPLiTTER: 3.5,"MELINEX* Tlhe 4K memullrv glinlr:Ii iiripse dligital clinp~uter
1-4 -ststefli delscrib~ed hlere 111s provi-dlly aiieqiiate folr
z FILTER:'the mieeds lOf routill far-infrared 1lourier splectrlsepy
>. 2mm"POLYTHENE ' by virtue o~f its full! digital :ClccuaV :1ill till' large

3 ~~number o~f spl~trin poilits thlat cain h)1eact,
I- ~oiie t ine. FurthI ernmolre, its abi lity t it be Jprogriuiintit
4 ~~~~inl a real-time nilode 4I olperat in redui ces t he 'I Ilet rili

2-RESOLUTION acquisitionu tim~e tol a tiiim.rn ail girl'' till ope~lrator
-N full conltrol t;) evalliate andl deltermine the( course lof

w
Zhis expe'rimenit. "hie prlincipal Iijilitato of11I till rel~l-

J ~10m time niethilod of pro granmmintg desl'ri bed Ihiere is tile lack
1- ~~~~~oif :a lizve e'rror el rreCt 1111 pr cedure i. whie couldI1111

w 0-.' allo w ill t ievobl- ilitisiti I Irrl r to be introduc1 ed
I I I I flartic~~~ularly, at fre'lliencies .10(i itl' ie

100 200 300 400 500 G00 T00 g00 900 interferolwter is very ' v c:1 IY alljjilt 'l ftll tile lxart
FREQUENCY~cm1) Wt-icideliee (of a -;.niinig ! 'ilt at fi- zero pathI

* po~sitioni. It seenis uuiljkiI'v at this mienl~it. hlw~r

that jpliazM' error currect in iinietdurv' van be c:irriedl
outt Withoul t elIRdam igei-llig t le cli'V (If thI ca -t in il

Figure' 34-9. Iiigh-Frequeney Sinr'A-Bva mInstruientil nmer of freqiuncyll jots tha va be clcin lad
Itackground Sp's'truni Itvcordmi in 10 Ntiniun's nme ffeunYpij tltvthlC1rlt
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Discussion

Q. (L. W. Tl-pe, Beckman R.1.I.C.): What are Q. (L. Afertz, Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob-
the relative sizes of core store usedI in the Varian servatorv) : I)oe,, phase infoimnation have to be
computer for the progrram, hdata storage, and instru- available a priori?
ment control, and so forth? A. (11. Milward) : The real-time method of trans-

A. (11. 1\Iilward) : The memorY locations of the formation described here does not make any provision
I K Varian 620 1 compunter used for real-tinue Fourier for either the estimation or correction of phase errors,

spectroscopy.N are allocated as follow*s: and dlemands the exact coincidence of a sampling

Frequency bloat ions 1500 words point with the zero pats interferogram summit.
T1able of eosiuie values 10')4 wordls
Program and instructions 1572 wordls

where all words are of 16l-hit magni 'uile.
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35. Application of Phase Correction to Multlexing

Fourier Spectroscopy

L. W. Thorpe
Backman ILLLC- Ltd

Worsley Bridge Road

London, S.E. 26, England

Abstract

A method for digital correction of phase errors existing in the interferogram
obtained from a multiplexing Fourier spectrometer is discussed. The technique
demonstrated uses interferograms obtained from a mock interferometer. The
whole proced is shown, ferogms obtinefro am to the completer hed
interferogram, with the effect on the spectrum. There is a discussion of a method
of transforming a large data array in only half the computer memory normally
required.

Ii
35-1 INTRODUCTION are not directly available, but have to be recovered

from lengthy Fourier transform computations per-
Fourier spectroscopy is the technique of recovering formed on a digital computer.

the power spectrum of a particular radiative source The earlier Fourier transform programs used for
by Fourier transformation of a recorded interferogram. this purpose were often time consuming and therefore
The most commonly used Fourier spectrometers are costly and, furthermore, they did not make adequate
both interferometric and multiplexing, and include provisions for correction of phase errors and other
the Michelson and lamellar grating interferometers. instrumental ei.,ors incurred during the recording of
Most of the interferograms discussed here were the interferograms. These instrumental errors and
obtained using a mock interferometer which is their eFt ' on the computed spectra have since been
multiplexing and Fourier but not interferometric. The studied in detail by .J. Connes.'
term Multiplexing Spectrometer will be used to refer Recently, fast Fourier transform routiihes which
to the three instruments upon which the computations reduce the computation time for transforms involving
process has been proved, many data points, as well as more powerful methods

The Fourier transform technique has received of correcting interferograms have been devised. -

considerable application in the last decade in the The use of a correction technique involves a fairly
fields of far-infrared spectioscopy and infrared large computer, and the necessity of efficient storage
astronomy, where the multiplex advantage' helps to of the program and data becomes acute. This paper
overcome the difficulties encountered in the measure- deals with a general-purpose fast program to correct
ment of weak radiative sources. The principal dis- the errors described above, and with the development
advantage of the method is that the spectra of interest of a routine to transform a very large number of data
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po4ints when only :t portion oi the out p ut spectrum is containing atmospheric absorption lines. It can also
required. be used to assess the effects of the computational

procedure upon cut-on and cutoff regions of a spec-
35-2 CORRECTION TECHNIQUE PROGRAM trum and the effect upon the ratio of known level in

the spectrum. Figure 35-IA shows this test function
in the ideal case the interferogram produced from when the input interferograw had no phase errors

the typs of mnultipltxig spectrn ter discussed above present, and this can be used as a comparison with the
shmuld be a Iwrfectiv symmetric function. In practice output from the correction procedure when the input
however, the digitally recorded interferogram may be interferogram contained phase errors linearly de-
asynmetric (ite to the imlperfect sampling or tile pendent upon frequency, and the correction function
interferogram at and aromund the zero-path difference has been apodized with the specified function. Figure
positim, while real asymu ,try can be produced when 35-lB shows the cosine Fourier transform of the input
a dispersive mnediini is placed in one arm of the interferogram when it contained phase errors linearly
Michelsom interferoneter, whit. causes the optical dependent upon frequency.
path differences to vary with the frequency of the Figure 35-IC shows the transform of the corrected
radiation.'"- In the ideal case, the spectral distribu- interferogram when the correction function was
tion is given by the cosine Fourier transform of the apodized with an exp (-X') function, and Figure
interferogramn fron the zero-path difference out to the 35-ID shows the transform of the corrected interfero-
final sample point. [i the nonideal case tile spectral gram when the correction function was apodized with
distribution is usually obtained from the asymmetric a (I -X') 2 type of function.
recording as the modulus of the complex Fourier This correction technique is only meaningful when
transform, using an interferogram with an equal the signal-to-noise ratio in the portion of the inter-
number of points on either side of the zero-path ferogram around zero-path is adequate (>30 say) to

difference position, produce a smooth phase function in the region of
This irocess was shown by ('onnes2 to have two frequency space involved in the input data. If the

disadvantages: (a) the interferometer must be capable signal-to-noise ratio is not sufficient and the multi-
of lroducing twice the travel "and twice the number of plexing spectrometer is stable with time, it is possible
sample points required ia the ideal ease; (b) the to precalibrate the phase function, and hence the
lroduetion of the modulus of a complex number is a correction function, using a high-energy radiative
nonlinear process and the noise in the final spectrum source. The correction function obtained in this way
is no longer constant, but increases as the signal may then be used to correct low signal-to-noise ratio
decreases. It was shown by Forman, Steel, and interferograms without producing nonlinear effects on
\anasse,3 that an asymmetric interferogram could be the signal-to-noise ratio in the spectrum.
corrected if it is assilmed that a function O(V) exists The Cooley-Tukey algorithm was used during the
and represents the phase errors present in either the tests and also in the development of a general-purpose
equipment or tile associated recording electronics or computer program for the correction of asymmetric
both. Ti lllhSC function O(W) is calculated from a interferograms obtained in Fourier spectroscopy. The
portion of the interferogr'nm, beginning at a small couiplete program has been used with considerable
(lisplacement before tile zero-path difference position succes, to correct interferograms obtained from the
to an equivalent point after the zero-path difference three i,. iplexing spectrometers mentioned earlier,
p;,ition. and results are shown of the mock interferometer and

From the pliase funeti(,n ti, correction function is Michelson interferometer outputs.
obtained by Fourier transformation of exp [i(V1)]. The mock interferometer"' has been used in the
This function must be allodized and convolvecd across laboratory on known emission line sources and has
the input interferogram in order to forn an auto- been ,ubject to preliminary tests in the field of
correlation function with little or no a,:vmmetry. The observational astronomy. The results gave instrument
apodization of the correction function is essential as calibration spectra and "blue sky" spectra in the near
this reduces the modulation at the end.s of the corree- infrared. The instrument is to be used in the near
tion function, which otherwise produces spikes in the future to obtain spectra of gaseous nebulae in the
corrected interferogram and hence spurious ripples in near infrared and to investigate the transmission
the final output spectrum, properties of the earth's atmosphere.

To find tile optimum apodization function to be Figure 35-2 shows tile complete correction process
used with the 'ourier transform of exp [i0(I')I, a performed on an interferogram obtained from a
number of tests were performed using analytic data laboratory line source, and a discussion of its layout
which had known phase errors present. The analytic follows. Tile graphs at the upper left and the lower
interferogram was developed by the computer to left silow the complete input interferogram, and the
represent a bandpass box-car function similar to the region around the zero-path difference position used
bndpass of a mock interferometer, with two absorp- in the phase error computations, respectively. It can
tion liues and :n emission line. This type of test be seen from these two graphs that this interferogram
splectrun was selected tas it compares with the band is antisymmetric and has considerable low-frequency
pass sllectrum of a mock interferometer when used in drift in the region around the zero-path difference
the study of emission lines present on a continuum position. The graph at the lower center shows the
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Figure 35-1. Transforms of Complete Corrected Interferograms After Using the Normal Distribution and the Connes

Apodization Function on the Cosine Correction Function Compared With the Transform of the Uncorrected Interferogram, and
with an Interferogram Containing No Phase Errors

phase function computed from the aretangent.of the symmetric about the zero-frequency components
ratio of the sine and cosine transform of the region while the sine array is antisyrnmetric about these
around the zero-path difference position, shown in the componentr Consequently, the phase function is
graph at the lower left. These interferogram points antisymmetric as required in the analysis produced by
are transformed by the Cooley-Tukey algorithm with Forman, Steel, and Vanasse. 3

the zero-path difference member located in the first The center-center graphs of Figure 35-2 show the
point of the cosine array and the points to the right apodized correction function obtained from the cosine
located in the next sixty-three points of this cosine array at the output of the transform of exp [iO(V)].
array. The points to the left of the zero path difference The components of exp [io(V)] prior to its Fourier
position are located in the remaining sixty-four loca- transform are entered into their respective positions
tions of the cosine array such that the point on the of the cosine and sine arrays with the zero and positive
immediate left of the zero-path position is in the one frequency components in the first sixty-four points
hundred and twenty-eighth location of the cosine and the negative frequency components in the last
array. The complete sine array at the input to the sixty-four points of each array. As would be expected
Cooley-Tukey routine is put to zero, and a binary with two input arrays of this form, that is, the cosine
order seven transform is performed. The output array symmetric about the zero frequency component
arrays from the Cooley-Tukey algorithm contain the and the sine array antisymmetric about the zero
zero frequency components in their first locations with frequency component, the transformed arrays will
the positive frequency components olit +- the alias or only contain meaningful data in the cosine transform
sixty-fourth output point. The remaining sixty-four and the sine transform will be zero. This is shown to
points of each array represent the amplitu(les of the be the case by the sine correction function graphed in
negative frequency components and are required for the upper center position of Figure 35-2, which shows
this computation. It is foupd that the cosine array is all zero's on the Y axis.

I'
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The cosine correction function shown in the center- hence the larger the computation time. The second
center position is then convolved across the input effect is the broadening and distortion on absorption
interferogram to produce the symmetrized, corrected lines produced by having too high a resolution in the
interferogram shown in the top right and center left phase function. If the resolution is too high, the phase

a graphs of Figure 35-2. The cosine Fourier t, ansforms function is no longer a smooth function dependent
of the input interferogram and the corrected inter- upon the interferometer alone, but becomes distorted
ferogram are compared in the lower right and center because the data in the region around the zero-path
right graphs of Figure 35-2 and demonstrate how difference position actually start to resolve the
effective the process is even on line spectra, and that absorption line out of the continuum, and hence
the signal-to-noise in the transform of the corrected change the phase spectrum.
interferogram appears better than in the transform of
the uncorrected interferogram. The results obtained

are at the expected resolution and the instrumental
profile can ba seen to be symmetrical. The trans- 00

formation of both corrected and uncorrected inter-
ferograms is performed with the zero path difference
element located in the first member of the cosine
array, with the point before zero-path difference
ignored.

Figure 35-3 demonstrates the complete correction 50
process performed on a second mock interferogram, A
and shows that features on the sides of the pass band
are not grossly distorted in magnitude or shape by the
correction process.

Figure 35-4 demonstrates the correction process
used with an interferogram obtained with a Michelson __

interferometer. An asymmetric interferogram was 170 180 190 200 210 220 230 240
deliberately produced by placing the sample in one

4 arm of the interferometer and thus producing path oo-
differences dependent upon the change of refractive
index of the material with wavelength. The phase
function and the transform of the corrected and un-
corrected interferograms have their X axes calibrated
in wavenumbers, the alias frequency being 625 cm- 1 ,
corresponding to an 8-u sampling interval.

It can be seen that the discontinuity in the phase 50
function from 1.5 to -3.0rad is at the 200cm - i
absorption band of Teflon and that the phase function
can be used for accurate refractive index determina-
tion. 7 ' 2 The phase correction of these three different
types of interferograms demonstrates the usage capa-
bility of the technique described in Forman, Steel, and L - 2 20Vanasse.' The procedure has given symmetrical 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0

interferograms in all cases; it has helped to reduce the
noise amplitude in the region of very small or zero too
signal levels; it has removed the effect of small long- I
term drift in the interferogram; and it has given a
metho ! for obtaining from one interferogram both the
refractive index changes of a sample with wavelength,
and its absorption spectrum. It is interesting to note
that for each of the cases discussed, the cosine correc- 50
tion function bears a slight similarity to the portion
of the interferogram around the zero-path difference C
region, but it is in no case a direct copy of this region
of the interferogram.

For the correction of interferograms obtained using
either the mock or the Michelson interferometer the L
number of points used in the correction function 170 1o 190 200 210 220 230 240
becomes important due to two effects. The first is that,
since a convolution takes place, the larger the number
of points in the correction function the larger the I . of t Numlwrg o Points in the
number of operations in the convolution process and Phase Function
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The correction function will contain information transforms of the two functions in G(n Ax) by the
about thle changes in the phase function and thle followving equations
effects will be noticed in the transform of thle corrected
interferogram. Trhe effect of dlifferent numbers of
points in the phase function is shown in Figure 35-5,
which compares A, the width of the Teflon absorptionI
line obtained when 12S 1)oini are used in the correc- G(n Ax) = A (n Ax) +iB(n Ax). (35-2)
tion funiction, with B3, the width obtained when 32
points are used. Th'lese are then~ compared with the +-2inAxd
width obtained using no correction technique, but g~) =Jf. G(n Ax)e TVLd

producing the power transform shown as Figure
3.5-5C. It canl be seen that thle widths showvn in, IFigures +-ipAxd
35-511 and 35-.5C are the same, while that shown in =f A (nAx)e2TnXd
F~igure 35-5A is larger. It Is also noticeable that the -

noise content shown in Figures 35-5A and 35-51B is
less than that shown in Figure 35-5C. +i f ' B(n Ax)e 2 1~~ dx

It is therefore necessary to decide what is the width
of the widest feature req1uired in thle spectrum, and
what is thle width of the narrowest feature reqluired in {a,(v) - bi(i)} +ifai(p) +b(')}
the spectrum. From the first width, the number of
points in the correction function canl be calculated, =gr(v)+igi(i'). (35-3)
and in general will be approximately half the number
required1 to resolve this feature. The second wvidth
dlefines the number of points in the complete inter-
ferogram andl this is related to the final resolution For the negative frequencies
reqIuiredl in the output spectrum.

35-3 PARTITION AND CONJUGATION

This section deals with the transformation of input g(- P) ={a,(-P) +iai(- ')} +i'b,.(-P) +ibi(- v)}
dlata points that have been corrected for any phase
errors, and from which oly) at portion of the output ={a,(v) +bi(v)} +ilb,(Y) -ai(v)}
sp~ectrum is required. Consider it function f(n Ax) to
represent the array of points to be analyzed. Let the =g(V+~(P'(35-4)
odd( numbered members of the array be inserted into
the input real array, with alternating sign, and let the
even niumbered members be inserted into thle input
imaginary array, with alternating sign. This process
can be represented by from which the individual transforms are

6'(n Ax) =f(n Ax) exI) (ii'/2) (*1--) a,(v) -[g,.) +g(-i')1/, (3-5-5)

ay)- Igi(M) - gi( - P)]/:., (35-6)

for 0:<it <. N 2'V~ Consider the number of dlata b'(v) - (P) +uM( 2, (35-7)
points being transformed to be 1024, which for the
normal fast Fourier transform method would require bi(p) -[r~)-hl)/.(58

.11 - I I and the data po~ints to be inserted into the
first 1024 po~ints of the input real array. For the
met hod being discussed, .11 - 10 and the odd numbered
mienbers of the array flu Az) aire insertedl into the
input real array wile tile even numbered members Since alternate mnembers, of the input wray have
are inserted into the input imaginary arry. been inserted into the real and imnaginary parts of G,

Since t he fltnet ion (11 1r) has real aind imiaginary the -Atmjplittg interval has effectively been doubled
parts. its transformi will be conmplex, and the- four out- and thtus the aliais frequency for the output spectra
put arraY.-4corresponding to the positive and negaitive will be half that corresponding to the actual sampling
frequeneY cotuponisotA of the real andi imaginary interval. If. however, two unrelated functions be
outpilt arrax , are related to thle cosine and sine used as A aind AL with the normal sampling interval, it
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is possibc t,- Fourer transform both functions simul-

taneously and to separate the cosine and the sine ......o

transforms of each function by the relations given
above, to the alias frequency determined by the ..... 2

actual sampling interval. For the process under dis-
cussion, the effect of inserting the input array into 2630.63

the transform routine with the signs of alternate o.oo
members changed, is to produce the output spectrum . .. 60..........

with the negative frequency components in the first 2630.11,
half of the output arrays, and the positive frequency
components in the second half of the output array for
both the cosine and sine transforms.

From the equations above, if the addition of corre-
sponding elements about the central member of the

real output array is performed, the cosine Fourier 2 ?.2"

transform of the input array is obtained to half the
old alias frequency, or to 256 cycles in the input 5954
record, and the array will have 512 members. Simi-
larly, if subtraction of corresponding elements about 2.6.

the central member of the imaginary output array is
performed, the sine Fourier transform of the inmit .. . 20 00 9

array is obtained, again to half the old alias frequency, 0.00 ... -..

and the function will also contain 512 members., 2"2o 2..3 r," 4.. o . .o' .

Using this method, the comlplex Fourier transform
from zero frequency to half the old alias frequency at
the same resolution as before is produced, but only -2663.62

half the previous amount of computer store and some-
walescomputer time has been used. In this way Lmlawha les cmpuer imehasbee usd. n tis ay Figure 35-6. Transformation of a l~tmellar Grating Inter-

it becomes possible to use a digital computer to trans- ferogram of a Water Vapor Sample Using the Method of
form twice as many data points as was previously Partition and Conjugation With the Interferogram Prefiltered
possible; or similarly, the small computer may be to Remove All Frequencies Above the New Alias Frtqueney

programmed to process more data points in one
program than was previously possible.

This technique was tested on' a practical inter- 35-4 SUMMARY
ferogram obtained from a lamellar grating interferom-
eter with water vapor as the sample. 1, .gure 3.5-6 A general discussion of the correction of phase
shows the spectrum obtained using the normal trans- errors occurring in the interferograms obtained from
form procedure with Al 11, and the spectrum ob- different forms of multiplexing spectrometers is
tained of the lower frequency region, using At - 10. developed, together with the effect of different
Figure 35-6 shows that the process produces satis- apodization functions on the cosine correction func-
fti lory results. This technique offers the multiplexing tion. A discu.sion is given of the effects on the trans-
high-resolution spectroscopist an increase in resolution form of different numbers of points taken in the
of a factor of two, if his resolution is limited solely by correction function, and also of a new use of the
the size of computer storage available and if the algorithm, whereby large arrays can be transformed
Fourier transform program is based on the Cooley- to obtain high-resolution spectra of a selected region
Tukey algorithm, of the frequencies present in the input interferogram.
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Dihcsion

Q. (Jame .Laner): How many Mmple points A. (L Th, pe): As described at the #W of Section
do u you typieailly tuw to determine the corrwmtio 35-2, the number of points wed in th correction
function y-u uleseibed fur phas correction. when you function isk dependent upon two facto. Tw firot is
are nkimidinE at %-$t intervals, to get optimum band that the haqcer the number of points in the ONwction
shate! function, the longr the computation time for the
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convolution of the correction function across the input Coirr-nn+ (I., Thorpe): The shape of the r..ine
interferogram The second is that, should the inter- correction functions shown ii I'igur,' 1.5-" and 35-3
ferogram points of the input interferogram used in are quite dissimilar to the zero-path difference region
the calculation of the correction function start to of the input interferogram, while that shown in
resolve any broad bands of the spectrum, then dis- F.'igure 3;-4 is somewh.tsimilar. lowever, to convolvv
tortions will occur on these bands as shown in Figure the input interferogram with its own zero prath (if-
35-5. ference region and then divide the transform of this

It is therefore important to use as small a number "autocorrelated" interferogram with the tran.frm of
of points in the correction function as possible, and, the zero-path difference region produces a number of
for example, since the approximate width of the pitfalls.
P.T.F.E. absorption band at 200 reciprocal cm is 20 (a) E.ither an interpolation of the output fre-
reciprocal cm, the number of points in the correction quency points of the low order transform of the zero-
function will be path difference region must be performed to obtain

data at identical frequency points to those obtained
from the higler order tranisform of the autocorrelated
interferogram, before the division of the two functions

1 L 1 1can be performed, or a Fourier transform of identical
N=5 j -32. order to that performed for the autocorrelated inter-

2 -Xff2 RAX 2X20X8 ferogram must be doie on the zero-path difference

region before the divi-ion of the two functions is
obtained.

(b) For spectra of the form shown in Figures 35-2
In general the number of points used in the correction and M.'-4, "he Fourier transform of the zero-path
function, for the work described in this paper, has difference region of the output interferogram will be

been between +16 and +64 points about the zero- zero or negative for some portion of the computer
path difference position of the input interferogram, output. The ratio of the transforms of the auto-
and has been calculated as above to not resolve the correlated interferogram and its zero-path difference

- broadest feature required in the output spectrum. region, using interferograms as shown in Figure., 3*-2
Comment (L. iats): It is not fortuitous that the eand 35A1 will thus produce rubbish for the final spectra.

cosine correction function resembles the center of the In general, the use of the autocorrelation technique
interferogram. The only difference is the effective for many and varied types of interferograms, neces-
filter bandpass. In fact one can avoid computing the sitates a very complicated program to avoid the kind
cosine correction function and simply use the central of troubles described above. But for all types of
section of the interferogram. It is only necesary to interferogams produced from three different multi-
then divide the resulting spectrum by the spectruwa plexinginstruments, sensible output spectra have been
of that small centra interferogram to restore the obtained using the same program with no special ease
levels to the proper values, considerations being required.

V
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36. Correlation Interferometry

R. Dick and G. Levy
BOrringor Research Ltd.

Rexdale. Ontario, Canada

Abstract

A correlation interferometer for use in detecting atmospheric gases by mea-
suriizg the amplitude of their interferograms is described. Results for CO, obtained
using a prototype instrument, are presented.

~=
36-1 INTRODUCTION spectral elements simultaneously rather than se-

quentially, is available in the near infrared, where
In recent years, much effort and ingenuity have uncooled detectors do not attain BLIP performance.

been devoted to the improvement of methods for Such an interferometer can also be a very small
obtaining spectra from interferograms. As has also package. In one respect, remote gas detection is
been pointed out by Dowling (Chapter 4) the same simpler than spectroscopy, since it is generally known
information is contained in the original interferogram, a priori which absorbers are present and one merely

from which it may be extracted directly without the wishes to measure the amounts. That is, the form of
necessity for transformation. A case in point is the the interferogram is known and only the fractional
remote detection of atmospheric gases, which is of modulation is of interest. Thus, it is possible to make
considerable importance in the field of air pollution a system in which one compares the incoming inter-
and mineralogical exploration. ferogram with a reference that was made using a

known amount of the target.

36-2 CORRELATION OF INTERFEROGRAMS The method by which the interferometer is made
specific to certain gases is shown in lFigure 36-1, which

Many gases and liquids have their fundamenital and depicts a modified Michelson Interferometer. In-
most.itea= absorption spectra in the near- and mid- coming radiation is optically filtered at F and then
infrared, where tT uffi1nmsoutp.t of thermal sources impinges on the beamsplitter BS, where it is am-
is decreasing and the available detectois-are generally plitude divided into equal parts, which -tre reflected,
less efficient and noisier than those used in the visible respectively, at mirrors All and 112 before being
and uv. It is therefore necessary to use the radiation recombined and focused on the detector D. The com-
as efficiently as possible, which requires instruments pensating plate C, which is of the same material and

*, of large throughput. It has long been known that thickness as the beamsplitter, assures that both optical
interferometers, by virtue of their circular symmetry, paths are equivalent. If mirror M2 is displaced back-
could provide an increase in throughput of the order wards a distance of one-quarter optical wavelength
of 100 compared with an ordinary spectrometer. from the location at which there is zero optical path
Fcllgett's advantage, which arises in a detector-noise- difference between the two beams, the two com-
limited interferometer as a result of looking at all ponents of radiation, which were constructively
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seen in Figures 36-3 to 6 which show the computed 4

MI FIXED MIRR O (R transmission spectra, modified by Gaussian limitingM r----- --- j- M2 MOVABLE MIRROR (PRESET)
i BS BEAM SPLITTER optical filters, for samples of methane and ammonia

C COMPENSATOR
TM TORQ.E MOTOR gas in the region of 2.3 p and their computed trans-

TI.T2 MAGNETIC RECORDING HEADS forms a-s a function of 8, the optical path difference.
D LEAD SULPHIDE DETECTOR As has been mentioned, the detector output con-
MD MAGNETIC DRUM sists basically of an electrical cosine signal at fre-

quency 2'ov where vo is now the center optical
OSC T frequency of the entrance filter; but since the input

radiation is no longer monochromatic, this cosine willbe phase and amplitude modulated by the spectrum.
/ The upper portions of both Figures 36-4 and 36-6 show

-- -- / the modulation envelope of this cosine as a function of
-T2 8 (with scale factors of 1, 10, 100), and the lower

portions illustrate the electrical angle of the cosine
0$D relative to the constantly increasing phase angle of

(cos 27r;,o5). It is seen that both quantities are

36-1. Correlation Interteromewr unique and quite different for the two spectra.
Figure 3Furthermore, since the amplitude of the transform is

directly proportional to the spectral transmission of
the gas, correlations made on the transform will,
through suitable calibrations, yield concentrations.

interfering to produce maximum radiation at I), will Correlation is achieved as follows (Figures 36-1 and
now destructively interfere to produce, under ideal 36-2): Mirror M2 is actually fixed and the optical
conditions, no radiation. If the source radiation is
monochromatic and M 2 moves with constant velocity,
it is a simple matter to show that the detector output
will be a cosine of constant electrical frequency given
by (2vor) where v, is the optical frequency of the input
radiation in cm- ' and v is the velocity of displacement
of the mirror in cm sec - '.

Thus, it is possible to think of the interferometer
as an optical analog to a superheterodyne receiver, in T
which each optical frequency is translated down to a
much lower electrical frequency. In fact, it can be D 30V RECORD MODE
shown that the detector output, as a function of M PEPPRA
optical path difference 6, is given by

PPHASE SNIFTER AND PHASEI

D(5) = J fB(v) (I +cos 2r6) dp, (36-1) SENSITIVE DETECTOR AND
/o READOUT

Figure 36-2. Recording and Correlation Eoc-
tronics

where the input radiation has power spectral density
B(v) and is band limited between 0 and vm .

Thus, apart from a constant term, the detector
output as a function of 6 is the Fourier cosine trans-
form of the input power spectral distribution. In path difference between the two beams is varied by
normal spectroscopy, where it is desired to evaluate using a torque motor to oscillate the compensator
B(v), it is necessary to take the inverse transform of plate C through a small displacement about its
the interferogram D(6) in order to calculate this. center position. A magnetic disk is rigidly attached
Such a calculation is usually performed on a com- to the top of the oscillating refractor plate with a
puter, especially where high resolution spectra are magnetic pick-off sensor located close to the magnetic
re(luired, and it is this computation which is the chief oxide surface of the disk. Programming the instru-
disadvantage of the technique. However, just as the ment is described in the following paragraphs.
absorption spectrum of a given gas is unique to that A sample of the gas to be detected, for example
gas and can be used to quantitatively measure its CO, is inserted into the interferometer's field of view.
concentration, so the Fourier transform of the Then, as the refractor plate is oscillated, the inter-
spectrum is unique to the gas, and it too can be used ferograms of the CO spectrum are generated within
for a quantitative measurement. That this is so is the interferometer to appear as a modulated sinu-
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Figure 36-6. Computed Fourier Transform of Ammonia (0.73 atm-cm)

soidal output (Figure 36-7) from the IlIt detector. If the amplitude of which is related to the amount
this AC output is then coupled through to the mag- of gas in the instrument's field-of-view.
netic head, the AC interferogram is recorded onto the Assuming that an adequate path difference is taken,
magnetic disk. the transform of interfering gases will not correlate,

In the remote sensing mode, the record loop is and the output voltage will be zero in their presence.
Olpened and the III detector output is passed to a It is a simple matter to program the device for several
phase sensitive detector, which receives as its reference gases by using several magnetic heads (TI, Tg, and so
signal the A( playback output from the magnetic forth) thus obtaining a multi.-gas analyser. Calibra-
disk by way of the magnetic head. The output tion of the instrument is direct, by means of the
of the phase sensitive detector is thus a I)C signal, insertion of calibration cells of known concentration.
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Figure 36-8. Breadboard Interferom-
eter

Table 36-1. Breadboard System Parameters; Correlation

Interferometer

Collecting Aperture 0.88 in. diam
Focal Length 1.9 in.

Figure 36-7. Detector Output NH3 Near Field of View 0.045 mrad angular diam
0.5nn PD Filter Gaussian, 0.1 micron

FWHM, centered at 2.35y.
Peak transmission 60%

Beam Splitter Aluminum film on 6 mm
If the period of the sinusoid drive applied to the fused quartz substrate.

refractor plate by the torque motor should drift, Reflection 40%, transmis-
correlation is still held, because the reference signal is sion 40%, absorption 20%.
a playback off the magnetic disk, rigidly fixed to the Compensating Plate 6 mm fused quartz plate.
refractor plate through which the input optical signal Detector Ambient temperature lead
is passing. That is, there is a fixed relation between sulphide; 0.16X0.16 in:
the signal being read from the disk and the optical D* = 3X 1010 cm cpst/W
path difference at that instant. This gives the method Correlation System Multiplication by reference
an advantage over other techniques that have been interferogram stored on
used for modulation of interferometers, such as a magnetic tape, followed by
sawtooth movement of one of the mirrors combined integration (r = 5 sec)
with fixed, narrow-band post detection filters and Scan Range 150 wavelengths
amplifiers for noise rejection. For example, if the Scan Rate Scan and return in 1 se
mirror velocity should shift, by less than 1 percent,
the effects are catastrophic. Thus, lack of uniformity
or repeatability in the drive-mirror system throws
out the complete wavenumber calibration of the
interferometer and, more important, places narrow
band detection circuits off-tune. In order to ensure is actually scanned, mirror M2 is adjusted to optimize
reproducibility of the scan, optical feedback systems to the particular gas of interest. The instrument
such as spectral line interferometric reference channels discussed here scanned only about 150 fringes but
or moird fringe devices are necessary. In the Barringer this would be greatly increased in an engineering
interferometer drift is virtually eliminated by re- model so as to achieve greater specificity. Saturation
volving the compensator plate. Small changes in NRZ recording was used for the reference, so that the
pathlength are mechanically magnified to relatively correlation was against the phase of the reference
large rotations without problems of backlash, since rather than the amplitude. Contact recording and
mechanical linkages are not involved, readout techniques were used after preliminary tests

had shown that over one million scans of the magnetic

36-3 EXPERIMENTAL drum resulted in signal degradation of only 20
percent. The actual scan speed in operation was one

A prototype correlation interferometer, shown in scan per second. A floating head and flexible magnetic
Figure 36-8, has the characteristics listed in Table disk system has also been d(.'igned which reduces
36-1. Figures 36-4 and 36-6 show that, for a specific wear of the oxide coating to virtually zero.
gas, certain portions of the interferogram have a This breadboard instrument has demonstrated de-
larger signal output than others, and may also have tectivities for several atmospheric gases, which agree
more information in the phase and amplitude varia- with predictions based on the absorption band
tions. Thus, since only a portion of the interferogram strengths and the optical and detector parameters.
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Extrapolating from this experience, it is quite feasible wavelength at which the corresponding line separation

to design a system that will yield sensitivities of the occurs. It is zero for the point corresponding to the
order of a few ppm-m when used in a remote sensing line separation at the band origin, since the phase
mode with the sun as a source of infrared radiation. reference was chosen as the transform of a hypotheti-
It is also possible, of course, to use the device as an cal line at the band origin wavelength.
ambient or sampling sensor, where, if a cooled detector The basic pattern observed in the region of 0.27 cm
is used, the calculated sensitivities increase to the delay is repeated at multiples of this delay; the
order of one ppb over a 10-cm path length for many strength of these "overtones" depends on the line
gases of interest. shapes. As the higher overtones begin increasingly

to overlap, beat phenomena are observed, first in the
36-4 COMPUTED INTERFEROGRAMS wings of the main pattern, but ultimately dominating

the interferogram in the regions of longer delay.
As has been mentioned, each gas will produce The effects of temperature are seen principally

distinctive interferogram signatures at certain char- in the amplitude of the interferogram. This is as
acteristic path differences,. In order to locate these expected, since the phase at short delays depends on
optimum scan ranges and to predict signal-to-noise the line positions which are almost independent of
ratios for the various gases, a program has been temperature, while the amplitude depends on the
written which uses FFT to produce interferograms line intensities and thus on the temperature via the
from spectra given either in the form of digitized changing population of the energy levels.
experimental data or as molecular constants. Pro-
vision is also included for limiting the spectrum by 36-5 CONCLUSIONS
Gaussian, power series, or multilayer filter functions.
Interferograms produced by this program are shown It is possible to recover an interferogram of known
in Figures 36-3 to 6 and 36-9. Figure 36-9 shows the form but unknown amplitude from noise, by multi-
effect of varying temperature on the interferogram plying the noisy signal by a noise-free copy of the
of the 4260 cm - ' band of CO, limited by a 70 cm - 1 interferogram of the correct phase. The required
Gaussian filter. The dotted curve corresponds to a phase locking of the reference interferogram can be
temperature of 0K and a scale factor of X 100 achieved by having it magnetically recorded on a
and the three solid curves to 2000 K with scale factors medium rigidly attached to the element which
of X 1, X 10 and X 100. The strongest feature produces the path difference in the interferometer.
extends from 0.2 to 0.35 cm delay and corresponds to A correlation interferometer employing these
the range of spectral line separations found over the principles has been built and used to detect atmos-
band. The relative phase varies across this region; the pheric gases by measuring the amplitude of their
slope of the curve at a given delay depends on the absorption interferograms.

HI I
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.4

Discussion

Q. (L. W. Charey, University of Michigan): A. (Robert Dick): We use as phase reference the
What is the equivalent resolution of your instrument? cosine wave; this is the interferogram which would be

A. (Robert Dick): We attempt to match the produced by a sharp line at the central wavelength
re.ulution to the separation of the principal features of the spectral interval being considered.
of the target gas. For example, for carbon monoxide, Q. (R. A. Hanel, Goddard Space Flight Center):
5cm- resolution corresponds to the average line Have you made an attempt to detect CO in the
separation, presence of atmospheric amounts of water vapor?

Q. (L. N. Mertz, Smithsonian Astr physical A. (Robert Dick): We have measured CO from
Observatory): Could you clarify what you mean by traffic in atmospheric paths of a few hundred feet,
phase in this context? without any evidence of H20 interference.
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37. Optical Constants of Low-ndex Materials

From Far-Infrared Channeled Spectra

D6nald R. Smith
Ak Force Combride Resrch Loborovries

Sedford, Mosmodwsft

Abstract

A vacuum far-infrared double-beam Michelson interferometer was used to
measure the channeled spectra of 6everal polymer films. From the channeled
spectrum in the power reflectance the optical constants have been determined..
A method for determining the absorption coefficient from the channeled spectrum
amplitude is given and the limitations are discussed. The results of this method
are compared with the results calculated from the low-resolution trnumitane,.
The optical constants obtained for Mylar and Surlyn films in the region b t*een
50 and W0cm-' are presented

37-1 INTRODUCTION function of the absorption coefficient. 8uch a tech-
nique for determining the absorption coeftiient will

The ure of channeled spectra is a common method be developed The application of this technique to
for determining the refractive index.-'-3z A channeled rmflection measurements on low-index materia L is the
spectrum is the result of interference fringl arising subject of this paper. Although transnision mea-
from multiple inten, -1 reflections in a matterial. In suement,, am easier to i-rform nud cal be done
general, a channeled spectrum is the sum of Cosine at normal incidence, rlection measurements are
terms of many orders. In Fourier spectodnwpy, preferred for mow-index nmaterials. bren.e of the
however, thee terms can be easily separated by increased visibility or the fringes. If the absorption
transforming only the appropriate part of the inter- is nut ,mall, however. the low-reslution reflectance
ferogram. If a single cosine term is isolated in this is nearly indepredrnt of the absorptiont and another
way, the channeled spectrum oscillates about sero ethod of determining the absorptio roeificient from
and the index can be determintd from the en- the reflectance is desirble.
crousing of the spectrum, since the argument of the
cosine term is a function of the refractive index alone.
The absorption coefficient is then determined from the 37-2 THOS
low-reolution power transmittance data.

The absorption eiefficient. moreover, can also be 37-2.1 Chanee Sqiecvma Metod
determined from the channeled spectrum, sinee the Precise values of refractive indices can be detet-
amplitude modulation of the channeled spectrum is a mined using the channeled spectrum technique.
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providing the absorption is not too large. The In terms of the observed quantities the power re-
amplitude transmittance and reflectance of a plane- flectance is
par:alll-faced sample of thickness (I and complex
refractive index fi = t+ik, are given by the following
expres. 'uns:

,(c,() . f[Fl.(x)j
R(w) - -F T )I (377)

A rf 2 d+F 2 i 2 d3 +f 4 2d- -+ , (37-1)

.AR =- 2d 2-t'Pd4 -_. (37-2) where Bo(q) and BB(a) are the sample and reference
spectra, respectively, and F.(x) and Fa(z) are the
sample and reference interferograms, respectively.
These interferograms are treated as three separate

For the materials inlved here ik, and the complex interferograms of lengths zo, xh and x2 , shown in
nature of r and I may be ignored. For near normal Figure 37-1 as Fo, F I, and F2 , respectively. Then the
incidence the polariuztion effects may also be ne- low-resolution mflectance is experimentally deter-
glected; then r-(n-l) (i#+l) and i-(4U)i/(n+Il) miniied by taking the ratio between a sample and
are the single surface amplitude reflectance and reference spectrum obtained by transforming only
tninsmittance. n-spectively, and that portion of the interferogram around zero path

difference (up to zo), and is

d -exp I c-'.coAd cos T"]

Row lo,.(z) (37-)

is the amplitude attentuation coefficient. Eqs. (37-1)
and (37-2) may then bi- rewritten as

Ar(a) -I te+r aIases+f 4 igs ,a+ , (37-3)

A r(¢) M r+ rt tU2ielila +h 3+rSI, 4 rVC+1+ + (374)

XO  Xi XIIn Yqs. (37-3) and (37-4) sa-exp I-4 rkd coo #I is 0 i i

the attentuation coefficient, S-2r.wd tcos' is the I
optical path difference, and t is the angle between the I I
normal to the surface and the ray inside the sample . --- . .

The power reflectance H(a) -4 v(v).4 fr) is then
II II
I I

r r'1 41 I I
t I

I I

and the rIe~.m P power tuumittane .

TO)l .4 ri(
1

. ;(e is ~r• ! N

rypus 37-1. )jPUI mod R#SriiIa Ibbifi-
pa I a U of IPA DqWPNii iswia

T2'.t!e) coon 2S+ - (37-6) It = v"I Wd"O Wrwot
rji I- O rrswtoLo oj " WDkvvRnf
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By transforming only the portion of the sample ferogram. In addition, all filters employed should be
interferogram containing the first channeled spectrum wedged to eliminate channeled spectrum signntures
signature, that is between x, and X2, and taking the that may overlap the -ample signatu-e region. If a
ratio of this to tOe low-resolution reference spectrum, channeled spectrum signature from an unwedged
a single cosine term can be isolated from the chan- filter appears in the interfurogram at a distance x
neled spectrum. This difference spectrum is related from zero path difference, a signature also occurs at
to the measured interferogram by the relation the same distance x from the sample signature. '.

a filter signature is included between 0 and zo, the.n
the corresponding signature near the sample signature
must be included between z, and r2 . To ensure tis,

R13 (a) FTiF2.(x)j-FTIF,..(z)i choose Zo= (z2-x)/'2, where X2 and x, are sym-
FTtFo,a(z)J metric about the sample signature.

The observed low-resolution reflectance or un-
FMAF2 .(X)]. (37-9) resolved channeled spectrum Rn(a) is simply given

FT[Foa(X)j by the first term of Eq. (37-5)

It should be noted here that most far-infrared 2 2/
4

materials have large enough absorption so that the Io¢.2 + -l'4--. (37-13)
channeled spectrum contains only a single cosine
term to begin with, since the corresponding inter-
ferograms contain only a single signature. A result
similar to Eq. (37-9) is obtained by taking the ratio From Eq. (37-13) and the refractive index values
of the numerator in Eq. (37-9) to the low-resolution calculated using Eq. (37-11), the attenuation co-
sample spectrum. In this way the reference inter- efficient, u -P2 itiven by

jferogram is eliminated entirely and the difference
spectrum is

I, ()-' I,
S R 0() - r) (37-14)

R j'() (37-10)

and the corresponding absorption coefficient,
a - 4ur, is given by

The difference spectra in W (37-9) and (37-10)

oscillate about aro and the refractive index can be
determined from the seroerossinp of either spec-
trum. Zero cromintp occur when tho value of the In V
argument of the amino term in Eq. (37-5) satiSe, the r- r
equation

4os +- M-1) If t' , channeled spectrum feature is w-l isolated. m

4 " cosIV 2 (37-11) asmnwd, then th channeled part of the power
ref ectaner. R,,(e) s g i-m by the scmtd term of

Eq. (37-4)

The intoer in it the order number correspondin4 to
the wave umb, ,f the amo crooosig. r,.. Then, from
Fq. (3-1 ), the M.rfctivo indx in k1 w(v) - 1 e.s fa- - .4 e 2,. (37-16)

i . . . ,+ I)

'indW. 4 (37.12) The relution of Eq. (37-16) rsul.ts in a cubic equation
in u

0 The thanneled qm'trum Aigutum must. of course.
be well isolated from other nodulation in the inter- r 2 -r .1uI- I -0. C37-17)
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where A = -R 1 2 (a)/2r2t2 cos 26. The attenuation The visibility is defined as
coefficient is the real positive root lying between 0
and 1, and the corresponding absorption coefficient
is determined from Eq. (37-15).

The absorption coefficient may also be determined Imax - Imin

from the measured channeled spectrum, V= Imax±.i (37-22)

R12 = R 12/Ro, where I., and Imin are the maximum and minimum
intensity, respectively. From Eqs. (37-5) and
(37-6), the visibilities for reflection and transmission
cases where r4<< 1 are

obtained from a single interferogram.

VR = t2X2  (37-23)

-2i 9 t 2 2 [ 1  r-t A4 cos 2 (
R 2 () = (37-18) and

I-r4;A4

=T-- 2r2x2. (37-24)
The solution of Eq. (37-18) results in a cubic equation

similar to Eq. (37-17)

From Eqs. (37-23) and (37-24) one finds that
2u3 +(j 2 - 2 )AU 2 -+ = VR> VT for n <3.7, and for this reason reflection
r u t-r2)A'u-uTA=O, (37-19) measurements are preferred for most materials in the

far-infrared region. This fact is shown quite clearly
in Figure 37-2, which shows both a reflection and a

where A'= -R1 2 (a)/2t2 cos 2.
A fourth alternative is to calculate the absorption

coefficient from the measured low-resolution trans-
mittance, To(o), the first term of Eq. (37-6)

REFLECTION

4 A2

To(a) =1 -r 4A4  (37-20)

z
W

The attenuation coefficient is the solution of the Z
quadratic equation

TRANSMISSION

r4 u 2+y-L u- 1 =0. (37-21)
0 .04 .08 ,12

PATH D!FFERENCE (cm)

For mAterals of low rviractive index, reflection
measureneat, are to be preferred to transmission Figure 37-2. Interferograms of the Reflection and
measure~ients because of the increased visibility of the Transmission Spectra of a 251-urm Thick Mylar Samle.

The chonneled spectrum signature is clearly seen in renec
channeled spectrum fringes for the reflection case. tion but not in transmission
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transmission interferogram for a Mylar sample. The Z
visibility advantage for the reflection case is obvious.
Because of this advantage the refractive index of most
materials can be determined with greater accuracy
from reflection data than from corresponding trans-
mission data. The situation is generally reversed
where the absorption coefficient is concerned, with the
most accurate results coming from the low-resolution
transmittance data. For the materials presented in I P(XY,Z)
this paper, only the reflection interfeograms showed
observable channeled spectrum signatures from which
the refractive index could be determined.

Since reflection measurements are required to
determine n for these materials, a method for deter-
mining a from the same data is desirable. The
absorption coefficient determined from the low-
resolution reflectance by Eq. (37-14) is reliable for y
cases of small absorption only. For other cases /
r2>r 2t4p4/(1 -r 4ji4), making Ro(o)--r, the single
surface reflectance which is independent of the
absorption. Considering only the a dependent terms
in Eq. (37-5), the coefficient of the cosine term is the
largest quantity for all cases and should be expected X
to yield the most accurate values of a. This was

found to be true, and the reflection results given here
were calculated from the difference spectrum R1 2  Figure 37-3. Schematic of the Conical Bundle of

Radiation Converging on the Sample, Located at the
using Eq. (37-18). Okigin, Whose Surface Lies in the z-y Plane. Y is the

angle of incidence of the axial ray of the bundle

37-2.2 Convergence Correction For Non-Normal In-

4 cidence
Because the radiation passing through the sample

is distributed over a finite solid angle, all rays do not
pass through the same thickness of material in the the normal to the surface in the sample. Then by
sample. In addition, for reflection measurements the inspection of Figure 37-3,
central ray of the converging cone of radiation is not
incident normally to the sample but makes an
angle 00 with the normal to the surface. Because of
this, the observed relative intensity is the average
over all possible angles and is cos 7- =cos 0o cos 0+sin 0o sin 0 cos 0 cos q. (37-27)

(I)flo f2, 1o+Ii cos (4rnor d cos Y) Applying the small angle approximation to 0, Eq.
+ sin0ddo (37-2 (37-27) becomes

J• fs 2 dsinOddod.(37-25)

(i) . o cos Yrcos Oo+0 sin o cos ,02 cos 00 (37-28)
r f9 ofsr (4irna d cos Y) sin 0 dO do,

r0, JoJ 0
(37-26)

The above integral was treated by Lommel 4 in con-
nection with the theory of diffraction by an aberra-
tion-free lens in 1885 and the solution is in terms of

where 0,, is the angle between the central ray and Lommel functions.* Following the notation of
-xtreme ray of the radiation cone internal to the
material, and Y is the angle of incidence of an arbitrary * The author is indebted to G. A. Vanappe, who direeted his attention

ray, that is, the angle between the arbitrary ray and prourail' o tiit th intericall jut after he had eaileted a computer
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.Murty and Linfoot,' ti. average intensity is For normal incidence q=0 and the signal modula- 4

tion reduces to the following expression

(I)=m cos (4rn d cos 0  ) (37-9)
(in_(p/4)\

m(p, 0) = - 4/- (37-38)

where

which agrees with the expression for the signal
modulation derived by Randall and Rawcliffe3 for

m=(2/p)(1U12+U22) for < 1, (37-30) transmission measurements. The quantities m and 4
have been tabulated by Hebermehl et al. 7 for a large
range of values of p and q. For the author's measure-

m = -[1I- Vo2--V ments 00 - 0. and therefore p/q = 1.
P 2q

-210 cos 2 2psin + )] 37-3 MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

for Ip> 1, (37-31) 37-3.1 Experimental Arrangement
iq1 The channeled spectrum in reflection was measured

by recording simultaneously the sample and reference
interferogram with a double beam Michelson inter-

and ferometer. A cooled sapphire filter was used in con-
junction with black polyethylene sheets and crystal
power filters to eliminate unwanted radiation. A

-mil Mylar beam splitter was employed to cover the
=[P-tan -' (U 2/Ul)].+nr, for 1I <I, (37-32) spectral region between 50 and 350 cm - '. The

2 detector was a helium-cooled carbon bolometer
operated at 1.50K. The radiation was polarized by a

I, -cos 
p 
+2 pile-of-polyethylene-sheets polarizer. The polariza-

[±tan-i (2 2p tion achieved with this polarizer was better than
2(p+q2 96 percent ovier the entire spectral region.

(2 \2 )1/ 37-3.2 Thickness

The thicknesses of the samples were measured by
=+nir, for p >1. (37-33) comparison with precision gauge blocks. The average

q >thickness can be measured by this method with an
uncertainty of less than one micron. The variation in
thickness across the sample is typically several
microns for these polymer films, and is the limiting

The Lommel functions are defined by factor in the thickness determination. The accuracy
of the refractive indices is limited by the quality of
the samples. The thicknesses of the Mylar and
Surlyn A* samples were 251-11 and 243-1-1A

p)2j+,n
U.= (-I) i (P) J 2j+n(q), (37-34) respectively.

ji0 q 37-3.3 Sample Orientation

00 qj(Y , Orientation of the samples was accomplished using
V.E (-1)i ( J2 +,n(q), (37-35) a polarizing microscope. The interference figures

j'=0 observed were those expected for biaxial crystals
viewed along the acute bisectrix. With the use of a
quartz wedge the optic plane was determined to be
the vibration direction of the slow ray, making th3

where J, is a Bessel function of order v, and p and q "crystals" optically negative. From such samples
are related to 0o and 0m by the following relations only the slow and the medium rays can be measured,

and therefore only the partial birefringence can be
determined. The samples were simply cut with one
edge parallel to the optic plane and were aligned in1) = 4rnor d(cos 0())0.', (37-36)

= 4 " d i ,. (7-7) erd* Surlyn .A Ji aPontlatic material, called an ionomer resin, which is manu-
q =4n (si n 0lL 0,,,n. (37-)d. factored bE. 1. Du ont de Neniours & Co.
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the sample holder along the cut edges. The samples I0 MIL SURLYN

can easily be oriented to -i-1 by this method. 0 TRANSMISSION

Dispersion of the axes and bisectrices could not So- REFLECTION

be observed for any of the samples and the size
of the optic angles was the same for all wavelengths 70

in the vi3ible, although the optic angle did vary with
the thickness of the sample. (For example, for Mylar so
the axial angle varies in the range from 200 to 330, o
depending on the thickness of the sample.) The IL.

symmetry of the color distribution caused by the W 50

dispersion in the interference figure is a reflection of 0
th; symmetry of the crystal. Since no dispersion Z

could be observed, it is impossible to distinguish 040
between the thi-e possible crystallographic systems a.of a biaxial cmystal: orthorhombic, monoclinic, and I 30

0
triclinic. Only in a crystal with an orthorhombic (n
structure are the optic axes parallel to the crystal- 20
lographic axes under all condikions.

37-4 MEASURED RESULTS 10 0*

37-4.1 Sudyn A I I
A 243-pum thick sample of Surlyn A 1601 film was 0 100 200 300

oriented at 450 to the optic axis to eliminate the bire- WAVENUMBER (cm')
fringence of the sample. Using polarized light, the
average refractive index and absorption coefficient Figure 37-5. Comparison of Results for the Absorption
were determined. The average refractive index is Coefficient of Surlyn A. The circled points denote the
shown in Figure 37-4. The absorption coefficient was values obtained by using the low-resolution transmittance,
determined from both transmission and reflection Eq. (37-15); the crosses denote th( values obtained from
data and is shown in Figure 37-5. The absorption reflection data using Eq. (37-18)

coefficient values from the reflection data were
calculated from the difference spectrum R 12 by
means of Eq. (37-18). The corresponding trans-
mission values were calculated from To using Eq. (37-15). Good agreement between the two methods

was not achieved in every case, for reasons which
are not entirely clear. The light beam in the inter-
ferometer that was used has aberrations arising from
off-axis illumination of several concave mirrors. This
condition can certainly produce discrepancies, but
tilting of the moving mirror of the interferometer

1.55 cannot be ruled out as a reason for the discrepancies.

37-4.2 Mylar (polyethylene terephthalate)
Mylar is widely used as beamsplitter material

, in the far-infrared spectral region. Mylar is a partly
Z 1.54 crystalline polymer which can be treated as a mixture
, of crystalline and amorphous phases or as a single

crystalline phase with extensive disorder and nu-
merous defects. The structure of Mylar is similar

,.53 to that of other jlymers where portions of
I 1.53- many molecules are p-, d side by side in a precise

crystalline fashion, each molecule passing through
several crystalline regions. The amorphous regions
consist of portions of chain molecules which tie one
crystalline region to the next.

100 200 300 Drawing of polymers which are semicrystalline pro-

WAVENUMBER (cnKI) duces orientation of crystallites, and orientation of
molecules in the non-crystalline portions of the poly-
mers in the direction of draw. Orientation perpendicu-
lar to the direction of draw is random. Rolling, on the

Finttrprents the refractive index calculated from the other hand, may orient the molecules both perpendicu-
pintr rersnt lar and parallel to the direction in which the polymer
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Figure 37-6. Slow and Medium Ray Refractive Indices tiF Cfiigu en . ow MyandMdura bop
of Mylar in the 50- to 350-cm-I Spectral Region a Deter-t

mined From a lO-NMil type A Film. # and -y are the medium
anl slow rays for visible light, respectively

to be in reasonable agreement with the values pre-
~sented, although Bell's sample orientation and polar-

: was rolled. In such cases of double orientation the ization conditions are unknown.
lxmlymer is optically biaxial. Hot drawn fibers of

" Mlargive sharp x-ray diffraction patterns, showing 37-5 SUMMARY
that they are highly crystalline and that the crystal-
line regions are well oriented. The proportion by A method for determining the refractive index of
weight of crystalline regions in drawn fibers is from materials from the channeled spectrum has been
48 to 65 percent or higher.8 From these x-ray dif- presented. It has been shown that reflection measure-
fraction patterns the unit cell hits been determined ments are preferred for most materials in the far
to be triclnic. Although the symmetry of the indivi- infrared. The methods of determining the absorption
dual crystallites in it polymer may be quite low, in coefficient from a reflection channeled spectrum have
fibers and films containing large numbers of small been discussed and a technique for determining a
rystallite. it kind of pseudo-symmetry is introduced from the amplitude of the fringes has been presented.

by the way in which they tire distributed. Only if this The major problem in the determination of the ab -
1seudo-symnmetry of the bulk material is orthor- sorption coefficient from the fringe amplitude has
hombie, 'are the optic axes the same for till wave- been found to be attenuation of the modulation in the
lengths, interferogram due to misadjustment of the inter-

A 251-po-thick sample of type A film was oriented ferometer and associated optics. Attenuation of the
with the use of it jx)larizing microscope. From this channeled spectrum signature gives rise to a false
sample the slow and medium ray refractive indices absorption which is attributed to tie sample. The
were determined and are given its pi, and na, respec- absorption coefficient determined from the low
tivel, in Figure 37-6. The absorption coefficients resolution transmittance or reflectance is relatively
corr(:slpondin~g to the slow and medium ras tire shown unaffected by the effects of a misadjustment of the
in lFigtire 37-7. Since the absorption coefficients deter- interferometer. These methods have been used to
mined from the reflectance and the transmittance determine the optical constants of it i imber of
data differed by less than 10 percent over the entire materials in the 50- to 3.0-cm - 1 spectral region and
spectr-al range. the results shown represent the average results tire presented on two samples to illustrate
of the two) sets of data. In an earlier study on Mlylar the technique. The results for a have been compared
b ,y liell," ol. y the spectral phase alnd Ixmwer trans- with those obtained from the low-resolution trains-
11ittance wetv presented. The optical constants from mittance datat and have been fo~und to be in good
thence data were, calculated, and the results were fo~und agreement.
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Discussion

Q. (James L. Lauer, Sun Oil Co.): What is the A. (D. Smith, AFCRL): I am not sure. We have
lowest refractive index you have been able to measure measured materials with refractive index of about
or believe can be measured by your technique? 1.4, but I do not know what the lower limit for this

method is.
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38. Interferometric Measurements of the Far-Infrared

Refractive Index of Sodium Fluoride at Low Temperatures

C. M. Randall
Spece P'soa Laoratory

The .ersce mi.poro
8 Sewid, CoWarria

Abstract

The refractive index of sodium fluoride at cryogenic temperatures has been
determined between 30 and 180 cm-I from channel spectra obtained by Fourier
spectroscopy. By fitting the measured refractf e index to a Lorents oscillator
model, a low-frequency dielectric constant ot 4.70 and a damping parameter
varying from 3.3 cm- I at 80* K to less than 0.025 cm-' at 10* K are found.

3W-1 INTRODUCTION clas the sample is located within one beam of the

Fourier spectroecopy permits the measurement of interferometer (asymmetric Michelson) and so both

optical constants in the far-infrared spectral region phase and amplitude information arm available, from
with an accuracy rivaling that obtained by specialiwd which both real and imagnary parts of the refractive
instruments in other spectral regions. These tech- index may be determined. In the second claw the

niques have been applied to the determination of the sample is located outside the interferometer (channel
far-infrared refractive index of sodium fluoride at low spectrum) and so the real part of the refractive index

temperatures. Fiat the technique employed is briefly can be determined with high accuracy, bwd on wave-
reviewed, the experimental problems of applying the number measurements, while a less accurate deter-
method to low temperature measurements are then mination of the imaginary part (absorption) i. possible
discussed, and finally the optical constantii obtained based on spectral intensity measurements. 8ince the
for sodium fluoride at liquid nitrogen n id liquid two ititerfering beams in the Aeruspace Ianellar
helium mpertures are reented grating interferometer are not conveniently separated

xsrally, the channel spectrum methoi was ured.
- I38-2 CHANNEL S IM METHOD This work was conducted under t'. S. Air Force

36-2pc Oand Nltoile By-tems Orpgnization (SAMSO)
The Fourier spectroscopic techniques employed for (,ntrret 1D4701-69-C.O)O66j.

refractive index measurements may be divided into The basic sample geomi ;" is shown in Figure .W-i.
tw. claes, which depend on the locaticm of the Fnr light incident on a sample of thickness h at say
sample with respect to the interferometer. N the first, angle a strmightforward and familiar calculation

I
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For the samples studied the imaginary part of the
h index is small enough to allow the are-tangent term to

be completely ignored.
The assignment of order number m must be made

with particular care in a material with significant
dispersion, such as sodium fluoride. This assignment

- ,.is made by assuming a functional form for the
dependence of n on frequency, and then solving Eq.
(38-5) simultaneously for two different maxima at as
low a frequency as possible to obtain a value for the

A. .n A.n I refractive index. This value of n is then used to
compute the order number from Eq. (38-5). Since
the spectral range of the data is well below the
characteristic lattice abriorption frequency, P0 , it is
aCeumed that a series expansion of Sellmier's equation

Figulre 38-1. Channel Spectrum Sample Geometry is an adequate function to relate the real refractive
indtx to e and c., the low and high frequency
dielectric constants, respectively, am follows

shows that the transmittance T(v) is

n=ino{1+A(v/vo) 2[l+B(v/o)]), (38-6)

T(y) =r(v)(l +2 P1 cos lO), (38-1)
1-i

where A - (to-e.)/2eo, and B = (3e0- e.)/4eo. A and
B may be calculated from crude estimates since they

where v( = l/ ) is the wavenumber and the other affect only small corrections; nofefi will be de-

quantities are related to the complex refractive index termined from the simultaneous equation solution.
A = n+ik by the following relations2  By substituting the value of no back into Eq. (38-5)

the order number, correct to first order in (v/vo) 2 , is
found after some algebra, in terms of only measurable
quantities and A, to be

'(,) - 16(na+k2) exp (-ah cos 0)/'[(n+ l1) 2+ k 21(l-_p )1., (3 2)

p - [(a - )-+k'" exp (-ah cos 0)/ (1m/aY) {l1 - A(v/Pao)'[2+3t+#2]), (38-7)
[(n+l)2 +k2

1, (38_3)

9- Ir/-nv cos ti+tan-' (2k/n+k 2 - 1)1, (.38-4)
where AP/Am is the frequency change between maxima
in the region of the maximum of order m at frequency
P, and 0 - ,t/v, In the worst case the correction term

and a-4ruvk is the customary absorption constant; was about 4 percent and resulted in a change of 4 in
0 is the angle between the ray and the normal within the order number. Of course, once thi order number
the sample. The complete transmittance speetrum is correctly assigned at one place in the spectrum it is
given by Eq. (04-1) consists of a slowly varying aver- Assigned correctly for the entire spectrum.
age transmittance given by r(u) modulated by the The form of Eq. (38-1) as a cosine series emphasises
interference given by the etwine series. The absorption the advantage of taking data for this method by means
parameter a, may be obtained from the average of an interferometer which Fourier cosine transforms
transmittance by an iterative solution tf Eq. (3-2), Eq. (.38-1) so that the coefficients of the various terms
once n is known. The modulation will have maxima become phpitally sparate in si atu occurringwhen the optical thickness is an integral number of at regularly spaced intervals in interferometer optical
hnif-wvcelengths; that is, when 0-2mr, wh e m is path difference. Thi is taken advantage of by obtain-

alletl the order number. If P is the wavenumber at ing data awav from zero path difference in such a
which it maximum o roenrs. the the re- manner as to maimize the sign-l-to-noise ratio in the
tractive ithx., which can be ob*,ineil from Elq. (3s-4), ignatures. This optimizes the precision of the wave-
is number determination in the modulation of the

transmittance spectrum. The portion of the inter-
ferogram :'out zero path difference is determined in

n - m/(2,A coo 0). (ts-5) such a ma,. r am to optimize the amplitude accuracy
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of the spectrum. The average transmittance is
determined from this amplitude spectrum appropri-
ately corrected. Room temperature refractive index
measurements by these methods have already been
completed for a number of materials. 2'3

38-3 LOW TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

These measurements have been extended to low
temperatures because this gives increased insight into
the mechanisms for optical constant change in solids
and because many potential uses of materials in the
far-infrared will be in cooled systems.

Because of the convenience of maintaining only I__
one cryostat, many investigators place their samples 20 60 ,00 140 I8O

in the light pipe leading from the interferometer to the FREutWNCY icmI

cooled detector. For the work described here it was
decided to use the more complicated route of a Fiure 38-3. Spectrum Duelo the Difference
separate sample dewar to permit more careful in mion Between a Black Anodized Aluminum

Sheet at Room Temperature and Polyethylene
definition of the angles with which radiation strikes at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature. The detecting
the sample, and to allow the sample temperature to electronics are adjusted so that increasing emission
be varied independently while the detector is main- from the aluminum gives a positive signal. The

absorption at 130em - I is due to a cold crystal
tained at its optimum operating temperature. quartz window in the detector cryostat

With a separate dewar it is important that dif-
ferences in emission between a cold sample and its
warm surroundings should not be confused with
changes in transmittance. Figure 38-2, which is a illuminates either material. Over most of the spectral

region the detector sees through the quite transparent
polyethylene to the room temperature surroundings,
and so the difference spectral intensity is not large.
h the polyethylene absorption Land at 70 ca-',n -however, the detector views an object at liquid

.---. -nitrogen temperature. The room temperature alumi-

FILr 3824 Schematic l cm i the Asm.
owae Lanvellr Grating Infrom Sampl
Optis Arranged For a angle-Be, Run

io.hematic diagram of the sample optics of the Aero-
%.,aee interferumeter, illutrates how such confusion
may arise. In an absorbing spectnd region the trans-
mittance of the sample is low and the emisivity is
high, so the detector sees the difference between a
300' K object in the lower beam and a 90 K object
in the upper beam. The effect is to superimpow on
the tranmittance spectrum a spectrum of the
difference in emiasion. Figure 3-3 shows rich a
differmnce-of-emition spectrum, compaing puly-
ethylene at liquid nitrogen temperature with black 4 8 O f

_ anodied aluminum at room temperature. No source Arrnespar |.a r tin lgir t ewire
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num emits more energy than the polyethylene, so the 28 ,-,
difference spectral intensity increases significantly. 2

This occurs at just the places in the spectrum where 27

there is usually the most interest in obtaining accurate
m, asurements of transmittance from the composite 26
spectrum. -Z 2

These problems may be avoided by chopping the el
radiation before it passes through the cold sample. 24 -.

This has required the installation of a new chopper in iiOUJi HELIUM

the Aerospace interferometer. It is shown, along with 23 -LuOee6,G, Tr RAT -

the dewar, in Figure 38-4. This chopper is driven by IEMPRATUR
a stepping motor which allows a variation in chopping 22 .
frequency from zero up to about 25 HIs. The samples
are mounted behind the window in the dewar tail on 2,

a high-conductivity copper cold finger. 20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 20 40 60 80 W 120 140 10 1 200
38-4 SODIUM FLUORIDE RESULTS FROU.M"

Sodium fluoride was chosen for study for several
reaons. There is considerable theoretical interest in Fluie at4 Real Part o de Reftive Index of Sodiumthe impe cbicioni crstas. he akal haide Fluoride at Liquid Nitrogen and Liqw | Helium Temperaturesthe simple cubic ionic crystals. The alkali halides

show a super-transparency at low temperatures,
indicating marked change in their optical parameters.
Also, there is some diversity in the values quoted for
the low-frequency dielectric constant.4  Interfero- constant eo more accurately, the real refractive index

data have been least-squares fit to a Lorenta oscillatorgrams have been obtained of the channel spectrum

and the average transmittance spectrum of a 0.5639- model for which the complex dielectric constant,

cm-thick crystal of sodium fluoride at liquid nitrogen e- (A) -(n+ik) 2 , is
and liquid helium temperatures.

Because of the dispersion in N&F the signatures in
the interferogram which give the channel spectrum
are very asymmetric. This is emphasized i:a Figure E.+(Eo-E)/tl-(/o)+i('/Po')], (3&-8)
38-5, which shows portions of the NaF signature iond,

where i. is the dielectric constant at frequencies far
above the charactertic frequency, vo, and i is a
damping constant. The values chosen for the con-

1
• I .. .

fthroft*M&p is #bwi for O*.hflft)

for comparison. the sipature of a amrple of very , ,
l tw-d-aiflfn silicon.

Figurr V "4w the rfractive index obtained by
the mmos outlined above ftNm the Fourier cosine
tranform of interfew w" such as that shown 'n 1 g v a low-, FTeampTatom aatas od poi
Fi -iru . To detetrninr the Faw-fvu, icy da wctriT twpwat'. 0 li k" um i m u
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stants are e, =1.755 and vo = 246 cm-'.5'6 The -Y is most of the experimental points, have been plotted in
obtained from the average transmittance spectrum Figure 38-8.
analysis to be discussed. Only eo is allowed to vary. Values of the damping coiistant at intermediate
The best fit value is 4.70:0.02. No significant temperatures will be of interest to differentiate
change is observed with temperature in the real part between various mechanisms suggested for the absorp-
of the refractive index in the spectral region where tion of infrared radiation by the alkali halides, since
data from both liquid nitrogen and liquid helium different mechanisms have somewhat different ab-
temperatures are available. sorptance temperature dependence. The dewar is

There is, however, a significant decrease in the now being modified for variable temperature opera-
imaginary part of the refractive index with tempera- tion, so that this functional dependence on tempera-
ture as indicated by the temperature dependence of ture may be investigated.
the average transmittance shown in Figure &R-7. The
curves shown in Figure 38-7 were made by trans-
forming only tha portion of a single bearn interfero- 04
gramn near zero pith difference and co .reeting for o1/

source spectral variation, window trans, ittan-e, and
sensitivity changes of the instrument to obtain the
average transmittance r(i'). From these transmittance 6 05

curves, the absorption, a=4rvk, was found by means
of Eq. (38-2) and the measured real refractive index. :
The resulting absorption parameters are shown in LN2 TEMP 0j L TM

Figure 38-8. C -/ 02
To characterize this change in absorption with

temperature by a single parameter, the Lorentz 3 Y /
oscillator has been used in a least-squares fit to the
measured absorptions, with only -t varying. The 2 000i

value chosen for eo was 4.70 from the real index oc,, 0013
measurements, and the other constants were the same Y 0001

as those used in the real index calculations. For the 0

liquid nitrogen temperature data this procedure was 0 20 40 60 800 M 2Q0 40 '40 A0 200

straightforward, and a value of 3.3 cm- was obtained Fnmhcv. m
for -t. For comparison, the calculated absorption for
a Lorentz oscillator with this damping is shown in
Figure 38-8. At liquid helium temperature the Figure 38.& A"m!rtion am 4Jrk, for ,odim Fluoride t
absorption is so small that the noise ir, the limited 1.0w Temperature. - hid nitrogen ttmper-iturv. 0 liquid
data available obscures any clear trend in the absorp- helium temperutt'Mn, Te omooth n-rvto art .. "ritom
tion. Therefore, the absorption for several values of ,,o.u, for an o -4 aw-latf modl di dh tri r itht

'Y, which give absorption parameters that bracket in ais 01 n -' *hown oa th- fixgtu

I -

V __ _ __ _
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Discussion

Q. (L. Leopold, Georgetown University): In your their solutions, involved in the measurement of the
expression for the phase there app-Ared a term 6, thickness of the parallel-sided samples'used in your
which expresses the phase shift due to absorption. determinations of their refractive index as a function
You mentioned that this is negligible compared to the of frequency and temperature?
first term. How do you treat 6 when the first term is A. (C. Randal): Assuming the order number has
equal to 2n-? been chosen correctly, the accuracy of the real refrac-

A. (C. Randall, Aerospace Corp.): Since fre- tive index determination depends only on the accuracy
quencis corresponding to transmittan~ce maxima of the wave number determination and the thickness
(0 = m)ir) are measured, and since 6 is only indirectly measurement. Because of uncertainties in the thermal
and weakly dependent on frequency (see Eq., (38-4) expansion coefficients for NaF we have determined the
wtere 6 is explicitly defined), if this term were thickness with a micrometer accurate to only .0.0001
important it would have the effect of making the in. More accurate thickness measurements have been
order number m appearing in Eq. ( 8-5) slightly required for room temperature work. See Randall and
diflereitt than an integer. Rawcliffe2 for details of these measurements ws well as

Q. (1,. "l'horp, Beckman lesearch & Industrial a discussion of a correction to sample thickness
Instruments): ('ould you indicate the problems, and required by the convergence of the beam.
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39. A New Field in Fourier Spectroscopy:

Interferometric Polarimetry*

A. L. Fymat and K. D. Abhyankart
Je Propulsion Laboratory

Cafornia Imlitute of Technology
Pasadena, California

Abstract

The possibility of measuring the intensity and state of polarization of optical
radiation by means Gf the high-resolution Fourier spectroscopic method is demon-
strated. In the proposed experimental arrangement, a two-beam interferometer
is used with r polariber in each beam. After recombination the emergent radiation
is analyzed with a linear polarizer. It is shown that the interferograms obtained
in this way contain information about the four Stokes parameters of the incident
radiation. The polarizers introduce an asymmetry in the interferograms requiring
full (exponential) transforms for retrieval of the desired data. The effects of the
finite range of path difference and the variation of its zero point with frequency
are considered, and evaluation of the corresponding phase error with a proper
choier of the polarizer settings is discussed. The foemalism also takes into account
the residual polarization introduced by the beam splitter, and the differential
transmission of the two beams. Generally, three independent interferograms are
needed for determining the phase error and the four Stokes parameters. Some
simple arrangements are described in which the two beams are both linearly
polarized.

39-1 INTRODUCTION troscopy have so far been used only for measuring the
brightness spectrum. It is the purpose of the present
paper to demonstrate that the Fourier spectroscopic

(Fourier) spectroscopy, particularly in the infrared technique can be adapted for the measurement of all
region of the spectrum, has been made possible by the polarization parameters, that is, brightness, degree of
works of Fellgett, Jacquiot,2 Connes,3 and lowen- polarization, orientation of the plane of polarization
stein. 4 The well-known advantages of Fourier spec- and ellipticity, with a comparably high degree of

resolution over as wide a spectral range. In compari-
The results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion son, the conventional methods of polarimetry neither

1.aboratory, California Institute of Technology, tnder Contract No, NAS
7-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Adm nistration possess such a resolution nor yield a sufficient signal-
are presented. to-noise ratio for the same resolution. The high-

t Senior Postdoctoral Resident Research Assotiato of NRC-NASA. On
leave of absence from Osmania University, Hyderabad, India. resolution measurements of both the brightness and
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state of polarization are needed in many physical The coherency matrix of the resultant field, J', can
problems such as the interpretation of planetary radi- be obtained from E' with the help of Eq. (39-1).
ation. In particuhar, the variation of polarization The emergent intensity given by the trace Tr J' of the
across a baynd in the planet's spectrum will provide matrix J' is a function of the Stokes parameters of the
Yaluabie information on the scattering properties and incident field. For example, if the light is passed
structure of its atmosphere. It is here that the pro- through a compensator which retards the phase of the
posed Fourier spectroscopic method will find one of y-component with respect to that of the x-component
its most urgent applications, by an angle e, and then through a linear polarizer

making an angle . with the positive x-direction, the
39-2 POLARIZATION PARAMETERS AND METHODS emergent intensity will be given by the interference

OF MEASUREMENT equation7

The basic representation of the state of polarization
of a quasimonochromatic radiation field given by the
column matrix, 1(9, e) =J. cos 2 G+Jtu si 2 o

-t-J.,I sin 260cos fl.,-,L). (39-4)

It is obvious from Eq. (39-4) that four independent
measurements of b(, s) for various combinations
{0, el will be sufficient for determining the four Stokes

is in terms of the time averages (denoted by angular parameters. Born and Wolf have suggested the fol-brackets) of products of the complex field components lowing six measurements: f0 °, 0°}, (45 ° , G'J, {90*, 0°),
(E~3*) J~, {350 00, {50,9001, and {135*, 9001. However,(EiEj*)=Ji;, (i=x, y;j x,y), where the asterisk {135 ° , 0o") a , o5.. 9 , an 15 0y Hwvr

represents the complex conjugate. - They define the there is a redundancy in these measurements because
coherency matrix (compare, for example, Wolf5 ), the second and the fourth setting, and the fifth and

the sixth setting, are not independent.
The usual optical methods for determining polari-

zation are based on Eq. (39-4) and involve only mea-
J= (EXV t) =( J (39-1) surements of two to four intensities with the help of

i= J(V ) linear polarizers and fixed retarders. On the other

hand, in radio astronomy, in addition to these meth-
ods, other procedures based on the coherency concept
are also used. 8 '9 '| ° In the latter, only ,Jx= and J., are

where Et denotes the Hermitian conjugate of E and measured directly as intensities using linear or circular
the cross represents the Kronecker product. The ele- antennas, whereas IJXl and f, are obtained by means
ments of J are related to the Stokes parameters of the of electronic correlation techniques involving a con-
field in the following way: tinuously variable retardation btwcen the two com-

ponents. The variable retardation is introduced either
with a phase-sweeping device connected to a single
radio telescope or with a two-beam radio interferom-

I=J,+Jyv = Trace J eter. Such approaches have not, however, been madeQ =J~XX-Jy in the optical region. It is clear that the phase-sweeptechnique will not be possible at high optical fre-

U = J 1 +J quencies, but the interferometric method can certainly
V= -i(Jy -J,) (39-2) be used as explained in the following paragraphs.

39-3 PRINCIPLE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME

It may be noted that J., and J,, are real quantities Figure 39-1 is a schematic diagram of the proposed
whereas Jr, and Jy are complex conjugates of each two-beam optical interferometer to be used for mea-
other, It is convenient to write JI = 1J,.1 exp [if. suring polarizat'ion. The radiation from the source 0
lence, all the Stokes parameters are real and have the is first divided into two beams with the help of a
dimensions of intensity, splitter, which could be in the form of two slits of

The effect of any optical device on the electric field Young's experiment, the beam splitter of a Michelson
can be represented by a 2X2 .Jones matrix K such interferometer, or any other similar arrangement. Let
that" S1 E, and S2Eg be the complex amplitude vectors at

wavenumber or for the two beams, where SI and S2 are
the Jones matrices representing the action of the beam

E' KE. (39-3) splitter. The latter include both the fractional trans-
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S2, Eocr (MI R1 P1 S1+ M2 R? P2 S2 )Eo. INTERFEROGRAM

~ I
P2 R2 P2 S2 Er

Figure 39-1. Proposed Two-beam Optical Interferometer For Measuring Polarization

mission or reflection and the polarization introduced ence r from radiation in the wavenumber interval da
into the beams. (For an ideal Michelson interferom- will be ,(a) do = Tr J(S) dr. The total intensity is
eter Si =S2=(1//2)1, where I is the unit matrix.) given by
The beams 1 and 2 are then passed through two
polarizers, P1 and P 2 , respectively. Let P1 and P2
represent the Jones matrices of the two polarizers;
then, P1S1 Er and P2 S2E, will be the amplitudes of the (r) =f -,(u) do; (39-6)
emergent beams. The interferometer now introduces 0
a relative retardation between them which is charac-
terized by the Jones matrices R, and R2. If the rela-
tive retardation in phase is = 2rorr (T= path differ- the variable part of I(r) is known as the interferogram.
ence), one way of expressing R, and R2 is Although both the variable and constant parts of I(r)

contain informatior .Uout the Stokes parameters of
the original radiation, only the interferogram can be

,=e 12 1, R2 = 0/
2

t. (39-5 used for this purpose in the method of Fourier
R1 -spectroscopy.

39-4 ANALYSIS OF THE INTERFEROGRAM

The two beams, which now have the amplitudes In order to obtain the Stokes parameters of the
R1PIS1 E, and R2P2S2E , are then recombined either incident radiation, it is necessary first to examine how
direetly (as in Young's experiment) or after a second they enter into the observed interferogram.
p , through the splitter (as in Michelson's inter-
ferometer). This mixer action can be represented by 39-4.1 Corputation of Ma)
the Jones matrices M1 and M2 for the two beams. Letting 9,;.= MijiS, (j= 1, 2), G -P 3 , and writing
Hence, the combined emergent amplitude will be

(MIRIP 1S1+M 2R2P2S2)E (RIM 1PIS 1+R2 M2P2S2)E, I(') = (Pi /

in view of Eq. (39-5). In the radio region, it is possible and making use of Eq. (39-5) gives the emergent am-
to deal directly with this combined amplitude in the plitude vector
form of an output voltage of the mixer element of the
circuit. On the other hand, in the optical region, it is
necessary to introduce an analyzer in the form of a3 (P321 [(P.|(1 1  P12 \ e--i/2
linear polarizer P3 in the interfering beams. If P3 is E((P 3) Ci
the Jones matrix for the analyzer, the final amplitude /iP33 @34] L\@! 3 6)14)

will be E(P3) =P3(R1 M1P1S" +R2M2P2S2 )E, which gives
the coherency matrix J(6) according to Eq. (39-1). +(021 122) e 0/2 IEA
The contribution to intensity for a fixed path differ- \(P23 (P24/) i/ E
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which can be written as function

+(a, cos -is 2 sin l Et

E((P3) in the cosine term at the right-hand side of this equa-

(c3 C 3 Si) tion, and to weight the constant and variable parts of
the intensity with different functions of or.

Cos -is 4 sin E, (39-8) 39-4.2 Use of Fourier Spectroscopy
24s- The total intensity is obtained by integrating I.(o)

over all wavenumbers. Thus, substituting Eq. (39-12)
in Eq. (39-6) gives

where the a's and #'s are functions of a through the
6 j/s. Then, computing J(6) and taking its trace, gives

1(0 ) {a1(o') +p(a) cos [2ror-#-I(o')} do';

(39-13)
1r(or) =a,(a)+a 2(0') cos 6+a 3(0u) sin 6, (39-9)

and the interferogram is given by
where, after using Eq. (39-2),

ai(a) = pi(a) I(a) +q,(a)Q(a) + rja) U(a) +si(a) V(a), Var {I(r)} d ) s(]
(i= 1, 2, 3), (39-10) (39-14)

and pi, qj, ri, and si are known real functions of the This expression shows that, owing to the use of the
(Pi's through the a's and f's. The observed intensity polarizers Pi, the interferogram obtained with the
will be d(a)l,(o), where d(o) is a factor representing present two-beam interferometer is not a symmetrical
the instrumental sensitivity, function of r. Hence, the spectral distribution of the

Introducing the auxiliary quantities p(a) and 0(o) incident radiation is not the Fburier cosine transform
by the equations of the interferogram. Therefore, it is necessary to

resort to the full exponential transform for deriving
p(a) and ,(o), which in turn would give the four
Stokes parameters of the incident radiation. If for

a.,(0) = sP() COS #(O)% (39-11) negative wavenumbers it is assumed that
a3( )---p(o') Sill O W0)] 

(3'5
d(-o) =d(o), p(-o) =p(o), (-o) = -#(o), (39-15)

Eq. (39-9) can also be written in the form

Eq. (39-14) becomes
Ido)=d()[a1 (o)+p(o) cos {6-#(o)}] 39-12)

At this point it should be noted that the effect of the Var {(r)} = if d(o)p(o) exp (-iO()e - WU do. a

polarizers P has been to introduce the argument (39-16)
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Equation. (39-16) is true only for an ideal inter- If the size of the source is sufficiently small, S*(o'r)
ferometer. In practice, however, one has to take into can be replaced by S*(o.or), where ao is the mean wave-
account the following imperfections of the system:a 11 number of the passband. Then, Eq. (39-19) becomes

• (1) The finite extent (Ti, T2) of the interferogram;
this is indicated by a positive transfer function T(r)
in front of the integral on the right-hand side of
Eq. (39-14). This function is made to vanish outside 2 Var {I(r)} - [ p
the interval (TI, 72). T()S(or) J d(o)p()

(2) The zero point of r may vary with r, which
introduces a further asymmetry in the interferogram; exp {i[#(o")+,(0")]}e - 2r0f do.
this is taken into account by introducing a phase (39-21)
term {-(u)} in the argument of the cosine factor.
Amplitude terms which depend on o only can be
included in d(o,).

(3) On account of (2), the values of T1 and T2 may From Eq. (39-2) it is seen that
vary with a, although their difference (r2-71) may
remain constant, thus causing changes in the geo-
metrical parameters of the interferometer. This
interaction, which is the result of the finite size of the 2 Var {I(T)}
source, gives rise to another positive amplitude factor
B(oT) and an additional phase term '(or).

Hence Eq. (39-14) becomes

and

Var {I(T)} = T(T)f ' d(a)p(o)B(o-T) cos {27roT-,r (o)
B

-(o)--(o)} do. (39-17) [d(a)p(a) X exp {i[0(o)+(o)]}]

This is the correct expression for any recorded inter-
ferogram. Now, in addition to Eq. (39-15), if for form a Fourier pair. Hence, the full (exponential)negative wavenumbers, it is also assumed that transform of the interferogram yields the latter func-

tion. In Eq. (39-21), the function T(T), representing
an amplitude factor for the interferogram, is real. It
is the Fourier transform of the scanning function. If
the latter is apodized, then T(T) is a suitably tapered

B( -UT) ffi B(~o'), function, which vanishes at the ends of the path differ-
ence interval (rl, Tr2) in a smooth way. The phase

#(-o) = -- (o), Y(-o-T) = -7(oT), (39-18) term #(o) represents an important source of error, for
it contributes, along with 0(o), to the destruction of
the symmetry of the interferogram. The term S(UT),
known as the source function, includes both amplitude

the interferogram could be expressed by and phase effects. Now, since T(T), d(a) and S*(ou0T)
are known functions, one can derive p(a) and
j#(o)+#(o)]. In order to determine the phase error
0(a), it is necessary to have one interferogram for

Var {I(r)} = JT(r) a' d(U)p(o)S*(aT) which J(a) is known. Here it is assumed that the
interferometer is sufficiently stable during the time of
one set of measurements so that 0(a) is identical for

exp {jf€()+0(a(q)]}e-P"17do, all interferograms. This will have to be tested in
(39-19) actual practice. Of particular interest are the cases

where 4(aj)rO; these will be discussed in Section 39-5.
For these cases, *(u) can be obtained by the well-
known methods of Connes' and Forman, Steel, and

where Vanasse;' 2 however, this determination of #(a) is
arbitrary to within an additive term 2UT¢, which de-
pends on the choice of the origin of the interferogram.
If the same origin is taken for all interferograms, this

S(or) -B(gv) exp {i'(T)} -S*(-Gu). (39-20) additional term will be identical for all of them.
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Now, any interferogram will give the two functions for A 1, and
p(a) and 0()+(u)+27rur; and since 0(a)+21 rT is
known, it is possible to obtain '(or), the phase term
introduced by the polarizers. The quantities p(u) and
,p(o), in turn, yield a 2 (0') and a 3 (') according to 2

Eq. (39-11). Then, from Eq. (39-10), it is seen that p(or)L4--- [I(r) -Q(o)] for A .
there are two relations in the four unknown Stokes 2
parameters. Hence, in addition to the interferogram
yielding (o), it is necessary to have two other inde-
pendent interferograms for deriving all the four Stokes
parameters. Hence, both interferograms give 0(u) and the two

together yield I(a) and Q(u). In the third case A3 ,
39-5 PROPOSED INTERFEROMETRIC ARRANGEMENTS

Although the polarizers P and P 2 can be chosen
in an arbitrary manner, the present discussion will 2

be limited to the cases where V, and 92 are equivalent a 2(u) = ff- U(W)
to perfect linear polarizers. 2

The Jones representation for a perfect linear polar-
izer making an angle 0 with the x axis is given by the
real matrix

and

cp() "f cos 2 o cos 0 sin 0' (39-22) 2
( cos 0 sin 0 sin 2 o a3(a)- f06 V();

2

where f~ff, (i f 1, 2, 3), are the transmission factors. therefore, the Fourier analysis of this interferogram
Then, putting 0 = i and carrying out the computa- gives these other two Stokes parameters. A test of
tions represented by Eqs. (39-s) to (39-10), it is found the stability of the instrument can be made by record-
that sI(u) =s2(u)=p()ff=qa(u)f=r3 (u)=O in Eq. ing the interferograms in the order A1, A3 , A2 and by
(39-10). Hence a5 (or) is a function of V(r) alone and verifying that j(tr) is not altered between the first and
a2(U) contains I(r), Q(r), and '(o) only; in other the last setting.
words, V(o') gets separated from the other three Stokes
parameters. Consequently, no two settings of (P and 39-6 CONCLUSIONS
62 are completely independent of each other. Any
one setting gives an interferogram which by the The usual Fourier spectroscopic method is based
Fourier spectroscopic method yields V(u) and a linear o the property that when no polarizers are introduced
relation between the remaining three Stokes param- in the interferometer, the intensity of radiation of
eters. Hence, three interferograms would be needed wavenumber u at path difference 7 is given by
to get complete information about the intensity and 1,() - (fr 2+f12+2f1a1 cos 6)1(a), which can beeasily
state of polarization of the incident light. It is possible, obtained by adding the intensities for cases A I and A 2
however, to use one of them for obtaining #(a) by a and multiplying by (2/f#1) to remove the effect of the
proper choice of 01 and 02, thus obviating the necessity analyzer. This is but one possibility, however, which
of recording a separate interferogram for that purpose. has been utilized for obtaining high-resolution spectra

Table 39-1 shows three simple arrangements: by using the Fourier transformation. This paper has
Al ((P -x, (P2  ,, (P3  s), A 2((P - y, (P2 Y, P3 - ), demonstrated the full capability of the interferometric
and ..I3 (Pt -X, W2 -y, (P3 =8), where x, y, and a stand technique in the measurement of both the intensity
for linear polarizers with 8-0°, 90° , and 45', respec- and state of polarization within any given spectral
tively. It ' seen that in easts A a and A , a3 (ur) ,-0 band. It is hoped that this theoretical discussion will
and a.(u) .0, which makes an(o) 0 ad p(a) -a,(), stimulate the workers in the field to build suitable
with instruments for this purpose.

It may be pointed out that the instrumental im-
perfections such as imperfect polarizers, dependence
of their performance on wavelength, effect of beam
splitter, and so forth, have, in principle, been taken

f...f..2 into account in this discussion. It should not be im-p(u) f2 I1(0)+Q(0)I possible, in practice, to take care of these factors
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because what is involved is the in situ determination of a large asymmetry in the interferogram. Firstly,
of Pi(ar) by a proper method of calibration. The usual this requires recording the interferograms on both
limitations about the source size, bandwidth, fre- sides of the origin. Secondly, the process of informa-
quency of sampling, and so forth, also apply in these tion retrieval which necessitates the use of exponential
polarization measurements. transforms is known to be nonlinear. However, this

Finally, it should be mentioned that the proposed nonlinearity will be of real consequence only when the
method relies heavily on the delibe'ate introduction signal-to-noise ratio is small.
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Discussion

is (James L. Lauer, Sun Oil Co.): How sensitive advantages of high resolution (possible resolution of
is your method to determine status of polarization, line profiles) and wide spectral range.
especially when you have no prior knowledge? In the case of the atmospheres of the major planets,

theoretical computations for a semi-infinite Rayleigh
A. (A. Fymat, Jet Propulsion Laboratory): If the scattering model show that degrees of polarization of

residual polarization introduced by the beam splitter 80 to 90 percent in the core to about 50 percent in the
is properly compensated for, for example by an in-situ %-ings of very weak, weak, strong, and very strong
calibration, then the sensitivity of the method is es~en- lines are obtained. With the high resolution
tially that of the more conventional Fourier spectro- (_5XI 0- cm - 1) now made possible by the work of
stCpy, fors4petrai energv distribution. In conventional the Connes, such lines can be resolved and the method
polarimeters (compare works of Sekera. Dollfus, proposed here can doubtless measure this polarisation.
(Uehrels), degrees of linear polarization of about I am mentioning this example not as an answer to
0.001 percett are obtained. i1ecause of the several your question, but as an illustration of the type of
a(lvalntagt" of Fourier spectroscopy, it similar scrsi- phenomena I am interested in, and which ar responsi-
tivity can tit least be expected, with the additional ble for the conception of the method.

Li
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40. Time Series Analysis in Fourier Spedroscopy*

R. D. Larson
Illi, os bu#Wtve of Tedwology

Chicago, 11w 60616

Abstract

The formalism and relevance to Fourier spectroscopy of the discipline of sta-
tistical spectral analysis of time series is outlined. Four aspects of the symphysis
of the two disciplines are discussed: (1) statistical estimation of stochastic spectra,
(2) coherence theory, (3) modelling by linear s)ters, and (4) the relationship of
apodiation to smoothing and spectral window carpentry.

40-I INTfRODUCTION time sries analysis (TSA) and the role that it plays.
It is hoped that the genetic advantages to Fourier

Fourier transform spectroscopy (FT8) has ex- spectrocopy accruing from time series analysis will
perienced an incredible evolution in the past decade, become evident throughout the adoleseence of Fourier
experimentally, theoretically, and computationally. petruseopy.
As with most evolutionary procesaes. Fourier spectros- This chapter is not intended to be an exposition
copy has developed in a natural way, within the of the formalism and merits of time series analysis
environment of its parent; in this case, predominantly and yet it must be this in part in order to show that
within the consanguinity of optical physics. Further- time series analysis provides a generalization oi the

more, it is natural for related disciplin" to develop analytic and data analys.tis formalm of Fourier
much like fraternal twins, that is, in parallel, but quite speetroetcopy. The propinquity to transform spectros-
independently of each other. For example, Fourier copy of a specilic diffraction application, diffraction
spectroscopy has much in common with x-ray by liquids, is briefly lisc*As-d in Appendix 40-A,
diffraction, both having optical origins. There are. Time serie, analysiL is a somewhat little-known
however, features of the respective data analysis subdiscipline of mathematival statistics because, like
formalisms that are o strikingly smilar that r:.,i Fourier trnwiform s wctnisepy. it h.,, been developed
warrants the attention of the other. prinilally within the pmt fifteen yrars. Perhapo the

Ilence, as filiation im socially (if not scientifically applications of time series annly.sia to radar signal
and legally) acceptable when the parentage is ad- detection. seinmic signnl detrrftun. and signal detere-
mitted, the writer would like to direct attintioa to tion and analysis within hiondical engineering

ftwnpdis4I pan by Us, Ximkwat Saebme Fmadminme.
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(electroenceplialographic and electrocardiographic averages over an ensemble of possible observations.
signals) have been largely responsible for its rapid The object of a statistical analysis of time series is to
miaturation. It is significant that it was within the ascertain the asymptotic (statistical) properties of a
computational context of time series analysis that the time series from a single observation or realization of
power and tvxpediency of the fast Fourier transform the stochastic process.
(FFT) was rediscovered.' The use of one of the class
of fast Fouier transformation algorithms is becoming, 4-. oe ~ ieSre
and should be, central to any sensible coniputatkwi of As a time serieQ refers to a particular set of mea-
at (Fourier) spectrum. The original suggestion of the Aurements, or obs vations of these, it is of interest to
lisp of the factorizat ion p~roperty of discrete Fourier understand how a set of observations is generated by a
coefficients 2 was ill thle context of an x-ray diffraction specific process, that is, its mechanism. Furthermore,
(diffraction by liquids,), the formalism of which is it is of interest to be able to employ the predictive
surprisingly similar (thle dlifferences !itmounting to a power of the mechanism to ferecast future time series
change of *variables, p~hysical significance, and some behavior. Both of these aims are satisfied by syn-
other trivial differences) to Fourier transform spec- thesizing &',model for a time series.
troscopy.' It is perhaps worth noting that transform Of most x44e to Fourier spectroscopy is the class of
spectroscopy is now considlerably ahead of x-ray nonparametrkv physical (rather than empirical) models
dliffraction in recognizing the utility of Fourier trans- for which a given time series is ch-aracterized by its
formation a lit fast Fourier transform. Hlowever, thle autocorrelation function or its spectrum. Spectral
next decade must see widespread use of fast trans- analysis is a nonparametric approach. It is often
formation techniques not only in the x-ray diffraction quite convenient, however, to represent a physical
field but in all applied Fourier analysis disciplines, situation by a line"~ system and then to perform a

spectral analysis oni the input and output of this
40-2 STATISTICAL SPKEftAL ANALYSIS OF TIME system. Such anl approach is a combination of a

SERIES modelling and a spectral analysis, .ich will be dis-
cussed in more detail in the next sections.

40-2.1 Oefiwion of a ime Series
A time series is defined operationally as a set of 40-2.3 Statisical Spectral Analysili

observations arranged in chronological order. 'Time* 40)2.3.1 DEFINITION OF THE SPECTRUM
is at somewhat unfortunate adjective, inasmuch as

timenee no be he ndeendnt vriale.For Statistical spectral analysis is an elucidation of the
exime.eo spe, ile oringlepmeydjut vasrwele the frequency components of an observed time series.
independent variable. lit such instances, this paper Pre 5 hssgetdta pcrlaayi ossof three distinct aspects: (1) a careful definition of therefers to spatial time series, wheres, if time is the
independent variable, it refers to temporal time~ series. spectrum of a specific stochastic process, (2) compu-
It is convenient to restrict discuss.ion to the .temporal tation of the spectrum by essntially one of four
time series. Observatito:is my be made or recordledi nethods: filtering1111 construction of a smoothed period-
for a set of time points T. A specific measurement at agam covariat"e averaging, or autoregression, and

a tie I s X). Atim seres i thn th se of(ll ) interpretation of the spectrum, including estima-
a time tiuis X). Atie seisi te h sto.l tion of the spectral density. The subsequent can-

A statistical ,umlslis of a time, series is predicated dest3 fteeeet f pcrlaayi olw
upon asocimtiL a specific observation X(1) with a Parlten,1 where the reader can find further details.
random variable, -luch that a set of ohxervttions An observed time series is neither Ivriodic nor
I X(1). t e TJ or a time series, is an observation of a squtemmmblv, so a standlard deterministic bar-
stochastic prtleess or ensemble of such observations. mnic analysis or inversion cannot be carried out. A
A time series is. in this context, vonsirred to be- an goeriiaed harmonic "Walyss is, however, possible
ordere set of raaaoon Variables, a gtiven sot being A for a random variable XWr if therv exists in asymp-
realivation of at stochastic prticess or an rtiormal of oi orlainfnto o f) ~)
sich Arts of random Variables

Further, the sets of all possible time variables T'
have no r"trict suns pilareil on them. buit tovenvilient
cases ar provi if 7T is a finite dire set or a finite )*baP(A,401

rlot inklous set: T tI4). *1 I 2, NJ.XorA" iPUL(01

T -10:5: S 1.
where tate mmpir Vorrelatio" function PT.(U) is

The advaintage of the statisticA approch to the
aaaalyim of time sries is that, as in santistical me-
rhnnirs, the p.. 'wrtirs of timewsries. like obseirvations
of tliernewlnaic variables, are roipiessilbi as Pr(u) Vf~w -R() 0iO ,..(0)j
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and RT (u) is the sample convolution function, Filtered spectra are introduced in terms of the
sample spectra in order to effect an estimate of the
asymptotic functions. A filtered sample spectral
density function fo(w) is defined in terms of the

T-lul estimate pT(u) where pT(u)=kT(u)pT(u), and the
Rr(u)=' X)X(+lul). u=O, :-h,... weighting function kT(u) has the property that

(40-3)

rli kr(u) = 1.

The spectrum of a stochastic process is defined in
terms of a sample spectral density function,

i The Fourier transform of p*T(u) is fT*(w).

frw 21TFelj)~)2 .rW.l
(40-4) f~) x -u~ru

2l Iw<T

1 F, exp (-iuw)kT(,)pT(u). (40-9)

A normalized sample spectral density is then defined 21 uiu <r
by

Therefore,
7rw f~)R() i:w5r (40-5)

Pr~u F exp (iuX)$r(X,) dA (40-10)

Morov ,lhe normalized sample spectral density
7r(w) is just related to the sample correlation function
pr(u) by

and

7T(wI)-- E exp(-i)r(u). (40-61)

whet the spectral window Kr(a) is

((- )pr(w) dW. (40-7) A 1r( F (40-12)- ~ ~~~~~~21"r p(-wtr()(4-2

Findaly, the normalited spetal deiy function Th. the spectrum of a s'Mchw tir pnwes b,
7(,,) il lvated to the Pymptot'c Correlation function, defined only in the 'ynaptotie limit. T--. The

samplr stwcral den-ily and -omlAe enrr'iatios fune-
tions are eminalt of the wm-tnplolic funcitimA. The

Jte r d qw for varik. yWCt nr3r a llr .weral
p~ua) ~ e~Iinulte the asvniptotir sjwetrn ms a swetral avet-apAM) ep (iu,7i)dr. (4"-) "1crin uvaiu ris.
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40 2.3. 2 CON )Il N 'l'A'i 10N O F li I E he sample correlations are- then Just normalized
SPECTR"FlUM\ covariances

O ne of the rentral tsks (if Iti ims eries ana~lysis is to
obtaini thle best ist iniatc In ie statistical Sense) of
the thoisret wcsI spectrum. The best estimate is one
for %%hich the vst imattir has rainimumn bias and Pr(U) = Rr(U)/RT(O). (40-17)

ini inii vaiance. iTe samipl e spectral (leii.itV,
f(w is ;s * mlpt(t icallY an unibiased, but iiot :ol

Ss1 el't est imatsor of thle thleo ret ical I pect ral densityv.
Ak consistent cst imator is obtained by a sj)ectral Moreover, a filtc red sample spectral density can be

avrgigethrtlisugilltrig i b fL(~liig )btatinied fi J the RT(u) by further fast F'ourier
Covztanc am:energing as aa mevan s fo r obtaining a transformnat ion,
coti1sisteist sisectral estimator will be dliscussed.

('iven a time series, by observation of o stochastic

p5l scess, X (), 1 = 1, 2 . , the record lengthI is
e Jzi.l Y-idrge bYadigm zeros to the enid of tile

series so thl the samnple contains 2" data p~oints. fT k ?.i) 1x iu 2r AT(u)fRT01).
Thie sample spectrum can then bo obtained through f*(Q/ 27r, 1 Q
nse oif thle fast Fourier transform algoi'ithni, (40-18)

1(, 27A .2r The filtered normalized sample spectral density for
~' k j YUA~) Xp ?jk) k=0o, 1, . . . , Q, is then j ust:

(k = 0, 1, . . .,N

7T (k )l=f,* (k LJr/R(0). (40-19)

The rudimentary samnple spectral (density (period(.
grant) is just the square of the result,

The method of computing the spectrum via
covariances, wvhile extensively used in an earlier era,

21 / .1! 2 (4-4 sperhaps still the best method if the fast Fouier
h2  Nk (40-4 i rsfr algorithm is used to transform the periodo-

gram fT.5 T~he route to the covariance average fT*
via the fast Fourier transform is thus

and the filt ered or smoothed Iseriodogram is ai sp~ectral

avrg fffT (k Q )-RT?L-4f (k Q r) - (40-20)

(40-15 ~ Ii going from R7'(u to J'* (k 2r) thle IRTu) are

averaged over a lag wind(ow or covariance averaging

Onl the othIier hianid , g i vs i fr 8 s abs ive, it caii bc kernel k wh ichI depe'nsds oi i te truincatioii point
fast Foie r t ranot smss to o bt ain thle sam1)]e co- A I < 'I'. Several varieties of C(ovarianice a~veralginiig
Variance, R'(1), (it lined fori ?t = 0, 1 . ..1/' where M1 keriiels have been adlvocatedl from time to time.
is thIe truntion Ii i i 51ill t of' ftIi(' recordii, TIhse Bartlett window (covaria nce averagi iig kernelI)

is

Q) Q); k'R(u) = i1-!. (.10-21)
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The- Tukey kernel is Perhaps the central construct of coherence theory8

the- mutual coherence function Ij()which is
defined as an ensemble average of the analy tic ,ignal

k7-u) = j(1+cosiru) Iul< 1

=0. lul >1 (40-22) I(,r, )=IAT (V(r.f(Vr l).(40-25)

The Parzen window is: 1"(r, 1) is averaged over all realizations (if the electro-
magnetic field, and thus I'jj(i) is an ensemble-averaged
space-timei field correlation function. 9 .1

0  For a
stationary stochastic process it is possible to explicitly

k _) 6U2 +61u 3  iul 0. show the averaging process b

=2(1-_JUl) 3  0.5 <iul <1.0

=0 Jul 1 (40-23) r~i .,T i fTI rtVr 1+)d.

(40-26)

A modified Parzcn window (Parzen 11) is

ri1(T), being a correlation function, is either a cros s-
correlation function or an autocorrelation function
according to whether i~dj or i=j, respectively;-

/-PIZ(U) =(I+±6u 2 )kp(u). (40-24) additionally, rij(T) is itself anl analy-tic signaL. The
anialytic signal U(r, 1) is! however, thie manifestation
of the stochiastic process, and it is therefore a time
series (either as a single value or as a digitized or
analog record).

The criterion for choosing between various covari- Thle expression Pr.r T), as defined in the asymptotic
ance averaging kernels is a design procedure known as limit, is a theoretical quantity (a theoretical correla-
wvindowv carpentry. T1he interested reader is referred tion function) or in time series langiiage. an asymptotic
to an excellent discussion of this procedure by .Jenkinis correlation function of the random variable I'(r, 1).
and Watts." Thel( coherence theorY literature amply documents

Akaike has recently suggested a criterion for low- the corrcct definition of the light spectrum. TIhat is,
pass filter design which incorporates a large varietv of due to the NWiener-Khinchine theorem, the (power)
covariance kernels. 7  speetrum (i =Ji) oi so-called mutual spectral density

(i.)of light at two field poinits is
40-3 COHERENCE THEORY

40-3.1 Definition of the Spectrum
Inasmuch as F~ourier spectroscopy derives from r)ep1.

optical interferometrY, and as it is clear that optical Wl(ri, r1 , P,) = J __ rj,,r (21rilr)T. (40-27)
cohierence liheiiomeila are manifestations of correla-
tionis between fluctuations in the elect romagnlet ic
field of at beamn of light, it is clear that cohierence
theory, the statistical theorY of optics, must, be able Implicit is the definlitionl of thle spectrum inl tile
to accoint 'ate the basically stochiastiC p)hIenomeil asvmpytot ic limit 7'-x . Let uis refer inl this limiit to
wI ich is thie subject matter of the Aspen con ferenzce the F-ouirier tranisform of the mutual ctti erence
and of this chia pter. fu nction as thec asym ptloic spcr rnm.

TIo establ ish t lie maj or premise furthIier, t I erefore,
let uis say this in other words. Th'le wave function 40-3.2 Estimation of the Mutual Coherence Funct~in
appiropriate to th e electromagnetic f ield oft a beaml of ''ieentr ~ i ti hs i u b s e'i
I igh t, is a stoch ast ic quantity and the ind(ivid ual pa id to tile basic st tel ast ic it , N of op~ticalI cold erellice
aill Il t'lidles of light, waves are realuizat ions of an1 phenlomenal and while, indeed, thet "light Spec'(trumnl is

* ensemble of suich ampl)1itutles. 'I'h uis, an elect ro- ci rreetl *v de fit td inl thle senste if ti ge ii era i z(l d rm1111onic

miagnletic wave forml is a timie Series, anialy sis, tlt Ii eura t itonal toi setie let's tof thle sto-
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chasticitY are virtually ignored in the literature. For lying stochastic process by a linear system. Of course,
th,, irobiltm is not merely one of transforming the recent advances have been made in nonlinear filtering,
mutual coherence function but, rather, of obtaining but that subject will be neglected here.
the best estimale (in the statistical seni') of both the Classical filtering theory calls for either thenIutial coherence function and the a.ymptotic deiermination of the output of a linear system (filter)
spectrum, inasmuch as both are only defined in a given the input and the response function of the filter,
limiting sense and are experimentally inaccessible, or an analysis of the system t;iven the input and out-
That which is obtained experimentally is a realization put of observations.
of the .stochastic proces.s, however, and is itself an However, a standard (deterministic) harmonic
estimate of the mutual coherence function. analysis and inversion employing a given filter

The quintessence of a statistical spectral analysis of spectral response function is, of course, not applicable
a time series is, as mentited in Section 40-2.3.2, the to stochastic processes. The generalization is provided
achievement of a consistent spectral estimator. The by a linear stochastic filtering. This problem was
fact has also been mentioned that by the method of classically handled by Wiener but his method has
covariance averaging, using the fast Fourier trans- since been somewhat superseded by use of the so-
form, such a consistent estimator of the theoretical called Kalman-Bucy filter, which involves a solution.
(asymptotic) spectral density can be obtained, not of the Wiener-Hopf equation, but of the Ricatti

To put the argument in time series language, the equation.' 2" 3" 4  The Kalman-Bucy technique in-
mutual coherence function (for i=j) plays the role of volves characterizing a stochastic process in terms of
a theoretical autocovariance function, the Fourier a Markov process rather than through a covariance
transform of which defines the spectrum, which is the function, and the corresponding optimal filter involves
limit of the first moment of the sample spectrum a solution of a s et of differential equations rather than
estimator C(v). That is, the determination of an impulse response function.

)espite several successes achieved by the ialman-
Bucy technique (and the equivalence of the results
for the linear theory) the Wiener-type spectral

WV(ri, ri, v) = lir E[C(ri, ri, v)] methods are, perhaps, more easily visualized, because
T- they are more algebraic. Furthermore, the computa-

(" r(ri, ri, T) exp (-21rivt) d. (40-28) tion of covariance averages using the fast Fourier
J_V transform should swing the pendulum of fashion back

somewhat toward the covariance approach.
It is in terms of a linear time-invariant (stochastic)

filter that the complete generality of the notion of a
Further, by the Wiener-Khirchine theorem stochastic spectrum can best be appraised. 5  The

writer's viewpoint is that Fourier spectroscopy and,
for example, liquid diffraction can be considered to be
special cases of linear stochastic filtering coupled with

r(ri, ri, ) =f W(ri, ri, v) exp (2rivt) dy. (40-29) spectral analysis of the physical time series embedded
within the respective disciplines.

The literature amply documents the treatment of
an interferometer as a linear system15'' 6 with a

For finite T, however, concomitant determination of the impulse response of
the interferometer. The point here is simply to suggest
that any linear system modelling should involve a
linear stochastic filtering for reasons specified in

rT Sections 40-2 and 40-3.
E[C(r, v)]= r(r, t) 1- exp (-2rivt) (11. For linear stochastic systems the output auto-

r corrclations can be written in terms of input auto-
correlations through the use of stochastic Green's
functions. Section 40-5 shows the relationship of such

Thus E[C(r, ')] is biased for finite T but is an general stochastic kernels to the apodization functions
asymptotically unbiased estimator as the record length of Fourier spectroscopy.
' tends to infinity. It cai be shown, however, that
the biased estimator has the smallest mean square 40-5 STOCHASTIC GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
error. AND APODIZATION

40-4 MODELLING BY LINEAR SYSTEMS 40-5.J The Spectral Density Green's Function
The author would like to discuss what he believes

40-4.1 Linear Stochastic Filtering to be the generalization of apodization in Fourier
let us refr to a. full or a complete time series spectroscopy in terms of time series analysis, namely,

analysis as one which includes a statistical spectral that apodization is a special case of window carpentry
analysis in eonjnetion with a modelling of the under- modulo time series an'ilysis. I
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The impulse response function, which has been The general result can be written operationally as
referred to, and which characterizes a linear system
is, of course, known in Fourier spectroscopy as a
scanning function. A linear system influences or
modifies an input by broadening, smearing, spreading, =it- K11 • t, (40-33)
or attenuating it. Thus, the ubiquitous system
response function is called, in diffraction theory, the
modification function (frequency domain), and peak
shape function (time domain). It is also called or,

variously in other disciplines, the apparatus or
instrument function, spread function, and slit func-
tion. In spectral analysis one refers to lag or data 4HM(f)=f dsK,,(s,f)4)(s), (40-34)
(time domain) windows and spectral (frequency
domain) windows.

Apodization, the process by which the shape of a
scanning function is adjusted so as to attenuate the
side lobes, is, in time series language, the process of where the stochastic Green's function K11 is

designing a lag window or covariance averaging kernel
so as to increase its focusing power.

Let us consider Fourier spectroscopy to be a
specific physical model of a stochastic process (see Kf(sf) dr1  dT2 f di'
Section 40-3 for the nature of the stochasticity) such .. L
,hat by means of a linear stochastic filtering, a

stochastic spectrum (asymptotic spectral density as exp (27rirf) exp (-2ri(r 2 -rI)s)

characterized in Section 40-2) is obtained. Then, the
general form of the resulting spectral density can be X(h(t; TI)h*(tIr; 7 2)). (40-35)

considered to be the result of filtering by a stochastic
kernel or stochastic Green's function.

The basic idea is that instead of solving for y as a
function of x (using standard differential operator sast cmasth Green's function Kpe s anotaion ) instatisti-a!l measure, the Green's function KH isa

notation 3) in spectral density Green's function. Thus, if the

measure is the spectrum (D, then

Ly=x(t), (40-36)

-(f) = f K(s, f)4)x(s) ds, (40-36)

in terms of a Green's function G(t, T), th probleniis
one of solving for a spectral density 4, in terms of an whereas, if the measure is the autocorrelation R,
input function 4).,, and a stochastic Green's function,
K(t, r),

Ry() fGG3o )Rx(o-) do-. (40-37)

K4y ,x (t). (40-31)

Hence, in terms of a general statistical measure y,
If H is some linear operation on an input process

x, one may consider H to be an ensemble containing

operations Hi, each of which has associated with it a (
Green's function hi(t, r), representing the response of 1(y) = K(! .) dM(r).

Hi to a unit impulse S(t-T), at timP T.'
8 Thus, the

r-esponse of Hi to an input x(t) is

The general kernel K(y, .r) is said to map from t.-,
space of .r to the space of y and depends on the
specific measure 1, chosen to characterize the random

Hix(t) = J h,(t, r)x(r) dr. (40-32) variable y.
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As far as Fourier spectroscopy is concerned, one is formation. In general,
interested in estimating the spectral density, given the
interferogram which is itself an experimental estimate
of the asymptotic autocovariance function. An B f F(x)A(x)cos27(04xdx. 1)
estimation of the spectral density is predicated upon
a mapping from the space of Br(s) to the space B,(a),
where B,(s) is the (power) spectral dcnsity of the
analytic signal V(r, t). Implicit is the specific choice One may also obtain an apodized spectrum by
of the spectral density measure by means of which a convolution of the unapodized spectrum with the
stochastic (spectral density) Green's function effects Fourier transform of the apodizing function, the
the mapping. This heuristic analysis is thus a scanning function.2 ' Let us refer to the result of
generalization of the following equations' in Fourier apodization as a focusing of the spectrum. Various
spectroscopy and in conventional spectroscopy, re- apodizing functions thus have better focusing power
spectively: than others.

In time series analysis one is interested in obtaining
the best estimate to the asymptotic spectrum, that is,
spectral estimation. This pper has suggested spectral

B'(a) = o(a).() (40-39) estimation by means of covariance averaging where
the spectral averaging is effected variously by co-
variance averaging kernels, some of which were

and outlined in Section 40-2. The Fourier transforms of
the covariance averaging kernels or lag windows are
spectral windows. Comments have been made on the
nature of various spectral windows3 2 2 '23 and no

B' (o) =S(o).B(a). (4040) further comment will be made here. The interested
reader is referred to the excellent exposition by
Jenkins and Watts.6

An optimal spectral window is one that balances
40-5.2 Window Carpentry vs Apodization the fidelity and stability or bias and variance of the

The impossibility of realizing experimentally a window (or filter). Achieving this balance according
theoretical sample spectral density or sample auto- to the specific optimality criterion needed in any one
covariance function, let alone the asymptotic func- situation is the dsign procedure known as window
tions referred to in Section 40-2, is not unique to carpentry. What is desired and achieved in most
Fourier spectroscopy. In Fourier spectroscopy, of cases is a spectral window with small side lobes.
course, a truncated interferogram is all that is ever Spectral averaging with such a window W(X' hen
realized. Furthermore, the interferogram must be generates a mean smoothed spectrum r
sampled in or(ler to compute a Fourier transform.
Both truncation and sampling have to be carefully
effected in transforming to obtain the spectral dis- Wd
tribution. However, sampling according to the rMf W(g)I(f-g)dg, 140-42)

prescription required by the fast Fourier transform
algorithm allows for a completely fdithful and
reproducible Fourier transform, One can transform where
back and forth between F(x) and B,(a) completely
promiscuously if the sampling is done correctly with
what is referred to as the Lauczos algorithm. The
writer has previously 20 convmelited on this aspect of
the Lanezvis algorithm, and he feels that the faithful-
ness of the transformation is as important, if not more
important,, than the "fastniess." For example, co- and
variance averaging as discussed in Section 40-2
involves repeated transformation, so that this method
of spectral averaging using the lanczos .algorithm "(f)=f__ k(u)c(u) exp (-2nfn) du, (40-44)
depends on the accuraey with which it can be per-
formed, Thus, it is the band-limited nature of the

etrunlil B,.(r), that will be discussed further.Of course, because there is a truncated interfero- where r(f) is a smoothed spectral estinitor defined

gram, bI"urier transformation introdluces "wings," iu terms of the covariance kernels k(u) and the
'side lobes," "ripples," or "false detail," into the covariance estimators c(u). Thus, eovariance averag-

spectral distribution. Apodization seeks to suppress tig using lag windows with optimum focusing is a
these side lobes by multiplying the interferogrnim by generalization to stochastic processes of apodization
all apodizing funnetion .4(X) before Fourier trans- as comminly formulated for deterministic processes.

i-
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Discussion

Comment (R. D. Larsen): Had I known in advance tion field. (For your complete information I might
of thi, conference that the advantages of 106 samples add that Professor S. Veno from the University of
were to be a preoccupation of this conference ("happi- Tokyo and Professor V. Sobolev from the U.S.S.R.
ness is 10" samples"), I would have brought slides have formulated radiative transfer theory using
showing how a similar situation obtains in liquid stochastic theory. Their theory does not, however,
diffraction. It is well documented in liquid diffraction consider polarization.)
literature that ky collecting data over larger and A. (R. D. Larsen): A unified treatment of second-
larger scattering angles, the radial distribution func- and higher-order coherence phenomena and the state
tioi becomes increasingly better resolved. That is, of polarization is provided by the introduction of
the larger Imla is, like the greater 0 m.x is, the better higher-order moments of the complex analytic wave
is the resulting D(r) and B(a), respectively. In liquid amplitude. These general moments were introduced
diffraction the quest is for the as ymptotic radial by Wolf and Mandel, 1 and Klauderand Sudarshan. 0 10
distribution function (derived from Rmax z), inas- While higher-order correlation effects have been
much as the theoretical radial distribution function of measired, for the simple interference experiment it is
statistical mechanics is this quantity. usually sufficient to consider the second-order co-

Q. (Alaini L. Fymat, Jet Propulsion Laboratory): herence tensor instead of the mutual coherence
'Fie mutual coherence function (ef) is only one of function. It is interesting to note that whereas we
the four elements of the mutual coherence matrix have considered some elements of a generalized har-
(nmre) which, incidentally, is not defined in the moiiic analysis as applied to Fourier spectroscopy, it
optcal literature (Born and Wolf, Principles of Optics; was Wiener who not only first introduced such a
Befanm andi iarrent, 7heory of Partial Coherence). For generalization but also first introduced the idea of

a single space-time point, this matrix-ieduces to the coherence matrices for describing partial polarization
polarization coh.,rence matrix (pcm) (also not defined), in terms of the degree of polarization P.
The Fourier transform of (mcm) for zero-vector spac- More germane to Fourier spectroscopy, I might
ing yields Fourier aalysis; pem can also be related to suggest that the time series approach is to the de-
this tranisform. terministic (Bracewellian) approach as statistical

Because of these various relatimiwhips, I wondered thermodynamics is to thermodynamics, in that both
whether you have considered extending your approach the latter and deterministic Fourier analysis neglect
to also describe the state of polarization of the radia- fluctuations and correlations thereof.
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Appendix 40-A

Relation Between Formalisms of Diffraction by

Liquids and Fourier Spectroscopy

It is both instructive and amusing to consider the tion with distance of individual pair interactions
closely parallel features of Fourier spectroscopy and within a liquid Dij(rij),
the formalism of x-ray diffraction by liquids. Each
technique, of course, provides quantitative structural
information (of a different kind in each case) about a D(r) = < Dij(ri1). (40-A3)
substance bathed in radiation from widely separated
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

One obtains an intensity function, (I(k)), in liquid
diffraction, where k is proportional to the scattering From the physical information embedded within
angle and is a function of frequency, D(r) it is possible to determine the time-averaged

geometrical Ftructure of a liquid. Now, D(r) is
related to I(hi by Fourier transformation. As both
D(r) and I(k) are odd functions, using reduced
variables, one can write

k= sin 0, (40-Al)

D(r) =2 fo 1(k) sin (2irrk) dk. (40-A4)

that is, (1(k)) is a spectrum and is obtained directly.
Furthermore, (1(k)) is the Fourier trans form of the As the scattering of x-rays by a liquid may also beautocorrelation of the electron densit, econsidered to be a stochamstic .process, the techniques

of time series anaysis are applicable to liquid dif-
fraction. 2 4  The problem is one of estimiating the
autocovariance D(r).

One obtains experimentally a band-limited spec-
(1(k, t))ff f(p(r1, t)p(r, )) trum, the Fourier transfoin of which, due to simple

truncation, contains side lobes which inhibit a clear-
cut structural aalysis. Thus. the intensity function

exp [ik (r, -r 2 )] dr, dr2 . (40A2) is commonly multiplied by a so-called modification
function . (k), prior to Fourier transormation.

The object of the analysis is to obtain the radial r (k)M(k) s(rrk) dk 40A)
distribution function, D(r), which gives the distribu- D'(r) 2 si2 .
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The modification functions are clearly the same functions, and so they are related by a cosine Fourier
functions as the apodizing functions of Fourier transformation.
spectroscopy, which, if generalized in terms of time Liquid diffraction does not, however, enjoy the
series analysis, are covaritice averaging kernels or lag splendid Fellgett advantage, the spectrum I(k) being
windows (more generally, in the frequency domain, obtained in a "dispersive" manner by step-scanning
spectral density Green's functions); that is, compare through values of k and counting incident (scattered)
Eq. (40-A5) with photons for sizable lengths of time for each k value.

Use can be made, however, of the Lanezos algorithm
(fast Fourier transform) in liquid diffraction as well.

B'(a) =2 fo ° F(.r)A(x) cos (21rax) dx. (40-A6) Furthermore, it should be noted that the one-di. en-
Jo sional radial distribution function of liquid diffraction

is formally a lower-dimensional analog of the three-
dimensional Patterson function of x-ray crystallog-

The difference between Eq. (40-A5) and Eq. (40-A6) raphy. In fact, the use of modification functions in
is simply due to the fact that F(x) and B(o) are even liquid diffraction originated in crystallograpiy. 25
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41. Increased Spectral Resolution From

Fixed Length Interferograms

Alvin M. Despoin and Jeffery W. BMl
Utah State University
Logan. Utah 84321

Abstract

Problems of enhancing the spectral resolution of fixed length interferogranms
are discussed and several methods of implementation tire considered. Prolate
spheroidal wavefunctions and the method of moments are found to be useful
although in many cases signal-to-noise ratio must be dIrastically dlecreasedl to

obtain a significant increase in resolution.

41 -1 INTRODUCTION The impulse response (if thle device' from thet viitraiet,

41-1 1 Fourier Spectroscopy aperture~ to thle detector aperture is, thui

Fourier spetroscopy is the determination of tile
power spectral density function t.J radiation with
the aid of an interferomneter. Mi heison ' invented thle
two-beam iitterferotnoter that bears his name (Figure hdt) - 6(t)+i Xe 11
41-1) an I usedl it for ,zevpral purposes, including the 4 4 4-
dleterminaltion of the structure of certain opticail

spectral foatures. Later. nmany workers niodilied.,I refined, anid improvedl thle initerferometrie tec~h-
Iliqjue. 2,4A TIoday Fourier sliwctroscopv is widely
used' where its a;dValtages of( multiplex detection wheren 6(t) is thle inilpilse, X is the path fdiffernlc", and

M0 lrgeoptial hmugputouteighitsnjecnnial is the velocity of light.
prblm mdtie nv- fo Fmre trnfrnii tiehI e roduc n-4I ' theai iturt raiort f'ri

ohut put signal toi obtuixi spec! r", Iat i. hi ilpihrto lpFirv rt.ri4

Trhe ideal Iflichelson iterfe-rometer. ats show,,i ii 1:4. ill-I1I andI h~a.)
F'igure 41-I, i, a% two-beam device in which thlt
iiicidetit radiat iou is split itito two blkams, recombinedl,
awi detected. I'll,, path traveledf by the radiatitin ini
oneV beani is of diffe~rent length fnrom that traveledl by PIi' I ~~. l
the other andt( is :k hoction oif the mirror posit ion.
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STATIOA~ARY MIRROR can only be approximately determined as

0

2 rio d 1
SORC I P(v)i- [IW-21c2v d(O

Ja(x)[Ld(x)-d(i0f cos2r;vxdxr, (41-6,

/ MOVABLEJ
MIRROR

LENS where

aix) rec (I = I, lXiX (41-7)
f4( + 1 ziiX <x,

4 4
SQUARE FLOW- PASS d

LAW FILTER L
D~rT Thus, the approximate spectrum is thle conivolution of

ELECTRICAL IF(v)12 and the transform of a(x), or
SiONAI.

Figure 41-1. Michelson I nterferometer Sp'vtrorneter
iP(p) 12 JF(y) 12 * 4l(p), (41-8)

aswli rf (wavetiu~mber), If tl~it dleteetor IS.
aLlnelto bw all idleal squlare law detector, theni its hr

d(.) K '~~2 fl~ 2s'jdA .(P) - 2xo sine j:?i~xJ. (41-9)

(41 -:0
The sinie futirtioti has its first seru at

where the radilitsob Is linlitedl to the speetral rt-gioln
beIteil PI .11d i'1111.l sigoal d~.r' is Keltwrall I*y4-O
n'eordel (thlis rtwtorl is callmd an ioterfenigrm).
(ligiitivL. mlid Fourier trnsnormiid on a ditigal com-.
puter. *Ihws. the power setruni o4,P~Vi is recovered

by cae~tl:tin~nnd bv the Raleigh criteriont thle sjwctrIl- "411164-11e
of tP(V*) ise just

Ilen'. then. iu- i of the ma~jor probli-'nis - Finiriur
41-1.2 Sp.Ctral f,,oion %qWtiwn4'ug. Iim eaki., b.'tter -,pertril rr-4utij.i 1w

\101t. 01A. it i! v.ic1~ illifiv,*ile til rniu esbzijned if :,. rnrlt N- further jern-vl durm to-
et xri ftir alil 1lv-ailv %v:,luvx 4. .r. Thmie'ne, Vi-i e r1i'' linljtat eot& S
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BACKGROUND DETECTOR MEASUREMENT ROUND-OFF

NOS OIENIS OS

Figure 4RUN-2.O FourierR Spetaeoy /ttn

the varince u2 f a sampeiofuth 4p1ctra estimaer Spectrily cotiem eg htdssntcrepts

T1-i. vaiNciscuedbnosthttrthe(system tor h s opis binevpavj.'Is l nwntajsil abv Tis

defined is nati oe theaere oinlf ort the qultgo in. tein-budnis s ititigiable front tthegnl
svecraesime. Thoter orajor fato is the nse igabgs thal enrd ) .vse te

thevaranc d2 o a ampe f te sectalestmat. et4ractoni erg ithte dot linot crucaed.w

Thi vaiace s cusd b nosetha ener thsysem to tlteopts iicreadas enr~ution aovie. Thil

at vuious oint. Sigal-t-nois rato (S\ ) is tteg a ll 1 usuat et.d be na~ed bitr inl whetic ac si

definedaseraio osiheavoer sign2 powerSIN toteRgltlli-adnieisOlUsTIONgu~a rn il

.average noise power or var-janet' -~ Ths, ie sinal acuiti ose n
(lt Wrnoie ae fronlit peei nd thieu'sn ha alct

intc irfe n ie nisc ti. due j to .niasuenti il-

liflntt. eThis is'it t haneili mited. b n ut "hiev it-
SN 4112 0trat,t it' a till t e s ti i nal it i W.se trut ivili

Four~'w typs s ti~i5' ai~ i;~ttan ina ltsuter iuidi itols hv :i s u ite toauv ti e i an-f "rr ia.

whr NtMrusl ai.p ter ts h tot. increase he t.;c hititm 4uali :iwtraln

estiitit r~a dtn MsA- etI ha~ t nile tllkr'ttn h i imk
eha.uuse I m I xleat, .t h( petssb sin. tt if the

en r.2 an itt','fr.1Plts. m -t r .slsn i a t h r41it2A iWfrint.. '0.1ti

IiiN' '~'~ni~'d ~t~h i~~ik :il' stiiid 4'It vni lit- .t fm
limited to then~v n'ame spetra hlnd ai vttt ikpi

bmln~~~~~~il~~~~utstlit litlir lnuedd tet-reAsls' Iftisl~

nottiiIIK 1P1w ppase. is( lilt- witttite ths' isi.r' ilsataA 'if

1.2 ine e t rn mratl. k ioi p crlerit'i ell i ti r te l 11 inp t p -mi'; .4 rv'lICt d 1. ils
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-- V, e,,]. In the pre ent C:.. retardation is the in- where SNi{' is the signal-to-noise ratio in the resulting v
d(epl idrit variable in the interferogran, hence the spectral estiaate. Thus, the maximum possible
total information is bounded by improvement in resolution is

=2VoXo log12 (i+SNR) bits, (41-14)R6P =og2 (I+SNR) (41-17)

V' 10g2 (1 +SNR')

where 2xo is the length of the interferogram.
This relationslp determines the possible improve-41-2.2 Trading SNR for Resolution
ment in resolution, given the interferogram SNR and

Any subsequent processing such as tinite Fourier the resulting spectral SNR'. This function is plotted
transforming will only destroy some of the above il- in Figure 41-3. It can be readily observed that a very
formation. Further, note that l'q. (41-14) is not large SNR is required in order to achieve any sig-
only a measure of the information, but a simple nificant gain in resolution.
formula relating resolution and SNR, since by
Eq. (41-11) the spectral resolution bv is 41-2.3 Maximum Resolution

The usual finite Fourier transform destroys, to
some extent, the information in the interferogram; 10

that is, it is a nonoptimum processor to derive spectral
( information from an interferogram. Woodward' °av .. (41-15)

-.ro)  has shown that prolate spheroidal wavefunctions
(PSWF) are superior and can thus give better resolu-
tion for the same SNR. This is only true for small
retardation-bandwidth products voxo since the two

Now if the interferogram is processed to provide methods converge for large loxo.10

greater resolution, v', the maximum possible value is Intuitively, it appears that any a priori information
given by the relation about the characteristics of the spectral distribution

function could be exploited to improve resolution.
Such will be shown to be the case later in this paper.

In general, resolution can in principle be improved

1o19 (1 SNR') 1092 (1+SNR), (41-16) in these ways:
V o( (1) trade SNR for resolution,

(2) use optimum transform techniques,

(3) utilize all a priori information known about the
spectrum under study.

12 The remainder of this paper concerns the implemen-
I 1 tation of these three strategies.

Zo 41-3 METHODS OF IMPLEMENTATION

Z" 8 The preceding discussion provides some instant

I 'r into the possibilities of resolution enahancement.
> /Particular techniques for accomplishing this are
X° discussed in the following paragraphs.

z 4 41-3.1 Interferogram Extrapolation
o" 3If the signal that produced the interferogram is
Sfrequency band-limited (as all real radiation must be)
02-\ and noiseless, then the interferogram d(x) is infinitely
o 2 .C d .~. aifferentiable everywhere and a Taylor series expan-fl . SNR * 1100b difeei

, - sion derived from a limited portion of d(x) would
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110120 converge to d(x) everywhere. Thus, a limited length

interferogram could be extrapolated, and the resulting
FINAL SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO (SNR') IN db spectral resolution would be improved. In practice,

the required Taylor series coefficients are difficult to
Figire |1 -1. l'rhoret ic~ul Mignail-le-N ois and lesohltn (letermine. Also, noise exists il any physical system,
lItvhtimship and this precludes any accurate knowledge of the
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higher order coefficients. The authors are unaware Fourier transform of an arbitrary bandlimited func-
t of any successful attempts to apply this technique to tion, expanded in terms of these functions over a

Fourier spectroscopy. finite interval. Following the notation of Rushforth
Another method of extrapolation was suggested by and Harris" for a frcquency bandlimited function

J. L. Harris"' as a way to improve the resolution of an g(X),
imaging system. The essence of the method is to
estimate the interferogram outside of Ixoi by relating
samples of the known interferogram in a system of
linear equations to samples outside of the known (
interferogram. These simultaneous equations are then 71=0

solved for the values beyond jx0j. The total set of
known and extrapolated samples are then Fourier where
transformed and greater resolution results.

According to Forman 2 J. Connes applied this
technique to Fourier spectroscopy and obtained a
resolution improvement of 30 percent for a signal-to- an= - J+o g(x)O,,(x) dx, (41-19)
noise ratio of 1000:1. Although an assumption had
to be made on the final SNR, an attempt was made to
plot the results of the Comies findings on Figure 41-3.
As might be expected, it appears that this method 'nd 4,,,(x) is the nth PSWF with c=2rioxo.
falls short of the maximum possible improvement "'he self-transform pro)erty"' then allows the
and is not of much use in improving the resolution, calculation of the spectral estimate (;(V) as

41-3.2 Prolate Spheroidal Wavefunctions
A different approach to extrapolation was intro-

duced into the problem of optical restoration by ( ,rv\
Barnes. 13 His method was based on expanding the G(V) a rect 2- i,, , (41-20)
signal in terms of prolate spheroidal wavefunctions, 14  0 =o k,, \o/

several examples of which are illustrated in Fig ire
41-4. Williams and Chang' 5 then applied the tech-

where

0.61 ,"i _ _ - a,=j"'i',,'.r/o, (41-21)
o / . '

0

_-.. +-<- and X is a known constant (eigenvalue). Particularly,
0-.. note in contrast to the direct Fourier transform that

-0.4 0 -1--'5 0 6' G(v) is strictly bandlimited even though only a
o 1.0 o 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 finite sample of ((x) was used in determining a,,.

2t CVOPrlv the PSWF expansions are very useful for
2 determining the spectrum from a limited interfero-
2t for C-2.0 gram. In fact, if no noise is present, Eq. (41-18)

provides all the resolution desired. On the other
hand, if noise is present and the coefficient X,, is
carefullly examined, it will be found that X,, decreasesFigure 41-4. Examples of Prolate Spheroidal WVavefune- asnncee.Ifnyuerin (oe)xstii

tionss n increases. If y uncertainty (noise) exists in

a,,, the higher order terms then become increasingly
inaccurate. Thus, to prevent excessive errors in
G(v), the series must be truncated. Resolution is
thus, not only limited, but is a function of the resultingniquc to the problem t'fo Fouriers spectroscopy, spectrum SNE'. Rushforth and Harris' s have

Several other investigators"' ' -'8  have since con- e x m th e r l m f o us ayd H arr is e

tinued the work with PSWF. examined the problem of various types of noise

Slepian and Pollak1 9 pointed out the usefulniess energy growth as n increases for the optical case. An

of the PSWF as expansion functions for signal pro- exactly analogous set of calculations can be made for
cessing applications. For example, the PSWF are the four sour(,cs of noise in Fourier spectroscopy
orthogaponal ove r both a mplen e interval areO: j that have been mentioned. The results are the same
orthogonal over both a finite interval [-Xo XX] as those of llushforth and Harris:
and the intinite interval [- o <x < + or]. The Fourier
transform of a PSWF is a scaled and truncated ver- (1) Noise that is both bandlimited and truncated
sion of itself. Thus, it is quite convenient to L lain a grows prol)ortional to N, the largest value of n.



Backsgrtimid :1111 l e(ttIr 110-- are usually in this coiig radiation, but since it is both bandlimited
(atlglin.and truncated andl must contain some structure, it

2 Ni ise t hai is trunicated hut not harollimited, can be expected to increase less rapidly than the
C:Is niwasuireleIt noise, gr~o%%s as bandlimited and truncated noise, thus satisfying the

requirement that SNR' must decrease as rpsolution
increases. The importance of both filtering and

N ~truncating aill noise soukces whenever possible is well
illustrated by these results.

__ It should be pointed out that for small retardation
bandwidth cases (small c), the major increase in
resolution gained using the PSWF techniq1ue is due
to the conservation of information, not the sacrifice

l'lis s amuc wose itutio, a X, isver smll or of SNII' for resolution, although these two effects are
large a.mixed.

(3) Hound-itT error prodluces the most trouble- Figure 41-5 illustrates the utility of the PSWF
"MMi no0ise, whicIh iii general is neither truncated nor technique. The two spectral bands are niot observable
hailliinlitedl. It grows as, whien the finite I-'T is used but are readily apparent

when the PSWI" technique is applied. Unfortunately
such dramatic improivement cannot be obtained for

X large values of c. T1his is illustrated in Figure 41-6
1 2/,. (41-22)

C:/ C:2
8-I Thie increase in signal energy as n is inIcreasedl C--4

(lelpeIns. of' course, on the exact nature of the in-I 7
0.-- CZ5

I-6

0.4 r - C:/5

h0

0.2 4--.--- -

0

0.2 - 0
N0 05 20

rieron Narr 5
~,-- 0 NPTSINL O OSERAI (b

lig Iri115. Inut~)Itron :i~ 8cc rt atimtea Fiur 4 ~. ptiluml~eolt onGanMiimm C
0.igFnlt To16I-F e-1) p'trlBn
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I where the optimum resolution gain is shown according Substituting this into Eq. (41-23) yields
to thu integral squared error criterion. " Roundoff
error becomes especially critical for large values of c,
and computer calculations become increasingly dif-
ficult as c increases. M N(

amF-[*,mU-U)]=gx).(41-28)
41-3.3 Method of Moments m=i ,a=0

The method of moments 20 '2' is'a technique of
generalized expansion whereby the spectrum can be
subdivided into separate pieces for processing. This
has several advantages. First, a priori information According to Fourier theory, this reduces to
can often be handled in a convenient way. Second,
the effective retardation-bandwidth product is lower
for a subsection than for the complete spectrum.

The problem to be solved is formulated in the L N=

following way: 2 2 an,,n#,,m(X) cos 2irv,,x=9(x),
m= n=O0

(41-29)

F-'[S (p)] 9 (x), (41-23)

where L=M/2. Following the method of moments,
the inner product of f(x) and g(x) is defined to be

where S(v) is to be found, F-'[ is the inverse (f(x), g(x))=fL-°of(x)g(x) dx; and the chosen weight-
Fourier transform, and ing functions are #,jj(x) cos 2rv 1x. Multiplying both

sides of Eq. (41-29) by the weighting functions and
forming the inner product, one finds

L N.
2 an.(Ojl(X) COS 2wrvx, n,,,(X) COS 2TrmX)
m=i n-O

From Eq. (41-4) , is seen that s(x) =d(x) -d(0)/2. ((.) #bi(x) cos 2irvtx). (41-30)
First, the spectrum is divided symmetrically

about v=O into an even number of nonoverlaying
subsections,

This is more easily handled in m'itrix notation as

M
)-- Sm(v-n), (41-25)

rn-i

,. , ],, -- (41-31)

nach of a given bandwidth. Each of the subsections is
then expanded in terms of the transforms of the
PSWF with bandwidth corresponding to that of the where %inm=2(#ji(x) cos 2rvg, 4'. .(x) cos 2rv,,x);

and sit = (s(x), #,j(x) cos 2irvix). The solution to
subsection, Eq. (41-31) is

N,

,,# v- vm) Ffia anml.,m(P-v,), (41-26)
" - o (a . .] =[ ' , ] - [ s ] .(4 1-3 2 )

where 4'm(i) is the Fourier transform of 0,(x) with Using Eq. (41-27), one can then reconstruct an esti-
the bandwidth of the ruth subsection. Then mate of the spectrum. Notice also that for A = I one

has P.=ff0, and this reduces to) the simple case dis,-

cussed previously of expanding the spectrum as a
M N. whole in terms of PSWF.

After straightforward, but lengthy, calculation,2
S a-1(v-v ). (41-27) one fin(ds that for white noise of power spectral
rn-i n-
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uIcnI-t.v N,, 2, 1 ho ftJl ling sigoa to-ot0se energy asumled to be SN1t 102. Since the SNR is reduced .
r: 11,) es I11!ill discrete jumlpts us more terms tire taken, the final

SN II iii each ease isthe smallest possible such that
it is greater than SNIIn.

In the first example, illustrated inl Figure 41-7,
SN1'=3.6X 10 2 for .11=1 and SNII'=2.1 1X10 2 for

SN~t M = 2. As seen inl the figure, thle better approximation
~,- *\ results for Ml=2. Figure 41-S iilusti-ates the second

APPROXIMATION

where f the Coplx .9,0
CI iilgat;,e z1(1 ,,d is X,, fo~r t he va I teof c(i crrepo Ia- orTRUE SPECTRUM

Igtoe it' nwidlth of ilIthe susttin 0h0
Tlhuis, if a bieter tpproximttionl of the spectrum is1

found fiar J1l> I than for 311 = Iwhiere the final SNI'
is not less t han the iiiiitoeal N',thr ' .80

effcivv btter resolution obtained.0951
'I'o eampesarenowgivn.In each the speetrum 090

is approximated usinig .11 = I and .11 =2. The spectra
chii seii are s ~n iietri c abo ut iv = 0, anrd oiilY thle posi-
tive prtsre-( ploitted inl thet accomipaniying figures. 0.9750-

Tlhe powC1r spectral density of tilie added nloise is
A, 0-7 1V [ z, and t lie- sn iallest tolerable SN It was

APPROXIMATION 0 IO9

1.0 ~APPROXIMATIONRea-
(-)Figure 41-8. Mlethod of Mloments Technique of WsIu

/7 tioli Enhancement (in - 1, 2; c -6)
O8_

TRUE SPECTRUM

example, where SNIV=1.3X10' for M1=1 and
0.6 NIV'= 7.2 X1 for M= 2. Here J1=1 yields the

better approximation.

04--41l-4 CONCLUSIONS

/ A theoretical relationship has been derived be-

0 2-- tween the possible rcsolution enhancement and the1 1 resulting SNR that illustrates the large loss inl SNII
for significant increases in resolution (Figure 41-3).
F'or it fixed length interferogram spectral resolu ,on

0~ --- ai be imp 1 roved over that giveni by the finite FT', by
30 usir~g the PSWF. This improvement decreases its the

retardation-bandwidth product increases. As moreI
terms ar. added to the IIMWN'' approximation, the
noise iiiereases ats the resoluition improves. If some
a priori information is av'ailable obout the spectrum,
it may be worthwhile to consider the additional
effort involved in applying thle method of moments.
It is especially important, in applying resolution
enhancement tchnique.4, that all systemi noise be

lignirn 11-7. NIleihod of Miiiients 1t'iho 1il (of lte~'nli ,uppressed, bandlimtited, and truncated wherever it is
444 Ii h~icnnen 1= I,2; -po ssible to do S(;.
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Discussion

Conitnenit: (TF. P1. Sheahen, Bell Telephone Labora- today a Fourier spectrometer there is simply no
tories). There is a siibtletv in the information- excuse for not working the slides long enough. The
theoretjc statemient that "tho computer only proces.,es use of railroad tracks, which is cheap and easily avail-
inef erniat ii , arnd do~esn' t generate information." able, is re'.pectfully suggested.
Whlile this, is rigorousl iy true, the computer is most Comments: (D~r. A. T. Stair, Jr., AFCRL). Dr.
ofteni used( to incorporate simple a priOri knowledge in Connes' comments do not apply to cases where the
a very complicated wayN. This effectively enhcances source is one-of-a-kind, time-limited, energy-limited,
knowledge; thlt extensivie information hidden away arid particularly if it is a priori unpredictable. An
in the a priori knowledge is brought out by the example is a solar eclipse where a flare may occur in
cc np;uter. the space of a few seconds and measurements are

C'omment: (lDr. Pierre ('onnes, ('.N.R.S.). It is being attempted for the first time at wvavelengths
highly interesting to see clearly for the first time how and/or sensitivitie.3 heretofore not tried. Auroral
inch we pay iii signal-to-noise ratio for resolutioni phenomena and nuclear detonations are other ex-
enhaiin(ellt ; however, pre-cisely because the price is amples where that particular event cannot be repro-
soe dear these schemnes, should be used only when re- duced, bitt it is important, after tne fact, to extract
slvi ng po wer is actuiall lIyIinmit ed by the size or Rc- all of the informiation possible from the data. Further-

eurar 'y of optical elements. This irncludes spectra more, in niany~ situations, e.g., satellites, size con-
recorded wit Ih prisms grat ings or l-'abrY-Perot etalons. straints aire imposedl.

fit th~is Iast caise t h. plate separator i, in ptactice link- ( une'nts: (lDr. Lawrence M\ertz, Smithsonian
iteel by the finesse. Th'le Iceurier spectroscopy case is Astrophysical Observatory). I would like to call your
totally different; ou: high resolution ineterferometers attention to art article by Biraud (1909) -lstrononty
(L Itn patht difference) use only techniques which and .4 strophy.4ra 1: 124, which utilizes the valuable
could easily be extrapolated to ainy pathi difference. irformationt that tlte spectrum is positive. Even if
Thus the concept of instrument-limited resolving the augmentation of resolution should prove in-
poewer is obsole-te; the only limitation left is the true practicatl, the academic understanding of mathemat-
one--energy-limited resolving power. When plannring ical processes is always worthwhile.
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42. Feasibility of High Resolution Fourier Spectroscopyr

in the Vacuum Ultraviolet

A. S. Filler
623 Woodlawn Street

Fall River, Maw. 02720

Abstract

The design and operation of an interferometer for the region 500 to 1100 A is
discussed. The instrument has the arrangement of a monochromator (such its
Czerny-Turner, Littrow, or Pfund) with the dispersing element replaced by a
pair of mirrors, one of which is moved to scan the interferogram. The use of
multislits gives a large increase in throughput.

42-1 INTRODUCTION 2X 108. For an echelon with 40 plates thic resolution
then is about 0.02 cnm-. Recently theme have beent

Consider the problem of achieving high resolution great improvements in the production of gtratings, but
(beter han .1 m') n te vauumultrvioet, at present there are no gratings with the desired reso-

primaril between 500 and 1100 A (that is, between lto nteHU.Wr snwi rgesu h
0.9X 10 cm-f and 2X 108 cm-l). This region is peoduction of gratings by holographic techniques. It
called the helium ultraviolet (Hel'V) since the high remains to be seen how these perform in the IlteU V
wavenumber limit is a-bout where helium becomes Eenwnbtergtisbconavlbethe
opaque. T1ht' low wavenumber limit is chosen because will remain a need for interferometric methnds, just
thet no miaterialm itre transparent in the region. The m there in in the visible and infrarm-1, to provide wave-
high wavenunmber limit is choseni because it ik the length standards, greater resolution, better seininii
upper limit for normal-incidence reflecion. These funtction.-;. and gretax-r throughput.
limitations restrict the design possibilities, and help
one decide oil the design. 42-2 GEOMETY

Spectroscopists have long wanted at high resolution
instrument in this region, and it was for this purpose The interferometers iused for high rt-uolutionitit
that Michelson proposedi the reflection echelon. But smaller waveniixta,t~ are the Mirhlon and Iflw
when it was finally determined how to construct this Fatbry-Perot. IUoth requirt- tranispamwn plotes to
instrument, it proved so difficult to use that almost achieve division of amplitude and arv not pt~qible in
no useful work has been done with it. The difficulty t he I let *'. Anyv interferometer in t his region must useI comes from the very high order mnd restricted free division of wavefront. A similar situationi exists in the
spectra range. With 7 mm plates, the free spectral far infrared, and Strong introduced the lamiellar Krat-
range is only 0.7 en- , and at 700 A the order is ing interferometer for uoe in that region. It seems



iiiiproiide h~il tlt, favets of the lamellar grating can there are 104 resolut ioni elements then tite spectral
6- flutd dl- iiliiit flait fo i se- ti thle visibio-, let alone range is 103 cm- ', and~ a is 1,01. The multislit array
tit tilt raviodet A uisable interfirenictr results if the can then con~i't of clear and opaque strips of equal
koi. lar giat lug Is red iceul to a single pai r of facets, widthis it. lin the IHeUV, it is sinall. H ere, and later,
wliich call ci insist d convenit ina plane mirrors, dimensions of the instrum ent are d = 5 cm and f = 2 m.
obt :1iui:IAl flalt to aIt h'aSt I IMK fringe of green li ilt, Then for a =i05 cm ', it is 4 p. With Aa = .02 cm-'
or 1, 1) fringe ait 500) A. T'his torni of interferometer is r0 = 1.27 mm. With a Littrow or Pfund collimating
called tw lBo1 lt z; c7i interferometer. For htrong system one can have r, = 0, r 2 = r0 . The central slit
Modlulat ion iif thi- interferograrn the slitsi must be then has ai length about (600 times its widlth. If the
narrow. If i is the( f 'ca:l length of the collimnator, and collimating sytmis at (zerny-Turner with :rnvular
d is the cobine i d ailth o~f thle t wo pl ane muirrors stops, then slits tangent to the in ner circle of the
(asstinoil to) he re'ctaniguular in shape), and the largest anulus also have at length 2r0. It will be difficult
NN"M14i1un11hi-' withI .troliig Inli llat iiin is or, thli thle enough to make such narrow slits in short lengths. Jt
slit width should be may be desirable to sacrifice throughput by avoiding

surh long slits. This- ran be done fairly efficiently by
using ares of the :'niiulus which are normal to th~e

i c d. (2-1) div ision between the mirrors. This is shown by the
o'~ qd (4-1) areas S, fand S,_ in Figure 42-1. For the parameters

given just above, if r, is X;i mm, then the width of the
C 11anulus, 1'2 -r1 is 23 p, and the slits aire only six times

It is poi ssible' to ti~w nilt islj's with this interferu- the width in length. If each are ha~s a length r1, and if
ine0tr. lre auarea that the norltiklits miav cover is the D has the valuie of Eq. (42-4), with a close to unity.

i ~ tnen the open area of the( entrance or exit stop is
wih;k' in iftale amillit sle. namly nrueinmees S,1/112. This may be compatredl with the value Sol/00
with(liv thel optialisd, waith inner and olluter for a single slit ('f width ir and length 2r0 .eiuterell oiu itn pia xs %-tlinr11 ue The use of at narrow annular stop has other advani-

radlii rl and r, smiisfyiuag the( relation tag(s, The path (difference depends onl r, varying by at
half wavelength. X/'2 , betweent r1 aned r.,, and so the
effective path difference P,. which is an aeverage over

2 2,- f2 I? -r_ 2. (42-2) the areat S, will depend on thle nonuiniformity of ii-
lumination with r. IL will be caisier to majitain uni-
form illuminatican over the small r-rtig' of ani antrular
stop thant over at circular stop. If the illumirnation is

Thel( ri-solving power I?=a Aff is giveni, for a twit-beai not uniform over each radial direction, and if acecurate
Sint erfi-ri meteti hY waveuwber., are dt-s-r-d, thlen ft-e noniinifuirinity

must be ivaluated and used a.s a weighting foctir in
determining the effective pullh difference. Note that

le -2aI* P. tilt interferometer must he used inl tauident with t low
order greiing monoebronizior inl order to isolate it
iiarr-)w spectral haind. The grating inst uiment re-

oalwrv /'is thelt. i difference between ttt l oeI iibanis.
2  quirte4 a narrtiw slit. whiril is Conjugate to the Stop S.

N: tilt ijilY in Li. A2-21 bY' ;r shows t hnt the( arva of This areai matehing cart he dlone efficieit ly with the
tile annuhii aIT% 1ciiustaut . Nil = r. In the M l ielsuui short aunudlar stop, but not with tbha irrnipral cireular
itterferiitetc fillt ew it rankiu aili exit ,to lvs, o r their stop.
virtuial inintim's, vai tvertlp. anl to' lit ire anutishs For fte ittlerft-rtgrarn tii havo stroiig motliution.
fe3n bW 11,seu4. lit n itoruiterit %%ith divisioni uif wal' I lhe optical system enlst Ix. diffractioll-hm11it"d. 1h16 is
frin ut hent art- i vir toil inuagles, and- if lie inArkn(ivc dillitillt in this short wavelenigth reion.m beet it Nhould
anod vxit bvant- art' tio lot initirt. the u'unurinet, ntid toot be imoxsible. Nfirrvr Kuraetr. eat 1W made with
'sit Z-1111 1111 i mlli i 1exdiisivv. Atiniest. 4-:10 ll filte irtquirvt ed ta rm.c. No immerical eziktultio' s tit

o'clist oi h1.lf tilte-nuls The divi'sit'l cal N. aberrationls havc bteau modr-. boil gerarl rorsidt'ro-
iii~ uiau~imtr'r.tions ar eorgi. inpriclr oisider the

If (h. -111All-i wavoil'Nutihc ii th iitrolg Iiii"hiil'i. I':hert Vollimotlix syS1teni (which is a sprrial ew~ of
iott is 0a. twi fuilte mll ilits rtlhave :1 lINritool t erity-Ttnier ~l~ae with a 4itgk. i-oivrnr) Ahowil

iti Figuire 42-I. This -system hats the wivautve of
Ntioiit ,,imple too idjturit. imud of ntiiatieaily v ig
uli Maiii-61 whl ffetLs~i. Th111 relative aper-
ture ivill bte small. f,'40) uiih flip partmn'krs uxtl
tx5'torr. llhi4 teturis TA reduce lubemfZ. Tw 1he design
,d*uu horlpvl With thV plnnle Mmi-$o P, aumid P2 ill the

lklilh humudi rvcihut in ;n tilt- ultraviolet wiil t n-a-usi. name plaite, the eymemP ig otvimeti'31 with aniit
:101u le iuinutr eif restolved 'eil-as a is ri1c lo l iti ov. Ma:wutiialt oo, atid ,:L% eerm ri.mit ond li-st-irtiiui. Ifh
F--r *xupe.it ~11) On. ~ W t OA eel mid if the "4i~latmr .al At tu imt4lid t11ere it su Phe-rie'dI
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Figure 42-1. Schematic Diagram of a Miotzmann In~terferometer with an Ebert (Alim:,tor (not it) soh*). (:) 'ijw ro it.a' O
center of the collimator F. (1) 'IView norm:' I to the V -( A plane; P, anad P2 are phxie m'irror., S, an. S. an lo anndr i.,t isii
arrays; S1I anti S12 are alternative single slita; r, and r2 amr thlt radii of the aimulu s; C is a spherical -r.ar::I mslisb I voIioailiti:
mirror with optical axis GA, which focuses S, oil S4 at unit n~lirg'uhcation. In order to avoid cli trsdog (b'), mill- partial1 r:l,%.- arc

xhown: from 8, to P, (single arrowhead) and fromt P2 to, S2 (doule arrowhe..d)

aberration, and if P1 and P2 are in the focal plane two sets of fringes arv produced ill fthe servo-inter-
there is zero Estigmatism. The only third-order ferometer, with .1 reative Shift 4of 1 h1:lf of 01ile frngeu
aberration, then, is curvature of fieldi, which is not width. The two sets of frinige, tliu. irnt-rmct at rvgiotia
disttirbing. For reasonable dimensions the difference of large slope. ind the ititersectimst of tilt tftedl
between a flaraboloid and a sphere is sniall, onl the fringes is use-d for Setting. Vsillg. rvfllthiIt' pasrall-
urler oif 10 or 100 A, and if it cannot be ignored, theni eters, namiely a tIMS k laser, 1 W, :tad a timet
the mirror figuring will be easy to achieve. In practice, collst'nt oif 10' ser, it is (ellattrI 0ta :ti iin
one of the plane mirrors inust be moved,. it may not in) fositifil of .01 A e:tn: 1w had. Illtsc~al, he eont rolled4
be eonvenient to have, a mirror at thle plane of tile by using two additional jlsidti.)' evili. A Miellel-
stops S, but especially for long focal lengths, these -onl ititerfvromieter. bot of whose tilirrols arnilPltl
deviationp from idleal configurationis are pertithotions, tin the moving mnirror, canIl heV used ill zens-order with
and the resulting aberrations will be small. Further radilition from it tunlgtenlamp au'1I if t0w inter-o'eiol
investigation iR required to find the minimum fcal to two shifted central fringi-s is ust-d for .~t odis-
kngth for a given mirror size and positions for which placemlelits dtill to a filt Call Ie X. witin ll A.

the wave aberrations am less tho Ayl again u.sing reassmuahb' l ratte A m- it, +03-. ratse
arratigetitnt p~ass" t lipsten t-alktt al ,

42-3 MMROR CONTROLthog'toliwloxitrrrsitcs :':oxiih

The positioii ti the movitir inirroi mtott be well iax a mirror ont osw 4olgt' of the plato' ittnir '. a~
Jetermined, ati it must rem'aintt parllel to the fixed P~t. This is ,4inilar I,-I un.'a,-w lil .tn.i' fstd rll:T
mirror. Tolerances -irr tionsidered iti the next sctiton. lt- p~ir.dlola'ni 4~ 1 V.%hr x-ienst itvi-fvrtmivtr. :1114i

At modertite wavolengtbc the effects of mirror 66lt a-v has til t nat . uswt.al ~ii~ 1', ;kmI V;

avoided by using r'oreffectnrs. Tht-*e give twt, tld- po4rtlkrl it, -:tell eihiir It i. itist vffrietivr, litox vvr. :it

tiotitl refoe-tietus, which vrv undsirable inl the HWYU. I;R-gt- patlh difnnt.

It~efronettecontrol must tw usedm for tilts ,s well 11wh *' impitt'15 ii :tV toy ilstall mluel lilt erfertnittic

for nittttutg pewuitioit. but rtnawtd v nilable tite direeti-Ieot the nliMrrrdslenit ih t't:~
Inate ow not staltfciettly stable. Their ivavelusgt 1hu-ia N a sy .temptir er"VI it) thlt juitiei i.41 *' tt ic
Vaittes by ahinalt 01tw part ill W'. whirh ixs 10.1 At Ic:pnit uoits o~f tho- iite'rfenigrnn. -itirt' at shtft riot
10 cm. Abutut nor part in 10"~ ocr 10" is retaired. Ipseititens of tile nitving, mirror i xaa iil .
This call he attainedI Is Wosrm st abilisesh nwg~int :a ,1lehlhjV 4ljYW14rt'it pr.$*i 4 tilt M111!11aate-r. f tilt
4*4104Mk ilar linle! lit astother po-rier.' a rswrmw is? Iivea ehinstt hall exItly fihe "Ime pa t uth for .ll
fotr stabilizing anly sige-ccpewy er nitnallsl tbe ratvs this- tafoldlt do e ha:rnm. I111t the plrl'%'nue oft
centelr of 41 referrilm. line with~ a ta ifct:b'ctil .be6,tink owir C11, ie e'ekltshitel. or 4ftairt',
ptrt M~ 1011. det-wuitl oti the pivrer of the hrvorr ersne, ch mumt be mew-trire. itull iint.-Akisr pertlir-

line. It i'mploys a mrthut of frivigt oirt tingo which Ii4 bat ftv~ itlu t1w pah11 :liffen-1rn' !b,%4' tt in
aim) jpot l for the mairror sronmi.Instead er nvl.t'1114~ if 11e11 lia'K tiil(' the% !a!tsst be us srre'rte-e
of nettiit onl the maximuom or misliniun of a1 fringe, by interL.1 Iwhto 11ollI th,. twiairl serterograni
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42-4 SIGNAL AND NOISE The first line in Eq. (4-7) gives tile spectrum signal,
'llh(, casuJ re:idr may obtain the impression front a sine peak at a, =or, and a spurious peak at or=0

wt sii~tl th:1ltr Fo taier thle impreVonfr .,,l_ due to the terms (B+R)t in Eq. (4'2-5). The spurious
th Iiteratv tithat Fourier spectroscopy offers i. ti. n be removed by subtracting from Fo in the
v:ot:nges when tit( predominant noise is dulte to photon first lue of ,q. (42-7) the term (B 1 )t. The ampli-
StLtistics. It seems worthwhile to spend a little time tude of the sinc pcak is lr 1NR1 t = V l. T, where

ex'oiuirg this subject, if onl to justify the rest of T=.t is the total time of measurement. The total
this per. Ii general, tot, that parotou st'tistics are number of signal counts in the interferogram is RIT,
always present, but are maskedl in the infrared by the of which a fraction V, is effective in forning the
less efficient detectors available there. It would be a spectrum.
paradox if :i method were degraded just because the The term (B+R1 )t must not be subtracted from
d(tector is improved. F0 in the second line of Eq. (42-7) since this would

Consider a spectrum consisting of a single narrow, remove most of the noise. The operator P, produces
tir,, (f w'aveumuber ol. The detector (1photomulti- random sign as well as random magnitude, and the
plier) is consi(lered as a photon counter, with a back- random sign effectively removes the periodicity due
g0rou1d counting rate B, which in practice should not to the cosine term in Eq. (42-5). Thus, the noise in
be greater than about 1/sec. (The case of detector- Eq. (42-7) is independent of ai. If V1 is close to unity
limited noise is obtained by making B much larger the coefficient of R11 in Eq. (42-5) can be approxi-
than the signal counting rate.) lhnperfectious ini the mated as a square wave, and the noise in Eq. (42-7) is
instrument will reduce the modulation of the inter- the sum of about N/2 random quantities whose mag-
ferogr:tm, so that one must allow for a visibility V,, nitudes have an rms variation of [2(B+2RI)t]1,
which will be taken to be - in the numerical examples. where .64 is the average of the absolute value of the
If Rl is proportional to the peak counting rate, the cosine. The noise is [e(B+2Rl)T . If V, is small the
interferogram after correction of phase errors, is cosine term in Eq. (42-5) can be neglected when

calculating the noise, which then is the combination of
N random quantities whose magnitudes have an
rms variation of [2e(B+Rl)t] . The noise is

F(m AL)=(I+P,)[Bt+Rlt(1+Vi eos4iramnAL)] [2e(B+R 1)T] . Except for very weak spectra, B is

(I+P)F0 o(m . AL), small compared with R, in the HeUV and both these

(42-5) noise levels equal [1.3RIT] . At the spectrum peak
the signal-to-noise ratio is about 0.9VI[R1 T] . The
factor 0.9 cen be set to unity without affecting the
discussion.

If in addition to a strong single spectral element, as
where t is the time of measurement at each of the N considered above, there is also a weaker line, also
sampled points with positions L =m - AL, and Pr is within a single spectral element, with a counting rate
an operator which gives the noise in the interferogram, R', its presence will not change the noise level appre-
that is, gives a random quantity whose rms variation ciably, and it will have a signal-to-noise ratio of about
is [F(m ,AL)IL. The calculated spectrum is V'R'[T/R1J]. If, in order to be reasonably sure of not

missing such a weak line because it is masked by the
noise, or not mistaking a noise peak for a spectrum
peak, the weak line has signal-to-noise ratio of at least

N-i three, then the useful range of intensity in the spec-
S(qj)=F(0)-2 1, F(n AL) cos 4ran AL (42-6) trum is VI(R 1 T)4i3. If instead of a single strong

,, I spectral element there are M strong spectral elements,
of average counting rate Rkr, then the noise level in
the spectrum is about (AIRMT)i, and the useful
intensity range is about V(RMT!M)1/3.

or A criterion for the accuracy in positioning the mov-
ing mirror is found by allowing the error in the
interferogram amplitude due to a position error e to
be equal to (or less than) the uncertainty due to

_(i) fiFo(0) photon noise. Assume that

.V--I

+2 o'0 (n AL) cos 4rain AL M
ft. Fo(m AL) = R,1  (I+V cos 4 raim AL). (42-8)

+P',[Fo(O) j

N- I The worst error due to L being m . AL-e will occur
+ " 2 ens 4iro,1n AL I',[Fo(n. AL). (42-7) when all the cosine functions have the phase r/2

ft-I
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(or all -ir/2). This extreme case is unlikely, but easy surements are directly in digital form. There is a
to calculate. Then the error in the interferogram is practical limit to the counting rate, about 10' see-'

to 107 sec- lepending on the type of photoniultiplier
used. Near this upper limit a correction must be
applied for pulse-coincidences, and above the limit the

M anode current must be measured, and put into digital
RM V47 rieiV4 MRMIte, form.

If the resolution is .02 cm - and a maximum of 10"
spectral elements can be handled, the spectral range
is 200 cm - '. In the HeUV the only way to isolate
such a narrow band is by using a grating mono-

where # is the average wavenumber. The total photon chromator. Unless suitable high-pass (in energy)
count is MRAt, and the photon noise is (MRmt)i. filters can bu found, perhaps in the form of thin foils,
Therefore, it will be necessary to operate the grating in the first

order, so that lower energy radiation is not mixed
with the desired spectral range. The higher energy
radiation in higher orders should be easily removed

e=[4ir&V(MRM1t)] - 1  (42-9) using low-pass thin foil filters. A concave grating is
preferred since it uses only one reflection. Such a
grating, with 1800 lines/mm, and blazed at 30, will be
efficient near 600 A and at longer wavelengths, in the

It may be useful to consider some numerical exam- first order. If p, its radius of curvature, is 1 m the
pies. Lacking data for ultraviolet sources, consider linear dispersion dojdy, at a= 105 cm is
the calibration of the instrument by measuring the 550 cm-/mm, so that a band 200 cm -' wide will be
0.6 g line from a Kr-86 lamp. The slits, however, will passed b,- an exit slit whose width is .36 mm. When
be chosen to fit a= 10' cm-'-, with D =4w, so that used after the interferometer shown in Figure 42-1~the entrance slit of the monochromator is the exit

of the entrance and exit stop areas are open. If the
lamp bore has a diameter of 3 mm, and is imaged 1: 1 stop S2. The exit slit of the monochromator must be
on the entrance stop, the effective entrance area, or curved to match the curvature of S2. If the latter has

2source area is .017 mm. The instrument accepts a a radius and arc length both equal to 35 mm, then its
solid angle (5/200)2, or 1/1600 steradian. The source sagitta is 5 mm. However, the grating also introduces

radiance5 is 0.3 W. m 2 sr - , so that 3. 10-12 W some curvature into the image of its entrance slit,
are available. Due to diffraction of .6,u radiation at with a sagitta
the 4u slits, only J- of the power incident on the
entrance and the exit slits will be effective, reducing
the power to about lC- 13 W, or 3.105 photons/sec.
With a trialkali cathode having a quantum efficiency s"-tan i(y 2/p), (42-10)
of .05, and taking V=j, R is about 10' sec- '. The
line has a half-width" of .012 cm- 1, which is within
the resolution limit of .02 cm- 1 used in this paper.
Taking T= 10 see, the signal-to-noise ratio of the where i is the angle of diffraction, and x is the half-

spectrum peak is 1500, and the intensity range is 500. length of the slit. In the present example this is
If the interferogram is sampled at 103 points, t is 1 sec. 0.3 mm, and the curvature of the exit slit must be
The position tolerance e is 12 A. With the same changed accordingly.
parameters in Eq. (42-9), except with 0 = 105m - , The exit slit of the mnochromator cannot be
e is 1.6 A. placed arbitrarily in its focal plane. Using the tech-

Now consider a continuous spectrum, again with nique of 'aliasing,' a band ba wide need be sampled
RM = 104 sec - , but with ! = 104. With T- 1o3 s only at path difference intervals, AP, equal to N/267,

the signal-to-noise ratio is only 15, and the useful where N is the integer pa.. of a/ba. In the example
intensity range is 5. The value of e at u= 105 cm - ' just considered, N is 500 and AP is 2 5y. But if this

is .002 A, but since it is virtually impossible for all the sampling interval " ed, only spectra in intervals
phases in a continuous spectrum to coincide, a value from o- Gr to or wil be aliased correctly. A band
of .02 A would be adequate. containing a will show overlapping. Since AP is

restricted to multiples of the wavelength X used with
42-5 OPERATION the position-servo interferometer, there will always

be wavenumbers which cannot be correctly aliased.
The operation of a Fourier spectrometer in the The only solution is to have more than one source for

HeUV differs'from that in the infrared only in the the position interferometer. The avoidance of such
nature of the detector and in the relative narrowness 'forbidden wavenumbers' is made somewhat easier
of the usable spectral band. Measurement of radiative if AP is taken to be the wavelength of the inter-
power by photon counting has two advantages. A ferometer source. There are two other advantages of
very low background can be obtained, and the mena- doing this. An error in N of unity gives an error in a
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of 2W. Using AP- X gives X about :1 or 4, and an Using RM-=10 sec', which gave a signal-to-noise
error in X is prartically impossible When N is .500 ratio of 15 in the cailier example with M = I04, andan error of ic, although unlikely, is more possible. taking I=10 - sec one needs (Bt)i 10 a, s

Recall that the analogous quantity for the echelon, (BO)i -l0
. Then B= 10"r sec - . The signal-to-noise

the order, is 2 -105, and then, apparently, an error of ratio is about R.4f(T/B)f when V is one, and for
unity is difficult to avoid. When AI'= X, a wide band R.V = 104 sc - the ratio is also one, so that the spec-
spectrum can be calculated, at low resolution, and trum is useless. For the same conditions and a signal-
checked to see that there is no energy outside the to-noise ratio of 100, RM must be increased to
desired band. The interferogram with the minimum 10" see-'. Whether B is small or large compared with
number of points, according to the sampling theorem, R: 1. each spectral element (or, its sinnsoidal modula-
can be obtained from the redundantly s.umpled inter- tion) is measured for the total time T, and both the
ferogram by mathematical tiltering. advantages and disadvantages of multiplex operation

When the monoehromater is used after the inter- are obtained.
feromneter, muitichannel operation is possible by using It is interesting to compare the preceding examples
more than one exit slit and detector. If many chan- with the performance of a monoehromator with a
nei are used, this becomes expensive, but is many hypothetical grating of equal resolution, or with a real
orders of magnitude less expensive than building as echelon. For simplicity, assume that the grating has
many interferometers. the same projected area as the split mirror. The

angle i in Eq. (42-10) then has a tangent equal to five,
42-6 CONCLUSION and the sagitta equals the width w when the slit length

is about 2 mm. Equation (42-10) is not a very good
The purpose of this paper is to decide whether or approximation at very large angles i, and the tolerable

not an instrument with the proposed characteristics value of the sagitta will depend on whether or not the
is feasible. There is no reason to believe that such an exit slit is curved and on how much i changes during
instrument will be built in the near future, and it a scan. Assume that the grating instrument has the
seems premature to worry about the mechanical and same throughput as the interferometer with a single
eleetronic problems that will arise in engineering such slit. Then R is about 2 102 sec - '. If there are 104
an apparatus. The problems treated here are optical, spectral elements to be scanned in 103 sec, the spectral

and they appear to have satisfactory solutions. signal is 20 counts, with a signal-to-noise ratio of five.
A real instrument need not have the dimensioris The advantage of the grating instrument is its ability

that were assumed, but they will not differ from these to measure weak lines in the presence of strong ones.
values by 't factor more than 2 to 4. Fabricating the One tries to make the intensity at the detector as
multislits may be difficult. Possible means include large as possible. But the signal-to-noise ratio depends
chemical etching of thin foils, using a photoresist on VR, for the case where photon noise predominates.
which can be exposed through a lens or to the inter- If increasing R results in a decrease in V, and a de-
ference pattern of a laser, or by erosion using electron crease in VR*, then the performance of the instrument
or laser beams. If satisfactory multislits cannot be will decrease. 'I the use of rectangular mirrors
made, then single slits (Sl 1 and S12 in Figure 42-1) gives the maximui. trea of the P mirrors with the
can be fabricated, but with a reduction in throughput maximum width of the slits. But it may be that
of almost I,/100. This would make the instrument rectangular mirrors cannot be made as flat as round
less versatile but it will still periorm satisfactorily mirrors, and this may decrease V, so the round mirrors
with sufficiently strong sources. may be preferable. The V term depends on the wave-

In ihe signal-to-noise ratio calculations, reflection number, and the evaluation of VRI must be made in
losses at 0.6 11 were neglected; they will be relatively the region of interest.
small. It is seen that to maintain a good signal-to- The tolerance e on the mirror position, given by
noise ratio with dense spectra, the integrated intensity Eq. (42-9), depends on the time used to measure each
RT of each spectral element must be high. This is due point of the interferogram. Thus the tolerance can
to the uniform distribution of noise in the spectrum, be increased by sampling the interferogram at more
and not to the fact that photon noise predominated, points. The value .01 A cited for the position error
Let us examine a case where detector noise pre- should be. adequate for most cases. The tilt error is
dominates. This can be simulated by making the less critical, and a displacement due to tilt of .02 A
background noise in the interferogram, (Bt)l, large is more than adequate.
compared with Rmt, the signal in the interferogram.

4
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A3. Extension of Fourier Spectroscopy to

Centimeter Wavelengths*

J. Baukus and J. Ballantyne
School of Electrical Engineering

Cornell University
Ithaca, Now York 14950

Abstract

A lamellar grating far-infrared interferometer has been used in the frequency
range, 8 to 70 GHz. The instrumental modifications necessary to operate at this
low frequency range are discussed, and measured spectra of some microwave
sources are presented. The operation of a fast response time GaAs detector is
reported.

43-1 INTRODUCTION constant ot . .43 cm, a 35 cm diameter, F:1.3 parabolic
A laila rtn a-nrrdinterferometer has collimating and focusing mirror and lightpipe optics.

beea used to study the harmonic content of various Teopiaarngm tisktcdi Fue431

microwave signal sources. Spectra of dlevices in the
frequency range from 8 to 70 GlIz (.27 to 2.3 cm-1)
were recorded. Some solid state microwave devices FROM SOURCE

may have at igh enough harmonic content to be FIXED OVABL

suitable a, sources for far-infrared spectroscopy. Also,
knowledge of the hiarmonic content of these devices
is usefuil in circuit design and in the study of electron 1FOCAL POINT

transport phieinona. Thiis paper will discuss the
operatiotn of the iinterferometer at these wavelengths
and will present soniv preliminary results.

43 -BAND/
3-2 DESCRIPTION OF INTERFEROMETER WAVEGUIDE

6 HORNSPARABOLIC
The iitt'iferonieter, dlesigned for use in the far- LAM4ELLAR MIRROR

inifrare'd spetItral regioni, 12contained a 35-eni square GRATING TO DETECTOR

I' ni- ed ali ntinti i lame lar grating with at grating

" Ilis work wast ouliCorte~ by the Air Forre Systeno Com~mand, Rome
Air I )Pyel,twnent center. (;rtiffm Air Fore ltase, N.Y. with impflernentary Figure 43-1. Diagram of the Optical Arrangement of the
fojjl P Ir frmo the Ailvaie"l Reeachl Projects Agency throuli the Nis- Ia elr(rtn a-nrrdItreo o
tendil. jcentie Center, C'ornell U'niversity, ai.a rtn a-nrtdItreo ee

Preceding page blank
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The grating, a portion of which is t-anslated by a computing an error function from a short two-sided
stepping motor and micrometer screw, splits the beam interferogram and convolving it with the data to
and introduces a path length difference. The beams obtain a corrected interferogram. The method
are recombined at the exit slit producing a variation produced only a slight improvement, probably because
in output with path difference.. This interferegram is we could obtain only a few points behind the zero path
the Fourier cosine transform A the incident radiation difference position and thus did not get a good esti-
spectrum.3  mate of the phase error in the instrument. Some of

Operation at microwave frequencies required a the errors were also of a different nature which this
number of modifications to the interferometer. The method would not be expected to correct.
1.27 cm i.d. lightpipe was replaced by X-band wave- A periodic variation in transmitted power was
guide as indicated in Figure 43-1. This permitted the observed when a large first surface mirror was taped
use of X-band sources, because the cutoff frequency to the grating and translated. Some of this variation
of the lowest order mode in the round lightpipe was was found to be due to stray reflections which were
about 15 (Hz compared tr 6.5 GHz for X-band reduced by covering all expos, I metal surfaces with
waveguide. It was also found that the right angle microwave absorbing material (Emerson and Cum-
bends in the lightpipe, which were formed with 450 ming AN73).
first surface mirrors, caused severe reflections above Since this did not eliminate the variation in trans-
the cutoff frcqueacy. The X-band horns, used as the mitted power with the mirror placed over the grating,
entrance and exit apertures, had the effect of lowering the possibility of Fresnel zone interference between the
the maximum frequency to 500 GHz (about microwave horns was investigated. 0  This effect is
17 cm-1). 4  due to interference produced at a point in space by

Several other factors need to be considered in the the fixed phase relationship between points oih a
operation of the instrument at these long wavelengths, coherently illuminated aperture. Fresnel interference
The polarization of the radiation must be perpen- usually occurs at distances of a few wavelengths from
dicular to the lamellae of the grating as any parallel the aperture, but it was felt that this effect might be
component will be reflected since the wavelength is significant in our case due to the imaging properties
comparable to the grating constant. 5  A piece of of the interferometer. In order to evaluate this effect,
absorbing material was placed near the center of the a computer program utilizing Kirchoff integrals to
parabola. Its size and position have a large effect on trace the radiation through the instrument was
the minima of the interferogram. The resolution is written. The program assumed a TE10 mode distribu-
limited by the thickness of the lamellae as the inter- tion of 1 cm wavelength radiating spherically from
ference is destroyed at the longer wavelengths as soon the entrance horn, and calculated the electric field at
as the movable portion of the grating becomes un- the exit horn aperture. The field distribution across a
meshed from the fixed portion. horizontal line at tihe center of the exit horn for

The detectors used were immersed in pumped liquid various positions of an imaginary mirror in front of the
He at the end of a section of thin-walled stainle4s steel grating is plotted in Figure 43-2. The distribution
X-band waveguide. Detector elements were of two
types, the first being a slice of a 2-W carbon com-
position resistor,' the second being a piece of epitaxial
GaAs. They were mounted on microwave absorbing &

material at a nonperpendicular angle to the waveguide a
axis to prevent reflections from causing a standing a 0 2

wave or entering the interferometer. The GaAs * * g * .6 B g 0

detector was similar to that described by Stillman, 0 a
et al.,7 but was used in a new mode of operation at .5 1
high bias which provided nanosecond response times * a *
for 1O-GHz radiation. This detector is described in
detail in another paper.' V.4

43-3 SPECTRUM ERRORS c ,. A oo

Operation of the interferometer with long-wave- x a .50
length coherent sources posed a number of problems .ELA .O

in obtaining good spectra. The principles of geometri- FIELD AT $
cal optics upon which the instrument was designed _. . I I___,_,_ ,
begin to break down due to diffraction effects at these -4 - 2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

wavelengths. Standing-wave and interference effects x (CM)
arise because of the coherence of the sources used.

Because the spectra obtained in this frequency
range contained errors, the convolution method
described by lForman et al.9 was used to mathemati- Figure 43-2. Computed Eleetri,' Field Distribution Amroeadc ibed y Forrect th ie oa. Tis etod invols t, Mouth of thte lxit ltorn for &.verai Vidhtee ( (optiealeally correct the interferograrns. This method involves Puth [Aength
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vaiirn, with at pe~riodl corresponiirg to at hui Wave- con)tent. A SVctigll of V'band (50-75 G11z) wave-
le h leig'iteotial pahbt)e.ntac guide, which acts as a 34 0Hz highi-pass filtei vas

arnd exit hiorns. The amplitude of the variation is Stibsequezitly added, and no output xas found. Thus,

with wirror position that has bwei, observed. strunital error. A later spectrum, taken after

further addition of microwav-e absorbing material to
43-4 SPECTRA Of MWCROWAVE SOURCES the instrument, showed about half the harmonic

content of Figure 4:3-4. The negative values near zero
The inistrumient -performance, as indicated by frequency aie dine to incorrect calculation of the

spectra of various niierowavv sources, deteriorates. average vaiue of the interferogram. "
with dr'crea~sirg frequency. Figuire 43-3 is the spec- The snectrun of a it ' 01-z klystron (Figure 43-5)

S0- 1.0.-

RUN 58
RUN 62

.8 ~~~65 GHZ XLYSTRON . OGZKYTO

-AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM
I ---- COSINE SPECTRUM

.6- W.6-
0~~ 0

9L I

2

0~~ 5 S 2 51 FREQUENCY (CM-') 5
FREQUENCY (CM-1) VVJ~

Figure 43-5. Comparison of the Amplitude and Cosine
Figure 431-3. SpeetrIII of a t65 GJib Klystro'i Spectra of a 10 Gliz K13.stron
(1 ('i' -:to3 (H1Z)

trum of it(.(Izk-to.Teidctdscn indlicate,- a large harmonic content which is also known
65nini 01we of abost-1rent ofi iictc~ fudaentail riot to exist. When at tonreflecting high-pass filter

was higher than expeted. but thi.s may be at harmonic ciutwsineedbwent kyroadte
or istrmentl eror.The27 0 Ixklvsronspecrum instrument, noi output could be detected.

41-4 ium niulicates 'igiiiean(Ilk-tl oieronic Inspection of the spec ~ra of devices operating iii
(If Figuri 34idctsigifcnl oehroi the vicinity of 10 GHz indicated what appeared to be

phase shifts in the interferograms. Because the
Convolution technique could nt be used to correct
these. the amnplitudle spectrum, that is, the square

10- roo~t of the sum of the squares (If the cosine arid sine
RUN 53 transforms. is overplotted in Figure 43-5 for comn-

111 2? 652 KLYStRON parison. This type of spectrum appears, in sonic cases,
W to be it more reasonizble aupproximiation than the cosine
a 6.transformus.
W ~An X-blknd Limited Spacechanrge Accumulation

0- 4-(1.14A) device 12,13, 14 spectrum (F'igure 4:1-1) indicates4
at larger harmionic content thiant that of the klystron.

2- The lJ8A devire is at GaAs diode in which microwave
oscillatiouns tire produced as at result of electron traits-

0 4L--~-4 fer between conduiction bnd minima. WVhen the
FRQUNC 2 4 5, high pas's filter wa i iserte'd. liswer at the second

FREQUNCY IM*')harmonic was detected, and this filtered spectrum is
(Iverphuotleu in Figure 4:141. On n absolute scale, the
peak value f the fltered spectrum corresponds to
about 6 percent of the peak value of thie full spectrum.

ligk~in. 13- I. impeiruin lof 27 (oils KlYstron The rat ios of the second to third harmonics. in the
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.o. spectrum is probably instrumental error as this is the
I second harmonic of the peak value.

X-AD LSA DEVICE The LSA devices were pulse operated to prevent

I T
.8 -- FULL SPECTRUM destruction due to heating. The pulse widths were

---FILTER CUTOFF FREQUENCY 1 sec at 2000 pulses per see. The data were recorded
.6 with the GaAs detector, several wide-band amplifiers,

Wand a boxcar integrator.
.4 - . fl

L- ER FF FR QY 43-5 CONCLUSIONSI t~
.2 While the use of this instrument at microwave

1 4.0 frequencies is not without problems, it is a useful way
to get information over a broad frequency range. The

o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 grating will successfully modulate radiation as low in
FREQUENCY (CM-') frequency as X-band. Thus, when used with suitable

high pass filters, information as to the magnitude and
Figure 43-6. Spectra of an X-band LSA Device. The frequency of harmonics of microwave devices can be
dashed line is the spectrum of the device operating through obtained, even without doing a Fourier transform.
a nonrefiecting high pass filter At higher millimeter wavelengths the instrument can

be used, with some precautions, in its normal mode of
operation. The use of the fast GaAs detector allows

filtered and unfiltered spectra are roughly equal. The the investigation of pulsed devices. This investiga-
large indicated fourth harmonic in the filtered tion is not practical with the usual thermal bolometers.
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44. Signal-to-Noise Ratio in a Photographic Fourier Transform

P. Bouchareine and R. Chabbal
Laboratoire Aim6 Cotion, Facult6 des Sciences

F 91 Orsay, France

Abstract

T[he conventional spectrograph is compared xith at photographic interferometer
where fringes are recorded instead of dispersed spectral lines. It is shown that if
preexposurt' is not required, at photographic Fourier transform produces a gain in
exposure time but with at corresponding loss in signal-to-noise ratio inl the same
manner as it photomultiplier.

44-1 INTRODUCTION observable onl a densitometric trace. Lot 'y be the

Multiplex miethods give ain important improvement soeo h ~re-rfil uv
inl the signal-to-noise ratio of at spectrum when the
noise is produced oly by the receiver. This ad- D-- lgn,(41
vantage vanishes in some cases when the noise is D-'lga,(41
catusedl by photon noise in the signal that impinges
t the receiver. lit the analysis by It. C. Jons,' 'the weeni h ubro htn eevdprui
photographic receiver was considlered to P"lte It hr stenme f htn eevdprui
noise % ith the saine properties ats infrared cells. areat onl the plate.
Conisequently, the photographic detector might be The uncertainty in that corresponds to an error

ableto ive siniliantenhncemnt sigal-o- &D of the dv isity measurement is (Figure 44-1)
no0i.,e ratio if a multiplexing methodi is usedl.

If preexposure is noit required, at photographic
Fourier transformi produies- at gain inl expoisure timein&
but with a riarre.poiuling loss in signal-to-noise ratio It D(44-2)
in the samne mianner :ts a photionitultiplier. n'I

44-2 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO IN A PHOTOGRAPHIC
DENSITY MEASUREMENT lin the following approach, a well-known result for

the error 61). ins a measurement of sin area S of the
*Ihe( rt' isponm 4,f at lhot~sitriphie~ emulsiont is i.ot plate is used. This is given by Selwyn's laws which

linevar. and the' m.gtial-nea-tioise riltis is not directly states that 61) for it givens density is proportional to
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value. Experimental comparison only is possible
D between two experiments done with two plates of

different characteristics, or with two identical plates
used at different densities, but a theoretieal corn-

~ parison is possible between two experiments using the
~ Log ~ same emulsions and working at the same density.

00 The signal-to-noise ratios are calculated from Eq.
--------------- nn Lon(44-5) and the exposure times are derived from photo-
S........... metric data, assuming validity of the reciprocity law.

44-3 COMPARISON BETWEEN A CONVENTIONAL
-.I -8 Log n SPECTROGRAPH AND A PHOTOGRAPHIC

* I INTERFEROMETER

ILet us consider a conventional spectrograph that
Log oLog n uses a prism or a grating as the dispersive element.

--------- Ow The exit pupil area is Si. The output beam, divided
into k equal parts corresponding to k spectral ele-

Figue 4-1. Dervaton f Sinalto-ois Raio /Sn ments, is incident on a plate of area S. If F is the
2.1n Hurter and Driffield's Curve focal length of the system, then the output optical

acceptance U is given by

the inverse of the square root of S. If 6D is the error
for a unit area of the plate caused by the granularity, U=S Si S-o (44-6)
the error for an area S is then F2-S~l

6D. D (44-3) where 01 is the solid angle of the beam impinging on
WI / the plate. Since the beam is dispersed into k spectral

elements, the input optical acceptance is only
(Figure 44-2)

This error is t insisted into an uncertainty in the
measurement of the total number of photons received
on the %irea S by UU(47

SXn AD nSETORP
6N-X~n------ 6DVS. (44-4)

The signal-to-noise ratio will then be S k

INPUT OUTPUT

The value of AD depends on the average density
D. It is necessary, in a given experiment, to chooseTGAHCINEW~oeE
the exposure time or the illuminated kre, of the plate PIORPI IPEO~t
in such a way that the final density will be Do, 'or
which the efficiency (more exactly the d~etective (owt.nP.o-
quantum efficiency"') of tile plate has it's highes't efr a( 11hr Intrfrrnnwler awl tIw $prrinwrajoh
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Let uts now consider a twii beam interferometer The density measurement of Do is done on an area
prodlucing, in the same area S of an identical plate, S12 of the platejt The signal-to-noise ratio is there-
straight-line fringes which are analyzed latter by a fore
Fourier transform method, its has., been suggested by
several authors. 5 ,1, 7 In order to have instruments
that can be compared, we take the same value of the
plate areaS, of the pupil area Si and of the solid angle P1 =V SDo (44-11)
Q~ of the output beam. In this case, the input opticalusaum spcrlemnt

accptace ortheintrfromteristhe same as the
ouItpuIt acpac .Futemrit is nospatially 44-3.2 Continuous Spectrum
divided by any disperser. Let uasmenow that thekspcrlemnt
44-3.1 Single Line Case. have equal luminance B. There is actually a spectral

44-3.1.1 SPECTRlOGRAPH! luminance B(A) which is a constant determined by the
Let 11 eqlual the number of photons emitted by the codto

source per unit time and unit optical acceptance, and
T eqlual the exposure time. Thea the naumber of
photons, nt received on the spectrograph plate per B= B(A) dA. (44-12)
unait areai of the slit image will be

44-3.2.1 SPECTROGRAPH
The number of photons received by the plate is then= B -a T. (44-) same as in the previous case. The exposure time is

To and since each spectral element is independent of
the others, the signal-to-noise ratio has the same value:

If '10 is the value of it that gives the optimum
*density Do, the corresponding exposure time is 'I,

P. (44-!3)

To. 9(44-9) 44-3.2.2 PHOTOGRAPHIC INTER-
B 1~ FEROMETER

In the interferometer, the number of photons
received per unit are of the plate in multiplied by

A/.bca~.use the k spectral elements overlap over the
Accordling us Eq. (44-5), the A.gnal-to-noise ratio entire area of the plate, and they ore traiwmitWe with

obtainedl by measuring the deissitv at the slit image a factor I that arises from the interfMerne fringes.
will thena he The expooure time needed to ubtan the avempg

density Do, assuming the validity of the reciprocity
low, Is

oIn-(14-10)2T(41)

lot Etg. (44-10) k' is the sitiniber 4i sxvitrn rlemment4 l1W signal correspondng to e"ch spectral elemet
thaat rulel he prewnt. hut them' is 16111%, . iligh, line i now the amplitude of a density patt m- of a giv
in (6,14 .a. spatial fri'luenry. Aft~ming nce morr a squaft

modstulation, this signal abI is the slifferenre betwoen

As an tse se'en fnom 1..(44,Sii. the illuminatison
Of the plate in.% bright frinigo is% the~at -am that of the Do 1 +!- AD e-al) 4415
slit inmig ins thwecngph nn th- time itrslr Do JIl~" )-t4~
lt 1btain the 4ihea..ity I), is T4.

T. ~4 %1w . -, o - .'- halt d 0.r1~~ 1*. ii.A 14~si 1"W ,uI4a iMe. "Wa~i dtwsi ., .tm e is OaWOMM11w.I dM
.4". 0.e IOWe.... 14V~ 1*4" W.4"J 1.. 'w.tlv two4 Ar.SO lM*W pa
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each measured on a plate area S/2. of a camera lens of v'Ik times greater aperture, that is,
The density error for each one is with the same pupil area and a %/k times shorter focal

length. The results of the comparison (J the two in-
struments are given in Figure 44-3.

6D = po 2(44-16)

INTERFEROMETER SPECTROGRAPH

and the signal-to-noise ratio is OTCLACPAC /

FLUX PER UNITAREA I N
OF THE PLATE

TIME EXPOSURE T-tT

AD A D VS eN BA

2 (44-17) SIGNAL TO NOISE (/8SorI2 (y/&'S~

12 13,12 /2 B'n
MONOCHROMATIC 2

The signal amplitude D is given by the modulation 2
of a given spectral element. As no is the average total CONTINUOUS \2 (,% ) 4 rS/k Wb0 .sl1
number of photons received per unit area of the
plate, this modulaition is given by

Figure 44-3. The Results of Comparison Between the

_ 44o8 Two Instruments

44-4 CONCLUSIONS

pootons, per unit area. Hence, the signal AD is Recording fringes instead of dispersing hnes allows
shorter exposure times for a given plate area ad a
given solid angle of the output beam, but this opera-
tion reduces the signal-to-noise ratio available from

An- 2" -! the plate if there are many spectral elements in theAD 1,(4-9 spectrum.
This result can be interpreted by the quantum

nature of the photographic noiso; tho noise being
produced by the photon noise of the whole spectrum

mW~ then the sga-to-noise ratio is while a single spectral element is measured. This
conclusion agrees with a more grneral result ob-
tAined" as a direct conseuence of *elw ict law,
The noise observed in a photographic density mft-

_________surement for the optimum value of the denoity is
(444()) determined by the same laws rs the photon n'ois

*D. kobservWd with at photomultiplier. Findings of this
investigation do #tot disatree with .lonv', clasoifica-
tion because he studied the detectii ity of a plate.
defined by the minimum detectable power for a given

A compriso o.f this last exprvion with Eq. exposure time. U'nder such conditions it is nevtsar-
(4443S) shows that, when the spetrm is continuous to ptvxpo* the emulsion. and the noise ptoduced
with constat speettil luminanc B(A), the inter. by the parasitic beam used for the prrpcoure act*
fetmi mothod (which provides a Itreater amount lake the constant fluctuationsi of a noisy detecto1"r.
of light Ond cnsequently allows a shorter exposure ThU ionorqo for multiplex spectroseopy with
Uto) leads to a sigmal-to-wime ratio for one nkedral photogra phic detection is, quite smil-tr to Winings in
element rkVghly that of the conentional spectro- all ei'imental Study tif photprraphir grid *pcctrp-
grapic method divide by the squar root of the ropy.
gain of rxprwure tim. This result might be, achieved However, such multiplex me of a plstc has vrvernl
in the same conventional spetogniph with the mer advantages.
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(1) If preexposure should be necessary, it is Such a low dynamic range can be obtained with
preferable to use a grid or a multiplex method because better linearity of the emulsion's response.
preexposure is then achieved with the light of the (3) A distinct advantage results when the spec-
spectral elements being studied, instead of using a trum has few spectral elements: the slit of a spectro-
parasitic beam which simply contributes noise. graph uses only a small part of the area of the plate.

(2) Even if theoretical improvement in signal-to- In such a case, the interferometer makes better use
noise ratio cannot be expected (nhen many elements of the information capacity of the plate in addition to
are present), it is not possible with a great number of achieving a gain in the transmitted flux.
lines of different brightness to obtain in a single This investigation was done as part of a contract
exposure the optimum value of density for each of with the "Direction des Recherches et Moyens
them. This is possible with an interferogram for d'EDsais. r
which (the zero path difference excepted) the illu-
mination of the plate is much more homogeneous.
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45. Devices for Multiplex Stellar Spectroscopy

Andr6 Girard
C-Aice National d'Etudes et do Recharches Airospatices (ONERA)

92-Ch 66osn. France

Abstract

Two devices for stellar spectroscopy are described: a conventional disperser

type (with grille) and an interferometer with no internal moving parts. Both of
these devices have potentials for space applications. Preliminary results of black-
body radiation obtiined with the grille spectromrieter are preseuted. The first
stellar spectrum of ctORI obtained with the interferometer from the Jungfraujoch
observatory is also presented.

45-1 INTRODUCTION 45-2 MULTIPLEX GRILLE SPECTROMETER

Of the two well-known advaintages of Fourier spec- The mutiplex grille spectrometer uses the optical
troscopy (the spatial one of high optical acceptance, working principle of a standard spectrometer. Upon
and the time one of multiplex operation), the second dispersion by a prism or a grating, the star spectrum
one is of particular importance in the case of stellar is linearly displayed in the focal plane of the exit
spectroscopy, as the optical extent (or 9tendue) of the collimator. It is now intended to investigate the spec-
beam is generally much smaller than the optical tral intensity distribution along this line. The prob-
acceptance of an ordinary interferometer. Simple lem considered can be treated as a special case of a
devices can thus be designed for stellar spectroscopy, multiplex image analysis method. 12,
especially if the requisite number of spectral elements The linear distribution of luminance is analyzed by
is not very large, modulating each point of the line with a time fre-

Even including turbulence phenomena, the through- quency, itself a linear function of the point abscissa on
put (Jacquinot) advantage or space advantage given the line. This is achieved by placing, in the same
by an intorferometer is not generally fullfilled in stellar plane, a grille with alternate opaque and transparent
spectroscopy. The other one, the multiplex (Fellgett) zones limited by equilateral hyperbolas (Figure 45-1).
advantage or time advantage is intrinsic in this case The grille is translated at uniform speed perpendicu-
as usual, larly to the line under analysis. This linear motion

Both devices described here have been studied with can be converted into a rotating motion by using an
this in mind and also with a view toward applications appropriate zone distribution. 2:' . The signal, which
where the required number of spectral elements is is a function of time, is the sum of elementary sinusoi-
moderate (a few hundred). Under these conditions, dai contrbutions from all spectrum elements along
the expected value of multiplex advantage is between the line.
10 and 30. Thus, the price paid for this gain must not The principle underlying this spectroscopic device
be too high. Simple devices are required. is similar to the theory governing interlekrometric
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This can be a major disadvantage when a high-
PM 'm sensitivity, cooled infrared detector is used. This

M drawback is obviated by a second subtractive dis-
persion equal to tie first; in this way the optical
acceptance of the beam is restored to its initial value.

The main advantage of this device lies in the fact
that the margin of tolerance required for adjustments
and mechanical motions lies within a fraction of the
smallest step PM of the grille instead of covering a
part of the wavelength as in the standard inter-

ferometric case.The main characteristics of the experimental device
under review are as follows:

L /  Spectral interval: 1 t to 2 /
M Disperser: Flint prism

PbS cell: 1 mm 2

A AM=30mm i IV200
P.u =0.2 mm 2

Figure 45-i. Grille Showing: D=Scanning Direction,
I,. Line Under An.,lysis

The apodized instrumental function is shown in
Figure 45-2. Residual defects are probably due to

Fourier spectroseop-, For instance, the zero-path- irregularities in the origins! drawing of the grille.
difference position is obtained when the common

7 asymptote of the set of hyperbolas is superimposed on
the line under study. However, some specific problems
do arise here. In practice, the transparency law gov-
erning the grille is not a sinusoidal law, so that odd
harmonics of the main frequency occur in the signal.
This difficulty is cverc sae by limiting the fundamental
frequency range to the interval lying between Pvi, the
maximum frequency, and r, '/3 (Figure 45-1). Thus,
the first harmonic of the lower main frequency
(that is, 3-(v,1 /3)), lies just outmide the useful fre-
quency range. It is easy to demonstrate that the
number of discrete spectral elements is

4 Amp 4__V,(45-1)

Figure 4r-2. Ap~odized Instrumental Function

where AM is the maximum value of translation and
P3, is the smallest interval of the grille.

The total resolving power of the system depends Figure 45-3(a) shows the record and Figure 45-3(c)
upon (and is at most, equal to) the resolving power of shows the computed spectrum for a blackbody source
the spectrometer preceding the grille; it can be very at 9000C. Between these two curves Figure 45-3(b)
high for a narrow spectral interval, shows the spectrum obtained by the conventional slit

The optical 6tendue of the beam emerging from the method, in the same length of time and with equal
telescope is greatly enlarged by the dispersing system. resolving power.
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45-3 "AIR WEDGE FRINGES" INTERFEROMETER

In stellar spectroscopy, the optical acceptance of aninterferometer is-generally much larger than is neces- Figure 45-5. "Air Wedge Fringes" Interferometer. End
sary for the beam from the telescope. For instance,
the optical acceptance of a Michelson interferometer
equipped with mirrors 50 mm in diameter is 7 mm rad
for a path difference of 10OX, as compared with
0.09 mm rad for the beam from a 600 mm diameter eter. As can be seen, each of elements 2 and 4 has
telescope of low optical quality (30 sec of arc). equal respective cross sections all along )Ls length,

Accordirgly, a standard interferometer is too power- while elements 1 and 3 vary in thicknes., rhe values
ful an instrument for stellar spectroscopy. This of e and 1, thickness differences in the two end cross
applies even more to field widening facilities. 4 .'hus, sections respectively for elements 1 and 3, are defined
in a stellar interferometer, the useful area of the by two elementary conditions:
mirrors can be reduced to a very small portion of their
actual area. This characteristic is used in the inter-
ferometer described below.

In this unit, which is of the Michelson type, the nl-n'e=A/2
plane mirror in one arm is of a fixed off-axis design,
-onsistent with the well-known "air wedge fringes"
adjustment.8  Thus, the path difference changes
linearly in the plane of localized fringes. With the star and
image focused in this plane on an area smaller than a
half-interfringe, the Fourier transform of the spectrum
is obtained by sliding the interferometer as a whole
perpendicularly to the system of equidistant fringes.

The interferometer incorporates no moving part; n'l+nefO, (45-2)
it is a compact solid rectangu' Lr block of four bonded
elements (Figure 45-4). Internal elements 1 and 2,
arranged on either side of the beam-splitter coating S,
are made of the same material (refractive index n), where a is the path difference required. The second
while external elements 3 and 4 are made of another equation is the field widening condition. In this way,
material (refractive index n'). Figures 45-5(a) and a very large aperture is obtainable for any path
45-5(b) show the end cross sections of the interferom- difference.
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In the interferometer used for stellar observa-
- 7 ~ tins (Figure 45-6), field-widening compensation is

1.1% achieved by combining a fluorite prism and an air
wedge. The measurements of the interferometer are
18X18X80 mm. The resolution obtainable is 300

The stellar spectrometric device as a whole will be

1481 described in a later publication. Figure 45-7 shows
MIRORthe spodized instrumental function. Figure 45-8

FLUOITE WSMrepresents the first stellar result obtained. This
-3.123 AIR WEDGE spectrum of aORI was produced at the Jungfraujoch

observatory in Switzerland using a 760 mm diameter
-ASSEMBLING .POSITIONING telescope. It is uncorrected for sky emission or

WEDGE WEDGEatmospheric transmission.
The main feature of this interferometer is its fool-

Figure 45-6. Fluorite-air "Air Wedge Fringes" Inter- proof safety against '!.zsadjustment. While this is no
ferometer major advantage for observatory work, it is of interest

in space experimentation, which has been the object
in view in this particular case.

OORI

2800 2900 j 3000 3100 cmI2000 - 3000 4000 5000 c-

2943

Figure 45-8. &ORI SXjectruun, Uncorrected for Sky
Figure 45-7. Apodized Instrumental Function Emnitnion or Atmospheric Traamimon
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46. Hadamard-Transform Multiplex Grating Spectrometer

John A. Decker, Jr.
Comdod and Wescolt, Inc.
Cambridge, Massadwitts

Abstract

A series of Hadamard-transform multiplex grating spectrometers which operate
on the principle of multi-slit optical encoding at the spectrometer exit focal plane,
and which represent the first successful operation of a Hadamard-transform
spectrometer are described.

46-1 INTRODUCTION with exit focal-plane encoded Hadamard-transform

The idea of multiplex-encoding the optical output spectrometers.'

of a spectrometer, to overcome the luminosity limita- 46-2 COMSTOCK AND WESCOTT PROTOTYPE
tion of a sequentially-scanned dispersive instrument' 2 PETO ANTP Y
by allowing the photodetector to sense a multiplicity
of optical wavelengths simultaneously, goes back to The original Comstock and Wescott prototype
the original work of Golay3 and Fellgett.4 ,5  The Hadamard-transform spectrometer (HTS) shown in
possibility of realizing a multiplex grating spectrome- (Figure 46-1) was constructed by modifying a
ter by means of optical coding based on Hadamard 0.25-m .arrell-Ash Ebert monochromator. 'lhis
matrices was first pointed out by Ibbett, Aspinall and required fitting it with a cyclic 1(-slot ST-matrix
Grainger' and, shortly afterwards, independently by exit focal-plane optical encoding mask' and the
Decker and Harwit. 7 The mathematical properties of appropriate mask-drive system. This instrument wts.
the Hadamard-transform codes have been described in all probability, the first successfully-operated
previously by Sloane, Fine, Phillips and Harwit' and HTS. In its basic (that is, conventional moono-
by Pratt, Kane and Andrews,' who also described chromator) form, the instrument was equipled with
two-dimensional Hadamard-transform coding tech- 0.1-mm wide entrance and exit slits and a 2915-
niques. Harwit, Phillips, Sloane and Fine' ° recently groove/mm grating blazed for a wavelength of 2.1 IA;

extended this theoretical work to dispersive spectrom- it had a resolution (limited by aberrations) of attit
eters using Hadamard-transform coding at both the 10 A in secnd order.
entrance and exit focal planes in a manner analogums The lhadamard-transform eneoder, shown on
to Girard's original grille spectrograph. " Since Figure 4(1-2, consisted of a photmeteied ,na.4. mounted
several accompanying papers will cover the theo- at the spectrometer exit focal plane, containing a
retical aspects of Hadaoard-transform spectrometers 37-slot cyclic array of 0.1. mm wide transparent and
for both the singly (that is, exit only) and doubly opaque slots of 19-slot periodicity,
(that is, entrance and exit) encoded cases, this
discussion will be limited to the description of
Conistock and Wescott's recent experimental work 011000010101111001!011000010101111001,
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discussed by Sloane et al." It provided 19 quasi-
orthogonal mask patterns by moving to 19 successive
positions in one-slot width (that is, 0.1 mm) steps
along the plane of the mask, normal to the individual
slots. A 1.90-mm wide field stop, which replaced the
conventional exit slit, ensured that only 19 mask slots
were exposed to the exiting radiation at arty one
time. The mask was moved from position to position
by a manually driven micrometer screw; a second
perpendicular micrometer screw provided a sensitive
focus adjustment.

All radiation exiting the encoding mask was
collected onto a single lead sulfide (PbS) infrared
detector with an active area of 1 mmX3 mm. Signals

from this detector were passed through a unity-gain
FET preamplifier, a variable-gain signal amplifier
and a synchronous demodulator gated by a signal

Figre.46-. (orntoc an Weteot PotoypeIlaamad- from the 800-Hz tuning-fork chopper, then displayed
Trasfom Sectomeeron a digital voltmeter. The data were recorded

manually, and were decoded, normalized, and plotted
on a Telcomp 11 time-sharing computer system,

______*______ using the straightforward but slow technique of
SMANTRI IT, multiplying the data by the inverse of the mask co-

191" efficient matrix.
A typical laboratory spectrum (of the mercury

emission lines ntear 1.7 ps) obtained with the Comstock
and Wescott Prototype Spectrometer is given in

.5" Figure 46-3(a) in comparison with a spectrum
(Figure 4643(b)) obtained using this optical system

J.,give 4&2. C'omstock and Wescott Prototype 19-sot
Iladauinard-Transforni Encoding Mask

(whert- 0 dlenotes opaque an(I I dlenotes tratis~pnrent)
derivvd from the ST..mntrix

101 l000010101111001
I lot 0000101011I1100
01 101 10000101011110
001101 1000010101111I
1001 lot 10000l010111
I11001101 100001101 I
I I to0l1101100001010 M
I I Itool101 H)0001010
0111 tool101 1MW1l0l

ItotT 101100110otIlO000l0
MOI I11001101 100001
10101111001101 100M0I-
010101111001101 10(X)/ ____

M00101011I1100110110 -

(N)(N)010llIl1001 lot I
1001)001111t00lo0 Mguue 46-. Comprison Spctr. df Ow 1.7p Mrmes)
I HOM(0)0t I I 1110to10iEmnion Limeo: (m) As Obt.ained In 41w Itadxmaud-trandnrm

01 00010I)1 I 1W))1 odr (b) As (N ned Cu Ving theSam Op"a $1ysrm se a01 10O1011 I IHM ICiaunt~Wc Monorihnsmator
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as a conventional monochromator. Note that there 25.5mI , 90 CORNER
are no detectable systematic errors and that the L SOP SLITS EFLECTOR

instrument's resolving power (X/AX )1000 in first ENTERING _AY,..

order) is limited only by the entrance slit width and _-
the quality of the basic optical system: for example, EXITING RAY

tL.; flat top of the line at 1.7110 & is the image of the STOTAL SLOT

entrance slit as seen with the encoder fortuitously / AT EXIT FOCAL PANE
aligned with the line image. However, while the two MINUTEMAN INSTRUMENT Ca"NY I50 GROOVE/mm

spectra in Figure 46-3 were obtained in approximately CORRECTED CZERNY- TURNER FOR 2.0 MICRONS

the same total observing time, they are not to be SPECTROGRAPH 11-1
interpreted as representative of the signal-to-noise I-S INFRARED DETECTOR,0. "' ""5 Om ACTIVE AREAratio comparison between conventional spectrometers '-E.-mm ,mR
and HTS instruments. Since the noise level of an TO iPREMLFE

an [LTERLL S DT ECRE
infrared photodetector is roughly proportional to its BILATERALLY- 600 HZVAR,,SLE SLIT TUNIHG-FORX OPTICAL
area, a strict signal-to-noise ratio comparison would (NORMALLY 0.lm) CHOPPER

further require the de-dispersion of the encoded
Figure 46-5. Optical Schematic of Comstock and Wescott/

radiation exiting the mask (for example, by a second AFCRL HTS Spectrometer
reversed-pass through the spectrometer) to enable
it to be brought to a focus on roughly the same size
detector as would be optimally used by the system optical schematic of this instrument is given as
operating as a conventional monochromator. This Figure 46-5. The basic dispersive system was built
is one of the design features of the AFCRL/Comstock around a Minuteman Instrument Company Model
and Wescott Demonstration Spectrometer discussed :05 0.5-meter fully corrected Czerny-Turner spec-
in the next section. The purpose of presenting the trograph specifically designed for wide-exit focal-plane
comparison spectrum here is to demonstrate the spec- applications. It was equipped with a 0.005 to 3.0-mm
tral fidelity of the HTS instrument and the freedom wide bilaterally-variable entrance slit (normally
from systematic errors obtainable with even this used at a setting of 0.1 mm) and a 150-groove/mm
somewhat crude prototype spectrometer. grating blazed for a wavelength of 2.0 A. In this

configuration it had a first order resolution of about
46-3 COMSTOCK AND WESCOTT/AFCRL DEMON- 10 , (2.5 cm - 1 at 2 p) with a 0.1-mm wide entrance

STRATION SPECTROMETER slit (that is, a resolving power of about 2000) and a
well-focussed exit focal-plane width of about 10.2 cm.

The maximum signal-to-noise ratio improvement The Hadamard-transform encoding mask used a
to be expected for an HTS instrument using a 19-slot 255-slot cyclic S-matrix code, 4509 total mask slots,
1,0 code is only about a 'actor of 2.18, referenced to a (Figure 46-6). Its code pattern,
monochromator 4 .

8 even when the exiting radiation
is de-dispersed onto a minimum-sied detector. This
is rather hard to verify experimentally, as it barely 0000 00101 10001 11101 00001 11111 11001

exceeds the minimum noticeable change in signal-to- 00001 01001 111 0 10101 01110 00001 10001

noise ratio. " Comstock and Wescott therefore built, 01011 00110 01011 11110 11110 01101 1011
in a joint program with AFCRL, an HIS which used 10010 10100 10100 01001 01101 0001 001 11
a 25.-slot encoder. It has a theoretical maximum 00111 10001 10110 10010 00101 11010 11110

signal-to-noise ratio improvement factor of about 01011 11100 00110 10011 01011 01101 01000
8.0, which is much ramier to quantitatively verify 00100 1101 10010 01001 10000 00111 01001
by experiment. This instrument (shown on Figure 00011 10001 00000 00101 10001 11101 00001

46-4) is being demmstrated at this conference. Al 11!11 11001 00001 01001 111 101 01110
00001 10001 01011 00110 01011 11110 11110

01101 11011 10010 10100 10100 01001 01101
00011 00111 00111 10001 10110 00010 00101
11010 11110 11011 11100 00110 10011 01011
01101 01000 00100 11101 10010 01001 19000
00111 01001 00011 10001,

a

* laum 46-4. Comwk &Wd WmuE/AVC RI 2NAWh F1~wv 464 255BWo FmdAr" i.%m fr (omgtor mad
Domnmustam WI'S VwwWCo/FRL, HII' Ngtaewr
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was com1vuted using the shift-register logic given by
Baumer. f his mask is located at the exit focal
plante of the sp~ectrometer, mounted so that it bisects
at 90 corner mirror which returns the encoded light
beam back through the dispersive optics and shifts
it from above to below the optical axis (see Figure
46-7).

Figur 46A8 HTS Entrance Focal Plane: Tuning-fork
Figue 4-7. ITSExitFocl Plne:Encoing'~k Chopper, Detector Mounting and Preamnplifir

Maisk-tlrive Merhaniani, Iteversed-pata Corner Mirrors~ and
F'ield Stop

exclusive of the time needed to read in the data tapes
and plot the spectrum, is approximately 1.5 sec for

This reversed pass te-disperse,4 the encoded beam the 245X2.51 coding matrix.
and allows it to be brought to a focus ait the entrance The 25.5-slot instrument became fully operational
focal plance on approximately the same sist' detector only two days prior to its shipment to Aspen for the
as would have been relluired using the optical system conference display; therefore no detailed analysis of
ats at nonoehromator. As the entrance rays tire in- its performance can be given at this time. However,
.sertinl into the spectronteter slightly below the optical a prelimin ary IlITS mcan of a O.34-gi wide region of the
axis. the exiting rays emerge slightly above the mercury emiss'ion spectrum near 1.6 pa is given as
olit ial axis,, and t.n- detected by at O.2.mm X to-mm Figure 40-9. Note that this s4pectrum wats obtained
PbS cell nmnted tin the upper port ion oft tlt-' entrance from a set tif Hadamard-enended data points which
slit. almove the tningol-fork chopper (-,re Figuire Vfl-.). fiad it total dynamic range of lex-4 than 52 percent of
The ' mask is, mitoved wietuent ially by at stepping motor- tile peak signal (that is, for this specific spectrum the
driven. belt drive (Figure 411-7) which is cointnilled encodedl data points varied from a maximum of
ky tin eleetronlic indexing circuit. Thle sigl"ds fromn the 0.731 to a minimum of 0.240, in arbitrary units);
dtletfr are amplifirti by it tow-nis4ise bigthlotin pre- thi.4 appear- to be typical. No accurate test of the
amlpfilier. putesmi through tinl g-itl CI)n- signal-to-noise gain in comparison with a mono-
Vertfir. and reoriled in standaird ASOll format ?mn chromator has been made to date. but it will be
puancheil papier tapte. The npexesary .4-1tieneinla and reported when the work is complete.
Kilting ig amar provideti by the indexingl eircuit A further modificat ion of this basic instrument that
that roint rot the' mask-d1rive steptpintg motor. 'nip will increase its signal-to-noise ratio gain to a factor
thta tapie- are then reaid into a 111)1-10 time-sharing tif about 2., wilt double its reolution (to 1.2. -1
computter fisr deenIling and autlomatie Itlottinm fr thle ait 2.0 pu) and will, at the same time, increase its
111tp11t %get~.The F~ORtTRAN WV th"Awlsi& pro) seanning speed to) 2-to-10 spectral means per -eondl is
grattt take'. rill amowunt oft the' binar~ . . atuare oif thle currenatly nearinag completion. This uses the cyclic
lilanwaril w'alig mattrix to mininize c'inputer 2M47X2047# 8-matrix to generate the encoding mask
runit tin.. The :.ctual decIon euImputatilian. whoswe mmik mstttern is given ott Figure 441-t0 and
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of particulair uiterest, which is difficult and/or lower required data transmission/recording bit-rate
inefficient to do ith interferometric spectrometers. and/or bandwidth. In addition, the computer de-

aiei .n existing dlispersive spectrometer (or, more coding of the data from an HiTS system, using fast-
likely, splectrograph or pblychromator) with the Ifadamard-transform programs, is probably up to
reqjuiredI off-axis image quality and exit focal-plane anl order of magnitude faster than the equivalent
Width, it also provides the possibility of achieving Fourier-transform, inversion required by 1-78 sys-
multiplex performance by means of a modification tems.9  In general, the Hn' should eventually be
or retro-f it at ai fraction of the cost of an interfero- pre ferred over inlterferometric multiplex systems for
iiietric instruimenit. those applications where the total system per-

More fundamentallY, however, the signal from anl formance is limited by bandwidth, maximum data-
fITS lacks the large zero order spike which is char- rate, computer time for data decoding, or mechanical
acteristic of the more straightforward Fourier trans- reliability, and for observations of faint point-sources
form spectrometers, 17 and henice it has a substantially (for example, stars) where the interferometer'R
lower dy namic rantge. This is directly reflected in a throughput advantage does not come into play.
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47. Reducing the Number of Measurements in

Doubly Multiplexed Spectrometers

K~ J. A. Sloane
BO ephwwom Laboafta Mwp&*Id

Mummoy iWK "" J.."e

Abstract

A Joubly multiplexed grating spectrometer is described htsving X entrance
slots and N exit slots. The simplest operation of this device reqwres V-4 rbserva-
tions to estimate 2N -I unknown spectral elements, but it is shcnrn here that
2.V- 1 observations alwaysa suffice. An algorithm is given for dotermning which
2N- I mmaurements should be made, and for formning the estimate of the spectrum
from these measurments. -Numerical resuilts wre presentedi for the value.4 X -3.
7, 11, and 15, in the e that both entrance and exit masli arm obtained from

cliHadamarti m~atrices. (Other values of N have been tuiah aed, but snacc
dosntpermit their incluson heme.)

47 04ICKKKmask poi~tion, light frtum the *ourc* i* permiltd to

A o.1urmary of this paji is given in the abotrat. pa* thog sbo half of thtov X slots. vnd is
'1'% paper is a sequel to the papers by Stkoanie et al. thoced m wPosal~ete mtr- og h oritio inwhh nferal
and Iliuwit at al. btt can be mad thepedetl or eobnain ouftn Aloiw am itionindl wroc dikhet
them. For a comparison of these methods with other from i stttor- 4o slthe iittret 'Mr rii~in
spectrometric tochniques. and foe experimental fe- . i

suits, see the paper of Decker and Pilip* (Chip pro"e'- then tot-uiots of ilw succeisivr WW ' ti each of

pmi *lerlvii$ cltnationoof CHmumh 44uffvrnt

Q12OCS(:NwT"O OF A DOowtx .MULT11" IM 47-2.2. btdin e OWWps

47-2.1 bo4,s o q tooGrvPaeof the spectromelt. Thi% mask 6X dfilnAn encoding msk is placed at the position of the piii". each positiwn Pam-Aug ligh'. through vone
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and exit mask positions, the radiation spectrum can be 47-4 THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM
recovered. There is the possibility of making up to N'

4 AAISdI measurements i.i, (i, i ,.. . , N) to estimate

2N -1 unknown Ot's. Given these measurements,

Let t = (ej,) be the N X N matrix describing the the unknown 01's must be estimated. As justified by
entrance mask, where ei, =1 or 0, according as the Sloane et al.' for a singly multiplexed spectrometer,
rth entrance slot is open or closed when the entrance only linear unbiased estimators will be considered.
mask is in position i, (1 <i<N, 1 <r<N). Similarly One method is to make the full set of N2 measure-
let X = (xij) describe the exit mask. ments. This case has been considered in detail by

Harwit et al.' The next section shows that the
47-3.1 The Basic Equation number of measurements needed can be greatly

When the entrance mask is in position i and the reduced, from N2 to 2N-1.
exit mask is in position j, the detector measures

47-5 USING ONLY 2N- 1 MEASUREMENTS

Provided the mask matrices E and x are non-
N N singular, it is possible to obtain linear unbiased esti-

C4= ¢,r?.A.eFvi,,, (47-1)~ mates of the 2N-1 unknown 4'P's by measuring only
2N-1 -i.j's. This may be shown as follows. From
the basic Eq. (47-3), the expected values E(rij)ftij
and the unknown t are related by the equation

where k. is the measurement that would be made
by a noiseless detector placed at the sth exit slot
when signal enters only through the rth entrance 1
slot, and P,,i is the detector noise for measurement "". N
(i,j). Assume that the optical source is spatially '121 122 ... INN _

homogeneous, and that the spectrometer optics are . )
arranged so that the spectrum produced by the rth \INI IN2 ... 'INN

entrat)ce slot acting alone is a shift by r places of the
spectrum produced by the first entrance -lot acting / .

alone. Thus, there are 2N-1 unknown spectral 0 02 )
components: (e) (xT). (47-5)

ON- I N-2 ... k

-- , 01t, 00, o, , , PN-i, (47-2)
If e and x are nonsingular, this transformation is

invertible, and there exists a (2N-1)X N' matrix '"

given IA 'Pr. . Then Eq. (47-1) may be re- such that
written in matrix form as

,,EX~,(47-3) 4Ni'1

wVhere I ('P.) =(v,.j), and (O =')'71 476

INN

0 P .•-N+2\ where ' has rank 2N- 1. Then ' must contain 2N- 1
=( u ..... .o. (47-4) linearly independent columns, corresponding say to\ ....-.... _....... .... the coordinates

(i,j,), (i,j2),..., (i2N-IJ2N-1) (47-7)
Equations (47-1) and (47-3) are equiva t forms of
the basic equation of the spectrometer.
The dtett'ctar noise components ,.i are assumed to of the I vector. Expressing all columns Gf 'Y in terms

have nverage value zero and to be uncorrelated. of thiese 2N-1 independent columns, it follows that
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there is a matrix G !7 (,,' such that are independent, and Eq. (47-8) becomes

(G) (47-8) ( (47-13)

Thus, 2N-1=33 measurements ill , 4 2,1722should

Then from Eq. (47-8), if measurements be made, and the 4,'; are estimated by

o =  -'-(47-+)2, (47-14)

are made, and the matrix G=(9j) is known, linear
unbiased estimators for the unknown 4,'s are given by V-i + 21 - 122.

2S-1

7, gtT, ',. (47-10) 47-7 NUMERICAL RESULTS
r 1 In general, there does not seem to be any simple

way of determining which set (47-9) of measurements
to make nor of finding the matrix G to use in Eq.

a (In general, there may be many possible choices for (47-10) for estimating the spectrum.
the set (47-9) of independent measurements and for Table 47-1 presents some numerical results ob-
the matrix G.) tained with the aid of a computer, for the values

N=3, 7, 11, and 15. (Corresponding resultq for
47-6 AN EXAMPLE N= 19, 23, 31, and 35 have been obtained, but space

does not permit their inclusion here.) For each N are
Suppose N=2, and that e and X are equal to the given (a) the value of Y, (b) the cyclic matrix S of

2 X 2 Hadamard matrix ( 1 1 (As pointed mak weights ustd for both e and X. (c) a possibluet
(T"- of 2.V-1 independent measuiremcnts (47-9), and

out by Sloane et al., mask weights of ±1 can be finally (d) the corresponding matrix G to be used inobtained by chopping between transmitted and Eq. (47-10) for estimating the unknown spectral
reflected radiation.) In this case, Eq. (47-5) becomes components'Ot. The matrix of mask weights used

here for both e and x is the matrix S defined in
Sloane et al. 1 and Harmit et al.2 Let H be a normalized

["i ,2 \
_ 'f,±~+2p--, #1-f- (N+1) X (N+I) Hadamard matrix of +1's and

11 11=0 2oVj 1 - _.

-l's with the first row and column consisting of
\(21 122/\ -01+0- -01+200--) +l's. Then S is obtained by deleting the first row

(47-11) and column of H and replacing +1's by O's and

-l's by l's. Incidentally, S-,= 2- -  
(2ST-J),I N+1

There are many ways of inverting this transforma- where I is a unit matrix and J is an N X V matrix
tion; one is given by of +1's.] The cyclic versions of S used here were

obtained from Baumert.3

The computer program used to obtain these results
_ \ i\ proceeded as follows. First, the mask matrices e and

0 0 :2) (47-12) X were read in. Second, the matrix product on the
121 right of Eq. (47-5) was evaluated. Third, a search

0 1 ,/ was made for 2N-1 independent measurements
jj.. (This search must always be successful, as
proved.) Fourth, the matrix equation relating the
independent , to the V/1 was obtained. Fifth and

The first, third, and fourth columns of this matrix last, this equation was inverted to give the matrix G.
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Table 47-1. Ste of Independent Meaaurments and Coefficients of Linear Unbised batimator,
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Table 47-1. Sets of IndependentMewuremerta and C cfficients of Linear Unbiumad Estimators (contd)
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48. A New Multiplexing Spectrometer with Large Throughput

Perry G. Phillips and Martin Narwit
Caner for Radlophydcs and Spae Research

Comel Unversity
Ithaca, New York

and
Niel J. A. Sloane

Bel Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Muray H, New Jersey

Abstract

A dispersion instrument which multiplexes the radiation at both its entrance
and exit apertures is described. This double multiplexing scheme allows one to
recover both Fellgett's advantage and the high throughput advantage normally
attributed only to interferometric transform spectrometers. This instrument
compares favorably with Michelson interferometric spectrometers. The first
results of a laboratory pilot model are presented.

48-1 INTRODUCTION advantage of the interferometers over grating instru-
menth was clearly pointed wut first by Jacquinot.7 He

Two types of multiplexing schemes that can be showed that the throughput of the Fabry-Perot

used for obtaining spectra have been known for about interferometer was far greater than that of a con-
20 years. The first of these was a scheme suggested ventional grating instrument, (which, in turn, was
by Golay' in which radiation at different frequencies greater than that of a prism spectrometer).
is modulated at different rates by mechanical means. In defense of grating spectrometers, one should
Such a system involves the dispersion of radiation by point out that an instrument of the type originally
means of a grating or prism and the modulation of the built by Golay did demonstrate high energy through-
dispersed radiation by a mechanical chopper or put and that perhaps Jacquinot'm argument should be
mask. The theory of a number of simple systems of modified. As far as we know, this point hlm never
this type has been further discussed by Ibbett eL at.' been explicitly raised, presumably because the counter-
Decker and Harwit,' and Sloane es al. This type of argument can be raised that the multiplexing procems
spectrometer has, so far, not come into general use. introduced by Golay can also be used to improve

The second kind of multiplex spectrometer is the interfernmetric spectrometers. For the grating
interferometric spectrometer, as exemplified by the spectrometer, multiplexing would thus increase lumi-
Michelson interferometer discussed in detail by nosity, while for interferometers, such as those of the
Fellgett' and by Vanasse and Sakai." In recent years Fabry-Perot variety which already have high through-
the interferometric spectrometers, particularly the put, the corresponding advantage would lie in an
Michelson spectrometer, have been very successful, ability to simultaneously observe all spectral wave-
One reason for this success lies in the very high energy lengths. The -nultiplexing process then converts a
throughput of the interferometric instruments. This monochromatic device such as the Fabry-Perot
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spectrometer into a polyci.omatic instrument like the different grating spectrometers. The first column
Michelson. This multiplexing advantage is the so- gives the number of unknown spectral elements.
called Fellgett's advantage. The remaining three columns give the total mean

The tacit assumption made in the above argument square error for a conventional spectrometer, a singly
is that multiplexing can be used to achieve only one multiplexed spectrometer described by Decker
out of two possible advantages. Either one can have (Chapter 46), and a doubly multiplexed spectrometer
Golay's advantage in increased throughput, as is making N measurements described by Harwit et al.'
realized in instruments built by Golay, Girard' and The last two instruments use the S code (Chapters
others; or one can have Fellgett's advantage of 46 and 47).
polychromatic transmission. Either process increases
the signal falling on the detector at any given time.

The point that perhaps has not been explicitly Table 48-1. • Comparison of Total Mean Square Error forThe oin tht pehap ha no bee exlictly 3 Grating Spectrometer. in FEatimating N Unknown
made before is that a double-multiptexing scheme

can endow an instrument wiTh both increased lumi-
nosity and polychromatic transmission.

The purpose of the present paper is to show that
multiplex spectrometry with grating instruments 3 3 4Y 2.25 2.56¢.
actually permits the construction of high luminosity 7 7 0,2 3.06 a2  2.00 a2
instruments that can compete with Michelson inter- 11 110,2 3.3602 1 .5 1 0 j

ferometric spectrometers. As with Michelson inter- 19 19 C2 3.61o 2 .98 2

ferometers, these instruments show their greatest N No ( 2 122 22.2 2
advantage under conditions where measurements ( +11 N
are detector-noise limited and where the source of for N large
radiation is diffuse. With photon-noise limited detec- (.2 is the mean square noise in a single measurement
tors, only the luminosity gain is realized, but such a T 2 constant - N
gain is still useful. made in time N ; = -

In the instrument analyzed here, an initial stage of
multiplexing is introduced at the entrance of the
spectrometer and a second multiplexing stage follows The comparison assumes: (1) a fixed total mess-
at the instrument's exit plane. The signal-to-noise uring time T; (2) constant incident energy density;
ratio advantage, which can be achieved over an (3) any equal number N of spectral elements to be
ordinary grating instrument, is shown to be con- estimated; (4) identical photodetectors; and (5)
parable to that of 'he Michelson instrument. This constant slot widths.
can be understood as follows. In order to describe The only reason for presenting Table 48-1 on the'
the intensit" of N spectral elements, a Michelson basis of N' measurements, rather than 2N-1, lies
interferometric spectrometer will generally need to in the greater simplicity of the mathematical treat-
make measurements ,kt -2N different mirror separa- ment of the error analysis. Note, however, that in
tions (N measurements on each side of the white light astronomical applications the use of N2 measurements
fringes). Under certain conditions this number can be can give additional information about the difference
reduced to N. In a similar way, Sloane (Chapter 47) in the spectral distribution of light reaching the
has shown that there are (2N-1) determinations instrument from different portions of the source.
required for a doubly multiplexed grating instrument.
The radiant power incident on the detector is roughly 48-3 NCH MODEL OF DOUBLY MULTIPLEXED
the sime in both cases; it differs by a factor of the $1,CTOMEI
order of the ratio of the beamaplitter energy los to
the grating energy loss. This factor is on the order of A bench model of a doubly multiplexed apectrom-
unity and by no means amounts to the orders of eter was Pet up in the laboratory at Comell. It is
magnitude claimed in comparisons of grating and shown in Figure 48-1. Figure 48-2 gives the optical
interferometric instruments. Thus, there Appearm to diagram. The masks were drawn to actu sie and
exist no fundamental restriction which limits grating reproduced on clear plastic. A seven element 8 code
instruments to an inferior role. provided the multi- was used with successive encoding positions generated
plexing techniques are fully exploited, in the stepwise manner described by Decker (Chapter

46). The two masks were fastened to two movable
48-2 MULTIPLEX ADVANTAGE elements of a dove-tailed slide, Each slot of the mask

was I mm wide giving a total slit width of 7 mm.
The encoding procedure has been described by Thq collimating mirror was a 50 cmn focal length,

llarwit el a.' and in Chapter 47 by Sloane. The for- f/- parabaloid. The dispersive element was a 7.jem
mer have shown that N measurements can be made square, 300 grooves/ram grating based at 1000 A.
to estimate 2X-I spectral elements. The latter The system was aligned by imaging the entrance
has indicated how the number of measurements can aperture on the exit apertur for the third order
be reduced to 2N - I. Table 49-1 gives the results of mercury green line. Other lines were excluded by a
a comparisotin of the total mean square error for three filter. The resolving power of the system was 925
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Figure 48-1. Bench Model ci Doubly Multipleed D -,.,
permive spetromneter, ,

ENTRFigureT~ 4&-3. Spectra Recovered from Laboratory Bench
M ho'ing Mercury Green Line. The mlid line is for2N-1-13 er nt. and the broken line for N2-49I ! measurement.

DETECTOR the Michelson's advantages can be separated into

two distinct kinds. First, there is a multiplex ad-
vantage, which, for N spectral elements, is equivalent

ATI~B to a reduction of the total mean square noise by a

factor -. 2/N. Second, there is the luminosity ad-
vantage which gives a greater effective signal for a
constant detector noise. As viewed here, this will

fgure 468-2. Optical Diagram of Bmh Model 4w improve the figure of merit for the Michelson over
trometer that of a single "'it grating instrument by another

factor of the order of the ratio of the acceptance area
times the acceptance solid angle of both instruments.

wit an overall f-ratio .f f/7. A phototube measured For instruments with identical rebulving powers, this
the transmitted radiation and a digital voltmeter ratio is not substantially different from the ratio of
displayed the phototube output. the throughputs of the doubly multiplexed and single

The results of the experiment are shown in Figure slit instruments. A comparison' shows that when
48-3. The dotted line is the recovered spectrum using realistic grating and mask transmission losses are
N2 (N -7) measurements employing the technique taken into account, a multiplexed grating instrument
described by Harwit el al,' and Sloane. The solid should still compare favorably with an interferometer
line is the spectrum recovered by using the linearly in total energy throughput.

independent 13 measurements given by Sloane In other words, the Michelson interferonieter's
(Chapter 47). multiplex advantage gives an improvement in signal-

The signal-to-noise ratio of the solid spectrum is to-nos* ratio by a factor of order N. We find in
worse because the total observing time was a factor Table 49-1 a similar improvement in going from a
of seven less than that of the broken speetnam. normal single slit spectrometer to a simple multi-
Nevertheless, the single mereury line is dearly vible plexed system. The Michelson also has an energy
in both cases. throughput advantage over a single Wit spectrometer.

Admittedly, the bench model was rather inelegant The additional pin of a factor of order N in the
Nevertheless, it points to the impurtant fact that a double mask situation of Table 48.1 gives a through-
doubly dispersive spectrometer is not plagued by the put advantage which aim corresponds to that of the
fine tolerances associated with interferometrie Vec- Miehebson. A di'tailed comparion of the relative
trometers. It took only a few hours to set up the merits of intorletormters and doubly multiplexed
experiment and thes results were produed the first dispersive syitemsl would therefore center around
time. factor whi wooold depend on such thins as r-

fcttion and tranminsison iosses. Pias of available
4&4 COpAO Op oDC Ly M TLgWtC AND gratinp or bt,,im soitter%, and simil ; instrumental

#J*SNSOOE queetM.
For thee rmm'.,, ire feel that doubly multiplev'd

The Siehebon spectrmeter wa first compared disper ive setctrometer hjuld be seriomsly con-
to a ingle Wit grating instruiment. As is well known siee for higK throughput sldcations,
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49. Degrees of Freedom and Computation Requirements in

Matrix Multiplication for Hadamard and Other
Spectrometry Transforms*

Harry C Andrews
Deparka" of Bedcal Enbmmrk

LAteles, Calfam" 9000V

Abstract

An algorithm is presented which enables certain matrix multiplications in a
digi,.l computer to be implemented with a considerable savings in storage and
computational operations. For an N X N matrix vector multiplication a maximum

of N P storage words and computer operations are necessary compared to

normal matrix requirements of N' locations and operation. The algorithm has
as subsets the generation of the fast Fourier transform, fast Hadamard transform,
fast Walsh transform, fast Kronecker matrix transform, and un infinite class of
transformations unnamed but potentially useful in generalised spectral analysis
as well as coding, bandwidth reduction, and feature selection.

49-1 NTRODUCTION Fourier transform (FFT) in which the data-vector-
The use of high speed digital computers ha.% greatly Fourier-matrix multiplication is implcmented muchenhacedThe u e chiqu of h p ignal pessn g y more effectively than normal matrix multiplication

enhanced the teehnique of signal proeeling by requiremcnts.' Of somewhat leser fame but of great
allowing eomplex mathematial relations to be im- importance is the fast Hadamard or Walsh transform
plemented in a relatively short p nof time. However, (FHT, FWT) which also has resulted in co siderable
certain computational tasks, such as matrix multi- savings in computational and storage requirements
pli..iion, still require an inordinate amount of corn- for computer implementation.*
putational complexity as well as storage demands. The techniques providing for the FFT and FHT
Because vector-matrix operations are so prevalent an b upon a matrix factoriation which appear
in signal analysis problems, it becomes quite useful to to be due to Goad' and which can be generalised to
attempt a streamlining, where poeaible, of the c describe a factorization technique which is a function
puter matrix multiplication proem- Probably the of the degrees of freedom in the definition of the
most famous of these efforts has resulted in the fast particular matrix subject to multiplication. Thus, if

1. , ,.l., - ,, ,, an a.rbitrary NX X Y matrix is presented, it has
"M Nil S 6 MJ-Ih? = OfM& NOL4 " 03 "Pl. maximum of N1 degrees of freedom and consequently
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will require N2 computer operations for vecter- GFT machine) is designed to implement a class of
matrix multiplication. However, if the N X N matrices described by a maximum of
matrix has some additional constraio lmiting its
maximum number of degrm 4 Trfeedom, then it
seems plausible that a vector ntrix multiplication
should require less than N 2 operations. Indeed, this x P,
paper presents a class of matrices of dimension r-O
N X N where N is a highly composite number,

degrees of freedom in the same number of computa-
tional operations. Thus, such a machine is optimal

N= f P,, in some sense since it would be impossible to imple-
,-o ment a linear transformation in fewer operations than

degrees of freedom. In addition to implementating
the multiplication in fewer number of computations

P, is an integer; and vector matrix multiplication can than normally required (NI), it is possible to save
be implemented in considerable storage requirements in the computer.

This storage savings results from storing only the
parameters necessary for algorithmic generation of
the matrix and will always be equal to the actual

N I' degrees of freedom and considerably less than N2

'-o storage requirements for our arbitrary N X N matrix.
It will be necessary to develop algorithms for the
description of the matrices in arithmetic rather than

operations. The observant reader will note that when two dimensional array formats. Towards this end it
the set of P,, are all the same the above dimension becomes useful to investigate lexicographic number
becomes N= -p and the number of operations be- systems.
comes pN log, N which is the common reference
index for the FFT and FHT. However, in addition 49-3 LEXICOGRAPHIC NOTATION
to having the FFT and FHT as subsets of the for-
mulation 41resented here, the class of Kronecker Lexicographic or dictionary notation refers to the
matrices are also included, use of a variety of bases or radices in a positional

digit notation system. Thus, the numbers represented
49-2 DEGRS OF FREE M by X and U can be described as

The development of an efficient matrix multiplica-
tion algorithm is based upon the amount of redun- X.X._tX._,. .X1Xo
dancy built into the matrix in question, and a measure "..
of such redundancy is the maximum number of degreesX , P,-11, 49-1)
of freedom allowable in the generation of the matrix.
A degree of freedom L defined to be an arbitrary
entry or parameter in a matrix. For the class of
matrices to be deseribed in this paper and denoted and
as i generalisti! fast transorm (GFT) in keeping
with the FFT and FLIT. the madimum number of
degrees of freedom is given by I- - . ... , Ue

where U,E :. ! .... ,P,- }. (49-2)

r=O

The base or radix is repreomnted by the integera P.
and the rth digit counts modulo

and V has the atorementioned coraumint of

,V- I P. 1=3

The rth digit will always cycle tt ugh P, unique
The 6FT matris formulation (ala de"cribed as a integer" from a through P,- I.
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In order that advantage can be made of the lex- This implies that the GFT will be completely defined
icographic notation, it becomes useful to denote the by n core matrices M,, each of dimension P, by N
rows of matrices by the index X, and the columns of and it will then be necessary to store only
matrices by the index U. Then, to describe a par-
ticular element within a matrix, it is only necessary
to note the value of the row X and column U inter-
section. Note that both X and U take on values zero
through N-I. It becomes necessary to decode the N P,
indices in a digit-by-digit fpshion similar to binu, r-O
bit decoding. Towards this end consider a mathe-
matieal technique of decoding the X variable defined
as parameters rather than the N2 entri-s of the trans-

formation matrix.
While advantage has been taken of the reduced

dtorage requirement, generation of the resulting
X X-h. , X. .... , X0 XE{0, 1,... , P- 1}, transformation has yet to be demonstrated. The

(49-3) ultimate transformation matrix, denoted by H. (X, I),
will be of dimension N X N and implies that the
entries at the Xth row and Uth column will be al-
gorithmically defined. In addition, the HII(X, U)
matrix will be factorable into a product (f n matrices

to be the operation of denoted by G,, each of which will have only PN
nonzero entries and will be completely defined by the
respective core matrix M,. Therefore "

P-i
K-1 r

I F S(X,-i). (49-4) 14(X, U) =[G,-,J[G. 2 I . IGIGJ
r-0 i-0 ... ...

Here the delta function, S(a-b), takes on the value The jact shat the transfornition r'trix ll.(X, U)
unity only when a-b and is zero otherwise. The is factorable into a product of nmtrices , eac of

digit-by-digit decoding operation characterized by the dimension N X N and each with a high denity

mathematical product and sum relations above can of sero elements, implies that a rtdued na mber of

be described as summing all the delta functie- pos. of zero e e nens-ry fi r vector matrix multi-

sible for the rth digit, only one of which will be non- or
ewro. The product operand then multiplies the correct plicathon of the seris of pG, matrices as opposv d t)

delta function for each digit to describe the entire The onw entrie o in the G, matries are thote in the
word X. Therefore, the decoding expression will be The ore matrices r tle inth
unity only when the X value has been codeddeteriniicnlly pacedprtoprly willhe &othe rwisue. hd e such that there ar only P, nonzero entries in mich row
proprly ad will be zro otherwie. and in each column. Therefore when a vectrr is

multiplied by the first G,- matrix, a total of P I N,
49-4 MAIWX FORMULATION operations will be neceary. When the resnltimg

The underlying premise for implementing fast vector is multiplied by the next m.atrix, a total

alorithm and eficient storage techniqus fOr operations will be neemsary, After allvic tor-r*,-matrix oprations ar roplVIC, A total Of
multiplication of iwdundantly defined netris i to
take advantage of the maximum number of degres
of froedom of submalrims Sonermiting the ultimate
S X X matrix. Thu. if a totw of " Care mAtiers
U, are defined, such that each cum matrix is of
dimension P, XN, then the total maximum number "
oi degree of freedom for a set of t corm matriks
becomes

operations will have been involved, a conxidcrblk
mavinpa over the trmal vetor II.(X. 1) matrix

N,¥ p. multiplication r *uirenent of X' oporations.. Each
'-a 0, matrix. denoted as a (itxl nmtrix :,fter the author
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of one of the original factorization techniques,3 is 1
completely described by the respective M, core matrix. I f .

The ultimate transformation matrix HR(X, U) " * " o= " . "-1

is given by the matrix product in Eq. (49-5). How- a 1 01
ever, this equation can be simplified according to the I -IL
decoding notation introduced earlier:

( -I /I P.- ( Ha- OZJ (G (GZ= E (Xr-Y,)) '1- E ' ---- )Q - 8=0 V".-i
( n _, U - ) ( 4 9 -6 ) " 1 ", -
\ I r V 0,H a [ i I I I I -

and -1-Il-

n-I

H,,(X, U) 11 m . (49-7)

rH0 U) .,.V. •)Figure 49-1. 8 X 8 Hadamard Matrix

Equations (49-6) and (49-7) can be interpreted in the "eters. Each of the n parameters originates from a

following way. The entry in a given row X and different core matrix. In all cases the column index

column U is determined by the product of n param- v of the core matrix is completely defined, n digits, as

W-- --w°0- -l - -
Ww w WW0 W 2  W0 W

4 ._WW

__ _W 0  __ - -_ w W 0  __ W 4  . ._ W O0 W 0  - - - -0  J 0  6 00 4

_ W 0  _ W W 0 _ WOW0 0 04 67' Gi w O - W4- G W w w 0

_ _ - 0- -_ - w--- WO e;: 7 w 6W0W

W wO 0 W W W W W' w 0 w W0 W , Ww wexicographically Reordered

W 0 w 4 W2 W 6 W I w 5 W 3 W 7  Iw 0w I W 2 W 3 W 4 W 5 W6 W 7

W0 w 0 W 4  :Tw W 6 W 6  w w 4 w 6 w  W 6  = exp -- - - -- ---

WO w 4 W 6 W0 3 W4 W5 ww 3 W06 W W4 W 7 W2 W5H wOwOwOwOwwwW ,l2 wOwOwOwOwOWwO Lexicopi\l ~t~e

wo ww z w~ w w w w w wz w w w w w w w 4x 2- ')tW~w w 6 w w w w l  W w w w w w w W

Figure 49-20 8X8 Fourier Tr04 sform0
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is the row index y, of the respective core matrix. Note
that not all digits of the row X or column U indices
are defined by the decoding it, the exponent. This I -

* simly means that the particular core entry defined
by the decoding occurs a multiple number of times
in the H.(X, U) matrix in the locations not com-
pletely dfined by the missing digits in the X and U
lexicographic representations. This, indeed, is what
ailows each entry ui the M, core matrix to affect
N/P, different entries in H,(X, U).

While Eqs. (49-6) and (49-7) are mathematically
cumbersome, it is important to reslize that they only a. Surveyor box b. Surveyor boom
represent decoding of lexicographically represented
row and column indices. Consequently, the algorith-
mic generation of Lhe 3.(X, U) transformation
mataix in a computer program will only decode the
lexicographic row and column indices digit by digit.

49-5 APPLICATIONS

It has been shown that the formulation presented
above includes the class of transformations defined
by Kronecker products. 6  Probably the simplest c. MOOnsCape
example of a transformation resulting from a Kro- Figure 49-3. Original Images
necker product is that given by a 2 X 2 matrix
Kroneckered with itself n times. Let

49-6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the results of research into a
method of streamlining certain vector matrix multi-

M'= - . (49-8) plication operations for implementation in a digital
[1 -' computer. The efficient storage and implementation

requirements have been obtained based on a degrees-
of-freedom analysis and it has been shown that the
algorithm for multiplication of matrices described in

The 8 X 8 matrix generated by tiis core is in Figure this paper is optimum in the sense that there are as
49-1. This matrix is known as a 1(adamard matrix 7 of many possible degrees of freedom as computer
order 2 and implements a discrtxe Walsh transform operations necessary (there could be no more degrees
on a vector multiplied by the mat. ix. s  of freedom !or the same number of computer opera-

As a final example, consider t,,e generation of a tions). The algorithm presented is based on a lex-
Fourier transform of resolution 8 X 8. In this case icographic notation system such that digit-by-digit
three core matrices of 2 X 8 dimensions each will decoding enables one to keep track of how a few
completely define the transformation. Figure 49-2 numbers of parameters control a large number of
presents such an example. Notice the need for lex- entries in the ultimate transformation matrix. The
icographic reordering to recombine the spectral algorithm for description of the transformation
coefficients according to increasing frequency. This matrix is presented in a rather complex equation
need manifests itself in the FFT literature and the which is shown to considerably simplify for restrictive
reordering in this example is nothing more than cases. Such cases included as subsets of this algorithm
reading the binary representation of the columns of aro the class of Kronecker matrices, fast Fourier
H2 in reverse order resulting in the H2 matrix, transforms (FFT), and fast Walsh or Hadamard

Examples of two-dimensional transformations using transforms (FWT, FHT), and a variety of other
both the Fourier and Hadamard GFT implementation matrix transformations. Specific matrix and image
are presented with the original scenes in Figures 49-3, transform examples are presented to verify the
49-4, and 49-5. analysis.

C
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a. Logarithm display of b. Threshold display of
Surveyor box transform Surveyor box transform

"III
a- q.

-- 41

c. Logarithm display of d. Threshold display of
Surveyor boom transform Surveyor boom transform

e. Logarithm display of f. Threshold display of

Moonscape transform Moonscape transform

Figure 49-4. Fourier Transforms
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a. Logarithm display of b Threshold display of
Surveyor box transform Surveyor box transform

c. Logarithm display of d. Threshold display of
Surveyor boom transform Surveyor boom transform

e. Logarithm display of f. Threshold display of
Moonscape transform Moonscape transform

Figure 49-5. Hadamard Transforms
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50. Fourier Spectroscopy at the Lunar and Planetary

Laboratory of the University of Arizona

Uwe Fink and Harold Larson
Univers of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona

Abstract

The high altitude spectroscopy program of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
at the University of Arizona is briefly outlined. A short description of the in-
strument and the data reduction technique is given. Representative spectra
of the Moon, Venus and Mars, taken aboard the high altitude airplane, are shown.
Further spectra taken with a ground-based telescope are then shown and discussed.

50-1 INTRODUCTION latitudes, and 18 km in the tropics. Thus, for effective
The Fourier spectroscopy program started at the use in our latitudes, a plane must fly higher than

Lunar and P%netary Laboratory when a small 12 km or about 40,000 ft. The water vapor then
20 cm- ' resolution interferometer was made available remaining above the plane is remarkably independent
to Dr. G. P. Kuiper by L. Mertz.i"2  The inter- of season or local weather conditions, being about lO
ferometer was used on one of the flights, in April precipitable H20 in the direction of the zenith.'
1967, of the NASA Convair 990 airplane as part of the Thus, the water vapor is cut by more than a factor of
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory high altitude 1000 for near sea level operation, or by almost a
spectroscopy program. Despite aircraft vibrations factor of 100 for a good infrared mountain obser-
the instrument performed very well. Spectra were vatory site. The effect of the decreasing water vapor
obtained of Mars and Venus with the Moon as a is shown quite dramatically in the solar spectra in
comparison during seven flights in the period April to Figure &0-1 taken on 23 .lune, 1.967, using the 20 cm- 1

June 1967. These early spectra together with a resolution Mertz interferometer. Some absorption
description of the high altitude program are pub- remains in the 1.9,U H20 band at 41,000 ft altitude, a
lished in the Communications of the Lunar and little less for the 1.4 p band, while the absorption at
Planetary Laboratory.3 .

4
,5 1.1 I is for all practical purlxes eliminated.

The purpose of high altitude flights is to get above From the Venus spectra obtained during the same
the tropopitse, the cold trap for water vapor in our series of flights, it was immediately possible to put a
atmosphere. The tropopause lies near altitude lower or upper limit for water vapor or ice clouds in
7 to 8 km in the polar areas, 11 to 12 km in the middle the Venus atmosphere.
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50-2 INTERFEROMETER DESCRIPTION AND DATA detector cooled to liquid N 2 temperature. The beam
REDUCTION SYSTEM was focused on the detector by a system of a

Due to the success of the 20 cm-1 interferometer, CaF 2-LiF achromatic triplet and a sapphire aplanatic

a new interferometer of 8 cm- 1 resolution was immersion lens designed by Dave Steinmetz.

obtained from Block Associates. The interferometer The velocity of the moving mirror is such that the
of the rapid scan type with an f/13 input beam t frequency of the 1.08 & reference line is about 800 Hz.is tescope The inut bether The output from the preamp and amplifier of the

match existing telescopes. The instrument, together detector goes through a filter set at 1.50 to 900 Hz
with the PbS detector cold box, is shown in Figure (corresponding to the spectral region of about 1.5,u).
50-2, attached at the Cassegran focus of the 61-in. It is then recorded along with the reference, white

and green signals, on a seven-track analog magnetic
tape recorder.

The system of adding the interferograms was also
changed from the original Block coadder and paper
tape to a procedure developed jointly by Roger
Thomson of MIT and R. I. Mitchell of the University
of Arizona. The magnetic tape is read at twice the
recording speed through another filter and an AD
converter into an IBM 1130 computer. The computer
adds the interferograms in phase by means of a
trigger from the signal cube white light. The zero
crossings of the reference fringes provide the sample
points for the AD converter. The relative drift
between the two cubes is adjusted by means of the
green signal. (The reference cube and signal cube
signals are read with two different heads of the tape
recorder so that a change of the tape distance between
the heads with a micrometer is equivalent to a phase

' change between the two cubes.) In the case of the
airplane data, about 1000 to 200 scans were added in
each case to give a coadded interferogram. A phase

ure 0.h Thtuerotemr Attached tothe Cs n corrected power spectrum is obtained from the
Foas of the 61.4n. Catalina Oevatory Telescope (Dr. Fourier transform of the interferogram.
Kuiper observing)

50-3 HIGH ALTITUDE AND GROUND4ASED SPECTRA

Samples of the spectra obtained with the 8em-1
Catalina Observatory telescope of the Lunar and resolution interferometer during the high altitude
Planetary Laboratory. In the airplane it was used program are shown in Figures 54, 504, and 50-4.
with a 12-in. telescope fed by a gyroetabilized helio- Figure 50-3 shows a spectrum of the Moon obtained
stat mirror looking through a 12X 14 in. dry quartz during two flights on May 5 and 6, 1968, with a total
window at an angle of 65" from the horizon. observing time of five hours. The remains of the

The interferometer consists of two "cubesu, telluric water vapor bands at 1.4p. 1.9p, and 2.7,u are
that is, essentially two separate interferometers vith indicated by dots above the lines. Most of the other
the moving mirror in both cubes driven by the same lines remaining are solar lines, the strongest of which
magnetic coil. The "reference cube* has the He 1.09,v are identified on the figure. Special note should be
line is a monochromatic input and a white light made of the Bracket lines of hydrogen BO to B13.
input. The "signal cube" has the potential for two Figure 50-4 is a ratio of the spectrum of Venus
inputs and two outputs. The center of the signal taken on November 27 and 2, 19117, divided by the
interferogram is o4justed so that it occurs about spectrum of the Moon of Figure 50-3. Total observing
120 p after that of the white light interferogram of the time for Venus was 3.3 hours. The many CO.. bands,
reference cube. which are of course shown so much more clearly in

The instrument was modified by Dr. H, L. Johnson thv Connes' spectra' can be seen in this figure. The
in several ways. The minor displacement was spectrum of the Moon of Figure 44.3 %w used for the
slightly increased to give a resolution of about ratio since it was a very clean spectrum and would
5 erm-'. A broadband green input was added to the not introduce additional noise in the ratio spectrum.
signal cube. With this additional interferogprm Moon spectra were alo taken on the Venus flights
oakurring at the same place as the signal interfero- with very nearly the same air ma, as Venus. From
gram, small temperature dependent phase shifts these spectra an abundance of 2.5 p peecipitable H2O
between the two cubes could be monitored and or a mixing rati) with respect to ('0) of 10" was
corrected. The two uncooled Pbg detectors were obtained. A full description of this analysis is given
replaced by a single, good 0.25X0.25 mm PbS in Kuiperet l. in Table 5O-I is presented a summary
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this figure are, of course, much weaker than on Venus
but considerably stronger than the telluric ones in the

-  Moon spectra. Unfortunately, even averaging four
--- "fli&:,ts does not quite provide sufficient signal-to-noise

ratio to make possible a goo. measurement of the
Il Martian water vapor. Only in the strong, saturated

•.... .2.7 , band are there any water lines left in the ratio.
"__ ~ '------

-  4 - - -s00 " Ground based spectra were taken with the CatalinaObservatory 61-in. telescope. Figure 50-6 shows

MERCURY 61* CATALINA 01S.
, 0mDec 10. 1969

i6 7 700 560 806 a 3000 ;000 5000 G0OD 7000 11000 19000
6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 61" CATALINA OS

Dec. 18(2.0)W Dec 19(10)1969

Figuir 50-5. Th cV (.9 ) Airplane Ratio Spectnim of Mars lO ',"

ho~y Jne24D viebythe Speetnin of the Moon D ,~for M a:y 26, 29, :4). W ater vapo r is m argin ally detectab le on . . .,. ,.. . . ' "

Mars in tie t i n i: t 3& ) m -' 2000 3000 4000 5000 G OO T O 000 o0DO

JUPITER , 61" CATAUNA OBS
Rot 10 cari Dec. 15. 1969

of the Ipresent knowlwedge of the gaseous constituents _ ,, 4 .b.....
(if the' Venus atino.iphere. The table reflects favorably 2000 3000 4000 OO 60o 7000 6000 9o
011 l'ourier interferometry since till of the entries by MOON k T 0

(onnts and niun" of the Lunar and Planetary Dec~cm' 1 5. N 9
L.aboratory ,,ntries were obtained using this method, '

together with laboratory calibrations. 2000- 300o 4600 w 6000 e60o
.\n airplane ratio of the spectrum of Mars taken

May ., 30. and June 2, 4. 1949. divided by the
Spletrunt of the l.tMti for Mav 2%, 29, 30, 1969. is Figure Y0-6. The pectra of Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, and

r the Moon Taken With the 61-in, ('atalina Otiervattiyh t h Inri figu e-in5. Thi Mar, flights e omprie Tele',ope. The fine strurtt , amen in the setwtra is rald und
.S tol 1) l11srs tif 4ervhng timle. The ('O).. batitds all nluir" a larger orale fC ,ffeetive display
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19spectra of Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, arid the Moon. A spectrum of the rings of Saturn, soni
jThe full resolution of all these ititerferograms is Figure 50-S, together with a spectrum of the Moon

5 cm-1, but they are shown transformed only to

oriet te rederto hat ype ofspectro I faue r
to be expected for these plai.,ts. The spectra of the

Moon show the typical strengths of the telluric STR'S 0 NG 61 Nov lin 19,16

H 20 absorption bands that canl be expected at the Rs3 r Nv1,16

8260 ft (2.50 kin) altitude of the Catalina Observatory.
Mars shows tile well known C0 2 atmosphere. Jupiter
is almost opaque in the infrared due to C114 and NH3  .....

absorptions. No atmosphere on Mercury was de- 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000) 9000
tected. The previous upper limit of 0.04 mb of CO 2
on Mercury 9 can probably be lowered by m bans of MOON61CaliaOs
our spectra. Res 30 cm'i1  Nov 619, 1t969bs

Figure 50-7 shows a spectrum of Saturn and the "-. N~1,16

SATURN A~ 61' Caaln a. 2000 300 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
Roil 10 Cat" ' w. 5. 1969 61" Catalina Obs

RINGSNov. 19, 1969
RATIO-G

2000 3000 4000 50006000MOON

9000 Res 30cm-'

MeOON 1 6 CIII b 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 BOOC 9000
Doc 15, 1969

rI' .t"...Figure 50-8. The Speeira of Saturn'tt Ring., the Moon,
and the Ratio Speetrnn

2000 3000 4000 3000 6000 7000 6000 9000

. o lm"ePhwe' CM4  LA&. Mrth 5. 1970
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-teen fronm tht. small absorp tioi of the * 1 jA aind I -Sp
2000 X 4000 5000 6000 700 000 0vater vapor bandst. Ini at.enrvlt for ti , interpetottin

of thie sectruni froze-., X113. (F~igure 50&9) which
showed a shkarp featureit 60 ent-() niareeing with It li
ring spectrum. was firt cotoitered. Ordinary icea a p.

Firm~e W07. The sp~etra of s~lw'ii and the NMom 'a- Proxim~ately - 20k, didl not sern to fit. It W"' then
otvlWith Lamntw .4tii,~ ofCpkWt w4 t4 Iointed out by o grout) ot M IT' tat waoter Ice
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pendewe of 1120) ("1' inidientod in I igstrr 10-10 atid
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In the r'ourier spectroscopy program at the Lunar
and Planetary Laboratory concentration was on two

L---I aspects of this new technique: (1) The multiplex
3000 4000 5000 6000 CM' OOn 8000 advantage has been used on faint objects at low reso-

lution where the weak sinal does not permit higher
Figiire 50-,). Comparison of the Spectrum resolution; (2) The interferometer has been used
of the Rings of Saturn to Various Lahoratory successfully in environmental conditions somewhat

more severe than in the laboratory, as for example the
high altitude jet observation platform.

In this program the small size and weight of the
instrument, which permits it to be readily attached
to the Cassegrain focus of a moderate size telescope,
has been helpful. The success of the airplane ob-
servations may, to a large extent, be due to the rapid
scan technique.
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Discussion

Q. (Robert D~ick. Barriniger Research, Ltd.): D~oes current'.. being investigated and seem to s;how
.1ulpiter's spatial structure have any effect.- wn Your extra lines due to the guest molecules. This might
zne:istirenients? allow idlentification of other molecules in Saturn's

A. (Uwe Fink): The nwectra that were shown were rns
takn wth he hol j~ane sotha wecoud !~t A. (Uwe Fink): The spectral features that we see

resov~*ali stuctre.We ae oweerplanin to oil the ring spectrum are all very well explained by
tak s;atillyreslve s~etr ofthebans o .J~itr. low temperature ice, and we do not, with the present

Q. (Robert D~ick): You use the moon :is reference. resolution, see any' extra lines.
Are you confident that the moon's surface (lops not
introduice any% special features? Q. (Dr. Alain L. Fymat, Jet Propulsion Labora-

tory): 1)0 you lnt recorispectra inside and
emissionh upte' rd pt o abundance

intodue n 'y har sectalfeatures of the type we to Hide's TaYlor coluimn exp~lanation of the spot.

-irelookng or. t isnevssar: v o hve acomarisn A.WweFink: Ye, w plthat o ta t theh
for he vihiic atervapr wjlii,, afe% hous (f th sae t niethatwe ;cal th belsuoitupter

Q. (1). A. ()tmeii. University of Alberta): Have Q. (Ihenry U. Blau, Jr., Arthur 1). Little, Inc.):
( iC Hid~ei'e( the Ip sibi lit v that the spectra oif How did You make the low temperature frosts?

Saturn's rings might be caused by clathrates of ice? A. (Uwe Fink): Tefrosts were made in at cyliii-
1 hese are entities in which molecule,; of one substance lia eto fgastkn bu mi.da n
are eomlpletplY% enclosed in a lattice of another, a 10 cni long. Both eiids, were closed with glass p~lates

wate laticein hisaane the cell was pump~ed out. It was then immersed
A. (IUwe Fink): No, we haven't. in a (lewar of liquid X2 and water vapor was admitted
Q. (1). A. O'tnieii): These subsances have sp)ectra by boiling distilledl water from a flask at a pressure

which are, similar to those of ice, and~ their spectra are of a few j of l1g.
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Aspen ICFS '70 Exhibits

255-SLOT HADAMARD-TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER

Comstock & Wescott, Inc., 765 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 and
AFCRL: John A. Decker, Jr., organizer.

Demonstration model of a 255-slot Hadamard-Transform Spectrometer operating on the
principle of multislit optical encoding at spectrometer exit focal plane. The encoded optical
data are punched on data tapes and then fed into a PDP-10 time sharing compter for decoding
and automatic plotting of the output spectra. The instrument was operated :z the Conference.

FOURIER SPECTRA RECORDED AT LABORATOIRE AIM COTTON

Centre National Recherche Scientifique, 91 Orsay, France: P. Connes, organizer.

Exhibit of Fourier spectra recorded at Laboratoire Aim4 Cotton and calculated at CIRCE,
including the originals of figures for three papers presented at the Conference. This means
106 samples emission (thoium, holmium) or absorption (N20, KH3) spectra, selected por-
tions of astronomical spectra (Venus and Mars, with the lines of CO. 1C1, and JIF), and a
copy of the Planetary Atlas. The first results given by the C.N.R.S. real-time computer were
also presented.

AIRBORNE INTERFEROMETERS FOR MEASURING INFRARED ATMOSPHERIC
EMISSION SPECTRA

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratori-.q .n:i Stewart Radiance Laboratory, Utah State
Univ., Bedford, Massachusetts: A. T. Stair, Jr., E. Ray Huppi, and Ronald J. Huppi, organizers.

An interferometer used for measuring infrared atmospheric radiation was shown. The inter-
ferometer is one of three units that take measurements in the I to 15 p wavelength region from
an Air Force KC-135 aircraft. The three units are mounted behind a sophisticated cold chopper
system that makes it possible to obtain sky-emission measurements far below the background
levels of the ambient aircraft optics.
Some spectral measurements of the night sky were shown. The data were taken at various
altitudes and temperatures. As a result, the variations in thermal emission of the atmosphere
were shown.
The vibration isolator mounts and temperature control circuits required t, nmake t1( inter-
feromcters flyable were also demonstrated.

AIRBORNE I NTERFEROMETER SPECTIOM E'TEI

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford Massachusetts: ,lohn I). Rlex and John
P. Cahill, organizers.

Preceding page blank
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Airborne Interferoneter Spectrometer used on AFCRL KC-135 aircraft.

I)eteetor-InA

Sweep late-.2 interferograms/sec
Re solutionl-1 ema- I

liecent eclipse data (coronal emission in 1.5 to 3.3 p region, 7 March 70) were shown along with
atmospheric transmission measurements in the 3 to 7.5 U region.

(Ill BB-PARSOXS M11 FOURIER SPECTROMETER

Edwin Industries Corporation, 11933 Tech Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904: D. Stewartl~arson, organizer.

A Grubb-Parsons MH11 Fourier Spectrometer capable of producing absorption spectra inthe range of 10 to 80 cm- , connected to a computer for real-time calculations of spectra from
interferograms. The system will display any piece of the spectrum between 10 and 800 cm -

and continually update it as the path difference in the interferometer is increased. Maximum Iresolut ion = 0.1i em' .

MICHIELSON AND LAMELLAR GRATING FOURIER SPECTROPHOTOMETERS

Beckman Intstruments, 2500 Ha. her Blvd., Fullertn, Californi-. 92634: G, T. Neahl, organizer.

Featured Nlichelson and Lamellar Grating Fourier Spectrophotometers and accessories along
with analog and digital computer systems. The Michelson interferometer (developed by
Beckman-11.I.I.C., London, England) is a modular system designed for use in the 10 to 500 cm-1

region with resolutions up to O.1 cm'. The Lamellar Grating interferometer covers the range3 to 70 cm' with resolutions up to 0.1 cm-'. A new gas cell was exhibited with externally
adjustable path lengths up to 10 m.

AN ENCODING MASK

Sterrewacht "Sonni-nborgh" Servaasbolwerk 13, Utrecht, Holland: Thys M. W. M. de Graauw,
organizer.

The mask is on a rotating cylinder. The spectrum is focused at the mask and the part of interest
in the spectrum is divided into 255 elements. Every element is chopped by a pseudo-random
function, and all the functions are shifted one clock pulse to each other. In this case, the
maxilaum length sequence of 255 elements was used. Decoding means cross-correlation of
the used sequence with the integrated signal. The cross-correlation function gives directly the
intensity distribuition in the observed spectrum.
The exhibited chopper was used for getting line-profiles of the photosphere-chromosphere
transition region during the solar eclipse in 1970. The spectral elements had a spatial width of

8puil:- l i.

)IE( )NS l RATION FOURIIERSCOPE

National Standards Laboratory, SydneyN.S W. 2008 Australia: W. H. Steel, organizer.

A direct-vision instrument that presents sidi-by-side the spectrum of a light source and the
correspo(diug interferogram. These may be changed by placing optical filters in the instrument,
so demonstrating qualitatively the properties of a Fourier transform.

IIr(O''( )TYPE IRI5 INSTRUMENT FOR NIMBUS III

Texas Instruments, Til., 13500 N. Central Expressway, P.O. Box 6015, MS 202, Dallas, Texas
7,5222: I. i). lanel, XASA/GSFC, and I). H1. Rodgers, Texas Instruments, organizers.

The .xhibit eonsisted of the prototype of the IR15 instrument flown on NIMBUS III, together
with its electronics plus .a display of some of the results obtained from the NIMBUS flight. The
significant features of this instrument are its thermal stability, mechanical integrity, and self-
calibration features. The instrument will retain 'useful alignment over a 600 C temperature
ralge without alny adljustment. It will also withstand the qualification levels of vibration for
the NII I'S satellite, which puts forces up of to 40 g on the optical components. Finally,
th, instrument tutomatical ly calibrates itself ever'" 16 scans by viewing deep space, followed
hv ai view of an on-board target whose temperature is accurately known. Improved versions of
tids instrument :ire to be flown on the NIMBI'S 1) and MARINER '71 spacecraft.

il1l
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